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PREFACE
This volume contains the Proceedings of the 11th Annual World Congress of the Academy for Global
Business Advancement (AGBA) hosted by the Indian Institute of Technology – Delhi on November
21--23, 2014.
Papers selected for presentation at the conference and for inclusion in these Proceedings have been
double-blind peer-reviewed and explore the cutting edge of knowledge and theory in their
respective research domains and disciplines.
These proceedings are edited by David McArthur, (Utah Valley University, USA), Sushil (Indian
Institute of Technology – Delhi, India), Abid Haleem (Jamia Millia Islamia, India) and Zafar U. Ahmed
(Academy for Global Business Advancement, USA), assisted with patience, diligence, and
professionalism by Silvia Lobendahn at Utah Valley University (USA).
AGBA would like to thank Prof. Sushil, the co-chair of this, AGBA’s 11th Global Conference without
whose help and sponsorship this worldwide conference would have been impossible. Prof. Sushil is
Professor of Strategic Management in the Department of Management Studies at the Indian
Institute of Technology Delhi. AGBA also extends its heartfelt thanks to professors Abid Haleem, the
AGBA VP for Northern India and professor at Jamia Millia Islamia in New Delhi, India, and Dr. Zafar
Husain, AGBA VP for Conference Operations and professor at Al-Ain University of Science and
Technology, UAE. Without their help, and the help of many others, organizations like AGBA would
not exist.
These proceedings are prepared from material supplied by the authors. Editorial license to correct
manuscripts is limited by governmental regulations (many academics must file for permission to
travel; once a paper is on file with their cognizant Ministry, there may significant limits to the edits
or “refinements” that can be made or travel permission may be withheld) and original author intent.
Manuscripts that were not sent to the editors on time for adequate editing or production may not
appear in consistent style or appear at all in the Proceedings. Many authors failed to prepare final
drafts in accordance with the style guide, so many in fact, that editorial staff was forced to
compromise the style guide to match what authors had submitted. A few papers were submitted
utilizing wordprocessing software that was incompatible with MS Word to the effect that little
editing could be done.
In accordance with editorial policy and under space constraints, some sections of text, tables,
graphs, figures, or references may have been edited or omitted. In the case of errors, or omissions,
please contact the respective author(s) directly.
Copyrights of the papers remain with the author(s) of each article.
Every effort has been made by the editors, publishers and printers of these proceedings to see that
no inaccurate data, opinion, or statement appears in the proceedings, but the data and opinions
appearing in the articles herein are the responsibility of the author(s). Accordingly, the publishers,
printers, editors, and AGBA officials accept no liability whatsoever for the consequences of any such
inaccurate or misleading data, opinion or statement.
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Development of Brand Switching Literature: What can be Learned from
the Past?

Osama Sam Al-kwifi
Qatar University, Qatar
alkwifi@gmail.com

Abstract
The aim of this paper is to explore the development of literature on brand switching, in order to define
the common antecedents that cause switching behavior among consumers and the impact of switching
on market share of companies. An intensive literature review is conducted on brand switching at the
consumer and business levels. At each level, studies on brand switching are divided into several
categories, such as house-hold products, technological products, and service providers, and the
common factors behind switching for each category and between categories are determined. The
literature reveals that no single model can explain brand switching behavior of consumers or
businesses across different industries and products. Each study uses a specific set of factors to explain
brand switching. However, brand attractiveness can be counted as the most common factor behind
brand switching. The study suggests that continuous exploration of consumer’s preferences is needed
to create and sustain attractive brands.
Keywords: Brands, brand switching, consumer behavior, relationship, perceived value, product
features.

Introduction
Brand represents a name, symbol, or any feature that identifies one company’s product from those of
other companies. Switching from one brand to another is a critical issue for a company, because it
indicates that the original brand no longer meets consumer expectations and that the new brand is
more attractive. The negative side of brand switching is reflected in a reduction in the firm’s market
share (Anderson et al., 1994), driving the firm to rely on a more unpredictable consumer mix, thus
diminishing the firm’s reputation (Levesque & McDougall, 1996). Thus, understanding the factors
behind brand switching becomes an important issue to be investigated to reduce costs and to promote
long-term consumer relationships. Once those factors have been identified, firms can act upon them to
develop brand management strategies that discourage existing consumers from switching (Anderson
& Sullivan, 1993). On the other hand, competitive firms could use these factors as a tool to
consolidate their brands and attract prospective switchers (Yani-de-Soriano & Slater, 2009), in order
to increase their market share (Colgate & Lang, 2001). The literature reports considerable research on
brand switching of various products across industries. However, little knowledge is available on the
development of brand switching studies at the consumer and business levels, and the common theme
behind brand switching.
Literature Review
The marketing literature studies brand switching at two levels: consumer marketing, and business
marketing or organizational buying. At the consumer level, the consumer takes full control over the
switching process, from evaluating different brands to making a final decision. However, at the
organizational buying level the switching process becomes more complicated, because organizational
buying behavior involves complex environmental influences and different individuals’ involvement in
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the decision making process (Barclay, 1991). Therefore, the factors behind brand switching at the
consumer and organization (buyer) levels are expected to be different.
Antecedents of Consumer Brand Switching
The literature records significant research that investigated consumer brand switching, which is
conceptualized as terminating the relationship with a certain brand and moving toward a more
attractive alternative. Most of the existing literature on consumer brand switching examines
differentiated competitive markets and focuses on frequently purchased consumer products.
Brand switching of house-hold products. In one of the first attempts to explore brand switching, Raju
(1984) explained the behavior as an intrinsic desire for a change or variety which takes place regularly
in market, especially for food and house-hold products like shampoo, laundry bleach, shower soap,
and blue jeans. He proposed a model based on four elements: individual difference variable, product
awareness, product switching cost, and product class. He demonstrated that product awareness,
including advertising, has a significant impact on exploratory brand switching, and a monetary deal
could counter that switching. To expand the scope of previous study, Van Trijp et al. (1996) found
that the variety-seeking model can not be explained just by the characteristic of individual difference;
therefore, they added product category factors such as need for variety, hedonic features, strength of
preference, perceived differences between brands, and involvement with the model to determine
situations that are more likely to promote variety seeking than repeated purchasing. The model
demonstrates that the consumer variety-seeking does not occur for all products to the same extent,
because category factors for products like beer, coffee, tobacco, and cigarettes influence the degree of
that behavior.
Trivedi and Morgan (1996) found that the extent of brand switching can change over time, and the
degree of switching can be different for selected brands such as house-hold items, hotels, automobiles,
and TVs. The strongest influence behind brand switching is market leader effect (a brand with wider
market share), followed by the unique product features that distinguish a brand from a competitor’s.
Contradicting some findings from previous studies, Shukla (2004) observed that product usage and
related level of satisfaction fail to explain the brand switching behavior; however, product
involvement was found to have a moderate impact on readiness to switch, which means that
consumers would like to experience the new brand and find out if it matches their preference. Thus, to
lessen the brand switching behavior among their customers, marketers should keep a constant eye on
sales to understand the usage pattern associated with their brands, and understand how customers
involve themselves with the product.
Seiders and colleagues (2005) investigated the relationship between satisfaction and switching
behavior using more moderating factors such as marketplace characteristics, relational characteristics,
and consumer characteristics. Their findings, based on retail home industry, emphasize that consumer
and marketplace characteristics play important moderating roles on purchasing. Consumer satisfaction
has a strong effect on repurchase intentions but has no direct effect on repurchase behavior. Therefore,
satisfaction scores may not predict repurchase/switching behavior accurately and may create a false
impression if suppliers assume that higher satisfaction scores lead to stronger repurchase behavior
(Oliver, 1999).
Brand switching of technological products. By adding demographic characteristics, Bayus (1991)
conducted a study to understand the timing of consumer brand switching in the automobile industry,
and relates a behavior to demographic characteristics; product perception; and search activities. He
found that early switchers are more concerned with styling and fashion and less worried about the cost
than are late switchers, who pursue more detailed search activities to find a good deal. These findings
were associated with the higher income and lower education of most early switchers than most late
switchers. This study reflects the importance of considering the demographic factors for this product.
Studies suggest that dissatisfaction explains only some of the consumer band switching behavior
(McDougall & Levesque, 2000; Bansal et al., 1999). Therefore, Keaveney & Parthasarathy (2001)
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tried to include factors other than satisfaction to study the switching behavior in online services (such
as MSN, AOL, and CompuServe); those factors were behavioral, attitudinal, and demographic. They
found that brand switchers were individuals who subscribed to the online service without conducting
a thorough search; who used the service less frequently; and who had a lower income and education.
From the responses of 100,000 automotive consumers, Mittal and Kamakura (2001) demonstrated that
measuring consumer satisfaction using a typical consumer satisfaction survey as described in previous
literature does not reflect well the true consumer satisfaction, because few of the studies take into
account the consumer’s characteristics – such as gender, educational level, marital status, age, etc.
Their findings showed that consumers with different characteristics have progressively different
thresholds and different response biases, to the extent that their satisfaction level could translate into
repurchasing or switching behavior that varies steadily. Interestingly, they found that the relationship
between satisfaction and repurchasing behavior is highly non-linear.
Alternatively, Lemon et al. (2002) took the consumer decision to either keep or drop a TVentertainment service, arguing that the consumer’s future expectations of usage and anticipated regret
have a significant influence on consumer brand switching, in addition to satisfaction. This study
suggests that consumers will follow an adaptive approach to update their future expectations based on
current usage experience. But in reality, not all users are capable of making a good judgment and
evaluation about their existing experience of the service, or about how to generate reasonable
expectations regarding future benefits that reflect the actual pace of technology change. This study
therefore could be relevant for knowledgeable users with high expertise in available brands. For
rapidly changing technological products, the expected future use is difficult to assess, and reaching a
decision based on expectations is even more difficult.
To test the impact of switching costs and demographics on brand switching among European mobile
users, Ranganathan et al. (2006) found that increasing service usage and bundling of services have a
significant impact on switching from one supplier to another. Also, a strong association was found
between age and gender on mobile user switching, with young users being more likely to switch and
male users being the main switchers. Lam, et al., (2010) explored brand switching when a radically
new brand is launched. They realized from a longitudinal study during the introduction of the iPhone
in Spain that both relative consumer–brand identification and relative perceived value prevent brand
switching; however, this impact changes over time. This outcome suggests that brand switching by
consumers can be elucidated by social movement between brand identities rather than by functional
utility maximization as a standard economic perspective. The difference between findings of
Ranganathan et al. (2006) and Lam, et al., (2010) indicates that consumers could perceive the same
brand differently the first time it is introduced to market and after using it, as consumers are looking
for the brand that satisfies various consumer-related requirements at the same time.
Brand switching of service providers. To account for different aspects of brand switching, Bansal et
al. (2005) did a comprehensive study to include most of the previous factors in their model, adding
new ones to understand how different variables might influence the switching in new service
providers for auto repair and hairstyling. They divided these variables into three categories: (1) push
effects; (2) mooring effects; and (3) pull effect. An important result of this study is that the push
effects, which include some of the most important switching predictors that dominate extant switching
models, appear to be the weakest of these three categories, whereas the mooring effects are the
strongest drivers of brand switching behavior, especially when the switching cost is low (Jones et al.,
2000). The pull factor was characterized by a single variable, "alternative attractiveness," which may
not explain the whole case for this category.
Antecedents of Buyer Brand Switching
Organizations exhibit brand switching similar to that demonstrated by consumers; however, brand
switching at this level is more complicated than otherwise because of the greater complexity of
buyers’ requirements and the long-term relationships with providers (Claycomb & Frankwick, 2005).
Also, products used by buyers are more specialized so as to meet certain needs and are more
technology-intense because of the complexity of organizational requirements. Usually, buyers are
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more likely to focus on long-term relationships and engage in cooperative activities that result in
greater benefits for both partners (Flint et al., 2002), further complicating the brand switching process.
Brand switching of technological products. Heide and Weiss (1995) proposed a model that
emphasizes three categories of factors: (1) buyer uncertainty, (2) switching costs, and (3) situational
factors. The importance of the buyer uncertainty category appears from the product nature that is
selected for this study, that is, computer workstation. The technological heterogeneity represents a
lack of a common technology standard between providers, whereas rapid pace of technological
change reflects the uncertainty because of time sensitivity of information. Study findings indicate that
rapid pace of technological change and technological heterogeneity intensify the search activities
efforts to get more information about different brands, but that they increase the probability to stay
with the current provider, while limited prior experience increases the likelihood of switching to a
new provider.
Al-kwifi and McNaughton (2011), however, conducted a study focused on exploring the factors
behind brand switching by lead users of high technology capital products. They found that lead users
are willing to face strong barriers to switching to a new brand that is critical to the renewal of
organizational capabilities. They state that the decision to switch among high technology capital
products is influenced mainly by the product features, product variety, and research collaboration.
Later, Al-kwifi and Yammout (2013) repeated the same study on mass-market users of high
technology, and found that the brand switching is dominated mainly by product features, which
usually contain specific capabilities to achieve a competitive advantage, and by product service.
Brand switching of service providers. Using the banking industry, Wathne et al. (2001) studied the
determinants of brand switching. They investigated the influence of interpersonal relationships,
switching costs, and marketing strategies (price and bundling) on brand switching. Data were
collected from both buyers and providers to determine any differences between both sides regarding
the importance of various variables. Wathne and colleagues found that buyers perceived marketing
variables as the main factors underpinning switching, with price dominating all other factors.
Interesting result in this study is that both buyers and suppliers claim different perceptions of the
determinants of brand switching: Buyers believe that switching costs are the most important factor in
deciding to continue with an incumbent, whereas the incumbent perceives interpersonal relationships
as the main switching barrier.
Money (2004) examined whether buyers use recommendations to find a better service provider. The
study was designed in a cross-national context to evaluate the effect of culture, Japanese and
American, and geographic location, foreign and domestic. He proposed a three-component model to
explain the outcome of switching: (1) number of consultations; (2) tie strength (duration, frequency,
social importance, business importance, attractiveness, trust, and perceived expertise), which
represents different dimensions of a referral source and buyer relationship; and (3) centrality, which is
defined as the strategic position of an individual within a firm. Two important findings emerge from
this study. First, buyers who conducted referrals to explore their potential service provider switched
less frequently than those who did not; in addition, buyers working in foreign countries switched more
than those working domestically, perhaps because domestic buyers are more familiar with their
market and because finding a long-term provider is uncomplicated. Second, for Japanese buyers
operating in Japan, attractiveness, business importance, and perceived expertise have a significant
influence on switching, whereas for American buyers operating in the US, the business importance
has a significant impact on switching.
Low and Johnston (2006) studied the effect of relationship equity (fair treatment) on brand switching.
They proposed a model that links key dimensions of relationship equity in the process of adopting a
new telecommunication service. The model considers that relationship equity is a result of a buyer’s
perception of key account manager practices (customer orientation, communication skills, ability to
deliver promises, conflict resolution skills, buyer’s trust, and buyer’s affective commitment). These
practices are moderated by external factors (intensity of market competition and technological
uncertainty) and internal buying firm factors (different rewards comparison). The study suggests that
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once a buyer perceives the relationship to be inequitable, he or she will switch to a new supplier after
evaluating switching costs. This study represents a dynamic model to assess antecedents behind brand
switching for the service industry, where managers can play an important role to build and manage
strong buyer relationships.
Reviewing the extant literature on buyer brand switching shows that there is no distinctive model to
describe or predict this behavior at the organizational level, with each study adapting different
independent variables to explain this behavior. On the other hand, using a comprehensive model that
accounts for the majority of factors mentioned in previous studies would be impractical, because
completing it by participating organizations would be a challenge. Thus, each study has to focus on
certain variables that are deemed relevant to the study context, which can provide a partial picture to
the true factors behind brand switching.
Discussion
A review of the many studies on brand switching reveals that brands are becoming something more
than just a product: They are becoming a relationship between a company’s products and consumers’
perception (Keller et al., 2008). Such relationship is built on trust that the brand will fulfill consumers’
expectations (Money, 2004; Low & Johnston, 2006). If the brand fails to maintain this trust, it will
cause consumers to switch to more attractive brands. This study demonstrates that brand switching is
influenced by different factors based on the product/service/industry under investigation. Comparing
the outcome from our literature review, we can define that there is no single model to cope with the
complexities of this behavior. This is why we find that each study comes up with a different model
based on the way researches set up their study framework.
There is evidence that factors behind brand switching behavior can be different across the product life
cycle, once it is launched to market (Lam, et al., 2010) and during the utility stage (Ranganathan et
al., 2006). This means consumers’ perception of new brand would vary from the early technology
adoption stage to the point of fully exploring its capabilities, where consumers will start looking
further for the next attractive brand in market that fulfill their needs. In addition, antecedents behind
brand switching are found to be different across different market segments. For example, lead users,
who are at the cutting-edge, perceive product features, product variety, and research collaboration as
the key drivers in changing the brand and getting the capabilities needed to leverage significant
advantages from the new brand (Al-kwifi & McNaughton, 2011). Mass-market users, however, claim
that product features and product service are the motivation factors to switch their brand (Al-kwifi &
Yammout, 2013).
It is obvious that different studies define the factors behind brand switching using various indicators,
such as demographic characteristics (Bayus, 1991), consumers’ characteristics (Mittal & Kamakura,
2001), cultural context (Money, 2004), interpersonal relationships (Wathne et al., 2001), and
marketing strategy (Bansal et al., 2005). Regardless of the specific factors behind switching,
consumers generally switch to more attractive brands. Thus, the attractiveness of a new brand can be
considered the common factor behind brand switching. This attractiveness can be enhanced by
improving one or more of the product/service dimensions (Jones et al., 2002). For example, a brand
can be realized as more attractive by availing of one of these dimensions: offering an enhanced
customer service (e.g. banking, service industry), product features (e.g. technological products), low
prices (e.g. retailers, house-hold products), bundling services (mobiles, banking), etc.
This study demonstrates that research on brand switching should continue to investigate, across
different industries and using numerous factors, the influence of various factors on consumer behavior
towards replacing a brand. Future research will provide a better understanding of how consumers’
preferences and perception of a particular brand can change over time due to several elements, such as
technological change, cultural context, demographic aspects, marketing strategy, and consumer
relationship. Given that brand switching behavior is a dynamic and complex process, it is important
that future research explore this issue from diverse perspectives and introduce new approaches to
interpret this behavior. It is believed that literature on brand management and marketing has the
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potential to delineate the appropriate strategies that build strong brands locally and internationally
(Schuiling & Kapferer, 2004).
Although many managers claim they have the knowledge of how to make their brands attractive, in
reality they have to conduct frequent market research analyses in order to learn from competitors and
consumers. Managers should not rely on their existing knowledge to predict how to make an attractive
brand, because research shows that consumers and suppliers claim different perceptions of the
determinants of brand switching (Wathne et al., 2001). Determining what makes a brand attractive is
therefore a critical matter when defining the appropriate strategy, to prevent market share from
eroding.
One strategy that helps to build an attractive brand is to integrate consumers’ knowledge and feedback
into defining the appropriate product features in the market (Al-Kwifi & McNaughton, 2013; Zha &
Sriram, 2006); this knowledge fills the gap between what companies think consumers want and will
buy, and what consumers really want and will really buy. In practice, this strategy can be
implemented by targeting different groups from various market segments, and using them in building
and verifying the brand (Morrison et al., 2004). In high technology markets, this process becomes
more challenging as consumers’ preference are changing rapidly with continuous launching of
innovative technologies. Another effective strategy that helps in building attractive brands is using
consumer feedback after they try the brand. For example, in hotel industry consumers are asked to
provide online reviews describing their hotel experience during the last visit. Collected information
(as positive and negative reviews) can benefit weak brands, leading to greater sales and even more
positive reviews. The feedback loop can continue to boost sales and strengthen overall brand equity in
the process (Ho-Dac et al., 2013).
From this study we conclude that brand switching is a critical issue. If managed properly, switching
can increase market share for a company, otherwise it erodes the company’s consumer base. Although
many studies have defined various factors to explain antecedents of brand switching, the common
factor behind this vibrant process is the creation and sustaining of brand attractiveness.
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On Impact of ISO9000 Certification on Organizations: A Comparative
Study
C. P. Kartha
University of Michigan – Flint
USA
Abstract
The process of obtaining ISO certification can be long and expensive and depends on the quality
improvement efforts that exist in an organization. It requires a significant investment of both human
as well as financial resources of the organization. A majority of organizations make this decision
because many customers require certification as a pre-condition to do business with them. After a
significant initial investment of several thousand dollars for getting the certification, the organization
still has to spend substantial amounts annually to maintain its certification status While the
desirability of having ISO certification is well understood, there have been questions raised as to the
worthiness of making such investments by organizations in relation to the financial and other related
organizational outcomes such as profitability, quality and customer satisfaction. Even though the
nature and the scope of ISO9000 are well researched and understood, there has been considerable
debate in the literature as to whether or not ISO 9000 has a positive impact on the organizational
effectiveness. These studies typically compare financial outcomes before and after implementation of
the ISO standard. However, there is a lack of sufficient research in the area of direct comparisons of
companies with and without certification to study the impact of certification and the current study
attempts to fill that gap.
The objective of the study is to empirically estimate the impact of certification on the performance of
factors that measure organizational effectiveness such as customer satisfaction, profitability and
productivity. Survey data was used for this study. The study consists of surveys of companies from
the US and India. Samples of 500 companies each representing multiple sectors of business were
selected from both countries. A questionnaire was developed that consists of questions related to
various aspects of quality management as well as quality outcomes. Specific information was sought
on the quality improvements achieved as a result of satisfying requirements by the ISO standards. The
companies were selected from publicly available data resources categorized by sectors.
The paper presents the results focusing on the advantages associated with ISO 9000 certification.
Comparisons between certified and noncertified firms are made within each country. In addition,
some general insights on the commonalities and the differences in results between the two countries
are also discussed in the paper.

[Editor’s Note: The competitive papers abstracted on this and the following page were reserved from
being published in whole in the Proceedings at the request of the authors.]
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Abstract
In this study, we extend the concept of market orientation (MO) to international joint venture (IJV)
contexts and develop some testable propositions that explore i) the impact of some inter-partner level
cultural and behavioral factors and IJV level factors on the MO of IJVs, ii) innovation and
performance-related consequences of the MO of IJVs, and iii) the role of environmental factors for
these consequences.
Keywords: market orientation, international joint ventures, firm innovativeness

The Impact of Environmental Uncertainty on IJV Performance: Mediating
Role of IJV Adaptation
Mustafa Colak
UAE University, United Arab Emirates
Email: mcolak@uaeu.ac.ae
ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the role of international joint venture (IJV) adaptation on the relationship
between environmental uncertainty and IJV performance. Four hypotheses are developed concerning
this relationship, predicting a direct positive relationship between uncertainty and adaptation (H1), a
direct negative relationship between uncertainty and performance (H2), a direct positive relationship
between adaptation and performance (H3), and a mediating effect of IJV adaptation on the
relationship between uncertainty and IJV performance (H4). To test these hypotheses, path analysis, a
special case of structural equation modeling (SEM) technique, is used on questionnaire survey data
from 102 manufacturing IJVs operating in Turkey. The results of this analysis were consistent with all
the three hypotheses. The mediating effect of IJV adaptation (H4) was also confirmed by Sobel test
and bootstrapping approach, suggesting that IJV adaptation mitigates the negative impact of
environmental uncertainty on IJV performance.
Key Words: International joint venture (IJV), Organizational adaptation, Environmental uncertainty,
IJV performance, Path analysis, Mediation analysis
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Abstract
Shariah Advisory Council (‘SAC’) is established under the Central Bank of Malaysia Act 2009 (Act
701). SAC acts as an authority for the ascertainment of Islamic law for the purposes of Islamic
banking/financial business. The Central Bank of Malaysia and the Islamic Financial institutions
(‘IFIs’) shall consult SAC in respect of Islamic banking/financial business and affairs. The decision of
SAC is binding on IFIs, the Central Bank of Malaysia, the Shariah Committee, the court of law and
the arbitrators on matters pertaining to Islamic banking/financial matters. This paper highlights the
features that SAC have in the context of Malaysian IFIs through the existing legal framework.
Further, it discusses some issues concerning SAC. This paper is a fruit of a pure legal research on the
features and issues of SAC in the Malaysian IFIs. At the ending part of this paper, the authors provide
certain recommendations in regard to the issues discussed.
Keywords: Shariah Advisory Committee (SAC); Features; Issues; Malaysia; Islamic Financial
Institutions.

Introduction
Islamic banking/financial businesses are governed by the Islamic Financial Services Act 2013 (Act
759) (‘IFSA’). Pursuant to section 2 of the IFSA, ‘Islamic banking business’ means the business of —
“a) accepting Islamic deposits on current account, deposit account, savings account or
other similar accounts, with or without the business of paying or collecting cheques
drawn by or paid in by customers; or
b) accepting money under an investment account; and
c) provision of finance; and
d) such other business as prescribed under section 3”
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However, the Central Bank of Malaysia Act 2009(Act 701)(‘CBMA’) does not use ‘Islamic banking
business’. Instead it uses the word ‘Islamic financial institutions’. According to the CBMA the word
‘Islamic financial institutions’ means a financial institution carrying on Islamic financial business
(section 2 of the CBMA). While the word ‘Islamic financial business’ means any financial business in
Malaysian Ringgit (‘MYR’) or other currency which is subject to the laws enforced by the Central
Bank (BNM) and consistent with Shariah (section 2 of the CBMA).
Pursuant to section 3 of the IFSA (Prescription by Minister of additional business or activity), the
Minister may, on the recommendation of the Bank, prescribe—
“(a) any business or activity as an addition to the definition of—
(i) “Islamic banking business”;
(ii) “international Islamic banking business”;
(iii) “Islamic financial intermediation activities”;
(iv) “Islamic factoring business”; or
(v) “Islamic leasing business”,
and upon such prescription, the definition as added to shall be deemed to be an integral
part of this Act as from the date of such prescription, or from such later date as may be
specified in the order; and
(b) any business, service or activity in relation to a financial service as an Islamic
financial advisory business for the purposes of the definition of “Islamic financial
advisory business” under subsection 2(1)”
The word ‘Minister’ in the above provision means the Minister for the time being charged with the
responsibility of finance (section 2 of the IFSA). Thus, the Minister of Finance is the Minister meant
by section 2.
Issue
The issue that this paper deals with is in regard to the immunity and superiority of the SAC. This
feature is in accordance with the provisions of IFSA and CBMA. It is opined that, the immunity and
superiority conferred on the SAC may be abusive and can be detrimental to the rights and interests of
the customer stakeholders in IFIs. There may be SAC’s decisions relating to Islamic banking/financial
products that are not compatible with Islamic law and equity. As the SAC is conferred with statutory
immunity and superiority, no person or no court of law can correct and rectify the wrong decisions,
either procedural or substantive, made by the SAC.
For an instance, Bay’ Bithaman al-Ajil (BBA) (i.e sale by deferred payment) being an Islamic
banking/financial product as practised in Malaysia is legal according to the SAC. Nonetheless, the
SAC fails to envisage the issue abandonment of housing development projects due to the faults of the
housing developers in BBA. In abandoned housing projects, the aggrieved purchasers who use BBA
to finance the purchase of houses are still required to pay monthly installments to the Islamic banks
despite not having obtained vacant possession of the duly completed housing units and suffered
various grievances. There is no terms in the BBA that provide aggrieved purchasers in abandoned
housing projects with any adequate remedies and rights against gharar (uncertainty and inability of
the bank/developer to deliver duly completed house). However under Islamic law, the vendor (the
bank/developer) should ensure that the housing projects can be delivered to the purchasers. If the
vendor fails to deliver duly completed houses in accordance with the specifications of the sale and
purchase agreement, the vendor, being the defaulting party, should pay corresponding damages and
compensation or in the worst scenario, the banks should return back all moneys received including
paying compensation to the aggrieved purchasers.i
One of the issues relating to abandoned housing projects in Malaysia is this: the aggrieved purchasers
in abandoned housing projects who obtained Islamic Home Financing through BBA are still required
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to settle the monthly installments to the Islamic bank despite failure of the vendor to deliver vacant
possession. If they (the purchasers) fail, they will be subject to legal actions. In this situation, in the
opinion of the authors BBA as approved by the SAC is invalid and inequitable affronting the
principles of Islamic Law of contract. Islamic banks as the vendor should be held responsible if
abandonment occurs, not that the Islamic banks blaming the aggrieved purchasers for the occurrences
of abandoned housing projects due to the faults of the developers.
Questions to Ponder
There are some questions that can be raised following the above elaboration, viz
1)

2)

3)

4)

Whether the SAC as a public authority is duty bound and under a legal responsibility in
approving Islamic banking/financial products to ensure public welfare, public benefit and
well-being of the customer stakeholders?
Does the SAC as a public authority owe a legal responsibility to implement a duty to act
fairly and reasonably, in good faith and observe rules of natural justice in the exercise of
their power to the effect of ensuring the legality under Islamic law and equity for
approving Islamic banking/financial products before the products can be applied by
Islamic banks?
If so, whether the aggrieved customers for instance the purchasers in problematic and
abandoned housing development projects have any cause of action and/or locus standi to
sue the SAC and claim appropriate remedies (legal and equitable) for all the losses and
injuries they suffered and incurred for all the negligence, breach of a duty to act fairly
and reasonably, failure to implement fairness in the decision making process and/or
breach of natural justice and good faith in approving Islamic banking products?
Whether the ouster clauses under the IFSA and CBMA giving immunity to the SAC
against any legal action can negate the power of the court for judicial review or other
equitable relief?

Objectives
The objectives of this paper are as follows:
1)
2)

To examine the extent of legal liability and responsibility of the SAC towards the
stakeholder customers in approving Islamic banking/financial products; and,
To make certain recommendations insofar as the issue of legal liability and responsibility
of the SAC in approving Islamic banking/financial products is concerned for the benefit
and welfare of the stakeholders (for example the purchasers in housing development
projects).

The Statutory Provisions Relating To the SAC
The obligation to comply with Shariah (Islamic Law) in all the activities of the institutions carrying
out Islamic banking business is clearly spelt out in section 28. Section 28(1) of the IFSA (Duty of
Institution to Ensure Compliance with Shariah) provides as follows:
“An institution shall at all times ensure that its aims and operations, business, affairs
and activities are in compliance with Shariah”
Similarly this obligation is spelt out in section 28(2) of the IFSA, which reads:
“For the purposes of this Act, a compliance with any ruling of the Shariah Advisory
Council in respect of any particular aim and operation, business, affair or activity shall
be deemed to be a compliance with Shariah in respect of that aims and operations,
business, affair or activity”
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The word ‘institution’ in the above provision means an authorized person or operator or a designated
payment system (section 27 of the IFSA). While the words ‘authorized person means a person
licensed under section 10 or approved under section 11 to carry on an authorized business (section 2
of the IFSA). The word ‘operator’ and ‘designated payment system’ are respectively defined as ‘any
person, acting alone or under an arrangement with another person, responsible for the rules,
procedures and operations of a payment system’ and ‘a payment system prescribed as a designated
payment system under subsection 39(1) (section 2 of the IFSA).
Sections 10 and 11 meanwhile deal specifically on the grant of licence by the Minister and Approval
by the Bank.
An institution carrying out Islamic banking/financial business is under a responsibility to do certain
acts once it found that the business that it carries out has contravened Shariah. The responsibility to
act is prescribed by section 28(3) IFSA. Section 28(3) reads:
“Where an institution becomes aware that it is carrying on any of its business, affair or
activity in a manner which is not in compliance with Shariah or the advice of its Shariah
committee or the advice or ruling of the Shariah Advisory Council, the institution shall
—
a)
immediately notify the Bank and its Shariah committee of the fact;
b)
immediately cease from carrying on such business, affair or
activity and from taking on any other similar business, affair or activity;
and
c)
within thirty days of becoming aware of such non-compliance or
such further period as may be specified by the Bank, submit to the Bank a
plan on the rectification of the non-compliance”(emphasis added).
As a sanction to the obligation to carry out the above prescribed duties, section 28(4) provides as
follows:
“Any person who contravenes subsection (1) or (3) commits an offence and shall, on
conviction, be liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding eight years or to a fine
not exceeding twenty-five million ringgit or to both”(emphasis added).
SAC is a council established by BNM pursuant to section 51 of CBMA. Section 51(1) of the CBMA
(Establishment of SAC) provides:
“The Bank may establish a Shariah Advisory Council on Finance which shall be the
authority for the ascertainment of Islamic law for the purposes of Islamic financial
business”
The word ‘Bank’ here refers to the Central Bank of Malaysia or in Bahasa Malaysia is called Bank
Negara Malaysia (‘BNM’)(section 2 of the CBMA).
The SAC shall be the authority for the ascertainment of Islamic Law for the purpose of Islamic
banking/financial business (section 51 of the CBMA).
It is a duty of the BNM and IFIs to consult the SAC pursuant to sections 55(1) and 55(2) of the
CBMA in respect of Islamic banking/financial business and conducting its affairs. Section 55(1) of
the CBMA states:
“The Bank shall consult the Shariah Advisory Council on any matter—
a) relating to Islamic financial business; and
b) for the purpose of carrying out its functions or conducting its business or
affairs under this Act or any other written law in accordance with the Shariah,
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which requires the ascertainment of Islamic law by the Shariah Advisory
Council”
The purpose of consulting, referring and seeking advice from the SAC is to make sure that the Islamic
banking/financial business and its affairs are conducted in accordance with the requirements of
Shariah (section 55(2) of the CBMA). Section 55(2) of the CBMA provides:
“Any Islamic financial institution in respect of its Islamic financial business, may—
a)
refer for a ruling; or
b)
seek the advice,
of the Shariah Advisory Council on the operations of its business in order to ascertain
that it does not involve any element which is inconsistent with the Shariah”
Apart for sections 51 and 55, sections 56(1), 57 and 58 of the CBMA also prescribes that the rulings
and advice of the SAC shall bind the IFIs, the BNM, the Shariah Committee, the court of law and the
arbitrators on matters pertaining to Islamic financial matters.
Section 56(1) (Reference to SAC for ruling from court or arbitrator) of the CBMA provides:
“Where in any proceedings relating to Islamic financial business before any court or
arbitrator any question arises concerning a Shariah matter, the court or the arbitrator,
as the case may be, shall—
a) take into consideration any published rulings of the Shariah Advisory Council;
or
b) refer such question to the Shariah Advisory Council for its ruling”(emphasis
added).
Section 57 of the CBMA (Effect of Shariah rulings) states as follows:
“Any ruling made by the Shariah Advisory Council pursuant to a reference made under
this Part shall be binding on the Islamic financial institutions under section 55 and the
court or arbitrator making a reference under section 56”(emphasis added).
While section 58 of the CBMA (SAC ruling prevails) provides:
“Where the ruling given by a Shariah body or committee constituted in Malaysia by an
Islamic financial institution is different from the ruling given by the Shariah Advisory
Council, the ruling of the Shariah Advisory Council shall prevail”(emphasis added).
Thus, pursuant to the above provisions, the rulings and advice of the SAC shall bind the IFIs, the
court of law, the arbitrator and the Shariah committee. In other words, the new provision inserted in
the CBMA in relation to the SAC, serve as ouster clause to oust any jurisdiction and power of the
court of law, any other Shariah committee of the IFIs and any other persons to challenge the rulings
and advice of the SAC in respect of Islamic financial business and affairs (Md. Dahlan and Aljunid,
2010).
Apart from complying with Shariah and the SAC, the institution carrying out Islamic
banking/financial business must follow the standards set out by the BNM and the SAC. This is
mentioned in section 29. Failure to carry out this obligation will trigger certain punishment pursuant
to section 29(6), which provides:
“Any person who fails to comply with any standards specified under subsection (1),
commits an offence and shall, on conviction, be liable to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding eight years or to a fine not exceeding twenty-five million ringgit or to both”
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Similarly, all persons, including the IFIs, are duty bound to comply with the directions (written
circulars, guidelines and notices) of the BNM on any Shariah matter relating to the Islamic
banking/financial business. These directions are made in accordance with the advice of the SAC. Any
person who fails to comply with any of these directions, commit an offence and shall, on conviction,
be liable to a fine not exceeding three million ringgit (section 59(1)(2)(3) of the CBMA).
In addition to the above, the IFIs must also comply with the advice of its internal Shariah Committee.
This is spelt out under section 30(1) of the IFSA.
It is noteworthy that the IFIs must also establish their own internal Shariah Committee to advise its
business, affairs and activities in order to ensure that it complies with Shariah (section 30(1) of the
IFSA). The duties and functions that the Shariah Committee carries out must also be consistent with
the standards prescribed by the BNM (section 32 of the IFSA).
Cases on the Superiority and Hegemony of the SAC
The superiority and hegemony of the SAC over the court, the IFIs, the arbitrator and the Shariah
Committee in relation to the Islamic banking/financial business and affairs has been given judicial
support and recognition by recent cases namely:
1.

Bank Islam Malaysia Bhd lwn Rhea Zadani Corp Sdn Bhd dan lain-lain [2012] 10 MLJ
484 (High Court at Kuala Lumpur);
2. Bank Muamalat Malaysia Bhd lwn Kong Sun Enterprise Sdn Bhd dan lain-lain [2012]
10 MLJ 665 (High Court at Johor Bahru);
3. CIMB Islamic Bank Bhd v LCL Corp Bhd & Anor [2012] 3 MLJ 869 (High Court at
Kuala Lumpur);
4. Kuwait Finance House (M) Bhd lwn Teknogaya Diversified Sdn Bhd dan lain-lain
[2012] 9 MLJ 433 (High Court at Kuala Lumpur);
5. Mayban Trustees Bhd v CIMB Bank Bhd and other appeals [2012] 2 MLJ 187; [2012] 6
MLJ 354 (Court of Appeal at Putrajaya);
6. Mayban Trustees Bhd v CIMB Bank Bhd and other appeals [2012] 6 MLJ 354 (Court of
Appeal at Putrajaya);
7. Mohd Alias bin Ibrahim v RHB Bank Bhd & Anor [2012] 1 ShLR 23; [2011] 3 MLJ 26
(High Court at Kuala Lumpur);
8. Tan Sri Abdul Khalid bin Ibrahim v Bank Islam Malaysia Bhd [2012] 1 ShLR 1; [2012]
7 MLJ 597 (High Court at Kuala Lumpur);
9. Tan Sri Abdul Khalid bin Ibrahim v Bank Islam Malaysia Bhd [2013] 3 MLJ 269 (Court
of Appeal at Putrajaya); and,
10. Tan Sri Abdul Khalid bin Ibrahim v Bank Islam Malaysia Bhd and another suit [2009] 6
MLJ 416 (High Court at Kuala Lumpur);
Liability and Responsibility of the SAC
In the opinion of the authors, despite the absolute power and immunity that the SAC has in Islamic
banking/financial business and affairs and its hegemony and superiority, it is submitted the SAC is
still subject to a legal duty, not just under Shariah, to act fairly and reasonably in the exercise of their
powers. In other words, if it is proven that the SAC fails to execute its statutory duties fairly and
reasonably to the detriment of the customer stakeholders, the latter shall have a cause of action and
locus standi against the SAC and are entitled to certain legal and equitable remedies. This contention
is made on the following grounds:
1)

There exists a fiduciary duty on part of the SAC towards the public customer
stakeholders in dispensing their public duties. For instance, in financing housing
development projects, the public customers/stakeholders are the housing developers and
the purchasers;
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2)

3)

There exists a legitimate expectation on part of the customer stakeholders against the
SAC in that the SAC should exercise its statutory and/or prerogative powers conferred by
the IFSA and CBMA in a fair and reasonable manner in dispensing its statutory duties
for the benefit of its stakeholders (for example the housing developers and the
purchasers); and,
Even though the SAC has an absolute statutory power over the Islamic banking/financial
business and affairs, this statutory power is not an unfettered one. This power is still
subject to the principles of natural justice, equity, good faith and fairness.

Fiduciary Duty
It is submitted that the duty of the SAC to exercise due care in exercising its duties under the IFSA
and CBMA is a fiduciary one. The SAC should ensure that the outcome of its decision in Islamic
banking/financial business and affairs would benefit the public customer stakeholders and should not
cause any unnecessary and gratuitous problems to the customer stakeholders.
This duty is enunciated in Kerajaan Negeri Selangor & Ors v Sagong bin Tasi & Ors [2005] 6 MLJ
289 (Court of Appeal). In this case, the State Government of Selangor (the first defendant-owner of
all un-alienated land in the state) was held liable to have acquired the land (Bukit Tampoi) occupied
and belonging to the plaintiffs (aboriginal peoples) with the second defendant (UEM Berhad), third
defendant (Malaysian Highway Authority) and fourth defendant (Federal Government), by depriving
the plaintiffs’ proprietary rights without adequate compensation in accordance with the Land
Acquisition Act 1960 (‘LAA’). Secondly, the defendants were liable for having unlawfully evicted
the plaintiffs from their lands as the 14 day notice was unreasonable and insufficient, not being
compliant with the LAA procedure. The defendants were also liable for trespass.
The first defendant had also breached their fiduciary duties in not having gazetted the un-gazetted area
for the welfare and benefit of the plaintiffs as an aboriginal reserve area. They failed to gazette the
area despite their knowledge and awareness that such non-gazetted area was also occupied and needed
by the plaintiffs to carry out their customary practices.
The court held that the discretionary power of the State Authority or public body is not an unfettered
one in light of its responsibility towards the welfare and in trust of its subjects (stakeholders). The
exercise of the power must be in accordance with the law and for public good. Thus it follows that
they are fiduciary to the public.
The above principles are also found in Australian cases in Mabo No 2 (Mabo & Ors v State of
Queensland & Anor [1986] 64 ALR 1 and Wik People’s v The State of Queensland & Ors [1996] 187
CLR 1. In other parts of the commonwealth this principle is also entrenched in many cases such as
Premanchandra v Major Montague Jayawickrema [1994] 2 Sri LR 90. In this case at page 105, GPS
De Silva CJ when delivering the judgment of the Supreme Court of Sri Lanka said:
“There are no absolute or unfettered discretions in public law; discretion are
conferred on public functionaries in trust for the public, to be used for the public
good, and the propriety of the exercise of such discretions is to be judged by
reference to the purposes for which they were so entrusted” (emphasis added).
In Malaysia the above principle had also been adopted in Pengarah Tanah dan Galian Wilayah
Persekutuan v Sri Lempah Enterprise Sdn. Bhd [1979] 1 MLJ 135 and Savrimuthu v Public
Prosecutor[1987] 2 MLJ 173.
It is submitted, a fiduciary duty exists on part of the SAC in exercise of its statutory powers in Islamic
banking/financial business and affairs. Following this, it must obtain the requisite advice and views
from all relevant parties (including the consumers and purchasers’ associations) and comply with the
advice and views before approving any proposed Islamic banking/financial products. The SAC should
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also decide prudently in a reasonably manner supported by the advice by the appropriate segments of
society before approving any Islamic banking/financial products. Even though based on the authors’
view there has not yet any case law pointing to this position, it is submitted the SAC is under a
fiduciary duty in carrying out public duties, for instance in making decision in approving Islamic
banking/financial products.
Legitimate Expectation
Before elaborating on the above sub-heading, the authors would like to raise a question: Whether the
aggrieved customer stakeholders in Islamic banking/financial business and affairs has a legitimate
expectation against the SAC that the SAC would approve suitable, equitable, well-balanced and allinclusive Islamic banking/financial products up to the extent of protecting the rights and interests of
the customer stakeholders as well?
The principle behind the doctrine of legitimate expectation is founded on the duty to act fairly as a
necessity element or concomitant of good governance or good administration.ii The doctrine of
legitimate expectation was initially recognized by Lord Denning in Schmidt v Secretary of State for
Home Affairs [1969] 2 Ch 149 (CA) to denote something less than a right which may nevertheless be
protected by the principles of natural justice; or an expectation of receiving some benefit or privilege
to which the individual has no right.
In the Privy Council case of Attorney-General of Hong Kong v Ng Yuen Shiu [1983] 2 AC 629 (Privy
Council (PC’)), Ng Yuen Shiu an illegal immigrant challenged a deportation order. He contended that
the Hong Kong government had previously given an undertaking that each case would be considered
on its merits and that he was denied the opportunity of being heard. The PC held that Ng had a
legitimate expectation that a certain procedure would be followed and that it was in the interest of
good administration that the authorities should act fairly by implementing its stated policy. Lord
Fraser said that ‘legitimate expectation in this context are capable of including expectations which go
beyond enforceable legal rights, provided they have some reasonable basis’. His Lordship identified
three practical questions underlying all legitimate expectation cases. They are:
a) To what has the authority committed itself?
b) Has the authority acted unlawfully in respect of its commitment?
c) What should the court do about it?
In Darahman bin Ibrahim & Ors v Majlis Mesyuarat Kerajaan Negeri Perlis & Ors [2008] 4 MLJ
309, at page 333, the Court of Appeal said that where an applicant can demonstrate that a legitimate
expectation has arisen, he has a powerful argument against a public body which has otherwise acted
pursuant to the discretionary powers or duties lawfully conferred upon it. It is germane to state that a
legitimate expectation in its procedural form arises where there has been a failure to follow an agreed
or customary, process of consultation. In the main, it is concerned about the quality of the decision
making process. The latter is called substantive legitimate expectation, while the former is known as
procedural legitimate expectation.
In Dr Michael Jeyakumar Devaraj v Ketua Pengarah Unit Penyelarasan Pelaksanaan di Jabatan
Perdana Menteri & Ors [2011] 6 MLJ 824 (High Court at Kuala Lumpur) the argument of legitimate
expectation was successfully pleaded by the applicant and the court agreed that legitimate expectation
arose in the circumstance of this case. In this case the court held the application of the applicant being
a Member of Parliament for the Sungai Siput constituency for leave for judicial review against the
decision of the respondents (being the Director General of the Implementation Coordination Unit
(ICU) of the Prime Minister’s Department and the Director of the Perak State Development) who
rejected the applicant’s application for funds from the special constituency allowance for schools,
orphanage and aid to the orang asli was allowed by the court. The court stated that the exercise of
discretion on part of the respondents in dealing with the application of the applicant may well be
based on policy considerations within the management prerogative but the respondents evidently had
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acted capriciously and in breach of the legitimate expectation that they owed to the applicant, with
bias and/or for improper purpose, had failed to take into account relevant factors and had taken into
account irrelevant factors.
In Sipadan Dive Sdn Bhd & Ors v The State Government of the State of Sabah [2011] 3 MLJ 357
(High Court of Borneo at Kota Kinabalu) again the court found that legitimate expectation existed on
part of the State Government towards the plaintiffs. In this case the plaintiffs were awarded by the
court compensation or damages as the defendant being the state government had breached the
plaintiffs’ legitimate expectation in that the plaintiffs were not given reasonable notice to wind down
their business that had resulted in the plaintiffs’ losses due to the demolition of the plaintiffs’
buildings by the defendant and losses of the plaintiffs’ equitable or proprietary interests in the
plaintiffs’ diving resorts. The legitimate expectation was also created on the request of the defendant
that the fifth plaintiff was to prepare a master plan proposed for Pulau Sipadan. Further, legitimate
expectation existed when the plaintiffs were allowed to continue operating on Sipadan island even
after Malaysia had gained sovereignty over the island. Evidence which the plaintiffs relied on is that
the defendant actively used the presence of the plaintiffs on the island to promote Malaysia’s tourism
industry and to argue Malaysia’s sovereignty rights over the island at the International Court of
Justice (ICJ).
In R v Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex parte Khan [1985] 1 All ER 40 (Court of
Appeal, Civil Division), Watkins LJ said at page 41 as follows:
“where a member of the public affected by a decision of a public authority had a
legitimate expectation based on a statement or undertaking by the authority
that it would apply certain criteria or follow certain procedure in reaching its
decision, the authority was under a duty to follow those criteria or procedures”
(emphasis added).
The case of R v North and East Devon Health Authority, ex parte Coughlan (Secretary of State for
Health and another intervening) [2000] 3 All ER 850 provides an example of what amounts to
substantive legitimate expectation. In that case, a tetraplegic victim of a road accident in 1993 was
housed in a health institute called Mardon House, a NHS facility for the long term disabled. It was
represented to the victim by the health authority that he could stay at Mardon House ‘for as long as
they chose’. When the health authority decided to close Mardon House without providing alternative
suitable accommodation, the Court of Appeal held that, in view of the representation, a breach of this
legitimate expectation amounted to an abuse of power and the substantive promise was upheld.
In Toh Huat Khay v Lim A Chang (in his capacity as the executor of the estate of Toh Hoy Khay,
deceased) [2010] 4 MLJ 312 (Federal Court at Putrajaya), legitimate expectation existed on part of
the State Authority to ensure that the requirements of the law relating to the land transfer must be
observed and complied with. The court also held that due to this the State Authority breached its
fiduciary duty. In this case the State Authority consented to a land transfer despite the fact that it is
still subject to restrictions in interests of 10 years prohibition of sale, from the date of alienation. Due
to this, the court held that the transfer was null and void, despite there being a consent gi ven by the
State Authority. It follows that, according to the court, such a transfer could not give any
indefeasibility of title to the transferee as the registration of the land was procured by means of an
insufficient or void instrument pursuant to section 340(2)(b) of the NLC.
Thus, following the above legal principle and courts’ decision, in the submission of the authors, the
aggrieved customer stakeholders in Islamic banking/financial products have a legitimate expectation,
procedurally and substantively, that the SAC, as a public authority, should have approved or should
approve suitable Islamic banking products that can also give reciprocal protection to customer
stakeholders’ rights and interests.
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It is submitted that the foundation for the creation of procedural and substantive legitimate
expectation of the public toward the SAC is derived from the objectives of the Shariah (maqasid
shariah) itself i.e to protect the rights and interests of the people in term of their life, wealth and the
inherent responsibility of a public authority to exercise their duties for social justice, public good and
public welfare/wellbeing.
From the above cases and discussion, the conclusion is that the SAC owes a fiduciary duty and that its
subjects (customer stakeholders) have procedural and substantive legitimate expectation that it (the
SAC) when approving Islamic banking/financial products would approve suitable, equitable, fair and
all-inclusive products in a professional, fair and reasonable manner for the reciprocal benefits of the
customer stakeholders.
Ouster Clauses
There are cases that held ouster clause given to public authority is ineffective as against the power of
the court for judicial review or other equitable relief. The immunity given by the ouster clause is
shattered if the public authority has done some acts which is wrong in law. This proposition is
supported by the following cases:
1) Re Racal Communication [1981] 2 AC 374;
2) Anisminic Ltd v Foreign Compensation Commission [1969] 2 AC 147; and,
3) Council of Civil Service Union v Minister for the Civil Service [1985] AC 374.
The ground on which relief and remedies are given to the aggrieved parties has been succinctly
summarized by Lord Diplock in Council of Civil Service Union under three developed heads, viz,
‘illegality’, irrationality’ and ‘procedural impropriety’.
Christopher Leong, President of the Malaysian Bar at the opening of the Legal Year 2014 at Dewan
Sri Siantan, Perbadanan Putrajaya on 11 January 2014, said that:iii
“Ouster clauses are obnoxious, as they purport to confer absolute powers on the
Executive and attempt to render the Judiciary subordinate. They are contrary to
the doctrine of separation of powers that underpins the Federal Constitution and
that is essential to, and inherent in, a modern democracy that professes and
abides by the rule of law. Ouster clauses also undermine the rights of aggrieved
parties to access justice.
The Judiciary has in some cases stood up and denuded the efficacy of ouster clauses.
One example is the landmark Court of Appeal case of Syarikat Kenderaan Melayu
Kelantan. This decision is an affirmation of the oath that all judges take upon
assuming office, that is, to preserve, protect and defend the Constitution, and so may
this continue” (emphasis added).
In Syarikat Kenderaan Melayu Kelantan Bhd v Transport Workers’ Union [1995] 2 MLJ 317 (Court
of Appeal) at pages 336--344, Gopal Sri Ram JCA said:
“The next topic that requires consideration is the ability of the High Court to exercise
judicial review over awards of the court in the face of a privative clause. The attempt
by Parliament to exclude judicial review is, in this instance, expressed in s 33B(1) of
the Act…a preponderance of Malaysian authority, when dealing with the precursor to
s 33B(1), favoured the view that the High Court’s supervisory jurisdiction to quash an
administrative decision for an error of law not going to jurisdiction was not excluded
by the ouster clause…
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In my opinion, the true principle may be stated as follows. An inferior tribunal
or other decision making authority, whether exercising a quasi-judicial function
or purely an administrative function, has no jurisdiction to commit an error of
law. Henceforth, it is no longer of concern whether the error of law is
jurisdictional or not. If an inferior tribunal or other public decision-taker does
make such an error, then he exceeds his jurisdiction. So too is jurisdiction
exceeded, where resort is had to an unfair procedure…or where the decision is
reached is unreasonable, in the sense that no reasonable tribunal similarly
circumstanced would have arrived at the impugned decision.
It is neither feasible nor desirable to attempt an exhaustive definition of what amounts
to an error of law, for the categories of such an error are not closed. But it may be
safely said that an error of law would be disclosed if the decision-maker asks himself
the wrong decision or takes into account irrelevant considerations or omits to take
into account relevant considerations…or if he misconstrues the terms of any relevant
statute, or misapplies or misstates a principle of the general law.
Since an inferior tribunal has no jurisdiction to make an error of law, its
decision will not be immunized from judicial review by an ouster clause however
widely drafted.” (emphasis added).
Conclusion and Recommendations
The authors are of the view that in approving Islamic banking/financial products, if proven that the
products are not suitable and unfair to the customer stakeholders and that due to this reason the
customer stakeholders become aggrieved, the aggrieved customer stakeholders have a good cause of
action and locus standi against the SAC if the latter had acted unreasonably, unfairly, in breach of
natural justice and the legitimate expectation of the customer stakeholders and is mala fide. In this
regard the aggrieved customer stakeholders may claim for appropriate compensation and damages for
all the calamities that have occurred due to the failure of the SAC to carry out their statutory duties
reasonably.
It is submitted that an amendment should be made to the IFSA and CBMA to the effect of imposing
an obligation on the SAC to be bound by the principles of administrative law and tortuous law in the
decision making process in considering and approving Islamic banking/financial products in
Malaysia. Further the SAC should also be responsible for all the decisions made and no immunity
should be given to them if proven it has acted unreasonably, unfairly, in breach of natural justice and
the legitimate expectation of the customer stakeholders and mala fide in carrying out their public
duties.
Apart from the legislative proposals above, it is the hope of the authors, there will be, in the near
future, aggrieved customer stakeholders for an instance the abandoned housing projects’ purchasers or
housing developers who may realize and with proof that their miserable plights are due to the failure
of the SAC to observe the duty to act fairly and reasonably in the exercise of its statutory power in
approving Islamic home financial products to take certain legal actions against the defaulting SAC for
some judicial remedies. Thus, the legal perimeter on the responsibility and liability in implementing
public duties by the public bodies in Malaysia can be further defined and expounded by the guardian
of the law itself.
Finally the ouster clause conferring immunity on the SAC, in the submission of the authors, is
ineffective if the SAC, as a public authority in exercising its statutory duties, has transgressed the law,
i.e has acted unreasonably, unfairly, in breach of natural justice and the legitimate expectation of the
customer stakeholders and mala fide in carrying out its public duties.
ENDNOTES
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Abstract
Poverty eradication remains high on the national agenda. Malaysia’s seriousness about poverty
eradication - one of the millennium development goals - has enabled it to achieve a drastic reduction
of the poverty rate from 60% in the 1970s to 3.8% in the 20009. Hard core poverty has been virtually
eliminated, declining to 0.7% in 2009. Although the incidence of poverty is low, pockets of poverty
exist with high incidence among specific ethnic groups and localities.
The New Economic Model (NEM) takes the fight against poverty to even further heights. Unveiled in
2010, the NEM is the roadmap to double Malaysia’s current per capita income of USD 7,000 to USD
15,000-17,000 by 2010 and, thereby, qualify as a high-income country in line with its Vision 2020.
This ambition causes the NEM to focus on the lower 40% income households who have experienced a
relatively flat income growth rate compared to those in the top 20% and middle 40% households who
have enjoyed steep income growth rates over the last three decades.
Combining descriptive and analytical methods involving interviews with selected high-level officials
directly involved in poverty eradication and secondary data, the paper evaluates Malaysia’s efforts at
poverty eradication over the last 50 years. It highlights the approach taken by the NEM in combating
poverty.
Much of Malaysia’s success has been the result of its macro- and micro-management of poverty
eradication. At the macro level, policies and plans spell out the broad strategies to conquer poverty.
The determination of poverty eradication as one of the six national key result areas brings poverty
eradication under micro scrutiny. Specific policy initiatives and programmes are being implemented
to wipe out pockets of poverty.
The practical value of this paper is that it offers policy-makers a digest of workable strategies critical
success factors in poverty eradication.
Key words: poverty eradication, human capital development, macro- and micro-management of
poverty
Introduction
This section highlights that poverty is multidimensional. It offers a theoretical basis for the many
initiatives taken by the Malaysian government in its efforts to eradicate poverty.
Poverty eradication appears first in the list of the millennium development goals (MDG). Implicit in
its pole position is the contention that poverty is the root cause for many of the malaises for which the
UN had instituted the MDG. For want of income, poverty denies poor families access to basic
education for their children. Lack of shelter, clean water, proper sanitation and fuel – a ubiquitous
landscape of the poor– bring in their wake diseases, ill health, infant and maternal mortality and
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health. Consequently, these interrelated factors reduce longevity and contribute to environmental
degradation.
Poverty is an affront to human dignity and rights warranting state action against it. (Ministry of
Education Uganda, 2003; Sengupta, 2007). One weapon of the state in its fight against poverty is
increasing the income levels through economic growth. This is because high concentrations of poor
also exhibit low economic growth (Kakwani, 1993). Economic growth offers employment and
business opportunities to the poor while providing the government with an expanded revenue base to
expand the provision of basic social services and infrastructure across society.
Studies have also shown that poor children have poor outcomes in education. That perpetuates the
cycle of poverty. Governments have focused on education of the poor to break this vicious cycle
where lack of education keeps the poor in the quagmire of poverty (Ladd, 2012).
However, state intervention in social reengineering and socio-economic management has had mixed
reception in academic literature. The statist centralised planning of socio-economic programs for,
among others, poverty eradication, was the paradigm of the now extinct USSR, with remnants now
existent in socialist countries such as Cuba and North Korea. At the other extreme, the laissez faire or
the free-enterprise capitalist system requires the government to play only a minimalist nightwatchman role in the economy. Norzick (1972) and the Austrian school - spearheaded by economic
luminaries such as Schumpeter and Thomas Friedman - advocate that markets are self-regulating and
government should, therefore, not temper with its operation.
An intermediate system between these two extremes is the mixed enterprise system. In this AngloSaxon model, the state loosely regulates economic growth while itself participating in the economy.
The Anglo-Saxon model takes on a more statist approach in the Nordic countries, France, Italy and, to
a lesser extent, Germany with immense state welfarism and redistribution of income through
expansionary fiscal policy (Roubini, 2009; Wolf, 2009; Hendrekson and Jakobsson, 2000; Roubini
and Mihm, 2010).
While the recent 2008-2009 financial crisis across the US and the EU exposed the defects of the
Anglo-Saxon model, the preponderant underlying direction is still towards a free-market mechanism
with proper regulation of markets but without state control over the economy (Stiglitz, 2010).
Towards that direction, economists have suggested, among others, that the state’s role in socioeconomic management should be more appropriate to societal needs. Accordingly the state should
seek to lower income inequality and promote rural and agricultural development as nearly half of the
labour force in developing countries relies on agriculture for its livelihood (Gosh, 2010; Schwanen;
2010; Stiglitz 2010).
Rawls (1971) theory also offers justification for state intervention in addressing income disparity. He
portrays society as being ordered on an extensive system of liberties to all and tolerance of income
disparity where it benefits the poor. To guarantee the welfare of posterity, Rawls also espouses intergenerational equity through the judicious management of resources by the existing generation.
Rawls’ theory fits well with the aspirations of the NEM and the socio-economic policies of the past.
Malaysia’s Anglo-Saxon model of economic development ensures narrowing of income disparities in
the economy and the alleviation of the plight of the poor. Malaysia’s inclusiveness and sustainable
development doctrines, enunciated since the Third Malaysia Plan (1976-1980), ensure intergenerational equity (Xavier and Ahmed, 2012).
Malaysia’s definition of poverty
Poverty and hard-core poverty have been given a standardised definition under the Tenth Malaysia
Development Plan (2011-2015) (Government of Malaysia, 2011). As Figure 1 illustrates, the Plan
differentiates households as being extremely poor and poor. All those households having an income
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below USD 740 per month are considered low-income households irrespective of whether they are
rural or urban dwellers. They form the target group for the income alleviation and income disparity
reduction efforts under the NEM.
Figure 1: Definition of Extreme Poor, Poor and Low-Income Households (USD1 = RM 3)
Peninsular Malaysia
Sabah
Sarawak
Extreme Poor
RM 460 and below
RM 630 and below
RM 590 and below
Poor

RM 760 and below

RM 1050 and below

RM 910 and below

Low-income
RM 2,000 and below
RM 2,000 and below
Households
Source: Prime Minister’s Department, 2012, p. 198.

RM 2,000 and below

PAST PERFORMANCE AT POVERTY ERADICATION: 1957-2009.
This section traces the progress of poverty eradication efforts over the last 50 years. It argues that
much success at eradicating poverty has been due as much to the stellar economic growth as it is due
to the wise policies and plans of the government.
The millennium development goals (MDG), including poverty eradication, underwrite much of
Malaysia’s socio-economic development initiative. It was the singular focus on poverty that enabled
Malaysia to achieve well ahead in 1999 the MDG target of reducing the proportion of the population
living below the poverty line by 50% between 1990 and 2015. Poverty rate declined to 8.5% in 1999
from 17% in 1990 (Shireen, 1998; BNM, 2000).
Malaysia went full steam to bring down the poverty rate to 3.8% in 2009. In 2009, 40% of the
households (2.4 million households) had a total income of less than RM2,300 per month. 0.7% (or
4,250 households compared to 44,650 in the mid-1980s) was considered hard-core poor. Figures 2, 3,
4 and 5 below show the gradual decline of the poverty rate – absolute and across ethnic groups - from
1970. The reduction in poverty was accompanied by rising living standards.
Figure 2: Poverty Statistics (% Households): 1970-2009
1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 1997
Poverty 49.3 37.7 37.4 20.7 17.1 8.9
6.1
rate
Hard
n.a
n.a
n.a
6.9
3.9
2.1
1.4
core
poverty
Source: Malaysian development plans: various issues

1999
8.5

2002
6.0

2004
5.7

2007
3.6

2009
3.8

1.9

1.2

1.0

0.7

0.7

(MASUK FIGURES 3, 4, AND 5 referred to but not supplied by authors)
Much of this success at poverty eradication was on the back of the country’s sterling economic
performance. In the East and Southeast Asian region, Malaysia stands out as one of the most
outstanding economies in terms of the rate of economic growth and poverty reduction. Thanks to
years of impressive growth of 9% before the Asian financial crisis more people have been pulled from
abject poverty. Consistent with the high growth rates, per capita income increased from US$900 in
1970 to US$9,700 in 2011. Per capita income in Malaysia in 2010 was second only to Singapore in
the countries in Southeast Asia and considerably higher than that of other countries of the region
(Wikipedia, 2012).
Despite this commendable effort at so short a time, the incidence of poverty is not uniform across the
country. While the incidence of poverty varied between urban and rural areas, territorial difference in
the incidence of rural poverty is glaring. The overall incidence of poverty in Sabah is the highest at
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19.7%, while that of Sarawak is 5.3% (equal to Kedah). Perlis is second at 6%. Sabah too registered
the highest incidence of rural poverty at 32%, with Sarawak recording the second highest at 8.4%
(EPU, 2012).
Malaysia’s effort at poverty eradication has been relentless since the time of its independence in 1957.
Public policies were instrumental in beating back poverty. Chief among which was the New
Economic Policy. Formulated in 1970, it sought to eradicate poverty by generating new employment
opportunities and raising income levels of all Malaysian irrespective of race. The NEP was a
resounding success. It reduced the overall poverty incidence from 49.3 per cent in 1970 to 17.1 per
cent by 1990 (Government of Malaysia, 1991; Nair, 2000).
In 1991, the NEP morphed into the National Development Policy (NDP) (1991-2000) with poverty
still being the focus. As a result, poverty declined further to 6% in 2002. Even more warming is that,
during the span of these two policies (1970-2000), the hard-core poverty rate had more than halved to
1.2% surpassing the government target (Government of Malaysia, 1991; 1996; Mahbot, 1997; JBIC,
2001).
The country went on to register declining rates in poverty and hard-core poverty under the National
Vision Policy (2000-2010) that replaced the NDP. Despite the impressive progress made in the
reduction of the incidence of poverty, ethnic disparities in poverty have continued. Although the
incidence of poverty among Bumiputras has decreased by two-thirds in 2009 from a high of 65%
since 1970, it is still high compared to only 5.7 per cent for the Chinese and 8 per cent for the Indians.
The impressive record of poverty reduction in Malaysia paralleled improvements in a number of
social indicators. By 2010, 93% of the population had access to safe drinking water while 99.6% had
access to electricity in Peninsula Malaysia. In Sabah and Sarawak 77% of the population had access
to electricity. During the period 1970-2010, primary enrolment rate increased from 87% in 1970 to
99% in 2010. Life expectancy rates for both females and males increased to 75 years and 70.2 years,
respectively. Literacy rate was as high as 94% in 2010. And for the last two decades, barring the
crisis periods of 1996-1997 and 2007-2008, the economy has enjoyed full employment with
unemployment below 3 per cent (Treasury, 2011/2012). These indicators are similar to those of the
middle-income countries and, in some cases, high income countries (Julian and Zafar, 2009;
Government of Malaysia, 2011).
Current Macro Efforts at Boosting Income Levels
Although the incidence of poverty has plunged from 49.3% in 1970 to 3.8% in 2009, poverty
eradication still remains a central agenda of the government. This seriousness of the government is
evident in poverty being one of the six national key result areas to which are devoted disproportionate
amount of resources. Notwithstanding, pockets of poverty remain in terms of specific regions and
particular communities. These are being addressed through targeted approaches such as rural
infrastructure development designed to enhance the quality of life, provision of welfare benefits to the
poor and the provision of income generating opportunities such as through agropolitan projects. To
address the plight of the urban poor specific interventions such as micro-credit schemes have been
directed (Government of Malaysia, 2012, p. 18).
Despite policies geared to its reduction, income disparity has been getting wider over the years. As
Figure 6 illustrates, while the top 20% of the households enjoyed income growth in tandem with that
of GDP growth, the bottom 80% have not fared well. Worse, the bottom 40% has had the slowest
growth in its income level with households earning a modest USD 17 a day (or USD 500 a month)
(Nambiar, 2010).
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Figure 6
Income Distribution Disparity
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Source: NEAC, 2010, p. 58

With poverty not as worrisome as it was back in 1970, the focus now is on income disparity,
especially the 40% of the households that are in the low-income category. This strategy differs from
those of poverty eradication in that it is not so much a case of giving hand-outs as of giving the lowincome households the opportunity to improve their living standards by enhancing their earning
potential. Skills training and entrepreneur development are among the programmes to enhance the
earning capacity of this group.
The New Economic Model (NEM): macro framework at income enhancement
It was this lack of progress in narrowing the income differential that resulted, among others in the
government formulating the New Economic Model (NEM) in 2010. The NEM seeks to enhance the
income levels of households at the bottom 40%. This can be achieved if Malaysia could extricate
itself from the middle-income trap that it has found itself comfortably in. Breaking out of the middleincome trap alloyed well with the country’s Vision 2020 of becoming a developed nation.
Accordingly, the NEM sought to increase the per capita income from USD 7,000 in 2010 to USD
15,000-17,000 (two-fold jump) by 2020. Catapulting the country to rich-nation status will place
Malaysia among countries such as Singapore, Czech Republic, Poland and Slovakia). (See figure 7).
Sustained high income (without compromising the wealth of future generations) is to be achieved,
among others, through innovation, creativity, higher productivity, new technology and development
of multi-skilled and highly skilled workforce. (NEAC, 2010).
Inclusivism also has been a mantra in Malaysia’s development effort. This is because where
inclusivism emerges, great wealth follows. As inclusivism protects individual rights and promotes
investment, economic growth is a natural consequence (Khan, 2002; Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012).
True to its inclusive concept, NEM aims to ensure poverty eradication and a more equitable
distribution across ethnic communities and regions. Inclusiveness programmes will seek to enhance
the income levels of low-income households from RM 1,440 (USD 480) per month in 2009 to RM
2,300 (USD 770) in 2015 (Government of Malaysia, 2011).
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Figure 2: Comparison of Per Capita Income Across Selected Countries
Figure 7: Comparison of Per Capita Income Across Selected Countries
1990 - 2008
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The eight SRIs are: (1) reenergising the private sector; (2) developing a quality workforce and
reducing the dependence on foreign labour; (3) creating a competitive domestic economy; (4)
strengthening the public sector; (5) transparent and market-friendly affirmative action; (6) building
the knowledge base and infrastructure; (7) enhancing sources of growth; and (8) ensuring the
sustainability of growth.
Source : NEAC, 2010, p. 60

These eight SRIs, varied in their objectives, seek to enhance economic activities and thereby provide
employment and entrepreneurial opportunities in a growing economy. This will allow the poor and
the low-income segment of the populace a chance to climb up the income ladder. For example, in reenergising the private sector, the government intends to make small and medium-scale enterprises
competitive through innovation, offer preferential loans and remove barriers against competition.
With the consequent reduction in the cost of doing business, SMEs should be able to enjoy greater
business potential and create more employment. Such an outcome should have a positive impact on
the low-income households.
By developing a quality workforce and reducing dependency on foreign labour, the NEM also hopes
to uplift the income levels of the bottom 40% of the households. Among the many initiatives under
this SRI are the reskilling of the existing labour force, introduction of the USD300 minimum wage per
month, at removal of labour-market distortions that constrain wage growth.
The NEM aims to strengthen the public sector so that it operates efficiently, transparently and with
integrity in the delivery of public services. A strengthened public sector should be able to execute
poverty eradication and income alleviation strategies with better outcomes.
The purpose of the SRI on market-friendly affirmative action is specifically to reduce income
disparity and narrow regional differences by creating market-friendly affirmative action. It also
promotes equal and fair access to opportunities.
The SRI on building the knowledge base and infrastructure seeks to create an eco-system for
entrepreneurship and innovation and establish stronger enabling institutions. The NEM intends to
combine these initiatives with the others to narrow the income differential (Yeah, 2010).
The SRI on enhancing the sources of growth also shares the objective of boosting income levels,
especially at the lower rungs of society. Such an outcome is to be secured by developing new markets
and creating value. Value is to be created from building scale for cost economies, first-mover
advantage and harnessing innovation.
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The SRI on ensuring sustainability of growth seeks to ensure that natural resources are not exhausted
to the detriment of the welfare of future generations. It also seeks to leverage on the comparative
advantage from high value-added products and services to enhance the per capita income. A sound
public financial management and the provision of incentives for ‘green investment’ are other
objectives that this SRI pursues for sustained growth per capita income (Xavier and Ahmed, 2012).
10th Malaysia Plan and the Government Transformation Programme (GTP): fleshing out the
NEM
The NEM sets the framework for economic and income growth and reduction in income inequality.
The 10th Malaysia Plan and the GTP are the instruments to craft out specific strategies to flesh out the
aspirations of the NEM. This section will outline the strategies encapsulated in these two instruments.
10th Malaysia Plan
The 10TH Malaysia Plan aims to completely eradicate hard-core poverty and enhance the productivity
of low-income households. In that direction, it has standardised the definitions of poverty and lowincome group. These standard definitions will help agencies to quickly identify and assist the target
groups and coordinate their combined efforts effectively.
Additionally, the Plan will enhance the living standards of the bottom 40% households through more
opportunities for upward economic mobility. Offering opportunities to upgrade skills in industryrelevant and targeted geographical areas through, among others, industrial attachments and jobs are
efforts at creating opportunities for upward economic mobility. Employers will be linked to talent
pool in rural areas. And greater support will be given to those intending to establish own businesses
through integrated provision of training, funding and key equipment to increase entrepreneurship and
employment opportunities.
Government Transformation Programme (GTP)
Under the GTP, poverty eradication is one of the seven national key result areas. Rural infrastructure
development, containing the cost of living and improving access to education are the other specific
national key result areas of the GTP that complement the specific efforts targeted at poverty
eradication. The GTP programme brings together agencies that are in the forefront of poverty
eradication. Among the efforts at poverty eradication by these agencies under the GTP are:
 The implementation of the rural development master plan (2012-2020)
 Targeting 30% rural folk, especially women, for participation in entrepreneurial activities by
2020
 Attain 100 per cent coverage of basic infrastructure, utilities and infrastructure by 2020
 Increase coverage of electricity supply for rural areas in Sabah and Sarawak to 81 and 90%
respectively and water supply for rural areas in Sabah and Sarawak to 70 per cent by the year
2012
 Decreasing the digital gap by increasing internet broadband service penetration in rural areas
 Promotion of initiatives such as Azam-tani (agricultural businesses); Azam-Niaga
(businesses); Azam-Kerja (job-matching and placement) and Azam-Khidmat (participation in
the services sector)
 Implementation of public health programmes such as rural clinics, family health, rural dental
service and food and nutrition advisory services and
 Provision of vocational and skill training
Current Micro Startegies at Poverty Eradication
Micro strategies at poverty eradication refer to efforts by the government to identify the pockets of
poverty – household and spatial – and then shaping relief efforts to suit the needs of the afflicted.
Tailor-made programmes are executed for special target groups such as the Bumiputra, particularly
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ethnic minorities, in Sabah and Sarawak; aboriginal communities in Peninsular Malaysia; residents of
Chinese New Villages and estate workers. The government also targets different programmes for
specific sub-groups among the poor such as the hard core poor (for whom the government created the
Development Programme for the Hard-Core Poor), female-headed families or single parent families,
elderly people, handicapped and indigenous groups (Government of Malaysia, 2011).
Here, the government continues to offer income support to the eligible groups. Fiscal assistance
includes allowances, scholarships, school subsidy (boarding schools, financial fees, school uniform,
and tuition fees) to children in bottom 40% households to boost their education and skills. Subsidised
housing is provided to deserving poor households in rural and urban areas. Additionally, these target
groups are given access to healthcare, clean water, electricity and transport infrastructure to improve
living standards.
Strategies to elevate the quality of life of rural households generally include providing holistic support
programmes for micro-enterprises including grants and cheap funding; linking rural talent pool to
employers in nearby clusters and cities; increasing sustainability of income in the agriculture sector
through contract farming; providing opportunities for business ownership for capable rural
entrepreneurs; increasing land productivity and yield through land amalgamation; improving human
capital productivity with rural agriculture and agro-based industries and expanding the application of
the agropolitan concept to other agriculture and agro-based industries (Government of Malaysia,
2011).
Policy Implications
The Malaysian experience at poverty eradication draws a number of policy lessons to other countries
as they race to reach the millennium goal of poverty eradication. Among the key implications
include the pre-requisite of strong economic growth for a sustained approach to poverty eradication
and political commitment as manifested in the policies and institutions directed at poverty eradication.
Given the myriad of institutions involved in poverty eradication, coordination among them becomes
critical to ensure that the government gets the best bang for the buck. The rest of the section will
amplify these key success factors that must hold for efforts at poverty eradication to bear fruit.
Much of Malaysia’s success at poverty eradication must be credited to the dedicated political
leadership throughout the last 50 years of its existence. Its unwavering commitment to this venture is
evident in the policies instituted and the institutions created and or charged with this noble task. Every
five-year development plan has had poverty eradication as one of its key agendas. Policies that
informed five-year development planning, starting from the NEP through the DNP and national vision
policy and right up to the government transformation policy have focused on eradicating poverty.
Although the policy emphasis varied across them, these policies always had their sights trained at
poverty eradication. The political oversight of their implementation saw to it that this central
government agenda was not derailed by other equally pressing concerns.
One of the hallmarks of the policies is inclusiveness. They were focused on the target group – the
poor. They did not discriminate by race or domicile (NEAC, 2010).
These policies did not rely solely on income support, subsidies and outright grants. They empowered
the poor – the bulk of whom were in the agriculture sector - to improve their living standards by
enabling them to modernise farming practices and value-added processing of agricultural products.
The policies also nudged the poor to seek non-farm employment as this type of employment generally
provided higher incomes than traditional farming (EPU, 2004).
Another potent feature of Malaysia’s poverty eradication policies is that they also serve to reduce
income disparity across ethnic groups. As poverty eradication is inextricably intertwined with the
agenda to lessen income disparity in society, these poverty eradication policies took on greater
urgency while mustering the needed political support and resources.
Political leadership was also wise enough to realise that policies at poverty eradication can only be
effective in an expanding economy. Hence, economic growth was promoted, initially through
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government participation in the economy and later by encouraging the private sector to become the
engine of growth. Through an expanding economy, the government provide employment
opportunities and improved living standards to all. It was also able to, from a bigger revenue base
that economic growth made possible, channel more resources to poverty eradication and affirmative
action without causing angst across the rest of society.
Given that an array of public agencies and public policies is involved in the poverty eradication effort,
coordination across them is crucial to ensure non-duplication of effort and waste of resources.
Accordingly, the prime minister – reflecting the committed role of political leadership – created a
performance management and delivery unit. Headed by a minister without portfolio and supervised by
another minister, the unit, among others, coordinates poverty eradication efforts with a sharp focus on
outcomes. However, coordination among implementation agencies, especially at the state and local
levels remain an issue for resolution (EPU, 2004).
Another strategy that comes out clearly from the government’s efforts at poverty eradication is the
emphasis of the government on human resource development. That paved the way for the poor to
acquire the necessary skills and qualifications to gain employment in the expanding high-wage sectors
of the economy. This resulted in the shift of a large number of workers out of the traditionally lowpaid rural occupations into better paid modern sector employment. In addition to uplifting their
incomes, training and skills directed at the poor ensure that there is no intergenerational transfer of
poverty.
In poverty eradication, as in any other public policy, a country must not only take a broader approach
but also a focused approach. The macro approach is evident in policies and five-year development
plans. It is also evident in government-aided economic growth - as an enabler of poverty eradication and in efforts at improving the quality of life of the poor by expanding and upgrading public services,
social amenities and physical infrastructure.
The macro approach is supplemented by the micro perspective. Here, the government identifies the
location of poor and vulnerable groups and brings specific fiscal, housing, business and employment
assistance to these groups. It is this proactive approach at poverty eradication that is a distinguishing
feature of the Malaysian experience in combating poverty.
Many of the poverty eradication efforts are ‘top-down’ programmes and projects. Such centrallydirected programmes may obtain adequate resources to sustain these programmes. However, the lack
of community-based or bottom-up programmes breeds a dependency syndrome or a subsidy mentality
that leads to a sense of powerlessness among the poor. Political dependency and or political
interference are also a natural consequence (Dye, 2011).
Conclusion
The Malaysian experience in poverty eradication offers valuable insights to countries involved in
eradicating this scourge. Its policies, plans and programmes and a myriad of agencies executing
them have enabled the government to apply overwhelming force upon the problem. The government’s
growth orientation has provided it a greater revenue base to channel a disproportionate amount of
resources toward poverty eradication. Its macro and proactive micro-approach to the problem ensures
that no vulnerable group is left behind in the development efforts of the government.
Given the many instruments and institutions coordination had become a problem to warrant action at
the highest level of political leadership. Such high-level action reflects that without the continued
effort of political masters, poverty eradication, and for that matter any policy, can go nowhere.
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Abstract
The concept of corporate reputation has earned a fantastic deal of acceptance between business
professionals and academicians in these recent years, because corporate reputation is one of the most
important properties which may affect the evaluation of customers’ needs. This paper studied the
determinants and consequence of Germans´ corporate reputation. It explored how 7 different factors
influence the German corporate reputation and how this reputation assessment impacted on consumer
brand acceptance over Reptrak model. The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between
the corporate reputation and consumer brand acceptance and reptrak model. Hence, we explore the role
of Germans´ corporate reputation on costumer brand acceptance in Iran. Analysis of the data reveals a
role of corporate reputation in Bosch Company in Iran.
Key Words: Corporate Reputation, Consumer Brand Acceptance, Consumer Trust, Good feeling,
Admiration & esteem.
Introduction
Corporate reputation is identified on the basis of their value in the market place. According to (Krep
& Wilson 1982; Shapiro 1983; Williamson 1985; Dowling 2001; Roberts & Dowling 2002; Caruana
et al. 2004; Rose & Thomsen 2004) whenever corporate reputation is understandable by stakeholders,
can influence on reducing the operational cost and also can has a positive effect on consumer brand
acceptance and general satisfaction and consumer loyalty and esteem (confidence).
According to reputation institute information, extensive international fieldwork indicates that seven
intangible key dimensions drive corporate reputation and financial performance. They are as bellow:
Product& service, innovation, work place, governance, citizenship, leadership and financial
performance.
Construct definition and literature review
Corporate reputation
The concept of corporate reputation draws academic attention from the management, economics,
sociology, and marketing areas (Brown, Dacin, Pratt, & Whetten, 2006). Corporate reputation is
identified on the basis of their value in the market place. According to (Krep & Wilson 1982; Shapiro
1983; Williamson 1985; Dowling 2001; Roberts & Dowling 2002; Carvana et al. 2004; Rose &
Thomsen 2004) whenever corporate reputation is understandable by stakeholders, can influence on
reducing the operational cost and also can has a positive effect on consumer brand acceptance and
general satisfaction and consumer loyalty and esteem (confidence). According to reputation institute
information, extensive international fieldwork indicates that seven intangible key dimensions drive
corporate reputation and financial performance. They are as bellow:
Product& service, innovation, work place, governance, citizenship, leadership and financial
performance.
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Table 1: factor affecting corporate reputation
Innovation 'innovation' is a word that generally conveys positive ideas about newness, uniqueness,
value, benefits, improvement, change, development, etc“
Product/ service“ (J. L., &Smudde, P. M 2009).
Citizenship Citizenship is a delicate discussion as it is integral to modern world order it cannot be
eliminated, yet there are various issues. National citizenship remains a relevant political category as it
is the primary method of identification and representation of an individual.
Governance Governance is a term that is widely used for a variety of leadership associated contexts.
However, in this particular case of building consumer relationships and innovative strategies,
relational governance is relevant to understand different business relationships.
Workplace Working environment may be a very standard aspect of a company, yet it can be a
determining factor in firm’s success or failure.
RepTrak Pulse:
In order to understand what stakeholders want from the company is necessary in first step
creating Trust, Admiration, Esteem and good feeling. Based on Reputation Institute, the RepTrak
Pulse measures the degree of Admiration, Trust, Good feeling and Overall Esteem that stakeholders
hold about organizations. The RepTrak Pulse is the beating heart of a company’s reputation providing
an overall assessment of the health of a company’s reputation.

Table 2: dimension of Rep-trak Pulse model
Dimension of
Reptrak pulse
Basic meaning
Model
Trust
In a simple word this term (Consumer trust) means, a person can have some interaction with a
salesperson. Crosby, Evans and Cowles (1990) believed that consumer trust is a kind of opinion or
belief that the seller can be relied upon to behave in a manner that serves long period consumer
interests.
Consumer Good Feeling:
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Consumer Good Feeling or Satisfaction is the consumer’s fulfilment response. Kotler (1996) defined
customer satisfaction ´´the level of persons felt state resulting from comparing a product´s perceived
performance or outcome in violation to his/her own expectation``.
Admiration:
Admiration is an emotional result of the concept of finality; it is a positive emotional response to a
‘finished’ or advanced stage of an individual or company (Vaccari, 2009).
Esteem:
We can define consumer esteem, as a tendency to having respect and being loyal to a special favour
brand. Consumers esteem encourages them to spend more money regularly and feel positive about the
brand and helping attract consumers to familiar bands in the face of competitive environment.

Consumer Brand Acceptance
Brand acceptance has to do with consumers making positive connections with products and services
which allow them to identify with the companies they associate with through their purchases (Wood,
2004). In making these positive correlations, accepting a brand is synonymous with being convinced
of the product or service’s level of quality as well as the marketed benefits of the product or service
meeting their expectations (Wood, 2004). In order to gain a better understanding of brand acceptance,
it is significant to note that brands are often perceived as separate entities; this results in the
perception of brands being similar to one’s perception of an individual person (Lee, 2008). As a result
of this, brand marketing must be done from an approach where the brand’s traits and the perceived
nature of a brand’s ‘persona’ are the central focus.
Table 3:7 dimensions affecting on Germans Corporate Reputation
Dimensions

Basic meanings

Innovation
Helping organizations to grow. Innovation is the process of making
to something established by introducing something new.

changes

Product/Service
When looking at the products and services of a company, it is
important that they remain of high level of quality in order to result
in
consumer satisfaction and, essentially, lead to the development
long-term
customer relationships
Citizenship
Citizenship is usually defined as "both a set of practices and a bundle of
rights that
define an individual's membership in a polity" (Isin and Wood 1999).
Governance
Governance is a term that is widely used for a variety of leadership
associated contexts. However, in this particular case of building consumer relationships and
innovative strategies, relational governance is relevant to understand different business relationships.
When considering how different business parties interact in a hierarchical point of view, relational
governance comes into play (Bennet, 2008).
Workplace: Workplace diversity, like any form of diversity, can result in clashes in different systems
and ideologies. When dealing with high levels of employee diversity confrontation and discomfort in
the workplace can occur. However, there are many potential benefits to the increased diversity in
recent years as a result of globalization (Hassan, 2009). Because today’s competitive market
environment is diverse in its workforce and consumer demographics, a diverse working environment
can be utilized by leaders to combat these changes and allow the firm to adapt more efficiently.
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Leadership: leadership contributes to methods of organizational innovation. Leadership emphasizes
the importance of innovative thinking to start a chain reaction throughout the managerial hierarchy,
not to mention their concern for the company’s performance and stakeholders should be expressed in
a manner that demonstrates care and develops trust. In addition to building honest relations, a leader
must be able to facilitate a positive and innovative atmosphere throughout the firm in order achieve
admiration from stakeholders, and in turn support employees and affiliates emotionally through
helping their self-esteem. Through a variety of capacities and skills a good leadership style can make
or break a company in terms of its ability to adapt to different opportunities and threats.
Research Framework and Hypotheses
Building on the preceding literature review, the following model links a firm´s corporate reputation,
trough four relational constructs (customer trust, good feeling, esteem and admiration), to consumer
purchase intention and willingness to buy a product (consumer brand acceptance)

Methods
Method of analysis (Quantitative-Explanatory)
The research presents the findings by addressing all of research questions. Beginning with
findings reviewed from the data reflecting strategic direction or mission obtained from the
questionnaires and interviews, individual scores means for all subjects are used to compare the
organizational result. Data Analysis has been done by two methods:
Quantitative: Data obtained from the questionnaires was analyzed using quantitative
methods. Through this method the strength and the significant of each variable could be compared.
Usually value through frequency or percentage is used to make comparison between variables. In this
case, percentage has been used as a device of comparison. Cross tabulation between variables was
also used to give more effective result for analysis.
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Explanatory: Explanatory approach is essential for this research design. Whereas an unexplored
research problem and limited knowledge of it suggest the need for an exploratory approach. A well
developed research area with clearer research problems may suggest an explanatory approach. The
focus of these approaches differs in the way that the exploratory approach will centre on building new
concepts while the explanatory will seek to test theories. Where explanatory studies may pursue
causal explanations, exploratory approaches will be more descriptive. For this reason, this research
will apply explanatory approach to test on the existing model of Kohli and Jaworski (1993).
Sample and data collection
Data collection is any process of preparing and collecting data, which in this case was quantitative. The
purpose of data collection is to acquire information to keep on record, to make decisions about important
issues, or to pass information on to others. Data are primarily collected to provide information regarding a
specific topic. The needed data for analyze in this research is in two part. One of them is data from filled
questionnaires by customers and the other one is data from Bosch employees. A total of 210
questionnaires were collected. The data were screened manually and 31 questionnaires were found to be
unusable due to the signiﬁcant number of incomplete questions or not following the instructions for
recording answers. This resulted in 100 valid questionnaires including administrative staff and consumers
of this company.
Unit of analysis
In this research the unit of analysis is the essential nature that is being analyzed in the study. In this
case of research, typical units of analysis include individuals (consumers), social organizations
employees, who give this possibility to researcher to study behaviour of Bosch consumers and
employees.
Statistical method and measures
According to different criteria and bases, research can be classified. However, due to the nature of
different types of research that is multi-dimensional and complex, fall into several categories and
because of this reason making a clear judgment comes with trouble.
Scientific research based on two sources (purpose and nature) are divided. The purpose of this
research is a descriptive base. The purpose of descriptive research is to gain some knowledge in order
to eliminate the needs in research. The more precise, descriptive research is a kind of attempt to
respond to a practical problem which exists in the real world.
Analysis and results
People expect companies to be good citizens who are trustworthy, all of which are enhanced by efforts
of public relations. These factors contribute to enhancing and building the reputation, which in turn
may influence product and stock purchase. This study was designed to investigate the influence of
German companies (Bosch) reputation in order to get the customer satisfaction and acceptance in Iran.
Hypothesis Testing:
1-There is a significant relationship between corporate reputation, esteem and consumer brand
acceptance…The hypothesis as parameters will be:
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Correlations
Consumer
Brand
Acceptance

Corporate
Reputation

Esteem

Spearman's rho

Consumer
Brand
Acceptance

Esteem

Correlation .153
Coefficient
Sig. (1-tailed) .064

1.000

.223*

.

.013

N 100
100
100
**
*
Correlation .275
.223
1.000
Coefficient
Sig. (1-tailed) .003
.013
.
N 100
100
100
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed).

Sig= p-value=0.033=0.05
The following results were obtained from the above results Spearman tests: There is a positive
correlation between the variables Consumer Brand Acceptance & Corporate Reputation, as the PValue is less than Alpha.
Hence there is no reason to accept the zero presumptions between the two variables; we can determine
the relationship between the two variables with 95% accuracy.
There is a positive correlation between the variables Esteem & Consumer Brand Acceptance,
As the P-Value is less than Alpha. Hence there is no reason to accept the zero presumptions between
the two variables; we can determine the relationship between the two variables with 95% accuracy.
Sig. = p-value=0.013=0.05
Editor’s Note: This author’s word processing program’s product
is at least partly incompatable with MS Word (US versions).
Hence, little editing could be done and the correlation results
that belong about here are at the end of the paper.
2-There is a significant
relationship between corporate reputation, trust and consumer brand acceptance.
Sig. = p-value=0.033= 0.05
Hence there is no reason to accept the zero presumptions between the two variables, we can determine
the relationship between the two variables with 95% accuracy and also there is a positive correlation
between the variables Trust & Corporate Reputation, as the P-Value is less than Alpha. Sig. = pvalue=0.027=0.05
3-There is a significant relationship between corporate reputation, admiration and consumer brand
acceptance.
Sig. = p-value=0.033 =0.05
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There is a positive correlation between the variables Consumer Brand Acceptance &
Corporate Reputation, as the P-Value is less than Alpha.
Sig. = p-value=0.008= 0.05
There is a positive correlation between the variables Admiration & Corporate Reputation, as the PValue is less than Alpha. Hence there is no reason to accept the zero presumptions between the two
variables; we can determine the relationship between the two variables with 95%acuuracy. Based on
our findings representing the correlations between admiration and consumer brand acceptance, a
connection can be observed. There is a correlation represented by a line from left to right which
demonstrates each variable’s behaviour can be determined based on the others.

4-There is a significant relationship between corporate reputation, good feeling and consumer brand
acceptance.
Based on results there is a positive correlation between the variables Consumer Brand Acceptance &
Corporate Reputation, as the P-Value is less than Alpha and the relationship between the two
variables with 95% accuracy exist : Sig. = p-value=0.033= 0.05. And also there is a positive
correlation between the variables Good feeling & Corporate Reputation as we see the P-Value is less
than Alpha and the relationship between the two variables with 95% exactness : Sig. = pvalue=0.000= 0.05. The correlation between Good feeling & Consumer Brand Acceptance is positive
because Sig. = p-value=0.001= 0.05 which means there is no reason to accept the zero presumptions
between the two variables with 95%acuuracy.
5. There is a significant relationship between innovation and reputation
The relationship between two variables is positive, the P-Value is less than Alpha Sig. = pvalue=0.013= 0.05. . There is a correlation represented by a line from left to right which demonstrates
each variable’s behaviour can be determined based on the others.
6-There is a significant relationship between product quality, service quality and reputation.
There is a positive correlation between product quality, service quality and reputation.
Sig. = p-value=0.001=0.05
7-There is a significant relationship between workplace and reputation.
There is a positive correlation between product quality, service quality and reputation.
Sig. = p-value=0.00=0.05
8-There is a significant relationship between governance and reputation
Hence P-Value is less than Alpha there is no reason to accept the zero presumptions between the two
variables, we can determine the relationship between the two variables with 95%acuuracy.
9-There is a significant relationship between citizenship and reputation. Based on the charts
representing the correlations between Reputation and Citizenship, a connection can be observed.
There is a correlation represented by a line from left to right which demonstrates each variable’s
behaviour can be determined based on the others.
10-There is a significant relationship between leadership and reputation.
Sig.= p-value=0.00=0.05 Hence P-Value is less than Alpha there is no reason to accept the zero
presumptions between the two variables, we can determine the relationship between the two variables
with 95%acuuracy.
11-There is a significant relationship between performance and reputation.
The relationship is positive, and with 95% accuracy. The P-value is less than Alpha… Sig.= pvalue=0.038=0.05
12-There is a significant relationship between reputation and acceptance
Sig.= p-value=0.012=0.05 Hence P-Value is less than Alpha there is no reason to accept the zero
presumptions between the two variables, we can determine the relationship between the two variables
with 95%acuuracy.
Discussion and implications
The study aims at studying the two main goals of investigating the relationship between reputation
model factors and Reptrak model factors and examining the relationship between BOSCH Company’s
reputation and its acceptance. Regarding the study variables, the research questions are based on the
identified factors proposed in a questionnaire. This part focuses on the research findings analysis and
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recommendations for further studies and the research findings related to the research main hypothesis
and sub-hypotheses.
There is a significant relationship between reputation, esteem and acceptance. Considering the
inferential statistics, there is a significant relationship between the two variables of reputation and
acceptance. It means the more the company's reputation gets, the higher the company’s esteem among
the consumers will be. The company's reputation is the key to maintaining, market share, competitive
advantage and financial performance of the company. (Neufeld, 2007). Regarding the literature of the
previous studies indicating such importance, the enhancement in company’s reputation will have a
positive effect on organizational identification (Mael and Ashford, 1992). . Regarding the BOSCH
Company's status in Iran, the results confirm the fact that the consumer at the time of processing a
brand employs a psychological and subjective judgment, which is the brand image. In this case, the
BOSCH products have a positive image among the consumers complying with their needs. Therefore,
BOSCH can quickly and definitely attract the target customers’ reputation and acceptance.
There is a significant relationship between reputation, trust and acceptance. Relying on the
results of the Pearson correlation test, there is a relationship among the three variables of reputation,
acceptance and trust. In other words, the higher the company's reputation, the lower the consumers'
trust toward the company will get. The inclination toward long-term relationships (customers’ trust to
the company's reputation) is not a long-term concept without relationships. It is a desired belief;
therefore, it is a better chance for physical and desirable relations. (Narayoodas & rayans2004).
Considering the inferential statistics, there is a significant relationship between two variables of
reputation and acceptance. The results are consistent with the fact that the reputation and positive
image are not the key factors to trade or business. In other words, when the valid and reliable picture
is presented in the market, the trade and commercial activities are not protected and immune in the
media or other sources of threats to reputation, and just the slightest malfunctioning and taking or
receiving services from consumers, the trust in a brand among the customers will be completely
shattered and even in severe cases it can also lead to potential customers’ withdrawal.
Correspondingly, modern consumers’ standard is steadily improving because of the constant demand
for higher levels of service, innovative products, consideration and understanding, payment terms,
warranties and guarantees which are crucial factors overshadowing the pressure increase to maintain a
competitive market.
There is a significant relationship between reputation, admire and acceptance. There is a direct
relationship of about 76 percent between acceptance and admiration. Therefore, increasing the
company's admirable impressiveness, the company’s acceptance will be improved. So based on the
inferential statistics, there is a significant relationship between two variables of reputation and
acceptance. Admiration and appreciation is a process that often downgrades the value and refers to a
form of wonder and appreciation and gratitude for yourself or someone superior. In organizational
terms, the admiration and appreciation play a crucial role in the company's image and level of
motivation within the internal structure of the company.
There is a significant relationship between reputation, good feeling and acceptance. There is a
direct relationship of about 41 percent between the two variables of reputation and good feeling. In
other words, increasing the company's reputation augments the good feeling among the consumers. In
other words, positive feeling leads to build trust-based relationships serving as incentives to stimulate
innovation in the internal structure of a company, therefore, improving its performance. There is a
direct relationship of about 32 percent between the two variables of acceptance and good feeling. The
higher the good feeling toward the company, the higher the acceptance will stand among the
consumers. As a result, regarding the inferential statistics, there is a significant relationship between
reputation and acceptance.
There is a significant relationship between innovation and reputation. Based on the Gamma
correlation test results, there is a direct relationship of about 41 percent between the two variables of
reputation and innovation. In other words, by increasing the company's innovation, the company's
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reputation will be higher among the consumers. The concept of innovation has always been used
when evaluating a company's image and is judged by the public and the stockholders. . The reason for
stopping or continuing the products acceptance relies on the fact that the failure of new and innovative
products from companies, as the supplier of these products, failed to acquire the general acceptance of
the target market which is due to the lack of acceptance because consumers do not have trust in them.
In other words, they do not have the prestige and reputation for their products and services; therefore,
they are not accepted by the target market. It can be concluded that the company is involved in
various aspects and the work environment should be assessed prior to introducing and supplying of
innovative products and services. The importance and stature of reputation as a critical factor has
been proved and it should be pointed that the other key factor is innovation.
There is a significant relationship between product quality, service quality and reputation.
Considering the Gamma correlation test results, there is a relationship between reputation and product
quality/service quality. There is a direct relationship of about 78 percent between reputation and
product quality/service quality. In other words, increasing the company's reputation goes hand in hand
with increasing the product quality/service quality. Maintaining high levels of products quality is the
company's most important tasks when considering the products and services quality to provide the
consumers' satisfaction, therefore, leading to long-term use by the customer. Bearing in mind the new
definition of customers' satisfaction, the value of products and services serves as an important
competitive factor in today's relation-based society. Recently, many companies have developed
defensive strategies to keep customers through high quality services and products both in consumer
markets and industrial and commercial markets (FORNELL, 1992, 6). In addition, many large
companies have developed assessment programs that evaluate customers' measurement of services
and products quality. (ZEITHUML & PORASURAMAN, 1990, 7) The motivation for further
confirmation on the service is because both of them play major role in brand and reputation of the
company. (SMITH & WHAN PAEK, 1992, 3). Based on the distributed questionnaire and facing
BOSCH products clients, we reached the conclusion that BOSCH Company in Iran has
comprehensively met the needs and demands of its customers and provided an effective marketing
mix in order to comply with the target market, thus, successfully achieving the company's goals
(reputation).
There is a significant relationship between workplace and reputation. Regarding the Gamma
correlation test results, there is a relationship between reputation and workplace. There is a direct
relationship of about 68 percent between reputation and workplace. In order to evaluate the effect of
independent variables on BOSCH Company's reputation in Iran, the domestic and foreign dimensions
were assessed. Such hypothesis focused on examining the impact of employees' comments on the
BOSCH Company's reputation in Iran. Three sub-variables of being a good employee, providing
equal opportunity for all employees and giving fair rewards were evaluated. The working
environment is a standard dimension for a company and is considered as company's determinants of
success and failure. Employees are positioned at the top of operational strategies and achieve
management objectives by their cooperation. The organizations' operational status depends on human
performance. Employees' understanding of the working environment serves as the contributing factor
in increasing the company's reputation and the success of the company. Employee's attitudes, beliefs
and behaviors have a positive or negative impact on such understanding and perception. . Abiding by
the international standards, the BOSCH Company in Iran and in other parts of the world holds on this
view of an internal culture among employees in the company as the key characteristics of the
proposed brand, thus, such ideologies have also been raised outside the organization and especially
among the applicants searching for jobs. The company's working environment can serve as an
important factor in identifying the degree of the company's reputation in attracting employees.
There is a significant relationship between governance and reputation Concerning the Gamma
correlation test results, there is a relationship between reputation and governance. . Understanding the
distribution power among the groups, parties and businesspersons is considered an integral part of
optimal profitability. The creation of new ideas in the workplace should be considered. Besides
management, facilitating positive relationships between parties and groups in the work environment is
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a key element of business success and reputation of a company. In facilitating the acceptable and
ethical relationship procedure, these relationships should lead to positive opportunities in new and
innovative working environment.
There is a significant relationship between citizenship and reputation. Pertaining to the Gamma
correlation test results, there is a relationship between reputation and citizenship. There is a direct
relationship of about 44 percent between reputation and citizenship. The world and national system
has always been the source of political and personal identity. The establishment of this political
system began in 18th century and new rights and opportunities for citizens were formed with the
concept of citizenship In any relationship that is formed within the companies, companies and
workers values should be credited and their goals should be accompanied by admiration and praise.
The neo-liberal-privatization principles are among interesting approaches that help solve the problems
of inequality and segregation. Based on the given results on the relationship between company's
reputation and citizenship rights, citizenship rights due to the formation of global village has changed
from regional, state and country aspects, and has found a global concept. Therefore, the acceptance of
a brand in terms of reputations will not be limited to a certain places or level. Accordingly, similar
result will be obtained if the study was conducted in some other places.
. There is a significant relationship between leadership and reputation. With reference to the
Gamma correlation test results, there is a relationship between reputation and leadership. There is a
direct relationship of about 46 percent between reputation and leadership. Due to the rapid growth of
today's society, management's expectations in most companies willing to invest in management have
reached its peak. The managers' high demand for industrialization has increased the employment
opportunities around the world. The capacities and skills of a company's good management style
created many job opportunities entailing threats acceptance. In other words, the more the transparency
in the statements made by the manager and the higher the managers' awareness of the company's longterm objectives, the higher the company's reputation among consumers, consequently, the company
will perform better than its competitors will.
There is a significant relationship between performance and reputation. Concerning the Gamma
correlation test results, there is a relationship between reputation and performance. There is a direct
relationship of about 40 percent between reputation and performance. In order to assess the impact of
independent variables on BOSCH Company's reputation in Iran, the domestic and foreign dimensions
were assessed. Such hypothesis focused on examining the impact of employees' comments on the
BOSCH Company's reputation in Iran. Three sub-variables of results more than expected, usefulness,
and the company's strong growth prospective were examined. One of the most important variables
affecting the success of a company or the company's performance is the combination of the three
variables mentioned above. In other words, the clearer the goals and prospective of an organization
gets, the higher results than consumers expected and the more useful the products and services will
get and as a result the extent of company's reputation among consumers increases.
There is a significant relationship between reputation and acceptance. In the preceding parts, we
discussed the trust, reputation, good feeling, admiration, and appreciation of the inherent nature of the
individual's motivation and its impact on the organization workforce. The issue of diversity and
plurality of trust and acceptance is entangled with the companies' tendency to employ people without
considering their culture, beliefs, gender, and age and so on offering a positive image of the trust.
Appreciation and admiration play an important role in the relational governance. As discussed in
relational governance, recognizing the stakeholders' deep emotional relationships is considered which
is followed by trust, appreciation, and admiration. When the trust is established, the Company's and its
decisions acceptance arise. From the business perspective, consumer acceptance of the brand has
many different meanings. In economic conditions, company's market acceptance is a key issue and for
the company's acceptance in the market and among relevant foreign stakeholders such as target
market, competitors, manufacturers and domestic companies, company's strategies, ideas and identity
should be in harmony.
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To achieve this goal at the international and foreign level, there should be a kind of trust and respect
between companies and potential consumers. First, it must happen domestically to affect the foreign
market. If a company is not accepted in the market, it will probably encounter with structural and
financial failure, and lose its ability to be accepted, strategic and interactive. Reputation can be used
as an outline of impressions made by all relevant stakeholders within an organization including
customers, employees, suppliers, managers, creditors and the media. A strong reputation has positive
implications for the management of an organization. The credibility and reputation of an organization
is a strategic resource that provides a significant competitive advantage. Company's positive
reputation is very valuable because it helps to attract and retain talented human resources, encourages
consumers to buy company's products and services and establishes a relationship of loyalty with
customers. This positive impact will be most effective in customer retention and word of mouth
promotional behavior.
Implications for future research
- Evaluating the impact on the company's reputation indexes on Reptrak reputation model factors
using path analysis and simultaneous measurement of indicators impact
-Examining the company's reputation indexes impact on Reptrak reputation model factors in
manufacturing and service companies and their comparison
-Evaluating the effect of brand special value (perceived quality, brand loyalty, and brand image on
Reptrak model parameters
- Evaluating the company's reputation indexes impact on Reptrak reputation model factors in societies
with different cultures, developed and less developed countries and their comparison
-Prioritizing the effective parameters influencing the company's reputation based on MADM methods
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Abstract
In Malaysia, the Islamic banking and financial products must comply with shariah (Islamic law) and
the Malaysian law. The Partnership Act 1961 (Act 135) (‘PA’) governs all partnership undertakings.
However, there is no statute controlling Islamic Partnership products. Do Islamic Partnership
products likewise subject to the PA? There is nothing in the PA to indicate that Islamic Partnership
does not fall under it. Nevertheless, the Islamic Financial Institutions Act 2013 (Act 759) (‘IFSA’)
provides that all Islamic banking and financial products including Islamic partnership must comply
with shariah. But, how if shariah is in conflict with the PA? Will this not affect the validity of Islamic
Partnership products? This paper highlights the governing law issues with regard to Islamic
Partnership in Malaysia. The authors used legal research methodology to discuss the issues. The
authors also provide some suggestions to warrant the validity of Islamic Partnership, both in the law
and shariah perspectives.
Keywords: Islamic Partnership Products; Legal Issues; Governing Law; Malaysia; Islamic Banking
and Finance.
Introduction
Islamic banking and finance aroused quite an interest in the 1960s and 1970s following the resurgence
of Islam in the early twentieth century with the momentum being spearheaded particularly by
Egyptian Muslim scholars and thinkers such as Muhammad Abduh, Rashid Rida, Hassan al-Banna
and Jamaluddin al-Afghani. Islamic banking and finance eventually gained foothold in Malaysia with
the establishment of Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad (BIMB) in 1983. Islamic banking and finance
facilities has since expanded to meet and serve the customers’ demand for user-friendly banking and
finance facilities and products. These Islamic banking and financial products include Mudarabah - a
general and special investment deposit in the nature of profit sharing between the
depositors/customers and the bank, acting as the entrepreneur; Wadiah - where the bank simply acts
as the safe-keeper of the deposits of the depositors/customers but it may provide returns to the
depositors as a gift (al-Hibah); Murabahah (partnership and equity financing); Ijarah (leasing);
Istisna’(a sale contract by way of order for certain product), Qard (loan contract), Rahn (pledge),
Tawarruq/Commodity Murabahah (purchasing an asset with deferred price), Wakalah (agency
contract), Bay’ Dayn (sale of debt with debt), Bay’ Inah (sale contract followed by repurchase by the
seller at a different price), Musharakah and Mudarabah (partnership) and Bay’ Bithaman al-Ajil
(BBA) (sale by deferred payment). Due to increasing demand for these Islamic banking and finance
products, Islamic windows (Islamic banking and financial products) are likewise introduced by the
conventional banks (Yakcop, 1996). The Islamic banking and finance operators in Malaysia is called
‘Islamic Financial Institutions’ (‘IFIs’).
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Objectives
This paper aims to highlight and discuss the issues of the governing law over Islamic partnership
products. The discussion is vital as there is no detailed statutory provisions governing the creation and
operation of Islamic partnership products issued by IFIs in Malaysia. Even though there is a specific
legislation – the Partnership Act 1961 (Act 135)(‘PA’), governing the creation and operation of
partnership transactions in Malaysia, there is as yet any Islamic partnership Act so far passed by
Parliament in Malaysia to govern Islamic partnership products. Due to the absence of a specific
Islamic Partnership Act, the question to be posed is this: Do Islamic partnership products are similarly
subject to the PA? It should be borne in mind that, all Islamic banking and financial products must
comply with shariah, pursuant to the Islamic Financial Institutions Act 2013 (Act 759)(‘IFSA’). What
is shariah and the PA are in conflict with each other on partnership transactions’ matters? Should the
PA prevail over shariah or vice versa? If the Islamic Partnership Products do comply with the PA, are
they enforceable and valid in the court of law in Malaysia? This paper intends to unravel these issues
and provide suggestions to overcome the problems.
The Relevant Statues in the Malaysian Islamic Banking and Financial Products
To begin the discussion, it is noteworthy that, according to the Malaysian Federal Constitution (‘FC’),
‘partnership’ is one of the subject matters of the Federal Government to govern. This is pursuant to
item 4(e)(i) of the Ninth Schedule of the FC read together with article 74(1) of the FC. There is
nothing in the FC that spells out the jurisdiction and power of the States to govern ‘partnership’, not
even the ‘Islamic Law Partnership’. Thus, constitutionally, based on the provision of the FC, the
governing law of Islamic Partnership is the federal law, not the states’ law.
The intensive legal analysis that this paper entails will cover the issue of the governing law of Islamic
Partnership. The relevant statutes are as follows:
1)
2)
3)

Civil Law Act 1956 (Revised 1972) (Act 67) (‘CLA’);
Islamic Financial Services Act 2013 (Act 759) (‘IFSA’); and,
Central Bank of Malaysia Act 2009 (Act 701) (‘CBMA’).

The Civil Law Act 1956 (Revised 1972) (Act 67)(‘CLA’)
It is a trite fact that in order to warrant certain transaction enforceable at law and in equity, the
transaction must comply with the law of the land. The enabling legal provision for many transactions
in Malaysia is governed by the Civil Law Act 1956 (Act 67)(‘CLA’). The sources of Malaysian law
are actually the law of England, common law and equity. For instance, section 3(1) CLA provides:
“Save so far as other provision has been made or may hereafter be made by any written
law in force in Malaysia, the Court shall—
a) in Peninsular Malaysia or any part thereof, apply the common law of
England and the rules of equity as administered in England on the 7 April
1956;
b) in Sabah, apply the common law of England and the rules of equity,
together with statutes of general application, as administered or in force in
England on 1 December 1951;
c) in Sarawak, apply the common law of England and the rules of equity,
together with statutes of general application, as administered or in force in
England on 12 December 1949, subject however to subparagraph (3)(ii)”
(emphasis added).
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However, the application of English law may not be made applicable if the Malaysian inhabitants do
not permit it or it may be used subject to the Malaysian local needs and circumstances. This is
provided under the proviso of section 5(1) which reads as follows:
“Provided always that the said common law, rules of equity and statutes of general
application shall be applied so far only as the circumstances of the States of Malaysia
and their respective inhabitants permit and subject to such qualifications as local
circumstances render necessary”(emphasis added).
Among the cases that deal with the above provisions is Chung Khiaw Bank Ltd v Hotel Rasa Sayang
Sdn Bhd & Anor [1990] 1 MLJ 356 (Supreme Court, Kuala Lumpur), where Hashim Yeop A Sani CJ
(Malaya) said at pages 361-362 as follows:
“Section 3 of the Civil Law Act 1956 directs the courts to apply the common law of
England only in so far as the circumstances permit and save where no provision has
been made by statute law. The development of the common law after 7 April 1956 (for
the States of Malaya) is entirely in the hands of the courts of this country. We cannot
just accept the development of the common law in England”(emphasis added).
In Lori (M) Bhd (Interim Receiver) V Arab-Malaysian Finance Bhd [1999] 3 MLJ 81 (Federal Court
at Kuala Lumpur), Edgar Joseph FCJ said at page 103:
“It is true that s 3 of the Civil Law Act, 1956, directs our courts to apply the Common
Law of England in force at the date of its coming into effect, that is 7 April 1956, only in
so far as the circumstances permit and save where no provision has been made by
statute law. We therefore heartily agree with the Court in Chung Khiaw Bank that the
development of the Common Law after 7 April 1956 (for the States of Malaya) is
entirely in the hands of the courts of this country. But, having said that, we consider
that the trend shown by the courts in Common Law countries to be slow in striking down
commercial contracts on the ground of illegality is a sensible one, which we should
follow thus incorporating it as part of our Common Law”(emphasis added).
Likewise, in Dato’ Seri Anwar bin Ibrahim v Public Prosecutor [2010] 5 MLJ 145 (Federal Court at
Putrajaya), where Zulkefli FCJ said at page 163:
“In his second or ‘rebuttal judgment’, (rebutting Wan Yahya FCJ’s dissenting judgment,
the first of its kind in this country as far as I know), Edgar Joseph Jr FCJ quoted at
length from an article by Sir Jack Jacob QC, the former Senior Master of the Supreme
Court in the United Kingdom in his article The Inherent Jurisdiction of the Court [1970]
Current Legal Problems 23. Part of them have been reproduced by Clement Skinner JC
in Ngan Tuck Seng & Anor v Ngan Yin Groundnut Factory Sdn Bhd. I do not intend to
reproduce them again. The effects are aptly summarized by the learned judicial
commissioner in the passage I have reproduced earlier.
Sir Jack Jacob was speaking about the common law of England and the
courts in England. Before the common law of England becomes applicable in this
country it must pass the test provided by section 3 of the Civil Law Act 1956”
(emphasis added).
Further the English law shall be the source for commercial laws in Malaysia including partnership
unless there is a written law on it passed by the Malaysian Parliament. Section 5(1) of the CLA
(Application of English Law in Commercial Matters) provides:
“In all questions or issues which arise or which have to be decided in the States of
Peninsular Malaysia other than Malacca and Penang with respect to the law of
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partnerships…, the law to be administered shall be the same as would be administered
in England in the like case at the date of the coming into force of this Act, if such
question or issue had arisen or had to be decided in England” (emphasis added).
While section 5(2) of the CLA provides:
“In all questions or issues which arise or which have to be decided in the States of
Malacca, Penang, Sabah and Sarawak with respect to the law concerning any of the
matters referred to in subsection (1), the law to be administered shall be the same as
would be administered in England in the like case at the corresponding period, if such
question or issue had arisen or had to be decided in England”(emphasis added).
Nevertheless, the obligation to follow English law in matters pertaining to commercial matters
including partnership ceases if there is a special written law governing these matters passed by the
Malaysian Parliament. This is provided under the provision of section 5(1) and (2) CLA which reads
as follows:
“unless in any case other provision is or shall be made by any written law”
It can be said that the law governing Islamic Partnership - Mudarabah and Musharakah being IFIs’
products is the CLA. If it is true then, the law governing Mudarabah and Musharakah shall be the law
of England. However, if there is a written law governing Mudarabah and Musharakah in Malaysia,
then the provisions imposing an obligation to comply with English law is not applicable.
The question is whether there is a written law dealing specifically with Mudarabah and Musharakah
in Malaysia? Insofar as the knowledge of the authors is concerned, there is none. What is available is
the conventional (non-Islamic) written law governing partnership undertakings i.e the PA.
A further question can be raised: whether Mudarabah and Musharakah should comply with the
provisions under the PA? And fall under its purview? There is hitherto no case law that deal with this
issue either.
Further, so far there is no case law which decides that Mudarabah and Musharakah should fall or
should not have fallen under the PA and/or the CLA.
In the opinion of the authors, the issue of the governing law for Mudarabah and Musharakah is
crucial. This is because, without any written law governing them, the law of England viz, the common
law, equity and statutes of general application as prescribed under section 3 and 5 of the CLA may
also automatically, as a matter of course, become the governing law for Mudarabah and Musharakah.
However, this matter has not been dealt with and determined so far by courts in Malaysia.
The Islamic Financial Services Act 2013 (Act 759) (‘IFSA’) and the Central Bank of Malaysia
Act 2009 (Act 701)(‘CBMA’)
Islamic banking businesses are governed by the Islamic Financial Services Act 2013 (Act 759)
(‘IFSA’). Pursuant to section 2 of the IFSA, ‘Islamic banking business’ means the business of —
“a) accepting Islamic deposits on current account, deposit account, savings account or
other similar accounts, with or without the business of paying or collecting cheques
drawn by or paid in by customers; or
b) accepting money under an investment account; and
c) provision of finance; and
d) such other business as prescribed under section 3”
However, in the Central Bank of Malaysia Act 2009(Act 701) (‘CBMA’), it does not use ‘Islamic
banking business’, Instead it uses the word ‘Islamic financial institutions’. According to the CBMA
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the word ‘Islamic financial institutions’ means a financial institution carrying on Islamic financial
business (section 2 of the CBMA). While the word ‘Islamic financial business’ means any financial
business in ringgit or other currency which is subject to the laws enforced by the Central Bank (Bank
Negara Malaysia (‘BNM’)) and consistent with Shariah (section 2 of the CBMA).
Pursuant to section 3 of IFSA (Prescription by Minister of additional business or activity), The
Minister may, on the recommendation of the Bank, prescribe—
“(a) any business or activity as an addition to the definition of—
(i) “Islamic banking business”;
(ii) “international Islamic banking business”;
(iii) “Islamic financial intermediation activities”;
(iv) “Islamic factoring business”; or
(v) “Islamic leasing business”,
and upon such prescription, the definition as added to shall be deemed to be an integral
part of this Act as from the date of such prescription, or from such later date as may be
specified in the order; and
(b) any business, service or activity in relation to a financial service as an Islamic
financial advisory business for the purposes of the definition of “Islamic financial
advisory business” under subsection 2(1)”
The word ‘Minister’ in the above provision means the Minister for the time being charged with the
responsibility of finance (section 2 of the IFSA). Thus, the Minister of Finance is the Minister meant
by section 2.
The obligation to comply with Shariah in all the activities of the institutions carrying out Islamic
banking business is clearly spelt out in section 28. Section 28(1) of the IFSA (Duty of Institution to
Ensure Compliance with Shariah) provides as follows:
“An institution shall at all times ensure that its aims and operations, business, affairs
and activities are in compliance with Shariah”
Similarly this obligation is spelt out in section 28(2) of the IFSA, which reads:
“For the purposes of this Act, a compliance with any ruling of the Shariah Advisory
Council in respect of any particular aim and operation, business, affair or activity shall
be deemed to be a compliance with Shariah in respect of that aims and operations,
business, affair or activity”
The word ‘institution’ in the above provision means an authorized person or operator or a designated
payment system (section 27 of the IFSA). While the words ‘authorized person’ means a person
licensed under section 10 or approved under section 11 to carry on an authorized business (section 2
of the IFSA). The word ‘operator’ and ‘designated payment system’ are respectively defined as ‘any
person, acting alone or under an arrangement with another person, responsible for the rules,
procedures and operations of a payment system’ and ‘a payment system prescribed as a designated
payment system’ under subsection 39(1) (section 2 of the IFSA). Sections 10 and 11 meanwhile deal
specifically on the grant of licence by the Minister and Approval by the Central Bank (BNM).
An institution carrying out Islamic banking business is under a responsibility to do certain acts once it
found that the business that it carries out has contravened Shariah. The responsibility to act is
prescribed by section 28(3) IFSA. Section 28(3) reads:
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“Where an institution becomes aware that it is carrying on any of its business, affair or
activity in a manner which is not in compliance with Shariah or the advice of its Shariah
committee or the advice or ruling of the Shariah Advisory Council, the institution shall
—
d) immediately notify the Bank and its Shariah committee of the fact;
e) immediately cease from carrying on such business, affair or activity and
from taking on any other similar business, affair or activity; and
f) within thirty days of becoming aware of such non-compliance or such further
period as may be specified by the Bank, submit to the Bank a plan on the
rectification of the non-compliance” (emphasis added).
As a sanction to the obligation to carry out the above prescribed duties, section 28(4) provides this:
“Any person who contravenes subsection (1) or (3) commits an offence and shall, on
conviction, be liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding eight years or to a fine
not exceeding twenty-five million ringgit or to both” (emphasis added).
The Shariah Advisory Council (SAC) is a council established by BNM pursuant to section 51 of
CBMA. Section 51(1) of the CBMA (Establishment of SAC) provides:
“The Bank may establish a Shariah Advisory Council on Finance which shall be the
authority for the ascertainment of Islamic law for the purposes of Islamic financial
business”
The word ‘Bank’ here refers to the Central Bank of Malaysia or in Bahasa Malaysia is called Bank
Negara Malaysia (‘BNM’) (section 2 of the CBMA).
The SAC shall be the authority for the ascertainment of Islamic Law for the purpose of Islamic
financial business (section 51 of the CBMA).
It is a duty of the BNM and IFIs to consult the SAC pursuant to sections 55(1) and 55(2) of the
CBMA in respect of Islamic financial business and conducting its affairs. Section 55(1) of the CBMA
states:
“The Bank shall consult the Shariah Advisory Council on any matter—
a) relating to Islamic financial business; and
b) for the purpose of carrying out its functions or conducting its business
or affairs under this Act or any other written law in accordance with
the Shariah, which requires the ascertainment of Islamic law by the
Shariah Advisory Council”
The purpose of consulting, referring and seeking advice from the SAC is to make sure that the Islamic
banking and financial business and its affairs are conducted in accordance with the requirements of
Shariah (section 55(2) of the CBMA). Section 55(2) of the CBMA provides:
“Any Islamic financial institution in respect of its Islamic financial business, may—
c) refer for a ruling; or
d) seek the advice,
of the Shariah Advisory Council on the operations of its business in order to ascertain
that it does not involve any element which is inconsistent with the Shariah”
Apart for sections 51 and 55, sections 56(1), 57 and 58 of the CBMA also prescribe that the rulings
and advice of the SAC shall bind the IFIs, the BNM, the Shariah Committee of the respective IFIs,
the court of law and the arbitrators on matters pertaining to Islamic financial matters.
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Section 56(1) (Reference to SAC for ruling from court or arbitrator) of the CBMA provides:
“Where in any proceedings relating to Islamic financial business before any court or
arbitrator any question arises concerning a Shariah matter, the court or the arbitrator,
as the case may be, shall—
a)
take into consideration any published rulings of the Shariah
Advisory Council; or
b)
refer such question to the Shariah Advisory Council for its
ruling”(emphasis added).
Section 57 of the CBMA (Effect of Shariah rulings) states as follows:
“Any ruling made by the Shariah Advisory Council pursuant to a reference made under
this Part shall be binding on the Islamic financial institutions under section 55 and the
court or arbitrator making a reference under section 56”(emphasis added).
While section 58 of the CBMA (SAC ruling prevails) provides:
“Where the ruling given by a Shariah body or committee constituted in Malaysia by an
Islamic financial institution is different from the ruling given by the Shariah Advisory
Council, the ruling of the Shariah Advisory Council shall prevail”(emphasis added).
Thus, the rulings and advice of the SAC shall bind the IFIs, the court of law, the arbitrator and the
Shariah committee. In other words, the new provisions inserted in the CBMA in relation to the SAC,
serve as ouster clauses to oust any jurisdiction and power of the court of law, any other Shariah
committee of the respective IFIs and any other persons to challenge the rulings and advice of the SAC
in respect of Islamic banking/financial business and affairs (Md. Dahlan & Aljunid, 2010; Md Dahlan
& Aljunid, 2011).
Apart from complying with Shariah and the SAC, the institution carrying out Islamic banking and
financial business must follow the standards set out by the BNM and the SAC. This is mentioned in
section 29. Failure to carry out this obligation will trigger certain punishment pursuant to section
29(6), which provides:
“Any person who fails to comply with any standards specified under subsection (1),
commits an offence and shall, on conviction, be liable to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding eight years or to a fine not exceeding twenty-five million ringgit or to both”
Similarly, all persons, including the IFIs, are duty bound to comply with the directions (written
circulars, guidelines and notices) of the BNM on any Shariah matter relating to the Islamic banking
and financial business. These directions are made in accordance with the advice of the SAC. Any
person who fails to comply with any of these directions, commit an offence and shall, on conviction,
be liable to a fine not exceeding three million ringgit (MYR 3 million) (USD 915,471.48) (section
59(1)(2)(3) of the CBMA).
In addition to the above, the IFIs must also establish their own Shariah Committee. The internal
Shariah Committee duty is to advise the IFIs’ business, affairs and activities in order to ensure that
they comply with Shariah. This is spelt out under section 30(1) of the IFSA. The duties and functions
that the Shariah Committee carries out must also be consistent with the standards prescribed by the
BNM (section 32 of the IFSA).
The superiority and hegemony of the SAC over the court, the IFIs, the arbitrator and the Shariah
Committee in relation to the Islamic financial business and affairs has been given judicial support and
recognition by recent cases namely:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Bank Islam Malaysia Bhd lwn Rhea Zadani Corp Sdn Bhd dan lain-lain [2012] 10 MLJ 484
(High Court at Kuala Lumpur).
Bank Muamalat Malaysia Bhd lwn Kong Sun Enterprise Sdn Bhd dan lain-lain [2012] 10 MLJ
665 (High Court at Johor Bahru).
CIMB Islamic Bank Bhd v LCL Corp Bhd & Anor [2012] 3 MLJ 869 (High Court at Kuala
Lumpur).
Kuwait Finance House (M) Bhd lwn Teknogaya Diversified Sdn Bhd dan lain-lain [2012] 9 MLJ
433 (High Court at Kuala Lumpur).
Mayban Trustees Bhd v CIMB Bank Bhd and other appeals [2012] 2 MLJ 187; [2012] 6 MLJ
354 (Court of Appeal at Putrajaya)
Mohd Alias bin Ibrahim v RHB Bank Bhd & Anor [2012] 1 ShLR 23; [2011] 3 MLJ 26 (High
Court at Kuala Lumpur)
Tan Sri Abdul Khalid bin Ibrahim v Bank Islam Malaysia Bhd [2012] 1 ShLR 1; [2012] 7 MLJ
597 (High Court at Kuala Lumpur).
Tan Sri Abdul Khalid bin Ibrahim v Bank Islam Malaysia Bhd [2013] 3 MLJ 269 (Court of
Appeal at Putrajaya)
Tan Sri Abdul Khalid bin Ibrahim v Bank Islam Malaysia Bhd and another suit [2009] 6 MLJ
416 (High Court at Kuala Lumpur).

From the above provisions, the law governing Mudarabah and Musharakah shall be Shariah and the
standards set by BNM and put it bluntly, the SAC. It follows that Mudarabah and Musharakah being
two forms of Islamic partnership may not be subject to the requirements imposed by the PA and the
CLA.
In addition, Shariah can also be considered as a ‘custom or usage having the force of law’ and thus
automatically can become an applicable law in Malaysia, including on the Islamic financial business
and affairs, on the premise of article 160(2) of the FC, read together with section 2 of the
Interpretation Acts 1948 and 1967 (Act 388), which defines law to include:
“…written law, the common law in so far as it is in operation in the Federation or any
part thereof, and any custom or usage having the force of law in the Federation or any
part thereof”(emphasis added).
If the above contention is true i.e. Mudarabah and Musharakah may not be subject to the PA and the
CLA, then there is still a dubious position regarding the enforceability of the PA and the CLA over
Mudarabah and Musharakah products. The followings are the arguments of the authors:
1)
2)

There is no unequivocal provision under the PA which exempts Mudarabah and
Musharakah from its operation.
As required by the CLA, there is no special written law governing Mudarabah and
Musharakah in order to exempt them from being subject to the English law, English
equity or the PA.

Can we say Shariah is the written law governing Mudarabah and Musharakah products? In the
opinion of the authors, so far, there is no Islamic written law passed by Parliament dealing with
Mudarabah and Musharakah. There is only a general provision under the IFSA and CBMA spelling
out that Islamic banking and financial products, including Mudarabah and Musharakah, must comply
with Shariah. Thus, it is opined, there is a lacuna of Islamic written law on Mudarabah and
Musharakah (Islamic Partnership). It follows that if this is true, then the governing law for
Mudarabah and Musharakah is the PA. There is nothing in the PA that exempts Mudarabah and
Musharakah from its operation. It follows that all Mudarabah and Musharakah products must comply
the PA, before it could be considered valid partnership and enforceable in the court of law and equity
in Malaysia.
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Further argument can be raised in that, if the PA is the governing law for Mudarabah and
Musharakah, what will the situation be, if the provisions under the PA are in conflict with Shariah,
the SAC, the BNM and the Shariah Committee?
There is no answer to the above question, as the provisions in the IFSA are silent. In the opinion of
the authors, in this situation, the provisions in the PA shall prevail over Shariah, the SAC, the Bank
Negara and the Shariah Committee.
It is submitted that, the provision spelt out in section 2 of the Interpretation Act 1948 and 1967 (Act
388) read together with article 160(2) of the FC connoting and denoting that Shariah is also an
applicable law in Malaysia is inadequate and untenable to support the contention that Shariah shall be
the governing law for Mudarabah and Musharakah. This is because these two provisions are general
provisions defining the meaning of ‘law’ in Malaysia. Further, these provisions do not provide the
written law governing Mudarabah and Musharakah as required by the CLA. Thus, in the opinion of
the authors, in relation to the applicability of Shariah over Islamic banking and financial business and
affairs, as the provisions under the CLA are the specific, while the provisions under the FC, the
Interpretation Act 1948 and 1967 (Act 388), the CBMA and the IFSA are general provisions
emphasizing the applicability of Shariah as the source of law and definition of law, the provisions
under the CLA should prevail.
Thus, in the submission of the authors, there should a written Islamic Partnership Law passed by
Parliament to govern Mudarabah and Musharakah. As there is no Islamic Partnership statute (written
law) passed by Parliament, automatically, the PA shall be the governing law for Mudarabah and
Musharakah. To the extreme, it may open contentious floodgates of argument allowing the
application of English law, English equity and English statutes of general applications, as the case
may be, over Mudarabah and Musharakah if there is a lacuna in provisions under the PA, dealing
with any issues concerning Mudarabah and Musharakah.
The authors re-emphasize here that in order to cause the Mudarabah and Musharakah products not to
be subjected to the PA and the English common law and equity, the authors are of the view that there
should be a provision under the PA which exempts its enforceability over Mudarabah and
Musharakah and that a special Islamic Partnership Act (written law) should be passed by Parliament
prescribing and enumerating clearly the detailed written law governing Mudarabah and Musharakah
as well. By having these legal and legislative measures the issue of absence of un-equivocality of
written law governing Mudarabah and Musharakah may not arise. In the opinion of the authors, the
Islamic banking and financial authority should not totally rely on the blanket provisions under IFSA
to justify that Mudarabah and Musharakah, must comply with Shariah, the SAC and the Shariah
Committee. This blanket provision, it is submitted, is too loose and is not unequivocal, which may
lead to disputes and court’s litigations.
Nonetheless, todate, there is as yet any case law that deals with the above issues. It is the hope of the
authors that preventive and suitable measures would be taken by the government by considering the
above arguments and suggestions in order to ensure enforceability and validity of Mudarabah and
Musharakah products in Malaysia.
Conclusion and Recommendations
It is noteworthy that there is no Islamic Partnership Act (written law) governing Islamic Partnership –
Mudarabah and Musharakah has as yet in Malaysia. Due to this, the governing law for Islamic
Partnership shall be the Federal Law – the CLA and the PA. Due to this also, English common law,
equity and statute of general application may be made applicable to Islamic Partnership too. The
provisions under the IFSA and CBMA conferring on the authority of the SAC and SAB to refer to
Islamic Law (Shariah) can be marginalized and of no meaning due to its lack of authority and ultra
vires the FC. Thus, it is timely for the Malaysian Government to provide and pass a detailed and
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special Islamic Partnership written law to fill in the gap left by the IFSA and CBMA to avoid disputes
and problems detrimental to the legal and regulatory framework of Islamic partnership products.
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Abstract
In the recent economic down turn effective management of technology has acquired an even more
important place in corporate strategy. This article aims at proposing an empirically based technology
strategy formulation framework. Nominal Group Technique (NGT) has been used to engage Chief
Technology Officers (CTOs) from two different countries in two separate groups to make use of their
expertise in technology strategy formulation. The two groups of CTOs indicated different priorities
for different components of technology strategy to be persuaded. Based on focused discussions on
several aspects of technology strategy being practiced by firms in different sectors of industry, a
technology framework particularly applicable to the firms based in growing economies is proposed.
Key Words: Strategic Management of Technology, Technology Management in Growing Economies,
Technology Transfer, Technology Strategy, R&D and innovation management.
Introduction
Technological changes and decision to adapt an innovation can make or break an organization.
Examples of the significant impact of commercializing a technology on the overall performance of the
organization are numerous, from the invention of the steam engine to smart phones. New
organizations, therefore, must consider all these factors carefully and choice of technologies is often
very critical decision for long term survival and growth. For existing organizations, a watchful
approach will help not only in survival and growth but also in taking and maintaining technological
leadership in their respective industries. For those organizations who are already technology leaders
of their respective industries, an effective technology management strategy becomes a crucial reality
to sustain their positions in their existing businesses and also explore new market, thereby, restricting
the entry of competitors and exodus of customers to competing firms.
Organizations that integrate technology related decisions into business strategies have considerably
improved their chances of reaping benefits from technological innovations in general and while
economic downturn in particular. There is always an element of risk associated with adoption of a
new technology. This indicates that technological innovations cannot be adopted without prior
analysis in context to a particular organization. Technology requires moderate to high investment, and
it also has an effective lifetime, after which the same technology may not remain commercially viable
and hence, needs either an upgrade or total replacement. It always makes sense that before an upgrade
or replacement is asked for or becomes due, the previous technology, which was in use, must generate
enough revenues so that the investment for the new one may be either totally or partially funded from
operations (Husain and Sushi, 1997; Jauhari and Benard, 2010). Despite an extensive body of
literature on strategic management of technology in developed and developing economies, one
doesn’t come across articles which clearly spell out a framework for technology strategy formulation
for manufacturing or service industry. This study aims to fill this gap by providing a framework for
developing a technology strategy emphasizing on different (need-based) components and
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subsequently using another framework for implementation and review. The study uses a Nominal
Group Technique (NGT) (Delbecq and VandeVen, 1971; Horton, 1980) to make use of expertise of
sixty experienced Chief Technology Officers (CTOs) coming from different sectors of manufacturing
and service industry and managing technology function in firms located in two developing countries.
The article presents an extensive literature review and identified a large number of factors which were
discussed and made use of in preparing a base for NGT exercise which was undertaken in two parts
with two groups of CTOs.
Literature Review
Proponent of strategic management of technology had emphasized that corporate leaders must “better
understand the management of technology, its development, its innovation, and its use within the
organization; the nature of technological change and its diffusion; and the consequences of
technological shifts upon the corporation” (Roberts, 1983, p.2). However, Loveridge and Pitt (1990)
claimed that technology has `probably always` been a preoccupation for strategic managers. Research
by Clarke et al. (1995) suggested that “the major unfinished business of the research literature is to
provide managers with needed guidance in their formulation of a technological strategy for their
companies” (p.169). Drejer (1996) pointed out that strategic management of technology did not
emerge as a distinct area of managerial and academic interest until the late 1980s.The strategic
approach was a response to the perceived failure of the more traditional techniques for exploiting
technology such as research and development management. This failure had three elements:
technology absorption; high rate of implementation failure; and poor handling of the social
consequences of new technology (Drejer, 1996, p.13). According to Drejer (1996), the field of
Management of Technology (MOT) is divided into four schools of thought: the R&D management
school, the innovation management school, the technology management school, and the strategic
MOT school. He therefore a proposed a contingency view of MOT containing elements from all 4
schools of thought in some creative mix because every company’s environment has characteristics
which range from relatively simple and predictable to complex and unstable.
Technology & Innovation Management and Technology Strategy Frameworks
A number of other writers also emphasized the importance of managing technology strategically
(Kantrow, 1980; Friar and Horwitch, 1985; Pavitt, 1990; 1993; Robert and Westphal, 1994; Clarke et
al., 1995; Husain and Sushil, 1997; Bowonder, 1998; Birchall and Tovstiga, 2002; Husain et al,
2002; Davenport et al. 2003; Jauhari and Benard 2010; Jauhari 2013). While strategic management of
technology is increasingly recognized as a key source of competitive advantage, there is still much
debate about how to define the concept of technology strategy (Reick and Dickson, 1993; Clarke et
al., 1995). Existing definitions range from quite specifically focusing on technology development to
very broad knowledge–based definitions (Davenport et al.2003). Some earlier definitions were quite
specific about framing the content of technology strategy as a set of choices that needed to be made
about technology development, that is, broad versus specialized, product versus process, and whether
to be a market leader or follower (Pavitt, 1990).There also appears to be some gap in the literature
between technology strategy and knowledge strategy. Davenport et al. (2003) preferred to think of
technological knowledge as a subset of a firm’s organizational knowledge, as many non-technological
processes and routines would not be a part of a technology strategy. Conversely, there are many
physical aspects of a firm`s technology, such as standard manufacturing equipment, that would not
necessarily be regarded as part of the organization`s competitive knowledge–base, as such, given that
such technology is generically available (Davenport et al., 2003). Further, they also suggested that
technology strategy is not the same as competitive strategy although the two may be very close in
high technology organizations. The following view of technology strategy, which is based on Ford`s
(1988) definition can be taken for purposes of understanding technology strategy: Technology
strategy encompasses the acquisition (or exploration), management and exploitation of technological
knowledge (and technology) and resources by the organization to achieve its business and
technological goals.
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These three major aspects of technology strategy i.e. acquisition, management, and exploitation of
technology and technological knowledge are identified here. However, within each of these three
aspects of technology strategy are a myriad of other contributing components, which have been
summarized from the literature by Davenport et al. (2003). This framework is based upon feedback
loops and linkages and was used to explain the evolution of what was described as an evolving
dynamic technology strategy, with critical path dependencies. In a way, Davenport et al. (2003)
consider their study (a large scale, long term study of the evolution of competitive capabilities in
exemplar New Zealand firms) as an early attempt to extend the domain of technology strategy, from
the static description of strategy at a point in time, to the dynamic study of the co-evolution of
technology strategy within the firm`s overall competitive development. It may, however, be noted
here that Clark et al. (1995) had also identified the main issues in technology strategy decisions as:
having acquisition, management, and exploitation elements and an internal–external dimension.
Wilson (1986) in his brief comment on strategic management of technology leaves no doubt about
considering the Technology Management as a function at par with other classic functions of
management. He has observed that technology strategy (no matter how broadly defined) is itself but
one part of an overall business strategy. Innovation is the practical implementation of an idea into a
new or in an existing product or process. Innovation can arise from many different sources like
individuals, firms within and outside the industry, universities, and development in related industry.
Innovation begins with the generation of new ideas which can be implemented to develop an
improved solution. Technological innovation are often classified into different types such as process
versus product, radical versus incremental, competence enhancing versus competence destroying, and
architectural versus component(Erickson et al, 1990; Schilling, 2008; Bunduchi et al, 2011).
Outlining principles of innovation, Drucker (1985) specifies that it should be purposeful, systematic
and should begin with the analysis of the sources of new opportunities. To be effective an innovation
has to be simple and focused. It should do only one thing at a time. Pavitt (1990) has suggested four
characteristics of technological innovation activities in an organization. Such activities involve
continuous and intensive collaboration and interaction among functionally and professionally
specialized groups. They remain profoundly uncertain activities. They are cumulative in nature.
Lastly, they are highly differentiated. Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2003) have talked about the next
practices of ‘experience innovation’. Next practices of innovation must shift the focus away from
products and services and onto experience environments- supported by a network of companies and
consumer communities- to co-create unique value for individual customers.
Hamel and Prahalad (1994) have defined "strategic intent" as the obsession to win at all levels of
organization and sustain this spirit of wining for substantial period of time. They have indicated that
those organizations which have emerged as global leaders in their respective sectors of industry,
started with the ambitions which were out of all proportion to the resources they had at their disposal.
But what they have created is the obsession with winning and eventually satisfying the quest for
global leadership.
In an exclusive global study undertaken at Sloan School of Management and supported by
International Center for Research in Management of Technology (ICRMOT), it was concluded that
technological advantage could be realized by effectively linking the technology strategy with overall
corporate strategy and leveraging internal technology with an increasing number and variety of
external technology sources (Roberts, 1995). They also involve themselves more actively in linking
the two strategies than their North American and European counterparts.
Simon et al (2003) have suggested in their study that how companies organize to support successful
radical innovation. Nonaka and Martin (1991) present ‘The spiral of knowledge’ for innovative firms.
Garcia et_al, (2003) present a system dynamics view of the decomposition of R&D efforts into
explorative and exploitive activities. Krogh et al (2001) propose a strategic framework for making
most out of company’s knowledge because the cost of knowledge creation is high. The global
characteristics and fast changing nature of the world economy, the need for sophisticated and
conscious exercise on technological forecasting is all time high (Levary and Han, 1995). Gunsteren
(1987) studied R&D divisions of diversified technology-based companies, which have achieved
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unparallel technological breakthroughs initially, but could not maintain their technological leadership
because of inappropriate technology, marketing, and production plans. Petroni (1985) with his study
of technology-based firms has highlighted the growing need between the business planning and R&D
activities. Technology asset planning is done to minimize the technology gap (Staley, 1990). Transfer
of technology from R&D to manufacturing also needs to be planned carefully and delay in the process
can lead to disastrous results (Koerner, 1989). Resource leverage is more important than resource
allocation (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994) in the process of technology transfer.
Roberts (1989) has outlined some important points of managing inventions and innovations, which
include understanding of the process which is a multistage one. To achieve effective and marketable
innovations, an organization needs "critical role playing". Highest product development success rate is
achieved when the marketing and R&D organizations work in close collaboration, market pull brings
in more successful innovations than the technology push, and top management commitment is the key
factor for institutionalized development of effective products and processes. Subramanian (1990) in
his article has discussed the "Total Technology Management" (TTM) approach by covering
technological creativity, organizational dynamics and team building. Ali et al (1993) have suggested a
novel approach for selecting projects for pioneering on incremental basis. Beckett (1986) has
discussed why technological changes are taking place, what are the implications of such changes on
the market place and the work patterns of the people. Innovation has been seen as a piece of
information, which is subsequently converted into a product.
Exploiting a technological innovation is also an extremely challenging activity and requires a
carefully crafted strategy. At times organization's future depends on how does one exploits innovation
in the market place. If an innovation is not appropriately commercialized and taken benefit of, then
the pioneering organization may leave more money on table for its competitors and allow them to
grow big and strong. The firm making innovation may have to take a back seat in such a situation
(Hamel and Prahalad, 1994).
Nonaka and Martin (1991) are of the opinion that when a firm is operating in high degree of
uncertainty, markets are shifting, technologies are proliferated, competitors are multiplying, and
products are becoming obsolete at a faster rate; then consistent creation of knowledge, dissemination
in the organization, and quick embodiment decides the success. The significant role of technology in
strategic business decisions has created the need for executives who understand technology and
recognize profitable applications to products, services and processes. Hipple (2003) suggests the top
ten considerations for starting and maintaining an innovation effort that impacts both the bottom line
and subsequent growth of the business, including: 1. Be serious and committed, 2. Define and keep
track of the goal. 3. Know where you are starting. 4. Who all are going to lead and what are their
"styles" and so on.
Many companies have appointed a chief technology officer whose responsibilities include: monitoring
new technologies and assessing their potential to become new products or services; overseeing the
selection of research projects to ensure that they have the potential to add value to the company;
providing reliable technical assessments of potential mergers and acquisitions; explaining company
products and future plans to the trade media; and participating in government, academic and industry
groups where there are opportunities to promote the company's reputation and to capture valuable
data. Integrating these technology-based activities into the corporate strategy requires that the CTO
nurtures effective relationships with key people throughout the company (Smith, 2003).
Technology Transfer
A framework for technology transfer from developed to developing and under developed (or "less
developed") countries has been proposed by Madu (1989). He has covered a wide variety of topics
including relevant technology for a country, nature of technology, evaluation of indigenous
technologies and process of technology transfer. Gibson and Smilor (1991) have discussed the
importance of factors facilitating technology transfer, effectiveness of different methods of technology
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transfer, importance of barriers in technology transfer, and ways to improve technology transfer as
one of the key variables. They have supported the hypotheses involving these variables with an
empirical study. The technology transfer, therefore, becomes imperative in order to bridge the gap.
The process of technology diffusion is not transferring shelf knowledge from affluent to developing
economies. Technology transfer problem is different in different sectors and times. In certain cases
business interest causes favorable influence in deciding purchase of technology. In some sectors
political interests causes an altogether new dimension in choosing or rejecting a technology. In all the
cases of technology transfer commercial factor is always present, and wherever it is either weak or
absent such sectors can be called as non-commercial sectors.
Part of special issue on technology management in Asia-Pacific region, economic data of the region
were considered. The research issues (Liker et al, 1998) include the trend from imitator to innovator,
foreign direct investment and technology transfer, culture, the role of government, the effect of
company size, the role of education and human resource practices.
Transfer of technology from developed countries to developing countries is a mutual necessity ( ).
Management of technology in dual world (meaning the developed and developing countries) has to be
seen in context to macro and micro terms (Huijiong, 1993).
Technology Management and Strategic Alliances
Sausaki (1993) has brought out the lessons which Japanese auto firms have learned from strategic
alliances (SAs). The first strategic alliance took place with a Japanese firm in the year 1953 when
Nissan joined hands with Austin and the arrangement could survive only up to 1960. The author has
discussed various case studies and brought out the fact that the Japanese firms have entered into
strategic alliances, which have served them different objectives from time to time.
In 1950s, these firms entered into the SAs for acquiring then state-of-art technology from American
and European firms. In 1960s, the SAs were done to survive the growing competition because of flow
of foreign capital in Japan and this was the time when Japan has adopted the free pattern of economy.
In 1970s, the SAs were done with very heavy emphasis on indigenization and subsequent innovation.
This was also the time when Japan brought out small cars. In 1980s, the SAs were made to explore the
economies of scale and scope; and finally in 1990s, the SAs are being made to emerge as true
multinational companies. This history of SAs has some very important lessons for all developing
countries, which are required to acquire technologies in different sectors to high sustain economic
growth.
Joynt (1991) has identified strategic networks and alliances as increasingly common, particularly
among multinational and transnational companies. His study concludes that top management did play
a major role in the technological process. Technology tended to drive both management and
organization. Some organizations fail as they don’t adopt the new technology. But results from the
larger global organizations suggest that their market success depends on effective management of
technology.
Market Leadership through effective Technology Management
Strategic technology alliances come into being for a variety of purposes and market leadership
happens to be one of important reasons (Hagedroon, 1995). Alliances are not just the tools of
convenience, but are critical instruments of serving the customers in global environment. When one
starts catering to global customers (which generates more cash, lowers unit cost, and builds up
experience to push technology further) nothing stays proprietary for very long and a player can master
all the arts. Operating globally amounts to operating with partners leading to strategic alliances and
technology diffusion. Alliances are to be carefully worked out, particularly on upstream and
downstream activities; and one should never forget that it is a marriage of two partners which will be
happy and successful (will last long) only when both will do their respective jobs well. It can prove to
be potent instrument and effective mechanism to meet the challenges of global competition. Apart
from technological alliances, the firms enter into logistics alliances with the partners having core
competence in this area and help reduce distribution and storage operating costs and improve the
quality of customer services.
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Zahra et al (1994) have suggested that how technological pioneering can help a company in having
edge over its competitors. In an important observation, they have also identified technological
pioneering and market leadership as two different activities and success in one not necessarily ensures
the success in another.
Over the years, advances in technology have transformed key aspects of operations management
(Lari, 2002). New tools and technologies have been incorporated into the design and operations of
service and production systems. Textbooks play an integral role in documenting the transformational
effects of technology in specific fields. The evolution of technology, its transformational effects, and
influence on operations management has been studied.
The nature and structure of a high technology firm is reflected directly from the environment the firm
is operating in and the characteristics of the technology the firm is dealing with (Moharman and
Glinow, 1990). It may be easier for a technocrat to learn finance, HRD, and legal principles than for a
finance expert to learn about RISC architecture, DRAM technology, and Cellular Telecommunication
systems without deep immersion in the respective stream of technology. Organizations dealing in hitech products must visualize themselves as learning systems if they wish to remain ahead of
competitors in global business. To relate creativity with technological innovations and to develop a
comprehensive understanding of the creative behavior and performance, a multi-perspective model
has been suggested (Udwadia, 1990).
A technology base, i.e., technological know-how and organizational leverage for effectively
deploying know-how, is essential for accomplishing the operational and strategic goals (Adler and
Ferdows, 1990). Management of technology as seen by Asian managers, scientist and academic
involves new approaches to developing and managing the human resources (Swierczek, 1991). In an
executive development seminar held in 1989 in Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, the Asian
professionals responded differently than their European and North American counterparts in the
understanding of the very topic which was management of technology and its related aspects. People
need to be taken into confidence while introducing any kind of change including the technological
changes.
Kash and Rycroft (2003) offer guidance for managers of innovation of complex technologies on how
to develop adaptive network strategies. This guidance is derived from studies of the innovation of 13
technologies, carried out in six countries. The studies indicate that managers should repeatedly ask
three questions: 1. Is your technology simple or complex? 2. In which technological sector or sectors
are you innovating or going to be innovating? Most technologies are either complex or becoming
complex. 3. Is the innovation you are pursuing normal, transitional, or transformational?
Sharif (1989) observes, "Technology comes with mixed blessing. It considerably enhances human
muscular and mental capabilities, and conditions our living surroundings to make it more and more
comfortable". Differentiating in technology substitution and leapfrogging, he suggests that
substitution is successive, and follows the step-by-step replacement of old technology with the new
ones without having skipped any of the intermediate steps i.e. following S-curve pattern of technology
substitution, while leapfrogging refers to a situation where a country or a unit which has started late in
the game can still become a technology leader by carefully skipping the intermediate steps.
Adoption, Implementation, Indigenization of New Technology
As per Bone and Saxon (2000) technology strategy can be both an analytical as well as creative
process. A core team approach and stakeholder analysis ensures shared ownership of the resulting
strategy that paves the path for implementation. A carefully codified description of technology
capabilities in terms of their component skills, facilities and organization enables the business to
understand what is core to its future success and how to transfer technology to best effect. Although
elements of structured and objective analysis are essential, technology strategy is best implemented as
a continuous and creative business process. Langowitz (1992) has argued that managing a major
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technological change proactively is always a big challenge for any firm. The major technological
change also brings in some kind of technological discontinuity, and the real challenge lies in the
smooth transition from old to new technology.
New technologies undergo periods of evolution and revolution. They involve technological
development and the transfer of the technology to new domains of applications. Beneath the
revolutionary emergence of new technologies is often a process of shifting application domains and
rapid subsequent growth in the new domain. By effectively understanding this process, managers can
better use it to their advantage (Adner and Levinthal, 2002).
Cohen and Levinthal (1990) proposed absorptive capacity theory which outlines an important
limitation of the firms in absorbing technology. Absorptive capacity has been termed as a limit to the
rate or quantity of scientific or technological information that a firm can absorb. Conceptually, it is
similar to information processing theory, but at the firm level rather than the individual level. It has
been further extended by Zahra and George (2002) by specifying four distinct dimensions to
absorptive capacity: acquisition, assimilation, transformation and exploitation.
While discussing the acceptance of new technologies by industrialized world, Kuhlmann (1987) has
identified a few factors related to adoption of new technologies. Technological progress cannot be
stopped, the new technological developments have and will attract criticism, the introduction of
"intelligent" technologies may be helpful to mitigate the effects like job losses, environmental
pollution, and high rate of accidents.
Technology Leadership and Core Competencies
Technological leadership could be attained by way of developing core competencies (Hamel and
Prahalad, 1994). The roots of competitiveness lie in core competencies. Core competencies have been
defined as collective learning in the organization to coordinate and integrate the diverse production
skills and multiple streams of technologies. They do not diminish with use and get enhanced with
application and sharing. They need to be nurtured. Cultivating core competence does not mean that a
firm should spend more on R&D than its competitors. It also does not mean that the firm should
become heavily vertically integrated. They have suggested tests to identify the core competencies in a
company. A core competence should provide potential access to a wide variety of markets, should
provide a (perceived) core benefit to the customers, has been developed over a significant period of
time, and should be difficult for the competitors to imitate. The physical embodiment of one or more
core competencies in the end product results in core benefits to the customer. The authors have
insisted that core competencies should constitute the focus for corporate strategy.
Granstrand et al (1997) have discussed about the ‘distributed core’ competencies rather than
‘distinctive core’ competencies. They have studied about the dynamic interaction between technology,
products, firms and markets. The challenge for management is to give more attention to the
distribution of corporate technological competencies beyond the core, the enhancement and
integration of new competencies and potential for related new product markets. Perhaps the rule of
thumb to follow is ‘do not confuse technologies with products’.
McDermott et al (2001) describes and provides illustrations of a new framework, which is useful for
technology management in the service sector. The framework focuses on managing according to
where the value is added in the service: in the technology or in the worker him/herself. Additionally,
the extent to which the service has a product component is also argued to be critical to the successful
management of technology.
To retain the innovative and corporate entrepreneurial spirits (Gautam and Verma, 1997), Nokia
established a set of values and behaviors across all units and embedded them directly into its
screening and selection processes as well as its performance management system. A key component
of its values-based strategy is the focus not only on technical skills but also on attitudes and behaviors
critical to the creative spirit of the company. In Nokia, the heart of the hiring and management
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performance strategy is a group of core values that are translated into a set of entrepreneurial
behaviors. They include: 1. customer orientation, 2. respect for the individual, 3. achievement, and 4.
continuous learning (Furuya et al, 2009).
Technology and Competitiveness
The US's declining competitiveness in the world market compared to other countries is attributed to
the factors like inadequate R&D investment, outdated production techniques, and government
policies. In view of rapidly changing economic scenario the technology management function has
assumed increasingly important role and its policies and procedures are directly impacting the firms’
competitiveness. There are 4 key approaches top management should use in improving a company's
technology management: 1. Set stretch goals for development teams. 2. Be sensitive to timing. 3.
Develop new technology with narrow targets in mind. 4. Balance optimism with realism (Shan and
Jolly, 2013).
Twenty-first century (Shan and Jolly 2013)is going to be totally dominated by technology and
technological competitiveness (Ramo, 1989;). The entire world will agree to the fact that the
atmosphere for creative application of technology is critical to the economic growth, national security,
and social stability. Technology has rendered the political boundaries of the countries irrelevant for
doing business; and information and awareness regarding the products and solutions flow across the
countries without any significant real-time lag. The development and use of technology must be
effectively managed if it is to provide benefits. Technology management should address three core
issues: envisioning and developing strategies, managing the innovation process and delivering
technology for commercial application (Proctor, 2000). These issues if handled effectively can make a
useful contribution to competitiveness.
Hamel and Prahalad (1994) have differentiated between global business, global competition, and
global companies. The global competitors must have the capability to think and act differently. These
businesses may slice the company for distribution in one way, for investments in technology in
another way, and in manufacturing in still other way. They have also suggested five ways in which
management can "leverage" its resources. One of the ways is by accumulating resources, which has
been further divided into two i.e., extracting, and borrowing.
Steele (1990) has outlined dual risks for the pioneering users of the new technology. The new
technology adopted may not be successful every time. The inflection point in the technology life
cycle S-curve is very difficult to predict. That makes it difficult to understand whether or not a
technology has reached to the maturity stage. Beyond a certain point the pace of innovation
diminishes. When a new technology starts supplanting an existing one, a discontinuity is confronted
with and we are brought down to a much lower level on technology S-curve. But the new technology,
if it succeeds, has a potential to go higher than the state-of-art which might have reached to closer to
its natural limits.
Adler and Ferdows (1990) have emphasized on new position in organization structure of large firms
to cater to the increasing importance of technology to competitiveness. The combined effects of
technological diversifications and synergy requirements put enormous pressure on coordination
mechanism. A Chief Technology Officer may contribute to the facilitating process of developing and
deploying new product and process technologies. CTO has become a more common position in top
management teams.
Factors to be considered in Technology Strategy Formulation
Issues identified in managing technology strategically have been clustered into four groups such as
technology strategy, technology planning, technology development, and technology adoption and
absorption. Each of the issues is discussed below in detail.
Strategic Factors
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- Management of Technology as a Core Management Function
Technology management function should be treated as important as finance, marketing,
personnel, or production function in the organizations. It should not be treated only as
management of R&D department but much more than that (Pavitt, 1990; Dasgupta and Gupta,
2014).
- Technology Strategy and its Integration with Corporate Strategy
Like marketing strategy, finance strategy, personnel strategy, quality strategy, there may be
written or unwritten technology strategy, which should be communicated to the people at all
levels in the organization. It will not only help in avoiding the confusion on technology count
but also lead to a better understanding of the technological developments within the industry
and also the developments taking place in the allied industries. It will clarify the various other
decision criteria like adoption of new technology, adoption of an innovation, innovation
culture within the organization, the proactive approach to the management of the
technological advancements, and other related issues. It can be a comprehensive document
and a clear statement towards which the management must show its commitment, and which
should be thoroughly aligned with the firm's corporate strategy. Agility in technology strategy
should also be considered in order to accommodate response to the changes taking place in
the global scenario and also to maintain the relevance of technology strategy under all
circumstances (Wilson, 1986).
- Absence of Technology Strategy
Problems faced in absence of technology strategy may also be thought of. There is every
possibility that the firm may have to pay a very heavy price of not having a clear-cut
technology strategy. Having an active technology strategy is a certain indication of the
management's vision and thoughtfulness in the business, but absence of technology strategy
leads to simply hitting in the dark and compelling to be reactive to the technological
developments that are taking place in and outside the industry (Clark, 1989; Datta and Jessup,
2013).
- Technological Leadership
A firm would like to be technology leader in an industry at local level (i.e. at the country
level) or at the global level not by chance but by choice or/and by design. The journey to
technology leadership position requires a reliable, active and agile technology strategy
vehicle. It is mandatory for all firms striving to be the leaders to a strong technology and
innovation management culture. Sustaining the leadership position is even more challenging
and demands strong commitment. It is the technological leadership which decides the market
leadership in the long run. (Ford,1988; Erickson et al, 1990).
- Balancing the Technology Push and Market Pull
Technology push and market pull are the two dominating forces which dictate the success of a
technological product. All products based on major breakthroughs are initially launched with
high technology push and market pull eventually balances the survival of those products in
due course of time. But as breakthroughs are rare and uncommon, therefore market pull
dominates the technology push for the rest of time during the life cycle of a product. This
balance is realized in variety of ways, and continuous incremental innovation is one of the
ways. The strategic management of technology can help in working out a suitable strategy for
continuous innovation and also help create appropriate environment for the same (Gomory
1989).
- Technological Alliances
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Technology alliances come into existence for a variety of reasons. Market leadership,
improved profitability, merger, takeover, avoiding competition, meeting/facing competition,
and development of core competencies are some of the reasons. The factors responsible for
effectiveness need to be looked into in different situations. Coalition of technological
capabilities also forms the basis of technological alliances. Equity participation and capability
development improve the effectiveness of technology alliances.
- Core Competencies
A core competence is an array of skills and technologies rather than a single discrete skill or
technology. Core competence helps build technology leadership. There is a qualitative
difference in the competence and capability. A firm competes on capability and competence
contributes to the firm's prosperity in the long run. "Core competencies are the skills that
enable a firm deliver a fundamental customer benefit" (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994). Customer
benefits, which a firm perceives as not unique, cannot form its core competencies. Core
competencies are not the financial assets and do not show up in balance sheet. Core
competencies are more of software than hardware.
- Competitiveness
Competitiveness is the ability to produce and market goods and services that are superior to
the competitors. The competitiveness of a firm is drawn from its core competencies. For
example in electronics sector, all the components are not manufactured by an organization. It
sources a large number of components, and there is every possibility that some components
are sourced from a competing firm. The core competencies of the other firm then affect the
competitiveness of the borrowing firm. If the borrowing firm develops those products, which
it is sourcing from competing firm, it may not help in developing a core competence but
certainly improves the competitiveness of the borrowing firm (Husain et al, 2002; Hult et al,
2007).
Technology Planning Factors
- Technology Planning for Survival and Growth
Technology is an important resource and the lifeblood of a firm. It needs to be planned for
effective acquisition, development, utilization, up gradation, and phasing out. This has
become all the more necessary with shrinking half life cycles of the technologies of all types.
We are living in the age of rapid advances, (which also obviously means the age of rapid
obsolescence) making it almost mandatory to effectively and flexibly plan the technological
resources well in advance.
Another reason, which makes technological planning almost unavoidable, is the level of
investments involved in developing or acquiring technology. If technology does not pay for
itself, the replacement of old technology with new ones will increase the risk of the firm in the
business. Increasing investments and risks call for careful planning of technology. Effective
technology planning can be based on industry foresight and can go a long way in changing the
complexion of the business the firm is in and can also help adopting a pro-active approach to
technology management (Frohman, 1985).
- Technology Assessment
Technology assessment from time to time will help a firm in finding its position on
technology portfolio matrix and indicate towards the further actions to be taken. Technology
assessment also tells a firm of its viability in the business. It also indicates as to when exactly
the old technology will not remain cost effective and when can we take the advantages of
economies of scale and scope (Roberts, 1983).
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- Technology Forecasting
Technology forecasting is generally perceived as a highly unstructured and infinitely complex
problem and therefore left to the government and academics for its handling. Sophisticated
tools and techniques are now available and are being used for technology forecasting. No
single method is adequate of forecasting the technology future exactly. To avoid chance of
possible error and to prepare organization for different likely scenarios, a combination of
forecasting techniques could be used. It is essentially an iterative and rigorous exercise that
helps project the different scenarios. The outcomes of technology forecasting make immense
contribution to the technology strategy development process.
It is required to be done at macro and micro level to remain competitive in global and local
market. If a firm does not forecast technology it uses, may lose its present competitive
positioning and may end up only as a follower (Sharif, 1989; Staley, 1990)
Technology Development Factors
- In-house Technology Development
In-house technology development is a process of developing technology within the firm itself.
It needs a strong resource base and needs lot of patience on the part of management.
Management also needs to decide the focus of non-directional research and provide freedom
to the people working on development of technology.
It has its own advantages in the long run. It helps in building an innovation culture within the
organization. It reduces the firm's dependence on the other organization as far as technology
is concerned. It can prove to be cost effective in the long run and financial benefits can be
drawn over several years (Wernerfelt, 1984).
It flattens the organization's learning curve. Many a times, management may ask to leave a
project half way through and in such conditions, the investments made up to that stage may
not be recovered and needs to be written off. Generally, projects undertaken for technology
development yield results in the late stages of the project life cycle. There is always a fear of
competitors hitting the market and taking the early lead.
- Adoption of New Technology and Innovation
Adoption of new technology or innovation is always done with commercial motives and,
therefore, it involves an element of risk. If the adoption of new technology is not done at the
right time, then the delayed decision can push the organization several years behind in
comparison of its competitors. The same is true with innovation. In order to take a bold and
timely decision, the firm needs to take calculated risk. The effects of failures can be mitigated
with the help of strong in-house technology development capabilities. If the firm has strong
in-house technological innovation capabilities, the effects can be minimized with an urgent
effort (Stringer, 2000; Pathak et al., 2001; Shan and Jolly, 2013).
- Technology Absorption
Absorption of technology is the capability to implement technology to the extent that it no
more remains an alien technology for the firm. Japanese firms have shown tremendous
capability to absorb the automobile and electronic technology while they are striving to be
equally good at absorbing chemical and textile technologies. The capability of technology
absorption affects the capability to innovate and develop new technology (Cohen and
Levinthal, 1990).
- Innovation Culture
Development of technology in-house and adoption of innovation and new technology help in
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creating the innovation culture in the organization. Innovation and technological breakthrough
can be realized only if there is an innovation culture in the organization. Adoption of
developed technology or technology innovation boosts the employee morale which further
strengthens the innovation culture in an organization. In absence of innovation culture, even a
high-tech firm may end up as a mundane manufacturing facility (Udwadia, 1990; Simpson
and Powell, 1999).
Technology Acquisition and Absorption Factors
- Technology Transfer Models
Technology transfer can take place based on different models. The popular models, which
generally chosen are categorized as active technology transfer, one time technology transfer
or passive technology transfer, Joint Venture, and any combination of above models.
Different models are suitable in different industry. The success of technology transfer
depends upon several factors. Active technology transfer model, joint-venture partnerships,
and combination of the two or more firms have been very successful in various industries.
Technology transfer can be inter-firm, intra-firm, inter-country, intra-country, or any
combination of the above (Madu, 1989).
- Indigenization of Acquired Technology
In-house development of technology, as discussed above, has its advantages and
disadvantages. It is not possible or worthwhile to always develop technology in-house. The
obvious solution is to borrow or acquire technology followed by subsequent indigenization.
The process of indigenization reduces the dependence on technology providers in posttransfer period.
Technology borrower decides a time frame for complete indigenization. Technology provider
helps borrower in indigenization process in a variety of ways. Depending upon the time
available for indigenization, a schedule is worked out suiting the parties involved. The
ultimate objective kept in mind in all such arrangements is that technology borrower should
be independent of technology provider in pre-decided period of time. At times, governments
or principals of borrowing firms may impose an indigenization period. A win-win situation
for technology borrower and provider paves way for future interactions and sets healthy
example for other industries and countries (Zahra and George, 2002).
- Vendor Development
There is every possibility that a firm is not producing all the components required to
manufacture a product. It, therefore, depends on several vendors, which can supply various
components. This is a herculean task to develop a vendor base for the components, which the
organization needs.
This becomes particularly important when some high-tech processes are involved in
manufacturing those components. Vendors are to be supplied the correct specification and are
to be told about the appropriate sources of technology and details of processes. The process
technology has to be assessed to ensure the right quality of the end product. Vendor
development is a part of technology management function and needs to be handled with care
(Chakraborty and Philip, 1996).
- Technology Lifecycle Stage
While acquiring the technology, it is quite important to find out in which state of life cycle the
technology is in. This can be seen from the point of view of the originating and the
destination country. By and large, the technology acquisition may take place when the
technology has just entered into the maturity phase. Sometimes, it may be a profitable
proposition to acquire technology when it is in its late maturity stage. Appropriate stage in the
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technology lifecycle remains an important decision to acquire or not to acquire the technology
(Sharif, 1989; Steele, 1990).
- Technology Acquisition from Different Sources
Technology transfer may be required from different sources. If there is no conflict of interest
in the sources then it is alright; if there is, then the technology strategy should take care of the
interests of all concerned. The factors, which contribute to the effectiveness of technological
alliances, (like equity participation, clear indigenization plans, developing new products
jointly and exploring new markets) need also to be looked into.
- Environmental Concerns in Technology Management
Technology acquired should be environment friendly without any doubt. The technology strategy
should clearly make a mention about the environment friendliness of the borrowed or developed
technology. The products and processes involved in technology transfer and their subsequent
innovations go through the environmental audit as a part of the technology strategy (Foster and Green,
2000).
- Investment in Technology
Technology pricing is also a sensitive issue. The price of the acquired technology is paid in various
forms, like for example onetime payment, payment in phases of acquisition, payment in terms of buyback arrangement of the end product, equity participation, and joint-venture partnership. The strategy
should include the price assessment of the acquired technology (Staley, 1990)
- Exploitation by Technology Providers
There have been cases of exploitation by technology providers, which technology borrowers have
realized quite late in the transfer process. This has happened because of the different reasons in
different cases. Lack of information regarding technology availability information, inadequate
spadework done before acquisition, and one-sided draft of the memorandum of understanding (MoU),
are some common reasons (Gracia et al, 2003).
- Political Issues in Technology Transfer
A technology may or may not be transferred to a country or to a firm in a country for some political
reasons. This becomes a very prominent issue in defense related technologies. In open and liberal
business world, unlike past, economic considerations are gaining ground for technology transfer.
Technology transfer is proving to be an effective mechanism for creating jobs, eradicating poverty
and revival of economies of countries.
Government needs to play an important role in technology transfer both from and to the country. The
technology already available locally could be evaluated first on environmental, cost-effectiveness,
innovation capability, adaptability, and suitability to the local and global requirements. Need based
technology transfer from willing firms should be encouraged. Governments play roles of promoters
and facilitators for technology transfer (Liu, 1993; Gauthier, 2014).
- Upstream Vs Downstream Technology Transfer
Upstream technology transfer is always desirable and welcome. There can be problems with
downstream technology transfer. The individual firms can benefit from the downstream technology
transfer but a country as a whole may or may not (Tatikonda and Stock, 2003).
- Technology Acquisition and Chaos
Whenever there is any change in the organization system, there is some type of disorder created. The
system tries and eventually gets over the so-called disorder and has a tendency to stabilize in due
course of time. These disorders have some fixed patterns, which can be analyzed. These disorders are
termed as "chaos". The same is true when technology is acquired by an organization, it leads to chaos
on short time basis and eventually the things within the organization get stabilized. The process of
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adoption of innovations and new technologies also create the similar scene. The technology
management strategy must also provide support for handling chaos (Marco, 1995).
- Organization for Technology Management Function
Technology considerations can cause very major changes in the organization structure, value systems,
learning aspects, hiring consideration, research productivity, training needs, and other related factors.
We need to measure the impact of various environmental factors and technological forces on
organizational variables (Swierczek, 1991).
- Resource Leverage
The essence of resource leverage is to do more with less by concentrating effectively on key strategic
goals, accumulating resources efficiently, carefully complementing resources for more order value,
conserving resources, and quickly recovering them from the market place. A firm may be resourcepoor but aspiration-rich in order to become a leader. Resource leverage in context to strategic
management of technology is to produce maximum results with limited available technological
resources. The competing firms may be having all the money to acquire sophisticated technologies,
but what really matters is the aspiration to compete with the fastest growing firm in the industry and
to be able to grow fastest in the industry. The example of Japanese firms of 1950s comes across very
well in this context. Resource scarcity is the mother of tactical creativity, therefore, at times likely to
improve research productivity (Stringer, 2000).
- Product Quality and Technology Management Function
Technology is playing a crucial role in boosting the quality of a firm's products. Customer need
satisfaction, customer awareness of the firm's technology, availability of technology, and backup
support by technology providers, are some important factors, which affect quality management
process through use of technology (Zahra and George, 2002).
Research Methodology and Data Collection
Two groups (of 30 each) CTOs in India and in Dubai were invited for a Nominal Group Technique
(NGT) (Delbecq and VandeVen, 1971; Horton, 1980) exercise. The five stages methodology
involving introduction to technology management as a discipline and as a functional area of
management, silent generation of ideas, sharing ideas and experiences, discussion and seeking and
giving clarifications, and voting & ranking was adopted. The group of CTOs of Indian firms which
met in Mumbai was representing manufacturing and service organizations from different sectors of
industry including engineering, cement, steel, information technology, pharmacy, automobile,
banking, hotel, and insurance. Another group of CTOs met in Dubai mainly representing service
industry and came from banks, hotels, insurance, telecomm service providers, big trading houses, and
infrastructure sector. A detailed presentation on all the factors (identified and discussed above) was
made and a facilitated and moderated discussion on contents, structure and framework for technology
strategy was initiated. Both the groups were asked to indicate the choice of components of technology
strategy they would prefer to have. The CTOs were allowed to give their justification for keeping a
particular component in technology strategy. A list of options of the components was provided to
initiate the discussion which was followed by short-listing by preferences. The results of this first tier
NGT produced the results presented in Table 1. Each participant was asked to give seven components
(order / priority was not emphasized).
Table 1: Technology Strategy Components to be included in Technology Strategy Framework
S.No.

Choice of the Component

CTOs of Indian
Firms

CTOs of UAE
based Firms

Total

01

Technology development

28

22

50

02

Technology

27

30

57

acquisition
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S.No.

Choice of the Component

CTOs of Indian
Firms

CTOs of UAE
based Firms

Total

(borrowing)
03

Technology absorption

27

30

57

04

Technology
indigenization

25

24

49

05

Technology innovation

25

29

54

06

Technology diffusion

23

30

53

07

Technology
commercialization

20

15

35

08

Technology financing

24

13

37

09

Technology phase-out

11

17

28

After a reasonable discussion when the group started converging on components that must be
incorporated in the technology strategy formulation, they were asked to indicate their choices ranked
in order of their priorities. Each of the participating CTOs was asked to give their first choice of the
strategy component and give other six components that could be the part of the technology strategy
for a firm. Depending upon the situations faced in the different industry, CTOs of Indian firms gave
their preferences which are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Choice of Technology Components as indicated by CTOs of Indian firms
S. No.

Component

Score as
First
priority

Components
suggested for
inclusion in
technology strategy

01

Technology development

08

22

02

Technology acquisition (borrowing)

06

24

03

Technology absorption

05

25

04

Technology indigenization

04

26

05

Technology innovation

03

23

06

Technology diffusion

01

18

07

Technology commercialization

01

12

08

Technology financing

01

17

09

Technology phase-out

01

13

30

180

Total
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The group of CTOs in United Arab Emirates (UAE) firms which met in Dubai was offered the same
treatment by the same research team. Interesting part about this group was that this group was
consisting of CTOs who are mainly representing service organizations. The firms which were
represented included banking, hotel, insurance, healthcare, supermarkets, shipping, trading house,
information technology, telecom, educational, and tourism sectors. A detailed presentation on all the
issues as was performed with the group in Mumbai was performed followed by a facilitated and
moderated discussion on contents, structure and framework for technology strategy was initiated. In
Dubai, the convergence was reached earlier because of homogeneity of issues the group was faced
with.
Table 3 presents the preferences of components to be included in technology strategy of a firm as
indicated by the CTOs of UAE based firms. A notable difference was the emphasis on technology
acquisition component and then subsequent absorption and diffusion through extensive training.
Table 3: Choice of Technology Components as indicated by CTOs of UAE firms
S. No.

Component

Score as
First
priority

Components suggested
for inclusion in
technology strategy

01

Technology development

02

23

02

Technology
(borrowing)

13

17

03

Technology absorption

06

24

04

Technology indigenization

03

16

05

Technology innovation

02

23

06

Technology diffusion

01

28

07

Technology commercialization

01

20

08

Technology financing

01

18

09

Technology phase-out

01

11

30

180

acquisition

Total

The responses from both the groups of CTOs were compiled together to reach a better understanding
on components to be included in the technology strategy framework. Table 4 presents the
comprehensive results on responses.
The Technology Management Framework
A framework has been evolved for formulating the technology strategy. Figure 1 depicts the
technology strategy is a functional strategy and an integral part of the corporate strategy. Technology
management is a core function and hence cannot be seen in isolation. Corporate strategy provides the
technological vision that helps in deriving technology strategy. An effective technology strategy may
be perceived of having six components, with each component being analyzed in the light of
technology commercialization strategy, and technology financing/ funding strategy.
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_____________________________________________________________________________
Figure 1: Technology Strategy in Corporate Strategy
______________________________________________________________________________
Figure 2 presents the technology strategy framework where the process of technology strategy
formulation starts from understanding and defining corporate vision with respect to corporate
strengths, business environmental inputs, and the firm’s corporate philosophy. The parameters that
guide the strategy, through formulation, evolution and implementation processes, include corporate
objectives, focus on developing core competencies, industry foresight, and competitiveness. Situation
and actor variables help in seeing the technology strategy in light of the environmental and
commercial facts. While the customer needs, customer knowledge of new technologies and
competition are considered as situational variables; Organizational learning, technology training
needs, organizational renewal, fostering and promoting innovation culture, image building, and
organizational flexibility are taken as actor variables and considered under control of the corporate
and technology managers.

________________________________________________________________________
Figure 2 to come about here
_________________________________________________________________________

Figure 3 presents the interaction of technology strategy components. Technology forecasting,
assessment, and planning are the activities to be performed before either acquisition or development
of technology. A firm should always strive for state-of-art technology when it comes to develop or
acquire (make or buy) decision. The next step is indigenization of borrowed or developed
technologies (It is quite likely that the developed technology uses some outsourced components, in
such cases planned indigenization of outsourced component could help). After having customized for
local conditions, technologies need to be absorbed at all levels of the organization. Technology
absorption can be manifested in developing the capability to exploit the technology to the firm's
advantage in order to deliver core benefits to the customers. This is the time when innovation strategy
component becomes active in context to a particular technology. Innovations are introduced to
increase the life span of the technologies in use by offering the solution of the customer's needs.
Obsolescence of a technology cannot be avoided but it can certainly be delayed by incremental
innovation. Effective innovation strategy also helps recycling technology by radical innovation
(Stringer, 2000).
________________________________________________________________________
Figure 3 to come about here
_________________________________________________________________________
Technology phase-out needs to be planned for at least two reasons. Firstly, technology phase-out
activity makes room for new cost-effective, better quality, and environment friendly technologies.
Secondly, there is an advantage gained if a technology is actively phased out before market factors
impose it. A phased out technology may find a market in some other firms or countries. For examples,
some of the technologies may not remain cost-effective in high-wage countries, but may have
relevance and competitiveness in the countries where wages are not that high. In a true global
scenario, firms must quickly assess the suitability of a technology for groups of countries and find
borrowers without losing time.
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The interaction of the technology strategy components suggests that a technology borrower firm may
develop capabilities, at least in select areas, to develop technologies for their consumption on their
own. The framework provides for leapfrogging innovation and breakthrough, which will have to
follow the same cycle starting from technology development.
In the world's technological scenario, as it stands now, no single firm has core competencies in all the
technologies required to manufacture a single product. This can be called as ‘the age of
interdependence’. A firm has to borrow different technologies from various firms. Different
components of a product can be at different stages in the life cycle. The framework presented can be
applied to the different products in different stages in the technology life cycle and also to different
components of a product.
Implications and Learning
The following contains suggested actions and strategic implications for the firms facing local and
global competition in general and in firms in developing countries in particular:
 Making top management commitment visible to technology function and
communicating it across the firm and across the industry.
 Evolving an effective technology strategy and putting it to use as quickly as possible
is an urgency for all corporate firms in the growing economies.
 Concentrate on parametric research to come out with innovated products. This is what
Japanese and Korean firms did and China is doing now. Parametric research is
supposed to be an important stepping stone in the process of acquiring technology
development capabilities.
 State-of-art testing facilities are crucial for successful implementation of technology
strategy.
 Strategic alliances need to be developed among the local firms for developing
technological strengths. This may go a long way in having a competitive advantage
over the firms from other countries. A few firms in one country or region might have
grown big enough to have their own dedicated research centers, but not to forget that
it is an age of collaborative and consortium research. Small firms can pool in
resources for R&D activities.
 A corporate culture which has fascination for technology and entrepreneurship needs
to be cultivated in the firms. A culture that handsomely rewards creativity and
innovation capabilities of the people needs to be developed (Gautam and Verma,
1997). The emphasis should be on building a strategic attitude in the technology
management function.
 Return on investment on technology needs to be worked out on a long-term basis.
Create a base and develop an agenda for effective management technology. The
strategic intent should be made clear and strategic action must be ensured. Build a
strategic architecture for cultivating core competencies and focus on long term
objectives while balancing on short-term advantages. Every action must lead the firm
to long term competitive advantage.
 Identify and carefully omit the intermediate steps in order to cut down on technology
absorption cycle time. Intelligent leapfrogging has become the order of the day.
 Innovation and breakthrough are to be commercialized locally and globally to gain
maximum mileage.
 Creating an innovation base on the related areas of interest could be crucial for a
technology leader firm. There could be centralized information system for technology
monitoring. Sources of latest information on technology fronts could be trade fairs,
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research journals, seminars, symposia, conference proceedings, site visits, people, and
of course literature available on internet.
 Expand by making headway in foreign market without losing focus on the domestic
market. Success in domestic market is crucial for better market performance in the
foreign market. Component manufacturers can eye the developed countries for supply
of original equipment and spares.
 The technology strategy should be formulated in terms of technology development,
technology acquisition, technology absorption, indigenization, technology innovation,
technology phase-out, technology transfer, technology commercialization, and
investment or divestment at the appropriate stage.
Limitations of the Study and Suggestions for Future Research
The objective of this article was to arrive at a better understanding of strategic management of
technology practice and to evolve a framework for carving out technology strategy in general and for
firms based in growing economies in particular. There are areas which can be generalized to suit the
requirements of technology based firms in manufacturing and service industries.
A comprehensive study of published articles (Cetindamar et al, 2008) has noted that most of the field
of technology management is dominated by matured economies (developed countries) and topics
which are investigated in developed and developing countries are also substantially different. This
situation needs to change. Researchers in the growing economies should also take lead in
investigating various topics related to the rapidly developing field of technology management.
The main limitation of this study could be noted in the sample of the CTOs which was highly
judgmental. A more broad-based and randomly selected larger group of CTOs could provide more
insights in the strategy formulation process. The proposed framework needs to be tested in firms
based in countries with growing economies in different continents to know the perspective of CTOs
coming from a more heterogeneous group of nations.
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Abstract
This article presents critical review of past research on product diversification – performance
relationship and suggests avenues for future research. Although several perspectives provide
rationalization for pursuing product diversification strategy but empirical research on product
diversification – performance relationship produced inconsistent findings. In the same way, relative
superiority of related diversification versus unrelated diversification also remains unsolved mystery.
Past research examined product diversification – performance relationship using diverse
methodologies, contexts and variables. This improved the understanding of this phenomenon in
various aspects but also added to inconsistencies on the topic. Product diversification – performance
relationship is inherently complex and must be studied with inclusion of moderating variables in it.
Although, certain moderators were used by past studies in this relationship, but a number of new
perspectives could be explored through addition of other moderators. Future researchers intending to
examine this relationship need to refine their methodologies and study it through new moderators and
perspectives.
Keywords: strategy, product diversification, performance, moderating variables
Introduction
Product diversification is one of the crucial strategic decisions for any strategist (Marinelli, 2011).
This decision holds great importance in any organization as product diversification strategy
establishes scope of organization’s activities (Johnson et al., 2008; Porter, 1991), represents its
strategic flexibility (Abdullah, 2009), and might require major changes in organization structure for its
implementation (Ansoff, 1957). During 1960’s and 1970’s, many companies diversified to
multibusiness organizations in western economies (David, 2011; Goold and Luchs, 1993) showing
increased appreciation for diversification trends. Theoretical perspectives like transaction cost
economics (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1998), internal capital market efficiency (Berger and Ofek,
1995; Bhide, 1993), market power theory (Palepu, 1985; Palich et al., 2000), resource based view
(Teece, 1982; Wernerfelt, 1984) and agency theory (Amihud and Lev, 1981; Jensen, 1986) have
provided rationalizations for high diversification of companies. However, many of those
multibusiness companies restructured to single business firms in 1980’s (David, 2011; Goold and
Luchs, 1993) indicating a reversal in the trend.
In the arena of research, scholars from multiple disciplines attempted to explore relationship between
product diversification and performance. But the review of literature on the topic reveals that no
consensus was reached among researchers on the true nature of this relationship (Benito-Osorio et al.,
2012; Marinelli, 2011). Many researchers concluded that product diversification led to improved
performance and also, numerous studies revealed that product diversification produced negative
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effects (Park, 2010; Tan, 2007). In the same way, researchers made numbers of attempts in comparing
related diversification strategy against unrelated diversification strategy on different performance
indicators (Lahovnik, 2011). But, in the last four decades, this area has also remained a mystery
(Abdullah, 2009; Lahovnik, 2011). Numerous studies concluded that related diversification strategy
performed better as compared to unrelated diversification strategy (Park, 2010; Tan, 2007) and a
number of researchers argued in favour of unrelated diversification strategy against related
diversification strategy (Park, 2010; Yaghoubi et al., 2011). In fact, these inconsistent and conflicting
findings indicate ambiguity and complexity of product diversification – performance relationship.
The analysis of studies’ research methodologies on the topic reveals that past researchers have been
examining product diversification – performance relationship through different analytical techniques,
sample sizes and data sources (Benito-Osorio et al., 2012; Datta et al., 1991). Although, factors such
as use of different techniques for product diversification measurement (Klier, 2009; Pitts and
Hopkins, 1982), reliance on different indicators of organizational performance (Datta et al., 1991;
Dubofsky and Varadarajan, 1987), and contextual differences (Tan, 2007; Yaghoubi et al., 2011)
enriched the literature on the topic, but at the same time it also increased complexity associated with it
(Benito-Osorio et al., 2012; Palich et al., 2000).
Based on the apparent complexity of the relationship, certain scholars suggested placing additional
variables in product diversification – performance framework (Daud et al., 2009; Gary, 2005;
Marinelli, 2011). So historically, other than using different methodologies for studying this
relationship, researchers have been examining the antecedents and consequences of product
diversification (Burgers et al., 2009; Liu and Hsu, 2011) and building a better understanding of this
relationship by adding certain moderators and mediators into the relationship. But until recently, there
are evidences of inconsistent or conflicting results on the topic (Nippa et al., 2011).
This article presents a review of past research conducted on product diversification – performance
relationship and presents a critical analysis of research streams, findings, designs, inconsistencies and
other efforts made by researchers to understand this relationship. It points towards importance of
placing contingency variables or moderators in product diversification – performance relationship for
the better understanding of the phenomenon. The article starts by providing a general comprehension
of product diversification strategy, its types and basic rationales for using it. Later on, it provides
critical review of literature on product diversification – performance research. This is augmented by
discussion of methodologies adopted by previous research and inconsistencies in research findings on
the topic. Another section highlights importance and provides review of moderating variables used in
this relationship by past studies. Lastly, the article presents conclusion and foresight for future
researches.
Product Diverfication Strategy
Definition and Types
Product diversification is a growth strategy whereby an organization makes departure from its current
product lines and current market structure by entering into related or unrelated industries (Ansoff,
1957; Jones and Hill, 2010; Robbins et al., 2007). In related diversification strategy, organization’s
new business activities are related with existing business activities (Harrison and John, 2010;
Lahovnik, 2011) and its businesses share large commonality in terms of resource requirements and
important value chain activities (Teece, 1982; Thompson et al., 2012). Companies like 3M, Honda,
Cisco Systems and Samsung are considered as related diversifiers (Harrison and John, 2010; Jones
and Hill, 2010). Recently, the entry of Tyson Foods into dog food business as well as Smuckers
Company’s acquisition of P&G’s Folger’s coffee business provide other examples of this strategy
(David, 2011).
Conversely, in unrelated diversification strategy (or conglomerate diversification) organization’s new
businesses have limited or no relatedness with old businesses (Grant et al., 2011; Thompson et al.,
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2012). Companies like Wesfarmers, Bidvest, ITC and General Electric represent examples of
successful unrelated diversifiers (Kenny, 2012). IBM’s new water management business and recently,
Dell’s manufacturing of smart phones are well known examples of conglomerate diversification
(David, 2011).
Rationales for Product Diversification Strategy
Scholars established that at times, related and unrelated diversification strategies could be pursued
with different logics and motives. For related diversification strategy, synergy creation is considered
to be the main motive (David, 2011; Grant et al., 2011). In related businesses, synergy is created when
the shared value produced by various businesses working collectively becomes more than the value
those businesses would create independently (Gupta et al., 2007; Morden, 2007). Economies of scope
are one of the important sources of gaining synergy benefits in these businesses (Martin and
Eisenhardt, 2001; Yaghoubi et al., 2011). Economies of scope benefits are available in related
diversifiers in the form of cost or differentiation advantages as related businesses can share their
resources and capabilities across one another (Galván et al., 2007; Haberberg and Rieple, 2001;
Hoskisson et al., 2009; Nayyar, 1993).
On the other hand, scholars are of the view that the basic motives for pursuing conglomerate
diversification are to enhance profitability and decrease overall company risk (Grant et al., 2011;
Michel and Shaked, 1984). A conglomerate can create financial economies through efficient internal
capital market (Hoskisson et al., 2009; Lim et al., 2009) and lower its overall risk by utilizing its
internal capital for cross subsidizing various businesses and through managing different businesses
with varying risk profiles (Berger and Ofek, 1995; Galván et al., 2007). Business restructuring is
another motive for unrelated diversification whereby an organization might acquire an undervalued
business in entirely different industry and later on might sell it at higher price after turning it into
profitable entity through using its financial expertise and efficient governance system (Bamford and
West; 2010; Johnson et al., 2011).
Other than these views, numerous perspectives present rationales and motives for product
diversification – into related or unrelated areas – such as the transaction cost view (Liu and Hsu,
2011; Williamson, 1971) and internal capital market efficiency (Bhide, 1993; Lins and Servaes,
1999), the market power view (George, 2007; Martin and Eisenhardt, 2001), the resource based view
(Teece, 1982; Wernerfelt, 1984), and the agency view (Aggarwal and Samwick, 2003; Amihud and
Lev, 1981).
Empirical Research on Product Diversification – Performance Relationship
Historically, product diversification – performance relationship has been a core area in strategic
management, economics and finance and numerous researchers attempted to discover mystery behind
this relationship (Benito-Osorio et al., 2012; Palich et al., 2000). But the relationship still remains a
mystery (Benito-Osorio et al., 2012; Nippa et al., 2011). Empirical research has been following
different streams for investigating product diversification – performance relationship. Certain studies
either examined relationship between extent of product diversification and performance or compared
focused firms against multibusiness firms, while others compared related diversifiers against
unrelated diversifiers. But it can be inferred through the review of literature on the topic that there
exists no agreement on the nature of product – diversification performance relationship so far (BenitoOsorio et al., 2012; Marinelli, 2011; Palich et al., 2000; Santalo and Becerra, 2004). The following
sections of the article present critical review of results of past researches on this relationship.
Findings of Past Researches on Product Diversification – Performance Relationship
Product diversification as valuable or non-valuable strategy.
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A large stream of past research examined relationship between product diversification and
performance (Benito-Osorio et al., 2012). In doing that, numerous researches provided evidences of
product diversification as a valuable strategy (Elsas et al., 2010; Kuppuswamy and Villalonga, 2010;
Miller, 2006; Mishra and Akbar, 2007; Singh et al., 2001). In the same way, number of studies
reported that product diversification didn’t positively contribute to performance (Daud et al., 2009;
Fukui and Ushijima, 2006; Hoechle et al., 2012; Klein and Saidenberg, 2010; Lins and Servaes,
2002). In each group of researches (the group of researches concluding that product diversification
was valuable and the group of researches revealing that it was not valuable), the researches were
different from one another in terms of techniques employed to measure product diversification,
indicators used for performance, sample sizes, time periods and country contexts.
In those studies which concluded that product diversification was useful strategy, researchers used
variety of techniques to measure type and extent of diversification such as number of segments with
reference to SIC codes (Kuppuswamy and Villalonga, 2010), entropy measure (Singh et al., 2001),
and Rumelt’s product diversification categories (Pandya and Rao, 1998). In the same way, they relied
on different indicators for company performance such as Tobin’s q (Miller, 2006), accounting
indicators like Return on Equity & Return on Assets (Singh et al., 2001) and blend of market and
accounting indicators such as AROE, AROA and AMKTRET (Pandya and Rao, 1998). The analysis
shows that the studies claiming product diversification as a valuable strategy were although
heterogeneous in their sample sizes and time periods but they all lent support for a direct relationship
between product diversification and performance indicating robustness in the findings. Theoretical
perspectives on product diversification strategy like TCE and internal capital market efficiency,
market power view, and RBV lend considerable support for the positive impact of diversification
strategy as also depicted by this group of studies.
On the other hand, in the group of researches inferring that product diversification was not useful
strategy, scholars utilized numerous techniques to measure product diversification, like number of
segments in NAICS (Hoechle et al., 2012), Herfindahl Index and Input/Output ratios for measuring
relatedness (Fukui and Ushijima, 2006) and number of segments/businesses along with Herfindahl
Index based on sales or assets (Berger and Ofek, 1995; Lang and Stulz, 1994). Also, those researchers
employed different performance indicators in their investigations such as; excess value (Hoechle et
al., 2012; Lins and Servaes, 2002), Tobin’s q (Lang and Stulz, 1994), and certain combinations of
market and accounting based measures (Daud et al., 2009; Fukui and Ushijima, 2006).
Historically, study of Lang and Stulz (1994) that covered a time span of 1986-1991 as well as study
by Berger and Ofek (1995) utilizing a large sample of 3659 firms reported negative relationship
between product diversification and performance. Recently, Hoechle et al. (2012) conducted study on
this topic using a sample of more than 4000 firms and involving long period from 1996 to 2005 and
concluded that diversification results into discount on excess value. Hence, the heterogeneity in this
group of researches also provides robustness of results for negative effects of product diversification
strategy.
The insignificant relationship between product diversification strategy and performance.
Interestingly, the review of past research in product diversification – performance relationship also
reveals that certain studies reported absence of any significant relationship between product
diversification and performance (Çolak, 2010; Marinelli, 2011; Montgomery, 1985). In a recent study,
Marinelli (2011) concluded that relationship between product diversification and performance was not
causal and it could be attributable to certain other factors. Findings of Marinelli (2011) are in line with
Çolak (2010), Lloyd and Jahera Jr. (1994), and Chang and Thomas (1989). Historically, Montgomery
(1985) also revealed that relationship between product diversification strategy and performance was
not causal. According to Montgomery (1985), high degree of product diversification could not create
higher profitability if controlled for industry profitability, industry concentration, and market share.
Curvilinear relationship between product diversification strategy and performance.
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The review of literature on the topic also reveals that most of the researches on product diversification
– performance relationship were based on the premises of linear relationship between the two
variables (Park, 2010). In fact, in certain situations, product diversification could increase
organization’s performance to a certain extent, but after that, too much diversification could result in
inefficiencies making performance go down (Galván et al., 2007; Palich et al., 2000). Some past
researches lent support for these arguments by suggesting curvilinear (inverted U shaped) relationship
between product diversification and performance (Galván et al., 2007; Kahloul and Hallara, 2010; Liu
and Hsu, 2011; Menz and Mattig, 2008).
Research by Palich et al. (2000) was a significant study in this regard as it synthesized results from
last 30 years of research on this topic. It used meta-analytic data obtained from 55 previous researches
on the topic and inferred that moderate degree of diversification caused higher performance than
either broad or limited diversification, thus presenting support for the inverted U shaped model.
However, according to Park (2010), curvilinear hypotheses suggested by Palich et al. (2000) is
confusing as it mixes the two types of diversification strategy, while studying the affect of
diversification on performance. He adds that curvilinear hypotheses for the relationship should be
tested separately for related and unrelated diversification.
Related Diversification Strategy versus Unrelated Diversification Strategy
Another stream of research focused on evaluating superiority of related versus unrelated
diversification strategy on different performance measures (Lahovnik, 2011; Palich et al., 2000).
Much like product diversification – performance relationship puzzle, the mystery about relative
superiority of related diversification and unrelated diversification strategy remains unsolved
(Abdullah, 2009; Gary, 2005; Lahovnik, 2011). Rumelt, in 1974 pioneered the research on comparing
related diversifiers against unrelated diversifiers and concluded that compared to unrelated
diversifiers, related ones produced better performance.
Later on, the findings of his study were validated by Christensen and Montgomery (1981) and
reconfirmed by himself in 1982. But Michel and Shaked reported contradictory results in 1984
suggesting that on market measures of performance, unrelated diversifiers performed better compared
to related diversifiers. Later on, in this stream of research, a number of efforts were made in
comparing related diversification strategy against unrelated diversification strategy on various
performance indicators (Park, 2010).
Studies reporting related diversification strategy dominated unrelated diversification strategy.
Review of studies that compared related versus unrelated diversifiers reveals that those studies
produced mixed results (Gary, 2005). Among them, numerous studies reported that related diversifiers
performed better as compared to unrelated diversifiers (Galván et al., 2007; Markides and
Williamson, 1996; Mishra and Akbar, 2007; Rumelt, 1974, 1982). Critical analysis of these
researches, supporting superiority of related diversifiers, indicates that they were different from one
another in terms of their contexts, methodologies, and other design issues.
For example, these studies relied on different performance indicators in which certain studies used
accounting indicators (Markides and Williamson, 1996; Rumelt, 1982), others used market measures
of performance (Galván et al., 2007; Mishra and Akbar, 2007) and still, other studies employed a
combination of the two (Berger and Ofek, 1995; Varadarajan and Ramanujam, 1987). Certain studies
utilizing multiple indicators of performance produced mixed results (Christensen and Montgomery,
1981; Varadarajan and Ramanujam, 1987). To illustrate, study of Varadarajan and Ramanujam (1987)
employed multiple performance indicators such as ROE, ROC, sales growth rate and EPS growth rate.
It concluded that although overall, related diversifiers produced better results compared to unrelated
diversifiers, but there was found to be high percentage of good performing conglomerates and a high
percentage of poorly performing related diversifiers on ROC. Hence, findings like this ask for
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insertion of multiple performance indicators in future researches so that better understanding could be
gained in this phenomenon.
Researches proving relative superiority of related diversifiers against unrelated ones were also
different from one another in terms of time frame, sample sizes and contexts. For example, in terms of
sample size, study by Berger and Ofek (1995) was a significant study because it took sample of 3659
different types of firms, while Palepu (1985) relied on a sample of 30 firms only. In their study,
Varadarajan and Ramanujam (1987) drew sample from multiple sectors, while, Palepu (1985) took
exclusive sample of food industry firms. Studies supporting superiority of related diversifiers over
unrelated ones were also heterogeneous in terms of how they measured product diversification. For
instance, certain studies utilized simple categorical measures for product diversification (Berger and
Ofek, 1995; Mishra and Akbar, 2007), others used entropy measure (Palepu, 1985), while certain
other researches (Christensen and Montgomery, 1981; Rumelt, 1982) employed Rumelt’s (1974)
categorical classifications for product diversification.
Studies concluding unrelated diversification strategy dominated related diversification
strategy.
While on the other hand, in the same line of research that compared related diversifiers against
unrelated ones, there are considerable studies concluding that unrelated diversification produced better
results compared to related diversification strategy (Dubofsky and Varadarajan, 1987; Lahovnik,
2011; Marinelli, 2011; Michel and Shaked, 1984).
It was discussed in the previous section that Michel and Shaked (1984) provided opposite results to
Rumelt (1974, 1982) by saying that unrelated diversification provided better results compared to
related diversification. Also, their results were confirmed by Dubofsky and Varadarajan (1987).
Recent study by Lahovnik (2011) conducted in context of Slovenia employed multiple performance
indicators and concluded that compared with related diversification, unrelated diversification strategy
performed better on ROS. Study by Marinelli (2011) also produced results in favour of unrelated
diversification strategy. The critical analysis of all studies supporting relative superiority of unrelated
diversifiers against related ones reveals that these studies were also heterogeneous in terms of their
research designs and measurement approaches, hence providing robustness of findings in this group.
Inconsistencies in the Past Research Findings and the Design of Previous Studies
Variety of research methodologies employed by past research along with inconsistencies in their
results clearly indicates complexity associated with product diversification – performance relationship
(Datta et al., 1991). A number of reasons could be responsible for this unsolved mystery behind the
relationship. In the following portions of the article, a review of past studies’ designs is presented.
Diversification measurement by past studies in product diversification – performance
research.
The measurement of product diversification has always been a critical issue in product diversification
– performance relationship research. Also, there has been much discussion regarding the measurement
and operationalization of product diversification (Markides and Williamson, 1994; Montgomery,
1982; Nayyar, 1992; Pehrsson, 2006). In past, techniques to measure product diversification have
ranged from categorical to continuous measures or a combination of categorical and continuous
measures (Klier, 2009). Thus, previous researches utilized diversity of techniques to measure product
diversification.
Certain researchers have been measuring it using simple count of business segments (Çolak, 2010;
George, 2007; Lang and Stulz, 1994; Schmid and Walter, 2008), while others utilized Rumelt’s
categorical schemes for product diversification (Busija et al., 1997; Dubofsky and Varadarajan, 1987;
Ibrahim and Kaka, 2007; Tan et al., 2007) or Jacquemin and Berry’s (1979) Entropy measure (David
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et al., 2010; Martínez-Campillo and Fernández-Gago, 2008; Ravichandran et al., 2009; Santalo and
Becerra, 2004) or Herfindahl Index (Çolak, 2010; Lang and Stulz, 1994; Schmid and Walter, 2008).
Scholars suggested that the selection of a particular product diversification measurement technique
should be based on particular research questions (Pitts and Hopkins, 1982) as it could have significant
implications for the findings in product diversification – performance research (Marinelli, 2011;
Montgomery, 1982; Pitts and Hopkins, 1982). Montgomery (1982) lent support for SIC based
measures by revealing high parallelism between continuous and categorical measures of product
diversification. However she added that performance differences between unrelated portfolio firms
and related linked firms in the work of Rumelt (1974) and Montgomery (1979) would not have been
revealed by continuous diversification measures.
Hence, inconsistency in the results of previous studies on this topic could partly be attributed to
variety of techniques employed by researchers in the past since every measurement technique of
product diversification has its own attributes and so far there has been no best technique to gauge
product diversification (Klier, 2009; Marinelli, 2011).
Performance indicators employed by past studies in product diversification – performance
research.
In the same way, as discussed before, researchers relied on different types of performance indicators
in product diversification – performance research. In fact, this could also lead to differing results on
the topic (Capar, 2003). Majorly, the research on this topic made use of financial indicators of
performance. Previous studies on this topic can be categorized into three categories with reference to
their choice of performance indicators: (1) studies that utilized accounting indicators of performance
(Delios and Beamish, 1999; Hill et al., 1992; Marinelli, 2011; Martínez-Campillo and FernándezGago, 2008), (2) studies that employed market measures of performance (Campa and Kedia, 2002;
Hoechle et al., 2012; Ishak and Napier, 2006; Schmid and Walter, 2008) and (3) studies that used a
combination of accounting and market measures of performance (Daud et al., 2009; Doukas and
Lang, 2003; Kahloul and Hallara, 2010; Pandya and Rao, 1998).
The analysis of performance indicators in research on product diversification – performance
relationship reveals interesting results. On one side, there are contradictory results from studies that
used accounting measures of performance (Hsu and Liu, 2008; Singh et al., 2001) against those
studies that relied on market measures of performance (Hoechle et al., 2012; Lins and Servaes, 2002).
On the other side, reliance on similar measures like market measures of performance, for instance,
also produced different results with certain studies saying diversification as non-useful strategy
(Hoechle et al., 2012; Lins and Servaes, 2002) and other studies stating that no significant relationship
exists between product diversification and performance (Çolak, 2010; Lloyd and Jahera Jr., 1994).
In the same way, analysis of performance indicators for studies that compared related diversifiers
against unrelated diversifiers also produced mixed results. For instance, on one hand, certain studies
that used accounting measures of performance favoured related diversification against unrelated
diversification (Markides and Williamson, 1996; Palepu, 1985; Rumelt, 1982) and other studies that
used market measures of performance favoured unrelated diversification against related
diversification strategy (Dubofsky and Varadarajan, 1987; Michel and Shaked, 1984). On the other
hand, reliance on similar measures like market measures of performance, for instance, also produced
different results with certain studies favouring related diversifiers against unrelated diversifiers
(Galván et al., 2007; Mishra and Akbar, 2007) and other studies favouring unrelated diversifiers
against related ones (Dubofsky and Varadarajan, 1987; Michel and Shaked, 1984).
This review indicates that financial measures of performance were frequently utilized. But, usually
financial performance measures have a considerable time lag (Chavan, 2009; Smandek et al., 2010)
and therefore sole reliance on those indicators could lead to incomplete analysis. In strategy research,
limited studies used subjective assessment of organization performance (Nandakumar et al., 2010;
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Tan et al., 2007). A combination of financial performance indicators and subjective assessment of
performance could provide a better picture of organizational performance (Jusoh and Parnell, 2008;
Punniyamoorthy and Murali, 2008). Thus, in order to gain rich insight into product diversification –
performance relationship, one must use variety of financial performance indicators as well as attempt
to obtain subjective assessment of corporate performance.
Contextual differences among past studies on product diversification – performance
research.
Studies in product diversification – performance relationship were conducted in different contexts and
also produced different results (Benito-Osorio et al., 2012; George, 2007). Most of these studies were
carried out in the context of United States and United Kingdom (Afza et al., 2008; Tan, 2007) as
compared to Asian economies (Yaghoubi et al., 2011). The studies conducted in advanced economies
produced contradictory results (Çolak, 2010; Hoechle et al., 2012; Kahloul and Hallara, 2010; Singh
et al., 2001). In study of 1528 Compustat firms, Singh et al. (2001) suggested that firms diversified in
order to escape from low performance and income growth and to increase their asset utilization and
debt capacity. They added that diversified firms outperformed focused firms at least on ROE.
Contrary to this, taking a large sample of 4250 Compustat firms, for the time period of 1996-2005,
Hoechle et al. (2012) concluded that although with appropriate corporate governance, diversification
discount fell and became close to zero but it still remained negatively significant. Kahloul and Hallara
(2010) reported curvilinear relationship between product diversification and performance for 69 nonfinancial French firms. In the same way, studies examining related diversification against unrelated
diversification strategy in advanced economies produced mixed results with certain studies favouring
related diversification (Galván et al., 2007; Markides and Williamson, 1996) and others favouring
unrelated diversification (Dubofsky and Varadarajan, 1987; Marinelli, 2011).
Similarly in the Asian context, studies produced mixed results (Chakrabarti et al., 2007; Daud et al.,
2009; Ishak and Napier, 2006; Lins and Servaes, 2002). Chakrabarti et al. (2007) conducted their
study on this topic for six East Asian countries and reported that product diversification proved
beneficial only in those environments which were not well developed. Internal capital market
arguments and TCE provides support for their findings (Fan et al., 2008; Tan, 2007). Conversely, in
another research, Daud et al. (2009) used a sample of 70 Malaysian firms and revealed that overall
single segment firms performed better in contrast to multibusiness firms. Their results were similar to
study of Afza et al. (2008) conducted on the same topic for Pakistani organizations. Similarly,
research involving largest Japanese manufacturers by Fukui and Ushijima (2006) and of various
companies in seven Asian economies by Lins and Servaes (2002) reported negative effects of product
diversification strategy. In a study of Taiwanese organizations, Liu and Hsu (2011) reported
curvilinear association between product diversification and performance.
However, in another study of Indian firms, Mishra and Akbar (2007) provided results in favour of
product diversification strategy but added that the benefits were largely applicable to related
diversifiers only. Kuppuswamy and Villalonga (2010) tested product diversification with reference to
internal capital market efficiency arguments in the context of 2008-09 financial crisis. Their study lent
support for product diversification of diversified organizations during that time as during that crisis
external capital markets turned more costly.
Given the perspectives on product diversification strategy, it can be initially argued that unlike
advanced economies, in Asian countries where capital markets are usually not well established, the
benefits of product diversification could be available to Asian companies or business groups.
However, the analysis revealing mixed results in Asian context leads to the conclusion that it is hard
to generalize any findings on product diversification – performance relationship on all diversified
organizations in Asian countries.
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The Importance and Use of Moderating Variables in Product Diversification – Performance
Research
So far, the analysis indicates that the heterogeneity of research designs, variety of measurement
techniques for different variables and contextual differences in product diversification – performance
relationship produced mixed results and added to inconsistencies in the findings on the relationship.
Additionally, this points to the complexity of this relationship.
As product diversification determines organization’s scope (Johnson et al., 2008; Porter, 1991) and its
strategic flexibility (Abdullah, 2009), therefore product diversification decisions carry major
implications for the organization (Ansoff, 1957). The success of this strategy might be dependent
upon several other issues of strategic importance (Daud et al., 2009; Marinelli, 2011). For example,
related or conglomerate diversification strategy might not produce expected results because of
implementation problems in any organization (Dundas and Richardson, 1982; Hill et al., 1992).
Similarly, there could be other factors behind success and failure of diversification strategies (Gary,
2005).
For example, Samsung Corporation is successful with unrelated diversification due to its autonomous
business model for various companies or divisions, whereas, Samsung Electronics (Korea) is
successfully following related diversification strategy because of its R&D and low cost skills (Jones
and Hill, 2010). Foster’s related constrained diversification failed due to implementation problems
(Hitt et al., 2011). United Technologies Corporation (UTC) is a successful conglomerate because of
its top managers’ possession of special skills to manage diverse businesses (Jones and Hill, 2010).
Cisco Systems is successful in related diversification because its top managers are competent in
planning to manage relatedness across businesses (Bamford and West; 2010). Moreover, Philip
Morris’s acquisition of Miller Brewing was a success due to its ability to transfer its distinctive
competences to Miller Brewing (Jones and Hill, 2010).
These examples indicate the role of contingency factors in product diversification – performance
relationship and points towards inclusion of moderating variables in this relationship. In past research,
several scholars acknowledged the contingency view of product diversification – performance
relationship (Datta et al., 1991; Ravichandran et al., 2009) and supported inclusion of moderating
variables in product diversification – performance relationship for getting better understanding of it
(Marinelli, 2011; Martínez-Campillo and Fernández-Gago, 2008).
Certain past researchers examined product diversification – performance relationship by placing
certain moderating variables into it like ownership type (David et al., 2010), information technology
spending (Ravichandran et al., 2009), CEO’s behavioural style (Martínez-Campillo and FernándezGago, 2008), relatedness between business units (Galván et al., 2007), number of specialist firms in
the industry (Santalo and Becerra, 2004) organization structure (Markides and Williamson, 1996),
organizational arrangements & control systems (Hill et al., 1992), and market structure (Christensen
and Montgomery, 1981). Inclusion of those moderators into product diversification – performance
relationship enhanced our comprehension of the relationship in various perspectives. For instance,
study by David et al. (2010) indicated that type of ownership was important moderating variable
between product diversification and performance. Particularly, the study concluded that transactional
ownership served as positive moderator between product diversification and profitability, whereas,
relational ownership acted as positive moderator between product diversification and growth. Another
research by Martínez-Campillo and Fernández-Gago (2008) revealed that CEO’s behavioural style
moderated the relationship between product diversification and performance. Santalo and Becerra
(2004) concluded that product diversification – performance relationship depended upon the number
of specialist firms in the industry. They added that diversification produced better results where the
number of specialist firms any industry was less than four.
In the same way, certain other researchers that tested relative superiority of related diversifiers against
unrelated diversifiers, also placed moderators in their research frameworks to study the effect of
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related as well as unrelated diversification strategy on performance (Christensen and Montgomery,
1981, Hill et al., 1992; Markides and Williamson, 1996; Ravichandran et al., 2009). To illustrate,
Ravichandran et al. (2009) reported that Information Technology spending played a moderating role
between related diversification strategy and performance. Similarly, Markides and Williamson (1996)
concluded that a typical form of organizational structure moderated relationship between related
diversification and performance. Historically, Hill et al. (1992) inferred that related diversification
strategy could produce better results if organizational structure and control systems facilitated
cooperation, and unrelated diversification strategy would produce better results if those organizational
arrangements facilitated competition.
The inclusion of all these moderators in product diversification – performance research provided
better understanding of different perspectives on the relationship but still some of the important
moderators and research frameworks in this area remain to be tested. The inclusion of moderating
variables such as strategy implementation issues, top management skills, organization culture and
leadership in product diversification – performance frameworks could provide greater understanding
of the phenomena (Gary, 2005; Goll and Sambharya, 1995; Hill et al., 1992; Marinelli, 2011). In the
same way, other crucial factors such as knowledge sharing across divisions or various businesses of a
corporation, extent of team work within an organization and technology management could be used as
other moderators to unfold new perspectives in this relationship.
Conclusion
The product diversification – performance relationship has been popular area of investigation in many
disciplines over the last four decades. However, the analysis of literature on the topic concludes that
the findings of various researches in the area are inconsistent. Various researches in the area presented
rationales and validity of their results but it is difficult to follow any one set of findings due to
presence of contradictory results. As previously discussed, the discrepancy among the findings can
partly be attributed to variety of research designs. For instance, home country environments and
institutional contexts can play important role in diversification decisions and its success (BenitoOsorio et al., 2012; Kruehler et al., 2012).
Although previous researches have been progressing on their designs and measurement
methodologies but heterogeneity in the results on the topic call for further research on this topic. It
can be said that product diversification – performance relationship is a complex phenomena and in
order to comprehend it better, future researchers need to refine their methodologies and adopt new
perspectives in their investigations. Studying the construct of product diversification is not less than
looking at a large elephant from an angle. Any research inquiry on this relationship would be able to
offer partial explanation on it from a specific perspective. Although previous studies enhanced our
understanding of this topic through use of multiple research designs, methodologies, contexts and by
inclusion of different moderating variables in product diversification – performance relationship, but
they all seemed to offer partial explanation of this topic against its complexity.
There could be a number of issues on which this relationship can be revisited or new perspectives can
be developed. Future researchers could use important strategic issues as moderating variables in their
product diversification – performance research such as strategy implementation, knowledge sharing,
team work, leadership and organizational culture. Moreover, refined methodologies, better
measurement techniques for product diversification, multiple performance measures and more
complete models for product diversification – performance relationship will provide good insight into
this mysterious relationship.
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Abstract
Cloud computing is a new structure of Information Technology that is becoming the main part of the
new model of business environment. Cloud services provide easy, quick and scalable business setting
and development across the globe. However, Issues regarding such new hype of technology does not
come without obstacles. These issues have to be addressed to avoid any possible vulnerability in
cloud computing environment. After overviewing the advantages and disadvantages of cloud
computing types and services, this paper identifies vulnerabilities issues in cloud computing and
categorize them by measuring a score for seriousness and impact to conclude the percentage of
importance for each category.
Keywords— Cloud computing, Cloud services, cloud malware attacks, Cloud vulnerabilities,
Business security, Cloud Ethics.
INTRODUCTION
As most types of advancement in application of information technology, Cloud computing has
dramatically changed how business applications are built and run. This type of information technology has
a leap of change in different aspects of fast businesses application delivery. Businesses uses cloud
computing service like “Platform as a service (PaaS)” for simplicity, scalability and reliability of
running the business. Device mobility augmented with cloud services provides an excellent attraction
to business operations. For example, businesses in construction industry can auto-sync their mobile
devices with servers in the cloud. This gives them a global access to their main headquarters from
their mobile device like iPhone or similar. Businesses and consumers already started using cloud
computing services as a facility of data storage and collection as well as communication and
collaboration (Simmhan et al. [1]; Yogesh et al. [2]). The main benefit to businesses is the time and
cost saving of IT technical setup and troubleshooting which is highly valuable issue for small firms.
Actually small and mid-sized companies can benefit from cloud computing by freeing up company’s
employee resources to spend more time on increasing sales and profits. However, there are many
different types of clouds, as well as different types of services offered. Each of which has a different
types of issues and risks that has to be addressed and studied before joining the cloud. Technically, the
main weak bottleneck of cloud computing is that it is purely based on the “Internet”. Hence, if
connectivity failed for one reason or another, the whole business will freeze.
Ethical behavior forms an important part of driving the success of cloud computing environment.
Cloud provider has to guarantee that their professionals handling client’s data and software are dealt
with in highly ethical manner. Businesses must be assured about the security and integrity of their
data. Cloud providers must ensure that there is a mechanism to measure the ethical behavior of their
employees in different sections of their corporate. Professionals who work with information in cloud
technology have access to sensitive information and tools that are important to business operations.
Cultural background has a large influence on the typical employee(s) behavior in corporate life. For
example, Al-Aali [3] studied the effect of computer ethical behavior on individuals coming from
Muslim cultures. Stahl [4] also studied the emancipatory issues of ICT in a specific Egyptian culture.
A statistical study by Kouatli et al [5] compared the practical perception of IT ethics as opposed to the
academically taught perception of IT ethics. The study resulted in the main conclusion that the unethical violations were due to the existence of ill-defined boundaries of ethical and legal standards
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when the study was conducted. Issues related to the impact of ethical behavior to cloud computing
environment was documented by Kouatli [6,7].
Overview of Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is the new concept of information technology utilization to drive businesses. The
attraction of cloud computing to businesses is that it reduces the IT infrastructure cost of the company
by immediately providing the services to the businesses and hence cutting the down time and cost to
set-up process as well as reducing the required skills within the company. Cloud providers have
proved to be very beneficial for the establishing businesses that have the urge to quickly grow in
future. There are three different types of clouds and three different major services in the cloud, each of
which has advantages and disadvantages as will be discussed in the following sections.
Advantages of Cloud Computing Services to Business Environment
The main attraction of cloud computing is that it makes maintenance of software and hardware easier
as installation is not required on each end user’s computer. It also enables server and storage devices
to be utilized across the whole corporate using virtualization concept. The main advantages of cloud
computing services in general are:
Reduced IT costs. No initial setup cost needed for businesses adopting cloud computing services.
Also, operation costs are much lower as there is no need to pay for upgrades and antivirus
software…etc. Businesses pay for what you use only. The overall IT expenses can reduce the need to
invest in certain hardware, software and networking management.
Scalability. Cloud Computing allows businesses to expand or reduce IT resources depending on the
changing needs of the business by simply requesting more storage space.
Accessibility. Information and applications can be accessed from anywhere and with from multiple
location. This is an extreme attraction to businesses to drive them to adopt the cloud. Globalized
businesses find this feature very valuable.
Automatic Upgrading & Updates. Operation cost will drop dramatically by businesses adopting the
cloud. This is because the cloud service provider will automatically keep the latest version of the
software you are working with. Automatic updates can also reduce in-house implementation costs for
the user.
Types of Clouds
Large pools of resources can be connected via private or public networks to provide dynamically
scalable infrastructures for application, data and file storage. Firms can choose to deploy applications
on Public, Private or Hybrid clouds.
Public Clouds. Public Clouds operated by third-party providers, allowing customers to benefit from
reducing infrastructure costs as it is spread across all users. The main advantage of public cloud
infrastructures is that they are typically larger in scale than an in-house developed enterprise cloud,
which improved the “on-Demand” scalability. As it is operated and managed by third party, all
customers share the same infrastructure configuration and security protection. Initial cost is minimal,
but if data is stored for a long period of time, it proves to be expensive. Accessibility, availability and
reliability criteria make the pubic cloud more popular than private cloud.
Private Cloud. Private clouds are specifically built for individual enterprise allowing them to host
applications in the cloud, while addressing concerns regarding data security and control, which is
often lacking in a public cloud environment. Initial cost is expensive, but gets minimal at later stages
of using it as a service. There are two variations of private clouds, the externally-hosted and the
internally-hosted. The Externally-Hosted Cloud facilitated by service provider with full guarantee of
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privacy which is usually preferred for organizations trying to avoid risks due to shared resources. The
Internal-Hosted cloud built within an organization’s own data center. Although there is limitation to
size and scalability but complete control and configuration management is under the internal
administration.
Hybrid Cloud. Takes the best of both options where organization can partially or fully control the
cloud provided by third-party cloud providers. Hence control Flexibility and on-demand scalability
are available in this type of cloud.
Cloud Services Advantages and Disadvantages
Cloud computing revolutionized the concept of Information technology delivery by introducing the
cloud technology in a form of services. Similar to electric power service, cloud computing provided
services where you “pay as you go” in a form of metered service. Businesses can choose from three
main services offered by cloud providers, these are:
Infrastructure as a Service (IAAS). IaaS is the cloud model in which an organization outsources the
equipment used to support operations, including storage, hardware, servers and networking
components. The service provider owns the equipment and is responsible for housing, running and
maintaining it. Clients typically pays on a “per-use” basis, in return, service providers guarantee
administrative automation as well as internet secure connectivity with dynamic scalability. IaaS is
popular in the data center where software and servers are purchased as a fully outsourced service and
usually billed on usage and how much of the resource is used - compared to the traditional method of
buying software and servers outright, IaaS is an excellent mechanism to start the required business
application quickly and with minimum cost and effort. The main disadvantage would be employees
accessing information that might not eligible to access. Hence a governance and usage monitoring
would be necessary. IaaS is popular in the data center where software and servers are purchased as a
fully outsourced service and usually billed on usage and how much of the resource is used - compared
to the traditional method of buying software and servers outright. Desktop virtualization would be
necessary when using IaaS which is the concept of isolating a logical operating system instance from
the client accessing it. There are different conceptual models of desktop virtualization, which can
broadly be divided into two categories based on whether or not the operating system instance is
executed locally or remotely.
Software as a Service (SAAS). Software as a Service (SaaS) is a Cloud model where software
applications hosted by the service providers and made available to customers/subscribed organizations
via the internet. SaaS becoming more popular as the web services like service oriented architecture
(SOA) are well developed and maintains high reliability. Tremendous benefits from SaaS delivery
starting from easier administration and hence lower maintenance costs. This would be inclusive of all
necessary patches and updates, insuring compatibility across multiple platforms and more efficient
collaboration via global accessibility. Because SaaS applications are accessed from a remote server
rather than installed on individual machines, it is easy to maintain the software for multiple users. For
example, when the remote software is updated, the client interface is also updated for all users. This
eliminates incompatibilities between different software versions and allows vendors to make
incremental updates without requiring software downloads. Additionally, users can save data to a
central online location, which makes it easy to share files and collaborate on projects.
Several types of SaaS applications are available. For example, Google offers a suite of online
applications called Google Apps. These include Google Docs, which allows users to create and share
documents online, Google Sites, which enables users to collaborate on projects via a custom Web
interface, and several other applications. Some SaaS software is free to use, while other online
programs require an upfront payment or a monthly fee. Enterprise SaaS applications often require a
commercial license, but online software licenses are usually less expensive than individual software
licenses. Because of the many benefits of SaaS, it is becoming an increasingly common way to
distribute software. SaaS offers substantial opportunities for organizations of all sizes to shift the risks
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of software acquisition, and to move IT from a reactive cost center to being a proactive, valueproducing part of the enterprise. Benefits of the SaaS model include easier administration, easier
collaboration, automatic updates, compatibility and global accessibility.
Platform as a Service (PaaS). Platform as a Service (PaaS) is an extension of SaaS. It is a concept
that describes a computing platform that is rented or delivered as an integrated solution, solution stack
or service through an Internet connection. Platform as a Service (PaaS) lies in the middle between the
Infrastructure and Software as a service layers. On top of SaaS, PaaS is a way to rent hardware,
operating systems, storage and network capacity over the Internet. PaaS allow customers to run their
own application and/or develop and test new ones. This would result in benefits to developers where
necessary operating system features can be updated whenever needed as well as allowing software
development team to collaborate globally. Services at the PaaS layer differ from Infrastructure
services in that they eliminate the need to create and manage instances of virtual machines. This is
usually done by presenting clients with Application Programing Interface (API) instead of virtual
machines. With PaaS, the development tools themselves are hosted in the cloud which is accessed via
a web browser. Fewer technical resources needed in this case to develop and deploy cloud
applications. At the same time, PaaS clients still retain greater opportunities to customize their
applications than permitted by customers of SaaS. The main advantage of PaaS is that organizations
avoid the virtual machines administration complexity. At the same time, developers can customize
applications with custom coding, a feature not available to SaaS clients. PaaS clients do not need a
staff to install, optimize, or maintain either the hardware or the virtual machine environments. They
can choose the type of platform that best suits their needs and immediately begin creating applications
that can be hosted on the cloud as soon as they are complete. Like other cloud computing services,
developing and deploying applications utilizing the PaaS model requires little or no up-front
investment. Billing is performed on a pay as you go basis.
On the downside, PaaS solutions do not allow the flexibility of an (IaaS) offering. PaaS clients cannot
necessarily create and delete multiple virtual machines as easily as their IaaS counterparts. Another
potential pitfall is that the flexibility of offerings may not meet the needs of some users whose
requirements rapidly evolve. PaaS does not represent a complete product in the way that Software as a
Service (SaaS) offerings do. An organization must still undergo a development effort in order to
design, build, and test programs before they can be deployed to the end users.
Cloud Computing Specific Business Issues
Reliable Internet Availability: Unless the internet connection is reliable and available all the times,
business operations and data security and protection may be compromised. Today’s technology
maintains high reliability of internet connection. However, if it connectivity is lost for some reason,
then the whole business continuity would stop during that downtime period. Hence, as it can be seen
in table 1, it was given the scale of 1 (lowest) in case of unavailability of the internet and an impact
scale of 5 (highest), in case it has happened
Data Security and protection: As there is no appropriate regulation to data protections, data storage
security and protection is heavily dependent on trust between the business and the provider as well as
a binding contract detailing the legal responsibility of the service providers in terms of security and
protection of data. Data encryption is recommended before data is sent to PaaS cloud providers. This
would be necessary to ensure secure environment when using PaaS. However, this would result in
slow system performance. Using technological tools to maintain security and protection is becoming a
standard procedure and well documented and hence easily maintained. Again, if these tools were not
monitored appropriately it would result in an exposure to possible security breach or data
contamination. Hence the values allocated were 2 and 4
Data Location and Replication. One advantage of cloud services is that business data are replicated
in a multiple version across the globe in order to maintain backup and integrity of the date. However,
the disadvantage of too many replication is that the professional themselves working for the cloud
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providers may not be aware of how many automated replica produced in the cloud. Moreover, a
replica might be located in different countries where there is no clear legislation about data security
and privacy. Also, as part of disaster recovery plan, steps to maintain business continuity against
possible threats like fire and natural disaster has to be clarified by the cloud service provider.
Businesses must be aware of this fact and must be discussed as part of contract negotiation with the
cloud providers. It is unlikely that replica of the data to be exposed by other parties in a different
country. However, if it did happen, that the impact is high again. Hence the likely factor was given the
value of 1 and the impact factor was given the value of 4.
Password management and context awareness access: as Software as a Service (SaaS) provides
applications from the cloud, the main risk would be multiple passwords accessing applications. Single
sign-in would solve this problem but reduces access-ability in case a user left signed-on in one
location, then the system wouldn’t allow the user to login from different location without formal signout from previous location. In addition to the password management, clients in a globalized business
environment using mobile devices like tablets and smart phones, does not guarantee who, why and
from where that specific customer or employee request to access specific information. Although adds
complexity, Context awareness access investigation would be necessary to identify reasons for a user
to request access/information. Although technological tools may help in password management and
context awareness mapping of user to the relevant data sections, monitoring of such tools would
require reasonable effort to maintain it hence it was given the score of 3 to implement it and a score of
2 as an impact score in case of possible occurrence due to the fact that not all accessed data are
sensitive information.
Cloud Ethical standards: History of Information technology proves that technology always ahead of
regulations. Cloud computing is of no exceptions. Code of ethics to protect data on cloud is not well
developed yet and needs further study not only to provide policy and regulations but also to motivate
and measure ethical behaviors. For example, ethical dilemma might emerge when the same IT
professional serves two different clients in the same industry sector (serving two competitors). This
raises an ethical dilemma situation where the question of business strategy, methodology and secrets
might be exposed to competitors via the IT professional who will act as the intersection link between
them. Although this can be avoided by either allocating different IT professionals in case of
competitive clients, the implementation might not always be easy in case of too many business
competitors requesting the same service. This has been given the value of 3 of likelihood and an
impact score of 3 in case of an unethical behavior conducted by an IT professional leading to
information leak to the competing business.
Accountability. Accountability for security and privacy in public cloud cannot simply be delegated to
a cloud provider. Businesses must conduct careful planning of the security and privacy aspects of
cloud computing solutions before implementing them. To do this, full understanding of the public
cloud computing environment offered by the cloud provider would be necessary. Cloud providers on
the other hand has to ensure that a cloud computing solution—both cloud resources and cloud-based
applications—satisfy organizational security and privacy requirements. IT professionals must be
accountable for any step taken during day-to-day operations like tape backup, managing and
replication data, securing data encryption…etc. This can be easily handled via a log detailing
individual tasks conducted by all IT professionals. However, the impact of any misconduct of actions
would be medium to high depending on the level of security/protection breach. Hence a score of 1 is
given for ease of implementation of activity log (monitoring IT professionals actions) and an impact
score of 3 in case such misconduct has happened (intentionally or unintentionally).
Auditing and full governance of IT services. Unless a good control of IT governance and access
security by the organization, Un-warranted access of services by employees might result. Before
joining the cloud services, businesses must have appropriate plan of access control to specific
employees requesting specific service. Cloud service governance frameworks would be recommended
to prevent employees accessing information or services they are not permitted to use. Also, Auditing
cloud computing requires identification of risks, evaluate mitigating controls and audit the risky
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objects. A good framework (like ISACA’s IT Assurance Framework (ITAF™)) would be required to
think about the IT risks and, thus, assist the IT auditor in conducting an effectual risk assessment. IT
auditors must be from a third party auditing company and not an internal auditor from the cloud
service providers. Businesses must insist to have access to the auditing report or may negotiate to
involve their own business auditors in the process of cloud service provider’s auditing process. For
example, businesses using service providers may request to audit the data storage/backup procedure at
the service provider’s site. The dilemma is that service providers may refuse such request due to
confidentiality of services as well as other businesses privacy. The score of implementing governance
of IT service and audit it might be slightly difficult, hence a score of 4 was given. The impact of flaws
in the system where employees might have the wrong data access and/or bad auditing item might be
tolerable in many cases. Hence the impact score was set to 2.
Mobility Access and context awareness: Smartphone users have increased suddenly over the past two
years. Over 100 million Android phones shipped in the second quarter of 2012 alone. This has
encouraged hackers to target these mobile devices and whole new types of vulnerabilities started to
emerge. For example, a new business model for Android malware attacks is to install fake apps that
secretly send expensive messages to premium rate SMS services. Newer versions of fake applications
uses a form of Trojan to gain root access, installing malicious code and communicate with a remote
website to further contaminate data or to download and install additional malware . This allows these
Trojans to avoid detection and removal, while recruiting the device into a global botnet.
Eavesdropping on incoming SMS messages has also been noticed recently allowing data leakage of
sensitive information like Internet banking services where mobile transaction confirmed to customer
via SMS which might include Authentication details.
Perhaps, the main advantage Mobility access of information was the improved productivity from an
employee as it allows ease and fast information exchange for corporates and hence most corporates
allow their employees to Bring Their Own devices (BYOD) and started to gain popularity by 2011.
Hence, a policy was needed for such new concept emerged in the corporate strategy of processing
information. BYOD security relates strongly to the end node problem, wherein a device is used to
access both sensitive and risky networks/services. BYOD can result in data breaches in case of phone
loss and accessed by untrusted person(s) whom can view and edit any unsecured data on the phone.
Also, when the employee leaves the company, company data may still be present on their own
devices. Mobility access to cloud computing environment is easy to setup and become available (a
score of 1 was given). However, possible access to sensitive information due to flaws in some mobile
application might be disastrous (Impact value=5).
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Conclusion
Cloud computing is a relatively new concept in Information Technology which is growing rapidly in
popularity where the projections seems to be interesting and evolving into a better standardized
models for business environment. In this paper, Business perspective of cloud computing has been
reviewed with specific issues of different services in the cloud where vulnerability analysis associated
with cloud management are accessed and explored with derived percentage representing cloud
vulnerability. Full trust is essential between the business and their cloud providers. Businesses should
be aware or possible risks of these threats and should plan for Technical/managerial steps to try to
avoid such threat. Ideally businesses may adopt private cloud for their sensitive data and public cloud
for their generic non-sensitive operation. The study conducted in this paper on cloud computing
specific issues shows that IT ethical behavior among IT professional is currently the highest
vulnerability score of 18.75% (Figure 1).
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Abstract
Saudi Arabia, one of the late adopters of the privatization as compared to other countries, has
embarked on the privatization policy in late 1990s with seaports being one of the earliest sectors that
the government opened up for private sector involvement.
The purpose of this research is to study the seaports privatization outcome after nearly 10 years of its
implementation and to evaluate whether the declared privatization objectives have been achieved and
the contributory positive / negative factors, as well as to suggest curative measures to mitigate the
shortcomings, if any.
The complex nature of port activities need the port authority to co-ordinate different departments
within the government while supervising the works by various private sector players to satisfactorily
meet the obligations towards the port users for smooth functioning of import and export. Due to this
complexity of the subject, an explanatory case study method is used whereby the data collection is
done through extensive field work consisting of semi structured interviews and informal
conversations with wide spectrum of individuals at various levels and different fields within and
outside the seaport authority, review of documentations as well as field observation. Grounded Theory
was utilized to analyze the collected data and to arrive at final conclusions and recommendations.
The research concludes that the declared privatization objectives have not been fully achieved. The
data collected through the research field work gives ample proof that the privatization of the seaports
has positively contributed towards increased efficiency and productivity, enhanced the port revenues
received by the xiv government while at the same time reducing the government expenditure on
seaports. It has also provided employment opportunities, even though it has not reached the expected
levels of mitigating the unemployment problem. Achievements could be elevated to better shape and
higher level. However, due to significant factors such as governmental bureaucracy, weak private
sector, internal and external hindrances and lack of foresight and inadequate infrastructure, the
objectives were not fully met. Hence the research recommends that a consideration should be given to
make the Green Port as an Independent Corporation with necessary organizational changes and
proactive operational strategies. Such an independent organization is necessary to ensure that the port
management and operations are done on a commercial basis in competition with other seaports within
the region as well as at international levels.
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Abstract
Purpose- This paper will try to answer why higher education institutions teach business ethics and
whether business ethics courses are consistent with a university’s ontology.
Design/methodology/approach This paper follows a theoretical framework built on the work of
prominent thinkers and philosophers, including Weber, Foucault, and Derrida among other social
theorists.
Findings- We find that business ethics courses are the offspring of secular institutions and therefore
not needed in a university that is properly understood. We also observe that business ethics appears as
an imperfect, incomplete surrogate for religion- that is, business ethics courses cannot be universal
and are therefore highly contingent and disputable.
Originality/Value- This paper takes ethics, education and mission of universities back to their
philosophical roots where the link between ethics education and religiosity is exposed.
Keywords- - religiosity- work ethics- business schools, ethics education - - mission of universitymission of education- universal truth- business ethics coursesPaper type- Conceptual paper

Introduction
Etymologically, the word “University” means “one truth” or a “universal revealed truth” (Firmin &
Gilson, 2010: 66). Unsurprisingly, it proceeds from this etymology of the word “university” that it is
an extension of the Roman Catholic Church. Historically, a university was the place where future
monks were educated and mentored. In the Middle Ages, a university was the place where future
monks would be lectured the truth as revealed by God. Seeking knowledge on the world order was
part one’s journey to God. The first example in history is that of Sorbonne University which was
founded by Brother Sorbon in Paris in 1200. Then, other universities were established all over
Europe, following the same scheme. As a university was ontologically a religious place with a
spiritual purpose, its teaching was in its essence resting upon religious principles and a moral agenda,
with clear notions of the Good and the Evil.
Supposedly, any university faculty was delineating those religious principles and agenda into their
teaching. Nowadays, we can observe that such is no longer the case. Recent scandals and economic
failures provide all the proof that characters of business students are in dire need of values such as
“integrity, diversity, compassion, and personal responsibility” (Marques, J., Dhiman, K.S., Biberman,
J. 2014: 199). As a wakeup call, business schools and with the guidance of the accreditation body
(AACSB) began to seek solutions to potential unethical practices of business graduates. They began
reviewing their mission, vision, curriculum and practices, many incorporating an ethics related
specialized module into place. However, this proved to be insufficient in producing the desired
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impact. Business students are still rated as the most unethical compared to their colleagues in other
disciplines (Devonish, Alleyne, Cadogan, Greenidge, 2009).
This tension between yesteryears and nowadays points to an apparent contradiction, or least a
paradox, confronting one type of faculty, viz. business schools. Business graduates hold a university
degree and seem to behave themselves in way that is at odds with society’s morals. This paradox
leads us to question why such is the case, especially since business schools tend to teach more and
more business ethics. As the answer to this question cannot be direct and simple, we need to
interrogate why such a need for business ethics courses in university faculties of commerce? Have
they lost track of their home institution’s religious roots? Can a university (and by extension a
business school) ontologically be secular? Can business ethics operate as a surrogate for religious
grounds and teaching?
Two streams of thought diverge at this point; first, scholars who see ethics education limited to ethics
courses that stress compliance and codes; and those who view ethics through the lens of a belief or
moral system, notably that of religion. Given our etymological and historical approach to the
question, this paper takes the latter view and tries to show that ethics education, much needed for
business students irrespective of the business scandals, should embrace values derived from all
religions. An ethics education, mediated by a mission that takes its energy from the basic “raison
d’être of a university” (Derrida, 2004), can provide a holistic web of knowledge where graduates
become responsible, ethical and engaged citizens of society who find in their jobs a purpose beyond
paychecks. This can happen when an established link between ethics education and religiosity guides
the way. Religiosity is that which is intrinsic. It is that which embraces belief, spiritual experience,
and religious practice/knowledge as well as moral and social consequences (De Jong, G. F., Faulkner,
J. E., & Warland, R. H. 1976). Therefore this paper claims that religiosity is intrinsic to universities.
Faith matters can apply much beyond ethics courses, reflecting a lifestyle and intellectual tradition. If
we want to understand whether it is a university’s role to teach business ethics or not, we need to
understand what a university is about.
We answer the question of why business schools teach more and more business ethics courses in the
following way. Firstly, we discuss the ontology of a university and decontextualise, considering a
business school is a faculty amongst others. So doing this takes us to addressing the notion of religion
and religiosity as an ontological part of a university curriculum. Based on those premises, we can
answer our research question with an endeavour at understanding the ontology of business ethics
education.
University- An Institution With A “Destination”
In the twentieth century, we are confronted with a paradox, operating almost like an aporia. Whilst the
world is more and more secular higher education is considered a bigger challenge. New universities
are established all over the globe, some historical universities launch campuses overseas (e.g.
Sorbonne University in Doha). Within those universities, business schools flourish and enrol an
increasing number of students. Given the etymology, history and ontology of the notion of
“university”, we can question whether they still have a raison d’être (Derrida, 2004: 83). “To have a
raison d’etre, a reason for being, is to have a justification for existence, to have a meaning, a purpose,
a destination” (Derrida, 2004: 129). In many ways, the university is responsible to society, to the
social system it represents as one of its parts where its teaching body represents the objective and
function of the social body. Before answering to a determinate object or subject, there is a
responsibility to first ‘answer to being, for the call of being’. A university as a final destination, a
destination of knowledge is nothing less than “communion with the divine essence” (Derrida, 2004:
80). For “the university professes the truth, and that is its profession. It declares and promises an
unlimited commitment to the truth” (Derrida, 2002: 202). The professor in university professes
similarly to a prophesizing Prophet. To profess means to ‘declare openly’ or even “to take vows in a
religious sense; to take vows of some religious order” (2002: 214). “It pledges like an act of sworn
faith, an oath, a testimony, a manifestation, an attestation, or a promise” (2002: 214). It is an
engagement, a commitment. “To make profession of is to declare out loud what one is, what one
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believes, what one wants to be, while asking another to take one’s word and believe this declaration”
(2002: 214). Therefore the discourse of profession as a free profession of faith pledges responsibility
that exceeds pure techno-scientific knowledge. It pledges to give oneself out to be.
The university is a place where language is but a “manifestation of truth” of “influence over people”
of the “interpretation of sacred texts in theological terms, or conversely, in philosophical terms…”
(Derrida, 2004: 98). According to Kant, the pure concept of a university revolved around the
possibility and necessity of a pure theoretical language inspired by the interest in truth. For truth to
come out, there must be absolute freedom; freedom to question, to judge and speak out on “that which
is” (2004: 104). Thus teaching freely by the sole interest of truth dismisses the notion of conferring
with others on what and how one should teach. Kant believed that without a philosophy department
there is no university. A university (concept of universitas-One Truth) is more than teaching and
research, it is the “concept of philosophy itself, and is Reason, or rather the principle of reason as
institution”(Derrida, 2004: 105); Philosophy thought to control all other departments and faculties in
matters arising from ‘truth,” which is of “the first order” while utility in the service of the government
is of ‘second order” (Derrida, 2004: 105).
Kamuf (1997) , also asserts as Derrida (2004) that the university is an institution with a ‘destination’;
It is a plurality of co-existing “interests” that complement one another within the larger, overriding
interest of universitas” (2004: 143)… Agreement must be sought on the “ideals, mission, purpose, and
character of the academy” (2004: 143)—it is an embodiment of a universal truth that’s what the
university means.
A university cannot be disconnected from Faith and the universal truth; it cannot be disconnected
from religious institutions, historically, ontologically and philosophically. In its contemporary
separation, it has become an orphaned offspring of the religious institution.
We ask proper universities that offer business ethics courses the following: If we teach religious
people, if we teach faithful people, if we educate people to Faith, do we really need business ethics?
When behind teaching there is a sacred purpose, can universities be secular? Can they lack a supreme
mission? We answer and assume that in being secular, they will become fake. We claim that
ontologically, there cannot be a secular university for this goes against the very mission and religious
ground of its being. And ontologically, business ethics is but a consequence of this secularization.
The Purpose of education
Before Darwin and others led to a split between religious traditions and the curriculum, most higher
academic settings in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, “such as Yale, Harvard and Notre Dame,
were founded by Protestant and Roman Catholic religious communities…where “education fit with
the aims of religion”” (Bradley & Kauanui, 2003: 462). Today, professors in religiously backed
universities are found to have a higher spirit of community and feel they make a direct difference in
students’ lives (Mitroff and Denton, 1999; Bradley & Kauanui, 2003). Could this be because such
professors are those who are seeking the truth? Could it be because since the beginning, the core
purpose of an education was religious in nature?
It proceeds from the ontology of the University that education is necessarily grounded in religious
principles. Hence, a university education only exists when religious principles and a spiritual agenda
are part of the curriculum. As Foucault (1986) contends, the purpose behind education is first a
‘perfecting of the soul’. Humans seek self-improvement where the disciples of knowledge should be
in a mind-full state of mind of their conditions. “To know how to perfect one’s soul with the help of
reason is a rule equally necessary for all men” (Foucault, 1986, p.48). The final goal of all practices of
the self belongs to the ethics of self-control. Foucault (1986) as Kant before him believes everyone
must study philosophy; it is never too early or too late to contemplate about life and rediscover the
basic principles of a rational human conduct. He speaks of the cultivation of the self that leads to
wisdom, a wisdom that drives virtues into action. “The care of the self appears therefore as
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intrinsically linked to a “soul service (1986: 54).” So which values should be founded, embraced and
spread in education? Are not religious values universal?
Already, Saint Augustine promoted that Sorbonne University should have an ‘ethical prescription’:
“Love God and do as you please” is that “a person who is really devoted to the good experiences no
conflict between desire and duty, for his wants have been transformed to accord with the supreme
object of devotion” (Phenix, 1961: 9). In this light, educational policy and criteria should entail
subordinating economic interests to criteria of worth grounded within world religions. Organizing
education around a meaningful goal and purpose will validate the very aim of any educational
institution. Education is not a neutral enterprise but rather one that is permeated with “convictions
about what is important to know and become” (Phenix, 1961: 18). Redirecting life from finite
attachment and acquisitions to the active love of serving others and doing ‘good’ is an important goal
in life. To achieve this change is “the supreme end of all teaching and learning” where the sovereign
test for all education becomes “whether or not it is religious—that is, whether or not it tends towards
conversion of the person to unconditional commitment to truth and light” (1961: 243). This supreme
purpose unites all other lesser aims of education. Phenix (1961) asserts that the central task of
education is “religious conversion” (1961: 242). This does not mean commitment to one religion over
the other; rather what is meant is “the inner transformation of purpose and motive from self-regarding
irreligion and the idolatrous service of limited goods to reverent service of the most high” (1961:
242). Education becomes a journey towards God, a learning and teaching of Truth.
A Brief history of universities and business schools in the U.S
Historically, the Christian religion was the foundation of all the historical “intellectual structure” of
universities in North America. “The role of organized Christianity” was important in the founding of
pre-revolutionary colleges. For example, Harvard’s mission in 1636 in the earliest print announced
that: “Everyone shall consider the Mayne end of his life and Studyes, to know God and Jesus Christ,
which is Eternalle life” (Brubacher & Rudy, 2004: 8). The president of Yale in 1754 stated that
“colleges are Societies of Ministers, for training up persons for the work of the Ministry” (2004: 8).
Many universities were established to raise the educational levels of Baptist ministers. Therefore it is
clear that during much of the 19th century the “clergy were the leading force in the founding of the
colonial colleges and in the formulation of the original purposes of this institution” (2004: 8).
Striking parallels between the past and the present are prevalent when dealing with the education
field, specially the business school. Establishing business schools between 1902 and 1936 was not an
easy process (Abend, 2013). Abend asserts that: “For one, the very idea of a school of business was
at the time controversial. Can business be taught? If so, should it be taught at a university? One way
for advocates of the business school to strengthen their case was by linking it to moral and social
objectives and “service to society” (2013: 177).
The first business school, Wharton School of Finance and Economy is a good example of a university
that was raising awareness to the social aspect of business schools. In Joseph Wharton’s 1881 Plan,
the educational instruction in the business school was to teach students morality by making them
aware that acquiring wealth by winning it and not earning it through helping others is not the right
thing to do. Ethics should be instilled into business in every aspect and every course material. Social
duty, human welfare, social improvement, high ideals of honesty and integrity rather than a “money
making” aim made the rationale behind starting a business school acceptable among the academics.
The 1881 Plan showed the school’s curriculum as reflecting “social” elements within the “finance”
and “economy” elements “in the form of “social science”, “sociology” and “social work” instruction”
(2013: 182).
Universities started to stress ethics in business as a way to launch their business curricula. The
University of California and Yale University began giving public lectures that stressed ethics in
business. “Those lectures were a major advance in terms of the legitimacy of the very claim that
business ought to be conducted ethically” (Abend, 2013: 179). The Sheffield Scientific School at Yale
gave a course of five lectures in 1908 that dealt with the “question of right conduct in business
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matters, to be given to the members of the Senior Class toward the end of the college year” (2013:
181).
“Today, business schools are clearly separate from schools and departments of social work, sociology,
public policy, and journalism. Today business schools focus on strategy, finance, negotiation,
marketing, leadership, and organizational behavior, and not so much on urban poverty, crime, and
other social problems, charity and philanthropy, public administration, international relations, or
journalism. However, in the early twentieth century a business school could be involved in several of
these things at the same time…indeed an early business school could intend to train not only
businessmen, but also diplomats, social workers, public servants, and journalists (Abend, 2013: 182).
In 1898, the College of Commerce and Administration opened at the University of Chicago. Leon
Marshall, an associate professor of political economy became its dean in 1909. With prudence, he laid
out a curriculum that joined together “business, philanthropic, political and social studies.” The three
main lines of activities fell under: ““public service,” “philanthropic and charitable service” and
“business service”” (2013: 183). As is clear, the key wording is the concept of ““service,” which
today may have an odd, if not downright oxymoronic ring to some people’s ears in the phrase
“business service”” (2013: 183). The right candidate graduate of business should be a person who has
a zest for servitude, an appreciation of the rights and duties of other members in society; a person
equipped with education and training to be of “usefulness” and help. The school of Commerce, Civics
and Philanthropy will miss their purpose if they intentionally or not allow the “money-making side” to
have the “ruling hand” (Marshall, 1913:101 in Abend, 2013: 183). In brief, professions were oriented
towards serving society and not making money. In this way the presence of a business school was
justified within the university on account that it fit within the founding religious mission and values.
But still questions kept arising by 1913 (as they are today): “What is a business school for at all? Why
should a university engage in the business of training for business? Who benefits from it?” (2013:
184). It may be easy for men to learn how to make money, “yet for the business school it is more
important to promote social progress and welfare. Its’ justification “must” be a social one” (2013:
185). This implies that ethics within business education is internalized by the philosophy of purpose.
When a university enrols many students just because they pay- be it a religious university or not- they
lose track of their religious background to an extent and thus become just a teaching institution; they
are no longer a university. On the other hand, if a university is part of religious life and experience,
than how necessary are business ethics courses? Why should ethics be immured within one course
when it can be freed within every faculty, department and course?
Mission of business schools and current “facelifts”
Peter Drucker (1973) who once held that “a business is not defined by its name, statutes, or articles of
incorporations” but by its “business mission,” (Ireland & Hitt, 1992: 36) also envisioned that
universities will one day “connect the teaching of management to a spiritual ground and a higher
cause” (Wilk, S. J., Heaton P.D. & Steingard D., 2000: 580).
The mission of business schools is not separate from the founding university. Similar values should
make their way into all different disciplines. They should find a way to unite their differences under
one truth. Currently many universities worldwide have retained their religious/spiritual mission and
are proving to be examples for others to follow. Catholic universities “specifically embrace a mission
that is rooted in a particular spirituality”. An example is Santa Clara in California that embraces a
spiritually enriched mission statement which states that: “Santa Clara University will educate citizens
and leaders of competence, conscience, and compassion to foster a more humane, just and sustainable
world” (Delbecq, 2010: 241). Launching from such a mission statement can eventually lead to
managerial integrity and morality in any organizational culture (Delbecq, 2010). “Mission…provides
a foundation for a search for greater meaning and exploration of human experience” (Feldner, 2006:
72). Santa Clara University has the “Markkula Center” for applied ethics. The centre is replete with
publication from diverse authors with religious perspectives on business ethics and the economy. All
world religions in all their sects are researched and shared. It is the most active university-based
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centre on ethics in the world and is deliberating through on-going research and meetings which way is
best to teach ethics and character education in line with Jesuit Catholic values.
Another spiritually enriched university that abides by its mission is Maharishi University of
Management in Iowa. MUM’s mission is to “achieve the spiritual goals of mankind in this
generation” (Wilk & Heaton, 2000: 581). The university’s philosophy, knowledge, experience and
curriculum reflect an understanding that in order for students to successfully manage all areas of life,
they have to be well prepared on a spiritual level too.
In reality, educational institutions founded on the philosophy of ‘Universal Truth’ should naturally be
reflective of an existential nature. They should drive knowledge towards a supreme purpose and not
away. When a university understands its reason for being; when it knows why it exists and for what
ends, and when it becomes natural to articulate such knowledge in an overall mission, all disciplines
and all stakeholders will be touched by its social power.
On ground, change in business education has started as response to the latest crisis. Many schools are
emphasizing ethics and corporate governance” (Charafeddine, 2011: 13). Interestingly, missions at
business schools are being communicated with explicit wordings. For example, at Stanford business
school, “one of the four essential components of a managerial mindset is Social Impact developing
innovative effective solutions to social problems for a more just, sustainable, and healthy
world”(2011: 14). The recent MBA oath with the purpose of responsible value creation seems like an
attempt to reclaim the subconsciously rooted religious mission (http:/mbaoath.org). It is in ensuring
that graduates become of great character and leadership and not mere close-minded technocrats. Such
re-awakening towards ethics is but a confirmation of the schism between university- as the
‘destination’ and what has remained- the secular surrogate; it is a an admittance to the loss of
ontology.
With such reasoning, top universities are going back to the basic mission of business schools-that of
serving society. Search on Google and one can find business schools offering “conscious MBA’s”,
“ethical MBA’s” and “socially responsible MBA’s” all in an effort to rebuild the “reputation of
business practices in the eyes of stakeholders” (Alsop 2005: 198). The trend has become a serious
trade in top business schools such as Harvard and Wharton. Because of the previous “economic
disruption” which many be attributed to the programs of business schools which prepared future
business leaders for the workplace, “the Deans of Harvard and Wharton have, each for themselves,
been working on rigorous revisions of their curricula” (Marques et al., 2014: 198). The MBA program
at Harvard has seen a complete facelift, stressing more on ethics and teamwork. Wharton has also
seen similar changes where the emphasis on soft skills in the business program is seeing light as well
as programs that encourage students to “gain familiarity with different cultures and mindsets”
(Marques et al. 2014: 198). In addition, the Wharton School has not too long ago launched a
“doctoral program in ethics and legal studies” (Alsop, 2005: 13).
All these efforts are a result of acknowledging a problem with the status quo. Most business schools
have followed curricula that barely included and sustained “purpose, meaning, values, and empathy”
(Marques et al. 2014: 199). The point of focus in past decades was on quick solutions and big profits
in the least time frame. After the financial market crash, it was realized that “the needs of today’s and
future generations were different from those of past ones” (2014: 199).
Today reincorporating ethics education is a need without question. Ethics education within business
education was always an inherent and deep-rooted part of its overall mission. However, the original
mission of business school has long diverged from the university’s original religious purpose, with the
most effected field being that of ethics-a field that directly influences the learning of every business
discipline and the behavior of every potential employee.
Separation has occurred even with religiously affiliated schools where business ethics is not more
than a course dealing with case studies and ethical dilemmas. But how about the underlying values,
the motives and cues that students embrace? How can we ensure our students behave ethically by
internalizing virtuous decision-making and behaviors? It is known that students can be told what to do
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but cannot be told what to believe in; for this reason it becomes a university’s responsibility to hire
faculty that understand its essence and path towards universal truth. A university will hire faculty that
comprehend why they are teaching and towards which supreme purpose as well as acknowledge the
universality of religious values. Complete and factual religious values, when understood properly,
can bring together human beings in pursuit of knowledge and servitude. In the end, it was the
education and learning of the religious people in quest of the universal truth that brought the
university to life.
Religion/Religiosity
Historically, the ordering of the world was revealed to mankind through God’s Gospel. Judaism and
later on the Roman Catholic Church rose to provide mankind with systematic explanations of the
world. It is therefore important to study the history of religions in order to study the behaviour of the
religious man and his ‘mental universe’. In whichever society, the world exists to people because it
was created by the “gods” and that “the existence of the world itself ‘means’ something, ‘wants to
‘say’ something: the world is neither “mute nor opaque, that it is not an inert thing without purpose or
significance… the mere life of the cosmos is proof of its sanctity, since the cosmos was created by the
gods and the gods show themselves to men through cosmic life” (Eliade, 1959: 165). In living, the
religious man is never alone but a part of the world always lives within him. Hegel has argued that
primitive man is “buried in nature”. But they are not buried in as much as they are one. By being at
one with nature, the religious man knows himself by knowing the world; and this knowledge on its
own is precious because it “pertains to being”; it is from the “gods” (Eliade, 1959: 167).
It is interesting to note that in history there are no testimonies to the existence of nonreligious men
although they might have very well existed. It is only in our modern societies that such conditions of
no religiosity have fully developed. It is such men who are fully rejecting the appeal of transcendence.
It is their assertion that only with such a rejection can freedom be found. This man sees himself only
as the subject and agent of history…he desacralizes himself and the world (Eliade, 1959). Such
“profane” man is but a result of the ‘desacralisation’ of human existence. This means that the
nonreligious man has been formed by opposing those who came before him, “by attempting to
‘empty’ himself of all religion and all trans- human meaning”…in other words, profane man cannot
but help preserve some aspects of religious man’s demeanour, though they are emptied of religious
meaning. “Do what he will, he is an inheritor”. He cannot erase his past, since he is but the product of
his past. “He forms himself by a series of denials and refusals, but he continues to be haunted by the
realities that he has refused and denied” (Eliade, 1959: 204). To have his world, the profane has
rejected the sacred world of his ancestors and everything that comes with it. He has started to adapt
with an opposite of an earlier way of behaviour, and that behaviour is still present within him on an
emotional level, “ready to be re-actualized in his deepest being” (Eliade, 1959: 204). Even today, the
nonreligious continue to behave religiously although they are not aware of it. An example is the
festivals we hold for New Years, birth, marriages, social advancement etc. (Eliade, 1959). Another is
the presence of many who lose their religions only to find themselves and religion all over again.
Hence religiosity or spirituality is in each of us; it is only our way of expressing it that may seem
different; our unconscious search for transcendence is the same.
Our ‘unconscious’ has a ‘religious aura’. Our unconscious constitutes of deep existential situations
especially those of a critical nature. These situations which are replete with human experiences
cannot but be similar to different religious worlds (Eliade, 1959). For religion is the paradigmatic
solution for every existential crisis. Since it is believed to have a transcendental origin, religion is
“valorised as a revelation received from the other, trans-human world” (1959: 210). The religious
solution not only resolves any crisis but also makes existence open to values that enable man to
transcend ‘personal situations’ and thus “gain access to the world of spirit” (Eliade, 1959: 210). The
nonreligious man of modern societies is still “nourished and aided by the activity of his unconscious”
(1959: 210) that takes the place of religion. He still has religion deep inside but had failed to live as
such because he has lost the capacity to understand and assume it. Could feelings of love, mercy and
forgiveness have been learnt if it was not for a revealed truth? Can this truth have been learned
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regardless of Abraham, Jesus and Prophet Mohammad? The revealed truth through religion touches
our innate nature that denotes that the possibility of becoming secular is all sham. This includes the
university, the business school as a faculty and the business ethics discourse.
Faith-based ethics in business education
Business ethics in history was shaped by religious teachings found in the “Old Testament, Mishnah,
Talmud, New Testament, and Quran” (Abend, 2013: 175). Nowadays, writers of business are letting
go of their timid approach and have begun “acknowledging the important role of faith based ethical
systems and have begun emphasizing the contributions of these religious traditions in providing
frameworks for ethical business behaviour” (Epstein, 2002: 92). Religious teachings are important
direct contributions to the field of business ethics that give a distinct approach to moral reasoning that
is different from any philosophical ethics (Calkins, 2000); this can be explained by the following two
points:
“First, religious ethics does not emphasize reason, voluntarism, individual autonomy, consequences or
rules to the extent that modern and contemporary philosophical ethics do… the religious ethic
proposes that faith works in harmony with human reason to pursue the ideals of love and service to
others. Second religious ethics maintains a distinct worldview or end. It is this distinctiveness in moral
reasoning that should interest business ethicists concerned with methodological completeness”
(Calkins, 2000: 347).
In business education, “there are issues of why we value human life and why we value some aspects
of human life more than others- questions that often lead to theological reflection” (Calkins, 2000:
339). Business can affect life as profoundly as any other profession. Business decision-making can
“evoke the individual and collective values questioning and theological reflections...religion matters
to business ethics because religion’s moral precepts and narrative inform and shape the morality of the
substantial portion of the population making business ethical decision” (2000: 342). Whenever people
are in conflict over the best course of action or the right decision to make in business, it would be a
unique contribution for “religious persons, ideas, and ideals” to be brought “into the discussion”.
Religious institutions of higher education should “reclaim their religious identities, that business
academicians at these institutions enliven their interest in religious affairs, and that moral theologians
consider again business issues as a topic of interest” (2000: 348).
Ultimately, because others ways have not worked, “religion may be one of the possible last resorts for
teaching business ethics and promoting ethical decision-making” (Chen & Tang, 2013: 548).
Examples in parables, small prayers that start the day/meeting or event can all have the potential “to
set an ethical tenor” that enhances corporate ethical cultures and “reduces manager’s unethical
behaviors in organizations” (2013: 548).
Business Ethics
The history of ethics in business schools depicts that ethics was not treated as a distinct subject on its
own or some “add-on to the core features and objectives of business school. Instead, moral and social
objectives gave business their right to existence” (Abend, 2013: 191). Along these lines, ethics was
“bound up with the business school’s raison d’etre or point… ethics was conceived as constitutive of
business schools’ point, mission, and self-understanding” (2013: 191); it was not an additional
objective among others.
Ethics discourse within business started briefly in Harvard as early as 1916 and in New York
University in 1919. Until the 1960’s business ethics was iterated in the form of business philanthropy.
It was not until the 1970’s that the field of business ethics began to hold ground in academia with
business schools offering a course in business ethics by 1980 (Abend, 2013). Many writers have
showed “how new the present form of business ethics is as a self-standing academic discipline”
(Calkins, 2000: 339).
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Business schools today
Business schools today shy away from using religious connotations in their mission either because the
founding institution was never a university or because the university is losing touch with its religious
identity or mission. The offering of business ethics courses in university means the same thing. It
means either the university is not a university because it is not a religious institution; it does not teach
a universal truth and business courses taught have no authority, or it means the university that used to
be a religious institution has lost its identity by no longer being religious. If it is no longer a religious
institution and has become secularized, than the same problematic issue is faced as with the first case.
In both cases, the ethics courses offered are an ontological consequence of being a secular university.
Addressing the AACSB in 1927, the philosopher and mathematician Alfred North spoke “prophetic
words:
Imagination is not divorced from the facts: It is a way of illuminating the facts…The tragedy of the
world is that those who are imaginative have but slight experience, and those who are experienced
have feeble imaginations” (Bennis & O’Toole, 2005: 101).
Enron scandals, Tyco, Arthur Anderson and Worldcom are examples of business gone corrupt and
astray. Executives who fail do not fail because of a lack of expertise or knowledge; they fail because
of a lack of morality, interpersonal skills and wisdom. It is what Aristotle called “prudence”.
Aristotle taught that genuine leadership consisted in the ability to identify and serve the common
good. To do so requires much more than technical training. It requires an education in moral
reasoning, which must include history, philosophy, literature, theology, and logic…” (Thomas
Linsday, a former provost at Hass School of Business in Bennis & O’Toole, 2005: 103).
Even before the occurrence of the huge scandals, and according to Lindsay, business students spent
“95% of their time learning how to calculate with a view to maximizing wealth. Just 5% of their time
...is spent developing moral capacities” (2005: 103). To what extent should business schools and their
faculty hold responsibility for the corporate scandals? The “essential requirement of making business
studies a science led to the suppression of moral considerations, values, and intentionality in the
theories and prescriptions taught by business academics” (2008: 608). With this model, students are
freed from all sense of “moral, responsibly” and thus it is of no surprise when business graduates are
found to be less concerned about ethical and social issues when they leave the business school. The
wave of corporate scandals in 2000 and 2002 have resulted in very little change in the institution
responsible for graduation future leaders (Rutherford, A. M., Parks, L., & Canazos, D., White, C.,
2012). “Business students are actually less ethical than students in other disciplines” (2012: 175).
Behavior that revolves around self-interest is learned behaviour from disciplines such as business and
economics. Whether for academic qualification standards for the AASCSB or because of other
reasons, a recent study showed that 80% of 384 management researchers reported personal knowledge
about those willing to fabricate, falsify and plagiarize academic research in order to qualify
“academically” (Bedeian, A.G., Taylor, S.G., &Millar, A. N., 2010: 716). Also “some 60% of
respondents reported knowledge of faculty who have dropped observations or data points from
analyses based on a gut feeling that they were inaccurate…an example of data trimming” (2010: 719).
Business schools are not on the right track (Bennis & O’Toole, 2005). They are being criticised for
“failing to impart useful skills, failing to prepare leaders, failing to instill norms of ethical behaviourand even failing to lead graduates to good corporate jobs” (2005: 96). Any curricula reform remains
“elusive” stating that the curriculum is ‘the effect”, not the cause, “of what ails the modern business
school” (Bennis & O’Toole, 2005: 96). The causes are broader and can be traced to first, a “dramatic
shift in the culture of business schools” where measuring performance focuses solely on the rigor of
scientific research rather than on the competence of graduates, or business understanding of faculty.
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Business school education that has evolved from trade schools that taught practitioners business as a
profession to one today of creating knowledge through research is losing track of its founding
purpose. In the first half of the twentieth century, business schools were schools of professions, like
law and medicine- they were trade schools. For example MIT’s Sloan School of Management was
called MIT School of Industrial Management and the manager of a General Motors assembly plant
taught its production classes. In 1959, at the time of the prospering post-war economy, a need for
professional managers brought the issue of research and theory to the surface. “Driven by conscience
and cash, top-tier universities began to treat their business schools almost as seriously as law schools”
(2005: 97). By the end of the twentieth century, although most top business schools offered a
curriculum of excellent academic standard, the focus was turned to the output of scientific research at
the expense of business as a profession.
But why do “business schools embrace the “scientific model of physicists and economists rather than
the professional model of doctors and lawyers?” (Bennis & O’Toole, 2005: 97). Managers and leaders
face complex situations on a daily basis with multifaceted ethical questions that cannot be explained
by pure scientific reasoning or validation, especially that most issues faced by business leaders and
managers are “questions of judgment”. “What looks like a straightforward financial decision often has
implications for marketing, sales, manufacturing, and morale that can’t be shoehorned into an
equation” (Bennis & O’Toole, 2005: 99). Therefore in research dealing with business, the issues
routinely neglected by academics because they cannot be measured are the human factors and matters
“relating to judgment, ethics, and morality” – concepts that “make the difference between good
business decisions and bad ones” (2005: 99). Business schools are “institutionalizing their own
irrelevance” by accepting the monopolization of scientific research. Questions that really matter and
make the difference are those that delve below the surface. Unfortunately most business professors
“limit their insights to what they can measure… instead of searching for new ways to study what is
important” (2005: 99). It is not good teaching and experience in the real world that get a professor
promoted but rather the number of publications irrespective of teaching ability and skill. These same
professors directly influence students who will enter the business world years later. They remain “ill
at ease subjectively analyzing multidisciplinary questions of policy and strategy, or examining cases
that require judgment based on wisdom and experience…” (2005: 100).
In the 1970’s and 1980’s, business education entailed a lot of multidisciplinary research that helped
make the business school popular. For example, a department at the University of Southern
California’s Marshall School of Business included people with advanced degrees in “mathematics,
anthropology, sociology, engineering, decision sciences, economics and psychology” (2005:100).
However the last fifteen years have seen a hiring of narrowly specialized, discipline-based doctorates
from other business schools. The lack of a humanities education in business schools is drying up the
depth of thinking and analysis of students. Even the Academy of Management which advocates
incorporating ethics in all business courses and has an “Ethics Education Committee” has neglected
its purpose of raising ethical awareness and embedding “the practice of professional ethics within the
culture” of the Academy, focusing “almost entirely on clarifying rules for academic publications and
has not addressed its broader mission” (Floyd, A.L., Xu. F., Atkins, R., & Caldwell, C., 2013: 755).
The failure of business schools in fulfilling their mission and hope that business ethics education
improves when those in power reflect “on their obligations in business schools and society in using
that power” (Floyd et al., 2013: 773). In brief, the problem is not that business schools have
“embraced scientific rigor but they have forsaken other forms of knowledge (Bennis & O’Toole,
2005: 104). They have separated from the universal truth. They have disconnected from the original
religious mission. Instead they have started to teach an incomplete, partial truth- that of ethics.
Scholars are calling for a re-integration of ethics education in the curriculum as an essential part of
professional training (Devonish et. al., 2009). The need for universities and business schools to
reclaim the place of business ethics education is imperative when eyed from a social perspective.
When graduate students “are sent out into society to occupy key positions of great significance and
influence within corporations. Their decisions affect the quality of life for millions or even billions of
people around the globe” (Swanson, 2004: 54). What is missing from such a call is a return to
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religiosity and its accompanying principles; a return to the universal truth that gives a supreme
unifying social purpose.
How can ethics taught by business professors be a universal truth? How can it not be necessarily
contingent upon the institution and its students?
It is well known that business school curricula must “develop students’ moral awareness and ethical
problem solving and decision making competencies” (Acevedo, 2013: 63). And every managerial
decision has some kind of moral dimension. Clearly, the “value-free ideology of many business
schools undermines both the university’s mission of enhancing the intellectual developments of its
students and the health of the financial system” (Swanson, 2004: 55). Top university officials know
and understand that “university curriculum is rooted in philosophy, and that ethics is a branch of
philosophy that influences the law, medicine, communications, psychology, biology and other degree
programs” (2004: 55). Therefore “exempting business from this intellectual tradition means excluding
it from the legitimacy of the broader academic community” (2004:55). It means excluding it from the
universal truth. Naturally excluding it from a universal truth will make the absolving of any ethics
course seem like a dangerous thing.
To this end, ethics education should not be in control of business schools and their accrediting agency,
the AACSB. Instead, “universities must reclaim business ethics education as part of their broader
institutional mission” (Swanson, 2004: 43). By leaving business schools free to incorporate their own
ethics curricula and free to give a course on ethics or not would make an objective observer “easily
conclude that AACSB is either hostile towards ethics or unaware that it represents a 2000-year-old
legacy that easily qualifies for “traditional subject” status” (Swanson, 2004: 46). Therefore
universities must reclaim their religious identity and must enliven their mission and values beyond
words and echoing rhetoric. Only then will ethics education find its natural place within business
schools- a place far and beyond a lonely business ethics course.
Implications and Conclusions
The “truth is what keeps, that is both preserves and is preserved” (Derrida, 2004: 155). We are
responsible for the law of the university, its reason of being, and its truth. God’s revelation is
accomplished through man and through the destination of the university. Studies should be
interdisciplinary; “Any thought which has not been formed in this spirit of unity and totality is empty
in itself, and must be challenged” (Derrida, 2004: 131). What a university means and how it was
founded leaves us to reflect over the remains or ruins of its legacy. Where is the concept of “Universal
truth” and what is left of it? Where has the religious foundation gone? What ‘profane’ substitutes and
surrogates have emerged? Do we not know that in order to teach behaviour, a person’s moral and
religious identity have to be tapped into? How this is done is not through business ethics courses, but
rather through a re-shuffling of all our secularized thinking that has reached the university; it has
reached the sacred destination founded on universal Truth.
History has spoken loudly about the existence of universities; how and towards which end they were
created. Religion was the principal motive; universities, the response. Learning was a way to draw
religious people closer to God; that’s where and how it all began. Universities today are struggling
with the challenge of making their mission understood and communicated across faculty, staff and
students. Business schools that have lost touch with their purpose have resorted to accreditation
bodies (AACSB) to give then a hand in defending their business education. The curriculum is replete
with ethics criteria that faculty have to follow and students have to address. The ethics courses preach
instead of illuminating that which is within each and every human being- our religious innateness. For
this reason, business schools have failed the overall founding university; they have failed to
promulgate the message of universal truth; they have failed to question their purpose within that of the
superseding university mission. By turning a blind eye to its religious identity, the university is
responsible for the consequences invading today’s business schools. Remedies such as ethics courses
in all their scope cannot mend the broken soul of the institution nor can they join the detached
faculties from their founding Truth.
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We therefore conclude that business ethics courses are not needed in an apposite university. Ethics
may find its way into every course and every major and need not be immured within one course.
Ethics needs to be free to roam and articulate itself within all subjects of learning. Thus, when ethics
in university becomes confined within a course, it becomes an imperfect and curtailed surrogate of
religion; it becomes an ontological consequence of being a secular institution. Ethics can no longer
apply everywhere nor be the carrier of a universal truth. Business ethics courses that are taught in a
textual manner cannot claim to be universal, they will always be contextual, contingent and
disputable.
As implications, if a university is secular, it cannot claim to be a university simply because it is giving
courses as this has relative value. When business ethics courses are taught in such a way, they can
hold no universality. Therefore, business schools should try to renounce or acknowledge business
ethics courses as incomplete and imperfect. From there, they should make an effort to go back to their
religious roots- that of universal truth. They should teach others a lifestyle, a religious approach or
mindset that can respond ethically without being told to do so mechanically, without a soul.
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Abstract

The decision of a store manager or an entrepreneur to locate the store in a particular
agglomeration would depend on the attractiveness of that agglomeration. Store attractiveness
is directly related to consumer purchase behavior attributes. A consumer would prefer that
store or cluster of stores which impacts his/her purchase behavior attributes positively. A
pilot study was conducted to identify purchasing attributes by evaluating behavior of
consumers and managers of two agglomerations, one, a planned agglomeration in the form of
shopping mall and another an unplanned agglomeration in the form of street shopping.
Consumers’ perspective towards their shopping behavior was studied by employing an openended survey which resulted in extraction of ten dominant attributes. These attributes were
then put to store managers in a structured format. The responses of consumers and managers
from two agglomerations were compared with each other and finally a set of attributes were
selected for further study.
Keywords: store location, planned and unplanned agglomeration, shopping attributes

Introduction
Major retailers both domestic and foreign when establishing a new store confront issue of finding a
location within the city. The decision is often affected by availability of various alternatives in the
form of traditional shopping street i.e. unplanned agglomerations and new shopping mall
establishments i.e. planned agglomerations. Both categories have cluster of shopping stores called as
agglomerations (Berman and Evans, 2001). These traditional shopping streets continue to be the
mainstay of the Indian retail scene in spite of property market being firmly focused on new shopping
mall formats. Because of several advantages of proximity, familiarity and high personal service
shopping street retailers are often better positioned to respond to the huge demand for home delivery.
But changing dynamics of marketplace are persuading local retailers to move into malls and adapt to
compete with bigger domestic and international retailers. Similarly to tap into traditional customer
base and in pursuit of providing a better alternative to street shopping, mall retailers are venturing into
these high streets. This dynamics provide numerous location alternatives for a retailer while making
an important location decision. As a consequence, investigation into characteristics of shopping
behavior in the light of availability of numerous options has gained attention (Dennis 2005).
Understanding of determinants that affect an agglomerations’ attractiveness could assist the store
managers in location decision making.
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Consumers tend to buy from the stores which they consider to be attractive and able to fulfill their
diverse needs. The store attraction in turn is a function of consumer shopping behavior attributes. This
study which is a working paper has attempted to evaluate consumer shopping behavior characteristics
as the first step in location decision strategy. Thus, this working paper has intended to determine
consumer shopping behavior attributes which would have an impact on understanding store
attractiveness and in turn help in comprehending location alternatives. The article has attempted to
identify crucial factors influencing shopping behavior by studying from consumers’ and sore
managers perspective of both planned and unplanned agglomeration.
Literature Review
Retail agglomerations helps in enhancing shopping experience as compared to those in single stores
by the provision of easy accessibility, parking facilities, orientation systems, a broad variety of shops,
atmospheric stimuli or entertainment facilities (Kim 2002). Availability of variety of stores offering
range of merchandise in addition to entertainment facilities such as eating joints etc. motivate
consumers to endorse shopping agglomerations (Dellaertt et al. 1998). The authors analyzed the
impact of these shopping attributes in improving the efficiency of shopping trips in terms of
combining of shopping purposes and selection of shopping destination. Because of increasing time
and effort pressure, consumers are inclined to combine multiple activities in their shopping trips. It
was found that consumers give high importance to combining shopping activities if a shopping centre
provides higher variety of goods.
The study of attributes like merchandise selection, quality, price levels facilitates retailers to assess
how a consumer chooses a particular shopping centre for shopping purposes and in turn determinants
of store location (Severin et al. 2001). Numerous attributes such as travel distance, variety of stores,
various shopping center characteristics and parking facilities were found to important attributes in
explaining and predicting consumer behavior (Timmermans 1993, Oppewal et al. 1997, Bell 1999).
Arentze and Timmermans (2001) used these attributes to predict selection of shopping location if the
reason for purchase was single purpose or multipurpose. It was suggested that stores located in an
agglomeration where shoppers can indulge in multi activities have higher probability of increasing
market share. Thus, agglomeration or clustering of stores induces more multipurpose trips thereby
increasing size and variety of purchase and decreasing frequency of trips.
Van Kenhove et al. (1999) suggested that shopping attributes such as accessibility, price of products,
variety of products, after sales service, quality of products etc. were functions of situational factors.
The selection and frequency of visit to an agglomeration and particularly a store varies significantly
across situational conditions. Consistency in price of merchandise would help stores to retain
customers of a specific shopping profile especially large basket and infrequent shoppers over a longer
term horizon (Rhee and Bell 2002). Price plays an important role in selection of a store and customers
would be willing to pay higher prices if relative influence of other shopping attributes prevails over
the high price of merchandise. Even if shoppers are not constrained by distance or the lack of
travelling options they tend not to access stores which are far off from their place such as malls which
are predominantly located in suburbs. But inconveniently location of store does not impede shopping
if shoppers can pay off the relative inconvenience of larger distances against the accumulation of
other benefits across a wide range of product categories (e.g., lower product prices, preferred
assortments, etc.). Bacon (1995) studied the influence of distance on shopping w.r.t number of
activities that are combined and amount being bought per shopping trip. The study suggested that in
case of single product shopping stores which are conveniently and located nearby were preferred. But
if consumers tie their shopping trips with other activities like working or enjoying in entertainment
facilities then single product centers could attract such shoppers by reducing prices of their products.
Non-shopping attractions such as leisure and entertainment enables consumers to combine shopping
with other activities, creating other types of multipurpose trips (Arentze et al. 2005). Clustering of
stores (agglomeration) influences consumers’ choice of a particular agglomeration and purpose of
purchase. The authors found that the location and size of shopping centers have a significant impact
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on choice of trip purpose. Variety of stores contributed significantly to consumers’ choice of a
particular agglomeration.
Perceived mall environment, availability of entertainment facilities and variety of shopping stores
were considered as major parameters of creating excitement among shoppers which leads to increased
intention of staying at the mall (Wakefield and Baker 1998). Provision of food service, stores, and
entertainment motivates the consumers to spend more time at the mall as these facilities provide
breaks from hours of shopping or as a conclusion to an extended shopping excursion. The lack of
presence of such facilities may influence the customers to leave the shopping centre prematurely or
just focus at fulfilling their immediate needs. Perceived store environment has direct influence on
perceived prices and quality of merchandise (Baker et al. 2002). High image of store design and
location of store in a perceived high image agglomeration results in a perception of providing better
quality products.
Methodology
This working paper intended to identify shopping behavior attributes a shopper considers while
selecting a particular store agglomeration. The influence of these attributes on the attractiveness of an
agglomeration would be understood in future studies. In this endeavor a planned agglomeration i.e. a
shopping mall (Elante mall) and an unplanned agglomeration i.e. a street shopping centre (Sec-17
plaza) were selected from major city of Chandigarh. The aim was to identify and compare shopping
attributes which would influence shopping behavior of consumers of the agglomerations under study.
This was achieved by conducting a pilot study involving perspectives of consumers and managers of
both agglomerations as both parties are involved in the process of shopping. In the first part of study
consumers from both agglomerations were studied. 50 consumers each of street and mall
agglomerations were interviewed through an open ended questionnaire. The consumers were asked to
specify the preferable attributes that a particular retail agglomeration possesses which influences their
buying behavior. There could be numerous characteristics such as parking space, variety of stores etc.
which play crucial role in influencing shopping behavior and, in turn, impacting store attractiveness.
Consumers of two agglomerations were selected to find similar and different attributes influencing
shopping behavior in different shopping environment. Presence of similar attributes would imply
insignificant difference in shopping environment of two agglomerations. This led to formation of
following hypothesis:
H1: There is no significant difference among consumer shopping attributes of two different
retail agglomerations.
In the second part of the study perspective of managers’ of both agglomerations was evaluated
regarding consumers’ shopping behavior attributes. Managers’ perspective regarding consumers
shopping behavior attribute was important to find out conformity among their and consumers’
perspective. The importance assigned to a particular shopping characteristic and its presence in
particular agglomeration would influence mangers’ location strategy. For instance, availability of
parking space might be considered as an important attribute by managers of both agglomerations. If
that is so, then difference between scores of two shopping areas i.e. Sec-17 and Elante mall would
found to be insignificant. Thus, it is hypothesized that managers’ of two agglomerations under study
consider presence of certain attributes to influence consumer shopping behavior. This led to formation
of following hypothesis:
H2: There is no significant difference among attributes which influence consumers’ shopping
behavior of two different retail agglomerations as perceived by managers.
The hypothesis was studied by taking a sample of 15 managers each from Sec-17 and Elante mall.
The managers were subjected to a structured questionnaire wherein a manager of a particular
agglomeration was asked to rate on a scale of 1-10 an attribute characterizing consumer shopping
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behavior. For example, if ‘price of merchandise’ attribute was rated highly it would imply that
mangers perceive price to be an important attribute which would influence customers’ shopping
behavior. Responses were obtained regarding deduced attributes from consumers’ perspective.
Analysis and Findings
Shopping behavior characteristics from customers’ perspective:
After collecting data from consumers of both agglomerations the variety of characteristics as depicted
by sampled individuals was analyzed. Firstly, all the views were organized into common
characteristics. It was found that all the viewpoints of both Sec-17 and Elante mall consumers can be
organized into eight attributes. Then a frequency table depicting number of consumers preferring a
particular attribute corresponding to that retail agglomeration was constructed (Table 1). The results
as shown in Table 1 were achieved by applying z test of proportions to find whether a significant
difference occur between Sec-17 and Elante mall responses pertaining to each of the eight attributes.
“Table 1 goes about here”
As discussed 50 customers each from both agglomerations were interviewed. According to the results
as shown in Table 1, 20 respondents considered Sec-17 to have stores where multiple brands were
available whereas 23 out of 50 customers considered Elante Mall to have stores with multiple brands.
The calculated z-score indicated acceptance of hypothesis implying that consumers consider that
multiple brand stores are available in both retail agglomerations. This attribute has been given
importance by consumers of both agglomerations implying that shopping behavior is influenced
presence of this attribute. 19 out of 50 customers of Sec-17 consider parking space to be an important
attribute influencing shopping behavior whereas 23 customers of Elante mall considered the same. Zscore indicated acceptance of hypothesis as difference between responses was found to be
insignificant implying that respondents from both agglomerations considered availability of parking
space as an important attribute thus influencing their shopping behavior. 25 respondents from Sec-17
considered variety of merchandise to be an important attribute influencing shopping behavior whereas
20 respondents from Elante mall considered the same. Z-score indicated acceptance of hypothesis
implying that availability of variety of merchandise influences shopping behavior of individuals of
both agglomerations.
As discussed in the literature, location of a store in close proximity to other similar or different stores
leads to augmentation in sales. The clustering or agglomeration of stores provides options to
customers and induce them to spend more time in the shopping centre. Thus, closeness with other
stores characteristic was considered as important by customers of both agglomerations and was
validated by z score implying acceptance of hypothesis.
Price of products in a price-sensitive market is always considered to be an important attribute
influencing shopping behavior. Majority of the respondents mentioned price as an important influence
of shopping behavior. Sec-17 respondents perceived price can be negotiated and thus an important
characteristic of shopping whereas respondents from Elante mall correlated highly priced mall
shopping with better quality apparels. Thus, price is an attribute for attracting customers in two
different agglomerations but for different reasons. Z-score validates this finding as hypothesis was
accepted.
Availability of open spaces was considered important by Sec-17 respondents but not by mall
shoppers. The hypothesis was also not accepted implying that availability of open space influences
consumers of planned and unplanned agglomerations differently. Structurally, unplanned
agglomerations such as Sec-17 are developed in a manner that they possess open spaces where
visitors/consumers can move around. But customers of planned agglomerations such as Elante mall
are not influenced by absence of open spaces as they are influenced predominantly by other attributes.
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Presence of other entertainment facilities especially eating joints was considered as a major attribute
influencing shopping behavior. Almost similar number of customers from both agglomerations
considers this attribute to be important. Z-score indicate acceptance of hypothesis and it can be
implied with 95% confidence that this attribute influences shopping behavior of consumers of both
agglomerations. Because of availability of personalized transportation, distance was not considered as
important criteria for evaluating shopping behavior characteristics.
Shopping behavior characteristics from managers’ perspective:
After collecting data from managers of both agglomerations the variety of characteristics as depicted
by sampled individuals was analyzed. Two sample t-test was applied to evaluate the difference
between mean scores of ratings given to selected attributes by managers of two agglomeration. If the
difference was found to be insignificant then it would imply acceptance of hypothesis. It would
indicate that a particular attribute which influences consumer shopping behavior is present in both
agglomerations and is considered as an important attribute by managers of both agglomerations.
“Table 2 goes about here”
Managers perceived customers would be willing to access a particular agglomeration if stores provide
different branded products. Customer is looking for choice and shopping sites providing multi-brands
products would be successful. The respondents from both Elante mall and Sec-17 considered this
attribute to be an important characteristic influencing customers’ shopping behavior. This was
substantiated by insignificant t value indicating inconsequential difference between responses.
The importance given to ‘parking space’ attribute by mall managers was much higher than street
shopping managers. The difference between their responses was found to be significant as shown in
the results (Table 2) implying non-acceptance of hypothesis. Availability of variety of branded
apparels was given more importance by mall managers than street shopping managers. But as results
show the difference between responses was found to be insignificant implying acceptance of
hypothesis. Presence of variety in merchandise provides options to customers and persuades them to
stick to one store or agglomeration. Thus, this characteristic plays a significant role in influencing
shopping behavior of customers of both agglomerations.
According to the results as shown in Table 2 managers of Elante mall perceived significantly
differently from managers of Sec-17 regarding proximity of stores with each other. The sampled
managers of the mall considered the existence of store in close proximity to other stores as an
important attribute influencing customers’ shopping behavior. But, the perception of sampled
managers of street shopping stores varied significantly. In a mall, stores are adjacent to each other
giving choice to customers which result in agglomeration and has a positive effect on sales.
Respondents reflected that as a street shopping site is an unplanned agglomeration so customers might
not be willing to move distances to access other stores, thus, closeness to other stores was not given as
much importance as in the case of mall stores.
The responses of sampled managers of two agglomerations under study differed significantly
regarding ‘price of merchandise’ attribute. Because of organized and up market nature of mall
consumers correlate highly priced products with quality. Thus managers of Elante mall considered
price as a strong influence in formulating consumer shopping behavior. As study involved
observations from branded apparel stores, so prices of products available in selected stores of both
agglomerations were similar, but managers of Sec-17 perceived price to be of less important in
influencing consumer shopping behavior.
Availability of open spaces is considered as an important attribute in influencing shopping behavior of
customers of both agglomerations. The insignificant t value (Table 2) indicates insignificant
difference among responses of sampled respondents from two agglomerations implying acceptance of
hypothesis. A shopping mall, in this case Elante mall, lacks open spaces as it involves closed
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organized structure whereas street shopping, in this case Sec-17, does present its customer the benefits
of open spaces. It can be inferred from the results that in spite of the absence or presence of attribute,
it was perceived as an essential characteristic of shopping behavior.
Managers of Sec-17 considered presence of other entertainment facilities such as eating joints to be
not as important an attribute in influencing consumer shopping behavior as is considered by managers
of Elante mall. The difference between their responses was found to be significant as shown in the
results (Table 2) implying non-acceptance of hypothesis. Presence of such facilities makes mall
shopping as an attractive shopping destination.
The location of stores in the suburbs or interior of the city was perceived to be an important attribute
in influencing shopping behavior of customers of both agglomerations. Sec-17 is located in the heart
of the city making it more accessible than Elante mall which is at the periphery of the city making its
accessibility as time consuming. As results show managers of both agglomerations perceive
accessibility or distance from the city as an essential characteristic of shopping behavior.
Conclusion
The elementary study was conducted to assess the attributes or characteristics that influence a
shoppers’ purchase behavior. As purchase process involves both store managers and buyers thus, it
was decided to evaluate perspectives from both involved parties. The summarized results as shown in
Table 3 indicate combined shopping behavior attributes for which hypothesis was accepted from both
customers’ and managers’ perspective of both agglomerations.
The results as shown in Table 3 that for unplanned agglomeration i.e. Sec-17 plaza both customers
and managers had similar perspective regarding four attributes of buying behavior. Presence of
attributes such as availability of multiple brand products, variety of merchandise in the agglomeration,
easy accessibility and open spaces were important to bring customers to the stores. Both the parties
had different viewpoints regarding parking space, price of products, proximity with other stores and
availability of other entertainment facilities. Customers considered these attributes to be significant in
influencing shopping behavior whereas managers of stores in Sec-17 regarded them otherwise.
Interestingly, customers and managers of planned agglomeration under study i.e. Elante mall had
similar perspective regarding six attributes of buying behavior implying better understanding of
shopping process. Managers considered lack of open spaces as an impediment in bringing more
customers to the mall whereas customers had different viewpoint. Also, availability of other
entertainment facilities was considered as a significant contributor in influencing shopping behavior
from customers’ perspective whereas managers of the mall regarded it to insignificant.
“Table 3 goes about here”
As discussed, this was a preliminary study which would be used to evaluate the attractiveness of the
two agglomerations. The results of the study provided eight attributes influencing shopping behavior
of customers of a planned and an unplanned agglomeration. The attributes on which both consumers
and managers conform vary with respect to the agglomeration. Thus, store attractiveness would be
evaluated with different attributes.
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Table 1: Number of responses regarding a particular shopping attribute w.r.t. street and mall
shopping from customers’ perspective
Street Shopping
Mall Shopping
Attributes
z-score
(Sec-17)
(Elante mall)
Availability of multiple brands

20

23

-0.456

Parking space

19

23

-0.614

Variety of merchandise

25

20

0.741

Closeness with other retail stores

23

17

0.652

Price of merchandise

20

17

0.491
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Table 1: Number of responses regarding a particular shopping attribute w.r.t. street and mall
shopping from customers’ perspective
Street Shopping
Mall Shopping
Attributes
z-score
(Sec-17)
(Elante mall)
Availability of open spaces

11

2

2.05*

Availability of other
entertainment facilities

13

12

0.199

Distance: Away from city

24

15

0.342

* significant at 5% value
Table 2: Mean Scores of rating given to various shopping attributes w.r.t. street and mall
shopping from managers’ perspective
Mall Shopping
(Elante mall)

Street Shopping
(Sec-17)

t value

Availability of multiple brands

8.04

7.29

1.24

Parking space

9.01

7.71

2.05*

Variety of merchandise

7.17

6.29

1.62

Closeness with other retail stores

8.05

6.71

2.24*

Price of merchandise

7.62

5.52

3.12*

Availability of open spaces

7.82

7.23

1.04

Availability of other entertainment
facilities

8.41

6.94

2.96*

Distance: Away from city

7.94

7.29

0.86

Attributes

* significant at 5% value

Table 3: Summarized results
Unplanned agglomeration (Sec-17 plaza)
Planned agglomeration (Elante Mall)
Customers
Managers
Customers
Managers
Availability of multiple-brands
Availability of multiple-brands
Variety of merchandise
Variety of merchandise
Distance: Away from city
Distance: Away from city
Availability of open spaces
Closeness with other retail stores
Parking space
Parking space
Price of merchandise
Price of merchandise
Closeness with other
Availability of open
retail stores
spaces
Availability of other
Availability of other
entertainment facilities
entertainment facilities
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Abstract
Microfinance has expanded very rapidly over the past three decades and has attracted a lot of
discussion about whether or not it makes a contribution towards the fight against poverty. In this
paper, we establish the criteria for assessing the impact of microfinance and review the evidence of its
impact on income of the poor, on income distribution, on macroeconomic effects of microfinance, on
empowerment of women and on the possibility that microfinance entraps recipients in poverty.
Microfinance transactions have to be judged as most other economic exchanges: unless there are
negative externalities associated with the transaction – they should be expected to enhance
participants’ welfare. Once it recognized that microfinance should be seen as one of the many
resources required for economic and personal development, and once we set aside the idea that
microfinance is a magic bullet, there is very little doubt that microfinance has been one of few
successful strategies that have helped reduce global poverty without worsening income distributions.
Challenges of microfinance
Microfinance, which may be described as provision of credit and other financial services on a very
small scale, has grown rapidly over the past about four decades. Its growth has followed three
observations. First, it is now axiomatic that access to finance and financial literacy is an essential
element of development. Second, the poor need finances to increase their earning potential, to manage
risks associated with fluctuations in their income and expenditures and to fulfill many other essential
life-time needs like insurance and retirement. Third, not only do the poor need financial services but
that, most of the time, they can be rewarding customers of these services. These observations have
caused a shift from earlier belief that finance could be made available to the poor only if it were
subsidized. Such a subsidy was usually provided by official institutions for whom political motives
trumped economic necessities, resulting in a very small role for finance in the fight against poverty
and underdevelopment. Microfinance sector seems to have accepted that the idea of financial
sustainability will apply only to not-so-poor segments of the populations and has now developed
along two overlapping paths. In the absence of subsidies, one segment of microfinance has expanded
in response to market needs and serves the needs of a larger population consisting of “not-so-poor.”
Commercial enterprises that follow the principle that “finance must be sustainable” require users to
pay the full cost of providing the services and do not hesitate to charge interest rates that are
sometimes labeled as usurious. The second segment, consisting of subsidy driven institutions
including NGOs, recognises that the poorest-of-the-poor cannot afford the cost of financial services
even though they need those services just as much as others. The poorest-of-the-poor will have to be
provided financial services at subsidized rates. These institutions will need help from donors to
survive. These subsidies will only be forthcoming on a sustainable basis if it can be demonstrated that
microfinance has a positive impact on the recipients and/or on the economy.
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The objective of this paper is to evaluate the evidence on the impact of microfinance. We examine the
impact on the macro economy, on the income and welfare of the clients of microfinance, on the
empowerment of women and examines the issue of over-indebtedness. The paper ends with a few
conclusions.
Impact of microfinance
Microfinance was once viewed as the panacea for worldwide poverty reduction. As they gushed over
the success stories, the proponents of microfinance, however, ignored the evidence that finance is but
one of the resources needed for an increase in income or for economic growth.
After the initial euphoria over microfinance as the silver bullet that would solve all poverty problems
had worn off, public as well as policy makers began to question if microfinance was actually fulfilling
all the promises that its proponents had made. Some skepticism was justified but, as is often the case,
the pendulum swung the other way when it was discovered that the access to microfinance did not
mean end of poverty for all. It was partly a problem of expectations – too much had been expected of
microfinance. Observers forgot that finance is but one of the resources needed for increased income
generation and the poor are poor because they usually don’t have any resources at all. It was partly a
measurement problem – in the tradition of contemporary academic economic profession, only what
could be measured quantitatively was considered important. Even the most avid critics set aside their
own definitions of “development” and in their haste to denounce microfinance, forgot that
unfamiliarity with workings of a modern society is a major contributor to the continuation of poverty.1
Access to microfinance helped reduce the distance between the poor and the modern economy. It was
partly a problem of methodology. Evidence of the effectiveness of microfinance had to meet the most
rigorous academic criterion – that of randomized controlled trials. While such a methodology may
provide accurate answers to some questions, it is not clear that qualitative contributions associated
with microfinance, such as risk reduction or developing entrepreneurial potential, are best captured
through such trials.2
While it is possible that microfinance makes a difference, we need to understand circumstances under
which it has a positive impact either on the individuals or on the economy. The most important
contribution of microfinance arises from the simple fact that a non-coercive exchange between two
parties happens only when both sides see a benefit in the transaction. A microfinance transaction may
contribute by increasing a borrower’s returns, by increasing a poor family’s ability to cope with
emergencies or by reducing the cost associated with unpredictable shocks such as erratic weather or
family tragedies (Cull, Demirgüc-Kunt, and Morduch, 2009, p. 170). “When individuals or
households decide, without any outside coercion, to borrow from a lender or participate in a credit
program, potential benefits are in some sense axiomatic. … (C)redit may be used for a wide variety of
purposes – such as to increase household members’ leisure, repay more expensive loans from other
sources, finance wedding expenses, increase the consumption of durable goods or reallocate labor
within a household. Understanding that these are real benefits that accrue to the household is
important. … By making it possible for poor households to uphold precious consumption even during
income shortfalls, it emboldens them to manage their investment portfolio in a more efficient manner
…” Sharma and Buchenrieder (2002, pp. 221-222, 224). In some cases, what appears to be
consumption expenditure for a rich person may be an investment expenditure for a poor family
because without a minimum consumption, a wage earner may not be able to work.
See for example, Roodman’s (2009) definition of development in Chapters 6 and 7, which includes
“freedom” as an important dimension. He then insists that the only proof of success of microfinance
has to be deduced from randomized controlled trials – ignoring the value of non-quantifiable aspects
of development. These critics have also been chastised for measuring effects only over short term
(Khandker and Samad, 2014).
2 Odell (2010, pp. 13-16) discusses some of the problems with various methodologies applied to
measurement of the impact of microfinance.
1
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Measurement of impact of microfinance is required due to the presence of positive as well as
negative externalities. When microfinance services are subsidized for the poorest of the poor, policy
makers need to know if “… shifting resources away from other poverty programs to credit-based
programs good social policy?” (Sharma and Buchenrieder, 2002, p. 223). Positive externalities may
arise, for example, in the form of increasing the pool of entrepreneurs in the economy or
empowerment of women. Negative externalities may arise, for example, when unscrupulous lenders
entice borrowers to acquire one resource – namely finance – even when they are unlikely to have
access to other inputs (such as irrigation, secure tenancy rights, infrastructure of the economy and free
markets mechanisms) which would have allowed them to benefit from the financial resources.
Microfinance may also reduce welfare when lenders can entice clients to over-borrow or coerce them
into micro-enterprise activities that are unlikely to enhance their income (Bateman, 2010, pp, 46-48).
We will discuss one such situation concerning farmers in India in details later in this paper. When
microfinance is accompanied by subsidies, we need to demonstrate that the benefits arising from
access to microfinance exceed the subsidies. Benefits of microfinance can take many forms.
Isolating the impact of microfinance is difficult. We need to demonstrate the causal connection
between microfinance and the outcome and need to remove the effects of everything else that may be
leading to the desired outcome. We need to tackle the selection bias: those asking for and receiving
microfinance may be different from those who do not access to similar sources of finance. If the
income of the recipient of microfinance increases, is it because of the availability of finance or is it
because the individual was different? The possibility of selection bias, however, should not be carried
too far. Even if the individual who receives microfinance has better entrepreneurial skills than one
who does not, would another source of finance have been accessible to this individual? In other
words, is the supply of microfinance competing with other sources of finance or is it filling a gap that
would remain unfulfilled? In the absence of competing sources of finance, selection bias problem
become irrelevant.
Macroeconomic impact of microfinance
If microfinance is successful in raising individual incomes, its effects should show up in the
performance of the economy. Can the existence of microfinance be associated with increased output
of the economy?
Increased entrepreneurial activity and output should affect the gross domestic product of the
economy. Availability of finance should also cause shifts in the labour market. As lower-wage earners
become entrepreneurs, the supply of unskilled labour will reduce and the new entrepreneurs may
themselves create demand for labour. The share of microfinance in the economy, however, tends to be
quite small and may be difficult to discern from all the other noises that influences an economy. 3
Reviewing the impact of financial inclusion, Cull, Ehrbeck, and Holle (2014) find that “… the general
thrust of this new body of evidence suggests that financial services do have a positive impact on a
variety of microeconomic indicators, including self-employment business activities, household
consumption, and well-being… (however) There was no evidence of improvements for longer-term
welfare indicators, such as education, health, or women’s empowerment” (p. 2). In general, it is
known that “(A)t the macroeconomic level, the empirical evidence shows that financial inclusion is
positively correlated with growth and employment. The researchers generally believe in underlying
causal impact” (p. 8).
Khandker and Samad (2014) examine the effects of microfinance on the village economy. They sets
out to explore “… if the changing effects of market conditions contribute to market saturation and
village-level diseconomies, and whether market saturation and multiple program membership are
3

In 2009, microcredits accounted for as low as 0.3% of GDP in India and as high as 12.9% of GDP in
Mongolia (Buera et al., 2013, Table 1, column 2).
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causing adverse effects on household welfare” (pp. 3-4). Their conclusions about the impact of
microfinance are quite unequivocal: “…group-based credit programs have significant positive effects
in raising household welfare including per capita consumption, household non-land assets and net
worth. Microfinance increases income and expenditure, the labor supply of males and females, nonland asset and net worth as well as boys’ and girls’ schooling. Microfinance, especially female credit,
also reduces poverty. The results using long-panel data thus confirm most of the earlier findings that
microfinance matters a lot …” (p. 28).
Khandker and Samad (2014) also measure the positive and negative externalities associated with
microfinance and explore the possibility that credits to men have different effects than those to
women. An individual loan will have village level externalities if the individual’s entrepreneurial
activities lead to a change in the status of the village as a supplier of those activities or if it leads to
saturation of the market. The authors find that “… (a)verage village-level current borrowing of males
reduces income and boys’ schooling, while average village-level past borrowing of males increases
female labor supply, but reduces non-land assets and household net worth. In contrast, the villagelevel average of current loans of females does not have any spillover effects on any outcome except
for boys’ schooling, while the average of past female loans increases per capita expenditure and boys’
schooling but reduces household non-land assets” (p. 23). The evidence on the existence of
externalities is mixed: “The results therefore suggest that higher average village lending does not
necessarily crowd out the benefits of an individual’s borrowing. The negative coefficients in the case
of men’s and women’s past loans associated with household non-land assets are clear evidences of
village diseconomies. While positive externalities can be seen for boys’ schooling in case of female’s
past borrowing, negative externalities are evident for non-land asset in case of the past borrowing of
both males and females” (pp. 23-24).
These authors also find some differences in the impact of past versus current loans – observations that
may have some policy implications for those awarding subsidies for microfinance operations.
In one of few studies directed at measuring only the macroeconomic effects, Buera, Kaboski and Shin
(2013) examine the effects of microcredits within general as well as partial equilibrium conditions.
Considering effects only of microcredits, these authors find that their “… results affirm that
microfinance is a pro-poor redistributive policy, benefitting the poor—marginal entrepreneurs directly
and workers indirectly through higher wages—and potentially hurting the most able and rich
entrepreneurs through the higher factor prices” (p. 3). In terms of effects of wages, the authors find
that “… general equilibrium considerations are qualitatively and quantitatively important … the
increase in wages in general equilibrium has a strong redistributive effect. … it reinforces the positive
welfare effects of microfinance on low-ability, low-wealth individuals. We conjecture that our results
may be applicable even to local-level microfinance interventions” (p. 37).
Hermes (2014) examines the relationship between income inequality (using Gini coefficients) and
microfinance intensity – defined as ratio of microfinance borrowers to the population of the country.
Using data from 1045 MFI from 70 countries with a portfolio of $21 billion and 49 million borrowers
the author finds that “microfinance intensity is negatively and significantly associated with income
inequality…” although “… its impact seems to be relatively small” (p. 1027). The small effect is
attributable to the small penetration of microfinance in most countries. The author is able to state that
“Our analysis lends some support to the suggestion that microfinance is an appropriate tool to reduce
the income gap between the rich and the poor in developing countries” (p. 1031). Imai et al., had
arrived at almost an identical conclusions about poverty reduction and the role of microfinance in
their study published in 2012.
Impact on income and welfare
Access to some form of microfinance may either increase the household income or reduce the
consequences associated with poverty. Given the role of finance, this may happen when the poor have
improved access to finance. Even if the poorest-of-the-poor do not receive the funds, not-so-poor who
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receive the funds may shift from being wage earners to hiring workers – thus increasing the
opportunity set for the poorest and help improve the income distribution. Even if access to
“financially sustainable” microfinance is biased against the poorest segments, do those who benefit
from better access to finance bring benefits to the poor?
When the widely considered grandfather of microfinance Dr. Yunus accepted the Nobel Peace Prize
in 2006, his acceptance speech centered on his perception that microfinance significantly contributes
towards poverty alleviation: “society never gave [poor people] the base to grow on. All it needs to get
the poor people out of poverty for us to create an enabling environment for them. Once the poor can
unleash their energy and creativity, poverty will disappear very quickly”.4 Ever since microfinance
has received public attention, the usual contention is that it contributes to the expansion of microenterprises which, in turn, alleviates poverty. Microfinance is perceived as a tangible contribution to
local micro-enterprises that allows for the stabilization of incomes and economic security under
circumstances in which no other institution is willing to assist.
Despite low evidence of direct significant contribution to poverty alleviation, various impact
assessments and randomized control studies have found that microfinance does in fact create more
micro-enterprises, expand business and overall profit, and has other heterogeneous (or diverse)
impacts widely recognised as positive (Odell, 2010). However, it seems difficult to generalize results
of microfinance studies from one region to another.
Banerjee et al., (2014) analysed the impact of the opening of an MFI branch (Spandana) in Hyderabad
(India), which granted micro-loans to groups of six to ten women who were jointly responsible for the
loan repayment. A study of over 6,800 households led to the conclusion that, while there was no
significant impact on profits and revenues, approximately 1 in 5 micro-credit loans were associated
with opening a new micro-enterprise. Another randomized experiment conducted by Angelucci,
Karlan and Zinman (2013) with Compartemos Banco in Sonora, Mexico, targeting groups of female
borrowers found that expanded access to micro-credit improved overall business outcomes in terms of
size of the existing businesses. Similar findings of marginal contributions to business size and at least
slight increases in profits were also found in Bangladesh (Khandker, 2005), Sri Lanka (De Mel et al.,
2009) and the Philippines (Karlan and Zinman, 2010). Karlan and Zinman (2010) used a credit
scoring model of second-generation microcredit provided by First Macro Bank of the Philippines.
This study used data from household/business surveys to measure the impacts of credit access when
credit was randomly approved for half of marginally creditworthy applicants. Although they found
that increased profits from micro-loans resulted in sending more children to school, particularly for
male-owned micro-enterprises, there was no significant effect on increases in household income, food
quality or likelihood of visiting a doctor. In a study in rural Morocco, Crepon et al., (2014) found no
increase in the number of new businesses although individuals with farming activities increased their
volume of activities and overall profits. Studies by Crepon et al., (2014) and Banerjee et al., (2014)
conclude that there is no increase in consumption and there is no noticeable welfare improvement.
Navajas et al., (2002, p. 158) examined the effects of widespread availability of microfinance in
Bolivia from five lenders, all of whom received grants, technical assistance and low-priced loans from
the U.S. Agency for International Development. They generally found positive effects although they
do not examine if the subsidies were worth it. These lenders serve rural as well as urban areas.
Other studies on the impact of microfinance focus on use of funds other than for entrepreneurial
activities (Beck and Ogden, 2007). Households may seek help from MFIs to smooth consumption,
invest in durable goods and home improvements, risk management as well as provide better health
and education (Chowdhury, 2009, Bauchet et al., 2011, Angelucci et al., 2013). Even funds being
loaned as microcredit may be used for other purposes because money is fungible (Ledgerwood, Earne
and Nelson, 2013, p.222). According to Chowdhury (2009), microfinance can fulfil an important
4
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safety-net task, especially in countries without state-sponsored social security systems. In fact,
microfinancing can alleviate economic shocks of households, which can negatively impact overall
well-being particularly for female household members, and allow poor people to not be dependent on
informal money-lenders charging high interest rates.
In addition to their conclusions about the impact of microfinance on the creation of enterprises,
Banerjee et al., (2014) found that microfinance helped improve the composition of household
expenditure through the reduction of the consumption of temptation goods. In the context of their
study, spending allocated to temptation goods, such as tobacco, alcohol, tea and betel leaves, was
reduced by 9 rupees per capita per month. Microfinance also helped create new businesses as well as
enabled households to choose how to reprioritize their resources. They concluded that “[m]icrocredit
therefore may not be the miracle that is sometimes claimed on its behalf, but it does allow households
to borrow, invest, and create and expand businesses”. Angelucci et al., (2013, p. 29) draw similar
conclusions for the clients of Compartamos Banco in Sonoma, Mexico.
Recent focus of MFIs on sustainability rather than on outreach has given way to microfinance
programs that less frequently target the poorest-of-the-poor, but rather target the less poor and
moderately wealthy – thereby creating a microfinance paradox (Bateman, 2010, pp. 41, 91, Karim,
2011, p. 74). In addition, Angelucci et al., (2013) hint that sub-groups not previously exposed to
formal credit experience and with lowest incomes can experience negative effects. This is notably
because most poor people likely do not have the basic education or experience to understand and
manage even low level business activities, are mostly risk-averse and fearful of losing whatever little
they have (Chowdhury, 2009, Banerjee et al., 2014).
The overall impact of microfinance should be considered as positive and can be used as a tool towards
poverty alleviation. As set out by Chowdhury (2009), effective micro-credit programs should be
accompanied by policies and programs that are aimed to ensuring that microfinance can be effectively
used by the very poor. This change in focus towards ensuring access of the very poor is widely
recognised by MFIs who appear to be shifting towards policies centered on financial inclusion, which
accounts for the varying needs of different types of clients depending on their poverty levels. The
World Bank’s New Microfinance Handbook explicitly establishes a “shift to financially inclusive
systems, based in part on better understanding impact, appropriately broadens the objectives beyond
economic development and poverty alleviation to include the ability of poor women and men to better
manage risks, smooth income, invest in productive activities, and build assets” (Ledgerwood et al.,
2013, p.6). As such, MFIs are currently shifting their practices, learning from past failures, and
adapting to the unique needs of their clients in order to meet their financial and social double bottom
line.
Empowerment of Women
Does microfinance empower women? Has it been successful in reaching poor women? Is the effect
different when microfinance is offered to women?
It is generally believed that access to financial resources, especially microloans, should empower
women by increasing women’s economic advancement (Golla, Malhotra and Mehra, 2011).5 First,
poverty alleviation through access to microfinance directly contributes towards increased social
benefits for women given the understanding that poverty breeds inequality between men and women –
an idea that has been coined as the feminization of the causes of poverty (Feroze and Chauhan, 2011,
Medeiros and Costa, 2008). Microfinance is widely considered as promoting female empowerment
due to the overall decrease in poverty, which in turn stems from the notion that women invest in
goods and services that seek to improve the overall wellbeing of their households, thus being
conducive to development (Duflo, 2012). Second, microfinance should lead to empowering women as
5
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access to microfinance inherently allows women to be empowered (Mayoux, 2000) due to the
increased involvement in local business sectors, even in countries with a history of patriarchal control
(Bateman, 2010, p.25). Women who have access to microfinance are touted as demonstrating more
confidence, contributing to the household decision-making, and taking on greater leadership roles
within their communities (Littlefield, Morduch, and Hashemi, 2003). There is also an increasing body
of findings pertaining to the benefits of microfinance, and in particular micro-savings, for female
clients (Shetty, 2004, Pomeranz, 2014).
Studies have found that microfinance helps provide women with increased protection as well as
higher decision-making potential. In fact, equitable access to financial services can assist in
strengthening women’s rights and promote economic growth (DAC Network on Gender Equality,
2011, p.12). In a study in rural Mongolia, Attanasio et al., (2011) found that microfinance programs
providing loans to women based on joint group liability substantially increased entrepreneurship
amongst women, especially among the less educated. It is noteworthy that microfinance contribution
is positive even though Mongolia has perhaps the highest penetration of microcredits.6 Angelucci et
al., (2013) assessed the impacts of an expansion of group lending practices at high interest rates in
Mexico found evidence for improvements in female empowerment. According to this study, the
results from a subsample of women who were not single and not the only adult in their household
revealed positive effects on women’s decision making power within the household with little evidence
of any increase in the amount of intra-household conflict. Furthermore, given that the welfare of
women and girls are frequently sacrificed when households face crisis (Duflo, 2012), consumption
smoothing achieved through access to microfinance not only benefits the overall financial health of
households, but may also play a role in helping and protecting women in times of crisis. Pomeranz
(2014) summarizes a number of studies that highlight the benefits of microsavings for women.
Women were found to use their savings accounts more than men, and increase their savings as well as
investments in their businesses more than men. Women also found their bargaining powers increase
when commitment savings accounts were offered to them.
Evidence on whether microfinance actually fulfills its promise of empowering women is mixed.
Microfinance is at times considered as being responsible for making women’s situation worse.
Bateman (2010, pp. 42-46) provides examples of how microfinance is hurting women in Bangladesh,
Bolivia and Bosnia. In Bolivia, he blames microfinance for the troubles of women because the State is
cutting its programs for the poor women and is asking the MFIs to pick up the slack. In Bosnia,
women seem to resent microfinance because it offers unsophisticated jobs to women.
Odell (2010) reviewed results of randomized studies and impact assessment between 2005 and 2010
and concluded that, while evidence establishes positive impacts of microfinance on business
investment and outcomes, there is little impact on broader poverty reduction, social well-being or the
empowerment of women. Critics set out that the stated benefits with respect to female empowerment
are merely a rosy picture painted by the microfinance industry (Bateman, 2010, p.43). Such critics,
however, rely mostly on anecdotal evidence through interviews with women who have endured the
detrimental effects of microfinancing even as they criticize the proponents of microfinance for
presenting only anecdotal evidence in favour of the impact of microfinance on empowerment of
women.
A number of studies have further questioned the impact of microfinance on empowerment of women
by alleging lack of empirical evidence. Banerjee et al., (2014) recorded no prima facie positive effects
on education, health or women’s empowerment during their study in Hyderabad, India (see also
Crepon et al., 2014, Doepke and Tertilt, 2011). Goetz and Gupta (1996) reported that, on average in
Bangladesh, women retained control over the loan use in 37% of the cases, 41% held limited control
and 22% held no control. They concluded that the reason behind this lack of control was either that
women carrying out investment activities were incapable of absorbing larger cash inputs or that a
resource such as money is culturally under the control of men.
6
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In another study conducted in the south of Sri Lanka by De Mel et al., (2009), male and female-owned
microenterprises were randomly selected to determine the return following the injection of capital
(50% in cash and 50% in the form of purchased equipment or other working capital). They found little
evidence that women invest more in the schooling of their children or that they spend more on health
or household durable goods.7 A difference in investment behaviour, however, says nothing about
empowerment of the decision maker. They, moreover, found that women had more control over the
decision-making regarding the use of the grant in the study, particularly where they had more
cooperative husbands.
The allegation that MFIs are self-serving profit oriented institutions only concerned about the
financial bottom line reinforces the notion that MFIs take advantage of societal pressures to which
women are susceptible (Bateman, 2010, p.44). Mayoux (2000) contends that microfinancing is
primarily geared towards women to reduce cost and ensure higher profit margins due to the high rate
of repayment of loans granted to women and women’s groups. For instance, the practice of “breaking
the house” is widespread in Bangladesh where money is owed to MFIs and where loan officers
retrieve from defaulting clients’ house various items from which value may be derived, which has a
devastating effect on social perception and status (Karim, 2011, pp. 117-119). Furthermore, the group
lending model has been called the peer pressure model due to its effect on women taking out loans
and, subsequently defaulting on repayment, which triggers significant social and family pressure
(Pomeranz, 2014, Faraizi, Rahman, and McAllister, 2011, p.24, Goetz and Gupta, 1996). This
increased social and family pressure is compounded by the fact that it usually occurs in an
environment where women’s human rights are not necessarily well protected. Furthermore, Goetz and
Gupta (1996) have found that the increased access to loans by women have led to family conflict as
well as family violence. This is also observed by Mayoux (2011). She concluded that microfinance
may increase domestic tensions, which can lead to divorce, abandonment and domestic violence although we note that Angelucci et al., (2013) did not find this to be the case in Mexico.
The evidence on the impact of microfinance on female empowerment has to be seen as inconclusive.
As Shetty (2004) points out “… complexity can be explained as differences along three dimensions:
the differing concepts of empowerment, the difficulty in measuring empowerment and differing
approaches to drawing conclusions. … that although evidence of its impact is mixed, microcredit
continues to be an important development strategy and the process by which it is delivered can be a
powerful tool for empowering the women it serves.” Critics may be justified in claiming that
economic power acquired through access to microfinance does not necessarily translate into social
power (Mayoux, 2000). Although critics cite assessments and studies that demonstrate that there has
been no signs of female empowerment, they have yet to preponderantly conclude that microfinance
cannot be used as a tool towards positively empowering women. In fact, without access to
microfinance, women would have to rely on the more unstable and unpredictable informal sector,
including local money-lenders, to grow a business, accumulate savings and smooth consumption
(Pomeranz, 2014).
As Mayoux (2000) has pointed out, critics sometimes fail to recognize that some of the negative
effects on women that follow better access to financial services are not necessarily the result of
microfinance. Rather, they stem from entrenched institutional gender discrimination. Due to the fact
that the status of women is culturally embedded and institutionalized within a given society, these
social norms must also be challenged in order to ensure sustained empowerment. For instance, while
7
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describing women’s lack of access to sophisticated jobs in Bosnia, Bateman (2010) fails to recognize
that the society had been destroyed by war and microfinance may offer at least some opportunities to
women.
Although relaxing only one of the constraints affecting women, such as increasing access to financial
resources, may not improve outcomes (Duflo, 2012), other actions may be taken to better impact and
empower women. Even microfinance critics recognize microfinance as a tool that has not yet been
used to its full potential. For instance, stepping away from group models in certain circumstances
where the negative impacts outweigh the benefits, and moving towards individual liability model and
lengthier repayment periods may also contribute towards alleviating certain stressors created by MFIs
on women while still ensuring solid repayment statistics (Pomeranz, 2014). In addition, equality may
also result not only by ensuring equal access to finance, but also through non-discriminatory
regulatory framework and other gender empowerment initiatives that promote women’s rights
(Bateman, 2010, p.46, Duflo, 2012, Karim 2011, p.197, Mayoux, 2011). The need for regulation
prohibiting discrimination and increased consumer protection laws is also echoed by the CGAP in
their Guide to Regulation and Supervision of Microfinance (2012). With appropriate program design,
microfinance can have a strong positive impact on women’s empowerment (Littlefield et al., 2003).
Microfinance as a medium of exploitation
On the other hand, microfinance has at least two unintended consequences that hurt the recipient or
the economy. First, MFIs have been accused of charging usurious interest rates (Bateman, 2010,
Karim, 2011). We need to ask if charging high interest rates by a MFI amounts to exploitation of the
poor (Rosenberg, Gonzalez and Narain, 2009, p 145). Second, the microfinance industry has been
accused of leading the poor into a poverty trap. We need to examine if the availability or the practices
of this industry have led to over-borrowing through access to multiple lenders who either do not, or
cannot, coordinate their activities. In addition, one critic of microfinance alleges that one of the
purposes of microfinance is to disempower the poor by shifting unionized work to self-employment
and microenterprises (Bateman 2010, p. 33).
High interest rates seem to have become the norm from the time microfinance industry moved into the
market arena. Poverty-fighting microfinance providers were outraged when one of the first privately
owned banks, Compartamos Banco, charged its borrowers 94% for lending money. As discussed in
the section above on sustainability versus outreach, such interest rates unfortunately reflect the cost of
providing small loans. The only way to reduce these costs would be to provide a subsidy for the loans.
Given that the demand for loans far exceeds the volumes that could be provided with subsidies,
unfortunately the borrowers who are willing to deal with commercial microfinance providers have
little choice.
The problem of over-indebtedness is related to the lack of regulation of this industry. When a number
of MFIs compete in the same market, they have incentives to entice borrowers to accept more than
one loan, sometimes disregarding any criteria of prudential lending. Two situations illustrate how
clients of microfinance ended up suffering from having borrowed too much money.
In one of the most dramatic situations, farmers in some of Indian states, especially in Andhra Pradesh,
were coerced into accepting a number of loans simultaneously. The farmers, in effect, were borrowing
to repay a previous loan. At the peak of the crisis in 2010, about 16,000 farmers committed suicide in
India. While difficulties with weather, genetically-modified crops and many other reasons contributed
to these numbers, debt was identified as an important reason for the farmers to end their lives.
The situation in Andhra Pradesh highlights both how microfinance can become an instrument of
exploitation and how it may be difficult to attribute blame to one player in the situation without
understanding the context. At the time private MFIs were entering Indian financial markets during the
first decade of the new century, many states were marked with a very degree of corruption.
Bureaucracies in conjunction with the police and the private sector firms had no hesitation in taking
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advantage of whatever sector of the population seemed to be vulnerable (Arunachalam, 2011).
Subsistence farmers, subject as they were to the vagaries of weather and prices for their output,
seemed particularly good clients for exploitation. These farmers were encouraged to borrow funds
beyond their capacities to repay. When they ran into repayment difficulties, thugs hired by the
financial institutions ensured that every penny was extracted from the farmers.
The difficulty in this case is to ascertain where the blame lies. Is the microfinance industry the culprit
or merely an instrument that was used by a corrupt system? To what extent were the regulators of the
financial system responsible for not ensuring that financial institutions do not misuse their powers?
In 2008, debtors in Nicaragua entered a “Movimiento no pago” (I won’t pay movement) in response
to high interest rate on their debts and legal actions by MFIs to recover their debts. In spite of initial
support from the government, the microfinance industry was able to assert its authority because of
sufficient support from other sectors of the economy that depended upon loans from those institutions.
It needs to be emphasized that borrowing from more than one source does not always lead to
problems. Khandker and Samad (2014) point out that “…A recent study based on a long panel survey
of 1991/92-2010/11 shows that multiple program membership has increased manifold over the years.
Nonexistent in 1991/92, it represented 8.9 percent of borrowers in 1998/99 and 31.9 percent in
2010/11…But the growth of multiple program membership has not yet caused loan recoveries of
MFIs to fall” (p. 3).
It is difficult to conclude how valid and important the charge of exploitation might be. On the one
hand, MFIs provide a convenient medium for a corrupt system to entrap unsophisticated users. On the
other hand, it is really not the responsibility of any financial institution to regulate the behaviour of
other firms. It is really the failure of the government that creates a situation in which unscrupulous
businesses can take advantage of others – especially the most vulnerable sectors of the society.
Concluding remarks
The challenge in assessing the impact of microfinance is one of defining the criteria for our
assessment. If microfinance is judged by the promises made by its early proponents, it has failed. It is,
however, possible that those claims were made based on access to the low-hanging fruits. Every
community has a small proportion of highly talented entrepreneurs who are held back by the lack of
some resources. In the early days of microfinance, these entrepreneurs flourished when they were able
to get what they lacked – financial support. These early successes may have caused the euphoria about
microfinance. When the scope of microfinance was expanded, importance of the lack of other
resources becomes apparent and it becomes clear that microfinance is only one of the resources
needed to fight poverty. Does relaxing the constraint on only one resource improve the outcomes for
the poor?
Majority of the evidence supports the contention that access to microfinance either increases the
client’s income or reduces their uncertainty associated with the use of income through consumption
smoothing. There is also strong evidence that microfinance reduces poverty rates and improves
income distribution. Clearly, not everyone who receives funds gains from the transaction – sometimes
bad decisions are made and sometimes circumstances change. Growth of MFIs, especially those who
follow a model of financial sustainability, would not have been possible if the clients did not have
expectations of benefits from the microfinance transactions.
Assessment of the value of microfinance is hampered by the requirement that the impact be
quantifiable. While it is reasonable to except that the benefits of a new medical treatment be
measurable, fighting poverty is much more than increasing the income of the client in the short term.
One way to define poverty is to recognize it as the inability to function within a modern society. If
dealing with a MFI helps develop that ability, benefits of microfinance may accrue over very long
periods. Others have recognized that “… if the knowledge gained through self-employment
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experience is an important component of the returns to self-employment, credit effects may rise over
time” (Khandker and Samad, 2014). Benefits of financial inclusion are now recognized. So are the
benefits of empowerment for women. Once again, qualitative gains cannot be ignored due to the
needs of the academic researchers.
Actions of borrowers themselves provide the best proof of the value of microfinance. Do the poor
have a choice of accepting microfinance services? We need to move away from relying on the
examples of first attempts that fail. Karim gives the example of a woman who borrowed money from
BRAC to buy chicks but ended up losing money (2011, p. 173). How can BRAC continue to sell
chicks and give loans when the first woman who took the loan lost money? Why would others not see
this failure and refuse to borrow? This example is further contradicted by the example of a
headmistress who observes that her maid has taken such a loan and now wears new saris. This
example demonstrates the motivation that leads a higher class person to seek similar loan although the
work is considered as a lower-class work.
Some of the criticism of microfinance is grossly misplaced. Some critics have complained that better
models of development, models that are not based on the provision of microfinance alone, are
available. Is it the fault of those providing microfinance that better models are not implemented?
Microfinance has brought some relief from poverty for a large majority of the poor who have had
access to these services. In some cases, microfinance has become the instrument of exploitation much
as sub-prime mortgages became the instrument of choice for poorly-regulated financial institutions to
create the unstable situation that led to the global financial crisis. MFIs and international public
institutions are making attempts to improve regulations as well as product design to make
microfinance more effective for the poor. Unlike foreign aid, microfinance seems to have remained
independent of donor countries politics. There is every reason to support and expand the microfinance
industry, combining it, where possible, with making other resources available to the poor.
-----------------------------------------------End notes
See for example, Roodman’s (2009) definition of development in Chapters 6 and 7, which includes
“freedom” as an important dimension. He then insists that the only proof of success of microfinance
has to be deduced from randomized controlled trials – ignoring the value of non-quantifiable aspects
of development. These critics have also been chastised for measuring effects only over short term
(Khandker and Samad, 2014).
1
Odell (2010, pp. 13-16) discusses some of the problems with various methodologies applied to
measurement of the impact of microfinance.
1
In 2009, microcredits accounted for as low as 0.3% of GDP in India and as high as 12.9% of GDP in
Mongolia (Buera et al., 2013, Table 1, column 2).
1
Dr. Yunus Nobel Lecture, The Nobel Peace Prize 2006, available online at
www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/2006/yunus-lecture-en.html
1
Pomeranz (2014, p 16) points out the benefit for women from access to microsavings because
women tend to have less access to means of savings than men in traditional societies.
1
13% of all borrowers are clients of MFIs in Mongolia (Buera et al., 2013, Table 1).
1
It should be noted that Sri Lanka has an inexpensive, state-run system of schooling and health care
and over 91% of children in the De Mel et al., (2009) sample already attended school.
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Introduction
Worldwide, online buyers spent USD 6.5 trillion in 2008 and are predicted to spend USD 13.6 trillion
by 2012[12]. Two countries that are often compared in the emerging global markets are India and
China. They have been identified as ‘Big emerging markets’ [11], promising the greatest potential for
trade growth. Moreover, in terms of the size of world economies, China and India are ranked third
and sixth respectively. Recently, according to a special report by Business Week, the demand for
goods by both countries will outstrip US. The question is what is the promise from these two
emerging giants for E-Commerce? What should business expect in the near and long term in order to
make the best business decisions regarding E-commerce in these countries? This paper addresses
these issues, allowing business to make better informed decisions.
The global economy is fast being converted into an E-commerce system, and the size of E-commerce
is expected to exceed US$ 13.6 trillion in 2012, as compared with USD 430 billion in 2000 (i-biz.net).
How will this change business? A study done by OECD[1] in 1999 found that E-commerce
transforms the marketplace; serve to accelerate and diffuse more widely changes that are already
under way in the economy; E-commerce over the internet vastly increases interactivity in the
economy. Openness is an underlying technical and philosophical tenet of the expansion of Ecommerce.
Business to Business (B2B) activities forms the largest part of total E-commerce activities. According
to International Data Corporation (IDC), the worldwide B2B trade is expected to reach USS 12.4
trillion by 2012. Although Asia is third in terms of B2B size, the growth rate is at an impressive
109%. According to eMarketer, the B2B market size for Asia, was projected to cross USD 3 trillion
by 2012. Based on a report by People’s daily online [2], Asian and Pacific region will account for
close to 28 % of the world’s B2B transactions.
Although E-commerce and more so B2B E-commerce have been identified as a big driver of global
economy, there is little work evaluating India and China from this new angle. The special issue in
CACM (2005) discusses the potential of trade, technology from China and the emerging global
economies. Some concerns are highlighted which one might have while entering China. We take this
further and suggest the options that may be viable in light of the currents trends, economic & political
scenarios and pervasion of technology. We first compare and contrast the market conditions in India
and China, followed by technological infrastructure conditions and then the future growth conditions.
Finally, we discuss entry options for these two counties.
Market Conditions
In this part we look at the drivers for E-Commerce in general. These drivers are very relevant for
emerging economy such as India and China. Overall, the growth of internet users in both the countries
has been almost similar at over 250% from the year 2000 to 2004.
The growth in 2007-2008 was 35% for India and 94.26% for China. However, even with this growth
rate, the percentage of the overall population using the internet is still small. Part of this is due to the
fact that both India and China are predominantly agro-based economies that are still transforming.
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However, India has been successful at pursuing e-initiative at the rural level. One such example is,
eChaupal a private B2B electronic marketplace, amongst others[8].
The difference comes in the nature of the interaction of the government and the internet. In China, the
internet is mostly state controlled and this can be reflected through the limited embracement and the
transparency of the internet by government agencies [Businessweek august 22, 2005]. This is fueled
by the ideology to keep the function of the state opaque from the public. In the case of democratic
India, a large number of government agencies have adopted the internet, at the same time trying to
achieve greater transparency. For, instance, a study in 1998 by Cyber Policy Research Group
(CPRG)[9] at the university of Arizona, concluded that the level of transparency score for India was
5.6 as compared to that of China at 2.4 units (The average global score was 7.4).
In terms of the depth of reach of the internet, China seems to have a march over India. The number of
internet users is close to 298 million in China, while it is much less in India at a little over 81 million.
China also leads in terms of the percentage of the population using the internet.

India
China
81
298
Number of Users ( in Millions)
35
94.26
Percentage growth of users ( Yr. 2007-08)
1.09
11.31
PCs per 100 inhabitants
6.85
22.28
Percentage of population using internet
385
500
Licensed Internet service providers
39
Government agencies using the internet ( Yr. 110
2000)
79
Number of websites for government agencies 727
(2002)
Sources: (DOT- Annual report 2008, ITU (International Telecommunication
Union: www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/statistics/)World Telecommunication Development
Report: Reinventing Telecoms, www.gksoft.com/govt/en/asai)
The Chinese economy is well planned with strong control by the state. However, there have been
attempts to change this centralized management with the ‘Enterprise law of 1988’, which seeks
decentralization. However, this endeavor has had mixed results. While on the other hand, the Indian
economy is a combination of free enterprise and public sectors. The ‘western’ management
orientation allows private enterprise to participate freely in almost all areas of economic activities.
The labor force in China in mostly state controlled and this may result in low unemployment rate.
However, most of the employment remains in agriculture. In India, the labor force is not state
controlled but is marked by the presence of labor unions. In terms of financial legislation, China has
no formal legislation; most the financial matters are governed through decrees and ad hoc regulations.
While, in India over the recent years, in pursuit of liberalization, the government control over banking
has been relaxed and there have been increases in growth of privatized banks and influx of foreign
banks.
Internet Technological & Infrastructure conditions
A large part E-commerce success depends on connectivity. China leads India in almost all aspects of
technological infrastructure. The numbers of internet hosts are almost 14.306 million in China as
compared with India’s 2.707 million. Internet domains that are Chinese (.cn) are close to 12.96
million in China, while India has about 300,000 Indian domains (.in). However, India has a large
private sector and because of the push the government is giving to privatization in infrastructure
endeavors. There are more private internet service providers that in China. Although India has fewer
internet hosts than China, it leads in terms of having a greater ratio of hosts per 10,000 inhabitants.
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The true enablement of E-commerce lies in the ability to conduct trade, such as buying and selling
from your desktop. This entails that you have a robust international bandwidth connectivity. Both
countries are fervently pushing this initiative. As of 2001, India had 1.4 Gbps of international
bandwidth, while China had 3.3 Gbps. As of June 2004, China had an international bandwidth of
approximately 53.9 Gbps (CINIC) [3]. As of the first quarter of 2005 (projected) India is expected to
have additional bandwidth of 320 Gbps. (VSNL) [4]. Domestically, China appears to have a stronger
internet backbone of 16 trunk lines with a capacity of 2.5 Gbps each, while India is close behind with
10 lines of 2.4 Gbps each. However, in the case of India, 33 major cities are connected to the
backbone and this can put a strain on it. In India, many private companies such as Reliance Telecom,
Powergrid Corporation, Bharati Telecom and BPL have created a country optical network for
broadband services.

India
China
2.707
14.306
Number of hosts ( in millions)
12.96
Number of .cn ( China); .in (India) domain 0.3
names (in millions)
1.28
0.82
Hosts per 10K inhabitants
1.5 Gbps
3.3 Gbps
International bandwidth (2001)
Ten, 2.5
16 trunk
Domestic backbone
Gbps token
lines with a
ring ,
capacity of
connecting
2.5 Gbps
about 33
each
major cities
Sources: (Department of Telecommunication (DOT), Annual Report, 2008,
India; ITU; Netsizer; Telegeography)

Future growth conditions
Connectivity
Connectivity is vital to E-commerce pervasiveness. According to ITU, in India the telephone density
was estimated to be at 32.57 lines per 100 inhabitants, while in China it was 68.69 per 100
inhabitants. As of the year 2004, the PC penetration per 100 inhabitants was 1.09 for India and 11.31
for China. However, both the nations are experiencing an exponential growth of cellular telephone
services. At the end of 2008, the number of cell phone subscribers have reached 634 million in China
while it has reached 346.89 million in India.
It appears that the overall the population of China has better access to the internet and thus have a
chance of bigger absorption of E-commerce that India. However, India has the larger speaking
English population outside Unites States and this factor might be an influencing point when it comes
to E-commerce activities globally.
Moreover, according to the Chinese Center for Industry and Information Development (CCID), Ecommerce is still far from becoming a main stream model. For instance, a recent survey by them
revealed that about twenty-one percent of private businesses invest in E-Commerce related and
computer infrastructure.

Telephone density , 2008 ( lines per 100)
Cell Phone subscribers ( in millions)
PC per 100 inhabitants (2008)

India
32.57
346.89
1.09

China
68.69
634
11.31
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402
1,069
Electricity consumption (KWH/ capita, 2001)
58
85.5
Adult literacy rate ( %15 and above)
$2,880
$4,990
Gross national income per capita (PPP)
Source: (World Bank Indicator database, WorldBank, 2008; Human
development reports, Human development indicators, 2008.;International
Energy Agency (IEA), 2003. Indicators for OECD Countries (2003 Edition)
and Indicators for non-OECD Countries (2003 Edition); ITU; The Economist
Intelligence Unit, 2003 and Business Week 2005)
Developments-India:
Continuing with reforms and privatization, the Indian government has stated also permitting the entry
of private enterprises in power generation, oil & gas exploration, telecommunication and domestic
aviation. There has been continued liberalization of telecommunications. For instance, in the year
2000, the department of telecom was spun off as a corporate entity.
In 2001, the communications convergence bill was passed, to promote the convergence of various
media. The government also passed the Information Technology IT Act of 2000, which proves the
basic legal framework for E-commerce and an environment for trusted transactions. In addition, the
controller for certifying authority (CCA) has been established. This allowed creating certifying
authorities (CA) such as, Safenet; NIC; IDRBT and TCS.
Other governmental initiatives include giving permissions to private ISPs to set up international
gateways, internet access through cable TV infrastructure and national long distance service. Apart
from these, the government approved a complete non-monopolization of undersea fiber connectivity
for ISPs on August 15, 2000. The government also approved a ‘Free Right of Way’ facility, with no
charge in cash or kind, to access providers to lay optical fiber networks along National, State
Highways and other roads. Lastly, the government has allowed interconnectivity of Government and
Closed User Group (CUG) networks and the setting up of Public TeleInfo Centers (PTIC) having
multimedia capabilities (NASSCOM)[5].
Developments- China:
The government still controls the telecom market; there are virtually no private enterprises in it. As of
2002, there were six licensed telecommunication operators. Carriers that own fiber-optic networks
include China Telecom, China Unicom, China Netcom, China Railcom, and China Mobile. However,
most of these players are state owned. For instance, China Mobile, was spun off from the former
China Telecom in 1999. China Netcom, a state-owned carrier, got its license in 2000. China Railcom,
a subsidiary of the Ministry of the Railways, became the next licensed telecommunication provider in
2001.
The government in the 1990’s began to formulate laws for E-commerce. Several new laws have been
in place and several old ones have been revised. For example, the Criminal Law now includes a
section on how to address the issues of cyber crime. As of now, several new statues are being
reviewed that include the statue on E-signature; Government information releasing. China has also
established several Certifying Authorities. Again, they are mostly state controlled. For instance, China
National Information Security Testing, Evaluation and Certification Center (CNISTECC), is an
independent, government-sponsored organization.
The government is keen to push E-commerce initiatives. The 10th five year plan explicitly states,
“Using information to carry on Industrialization.” State Council Information office was established,
that will be responsible for information security. However, the state control of the internet still
appears large. According to Amnesty International[6], there have been over 60 rules and regulations
since 1995 that have been introduced that cover the use of the internet. A regulation in 1995 made it a
capital punishment to provide information that was considered ‘state secret, over the internet to either
individuals or organizations. In 2002, most of the internet café were reported shut down and those that
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operate have to install filters and content management to filter over half a million banned sites that
included popular search engines.
B2B prospects:
eMarketer forecasts that E-commerce revenues in the Asia-Pacific region will rise from USD76.8
billion at year-end 2001 to USD338.5 billion by the end of 2004. In terms of B2B market share,
China, appears to have an insignificant share of the pie. The economist intelligence unit in 2000, with
respect to China, reported that it’s a uphill task with companies that have to manage with poor
infrastructure in terms of communication and transport; banks that are limited in their transaction
processing ability, this further abetted by restriction on services such as insurance and distribution.
The initial B2B portals in China such as MeetChina.com, ChinaTradeWorld.com, chinamarket.com,
chinasources.com and madeinchina.com, to name a few, have backing either directly or indirectly of
the state. There is little evidence of private B2B portals.
In India, the government has allowed 100 % FDI in B2B e-commerce. However, only companies that
are overseas can take advantage of the situation. Moreover, they have to divest 26% of 100% equity to
the Indian public within 5 years. According to ZDnet, based on a report by IDC, B2C spending was
estimated in 2002 to reach about USD 50 million. The spendings are expected to grow to USD 511
million, by the end of 2006 (NASSCOM)[5]. Some recent success stories supporting the growth of
B2B segment are portals such as, AuctionIndia.com; Matexnet.com; Seekandsource.com;
Indiamarkets.com and Electricmela.com. The recent IT act and the functioning of certificate
authorities, promises the sustainability of the B2B market.
The success of B2B E-commerce depends on transport infrastructure. India appears to have the lead at
this moment. According to the CIA world factbook, in terms of transport infrastructure including
roads, India appears to be ahead of at China. Although India is ahead in road infrastructure, both
countries rely heavily on railroad and its importance cannot be underscored. In 1950, the Indian
Railways had laid 53,596 route km., whereas China had laid 22,161 kms. By 2003, this figure stood at
63,122 kms for India, and 73,002 kms for China. The Chinese government appears to be encouraging
reform measures in rail transport by spinning of five different rail corporations (state owned). By
2001 there were more that twenty joint-ventures that promised additional route lines in excess of
6,500 kms.[7]
Conclusions and Take-aways
Both India and China are poised to become major competitors in the global economy. The role of the
internet can help propel these two Asian giants. Which of these two will have an edge? Which of
these two economies are better in the short run and the long run?
Short Run- Focus on India:
India enjoys the advantage of the second largest English speaking population outside United States, a
thriving software industry, and the form of government is democracy, where private enterprises are
being encouraged to participate increasingly in transportation, utilities and other infrastructure units.
China has a socialist form of government, with control vested with the state. There is limited free
enterprise. A recent 2002, Economist Intelligence unit report on e-readiness of sixty countries ranked
world wide based on their overall business environment that is suitable for E-Commerce placed India
at 43 and China at 51. India was identified by them to be in the category of ‘e-business followers’,
while China was in the category of ‘e-business laggards’. Moreover, in terms of ROI and innovation
in business, India leads China (Business Week Special Issue 2005). Therefore, it appears that India
seems to ahead overall in perception if its readiness for E-commerce, in spite of having overall
inferior market condition and economic indicators that than of China’s.
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Long run- Two Options
(1) Focus on China: China has a clear lead over India in terms of general economic conditions, such
as, GDP, foreign reserves, per capita income. It also has an edge over India in terms of its telecom
infrastructure, the production of utilities such as electricity, internet penetration and bandwidth.
(2) Leverage Indo-Sino Trade: Although, it appear that both India and China are on the opposite
sides of a coin, they complement each other ( Business Week, 2005) India needs a better internet
infrastructure that’s supported by related technologies, while China needs further development in its
transport infrastructure and an ideological shift in it style of governance. Although, both countries are
fiercely competing to become giants globally, they appear to evolve into a symbiotic trade
relationship with each other. India is looking to emulate China’s low cost manufacturing and China is
keen to improve its IT sector. This sentiment was also echoed in a current Business Week issue. In a
recent 2004 report on the two counties by the Economist, a former Chinese ambassador to India
remarks that trade between the two nations in 1990 grew from USD 190 million to 7.2 billion in 2003
and is expected to cross the 15 billion mark [10]. This may have the power to transform that trade
balance globally. For a combined power of these two giants poses immense opportunities.
Final Word: In the short term, focus on India for short term profits and market growth. While, China
improves its alignment of state and the enterprise (The Economist, 2005) and continues its reforms in
banking and social structure. This will allow you to gain experience and insights for the longer term,.
You are then poised to expand into China directly or leverage the growing Sino/Indo trade to expand
indirectly into China.
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Abstract
Purpose-The global recession in the recent past is presenting new and difficult challenge for
marketers wishing to provide goods that retain loyalty of consumers both during and after the
recession. The purpose of this paper is to understand the impact of global recession on consumer
shopping behaviour moreover how consumer consumption and saving pattern changed across
different product categories during and after recession.
Design/methodology/approach – A total of 235 consumers across shopping malls, beaches, parks in
Dubai were personally surveyed with a structured questionnaire. Paired sample t-test was used to test
the effect of recession on consumption pattern of different good and leisure related activities. One way
ANOVA and Cross-tab was used to test the effect of recession on consumption and saving pattern
across consumers of different demographic characteristics.
Findings- The study provides empirical evidence that the priorities of the consumer have significantly
changed after recession. There is a major shift taken place from expensive to inexpensive substitute,
luxury to essential, huge quantity to small quantities, and consumption to saving during and after
recession.
Research Limitation/ Implication-This paper analyses the shopping and consumption behaviour of
the consumer under survey with respect to during and after recession in Dubai.
Practical Implications-The results may help the marketers to understand the evolving consumption
and saving patterns, and fine-tune their strategies accordingly.
Originality/Value-The study differs from previous works as it provides empirical evidence that
recession has impact on the shopping behaviour of the customers specially in Dubai. Finding of the
study also indicated encouraging results about post-recession trend of consumption pattern.
Key Words- Consumer shopping behaviour, Recession, Consumption and spending pattern, Dubai.
Paper type- Research paper
Introduction
The global recession present changing patterns in consumers’ behaviour and companies’ marketing
strategies either propel or undermine performance (Quelch & Jocz, 2009). Which generate panic
among consumers and present a stressful situation for the marketers resulting to immediate changes in
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consumer priorities (Dawson, 2006; Amalia & Ionut, 2009; Deparez & Amara. 2011; Per-Henrik.
2010).
Marketing researchers study consumer behaviour as part of the broader survival tactic for marketers
during downturns (Perner, 2008, Hansen, 2004, Arnold, Price & Zinkhan, 2002; Gulf News, 2009;
John, 2010), but more specifically it can develop, enhance, maintain and terminate relationship with
specific consumer segment; as it include a wide set of prior and after purchase activities.
Between 2009 and 2010 the recession was exerting a broad influence on consumer trends and
attitudes, propelling some trends forward while slowing, halting and even reversing others (Flatters
and Willmott, 2009). As economies implode, and the frailty and folly of many business decisions are
exposed, there has been, unsurprisingly, considerable criticism that marketers have been complicit
through their encouragement of unsustainable patterns of consumption with messages of rampant
consumerism, endless credit, and disposable culture (James, 2007; de Graaf, 2005; Schor, 1998). In
particular, encouraging even greater consumption of fossil fuels, fast food and cigarettes, as well as
over-packaging products, and building in unnecessary product obsolescence have done little to
position marketing as the planet’s saviour (Kleanthous and Peck, 2007). However, marketing is
central to global society, and when harnessed responsibly, those messages encourage us to recycle,
reuse, buy fairtrade, eat healthily, drink sensibly, save energy, spend intelligently and support good
causes (Carrigan & Pelsmacker, 2009). Though, the commercial potential for marketers in this current
economic crisis encourages people desire for simplicity and accelerating the maturing trend. Consider
the rise of edited retailing (consumers are offered limited collections of coordinated product choices),
a growing demand for trusted brands and value, an increasing desire for advisers – ranging from
social networks to product ranking web sites – that can simplify choice making, and enthusiasm for
less complicated, more user-friendly technologies. This trend will continue to accelerate through the
recovery into the long term. Unlike consumers in previous recessions, who greeted the return of
financial stability with a buying spree, current consumers entered the recession feeling bloated. When
they regain their ability to spend, they’ll continue to buy simpler offerings with the greatest value
(Flatters & Willmott et al., 2009).
During recession, of course, consumer set stricter priorities and reduce their spending. As sales start to
drop, businesses typically cut costs, reduce prices, and postpone new investments. Marketing
expenditures in areas from communications to research are often slashed across the board but such
cost cutting is a mistake. Although it’s wise to contain costs, failing to support brands or examine core
customers’ changing needs can jeopardize performance over the long term. Companies that put
customer needs under microscope, take a scalpel rather than a cleaver to the marketing budget, and
nimbly adjust strategies; tactics and product offerings in response to shifting demand are more likely
than others to flourish both during and after a recession (Quelch & Jocz, 2009).Other argues that
recessions fall into two broad groups (Flatters and Willmott et al., 2009), and most are relatively brief
and shallow and provoke short term changes in consumer behavior depending on the causes of the
recession and who its principal victims are. Usually, consumption trends rebound fairly quickly when
the recession ends, though at different rates in different sectors. A recent International Monetary Fund
analysis of 122 recessions in 21 developed countries since 1960 found that the typical recession lasted
about a year and resulted in a dip in GDP of roughly 2%.
However, research conducted by Euro RSCG (2010) has found that in the countries surveyed, the
crisis has caused a net slowdown in consumption. Apart from modifications in the priorities of
consumers for long term, the crisis has substantially changed the perception and representation they
have on brands and their benefits.
These conflicting views present a dilemma for those marketers facing the consequences of economic
downturn; can they afford to pursue consumers when it appears that the market for their products and
services may be shrinking? Can they afford not to pursue that consumers, given the risks to their
reputation and revenue such action might engender?
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Such is the challenge facing consumers and marketers across the world while seeking substantial
insight for survival tactic in turbulent business environment created during economic crisis. Research
suggests (Mansoor & Jalal, 2011) financial crisis affects the customers not only economically but
psychologically, which makes global consumers more conscious on their spending and priorities,
creating opportunities as well as threads in a range of sectors across the international marketplace.
Given the instability of consumer behaviour and marketers, this paper will explore to what extant
Dubai consumer’s behaviour, perception and priorities changed during and after recession.
Literature Review
Consumer Behaviour: Recession Psychology and Market Impact
The meaning of consumer behaviour is based on consumer buying behaviour (Arnould, 2002; Peter &
Olson, 2007). Perner (2008) comment that consumer behavior involves the study of the processes
which individuals, groups, or organizations perform to acquire products, services, experiences, or
ideas to satisfy their needs and how these processes have impacted the consumer and society.
However, this is a driving force behind the success of many businesses, as most of the contemporary
consumers spend major time on buying decisions. Hansen (2008) considers it as a complex
phenomenon which consists of a wide set of prior and after purchase activities. Additionally,
Anderson (2005) introduced the concept of consumer behaviour knowledge, referring to consumer
behaviour’s direct affect on marketing strategy which further conceptualise by Winer (2000) as
marketing concept to satisfy customer needs through which the firms can satisfy those needs only to
the extent that they understand their customers. Therefore, marketing strategies must incorporate
knowledge of consumer behaviour into every facet of a strategic marketing plan (Solomon, 2002).
The Consumer researcher also debates between positivistic and interpretive consumer research
(Hudson & Ozanne 1988; Wells & Prensky, 1997; Havlena and Holbrook, 1986; Laros and
Steenkamp, 2005 ) and characterized the field of consumer behaviour with diverse viewpoints; as a
result, the entire field based on an interdisciplinary science (Kassarjian 1995; Arnold, 2002; Learn
marketing, 2008; East, 1997; Foxall & Goldsmith, 1994; Peter & Olson, 2007; Wells & Prensky,
1997).
The dominant viewpoint in the consumer behavior literature is that the relationship between consumer
behaviour and marketing strategy is the key for success of companies’ marketing strategies depends
upon managers’ understandings of consumer behaviour especially during a recession (Kotler and
Caslione 2009; Research and marketing, 2009; Posthuma and Dworkin, 2000; Nistorescu and Puiu,
2009).
From these theoretical perspectives, PaulFlatters & Michael Willmott et.al., (2009) contemplate four
key trends which are accelerated by this recession: consumer demand for simplicity, a call for ethical
business governance, a desire to economize, and a tendency to flit from one offering to another. Four
other important trends are slowing: green consumption, a decline in respect for authority, ethical
consumption, and extreme-experience seeking.
In this context Quelch & Jocz et.al., (2009) divide customers into four groups based on their
emotional response to the recession: a hard-hit slam-on-the-brakes segment, which curtails all
spending; a pained-but-patient segment, which selectively economizes; a comfortably well-off
segment, whose high-end purchasing continues, if less conspicuously; and a live-for-today segment,
whose spending remains largely unchanged. Next, assess how each segment allocates its purchases
among the following categories: essentials, treats, postponables, and expendables. But, by all
accounts, this recession is the severest since the Great Depression. The wave of bad economic news is
eroding conﬁdence and buying power, driving consumers to adjust their behavior in fundamental and
perhaps permanent ways (Quelch & Jocz et.al., 2009). However, these combined effects create a
profound challenge for marketers, not only during the downturn but in the recovery that will
eventually follow (Quelch & Jocz et.al., 2009; Havlena and Holbrook, 1986; Carrigane and
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Pelsmacker, 2009). As the current recession may have features of both types of downturns. Most
observers, including the IMF, the World Bank, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, and nearly all private forecasting agencies, agree that it will not be as deep as the Great
Depression and won’t persist for as long as the lost decade. However, it’s likely to be the most severe
slowdown since the Depression and will affect most markets and consumers in all economic strata.
Recession: Evidence and Impact on Consumer Behaviour
The global economic recession arrived at a speed few could have predicted. Snapshots of consumer
behaviour around the world suggest a grim picture (Carrigane and Pelsmacker et. al., 2009). The US
90% consumers believe that they are currently living in a recession. However, 56% of US consumers
feel that their lifestyle has been impacted by the recession. Suddenly, consumers were forced to
revalue their spending and shopping choices. Overall 72% of US shoppers, lower prices have a high
amount of influence over where people do their shopping (Research and marketing, 2009). Similarly,
82% of Spanish consumers believe that they are currently living in a recession. 53% of Spanish
consumers feel that their lifestyle has been impacted by the recession. More than one-in-three UK
consumers experienced a worsening financial situation, falling job security and falling confidence in
the housing market in 2008 and 2009 (Barbaro & Dash, 2008 & BBC News, 2009). The sharp
slowdown in South East Asia, which has been the world’s fastest growing economies, is having the
impact both at home or elsewhere around the world, 78% of Chinese customers have felt some impact
from the financial crisis and middle-class consumers are feeling the most pressure (Fairtrade
Foundation, 2009 & Future Foundation, 2009). South Korean has been parlayed by the wave of
meltdown, 82% of South Korean consumers believe that they are currently living in a recession. Over
one-third of Japanese shoppers are giving up some of their favourite brands to save money.
In the Arab world about 59% of consumers in the United Arab Emirates UAE and 30% in Saudi
Arabia believe that their country is in a state of recession. Numerous researches found significant
evidences (Gulf News et. al., 2009; John et. al., 2010) that consumers are adjusting their consumption
behaviours, 38% of Saudi and 37% UAE consumers have changed their lifestyle specially lower and
middle class as a response to the global economic downturn (Mansoor & Jalal, et. al., 2011).
Background and Hypothesis
Crisis Consumption: During & After Recession
As crisis consumption is often contented consumption. Even When consumers consider basic levels
of food, shelter, and clothing to be essentials, and most would put transportation and medical care
in that category. Beyond that, the assignment of particular goods and services to the various categories
is highly idiosyncratic. Throughout a downturn, all consumers except those in the live-for-today
segment typically reevaluate their consumption priorities. From the previous recessions such
products and services as restaurant dining, travel, arts and entertainment, new clothing, automobiles, appliances, and consumer electronics can quickly shift in consumers’ minds from
essentials to treats, postponables, or even expendables, depending on the individual. As priorities
change, consumers may altogether eliminate purchases in certain categories, such as household
services (cleaning, lawn care, snow removal), moving them from essentials, say, into expendables. Or
they may substitute purchases in one category for purchases in another, perhaps swapping dining out
(a treat) for cooking at home (an essential). And because most consumers become more price sensitive
and less brand loyal during recessions, they can be expected to seek out favorite products and brands
at reduced prices or settle for less-preferred alternatives. For example, they may choose cheaper
private labels or switch from organic to nonorganic foods (Quelch & Jocz et.al., 2009).
However, all these collective effects create profound challenges for consumer purchasing pattern. As
mentioned earlier they become more money minded and switch to cheaper brands having a more
rational view on promotion and start comparing different products and product selection based on
price compromising quality rather than fashion for brands (Nistorescu and Puiu, 2009; Laros &
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Steenkamp, 2005).
Similarly, the UAE saw a 56 percent drop in overall consumer spending pattern during 2009
compared with earlier spending, consumption of durable goods such as cars, branded and high quality
products dropped by 64 percent, and searching for bigger offers and discount rise to 69 percent (
Synovate , 2010; Per-Henrik, 2010). The fluctuating UAE currencies and tightening credit availability
means sudden decline of 44 percent in consumer spending on entertainment resulting 35 percent drop
in abroad holidays (Yahoo! Maktoob Research survey, 2011). The consequences of crises
consumption across the UAE have meant significant change in consumption such avoidance of
outdoor weekend holidays, visit to shopping malls only for household necessities and children free
entertainment and demanding for heavy discount on fashion and branded product (Deprez and Amara
et. al., 2011; chalhoub group et. al., 2007; Research survey et. al., 2011. Based on this previous
discussion, we anticipate the following hypotheses:
H1. After recession there is a significant decrease to consumer shopping mall visit on
weekend.
H2. During recession there is a significant decline in consumer spending pattern of fashion &
branded products.
H3. During recession the consumer shows significant drop in consumer brand loyalty.
H4. During recession there is a significant increase in consumer discount demand and bulk
shopping.
Recession Impact: Consumer Spending & Saving
Recessions implant anxiety, and even those consumers whose financial situation is relatively stable
will exhibit caution in their household spending & saving which can manifest in many ways across
different cultures. Though spending depend on consumers’ having disposable income, feeling
conﬁdent about their future, trusting in business and the economy, and embracing lifestyles and
values that encourage saving (Quelch & Jocz et.al., 2009). Even when consumers recognise the need
to reduce spending, the aesthete, luxury, or comfort seeker within them does not disappear, although it
may require restraint. In the US beer, alcohol, movies, and home entertainment tend to thrive in hard
economic times, as consumers avoid high ticket or debt funded purchases they consider non-essential.
However, in Belgium beer has not proved recession proof, with InBev, the world’s largest brewer
reporting missed targets and cancelled management bonuses. Car and house sales have collapsed from
Dubai to Dublin, as has the requisite spending on carpets and furniture that usually accompanies
house purchases (Carrigan & Pelsmacker et. al., 2009; Papworth, 2009) . But rather than lose the
spending habit, consumers are trading down to cheaper items to cheer themselves up, regardless of
country or cultural tradition (Elliott, 2008).
However, in the ensuing meltdown, consumers face piles of bills, stagnant or falling incomes, and
shrinking nest eggs. At the same time, a series of corporate scandals; failures in the ﬁnancial housing,
and insurance sectors; and taxpayer bailouts of mismanaged businesses have fostered consumer
distrust and skepticism of marketers’ messages. It’s no surprise that in January 2009 the Conference
Board’s U.S. Consumer Conﬁdence Index sank to the lowest level since tracking started in 1967
(Carrigan & Pelsmacker et. al., 2009). Thus, growing unemployment, increasing inflation, freezing
wages, bad economic situation encourages the postponement of discretionary expenditures and
encouraging saving & investment (Aliqah, 2010; Mansoor and Jalal et. al., 2011; Tudor and Silvia,
2009; G. Katona, 1974).
Figures demonstrate saving has grown substantially across UAE after recession. The overall 60
percent increase in saving over 2009 with an average of 10 to 30 percent monthly saving. This saving
culture was embedded among all age group particularly in lower & middle income group (Maktoob
Research Survey, 2011; jwtintelligence.com, 2010). The spending pattern among lower-class
consumers in the 22-45 age group represent the largest frugal consumers almost 63 percent which
further divided on the bases of priorities i.e. 57 percent on shopping, 35 percent on holidays and 44
percent on housing. Such consumers are more interested to spend in housing as an investment,
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because the prices for apartment are falling and sales grinding to a halt which seems to be an
opportunity for investment as future security (Stanley.2008; Foreman, Colin, Meed, 2008; Deprez and
Amara et. al., 2011).
The increased cost of living, tighter lending standards, growing unemployment, and global recession
has changed the economic landscape, and now that consumer spending is under pressure, there are
concerns that it encourages a shift from expensive to inexpensive substitute, a shift from luxury to
essential, a shift from huge quantity to small quantities, and a shift from consumption to save and
invest (PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 2008; Mansoor & Jalal et. al., 2011). Based on the discussion we
hypothesize:
H5. After recession there is a significant increase in consumer saving pattern.
H6. After recession the lower income group significantly increases the spending pattern on
housing category.
Data and methods
Data collection and sample
The study is conducted in Dubai one of most Islamic religion dominated region in the world. Muslims
constitute around 96% of total population in Dubai (www.dubaicityfacts.com). The study was carried
across shopping malls, beaches, parks in Dubai during post-recession period (2010-11). Systematic
random sampling design was followed to select the respondents of the study. To maintain the
systematic design of the sample, every fifth customer leaving the shopping malls, beaches and parks
were interviewed with a structured questionnaire. The data has been collected by resorting to a survey,
specifically a questionnaire method. We received 235 filled-in questionnaires from the respondents.
The response rate was found to be 51%. A brief description of the sample profile is given in Table-I
of the appendix
Data collection instrument
The survey questionnaire was structured with two parts. The first part of the questionnaire included
socio-demographic information of the respondents such as age, annual income, location, nationality,
profession and stay in Dubai.
The second part included questions related to:
 Consumers’ consumption behavior in terms of frequency of going out on weekends to
shopping malls, eating out, spending on leisure, purchase of fashionable and branded
accessories, discount preferences and bulk shopping.


The individual preferences of consumers’ spending pattern on various attribute of priority
during and after recession in terms of housing, schooling, medical and food on a Likert type
scale to analyse the importance of various attribute of priority during and after recession (1
not at all important, 2 somewhat important, 3 important, 4 very important and 5 extremely
important).



The individual preferences of consumers’ saving pattern during and after recession was
measured on a Likert-type scale (1 not at all important and 5 extremely important).

Data Analysis:
The collected data were digitized in an SPSS spreadsheet and a analysis was carried out to assess the
consumer buying behaviour during and after recession which included cross-tabulation and frequency
distribution. Paired sample t-test was used to test the effect of recession on consumption pattern of
different good and leisure related activities. One way ANOVA and Cross-tab was used to test the
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effect of recession on consumption and saving pattern across consumers of different demographic
characteristics.
Results and Discussion
Table II and Figure-1 indicates that going out on weekends had been increased substantially by the
consumers. Paired sample t-test was carried out to test this hypothesis. As per the survey (Table-II and
Figure-1), going out on weekends has been increased substantially after recession than during
recession (3.60 vs 2.63; p<0.001). Accordingly, Figure II & III indicates that there is a major shift
regarding visiting favorite destination on weekends. During recession, only 38.3% consumers prefer
to go to shopping malls but after recession majority of the respondent 93.2% prefer to visit shopping
mall. In the similar vein consumer’s preference for shopping and entertainment is 77.9% contradicts
greatly with earlier preference 48.9%. Therefore, H1, which assumes that the after recession there is a
significant increase to consumer shopping mall visit on weekend, is rejected.
Based on the Paired sample t-test, the purchasing pattern of fashion & branded accessories had been
decreased after recession. The result of Table-II and Figure-1 predicts that purchasing pattern of
fashion accessories and brand was decline more frequently after recession in comparison to during
recession (1.83 vs. 2.75 p<0.001). Therefore, H2, which assume that during recession there is a
significant decline in consumer spending pattern of branded products, is rejected.
Consumer consumption pattern for various attributes have been assessed through this questionnaire
survey, results of which indicate that 83 percent consumers will not shift to cheaper brands and almost
75 percent prefer branded product after recession in comparison to during recession (Table-III).
Therefore, H3 assumes that during recession the consumer shows significant drop in consumer brand
loyalty, is true.
Consumers express significantly different views on bulk shopping and discount preferences after
recession. The frequency distribution (Table-III) reveals that 89 percent consumer disagree for bulk
purchase similarly, 66 percent do not prefer those store which offers maximum discount after
recession comparatively to during recession consumer psychology. Therefore, H4 , Thus, is accepted.
Consumer responses on saving pattern after recession were increase substantially comparing to during
recession through frequency distribution, which shows a 93 percent consumer preference in saving
(Table-III). This indicates that there is a shift from consumption to saving pattern in Dubai consumers.
Therefore, H5, presumes that after recession there is a significant increase in consumer saving pattern,
is strongly supported.
A comparative study of consumer responses on the five categories of spending pattern with the
demographic profile of the respondents was done to analyzing the variance (ANOVA) to assess if
there are any significant differences in the higher, middle, lower and lowest income group consumers
for spending on housing, food, schooling, medical and miscellaneous after recession (Table IV & V).
Result indicate that out of the five income group, the responses of lower income and higher income
differ significantly on the spending pattern (4.30 vrs 4.11 p<0.05) and was significant (4.18 vrs
1.41p<0.001) on housing spending. These findings clearly indicate that H6 is accepted.
Conclusion and Managerial Implications
During recession economy is unpredictable, and consumers are fickle. Those firms who treat
sustainability as an opportunity, rather than a costly add on are most likely to reap the rewards long
term by exploiting the opportunity it brings to differentiate, make cost savings, build consumer trust,
and help consumers continue to make more sustainable purchasing decisions. Certainly price is
driving many recession hit consumers, but Ipsos MORI poll showed that consumers respond
favourably when retailers make more sustainable options easy, available, and affordable (Carrigan &
Pelsmacker et. al., 2009). Consumers worldwide resist giving up what they feel to be either an
established high quality of life, or the promise of one, and this is not helped when choices are
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presented by some sectors of the media in a stark “either-or” scenario between the benefits of modern
life or saving. This is where opportunities exist for marketers and brands to deliver more palatable
solutions, particularly during such difficult economic times (Manget et al., 2009; Connolly and
Prothero, 2003). It is not surprising that many companies have found loyal customers are the primary,
enduring source of cash flow and organic growth, marketing isn’t optional it’s a “good cost”, essential
to brining in revenues from these key customers and focusing on “securing the present” and protecting
the current assets (Quelch & Jocz et.al., 2009; Ernst and Young , 2009).
However, the current recession, as noted, is unusually severe, and consumer conﬁdence and trust in
business are at record-breaking lows. Given these facts, there is a good possibility that consumer
attitudes and behavior shaped during this recession will linger substantially beyond its end. Consumer
will seek value and trusted brands, remain considered in their purchases of treats, and continue to
delay purchases of postponables. Consumers can also be expected to retain their distrust of business,
an attitude forged by the corporate malfeasance that fueled this recession. There is already empirical
evidence which verify the effect of recession on consumers behaviour and priorities (G. Katona, 1974;
Deprez and Amara et al, 2011; Yahoo! Maktoob Research survey et al, 2011; Mansoor & Jalal, et al,
2011).
Quelch & Jocz et.al. (2009) believe that this proﬁle suggests two lessons for marketers. First, the
discipline around marketing strategy and research they developed during the recession and the
ability to respond nimbly to changes in demand will continue to serve them when the economy
recovers. And second, they should prepare now for a possible long-term shift in consumers’
behaviour and attitudes. The shock of the downturn and anger about the abuses that drove it
promise to accelerate pre-existing trends toward reduced materialism, commitment to sustainability,
higher expectations of corporate social responsibility, and resentment of cynical marketing that
treats people assoulless and mechanical consumers. Increasingly, customers will demand that
business act in their and society’s best interests and will factor company practices into their brand
choices. During and after the recession, it would be foolhardy for marketers to ignore those
changing expectations. While businesses are putting customers under a microscope, their customers
are, in turn, examining them more closely than ever.
Future Research
Our findings introduce a number of questions that are suggestive for future research directions like
whether recession affect consumption pattern in other countries as they do in Dubai (Masoor & Jalal,
et al, 2011). Further, impact of recession on the spending as investment pattern of the consumer can
also be investigated. We encourage further empirical testing, replication and extensions of our work in
different national context so that greater confidence can be placed on the implications of
recommendations for consumer spending pattern.
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Figure II
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Figure III
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Table I
Sample Characteristics
Characteristics

Category

Sample

Age Group

18-24
38 (16.2)
25-40
132 (56.2)
41->60
65 (27.7)
Annual Income
1,00,000
12 (5.1)
1,00,000-2,00,000
189 (80.4)
2,10,000-4,00,000
16 (6.8)
4,00,000-5,00,000
18 (7.7)
Profession
Employed
199 (84.7)
Business
23 (9.8)
Student
9 (3.8)
Government
4 (1.7)
Location
Dubai
130 (55.3)
Sharjah
21 (8.9)
Ajman
22 (9.4)
Abu Dhabi
20 (8.5)
Fujairah
13 (5.5)
Rasal Kharmah
29 (12.3)
Staying in Dubai
More than 2 year
62 (26.4)
More than 4 year
93 (39.6)
More than 6 year
37 (15.7)
More than 10 year
43 (18.3)
Note: Figures in parentheses show the percentages to the total number of respondents.

Table -II
Impact of Recession on Consumer’s Shopping Behaviour
Variable

Mean

Going out on weekend

3.60***
2.63
Eating out on Weekend
1.78***
2.05
In each day out you spend
2.23***
2.38
Purchase of Fashion Accessories & Brands
1.83***
2.75
Brand Purchase Pattern
2.34***
3.37
Note: Unshaded values represent Current Status and Shaded Values represent previous status of
consumer Shopping Behaviour. ***P< 0.001.
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Table-III
Consumption pattern after recession
Consumption pattern

Preference (%)

Increase in Saving
Prefer to foreign brand over local
Not Switch to cheaper brand
Do not save money by bulk purchase
Do not Prefer maximum discount offers

93%
75%
83%
89%
66%

Table-IV
Spending Pattern on Different Major Categories (5 being highest &1 being
lowest)
Categories
Housing
Food
Schooling
Medical
Miscellaneous

Spending
4.18 **
3.29
3.14
1.41
2.91
**P < .001

Table-V
Effect of Income Spending on Housing
Income Categories
Lowest
Lower
Middle
Higher

Spending Housing
3.00 *
4.30
3.81
4.11
*P < .05

Editor’s Note: Due to space constraints the questionnaire used in this study has been
removed. Interested parties should contact the authors for a copy of the
questionnaire.
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Abstract
Most real estate study is based on neoclassical economics. Consumers are expected to make real
estate decisions that maximize their utility and wealth given price and income constraints. Tastes and
preferences are taken as given. The outcomes of consumer actions are used to infer these preferences.
The study of real estate would benefit from an expansion to include consumer behavior concepts from
sociology and psychology as synthesized through marketing. Inclusion of these concepts in real estate
education will help real estate analysts better explain and predict the behavior of decision-makers in
real estate markets. The aim of this study is to examine consumer house-buying behavior from the
consumers’ perspective. In view of the existing literature exploring consumer decision making, the
purpose of this research was to gain knowledge of factors impacting this process from the empirical
standpoint with the focus on prefabricated house purchases. The results of our in-depth interviews
with recent owners and potential buyers of a custom-made prefabricated house suggest that cognitive
and rational factors do not offer sufficient explanation of consumer behavior in the case of a highinvolvement product such as a house. In addition to the idiosyncratic characteristics of the customer,
his/her personal situation and environmental factors, the role of feelings, experience, subconscious
factors, needs and goals should to be taken into account to better understand this kind of decision
making.
Introduction
Buying an apartment is one of the most significant economic decisions that people make, and it
requires gathering a lot of information regarding its features. Most real estate study is based on neoclassical economic theory that assumes that people make rational decisions about renting and buying
real estate as part of their attempt to maximize utility. While recognizing that real estate markets are
imperfect, most real estate researchers do not examine the influence that the diversity of real estate
consumers has on the demand for real estate (Chan, Hardin III, Liano, and Yu, 2008)
Consumers are complex human beings driven by internal and external forces, some of which are
beyond their control and many of which they are relatively unaware. Rather than ignore the human
element of decision making or put all aspects of nonfinancial decision factors in a black box called
“tastes and preferences,” real estate students, professors, and practitioners can benefit from integrating
the study of consumer behavior with the financial economic approach to real estate study (Clauretie
and Daneshvary, 1998).
Greater knowledge of real estate consumers and their behavior will lead to better understanding and
prediction of decision makers’ actions in the real estate market. The purpose of this paper is to present
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some of the most common consumer behavior concepts and explain how integration of consumer
behavior theories and understanding would improve real estate study. Much of the study of consumer
behavior focuses on consumer choice (Diaz III, Black, and Rabianski, 1993).
Utility theory in economics and attitude theory in social psychology have strong similarities and
constitute a basis for consumer decision and choice processes. Consumers purchase goods and
services for the benefits derived from their use. While the study of economics focuses on outcomes,
consumer behavior emphasizes the process. Rather than assuming perfect conditions, consumer
behavior researchers explicitly recognize the impact of situational elements on behavior and the
variance among individuals. As mentioned in the introduction, strategic decision making refers to the
process of decision making when buying strategically important goods (Dombrow and Tumbull,
1999; Gibier and Ziobrowski, 2002; Gibier, Sah, and Chen, 2009).
The following characteristics define the strategic importance of a purchase (Hardin III, Beauchamp,
Liano, and Hill, 2006):
 High involvement in the process;
 Long-term commitment of resources;
 Truncated budget available for other goods and services.
Strategic purchases imply several important categories of decisions, including Heck, Cooley, and
Hubbard, 1986; Jin and Yu, 2011):
 Decisions with regard to allocation of the household budget, namely, how the household’s
economic resources are influenced, e. g. for travelling, visits to restaurants etc.
 Categorization of alternatives means choosing either from various product groups (e. g.
apartments or houses) or defining amore narrow product category (e. g. houses of a given
size);
 Decision making within the defined product category takes place once the product group is
specified. The purchase of a house may be considered as a good example of such a purchase
decision. Strategic decisions are being made in a range of fields, including when consumers
decide about health issues (Manning and Harrison, 2011).
This study concentrates on the factors that affect purchasing of the real estate; this kind of studies has
not much been investigated in the market, particularly in the real estate. It is one of the businesses that
depend on many factors for purchasing. From investigations and field survey, researchers classified
the important factors affecting the decision to buy a definite apartment and they are: cultural,
subcultural, role and status, motivation, education, real estate holder, marketing techniques,
advertisement, the surrounding, the governmental norms and policies, and other many important
factors (Sa-Aadu and Shilling, 1987; Smith, 2004; Webb and Albert, 1995).
Literature Review
The Features of the apartment structure itself will be an important determinant of a household choice
of residence (Quigley, 1976), households individual characteristics neighborhood quality as one of the
determinants of a household’s residential choice (Gabriel and Rosenthal, 1989). For example,
Friedman (1980) estimated the role of local public services on residential location choice. The finding
of his study suggests local public services and other community characteristics play only minor roles
in determining the residential location choices, while the quantity of housing services that the
household can obtain in a community plays a major role (Hua Kiefer, 2007).
Quigley (1985) estimated recently moved renters choices in three stages, He found that school and
public expenditures have small negative effects on the probability of a renter in choosing a
community, he interpreted these results as households, Preferences toward residences.
Consumers are expected to make real estate decisions that maximize their utility and wealth given
price and income constraints. . Consumers are complex human beings driven by internal and external
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forces, some of which are beyond their control and many of which they are relatively unaware.
Internal factors such as motivation, perception, attitude , self concept, personality, lifestyle of the
people and external factors such as culture, reference groups, sub culture, social class and family.
Much of the study of consumer behavior focuses on consumer choice. Utility theory in economics
and attitude theory in social psychology have strong similarities and constitute a basis for consumer
decision and choice processes. Consumers purchase goods and services for the benefits derived from
their use.
Nechyba and Strauss (1997) found that public expenditures, tax, crime rate, commercial activity are
factors influencing buying decisions. And they found also that an individual household’s location
decision is significantly affected by local public services and community entry prices.
Morel et al. (2000) describe the process of materials selection, design and construction used for small
residential building in southern France, they found out that materials were resourced in situ in order to
minimize the environmental impact of the new building, the process of materials selection, and the
form construction are outlined. Local tax rates, crime rate, parks, education level, median income,
median age, capturing the features of the socioeconomic environment, Neighborhood variables.
The aim of this study is to examine consumer house-buying behavior from the consumers’
perspective. In view o f the existing literature exploring consumer decision making, the purpose of
this research was threefold: (a) to propose a conceptual model o f consumer decision making within
the frame of consumer behavior; (b) to gain know l-edge of factors impacting this process from the
empirical standpoint with the focus on prefabricate d house purchases; and (c) to offer implications
for beneficial purchases of prefabricate d houses.
Lenzen and Treloar (2006) analyze the wood and concrete design of Walludden building described by
Borjesson et al. (energy policy 28 (2000) 575) in terms of their embodied energy, employing an
environmentally extended input-output framework in a tiered hybrid lifeycle assessment, and in a
structural path analysis.
A great deal of research in sociology and psychology points to the benefits of social interaction, as it
promotes emotional and physical health (Diose and Mugny, 1984; Sampson et al., 1997). The extent
of social contact between two individuals is determined by the perceived cost and expected reward
derived from that interaction.
The objective of this study is to investigate the main factors that influencing the customers' buying
behavior toward apartment, and tried to identify the most influencing factors that affect buying. And
the study concluded that there were significant differences in decision making regarding buying
residential apartments according to the sample gender and Age.
This study found that respondents would significantly adopt the main constructs when buying
residential apartments, including aesthetic, economic, marketing, geographic, and social constructs.
Mithraratne and Vale (2004) mentioned in their study life cycle analysis model for New Zealand
houses that globally designers are concentrating on minimizing the impact their building make on the
environment. In economic terms, the benefits and costs from social interactions may affect an
individual's utility function (Manski, 2000). Because of the important facilitative roles played by
propinquity and similarity in the utility function, a household will tend to search for similarities
between him/her self and potential neighbors in order to maximize its utility. Households tend to feel
less happy if they do not do well as their neighbors, which is consistent with the idea of searching for
similarities; race, income, education and family size. Household's characteristics and its potential
neighbor's characteristics, Hamilton's heterogeneous community model, high income households and
low income households could co-exist only if the community had very strong zoning rules. To obtain
scale surplus preference for living in a high income neighborhood is tested by finding a migrant
household.
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Methodology
Sample and procedure: The questionnaire survey was conducted. Questionnaires were given to (120)
of the owners of apartments, who bought their apartment(s) in the last few years or are planning to
buy one, or are the young well educated people who have some knowledge about real estate.
A total of 117 respondents returned questionnaires; among them 5 were found unusable due to errors
in filling out the questionnaire statements. So, of the (120) questionnaires distributed, 112 were used
for analysis.
This study has tried to answer the following questions; what are the factors that influence buying
behavior of people towards apartment? And what are the most influencing factors that affect buying
the apartment. And are there any differences in the influencing factors towards the customers'
demographic factors.
The main objective of this research is to investigate the main factors that influence the customers'
buying behavior of real estate.
The population of the study consists of the people who bought an apartment in the last few years or
are planning to buy one, or are the young well educated people who have some knowledge about real
estate. A total of 120 questionnaires were distributed out of which 112 came out to be fully filled.
Therefore, a convenience sample is selected consisting of 112 persons.
Both secondary and primary data was collected for this study. Books, Journals, Periodicals were used
as resources in collecting secondary data and the information regarding the topic. Primary data was
collected through questionnaire and distributed to the sample of the study.
Result Analysis
SPSS program was used in analyzing the data and testing the study hypotheses. In particular mean and
standard deviation for descriptive statuses, correlation was the main test used to analyze data to find
out the most factors that influence the consumer buying behavior.

Table 1: Influence of social factors and society structure on real estate purchase
Culture Subculture Society
Status
Culture
Pearson Correlation
1
.585(**)
.379(**)
.381(**)
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
Subcultur Pearson Correlation
.585(**) 1
.533(**)
.558(**)
e
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
Society
Pearson Correlation
.379(**) .533(**)
1
.484(**)
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
Status
Pearson Correlation
.381(**) .558(**)
.484(**)
1
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
Support
Pearson Correlation
.508(**) .565(**)
.347(**)
.575(**)
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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Table 1 shows that there is a significant correlation between social factors and society structure and
the purchasing behavior of the real estate customers. From this table, we have concluded that culture
impacts the buying behavior significantly namely with subculture and support. Subculture has its
correlation more than 0.5 is culture, status and support. Society has its correlation with only
subculture that is 0.533.Status has its significant correlation i.e more than 0.5 is subculture and
support and support has its significant correlation with subculture and status only.
Table 2: Influence of referrals (Who supported / influence your home buying decision making)
Familymember Friends
Broker
Marketing
Familymen
Pearson
1
.760(**)
.321(**)
.421(**)
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.001
.000
N
111
111
111
111
Friends
Pearson
.760(**)
1
.325(**)
.436(**)
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .000
.001
.000
N
111
111
111
111
Broker
Pearson
.321(**)
.325(**)
1
.668(**)
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .001
.001
.000
N
111
111
111
111
Marketing
Pearson
.421(**)
.436(**)
.668(**)
1
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Table 2 shows that there is a significant influence of referrals on customers (who supported /
influenced their decision for home buying). In the above table we have concluded that the family
members have significant influence on home buying decisions (correlation with friends’ only i.e
0.76). Broker also influences the purchase decisions (its significant value with marketing i.e 0.668 and
vice versa marketing has its correlation with broker).
Table 3: The personality attributes that influence the real estate purchase decisions
lifestyle

personality

Self
concept

Lifestyle
Pearson Correlation 1
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
111
Pearson Correlation .531(**)
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
N
111
Pearson Correlation
.515(**)

Personality
.531(**)
.000
111
1
111

Self concept
.515(**)
.000
111
.661(**)
.000
111

.661(**)

1

Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
N
111
111
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

111

Table 3 shows that there is significant correlations between personality attributes that influence the
real estate purchase decisions. From the above table we have interpreted that lifestyle has its
significant correlation with personality and self concept. Personality has correlation more than 0.5
with lifestyle and self concept. Self concept has its correlation with lifestyle and personality i.e .515
and .661.
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Table 4: Influence of transportation, location, facilities & amenities, features and specification
of particular apartment and its quality
Govt
Connecti
neighbo
policy
vity
location urhood facilities features
Govtpolicy
Pearson
1
.546(**) .467(**) .461(**) .364(**) .445(**)
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
111
111
Connectivity
Pearson
.546(**) 1
.594(**) .547(**) .578(**) .545(**)
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
111
111
Location
Pearson
.467(**) .594(**) 1
.600(**) .596(**) .598(**)
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
111
111
Neighbourhood Pearson
.461(**) .547(**) .600(**) 1
.656(**) .668(**)
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
111
111
Facilities
Pearson
.364(**) .578(**) .596(**) .656(**) 1
.596(**)
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
111
111
Features
Pearson
.445(**) .545(**) .598(**) .668(**) .596(**) 1
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
111
111
Ecofriendly
Pearson
.401(**) .496(**) .589(**) .594(**) .544(**) .646(**)
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
111
111
Constquality
Pearson
.398(**) .464(**) .441(**) .614(**) .659(**) .636(**)
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
111
111
Security
Pearson
.374(**) .431(**) .494(**) .667(**) .647(**) .646(**)
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
N
111
111
111
111
111
111
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Table 4 shows that there is significant influence of transportation, location, facilities & amenities,
features and specification of particular apartment and its quality on real estate purchase. From the
above we have interpreted that government policy has its significant correlation i.e more than 0.5 is
with connectivity. Connectivity has its correlation more than 0.5 with govt. policy, neighborhood,
facilities and features. Location is with connectivity, neighborhood, and facilities and with ecofriendly. Neighborhood is with connectivity, location, facilities, features and eco friendly. Facilities
have significant correlation with connectivity, location, features and eco friendly. Features have
significant correlation i.e more than 0.5 with connectivity, neighborhood, facilities, features etc. Eco
friendly is with location, neighborhood and features. Construction quality has value more than 0.5
with neighborhood, facilities and features etc. security is with neighborhood, facilities, features, eco
friendly etc.
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Conclusions and Discussions
This study found that respondents would significantly adopt the main constructs when buying
residential apartments, including aesthetic, economic, marketing, geographic, and social constructs.
On the other hand, the study concluded that there were significant differences in decision making
regarding buying residential apartments according to the sample age. The result of this study were
consistent with Diskin`s (1982) study where It indicated that that there were significant differences in
the respondents answer due to age. This study revealed also that there were no significant differences
according to the marital status or educational level.
In fact, this study had notable practical implications for researchers and practitioners in the field of
real estate. It might help individuals and decision makers in organization to select suitable apartments
that could satisfy their requirements. The constructs of this study could be used as a practical
framework when an organization or an individual would buy an apartment. Moreover, findings of the
study regarding demographic characteristics had considerable practical use mainly for real estate
organizations to draw their attention to the demographic factors that might affect the decision.
Findings from this study determined new criteria for buying residential apartments, through the
analysis of the response of an adequate sample representing buyers of these apartments. An important
recommendation would be to expand the study to include apartments` buyers from other states or
regions, which would provide a larger population from which to select a larger sample. A larger
sample helped to ensure the answers would better reflect the population’s opinion and would help to
eliminate bias.
To ascertain more degree of generalization for the study, further research could be conducted to
include input from the real estate offices and companies, in addition to the buyers of residential
apartments.
Moreover, it was strongly recommended that future research be done regarding the relationship
between Further research may investigate the constructs that might affect buying other real estate
types such as lands and villas. Another avenue for future research in this area concerns more research
on the potential influence of apartments` buying decisions on other variables, such as organizations
profitability and effectiveness, of resource allocation.
The theoretical contribution of this paper includes the identification of factors which help the
entrepreneurs to design their real estate business so that they can influence the purchase decisions of
the real estate buyers. A significant portion of the study of real estate deals with the consequences of
consumer decisions regarding real estate assets and services. Appraisal attempts to estimate the value
of property to consumers. Market analysis attempts to predict consumer demand for real estate
services. Investment analysis examines the required and expected rate of return to an investor, and
finance analyzes consumers’ mortgage choices and likelihood of repayment. The study of consumer
behavior involves trying to understand complex human beings and the reasons they act the way they
do in the marketplace. It recognizes that consumer decisions take place inside a person who is
distinctive in his personality and attitudes, yet similar to other consumers who have been exposed to
the same external influences of culture and society.
The research implications include the study of these complexities. Real estate researchers should
embrace the study of consumer behavior to better understand the reasons behind market choices.
Attitudes, lifestyle, and tastes affect consumer preferences for space.
The managerial implications include the market analysis and its impact on real estate buying behavior.
Market analysts should not rely exclusively on census-based economic and demographic data from
which they infer information about consumers.
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Abstract
Survival in today's competitive retail environment requires more than just low prices and innovative
products. Customer experiences have become important. Customer experience has emerged as the
single most important aspect in achieving success for companies across all industries (Peppers and
Rogers, 2005). Businesses need to innovate to create and deliver value to customers in form of
experiences through distinctive and unique offerings manifested in new product development,
material exploration, superior processing techniques and captivating touch-points.
The study explores the success factors of craft-based enterprises from the perspective of experiences
that they create for customers. Changing market scenario and consumer psychology necessitates
customer experience creation in this sector also. At the same time it is important to acknowledge that
craft-based businesses face limitations of exploration with materials and techniques. The paper studies
two celebrated craft-based brands, Fabindia and Anokhi, with the objective to unveil how customer
experiences driven by product features, process of development and retail interfaces, are contributing
to business success.
Keywords: Customer experience, clues, traditional crafts, hand-crafted, entrepreneurial venture

Introduction
India is a land of variety in the traditional techniques of making hand-crafted products that own a
unique lustre and position in world markets. Products in varied categories such as apparel, textiles,
home furnishings, beauty & wellness, health supplements, furniture and jewellery are developed by
hand-based processes. In addition to various Government and Non-Government Organizations
intervening for protecting and developing India’s craft-base through design interventions,
development schemes and trade facilitations, many private players are also handling a bulk of India’s
crafts trade at home and abroad. Business Standard India 2010 mentions three prominent Indian craftbased brands in the private sector - Anokhi, Fabindia and Shyam Ahuja. The current study is focussed
on Fabindia and Anokhi that not only have a strong national presence but have also acquired a
distinctive position in world markets.
The study focuses on how Fabindia and Anokhi orchestrate & integrate clues related to products,
processes and retail interfaces to provide different kinds of experiences to their customers. The paper
does not provide a comparative analysis of the two brands, but highlights their achievements with
respect to creation of unique customer experience for building customer loyalty.
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Introduction to Fabindia
The company
Fabindia was founded in 1960 by John Bissell to promote Indian crafts with a conviction that there
was need for a platform for marketing the vast and diverse craft traditions of India and provide and
sustain employment, especially in rural sectors. Fabindia vision has continued to maximize the handmade element in its products. The company started as a home furnishing exporting company. The first
retail store opened in New Delhi in 1976. Since 2004, Fabindia retail expansion reached metros like
Mumbai, Chennai and Delhi. Soon, many smaller cities were also covered. Revenues grew from Rs.
89 crore in 2005 to Rs. 1000 crore in 2013. (Business Today, April 2014)
Today, Fabindia has a wide national and international customer base with 175 retail stores across
India and 1 store each in Bhutan, Dubai, Italy, Nepal, Mauritius, Singapore, Rome, Bahrain and Qatar.
Fabindia products are also available internationally through its webstore. Fabindia has developed a
unique identity and has become an aspirational brand, revered for its dedicated association with Indian
crafts and artisans for social and environmental goals.
The Products
Fabindia is the largest private platform for products that derive from traditional crafts and knowledge.
The company blends indigenous craft techniques with contemporary designs to bring aesthetic and
affordable products. Regular design research is done to match the changing lifestyle of customers
without losing the integral nature of traditionalism, ethnic appeal and promise to be 100%
environmental-friendly, made from natural and organic material. Since 1980s, Fabindia is a wellknown brand for apparels and home-furnishings (bed, bath, table and kitchen linen, upholstery fabric,
curtains, floor coverings). All textile-products are made from hand-woven and hand-printed fabrics
using basic fibres like cotton, silk, wool, grass, linen and jute. In 2000, the company included nontextile range of furniture, lights, lamps and stationery; organic food in 2004, personal care products in
2006 and hand-crafted jewellery in 2008.
There is a sense of simplicity in design and patterns but variety is ample. A major problem that
customers report is inconsistency in product range, especially fabric prints and apparel fits. This is due
to the fact that the supply and manufacturing happens on a small scale over large geographical area
and sometimes quality maintenance becomes challenging. In addition, precision and accuracy in
hand-worked techniques varies. Interestingly, Fabindia customers understand this and are largely
tolerant of discrepancies. Fabindia has succeeded in making the inherent inconsistency of products
into an appeal factor by positioning each garment as ‘unique’. Fabindia has attractive in-store posters
which educate customers about processing techniques and product usage.
To support good craftsmanship, the company works in close collaboration with artisans for design
intervention and product development, management of raw materials and finances, production
coordination and quality control. Fabindia reduces its carbon-footprint by using completely
environmental-friendly techniques throughout the stages of conversion of raw material to final
product. Fabindia operates on a simple network chain. Instead of producing garments, the communityowned model co-opts around 22,000 artisans in 21 states from where products are directly sourced. To
eradicate the huge commissions of middlemen (as high as 95%) in the sales of products of villagebased artisans, Fabindia introduced an artisan-shareholder system by incorporating "supply-region
companies" as subsidiaries. Craftspeople are proud owners of 26% equity collectively. The
merchandisers, on the basis of forecasting, decide upon the best styles from the suppliers’ collection.
Although Fabindia’s entire essence of existence is still deeply-rooted in Indian traditions and culture,
with changing times, it keeps updating its products based on feedback from customers and store
managers. For instance, it introduced many western styles into its apparel range. Fabindia relies on its
managers to identify client needs and plan the merchandise assortment accordingly. Store attributes
and services are carefully planned. Fabindia stores display simplicity and convenience. Customers are
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assisted by courteous and helpful store staff. Customers enjoy buying and window-shopping the wide
range of hand-crafted products. The newly introduced webstore also upholds Fabindia’s simplicity.
Introduction to Anokhi
The company
Anokhi, the label from Jaipur, Rajasthan was founded by Faith Singh about four decades ago. It is a
successful craft-based enterprise renowned for using traditional techniques to meet contemporary
tastes, thus ensuring livelihood for artisans involved in the craft. The company is distinguished by its
prints and sense of designs, range of colours and product quality. Anokhi means ‘remarkable’, which
is substantiated by its tradition of hand block-printing. Anokhi’s clothes and textiles were first sold in
Britain in liberty of London in the 1967 before becoming the founding brand of the British high street
chain Monsoon in early 1970s. Anokhi is known for preserving the hand-block printing, Ajrakh,
Bagru, Balotra, Napthol, Sanganer, Jaipur and temple printing styles in contemporary textiles.
Anokhi’s principles have been those of safeguarding artisans’ interests and growing mutually through
design inputs, marketing and project funding. With the major concern of revival of traditional textile
skills, Anokhi has become role model for good business practice. The design blend of Anokhi is
contemporary using modern graphics and colourful printing techniques with traditional skills to keep
pace with a demanding and fast moving world market. Anokhi has developed its business philosophy
with the values of ‘fair trade, openness and care for people’. Anokhi has a state of the art work unit
with more than 200 sewing machines, dry cleaning plants, and checking and packaging units. The
company deals with more than ten different printing units and two dyeing units which have largely
hereditary practitioners of their respective craft.
The products
The company offers specialised range of products developed using applique, embroidery, patchwork
and bead work. Product range comprises of Indian and Western garments for men and women,
accessories and colourful bed-linen, curtains, quilts in diverse assortment. The range of Anokhi
merchandise is available under Anokhi label only which is a deliberate decision of the owner of the
company to create a distinct brand identity. In an attempt to maintain the highest standards of quality
necessitated by its customer profile worldwide, all the fabric procurement, finishing, checking, and
packaging is done at Anokhi’s office on the outskirts of Jaipur.
The designs are simple, yet, modern and trendy. Indian cottons and silks are used to give an exotic
and ethnic look. The company is closely associated with Jaipur Virasat Foundation which provides
capacity building inputs to artisans. With its research and development initiative, the company has
started increasing its own range of block designs by constant innovation. Using the natural products,
the hand block is carved out of wood. This makes the simplest printing devices. The oldest colouring
technique of dyeing with vegetable colours is used. The company outsources its block printing work
to craftsman in villages in vicinity of Jaipur. With ‘the positive action’ approach the company
generates employment options for rural women, by providing them with the embroidery work.
Facilities such as healthcare, crèche, education opportunities for children and women are provided
under the initiative ‘People’. More than 1000 craftsmen of Vagaries community are being benefitted
by this secure job. The design development happens in-house and samples along with fabrics, dyes
and developed blocks are sent to craftsmen for further processing. The finished, hand-printed fabric is
brought back to the company.
The famous Anokhi Museum of Hand Printing is situated near Amber Fort in Jaipur. It splendidly
documents and demonstrates the traditional art of wooden block printing. The museum exhibits the
process of block making and fabric printing and engages the visitors by providing a unique hands-on
experience. This also encourages the craftspeople and brings appreciation to their skills. The company
owns its retail outlets in about sixteen cities of India; it is also present in about nine countries around
the globe. The merchandise assortment is planned according to in-trend colours, designs and styles
and is updated regularly.
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Introduction to Customer experience
Customer Experience originates from a set of interactions between a customer and a product, a
company, or a part of its organization, which provokes a reaction. This experience implies customer’s
involvement at different levels -rational, emotional, sensorial, physical, and spiritual. Its evaluation
depends on the comparison between a customer’s expectations and the stimuli coming from
interaction with the company and its offerings through different touch-points. (Gentile, Spiller, Noci,
2007, p.397). Bernd H. Schmitt (1999) coined the term “Experiential Marketing” and explored how
companies create experiential marketing by having customers sense, feel, think, act and relate to a
company and its brands. According to him, customer experience has three key components:




Brand experience encompasses the look and feel of logos, signage, packaging and retail
space.
Customer interface consists of all the dynamic exchanges and contact points where the
company interacts with customers.
Innovation includes anything relevant and unique that improves end consumer’s personal
lives and business consumer’s work lives.

Experiences are created regardless of whether or not the company intends to. However, for an
experience to be a point of differentiation it has to be intentional, consistent, differentiated from
competitors and valuable to the consumer (Smith & Wheeler, 2002). According to Pine and Gilmore
(1999) a distinctive customer experience can provide huge economic value for firms. Customer
experience is the key factor for companies to use, in building loyalty to brands, channels and services
(Badgett, Boyce & Kleinberger, 2007). According to Schmitt (1999), Customer Experience
Management is the discipline, methodology and/or process used to comprehensively manage a
customer's cross-channel exposure, interaction and transaction with a company, product, brand or
services. Schmitt proposes that customers, today, are looking forward to offerings that dazzle their
senses and provide them an invigorating experience. Further, Schmitt forecasted that the success of a
company in global marketplace of the new millennium will be largely determined by the extent to
which a company is able to deliver a desirable customer experience, and to use information
technology, brands, and integrated communications and entertainment to do so.
Customer experiences clues
Anything that can be perceived or sensed or anything that can be recognized by its absence, is an
experience clue. Clues can be related to products, services, previous experiences, elements of retail
environment (atmosphere, gestures, tone of store staff, merchandise display etc.) that arouse certain
psychological and physical dispositions in the consumers that determines his / her buying behaviour
in various dimensions. The internalized meaning and value the clues take on can create a deep-seated
preference for a particular experience, and thus for one company’s product or service over another’s
(Berry, Carbone & Haeckel, 2002). Customer experiences encompass the total experience, including
search, purchase, consumption and after-sales experiences, and may involve multiple retail channels.
According to P.C. Verhoef, Katherine N. Lemon, A. Parasuraman, Anne Roggeveen, Michael Tsiros
and Leonard A. Schlesinger (2009), the three major focus areas of customer experience are- (1)
Cognitive evaluation (i.e functional values), (2) Affective (emotional) responses and (3) Social &
physical components. In various researches, researchers have identified different elements of the retail
environment and business processes as determinants of customer experiences.
 Past Customer Experiences - Bolton and Drew (1991); Boulding et al. (1993); Mittal, Kumar and
Tsiros (1999); van Doom and Verhoef (2008)
 Price - Baker, Parasuraman, Grewal and Voss (2002); Bronnenberg and Wathieu (1996); Dorotic,
Verhoef, and Bijmolt (2008); Gauri, Sudhir and Talukdar (2008); Kopalle, Praveen, Dipayan
Biswas, Pradeep K. Chintagunta, Jia Fan, Koen Pauwels, Brian Ratchford and Jim Sills (2009);
Wedel and Zhang (2004)
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Packaging and Labelling - Baker et al. (2002); Beatty, Sharon E., Morris Mayer, James E.
Coleman, Kristy E. Reynolds and Jungki Lee (1996); Folkes and Patrick (2003); Oliver (2001);
Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (2004); van Dolen, Dabholkar and de Ruyter (2007)
Service Interface - Baker et al. (2002); Beatty et al.(1996), Mittal and Lassar (1996); Folkes and
Patrick (2003); Meuter, Matthew L., Mary Jo Bitner, Amy L. Ostrom and Stephen W. Brown
(2005); van Dolen et al. (2007)
Advertising - Chaudhuri & Buck (2005); Fisher, Gainer, and Bristor (1997); Goff, Brent G.,
James S. Boles, Danny N. Bellenger and Carrie Stojack (1997); Janoschka (2004); Jugger (1999);
Kotler and Armstrong (2005); Petty & Cacioppo (2003); Wakefield and Baker (1998); White and
Dahl (2006); Young (2003)
Atmosphere - Baker et al. (2002); Kaltcheva and Weitz (2006); Wakefield and Baker (1998)
Assortment - Baker et al. (2002); Broniarczyk, Hoyer and McAllister (1998); Huffman and Kahn
(1998); Janakiraman, Meyer and Morales (2006)
Service Mix - Baker et al. (2002); Baron, Harris and Harris (2001); Kozinets (2002); Schmitt
(1999)
Location - Durvasula, Sharma and Andrews (2002); Gauri, Trivedi and Grewal (2008); Ghosh
and Craig (2001); Xu and Kim (2008)
Service Environment - Baker et al. (2002); Haytko and Baker (2004); Luo (2005); Wjite and
Dahl (2006)
Brand - Chartrand and Fitzsimons (2008); Gauri, Trivedi and Grewal (2008); Keller and
Lehmann (2003); Lee and Rhee (2008); Ofir and Simonson (2007)
Promotion - Ailawadi et al. (2009); Gijsbrechts, Campo and Goossens (2003); Lwin, Stanaland,
and Miyazaki (2008); Van Heerde and Neslin (2008)
Supply Chain Management - Burkle and Posselt (2009); Garg et al. (2005); Patricio, Fisk and
Falcao e Cunha (2008); Sousa and Voss (2006); Verhoef, Neslin and Vroomen (2007); Xu and
Kim (2008)
Channel - Neslin et al. (2006); Patricio et al. (2008); Sousa and Voss (2006); Verhof et al. (2007)
Social Environment, Social Interface, Retail Atmosphere, Assortment, Price, Customer
Experience in Alternative Channels, Retail Brand, Previous Experiences - Verhoef et al. (2009)

Types of customer experiences
In a broad categorization experiences are either good or bad. It is more or less a psychological state
which consumer reach after various types of physical, mental, emotional, social, behavioural
acquaintances. Based on these states, experiences can be categorized as







Sensory Experiences, created through clues obtained through our senses (sight, sound, touch,
taste, hearing, smell). The stimulation from various clues arouses aesthetical pleasure,
satisfaction, involvement and association.
Emotional Experiences, related to customers’ inner feelings and emotions and involving one’s
affective system through generation of moods and feelings. Affective systems might be created
with the company, its brand, the products or the endorser.
Cognitive Experiences, created as a result of exposure to intellectual and problem-solving clues.
Customers get engaged through conscious mental processes in creative solutions or maybe,
unlearning or learning the usual idea about a product.
Behavioural Experiences, emerging due to alternative ways of doing things. Such experiences
may not be exhausted by, the concept of usability in post-purchase stage but extends to all the
stages of the product-life cycle (Gentile, Noci and Spiller, 2007).
Social Experiences, created as a consequence of expansion beyond the individual’s personal
feelings and his/her social associations. This experience might be generated due to an
encouragement that requires the consumption together with one or more other people or which
might create a common passion and form a community for affirmation of an object or
phenomenon.
Lifestyle Experiences, emerging from the adoption of the system of values and beliefs of the
person reflected through lifestyle. The product itself and its consumption becomes means of
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adhesion to certain values the company and the brand embody and the customers share (Gentile et
al., 2007).
Impact of experiences on consumer behaviour
Experiences provide a certain “reason” to the way consumers behave in future and thus consciously or
sub-consciously make the consumer behaviour a “planned” one. This manifests through the
application of the Theory of Reasoned Action (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1975 and 1980) for exploring the
factors which influence the consumers’ decision to engage in a certain behaviour. “Reasons”
formulate intention towards a certain behaviour. Intention of undertaking or not undertaking the
behaviour is the direct predecessor to the behaviour after evaluation of the favourable or unfavourable
performance of the behaviour.
Customer intentions after the experience may range from weak to strong, for actions such as
information gathering about the company and its products, purchase and repeat purchase and deeper
involvement with the company. Intentions result in certain form of behaviour as a response to the
experience determinants in form of customer satisfaction, delight, loyalty and reviews and
recommendations. This process is dynamic and depends on various factors such as values created,
types of experiences, personal & situational moderators, attitudes, strength of the intentions etc.
Objectives of the study
Both the brands are not involved in aggressive marketing and have low advertising budget. The
growth and expansion of these companies can be majorly attributed to the loyal customer base which
they are able to retain despite the presence of many national and international players in similar
product categories. In this regard, the study was undertaken with the following objectives:
1) To identify the most significant clues that can be attributed for experience creation for
Fabindia and Anokhi customers
2) To map the experience clues to the types of customer experience created by the Fabindia and
Anokhi
3) To identify the impact of experiences on customer’s purchase intention and loyalty
Methodology
The researchers used secondary sources such as company reports, websites, research reports, newspaper articles to understand the concepts of customer experience, experience clues and the types of
customer experiences. Qualitative information was collected from customers of the two brands by
focus group discussions, both in online and physical mode. The questions asked were focused on the
nature of experiences drawn from products, processes and retail interface. The respondents were also
asked about their overall perception of store image and the factors affecting repeat purchase
behaviour, loyalty and word-of-mouth communication. Four focus groups were constituted
comprising of 4 members each according to below given categorization


Group 1 & 2 - Customers of Fabindia and Anokhi based in India, respectively
Group 3 & 4 - International customers of Fabindia and Anokhi, respectively
Fabindia

Anokhi

Customers based in
India

Group 1

Group 2

International
customers

Group 3

Group 4

We collected primary data using transcripts. A systematic approach to analyse the focus group data
was used by referring to semantical content analysis technique (Janis, 1965). We analysed qualitative
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content from transcripts through assertions analysis to ascertain the frequency with which the
participants characterized the two brands and their experiences. The technique determined the
frequency with which the prominent attributes of the brands and customer experiences were
mentioned. Coding of the identified attributes from collected data was done under three coding
categories or descriptors (1) ‘Very significant’, (2) ‘Significant’ and (3) ‘Insignificant’ for the
participants in their buying & consumption decisions.
Findings
The findings were summarized into three phases - (1) Identification of significant clues affecting
customer experiences, (2) Mapping experience clues with the types of customer experience drawn and
(3) Identifying the impact of experiences on consumer behaviour
We illustrated the findings for both the brands separately the same was later summarised. The unique
clues that generate customer experiences were compiled from literature review and interpretation of
the focus group transcripts. The clues were then mapped to the specific types of experiences that the
customers of these brands are drawing, leading to their loyalty, repeat purchase and positive word-ofmouth.
Significant Clue Identification
The identification of significant clues was based on 






Actual words used by the participants
The context in which the participants responded to a question asked by the moderator
Internal consistency of opinions and views of the focus group participants
Frequency (comments made more often) or extensiveness (topics / attributes discussed
most frequently)
Intensity (depth or strength of participants’ feelings for some attributes)
Specificity (specific remarks or views based on participants’ experiences with the brands)

The significant clues that emerged are listed in Table 1. Each Experience clue category was taken as a
point of discussion with the objective of identifying their significant and overall strength in creating
customer experiences. Table 1 also categorizes the overall response from Very Significant to
Insignificant.
1. Mapping experience clues with the types of customer experience drawn
The identified clues were then mapped to the types of experiences that are drawn by the customers.
Table 2 goes about here. It maps the clues with different types of customer experiences.
2. Identifying the impact of experiences on consumer behaviour
As a major finding, customers of the two brands have a strong brand association and experience an
emotional fulfilment by buying and using the products. The customers felt that Fabindia and Anokhi
products hold a distinct image in the market and are identified uniquely for their “Classic” look and
truly “Indian” appeal.
Customers’ high approval for social hand-holding, pro-environment practices and cultural
preservation induces sense of satisfaction and strong brand loyalty which increases their purchase
intention. The customer cherish their association with a brand that has organic and eco-friendly
product line and a ‘clean’ social image. Customers are happy with the simple store layouts and
accessible store locations. Customers admire the distinct stores ambience (very organic and
minimalistic in Fabindia stores, and very traditional, royal in Anokhi stores) and enjoy the overall
shopping experience. Mostly the customers are happy with the merchandise display but there are
suggestions that in some stores the display is not very informative and people have difficulties finding
required shades, sizes etc. Customers affirm that the recent launch of Fabindia webstore will boost
sales. Anokhi customers felt that the company must venture into online-sales through its own portal.
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Both the brands connect with their customers through social-media as well. Key success indicators for
a craft-based entrepreneurial venture with global consumers








High standing in the sector due to noble
pursuit
Brand recognition & respectable image
Simple processing techniques (No
technology dependence)
Efficient supply chain (Simple
coordination)
Positive social impact
Environmental stewardship
Preservation of traditional craftsmanship
High degree of Product attachment amongst
consumers








Supplier Partnership (Commitment from
artisans)
Simple, yet intriguing retail interfaces
Emphasis on participative platform through
customer engagement
Strong customer loyalty & purchase
intention
Strongest promotional technique (Positive
Word-of Mouth)
Compliance to global standards

The model that can be developed from the key success indicators for craft-based business has been
given as Figure 1.
Conclusion & Recommendations
Consumer markets are fast evolving and various start-ups are devising new business models to
maximize their market share. Fabindia and Anokhi have portrayed highly innovative yet simple model
based on craft-preservation. Artisans form the backbone of India's rural economy, and handicraft
industry is the second-largest employment generator in villages after agriculture. While official
estimates put the number of artisans in the country at about 70 lakh, unofficial numbers peg it closer
to two crore. (The Economic Times, Sept 20, 2013). This highly labour-intensive, cottage-based and
decentralized industry employs over 6 million artisans including large number of women and people
belonging to weaker sections. There is ample scope for entrepreneurial ventures that function as a
customer-centric closed-loop model. The different nodes of this model should support specific
activities such as identification of customer needs to providing them with the desired products through
supporting craftsmen and incorporating consumer research, market study, forecasting, trend analysis,
design interventions, supplier partnership management, improving supply-chain capabilities,
developing market linkages and providing a suitable retail interface. Customer feedback and Point-ofSale data must be consolidated and analysed; and used as inputs for future research and developments.
Technology as an enabler must be used for communication and coordination among all the nodes of
the closed-loop model to bring visibility and effective monitoring. Figure 2 shows the customercentric closed-loop activities for craft-based entrepreneurial ventures with technology as the central
hub for overall efficiency and performance.
Table 3 goes here. It details the activities listed for craft-based entrepreneurial ventures.
Fabindia and Anokhi both are entrepreneurial ventures with the objective of ‘Profit with social goal’.
The unique foundation of craft preservation has leveraged these brands with a superior edge due to
strong emotional bonding with the customers. Customer experiences woven intricately in offerings of
these companies has become the unique selling proposition for maximizing customer satisfaction,
inducing loyalty and increasing sales. The companies’ continuous effort is to bring customers a choice
of products, and lifestyle, through an alternative to the mass-produced merchandise, while creating
sustainable livelihoods in the rural sector. Fabindia and Anokhi have been able to create a niche. The
brand image, products, processes and retail interfaces are providing distinct lifestyle, emotional &
social experiences. The strongest of these, emotional experiences, has resulted in establishing strong
associations between the company and its customers due to which both the brands enjoy a strong
brand identity and recall. The companies are not using commercial advertisements and promotional
programmes but their strategy is to enable customers establish a connect with the roots, to live
‘nature’ and to contribute towards social well-being through product use. The companies’ success can
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be attributed to the customer engagement and experience model built on the foundations of social
entrepreneurship and environmental restitution that has created strong customer loyalty. However, the
study concluded that with changing times, there is need for technological interventions in
communication and coordination between craftsmen, company and the customers and for creating
intriguing customer interfaces. Technology integration can further enhance customer engagement by
sharing craftsmen stories and work processes, design conceptualization & product development to
increase consumers’ emotional attachment with such craft-based businesses.
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Table 1. Significance of Experience Clues
(In order of highest to lowest significance)
Experience
Clues

Significance
to its
customers

Key findings from transcripts

Brand

Very
Significant

Fabindia and Anokhi have unique brand identity. Fabindia is a
respected world-wide for its natural products. Anokhi has the
image of a traditional brand that promotes the hand-crafted
heritage of Rajasthani block printing. Both brands have high
social recognition and are considered to be up-market and elite.

Product

Very
Significant

The products of Fabindia and Anokhi depict a high sense of
connection with environmental and social causes. Products are
unique and very distinctive from similar category products in the
market.

Supply
Chain
Processes

Very
Significant

Customers of both brands attribute their purchase intentions and
brand loyalty to the transparent and ethical supply chain and
unique experiences of involvement in product development
process.

Retail
interface

Very
Significant

Fabindia customers feel a connect with the earthy, natural,
organic, nature of its products through the store ambience and instore communication. Most of the Anokhi stores provide a royal,
haveli-like environment which is cherished by the customers and
creates a distinctive shopping experience.

Service

Very
Significant

Store-staff is well-groomed and provide just the right kind of
information and assistance to the customers. Required assistance
is always available at the stores of both brands.

Location

Significant

Customers draw positive experiences from store locations as both
Fabindia and Anokhi stores are located at prime locations in the
city, having easy accessibility. The concept is to deliver exclusive
store experience to customers.

Price

Less
Significant Insignificant

Fabindia and Anokhi customers are not much price-sensitive and
accept that hand-crafted and organic products are higher-priced.

Packaging
&
Labelling

Insignificant

According to Fabindia and Anokhi customers packaging is not at
all significant, however they appreciate care-labelling and other
user-information.

Promotion
&
Advertising

Insignificant

Fabindia and Anokhi customers admit that their purchase
intention and frequency is not significantly dependent on brand
advertising & promotion. However, they would appreciate
information regarding new arrivals and sales.

Source: Compiled from data analysis
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Table 2. Mapping of clues with the different types of customer experiences
Types of

Mapping with the clues

Experiences
Sensory
Experiences

Sensory experiences are created by store ambience, product features and
use.

Emotional
Experiences

Customers have a strong emotional connect with the business philosophy
and model, product and processes. Customers consider themselves
partners and contributors in social and environmental initiatives.

Cognitive
Experiences

Cognitive requirements of customers are met in different manners such
as in-store posters educating the customers about the product usage or
process flow or customer involvement in product development.

Behavioural
Experiences

Products have high ratings on ease of usability. Product care and usage
information is adequate.

Social Experiences

There is a high quotient of social recognition and customers associate the
exclusivity of the offerings to their esteem needs.

Lifestyle
Experiences

Companies are catering to the lifestyle requirements of customers by
design modifications and new product development.

Source: Compiled from data analysis
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Figure 1 Model for craft-based business ventures

Essential building
blocks of business
model

Deliverables

Significant impacts driving
customer satisfaction &
increased sales

Source: Compiled from data analysis

Figure 2. Customer-centric closed-loop activities for craft-based entrepreneurial ventures

Technologyenabled
coordination &
communication

Source: Compiled from data analysis
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Table 3. Detailed activity list for craft-based entrepreneurial ventures




Consumer research &
Market study
Forecasting & trend
analysis
Design interventions
Supplier partnership
management
Supply-chain capabilities



Market linkages



Providing a retail
interface
Technology-enabled
coordination &
communication







 Consumer preferences & feedback
 Market dynamics, competitor analysis etc.
 Trend forecasting – colors, styles, materials, techniques,
accessories & embellishments etc.
 Design research & development
 Vendor development & Sourcing
 Order tracking
 Coordination & logistics management
 Enabling flexibility & agility
 Developing marketing network
 Access to local knowledge
 Development & improvisation brick & mortar and online
stores
 Supply-chain visibility
 Customer connectivity - Social-media & mobile apps
 Personalized communication -text message, email regarding
new product launches, sales, offers etc.
 Innovative products and processes
 Facilitate customer engagement & enhance customer
experience

Source: Compiled from data analysis
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Abstract
With increased pressure for higher levels of performance for competitive business reasons, the
organizations of the financial sectors as other firms around the world, are innovating and working
hard towards improving their readiness to satisfy and retain wealthy customers. This customeroriented philosophy puts a high importance on the human resources of the financial organizations who
are at the forefront of the relationship with the customers. To keep these human resources highly
productive, a question arises whether they are satisfied, as job satisfaction is shown by research to be
directly related to job productivity, operating cost, absenteeism and turnover.
A field quantitative study is concluded in Lebanon in 2012, on the financial sector, using the tool
developed by Paul Spector (1997), for the purpose of measuring the job satisfaction of the sector’s
employees. The results support and cross-validate some of the relationships without some others,
allowing the researcher to deduce some conclusions and recommendations for managerial purposes.
Keywords: Job Satisfaction, Lebanon, Financial Sector

Introduction
In today’s competitive business environment, innovation is the common tool for sustaining corporate
existence and in improved productivity as well as presenting the customer with value (Thompson,
Strickland & Gambler, 2008). These variables, among many others, push managers in various
industries and economies to seek tools, techniques and strategies that allow for a competitive edge
over competitors (Christiansen & Sezerel 2013). Moreover, with today’s trend to perceive employees
as a human capital, comes the fact that this capital is to be exploited to the maximum permissible
limits through increased efficiency at work, leading to higher productivity, which leads in turn to
improved performance (Huber, 1990; Xue et al. 2013) and decreased cost of operation per unit of
output (Yoon & Guimaraes 1995).
The fact that this human capital is scrutinized for higher levels of output works toward highlighting
the importance of dealing with, motivating and managing the job satisfaction of these members of the
work-community, whose performance is subject to their exposure to various situations in the workplace (Berridge, 2004). Their performance directly or indirectly affects the direction and intensity of
the efforts deployed, as well as their perseverance in expanding these efforts toward previously set
goal achievement (Robbins & Judge 2007; Schermerhorn 2008).
Job satisfaction is defined as an attitude toward work-related factors and characteristics (Porter et al.
1974), while motivation is a behavior (Robbins & Judge 2007). Thus, companies’ management use
job satisfaction as an index for directing their efforts toward decisions affecting their strategic human
resources plans, efforts, and policies.
This field study was done in Lebanon with the aim of measuring the level of job satisfaction of the
human resources working in the financial sector, using the tool developed by Spector (1997) and
knows as the “Job Satisfaction Survey”. The first section of this article highlights the main findings on
job satisfaction as available in the literature reviewed, the second discusses the Lebanese setting and
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framework, the third discusses the methodology used for and in the field study. The fourth section
reports on the results and findings, and the last discusses the contributions, impact and future
considerations, and conclusion.
Literature Review
The literature is abundant on employee motivation at work and employee job satisfaction, as the
topics are of interest to many researchers and managers. From Henri Fayol to The Gilbreths, to
Frederic Taylor, to Abraham Maslow among many others who have cumulatively set the platform, to
more modern scientists and researchers in the field; studies on both motivation and job satisfaction
have taken a large toll and left a huge impact on how employees within organizations are managed
today. The importance of this managerial dilemma increases the more the environment is competitive.
This competitiveness as related to performance and outcomes, forces organizational management to
deploy harmonized contingent management and leadership styles (Garcia-Benau & Zorio 2013) in
order to integrate the different motives and interests of employees within their managerial
perspectives (Farrow, 1997). In turn, this managerial approach either instigates positive feelings about
the job on the employees’ side thus lifting the employees’ level of job satisfaction, or negative feeling
that do not (Robbins and Judge, 2007).
The measurement of employees’ job satisfaction is conducted using four facets, namely personal or
demographic non-work facets; extrinsic factors relating to the job itself; intrinsic factors pertaining to
the employees’ affect; and the facets of the job itself. The employees’ job satisfaction is the outcome
of the inter-relationships among the various factors of the four facets.
The demographic facet factor includes many variables. These factors vary between gender, age, and
education of the employee (Venkatesh, 1999). First, the literature clearly reports that gender impact
affects the level of job satisfaction (Spector, 1997; Spector & Wimalasiri, 1986; Crossman & AbouZaki, 2003). Second, age is positively related and U-shaped to job satisfaction, as reported by many
findings in the reviewed literature (Kacmar & Ferris 1989; Al-Ajmi, 2001). Finally, the effect of
educational background is widely controversial. Many researchers report it to be positively related
with job satisfaction (Al-Ajmi 2001), while others report it to be not related (Rose, 2003), and yet
others report it to have a negative relationship (Kuo and Chen 2004). Job satisfaction’s second facet is
made up of extrinsic factors to the job. These include the work factors of position, job title, salary,
communication, training, supervision, management support, organizational culture, empowerment,
and on-the-job experience. The reviewed literature on the topic reports a generally positive correlation
between the factors of position and job title (Rose 2003; Kuo & Chen 2004; EuroFound 2007), salary
(Rose 2003 ; Parent-Thirion et al. 2007), communication (Farrow 1997; Holden 1999; Parent-Thirion
et al. 2007), training (EuroFound 2007; Sahinidis & Bouris 2008), supervision (Crossman & AbouZaki 2003; Kuo and Chen 2004), management support (Farrow 1997; Love et al. 2007),
empowerment (Holden 1999; Parent-Thirion et al. 2007), organizational culture (Holden 1999;
Sahinidis and Bouris 2008), on-the-job experience (EuroFound, 2007), and job satisfaction. Third, the
intrinsic facet of job satisfaction includes factors that relate to the employee’s interests and experience
on-the-job, in other words to the job content (Hackman & Oldham 1975). It includes job status, work
itself, job autonomy, work-life balance, social valuation, organizational commitment, emotional
exhaustion, and tenure (Robbins & Judge 2007). First, the literature review indicates that while job
title and job status are positively related to one’s feeling of security on the job, and thereby positively
related to job satisfaction (Rose 2003; Kuo & Chen 2004; Parent-Thirion et al. 2007). Second, work
itself is reported to be positively correlated to job satisfaction (Rose 2003; Kuo & Chen 2004; Love et
al. 2007; Parent-Thirion et al. 2007). Third, the impact of job autonomy on job satisfaction leaves
room for disagreement. Some researchers’ findings show a positive correlation (Parent-Thirion et al.
2007) while others report a negative one (Thatcher et al. 2002; Love et al. 2007) or a more specific
occurrence for a particular category, as in the case of Watson (2005) who reports a positive correlation
for contractual part-time employees (Watson 2005). Fourth, while work-life balance is commonly
reported as positively correlated with job satisfaction, work stress is commonly reported to be
negatively correlated (Robbins & Judge, 2007). Fifth, social valuation studies report that as
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technology is introduced to the work setting, it is forcing rethinking the job, which in turn is affecting
job satisfaction (Winfield 1991) as employees seek more feedback to better manage their image and
protect their ego (Ashford and Tsui 1991). This effect is reported to be higher for women than it is for
men (Van Velsor et al. 1993). Sixth, organizational commitment as reported by Pfeffer (1998) helps
improve productivity, and is positively associated to job satisfaction (Mowday et al. 1982; Thatcher et
al. 2002). Seventh emotional exhaustion is reported in the literature as a result of high work-load for
extended time periods, causing work-stress which results in exhaustion (Janssen, et al., 1999) which
negatively affects job satisfaction (Schaufeli and Enzmann 1998; Houkes et al. 2003). Finally, the
literature reviewed reports that tenure and job satisfaction are positively correlated (Crossman and
Abou-Zaki 2003; Rose 2003; Kuo and Chen 2004). Fourth, the dimensions pertaining to the workers’
feelings toward the job. The feeling of work enjoyment or absence thereof relates to dimensions such
as the nature of work itself, salary/pay, supervision, promotion potential, and co-workers relationship
(Robbins & Judge 2007).
The diverging reported results on job satisfaction in the literature raise the question of the
generalizability of the results. The sources of these differences need further investigation as they may
be due to business- related, socio-cultural, or economic factors. Among the hindering limitations lies
the fact that most of these field studies were conducted in economically stable communities, and
mainly in the USA, UK and other European countries. The sector of financial services in Lebanon is
developing at an increasing pace with little investigative research that may help its management teams
focus their efforts in the future.
Lebanese Framework
Among the developing countries of the Middle-East, and at the eastern side of the Mediterranean sea,
Lebanon was able to recently avoid some of the major impacts of the world financial crisis of 20082009. With an open market financial sector, in an area where most of the neighboring countries apply
higher levels of regulations and controls on their respective financial markets, this weak economy is
striving to flourish as a financial hub. The contribution of the different sub-sectors to the GDP in 2008
reached 23% for banks, 7.6% for financial investment firms and 2.0% for insurance companies (IMF
July 2010). With a highly educated work-force, the financial sector including the financial investment
entities, commercial banks, and insurance companies, employs about 1% of the population, but faces
a high turnover rate as its workforce is lured into the GCC economies and western African labor
markets as well as immigrating toward the developed economies and politically stable countries. The
continuous development of the human technical skills of this highly professional workforce has
provided for a reputation of excellence (BDL 2010). Yet, the job satisfaction level of these employees,
with the added pressure to perform with a customer satisfaction orientation, needs to be assessed.
The financial sector of Lebanon operates in a politically unstable environment, paralleled with a shortterm planning attitude, weak follow-up on project implementation, and lack of control and
accountability in the political ring (Ashi and Ayache 2002). However, this highly strategic sector was
protected from political interference as well as economic war-fares during a sixteen years long war
(1975-1992), due to the sensitivity of the sector, to its role as a channel of funding, as well as to its
importance to all the fighting factions. This does not mean that the sector was not affected by the
unrest and general political environment. It was hit with massive withdrawals of funds at certain
stages. The lack of security forced the overseers of the sector to review their respective plans for
growth and development. The goal of these planning circles shifted as a result of security rollercoasters from planning improvement to sustaining un-interrupted operations, preserving the assets,
and safeguarding both information back-up and banking secrecy. The results of the well managed
banking operations lead to the preservation of a banking system strong enough to survive the war, and
to shift into full-fledged investment in growth thereafter. But the sector’s development was halted or
left to the bare minimum. Thus, with the end of the war, major investments in infrastructure and
modernization/automation were necessary. However, the impact of the war on the financial
institutions of brokerage and money market dealers was of higher negativity. As these firms rely
heavily on communication and remaining in contact with both markets and customers, they were
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forced to transfer their basis of operations to surrounding countries that enjoyed higher levels of
political stability such as Jordan, Syria, Cyprus, Dubai and other financial hubs.
As for the insurance sector, the national insurance companies in general remained operational through
refocusing their operations toward the rising needs of the internal market in the absence of the
international market players. The financial authorities, in an effort to re-structure the insurance sector,
initiated and supported certain steps that lead toward consolidating the arena. Thus, the insurance
sector went through a number of mergers and acquisitions that ended in the solidification of this sector
by the year 2010. All these actions and plans mentioned above, meant, among other decisions,
massive investing by all of the financial sector’s players, in the latest information technology and
information systems. Moreover, the act of creating data warehouses equipped with damage recovery,
alternative links and uninterrupted power supply, took on a deep cut into these institutions’ budgets of
the period 1995-2000; this, at a time when the government was also working on improving
telecommunications’ infrastructure and internet facilities. All these changes, in addition to the
reinstating of the security and peace, led to the re-opening of the economy in front of foreign financial
institutions that were already high tech, to come back and compete. Therefore, the three local financial
sub-sectors needed to upgrade their processes, human assets, and abilities to compete in a tightly knit
small market. As a result, top management increased its pressure on line management to improve
profitability, leading to more pressure on the job for the lower levels of the managerial pyramid.
Methodology
Research Hypotheses
The importance of measuring the job satisfaction of employees as an indicator of their willingness to
perform future jobs, how they behave during and the outcome thereof, is an essential tools for
managerial decision making. Managers need to consider the results of job satisfaction measuring, for
improving any of the nine factors under consideration for improved productivity, feeling of stability,
and tenure. Therefore, and due to the shortage in this field, the researcher attempted to investigate the
level of job satisfaction of the employees in the different sub-sectors of the financial sector of
Lebanon. Guided by the literature reviewed, the following hypotheses were put forth:
H1 – There is no difference in total job satisfaction levels among different sub-sectors in the
financial sector of Lebanon.
H2 – There is no difference in the factors of job satisfaction among different sub-sectors.
4.2 Scale development
To measure the level of job satisfaction of the financial sector, the researcher used the measure
developed by Paul Spector (1997) entitled “Job Satisfaction Survey”, as constructed and published.
This measure scale is licensed for academic noncommercial research (Spector 1997), and is already
tested for reliability and validity. The research process followed the descriptive model and the
procedures put forth by Okpara (2004). The scale “Job Satisfaction Survey” is composed of 36 items
that measure 9 different factors of job satisfaction, with four scale-items for each, among which are 19
inverted questions. The responses vary between 1=disagree very much and 6=agree very much, and
the reversed items being scored using the formula Item2= 7-Item1. The results were summated and
total scores could vary between 36 and 216.
Sampling and Population Description
The researcher used the self-administered survey technique in distributing questionnaires and
collecting replies. The sampling process took into consideration the geographic distribution of the
business operations of the sectors components and the population density. The sampled locations were
contacted using a network of contacts and in these locations complete census was collected in Winter
2012. For better sample representativeness of each category in the total sample, the sampling process
included a respective percentage of employees in each sub-category of the sector, as per the sector’s
contribution to the country’s GDP in 2008 as published by the International Monetary Fund (Mottu
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and Nakhle, 2010). For a confidence interval of 99%, a large response rate was secured (n ≥ 30)
(McClave et al. 2005). The number of sampled respondents was 1000 with 674 usable responses, and
a response rate of 67.40%. The respondents were 339 males representing 50.30% and 335 females
(49.70%). The largest age group was 25-39 years of age (57.86%), while those less than 25 years
were 21.81% and those between 40 and 60 being 18.40% and only 1.93% of more than 60 years of
age. The educational levels of the respondents were 3.26% below high-school, 6.38% of Freshman or
technical equivalent and 90.36% holding university degrees. Most of the respondents were mainly
office employees (62%), with 31% of first line managers and only 7% holding middle managerial
positions. The reliability test was performed using SPSS 19.0. Cronbach’s alpha was acceptable
(.628). The factor analysis test was run using SPSS and the results show a high KMO (.856) with a
Bartlett’s Sphericity of 6664.765 at .000 significance. The commonalities test using the extraction
method (PCA) results show that all the items of the scale ranged between .457 and .714, thus can be
retained, while the initial Eigenvalues ranged between 19.322 and .795 (with only four items scoring
below 1.0).
Research Results & Analysis
To test the hypotheses, correlations tests were run using SPSS 19 (see Table 1). The general results
reveal that there exists a positive moderately-high correlation between the factors of contingent
rewards and fringe benefits (r=0.536) and pay (r=0.587); a moderately-high correlation between pay
and promotion (r=0.616); and between pay and fringe benefits (r=0.562). Moreover, the research
results reveal the presence of a few moderate positive relationships between several of the factors of
job satisfaction. First fringe benefits is positively correlated with promotion (r=.413), and
communication (r=0.354), while contingent rewards is positively correlated with both promotion
(r=.390), nature of work (r=0.307) and with communication (r=0.409) and supervision (r=.307).
Second, coworkers is positively correlated with supervision with r=.432, nature of work (r=0.320) and
communication (r=0.395). Third, nature of work is positively correlated with pay (r=0.297),
promotion (r=0.289), and supervision (r=0.281).Finally communication is positively correlated with
supervision (r=.378), all at a Sig. =.000 and a 99% confidence level. Furthermore, the results reveal
the presence of a number of weak negative correlations between operating conditions and supervision
(r=-.175), nature of work (r=-0.175), coworkers (r=-.070), and communication (r=-.053).

Table 1 - Inter-correlations of Responses
Reference: Author’s own work.
The researcher analyzed the correlations of the job satisfaction variables within each sub-sector by
splitting the data. The analysis of the results by sub-sector reveals that the overall satisfaction of the
employees of the sub-sectors varies (see Table 2). The comparison of the different sub-sectors of the
financial sector of Lebanon reveal a number of findings, the first being the generally comparable
values of the index, with a standard deviation between -1.82 and 1.62. This leads us to refute our first
hypothesis.
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Table 2 – Job Satisfaction index per sub-sector.

Reference: Author’s own work.
Moreover, the inter-correlation of the different variables was tested by sub-sector in order to
investigate any differences in job satisfaction attitude among the three sub-sectors, namely banking,
insurance companies, and financial services employees. The results show that these inter-correlations
between the different factors vary between sub-sectors.
As a result the second hypothesis is rejected.
Contributions & Conclusion
This field work analysis attempt has undoubtedly shed some light on the factors affecting the job
satisfaction of the different sub-units of the financial sector of Lebanon. The results clearly prove that
among the nine factors of job satisfaction studied, two were more important to employees that the
rest, namely fringe benefits and pay. This is due to the economic system and financial situation of the
Lebanese economy in which the middle class of the society is under increased pressures and the lower
economic class is increasing in numbers. The production factors of the financial sector in general are
mainly concentrated around the human element. Performance is driven by job satisfaction and the
resulting motivation. What affects performance according to the many theories includes a large
number of factors, work related and/or situational. The sector’s performance and profitability are
driven by human effort rewarded. However, managers should take into consideration that all the nine
facets of job satisfaction are correlated to each other to different extents, and that a managerial
decision pertaining to one factor, cannot effectively generate job satisfaction unless related to the
other 8 facets.
Moreover, the study shows that the different sub-units in the financial sector of Lebanon have
different perceptions of the various facets of job satisfaction. Therefore, for the banking institutions
that own financial arms and insurance companies, it becomes a challenge to apply different job
satisfaction and motivation techniques onto different units of the organization. However, efficient
results and improved performance necessitate this divergence from the theory of ‘single-policy’ in HR
applicable to all employees. Moreover, these results highlight a major dysfunction emanating from the
proliferation of the consolidation activities in the financial sector in general, where many insurance
companies merged together, and where others joined banks under different legal formulations. These
unified firms had their own policies applied for a long period of time, and are now subjected to new
ones as a result of these mergers and acquisitions within the process of harmonization, which shake
the feeling of security and stability of employees, increasing anxiety and fear factors.
The study is faced with a number of limitations. First, it relates to one economic sector only. Second,
it is based on a time-cut rather than a longitudinal study. Third, the variety of the job positions within
the three sub-units or categories of employment is very broad, and was not controlled for, due to the
sampling technique used. Finally, the sampling procedure of complete census in selected geographic
areas, although highly representative, cannot be considered totally bias-free.
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Future research should focus on the variability of the job satisfaction facets within the different subunits of the financial sector of Lebanon, in an attempt to further understand the differences and devise
motivational tools and programs that are better applicable and customized to each. Furthermore,
future studies may take into consideration the differences between the different levels of employment
or positions within each sub-unit.
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Abstract
Creating emotionally touching experiences using tangible and intangible cues are critical to satisfy
and retain current customers and attract new ones in the hospitality and tourism industry. However,
support for the effect of service quality on customer emotions, customer satisfaction and loyalty in
Thai hotels is scant. Therefore, this study aims to propose and test a model that describes the
relationships between perceived service quality, customer emotions, customer satisfaction and
customer loyalty in a five star hotel setting (Siam Kempinski Hotel in Bangkok, Thailand). A selfselection sampling technique was used to select the sample by sending the questionnaires to the guests
who stayed at the hotel, out of which 369 guests returned the completed questionnaires. Partial Least
Squares (PLS) based Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) was used to analyze the collected data,
assess the model and test the hypotheses. All the hypotheses were proven and our findings confirm
that perceived service quality impacts customer emotions and customer satisfaction significantly and
all of these jointly influence customer loyalty.
Keywords: Tangible Service Quality, Intangible Service Quality, Perceived Service Quality,
Customer Satisfaction, Customer Loyalty, Hotels

Introduction
Thailand’s 2012 National Income Statistics shows that Thailand’s receipts of tourism in 2012 were
27.5 Billion US$ in which 65 % was generated by the hotels and restaurants. According to Tourism
Council of Thailand (2011), the number of foreign tourist arrivals to Thailand has increased from
10.06 million in 2001 to 22.40 million in 2012 indicating a positive increase in last 12 years. Being a
sector on the supply-side of Thai hospitality and tourism industry, hotels have seen rapid growth with
regard to number, diversity, and popularity (Inkabaran et al., 2004). Owing to this increasing demand
and competition, hotels in Thailand are not only expected to improve their sales and performance
owing to higher occupancy rates (Chen et. al,, 2013), but also to shift their focus on the consumers
and the pursuit of higher customer perceived quality in order to ensure customers’ loyalty and
favourable behavioural intentions (Hu et al., 2009; Ryu et al., 2012). In terms of identifying the
determinants of customer loyalty, many scholars agree that customer satisfaction is the most
important determinant of customer loyalty (Zaibaf et al., 2013). In this regard Wu and Liang (2009)
states that once customers are satisfied with the services provided, they are more likely to re-purchase
or shop, which then increases company profits.
In addition to focusing on the relationship of customer loyalty and customer satisfaction, scholars
have also explored many different perspectives of how customer satisfaction can be achieved.
Amongst various determinants of customer satisfaction, customers’ perception of service quality has
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attained great attention of the scholars (Ladhari, 2009; Ryu et al., 2012; Yu and Ramanathan, 2012).
This makes service quality as the decisive factor in evaluation of customers’ experience and
satisfaction levels (Han and Ryu, 2009; Reimer and Kuehn, 2005). Another hospitality and tourism
industry specific important determinant of customer satisfaction is customer’s emotions. In this
regard, Walls et al., (2011) declared emotional component as a natural part of customer experiences in
the hospitality and tourism industry. Despite its importance in developing customer satisfacion and
behaviours, very few studies have focused on the role of emotions while determining the effect of
perceived sevice quality on customer satisfaction and the behavioural responses of the customers
(Arnold, et al., 2005; Han and Ryu, 2009). Therefore this study aims to propose and test a model that
describes the relationships between perceived service quality, customer emotions, customer
satisfaction and customer loyalty within a hotel setting.
Literature Review
Service Quality
Generally in the services marketing literature, service quality refers to consumer’s evaluation of the
overall superiority of the services provided (Zeithaml and Bitner, 2003). Because of being studied by
a large number of scholars, service quality has many definitions in the literature, and lacking for one
common and globally-accepted definition (Clemes et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2009; Sharif and Kassim,
2012). For instance, Juran (1988) considers service quality as a mean to meet the customer
expectations whereas Zeithaml (1988) considers it as superiority in delivery of the services.
According to Rust and Oliver (1994), service quality is subjective in nature and Cronin and Taylor
(1992) considers it as an attitude. Besides its definition, there is also disagreement in terms of its
measurement and operationalization (Seth et al., 2005; Sharif and Kassim, 2012). However, several
studies have examined and agreed to use a multi-dimensional and hierarchical measurement model for
assessing the construct of service quality (Brady and Cronin, 2001; Dabholkar et al., 2000; Lien and
Kao, 2008; Rust and Oliver, 1994).
Within hospitality and tourism industry many scholars have also proposed the modified forms of
SERVQUAL scale (Markovic & Raspor, 2010; Mey et al., 2006; Ramsaran-Fowdar, 2007;
Renganathan, 2011; Wilkins et al., 2007). One of the early modified versions of SERVQUAL in
hospitality industry was proposed by Saleh and Ryan (1991) with five dimensions including
avoidance of empathy, sarcasm, reassurance, tangibles, and conviviality. Similarly, Getty and
Thompson (1994) proposed another scale named as LODGQUAL including tangibles, contact and
reliability as its dimensions. Another notable contribution was done by Mei et al., (1999) proposing a
service quality assessment scale with three dimensions i.e., reliability, tangibles and employees. They
conducted their study in the Australian hospitality and tourism industry and named their measurement
scale as HOLSERV. Ladhari (2012) discussed another contribution by Oberoi and Hales (1990) who
assessed the service quality of conference hotels in the UK using two dimensions i.e., tangibles
(availability of equipment, cleanliness of facilities and food and beverages’ quality and quantity) and
intangibles (reliability, empathy, attention, assurance and responsiveness of service provider). It has
been observed that the dimensions of most of these proposed scales originated from two distinct
categories i.e., Tangibles and Intangibles (Albacete-Saez et al., 2007; Ladhari, 2012; Nadiri and
Hussain, 2005).
Customer Emotions
Because of its importance, many scholars have tried to define the concept of emotions. For example
Damasio (1994) considers emotion as a body state where Gardner (1985) defined it as feelings related
to a specific behavior. Another definition of emotions is provided by Clore et al. (1987; p. 752) as “a
valenced affective reaction to perceptions of situations”. Valence in this definition refers to the
distinction of positive and negative implying that emotion encompasses a positive (pleased, relaxed)
and negative (nervous, annoyed) feelings (Lin and Liang, 2011). Literature review shows that
customers having positive emotional states have shorter decision times compared to the people in
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negative emotional states (Lee et al., 2009). Another clearer definition of emotions was proposed by
Bagozzi, et al., (1999; p.184) as “a mental state of readiness that arises from cognitive appraisals of
events or thoughts; has a phenomenological tone; is accompanied by physiological processes; is often
expressed physically; and may result in specific actions to affirm or cope with the emotion, depending
on its nature and the person having it.” This definition of emotions imply that emotions are
intentional grounded on explicit referents or objects and that emotions are not only reactions rather
they also include tendencies to action (Martin, et al., 2008). Many scholars have also discussed the
important role of customer emotions in evaluation of service providers, satisfaction levels, behaviours
such as repurchase behaviour, positive word of mouth etc., decision making and subjective well-being
(Burns & Neisner, 2006; Lee, et al., 2009; Lin and Matila, 2010; Martin, et al., 2008).
Customer Satisfaction
Because of grabbing significant attention from the scholars, conceptualisation of customer satisfaction
has also been disputed (Hu et al., 2009). For example, a number of scholars such as Bitner 1990
considered customer satisfaction and service quality as two different constructs. In this regard,
Parasuraman et al. (1988; p. 16) argued that “perceived service quality is a global judgement, or
attitude, relating to the superiority of the service, whereas satisfaction is related to a specific
transaction”. Whereas some other scholars highlighted that service quality is an antecedent of
customer satisfaction (Parasuraman et al., 1985). DeRuyter et al. (1997) suggested that service quality
should be treated as an antecedent of service satisfaction. Consequently, a large literature related to
customer satisfaction is often closely related to the assessment of service quality. Another
conceptualisation of customer satisfaction was proposed by Oliver (1981) considering it as an
emotional constituent of customer’s evaluation of a specific product/service experience based on the
disconfirmation paradigm (Crotts and Magnini, 2011). Some other scholars also suggested that
customer satisfaction may result because of a series of various encounters and experiences. For
instance, Hu et al., (2009; p. 115) defined customer satisfaction as, “a cognitive or affective reaction
that emerges in response to a single or prolonged set of service encounters”.
Customer Loyalty
Service providers have considered customer loyalty as an important objective because of its
significant role in developing and maintaining their long-term competitive edge (Jin et al., 2012).
Therefore, a large proportion of research on customer loyalty has concentrated on the definition and
measurement of customer loyalty (Lee et al., 2009). While defining loyalty, early scholars such as
Jacoby (1978) considered it as a behavioural phenomenon arguing that repurchasing shows the level
of loyalty. However, recently scholars proposed another approach to assess customer loyalty by using
attitudinal scales with an emphasis on emotional attachment or trust (Baloglu, 2002). Following
attitudinal approach, customer loyalty was defined by Jones and Sasser (1995, p.94) as “the feeling of
attachment to or affection for a company’s people, products or services”. Moreover, Oliver (1997; p.
432) defined loyalty as “a deeply held commitment to re-buy or re-patronize a preferred product or
service consistently in the future, despite situational influences and marketing efforts having the
potential to cause switching behavior”. This approach of integrating both the attitudinal and
behavioural dimensions to assess customer loyalty is suitable with the hospitality and tourism industry
where revisiting frequency only does not indicate loyalty of customers, rather their attitudinal and
emotional commitment towards the service provider depicts their loyalty (Jin et al., 2012; Han and
Ryu, 2009).
Hypotheses Development
Berry et al., (2002) posit that providing quality services is a powerful competitive weapon for service
providers to achieve customer satisfaction. A number of scholars have tried to examine the linkage
between service quality and customer satisfaction and that observed service quality influences
customer satisfaction strongly and significantly (Cronin and Taylor, 1992; Dominici and Guzzo,
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2010; Ryu and Han., 2010). Literature review recognised a significant effect of service quality on
customer satisfaction, hence, the following hypothesis is proposed;
H1: Service Quality has a significant impact on customer satisfaction.
Moreover, many scholars have also considered the construct of customer loyalty while studying
service quality and customer satisfaction (Yu and Ramanathan, 2012). Various studies examined and
confirmed the linkage between service quality and customer loyalty (Brady and Cronin, 2001). For
example, Kim (2011) conducted a study on the Korean hospitality and tourism industry. In his study,
he proposed and confirmed the significant impact of service quality on customer loyalty. Thus the
following hypothesis is proposed;
H2: Service Quality has a significant impact on customer loyalty.
Some of the scholars also assessed the influence of service quality on customer’s emotions. There are
not a lot of studies that have linked service quality directly to customer’s emotions (Ladhari, 2009).
However, many studies have linked various dimensions and facets of service quality with customer
emotions. For example, scholars such as Pareigis et al., (2011), Ladhari, (2009) and Bitner, (1992)
empirically proved that tangibles in a service environment elicit positive emotions in customers.
Similarly, Oberoi and Hales (1990) and Caro and Roemer (2006) discussed intangibles as stimuli
within the service environments, which according to Mehrabian and Russell (1974) effect the
emotions of customers. Therefore, it is hypothesized;
H3: Service Quality has a significant impact on customer emotions.
There is a strong theoretical support for the linkage between customer’s emotions and their
satisfaction levels (Oliver, 2010). Many scholars have observed customer emotions as an important
determinant of their satisfaction levels (Lin and Liang, 2011). Burns and Neisner (2006) stated that
consumers’ emotions are observed to have a strong correlation with customer satisfaction. Therefore,
it is hypothesized that:
H4: Customer Emotions have a significant impact on Customer Satisfaction.
An increasing number of scholars are now considering the role of emotions in developing customer
loyalty (Weng and Run, 2013; Martin, et al., 2008; Oliver, 1997). Studies have examined and
confirmed the positive link between customer emotions and customer loyalty (Westbrook & Oliver,
1991). Therefore, it is hypothesized that:
H5: Customer Emotions have a significant impact on customer loyalty.
Support for the influence of customer satisfaction on their loyalty comes from a large body of
literature. Research has indicated that customer satisfaction leads to loyalty and positive behavioural
intentions such as revisit and repurchase intentions and staying with the same service provider
(Cronin et al., 2000; Han and Ryu, 2009; Lin and Liang, 2011; Yu and Ramanathan, 2012). Thus the
following hypotheses is proposed;
H6: Customer satisfaction has a significant impact on customer loyalty.
Research Methodology
Sample and Procedures
Data for this research was collected at Siam Kempinski Hotel in Bangkok, Thailand between January
and December, 2012. The sampling technique employed is referred to as self-selection sampling
where the subjects interested in the study are included in the sample. Out of these 369 respondents,
60% were males whereas 40% were female subjects. 5% were under 20 years of age, 52% were
between 21 and 30 years, 37% were between the ages of 31-40 years and 6% were older than 41
years. Around 38% of the respondents stayed at Siam Kempinski Hotel for the first time, 55% of them
stayed for 1-3 times and 7% stayed for more than 3 times. In regard to purpose of staying at Siam
Kempinski Hotel, 15% stayed for business purposes whereas 45% stayed for leisure/tourism purposes
and 40% stayed at Siam Kempinski Hotel for attending conferences.
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Survey Instrument
There were four main variables in this study: ((i) Service quality (ii) Customer emotions, (iii)
Customer satisfaction and (iv) Customer loyalty). Service satisfaction is a second order construct
which is having two first order dimensions i.e., (i) Tangible service quality (ii) Intangible service
quality. There are five items to assess tangible service quality including rooms, food and beverage,
amenities, communication devices, and price; whereas the instrument to measure intangible service
quality includes 4 measures including cleanliness, punctuality, empathy, and accuracy. Measurement
items for both the tangible service quality and intangible service quality are adapted from the
customer satisfaction tool developed and tested by Medallia Inc., USA that is a global research firm,
whose one of the main businesses is to perform an internationally accepted evaluation of customer
satisfaction in hotel business (http://www.medallia.com/). 3 items were used to measure customer
emotions adopted from Ladhari (2009) whereas 2 items were used to assess customer satisfaction
(satisfaction with services, satisfaction with location) adapted from Chen et al., (2013) and 3 items
were used to assess customer loyalty (revisit, recommend to others, willingness to spend more)
adopted from Han and Ryu (2009). Items related to customer satisfaction were assessed on a 6 point
likert scale (1 = deeply dissatisfied; 2 = very dissatisfied; 3 = dissatisfied; 4 = satisfied; 5 = very
satisfied; 6 = exceptionally satisfied) whereas items related to customer loyalty were also assessed on
a 6 point likert scale (1 = strongly disagree; 2 = somewhat disagree; 3 = disagree; 4 = agree; 5 =
somewhat agree; 6 = strongly disagree).
Data Analysis
Measurement Model
To refine all measures for the structural model, a measurement model was estimated. The initial 17items developed for measurement were subjected to a Confirmation Factor Analysis (CFA). None of
the factors were deleted and using these measurement items, the measurement model was tested for
convergent validity. This was assessed through factor loadings, composite reliability (CR) and
average variance extracted (AVE) (Hair et al., 2006). Table 1 shows that all item loadings exceeded
the recommended value of 0.6 (Chin, 1998). Composite reliability values, which depict the degree to
which the construct indicators depict the latent construct, exceeded the recommended value of 0.7
(Hair et al. 2006) while average variance extracted, which reflects the overall amount of variance in
the indicators accounted for by the latent construct, exceeded the recommended value of 0.5 (Hair et
al. 2006). These results show strong support for the uni-dimensionality, reliability, and validity of the
measures. Moreover, square root of the AVE between each pair of factors was higher than the
correlation estimated between factors, thus ratifying its discriminant validity (Hair et al., 2006).
Table 1: Validity and Reliability of Constructs
Constructs
Items Statements
Service
Quality

Intangibles

Tangibles

IT1

Cleanliness

IT2
IT3
IT4
T1
T2
T3

Punctuality
Empathy
Accuracy
Rooms
Food and beverage
Amenities
Communication
devices
Price

T4
T5

Factor
Loadings
0.801

CR

AVE

0.920

0.563

0.901
0.885
0.932
0.863
0.835
0.883
0.907
0.773
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Table 1: Validity and Reliability of Constructs
Constructs
Items Statements
Customer Emotions

Customer Satisfaction

Em1

Happy

Em2
Em3

Pleasant
Joyful
Satisfaction with
Services
Satisfaction with
Location
Repurchase

CS1
CS2

Customer Loyalty

CL1
CL2
CL3

Recommend to
Others
Willing to Spend
more

Factor
Loadings
0.890

CR

AVE

0.928

0.812

0.869

0.768

0.910

0.773

0.955
0.857
0.849
0.904
0.878
0.924
0.834

Structural Model
Following the measurement model, the hypothesized relationships in the structural model were tested.
SmartPLS 2.0 was used to test the structural model and hypotheses (Ringle et al., 2005). A
bootstrapping procedure with 1000 iterations was performed to examine the statistical significance of
the weights of sub-constructs and the path coefficients (Chin, Peterson & Brown, 2008). Figure 1
shows the results of the analyses. The corrected R2s in the figure refer to the explanatory power of the
predictor variable(s) on the respective construct. All three independent variables (Service quality,
Customer Emotions and Customer Satisfaction) explains 59.9% percent of customer loyalty (R2 =
0.599). Similarly, service quality and customer emotions predict 42.1% of customer satisfaction (R2 =
0.421). Lastly, service quality predicts 33.7% of customer emotions (R2 = 0.337). In regard to model
validity, Chin et al., (2008) classified the endogenous latent variables as substantial, moderate or
weak based on the R2 values of 0.67, 0.33, or 0.19 respectively. Accordingly, customer loyalty (R2 =
0.574), customer satisfaction (R2 = 0.421) and customer emotions (R2 = 0.337) can all be described as
moderate.
Figure 1 depicts the results of the structural model. The values in the figure show the standardized
coefficients and their respective t-values and significance levels. The complete results of structural
model and hypotheses testing are also presented in table 2. The results show a strong support for all
the six hypotheses of the study.
Figure 1: Structural
Model
H1 was hypothesizing
that service quality will
influence customer
satisfaction significantly
which was supported by
the results (H1: b =
0.645, t = 15.34, sig >
0.01). These results
confirm that customers
having a positive
perceptions of service
quality will have higher
levels of satisfaction.
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These findings are in line with the findings from previous studies (Cronin and Taylor, 1992; Dominici
and Guzzo, 2010; Ryu and Han., 2010). H2 was hypothesizing that service quality will influence
customer loyalty significantly which was supported by the results (H2: b = 0.279, t = 5.06, sig > 0.01).
These results confirm that customers having a positive perceptions of service quality will have higher
levels of loyalty. Literature supports the linkage between service quality and customer loyalty (Brady
and Cronin, 2001; Yu and Ramanathan, 2012). H3 was hypothesizing that service quality will
influence customer emotions significantly which was supported by the results (H3: b = 0.117, t =
3.18, sig > 0.01). These results confirm that customers having a positive perceptions of service quality
will have positive emotional states. These findings are also supporting previous studies which confirm
the significant impact of service quality on customer emotions (Burns and Niesner, 2006; Kim et al.,
2009; Lin and Liang, 2011; Ladhari, 2009; Pareigis et al., 2011). H4 was hypothesizing that customer
emotions will influence customer satisfaction significantly which was supported by the results (H4: b
= 0.698, t = 2.98, sig > 0.01). These results confirm that customers having a positive emotional states
will have higher levels of satisfaction. These findings are also in line with the previous studies
observing customer emotions as an important determinant of their satisfaction levels (Lin and Liang,
2011; Hennig-Thurau et al., 2006; Oliver, 2010; Burns and Neisner, 2006). H5 was hypothesizing that
customer emotions will influence customer loyalty significantly which was supported by the results
(H5: b = 0.109, t = 2.23, sig > 0.05). These results confirm that customers having a positive emotional
states will have higher levels of loyalty. An increasing number of research scholars are now
confirming the role of emotions in developing customer loyalty (Weng and Run, 2013; Martin, et al.,
2008; Oliver, 1997). H6 was hypothesizing that customer satisfaction will influence customer loyalty
significantly which was supported by the results (H5: b = 0.565, t = 9.65, sig > 0.01). These results
confirm that satisfied customers will have higher levels of loyalty. Support for the influence of
customer satisfaction on their loyalty comes from a large body of literature (Cronin et al., 2000; Han
and Ryu, 2009; Lin and Liang, 2011; Yu and Ramanathan, 2012).
Table 2: Results of the structural model
Hypothesis
H Service Quality -> Customer
1
Satisfaction
H
2
Service Quality -> Customer Loyalty
H
3
Service Quality -> Customer Emotions
H Customer Emotions -> Customer
4
Satisfaction
H Customer Emotions -> Customer
5
Loyalty
H Customer Satisfaction -> Customer
6
Loyalty
*P<0.05; **P<0.01

Standard Standard
Beta
Error

T
Statistics

0.645

0.042

15.34**

0.279

0.055

5.06**

0.117

0.062

3.18**

0.698

0.035

2.98**

0.109

0.038

2.23*

0.565

0.059

9.65**

Decision
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported

Discussion, Conclusions and Managerial Implications
This study aimed to propose and test a model that describes the relationships between perceived
service quality, customer emotions, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty at Siam Kempinski
Hotel, a five star hotel located in Bangkok, Thailand. Data was collected from 369 guests who stayed
at the Siam Kempinski Hotel, Bangkok between January 2012 and December 2012. To analyse the
collected data and test the relationship between the constructs, structural equation modelling based on
partial least square method was employed. Following the data analyse, the results indicated a strong
support for all the six proposed hypotheses. It was proved that perceived service quality (tangible and
intangible dimensions) have a significant effect on customer emotions, customer satisfaction and
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customer loyalty. A support was also found for the significant impact of customer emotions on
customer satisfaction and customer loyalty and the significant influence of customer satisfaction on
customer loyalty. This study is also having a support from Bagozzi (1992) general theoretical
framework consisting of three elements; (i) cognitive processes (this study refers to it as customers’
perceptions of the service quality), (ii) Emotional responses (this study refers to it as customer
emotions) and (iii) Behavior (this study refers to it as customer satisfaction and customer loyalty). All
the findings from this study were in line with the results indicated in the previous studies (Chen et al.,
2013; Cronin and Taylor, 1992; Gronroos, 1990; Han and Ryu, 2009; Kim, 2011; Lin and Liang,
2011; McDougall & Levesque, 1994; Ryu and Han, 2010; Yu and Ramanathan, 2012). The findings
of this study indicate that overall customers are satisfied with the quality of services provided at the
Siam Kempinski Hotel. An assessment of both tangible and intangible cues was done in this survey
where tangible cues included 5 aspects “i.e., Rooms, Food and beverage, Amenities, Communication
devices, and Price” and the intangible cues includes 4 aspects i.e., Cleanliness, Punctuality, Empathy,
and Accuracy. Tangible cues are important because customers can directly experience them (Zeitham
et al., 1996). For instance, Gundersen et al. (1996) conducted a study on four major business hotels in
Norway and enforced the importance of tangible aspects on customer satisfaction and loyalty. On the
other hand, intangible cues also have a significant impact on customers’ emotions and behaviour. A
study conducted by Jomehri et al., (2011) indicated that delivery of higher value products and services
positively relates to customer satisfaction while emotional value directly impacts customer loyalty.
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Abstract
Success of public transport service marketers is dependent on how they satisfy their customers by
delivering value through quality services. In order to understand this phenomena, this study aims to
investigate the effect of relationships between service quality, customer satisfaction, perceived value
and customer purchase intentions in Bangkok’s Metropolitan Rapid Transit (MRT) system. A
convenience sampling technique was used to collect the data by distributing the questionnaires to the
passengers at various MRT stations, out of which 400 passengers returned the questionnaires. Partial
Least Square method of structural equation modelling (PLS - SEM) was used to analyze the collected
data, assess the model and test the hypotheses. All the hypotheses were proven and the findings
confirm that service quality significantly influences passenger’s perceived value. Both perceived
service quality and perceived value significantly influence customer satisfaction and all of these
significantly influence customer’s purchase intentions.
Keywords: Service Quality, Perceived Value, Customer Satisfaction, Purchase Intentions, Bangkok
MRT.
Introduction
Access to metro or any rail based transport system, including rapid elevated and underground
transport, has become a burning issue for large cities as they aspire to shape the future with the use
and implementation of efﬁcient mass transport systems (Prasertsubpakij and Nitivattananon, 2012).
According to a report published by British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), Bangkok, Thailand was
ranked number 1 in the list of most congested global cities with terrible traffic jams (www.bbc.co.uk,
2012). Consequently, four types of land transportation systems are operational in Bangkok including
Buses (Bus Mass Transit Authority), Trains (State Railway of Thailand), Skytrain (The Bangkok
Mass Transit System) and Mass Rapid Transport (MRT Subway System). Amongst these four types,
Bangkok's newest Metropolitan Rapid Transit Subway (MRT) has gained most popularity (Bengsston,
2006). The MRT operates to facilitate commuters working/residing or coming to Bangkok as they can
travel to the city without being caught in traffic congestion. According to recent statistics Bangkok’s
MRT serves more than 240,000 passengers daily along 27 Kilometres (KM) of underground track
(Bangkok Metro Public Corporation Annual Report, 2012).
Nowadays the success of a public transport system depends on the number of passengers which the
system is able to attract and retain. For this reason, improving the quality and efficiency of services
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becomes an issue of maximum importance because it is known that an improvement in the level of
quality of the service leads to a higher satisfaction of the passengers and to an increase of the use of
the system (Ona, Ona, Eboli and Mazzulla, 2013). Few scholars have studied the advantages of
developing and maintaining customer loyalty within public transport systems. For instance, Ona et al.,
(2013) stated that service marketers can improve their profitability by decreasing their costs through
loyal customers. Customer loyalty may also result in increased frequency of system usage
(Choocharukul and Sriroongvikrai, 2013). Therefore, many public transportation service marketers
are now focusing on developing customer loyalty by identifying its determinants (Walls et al., 2011).
Service quality has been suggested as a means to develop customer loyalty (Parasuraman et al. 1988;
Prentice, 2013; Ryu and Han, 2010). Advantages of superior service quality in augmenting market
share and profits have been documented in the literature (Tarn, 1999). Additionally, another most
discussed determinant of customer loyalty in services marketing literature is customer satisfaction
(Zaibaf et al., 2013), whose significance is attributed to its ability in predicting post-purchase
behavior. It has been found to be a significant determinant of repeat sales, word-of-mouth and
customer loyalty across various industries (Ladhari, 2009; Ryu et al., 2012). However, in recent years,
there is evidence suggesting that perceived service quality and customer satisfaction are not the only
determinants of customer loyalty (Han and Ryu, 2009). Perceived value is also posited to be highly
associated with service quality and customer satisfaction in developing customer loyalty. Despite of
the indications that service quality, customer satisfaction and perceived value are essential
components in the formation of customer loyalty, support for the interrelationships of these important
variables in the context of Bangkok’s Public transport specifically Bangkok's Metropolitan Rapid
Transit System (MRT) is scant. Therefore, the primary objective of this study is to investigate the
relationships between service quality, customer satisfaction, perceived value and customer purchase
intentions across Bangkok’s MRT system.
Literature Review
Service Quality
In the literature related to services marketing, service quality points to customer’s judgment of service
marketers’ overall superiority or excellence (Zeithaml, 1988). Bitner and Hubbert (1994; p. 77) have
defined service quality as “the customer’s overall impression of the relative inferiority and superiority
of the organization and its services” (p. 77). Over the past three decades, considerable attention has
been given to the theory and practice of service quality by practitioners and academics alike. Service
quality has been viewed as a means of competitive advantage, customer satisfaction, loyalty and
improved business performance (Hu et al., 2009; Parasuraman et al., 1985). Therefore, the quest for
providing quality services has become a significant aspect for all the service marketers operating in
today’s highly competitive marketplace (Sultan and Wong, 2010).
Few scholars have assessed the service quality within the context of public transportation (Brons et
al., 2009; Choocharukul, 2004; Eboli and Mazzulla, 2007; Eboli and Mazzulla, 2009; Nathanail,
2007; Stuart et al., 2000; Weinstein, 1998). For instance, Weinstein (1998) conducted a study to
assess service quality of San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) and found seven
dimensions of service quality in rapid transport system including train cleanliness and comfort, station
cleanliness, service and information timeliness, station entry and exit, police presence, parking, and
policy enforcement. Similarly another study conducted by Nathanail (2007) used 6 service quality
dimensions i.e., itinerary accuracy, system safety, cleanness, passenger comfort, servicing, and
passenger information while assessing service quality of Hellenic Railways in Greece. In another
study conducted by Brons et al. (2009) on the Dutch Railways, it was found that passenger’s overall
satisfaction partly depends on satisfaction with access facilities, travel comfort, travel time reliability,
station organization and information, service schedule, dynamic information, price-quality ratio,
accessibility, ticket service, personal safety, and personnel. Choocharukul and Sriroongvikrai (2013)
also assessed service quality of Bangkok’s Metropolitan Rapid Transit (MRT) using 6 dimensions
naming travel convenience, service and information, access and egress, cleanliness and safety,
facilities and transit fare. Another study conducted by Ona et al., (2013) assessed service quality of
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Transport Consortium of Granada (Spain) using three dimensions i.e., Service, Comfort and
Personnel.

Customer Satisfaction
Almost every existing service marketer strives to achieve customer satisfaction because it can ripple
down and result in many advantages for the service marketer including trust, commitment, loyalty,
positive word-of-mouth and recommending to others etc. (Dominici and Guzzo, 2010; Ryu and Han,
2010). Because of its significance for the service marketers, the concept of customer satisfaction has
attained much attention from the scholars (Hu et al., 2009). Some of the early scholars conceptualized
it as transaction-specific. For instance, Parasuraman et al. (1988; p. 16) argued that “… satisfaction is
related to a specific transaction”. Some other scholars, however, believe that customer satisfaction is
a vast attitude and may not develop based on one transaction only. Rather, it develops over time after
a series of multiple experiences (Ali et al., 2012). For instance, McDougall and Levesque (1994)
considered customer satisfaction as the overall assessment of the service marketer. Hu et al., (2009)
share the same view and argue that customer satisfaction is a cognitive or affective reaction that
emerges in response to a prolonged set of service encounters.

Perceived Value
Similar to service quality, providing higher customer value is also observed as a source of standing
out and competitive edge (Gounaris, Tzempelikos & Chatzipanagiotou, 2007). Day (1990) defined it
as the difference between customers’ perceived benefits and costs. Similarly, Zeithaml (1988) claimed
that perceived value refers to “consumer’s overall assessment of the utility of a product based on
perceptions of what is received and what is given”. Even though there are varying definitions of
perceived value, yet, there are some common grounds. For example, the extent of value as perceived
by customers is determined by customers’ perceptions and not by the suppliers’ assumptions or
intentions (Wang et al., 2004; Wu, 2013). Besides, Doyle (1989) also stated that value is always
subjective because of being a trade-off between customers’ perceived benefits and costs. This is why
perceived value is normally seen as a function of price and quality (Gounaris et al., 2007).

Purchase Intentions
Every existing service marketer struggles to attain positive customer purchase intentions, which is the
ultimate goal (Ryu et al., 2012). Therefore, in many research studies related to services marketing,
consumer’s purchase intentions are used as the primary dependent variable (Wu, 2013). Customer
purchase intentions indicates their willingness of keeping a sustainable relationship with the service
marketer (Zeithaml et al., 1996). It is very relevant to study customer’s intentions as in saturated
markets, it is integral to retain existing customers rather than attracting new customers (Gounaris et
al., 2007). Some notable scholars consider customer’s intentions or behavior of repeated purchases as
their loyalty. Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) stated that satisfied customers may become loyal customers
showing further repurchase intentions, which are additional part of their loyalty towards the service
provider.

Hypotheses Development
As stated earlier, many scholars have studied the impact of service quality on customer satisfaction.
Majority of them concurred that perceived service quality is a significant predictor of customer
satisfaction (Dominici and Guzzo, 2010; Gronroos, 1990; Ryu and Han., 2010). Choocharukul and
Sriroongvikrai (2013) conducted a study on Bangkok’s MRT system and established that customers’
perceived service quality predicts their satisfaction levels. Thus the following hypothesis is proposed;
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Hypothesis 1: Service Quality will influence customer satisfaction significantly for consumers
using Bangkok (Thailand) MRT system.
Similarly, a number of scholars also endorse the significant influence of perceived service quality
dimensions on customer’s purchase intentions. According to Anderson et al. (1994), higher levels of
perceived service quality increases purchase intentions. This relationship was also tested and
confirmed by Heung et al., (2000), Kim (2011) and Chen et al., (2013). Thus, the following
hypothesis is proposed;
Hypothesis 2: Service Quality will influence customer purchase intentions significantly for
consumers using Bangkok (Thailand) MRT system.
A higher perceived service quality will improve the perceived benefits of the services received and
thus enhance the perceived value (Hellier et al., 2003). In a study conducted by Lai et al., (2009) also
observed and confirmed the significant effect of perceived service quality on perceived value. This
relationship is also supported by various other scholars (Andreassen and Lindestad, 1998; Choi et al.,
2004; Cronin et al., 2000; Zins, 2001). Thus, the following hypothesis is proposed;
Hypothesis 3: Service Quality will influence customer’s perceived value significantly for
consumers using Bangkok (Thailand) MRT system.
It has been established that customer satisfaction can be achieved by delivering value to them. Oliver
(1981) also discussed it in his disconfirmation framework that before receiving a service, a consumer
may have some expectations about the value he/she anticipates to receive from the service. Once
he/she consumes the service, he/she then has a perception of the value he receives from it. Difference
between expectation and perceptions results in customer satisfaction (Ali et al., 2012). Thus, customer
satisfaction becomes a function of perceived value (Gounaris et al., 2007). Thus, the following
hypothesis is proposed;
Hypothesis 4: Perceived value will influence customer satisfaction significantly for consumers
using Bangkok (Thailand) MRT system.
In addition to predict customer satisfaction, perceived value has a significant role in shaping consumer
behavior too. A study conducted by Cronin et. al., (2000) also confirmed that perceived value
explained the variance in purchase intentions significantly. Thus, the following hypothesis is
proposed;
Hypothesis 5: Perceived value will influence customer purchase intentions significantly for
consumers using Bangkok (Thailand) MRT system.
A number of scholars have studied and confirmed the significant influence of customer satisfaction
towards their loyalty and behavioural intentions (Ali and Amin, 2013). In a study conducted by Han
and Ryu (2009) it was confirmed that customer satisfaction may end up in customer loyalty in terms
of repurchase likelihood. Thus the following hypotheses is proposed;
Hypothesis 6: Customer satisfaction will influence customer purchase intentions significantly
for consumers using Bangkok (Thailand) MRT system.

Research Methodology
Sample and Procedures
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The population for this study were the passengers of Bangkok’s Metropolitan Rapid Transit (MRT)
system at Bangkok, Thailand. Data collection was done by intercepting the respondents at various
MRT stations over a three-week period from January to February 2013. The sample size for this study
was set to a total of 400 respondents drawn based on convenience sampling. Out of these 400
respondents, 40% were males whereas 60% were females. In terms of age, majority of the
respondents (48%) were within the age group of 21-30 years. Moreover, 64% of the total respondents
were having or were studying for their bachelor degree. In terms of monthly income, almost 50% of
the total respondents were having it between 5000-20000 Thai Bhatt.

Survey Instrument
Four main variables were included in this study i.e., (i) service quality, (ii) perceived value, (iii)
customer satisfaction and (iv) purchase intentions. The instrument to measure service quality includes
3 dimensions (Service, Comfort and Personnel) adopted from Ona et al., (2013) whereas perceived
value was measured using 3 items taken from Ryu et al., (2008). Moreover, 3 items were used to
assess customer satisfaction (satisfaction with service, satisfaction with comfort and satisfaction with
personnel) whereas 1 item was used to assess purchase intentions of passengers. All the items were
taken from previous studies (Choi et al., 2004; Ona et al., 2013; Ryu et al., 2008), and were all
measured using a 5 point likert scale (1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = Neutral; 4 = agree; 5 =
strongly agree). Questionnaire was developed in Thai language and was sent to three subject experts
to examine its content and face validity. The questionnaire was also pre-tested by 30 passengers of
MRT. Reliability analysis was conducted which confirmed that the scales were reliable with
Cronbach's alpha value of 0.78.
Results and Analysis
Measurement Model
In order to assess the convergent validity of the measurement model, factor loadings, composite
reliability (CR) and average variance extracted (AVE) was calculated (Hair et al., 2006). As shown in
table 1, factor loadings for all the items were above the cut-off value of 0.6 (Chin, 1998), except for
one item S6 which was deleted. Value of composite reliability for all the constructs are also above the
cut-off value of 0.7, as suggested by Hair et al. (2006). Moreover, average variance extracted (AVE)
was also calculated for all the constructs and these values were also above the recommended value of
0.5 (Hair et al. 2006). Moreover, the square root of the AVE (diagonal values) of each construct is
larger than its corresponding correlation coefficients pointing towards adequate discriminant validity

Table 2: Validity and Reliability for Constructs
Constructs

Service

Comfort

Personnel

Items

Statements

Loadings

S1

Frequency

0.856

S2

Punctuality

0.821

S3

Speed

0.837

S4

Proximity

0.631

S5

Fare

0.771

C1

Cleanliness

0.783

C2

Space

0.889

C3

Temperature

0.897

C4

Accessibility

0.665

P1

Safety

0.887

CR

AVE

0.865

0.534

0.886

0.663

0.888

0.800
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Table 2: Validity and Reliability for Constructs
Constructs

Perceived
Value

Items

Statements

Loadings

P2

Courtesy

0.900

PV1

Good value for price

0.802

PV2

Worth the money
good value compared to
other transportation
means
Satisfaction with service
Satisfaction with
comfort
Satisfaction with
Personnel

0.896

Continue usage

1.000

PV3
CS1
Customer
Satisfaction

CS2
CS3

Purchase
Intentions

PI1

CR

AVE

0.894

0.783

0.894

0.739

1.000

1.000

0.875
0.847
0.892
0.839

Moreover, table 2 shows that weights of the first order constructs on the designated second order
construct indicating that service quality (SE) is a second order factor with three dimensions namely
service, Comfort and Personnel. The weight for service is 0.794 with t-value of 21.201 implying it as
a first order construct designated on service quality. Similarly, comfort with weight of 0.735; tstatistics of 17.313 and personnel with weight of 0.639; t-statistics of 14.986 also show that these are
first order constructs designated on service quality.

Table 2: Weights of the first order constructs on the designated second-order construct
Weight
T-Value
Second-order constructs First-order constructs
Service
0.794
21.201**
Service Quality
Comfort
0.735
17.313**
Personnel
0.639
14.986
Notes: Critical t-values. **2.58 (P<0.01).
Structural Model
Structural model and hypotheses were also tested using SmartPLS 2.0 (Ringle et al., 2005). A
bootstrapping procedure with 1000 iterations was performed to examine the statistical significance of
the weights of sub-constructs and the path coefficients (Chin, Peterson and Brown, 2008). For the
model used in this study, a GoF value of 0.355 was calculated which indicates a medium model fit as
shown in table 3.
Table 3: Goodness of Fit Index
AVE
0.585
Service
0.534
Comfort
0.663
Personnel
Customer Satisfaction 0.739
0.738
Perceived Value
1
Purchase Intentions
Average Scores
0.734a
2
AVE * R
0.126
0.355
(
)

R2
-

0.326
0.074
0.116
0.172b
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In addition to the measurement model validity and reliability and goodness of fit measures, the
hypothesized paths indicated in the structural model were also verified. Results of the structural model
are presented in Figure 1. The values in the figure shows the standardized coefficients and their
respective t-values. The corrected R2 in the figure refers to the explanatory power of the predictor
variable(s) on the respective construct. As shown in Figure 2, service quality predicts 7.5% of
perceived value (R2 = 0.075) whereas both service quality and perceived value predict 32.6% of
customer satisfaction (R2 = 0.326). Moreover, service quality, perceived value and customer
satisfaction altogether predict 11.6% of customer’s purchase intentions (R2 = 0.116). In regard to
model validity, Chin et al., (2008) classified the endogenous latent variables as substantial, moderate
or weak based on the R2 values of 0.67, 0.33, or 0.19 respectively. Accordingly, customer satisfaction
(R2 = 0.326), perceived value (R2 = 0.075) and purchase intentions (R2 = 0.116) can be described as
weak.

Figure 1: Structural Model

Structural Estimates and Hypotheses Testing
The complete results of the structural model and hypotheses testing are presented in Table 4. The
results show a strong support for all the six hypotheses of the study. H1 was hypothesizing that
service quality will influence customer satisfaction significantly which was supported by results (H1:
b = 0.323, t = 7.476, sig < 0.01). These results confirm that passengers having positive perceptions of
the service quality will have higher levels of satisfaction. These findings are in line with the previous
studies coinciding that perceived service quality is a significant predictor of customer satisfaction
(Dominici and Guzzo, 2010; Gronroos, 1990; Ryu and Han., 2010). H2 was hypothesing that service
quality will influence passengers’ purchase intentions significantly which was supported by result
(H2: b = 0.118, t = 2.250, sig < 0.05). These results confirm that passengers having positive
perceptions of the service quality will have higher chances of positive purchase intentions. These
findings are also in line with the endorsement of a number of scholars related to significant influence
of perceived service quality dimensions on customer’s purchase intentions. A strong support was also
found for H3 hypothesizing the significant effect of service quality on perceived value (H3: b = 0.274,
t = 6.073, sig < 0.05). These results confirm that passengers having positive perceptions of the service
quality will have higher levels of perceived value. Previous scholars also confirmed this relationship
(Lai et al., 2009). Moreover, H4 hypothesized that perceived value will influence customer
satisfaction significantly which was supported by results (H4: b = 0.391, t = 10.13, sig < 0.01). These
results confirm that passengers having positive perceptions of the value will have higher levels of
satisfaction. H5 hypothesizes significant effect of perceived value on purchase intentions. The results
support this hypothesis (H5: b = 0.120, t = 2.296, sig < 0.05). These results confirm that passengers
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having positive perceptions of the value will have higher chances of positive purchase intentions.
Lastly, H6 hypothesized that customer satisfaction significantly effect purchase intentions. The results
support this hypothesis (H6: b = 0.262, t = 4.251, sig < 0.01). These results confirm that passengers
having higher levels of satisfaction will have higher chances of positive purchase intentions. These
findings are also in line with the findings from previous studies (Ali and Amin, 2013; Cronin and
Taylor, 1992; McDougall & Levesque, 1994).

Table 4: Structural Estimates (Hypotheses Testing)
Standard
Hypothesis
Beta
H1: Service Quality -> Customer
0.323
Satisfaction
H2: Service Quality -> Purchase
0.118
Intentions
0.274
H3: Service Quality -> Perceived Value
H4: Perceived Value -> Customer
0.391
Satisfaction
H5: Perceived Value -> Purchase
0.120
Intentions
H6: Customer Satisfaction -> Purchase
0.262
Intentions
*P<0.05; **P<0.01

Standard T
Decision
Error
Statistics
0.043

7.476**

0.052
0.045

2.250*
6.073**

0.039

10.13**

0.069

2.296*

0.062

4.251**

Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported

Discussion and Conclusion
The primary objective of this study was to propose and test the model that describes the
interrelationships between perceived service quality, customer satisfaction, perceived value and
customer purchase intentions in Bangkok’s Metropolitan Rapid Transit (MRT) System. It was proved
that perceived service quality significantly influences passenger’s perceived value. Both perceived
service quality and perceived value significantly influence customer satisfaction and all of these
significantly influence customer’s purchase intentions. The study is also supported by the general
theoretical framework proposed by Mehrabian and Russell’s (1979) consisting of three main elements
(i) stimulus (our study refers to it as service quality provided by MRT), (ii) organism (our study refers
to it as customer perceptions of value) and (iii) Response (our study refers to it as customer
satisfaction and purchase intentions). All these findings are in line with the previous studies
(Andreassen and Lindestad, 1998; Chen et al., 2013; Choocharukul and Sriroongvikrai, 2013; Cronin
and Taylor, 1992; Dominici and Guzzo, 2010; Gounaris et al., 2007; Gronroos, 1990; Heung et al.,
2000; Kim, 2011; Ona et al., 2013; Ryu and Han, 2010; Wu, 2013).
Customer satisfaction has been a central element in many studies because of its importance in shaping
post-purchase behavior. Our study also supported the same notion and confirmed significant impact of
passengers’ satisfaction on their purchase intentions. However, customer satisfaction alone may not
be sufficient to generate purchase intentions (Tarn, 1999). Our study revealed that customer’s
perceived service quality is also an integral determinant of customer’s purchase intentions. Our study
used three dimensions to assess service quality of Bangkok’s MRT including (i) service, (ii) comfort,
and (iii) personnel taken from Ona et al, (2013). The first dimension, “service” describes the
performance of the service using four observed variables (Frequency, Punctuality, Speed and Fare).
The second dimension, “comfort” uses three observed variables to characterize the grade of comfort
inside the vehicle (Cleanliness, Space and Temperature). The last dimension is personnel, that is
explained by two attributes related to the behavior of the personnel involved in the service, “safety”
(related to the driver's behavior) and “courtesy” (as the kindness of the personnel). It was proven that
these items and scales are appropriate for the assessment of service quality in the mass transit
services, and for determining the variables which play an important role in passengers’ perceptions
about the service quality.
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One important implication derived from the present study is the importance of taking customers’
perceived value into consideration when assessing their experiences. The findings of this study
showed a strong influence of customer’s perceptions on their satisfaction and purchase intentions
indicating that perceived value can act as an information source that can be used in attitudedevelopment. In this regard, Wu (2013) and Gounaris et al., (2007) endorsed the significant effect of
perceived value over customer satisfaction and purchase intentions. As per Ravald and Gronroos
(1996), ensuring customer value can be used as an alternative way of gaining competitive advantage
that can be done by adding extra value to the service offering.
Like other studies, the current study also hold some limitations that can be tackled by future research.
Data for this study was collected from customers at MRT stations in Bangkok, Thailand. Therefore,
generalizations of the findings on public transport systems from other countries or geographic
locations should be done with caution. A larger sample can be selected consisting of wider range of
passengers of other types of public transport in Bangkok i.e., Skytrain.
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Abstract
Achieving success in hospitality industry has been linked to customer loyalty and satisfaction through
higher quality of services provided to the customers. However, support for the effect of tangible and
intangible service quality on customer satisfaction and loyalty in Thai hotels is scant. Therefore, the
aim of this paper is to investigate the effect of tangible and intangible service quality on customer
satisfaction and customer loyalty in Siam Kempinski Hotel in Bangkok, Thailand. A self-selection
sampling technique was used to select the sample by sending the questionnaires to the guests who
stayed at the hotel, out of which 425 guests returned the completed questionnaires. Structural equation
modelling (SEM) was used to analyze the collected data, assess the model and test the hypotheses. All
the hypotheses were proven and the findings confirm that tangibles and intangible services influence
customer satisfaction significantly and all of these jointly influence customer loyalty.
Keywords: Tangible Service Quality, Intangible Service Quality, Customer Satisfaction, Customer
Loyalty

Introduction
Hotels and restaurants are considered as the principal earner within the Thai tourism sector. For
example, in Thailand’s 2012 National Income Statistics, it has been revealed that Thailand’s receipts
of tourism in 2012 was 907,800 million THB in which 592,657 million THB, or 65.28 percent of this
amount, came from the hotels and restaurants (Bank of Thailand, 2013). The hotel industry in
Thailand is mainly based on the hotels in and around Bangkok that offer dwelling accommodation
services to the incoming tourists. According to statistics by Tourism Council of Thailand (2011),
around 63 percent of foreign tourists preferred to stay at hotels in and around Bangkok during their
vacations in Thailand. With the expansion of international tourism industry in terms of increasing
inbound tourism, on one side it is expected that hotels in Thailand can also benefit from it by
improving their sales and performance owing to higher occupancy rates (Chen, 2011). On the other
hand, the increase in demand for hotel services is increasing the competition in the Thai hotel sector
that requires these hotels to develop strategies not to improve these statistics but also to sustain them
by ensuring the loyalty of customers. It has been agreed that a hotel service provider can increase its
profits and decrease its marketing costs by developing customer loyalty (Han and Ryu, 2009).
Therefore, many hotels have now shifted their focus on developing and maintaining customer loyalty
by identifying and enhancing the determinants of loyalty (Ali et al., 2014).
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The most important determinant of customer loyalty is customer satisfaction (Ladhari, 2009).
Therefore, a large number of scholarly studies have focused on factors that develop customer
satisfaction. Research suggests that eventually, customer satisfaction is strongly influenced by
customers’ perceptions of service quality (Ryu et al., 2012; Zaibaf et al., 2013). Due to the distinctive
characteristics of hotel services, their customers usually have limited cues to evaluate their experience
and the value they get (Han and Ryu, 2009) and, therefore, in many cases their assessment of the
service quality plays a decisive role in developing their satisfaction with the service providers (Reimer
and Kuehn, 2005). Thus, from the service provider’s point of view, service quality is an essential
element that determines the level of customer satisfaction, and ultimately enhances customer loyalty
(Ryu et al., 2012). Many studies focusing on service quality, customer satisfaction and loyalty have
examined various issues such ranging from theoretical measurement of the determinants of service
quality to interrelationships of these three variables across different industries (Kara et al., 2005).
Despite of the indications that service quality and customer satisfaction are essential components in
formation of customer loyalty, support for the effect of tangible and intangible service quality on
customer satisfaction and loyalty in Thai hotels is scant. Therefore, the primary objective of this study
is to investigate the relationships between tangible and intangible service quality, customer
satisfaction and customer loyalty.
Literature Review
Service Quality
Within the services literature, the construct of service quality mainly assesses the perceived quality
which is referred to as consumer’s judgment about an entity’s overall excellence or superiority
(Zeithaml, 1988). During the last three decades researchers and practitioners have diverted their
attention towards the concept of service quality because of its significant influence on business
performance, customer satisfaction, retention and profitability (Amin et al., 2013; Ali and Yuan,
2013; Cronin and Taylor, 1992; Gummesson, 1998; Lasser et al., 2000; Sultan and Wong, 2010; etc.).
Many definitions and conceptualizations of service quality have been presented, yet there is not a
unanimous and globally-accepted definition of service quality (Sharif and Kassim, 2012). For
example, Zeithaml, (1988) discusses service quality as superiority or excellence in service delivery
whereas Juran (1988) defines it as meeting the expectations of a user. Even all these definitions differ
with each other, but all of them have a commonality that quality is largely consumer driven and
consumers differ from country to country, from industry to industry and at individual levels. In
addition there is no generally or widely accepted framework that can be operationalized to make a
precise assessment of service quality (Seth et al., 2005). However, many studies agree with the multidimensionality of service quality (Lien and Kao, 2008). Parasuraman et al., (1985) presented the
concept of expectations and perceptions of service quality through the Gap Model by focusing on ten
dimensions of service quality. These were later reduced by Parasuraman et al., (1988) to five namely
reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy, and tangibles and were named as SERVQUAL
measurement instrument. Later, scholars started modifying SERVQUAL and presented its various
modified versions with different dimensions and terminologies.
Measurement of Service Quality in hospitality context
A number of scholars have also studied the validity of the SERVQUAL measurement scale within
hospitality industry (Gržinic, 2007; Markovic & Raspor, 2010; Renganathan, 2011; Wilkins et al.,
2007). For example, Getty and Thompson (1994) assessed SERVQUAL scale’s validity across hotels.
They stated that tangibles and reliability are the two generic dimensions of service quality that can be
measured using SERVQUAL scale. They developed another scale named, LODGQUAL, based on
SERVQUAL dimensions. In addition to the original dimensions of SERVQUAL, the LODGQUAL
instrument incorporated the dimensions of tangibles, contact and reliability, which include attributes
associated with response capacity, safety and empathy. Moreover, focusing on the United States’
hotel industry, Getty and Getty (2003) also proposed a service quality measurement scale named as
“Lodging Quality Index” (LQI) having responsiveness, reliability, tangibility, communication and
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confidence as its five dimensions. It is believed that this scale has been the most valid scale to assess
the service quality of hotels. A careful review of the literature discloses that most of the proposed
measurement scales are having multiple dimension ranging from two to nine (Nadiri and Hussain,
2005). Several of these dimensions can be basically classified into two categories, for example,
scholars studying “Tangibles” and “Intangibles” (Juwaheer, 2004; Saleh and Ryan, 1991).
Customer Satisfaction
Satisfied customers can bring lot of other advantages for service providers as a ripple effect including
loyalty to service provider, engagement in positive word-of-mouth promotion and paying premium
prices etc. (Ali et al., 2013; Kim and Lee, 2010). Therefore, customer satisfaction has grabbed
considerable attention from the academicians and the practitioners leading disagreements about
conceptualization of customer satisfaction (Hu et al., 2009). For instance, Parasuraman et al. (1988; p.
16) argued that “perceived service quality is a global judgement, or attitude, relating to the
superiority of the service, whereas satisfaction is related to a specific transaction” (p. 16). Another
group of scholars believe that satisfaction of customers may develop not only because of a single
experience, but can be because of a series of various experiences. Therefore Hu et al., (2009; p. 115)
defines customer satisfaction as, “a cognitive or affective reaction that emerges in response to a
single or prolonged set of service encounters”. In this notion, McDougall and Levesque (1994) view
customer satisfaction as the overall assessment of the service provider. Similar to its definition,
measurement of customer satisfaction also varies within marketing literature. For instance, Cronin and
Taylor (1992) considered it as a uni-dimensional construct and measured it by assessing customer’s
overall feeling towards the services provided. However, this one item scale fails to capture the
richness of customer satisfaction construct (Hu et al., 2009). Other scholars developed and adopted
multi-item scales to measure it. For example, Bitner and Hubbert (1994) used four items to measure
customers’ overall satisfaction with the service provider. Most of the scholars agree that satisfaction is
a complex evaluative process towards multiple experiences, therefore, it should be measured by multidimensional or multi-item scales.
Customer Loyalty
Customer loyalty being an integral part of services marketing literature, has been studied by various
scholars across different industries. Abundance of studies have resulted in many conceptualizations of
customer loyalty. Earlier scholars have favored the behavioral conceptualization of loyalty
considering that the share of purchase ultimately represents the level of loyalty (Jacoby, 1978). Even
though there is a close association between customer loyalty and repeat purchase behaviors, a
criticism still exists on the exclusive use of behavioral scales for measuring loyalty (Han and Ryu,
2009), because it disregards decision-making processes of the customers (Dick & Basu, 1994), and
improper multiplication of attitudinal and behavioral attributes (Back, 2005). Another alternative
conceptualization was also proposed by Baloglu (2002) for assessing customer loyalty by employing
attitudinal scales with a focus on emotional attachment or trust. Following this conceptualization,
Jones and Sasser (1995, p.94) define loyalty as “the feeling of attachment to or affection for a
company’s people, products or services”. This approach was also criticized as in order to assess
customer loyalty, both attitudinal and behavioral measures should be recognized and investigated
(Julander et al., 1997; Kandampully & Suhartanto, 2000). This study utilized the concept of customer
loyalty that bears both behavioral and attitudinal dimensions because of its suitability with hospitality
industry.
Hypotheses Development
The relationship between service quality and customer satisfaction has received enormous attention
from the scholars, many of whom have studied the relationship between perceived service quality and
customer satisfaction, demonstrating that service quality determines customer satisfaction (Amin et
al., 2013; Cronin and Taylor, 1992; Dominici and Guzzo, 2010; Gronroos, 1990; Parasuraman et al.,
1994; Ryu and Han., 2010). Amin et al., (2013) conducted a study in Malaysian hospitality Industry
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and confirmed the significant influence of five dimensions of perceived service quality over customer
satisfaction. Thus the following hypotheses are proposed;
Hypothesis 1: Tangibles influence customer satisfaction significantly.
Hypothesis 2: Intangibles influence customer satisfaction significantly.
Similarly, various scholars also confirm the relationship of service quality dimensions and customer
loyalty. Cronin and Taylor (1992) stated that customer satisfaction has a stronger influence over
customer loyalty as compared to service quality, however, both of these factors also influence
customer loyalty significantly. Heung et al., (2000) observed the effect of service quality dimensions
on customer loyalty while studying the free independent travelers market for the Hong Kong hotel
industry. Thus the following hypotheses are proposed;
Hypothesis 3: Tangibles influence customer loyalty significantly.
Hypothesis 4: Intangibles influence customer loyalty significantly.
Many studies have tested and confirmed the positive relationship between customer satisfaction and
loyalty (Han and Ryu, 2009). Findings of Han and Ryu (2009) indicated that customer satisfaction is a
significant predictor of customer loyalty in terms of repurchase likelihood and recommending to
others and spending more. Cronin and Taylor (1992) conducted a study across various service
industries (e.g., fast food, banking, and dry cleaning) and indicated that dissatisfaction leads to
negative behaviors whereas satisfaction leads to positive behavioral intentions such as positive wordof-mouth promotions to others and higher spending etc. Thus the following hypotheses is proposed;
Hypothesis 5: Customer satisfaction influences customer loyalty significantly.
Research Methodology
Sample and Procedures
Data for this study were collected from Siam Kempinski Hotel, which is a five star hotel located in
Bangkok, Thailand between January 2012 and December 2012. The guests were sent a downloadable
questionnaire through their emails. Out of these 425 respondents, 59% were males whereas 41% were
female subjects. 6% were under 20 years of age, 50% were between 21 and 30 years, 39% were
between the ages of 31-40 years and 6% were older than 41 years. Around 35% of the respondents
stayed at Siam Kempinski Hotel for the first time, 56% of them stayed for 1-3 times and 9% stayed
for more than 3 times. In regard to purpose of staying at Siam Kempinski Hotel, 13% stayed for
business purposes whereas 46% stayed for leisure/tourism purposes and 40% stayed at Siam
Kempinski Hotel for attending conferences.
Survey Instrument
This study includes four main variables i.e., (i) Tangible service quality, (ii) Intangible service quality,
(iii) Customer satisfaction and (iv) Customer loyalty. The instrument to measure tangible service
quality includes 5 measures (Rooms, Food and beverage, Amenities, Communication devices, and
Price) whereas the instrument to measure intangible service quality includes 4 measures (Cleanliness,
Punctuality, Empathy, and Accuracy). These two measurement scales were adapted from the tool
developed and tested by Medallia Inc., USA that is a global research firm, whose one of the main
businesses is to perform an internationally accepted evaluation of customer satisfaction in hotel
business (http://www.medallia.com/). Additionally, customer satisfaction in this study was measured
using 2 items (satisfaction with services, satisfaction with location) adapted from Chen et al., (2013).
All these measures were used with a 6 point likert scale (1 = deeply dissatisfied; 2 = very dissatisfied;
3 = dissatisfied; 4 = satisfied; 5 = very satisfied; 6 = exceptionally satisfied). Loyalty was measured
using 3 items (revisit, recommend to others, willingness to spend more) adapted from Han and Ryu
(2009) used with a 6 point likert scale (1 = strongly disagree; 2 = somewhat disagree; 3 = disagree; 4
= agree; 5 = somewhat agree; 6 = strongly disagree).
Data Analysis
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Measurement Model
In order to assess the measurement model, “Maximum Likelihood Estimation Method” was
employed. Confirmatory factor analysis was used for the initial 14 items and the results showed a
moderate fit. The chi-square value (x2) of the measurement model was 133.345 (df = 71, p = 0.000).
The ᵡ2/df value of 1.878 falls within a range of below 5 as suggested by Marsh and Hocevar (1988).
Other model fit indices including RMSEA = 0.046, GFI = 0.957 and CFI = 0.981 also demonstrated
good model fit. Therefore, these measurement items were used for additional analysis. Table I shows
the factor loadings, values for composite reliability and “Average Variance Extracted” (AVE). All the
factor ladings were fairly higher than the cut-off value of 0.6. Composite reliability for all constructs
is also higher than cu-off value of 0.7 as per Nunnally (1978) whereas the values for AVE for every
construct are higher than the cut-off value of 0.50 as per Fornell and Larcker (1981). These results
shows strong support for the uni-dimensionality, reliability, and validity of the measures.
Table 1: Validity and Reliability of Constructs
Factor
AVE
Loadings
Tangibles
Rooms
Food and beverage
Amenities
Communication devices
Price
Intangibles
Cleanliness
Punctuality
Empathy
Accuracy

CR

0.697
0.682
0.775
0.780
0.740

0.542

0.855

0.796
0.856
0.845
0.821

0.689

0.898

Customer Satisfaction
Satisfaction with Services 0.814
0.730
0.844
Satisfaction with Location 0.893
Customer Loyalty
Repurchase
0.864
0.709
0.879
Recommend to Others
0887
Willing to Spend more
0.771
2=
Notes: x 133.345, CMIN/df = 1.878, GFI = 0.957, CFI = 0.
981, RMSEA = 0.047
Discriminant validity of the constructs are shown in Table 2. The diagonal in Table 2 shows the
square root of the AVE between each pair of factors that was higher than the correlation estimated
between factors, thus ratifying its discriminant validity (Hair et al., 2006; Amin et al., 2013).
Table 2: Discriminant Validity

Tangibles
Intangibles
Customer Satisfaction

Tangibles

Intangibles

0.736
0.682
0.530

0.830
0.366

Customer
Satisfaction

Customer
Loyalty

0.854
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Customer Loyalty

0.561

0.407

0.331

0.842

Structural Model
A structural model was estimated to test the hypotheses from H1 to H5. The goodness-of-fit statistics
of the proposed model showed that the model reasonably fits the current data. Chi-square value of the
model (x2 = 321.225, df = 72, p = 0.000) and other goodness of fit indices (RMSEA = 0.08; CFI =
0.925; GFI = 0.915) revealed that the model fit the data reasonably well.
The structural results of the proposed model are depicted in Figure 1. The values in the figure shows
the standardized coefficients and their respective t-values and significance levels. After estimating the
structural model, the complete results are summarized in Table 3.
Figure 2: Structural Model

The hypothesized relationship between the perception of tangibles and customer satisfaction was
significant (β = 0.57; p < 0.01) and therefore H1 was supported. These results show that customers
who have higher perceptions of the tangible service quality cues within the hotel are more likely to
have higher satisfaction levels. The path coefficient of the relationship between the perception of
intangibles and customer satisfaction was also significant (β = 0.195; p < 0.05), and thus H2 was
supported. These findings suggest that better perceptions of intangible cues in a hotel environment can
effect customer satisfaction significantly. The hypothesized relationship between the perception of
tangibles and customer loyalty was significant (beta = 0.520; p < 0.01) and therefore H3 was
supported. These results show that customers who have higher perceptions of the tangible service
quality cues within the hotel are more likely to be loyal to the hotels. The relationship between the
perception of intangibles and loyalty (H4) was also supported by an estimate of 0.125 (p < 0.05),
suggesting that a more positive perception of intangibles leads to loyalty of customers. The path
coefficient of the relationship between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty was 0.146 (p <
0.01) indicating that customers’ satisfaction with the hotels will lead to their loyalty with that hotel.
This result supported H5. This result confirmed previous studies verifying that the significant effect of
customer satisfaction over customer loyalty (Chen, 2011; Chen et al., 2013; Cronin and Taylor, 1992;
Han and Ryu, 2009; Kim et al., 2013; McDougall & Levesque, 1994; Pollack, 2009).
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Table 3: Results of the structural model
Hypothesized path
H1
H2
H3
H4

Tangibles

→

Intangibles

→

Tangibles

→

Intangibles

→

Customer
→
H5
Satisfaction
*p<0.05; **p < 0.01

Customer
Satisfaction
Customer
Satisfaction
Customer
Loyalty
Customer
Loyalty
Customer
Loyalty

Standardized
t - value
Coefficients

P

Decision

0.570

7.668**

0.000

Supported

0.195

1.995*

0.043

Supported

0.520

7.335**

0.000

Supported

0.125

2.499*

0.012

Supported

0.146

2.245**

0.000

Supported

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The objective of our study is to investigate the relationships between tangibles, intangibles, customer
satisfaction and customer loyalty in Siam Kempinski Hotel, which is a five star hotel located in
Bangkok, Thailand. Co-variance based “Structural Equation Modelling” (SEM) was employed to
analyse the data and test the relationships between the constructs. The result of this study found that
all hypotheses are accepted. In particular, the results show that there is a significant relationship
between tangibles and customer satisfaction and intangibles and customer satisfaction. Tangibles,
intangibles and customer satisfaction, in turn, jointly influences customer loyalty. These findings are
all in line with the previous studies (Amin et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2013; Chen, 2011; Cronin and
Taylor, 1992; Dominici and Guzzo, 2010; Gronroos, 1990; Han and Ryu, 2009; Kim, 2011; Kim et
al., 2013; McDougall & Levesque, 1994; Pantouvakis and Lymperopoulos, 2008; Parasuraman et al.,
1994; Pollack, 2009Ryu and Han, 2010).
The findings of this study suggest that in general, customers of Siam Kempinski Hotel are
satisfied with both the tangible and intangible service quality cues at the hotel. Tangible service
quality cues in this study included 5 aspects “i.e., Rooms, Food and beverage, Amenities,
Communication devices, and Price” whereas the intangible service quality cues includes 4 aspects
(i.e., Cleanliness, Punctuality, Empathy, and Accuracy). The findings also suggested that customer
satisfaction and customer loyalty are better influenced by tangibles as compared to the intangibles.
This may be due to the fact that customers can directly experience the tangible service quality,
therefore, making it a distinctive factor that build satisfaction and loyalty. This is in line with findings
of Zeitham et al., (1996) that tangibles help in developing superior service quality to acquire and
retain customer loyalty. Similarly, Gundersen et al.’s (1996) study on four major business hotels in
Norway also observed that the tangible aspects are better determinants of customers’ overall
satisfaction as compared to the intangible aspects. Therefore, Siam Kempinski hotel should focus on
its tangible aspects of service quality if it wants to have competitive advantage. But it does not mean
that intangibles should be ignored. It is a fact that intangibles are something that customers cannot
directly touch or experience, making it a factor with lower significance in building customer loyalty.
This relates to the study by Jomehri et al., (2011) determining the critical success factors of customer
retention. The results of this study showed that an organization can build and deliver higher value to
customers; i.e. product and services value, emotional value (amenities, technology); because the
delivery of higher value products and services positively relates to customer satisfaction while
emotional value directly impacts customer loyalty. Another important factor related to intangibles is
the responsiveness and care shown by the employees. Therefore, hotel managers should put emphasis
to enhance hotel guests’ emotion (s), and commitment in maintaining their relationship with their
guest (s). For instance, Amin et al., (2013) states that training and upgrading employee skills must be
encouraged to develop their capabilities in facing the global market challenges.
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Even though this study has various implications, however, still there are some limitations of this
study. Data for this study was collected from customers who accepted to download the questionnaire
and sent it back making it a self-selection sample. Sample included customers of Siam Kempinski
Hotel, Thailand Bangkok only. Therefore, generalizations of the findings on hotels from other
countries or geographic locations should be done with caution. Future studies can be conducted by
selecting a larger sample from wider range of guests of other hotels in Thailand.
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Abstract
Nowadays, knowledge management has been of great interest globally. Also advances the IT world
such have taken the overtaking of other industries in the global as clearly can be seen its footprint in
all aspects of life in all over the countries. The new information technology is becoming an important
factor in the future development of the financial services industry, and especially banking industry.
Therefore, the banking sector has been given concern to IT investment in knowledge Management
because need to upgrade their customer service to a much higher plane in order to survive in this
competitive environment. Moreover, considering this advantage, the banking sector is at the threshold
of a paradigm. The applications of technology and product innovations are bringing regarding
structural changes in the Banking system. Information technology and the communications
networking systems have revolutionized the working of banks and financial entities throughout the
world. Due to the importance of this issue, this paper endeavors to describe concept, utilization and
relationships between knowledge management and information technologies in the banking sector. In
addition, model of banking knowledge management will be provided.
Keywords: Knowledge Management (KM), Information Technology (IT), Banking Sector, Banking
Knowledge Management Model (BKMM)
Introduction
Nowadays, the business landscape is changing rapidly and the competitive environment is no longer
predictable. Survival and success depend entirely on the organization's ability to adjust to the
dynamics of the business environment by making effective decision-making and proper utilization of
skills and knowledge of employees (Sodiya et al., 2006). It is really a challenging job since new banks
enter each day and WTO rules will soon inject stiff competition. Thus, a bank must be sure of its
position in the competitive market and of its business strategies for defending and gaining current
market share under complex situation. So to be the best and to sustain in the market, human resource
through Knowledge Management Strategy effective application with upgrading capability is required
(Chaudhary, 2012). Also on the other hand, the globalization of financial markets is forcing bankers
to become more efficient in managing knowledge in their banking operations, to preserve and
leverage knowledge, and disseminate new knowledge and innovation. (Al-Ammary, 2008). Because,
banks realized that giving pay attention to what they know (intellectual capital) more than what they
have (physical capital) for achieving stable competitive advantage.
The leading banks by helping management tools and new technologies, can be utilizing the created
opportunities to achieve organizational aims. Knowledge management is one of the tools. Today, the
importance of this issue leads to the identification and management of the organization knowledge to
become one of the major concerns in the organizations. These organizations with appropriate
communication with customers and acquiring the necessary experience in this way by relying on your
knowledge, organizational techniques and technical skills have been able to make it happen. Also,
stable profit when achieved that, firstly, banks learn the knowledge acquire way; then, manage the
knowledge by using existing processes in intellectual capital.
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On the other hand, there are extremely large volumes of knowledge dispersed in banks with everincreasing size. Accompanied with mergers, acquisition and alliances, banks are becoming more and
more diversified in the type of businesses they operate. Information technology is only effective if
used properly in data management. To allow knowledge sharing anytime anywhere, several types of
technological tools are available. Mobile technology, portable hardware and software, networks,
email, teleconferencing and intranets are some of the commonly used technologies for knowledge
creation and sharing. Knowledge repositories and data warehouse are some of the technologies used
for data retention. Therefore, Banking is a business of information and knowledge, not just a business
of money and the last open frontier for banks to create competitive advantage may very well reside in
their ability to leverage knowledge (Lamb, 2001; Chatzoglou and Vraimaki, 2009).
What is Knowledge Management?
Knowledge has been increasingly recognized as the most important and valuable asset in
organizations and as a key differentiating factor in business (Stewart et al., 2000; Murray, 2000).
Many researchers have claimed the knowledge asset has an enabling role to play in the formulation of
successful strategies and achieving the overall organizational objectives (Snyman and Kruger, 2004;
Zack, 2002a, b; Jones, 2000; Maier and Remus, 2000). Knowledge Management (KM) term first
presented by Karl Wiig in 1986, propose that the foundation of Knowledge Management is comprised
of the way knowledge is created, used in problem solving and decision making, and manifested
cognitively as well as in culture, technology, and procedures (Wiig, 1995). Davenport & Prusak
(2000) explain that KM is "managing the corporation's knowledge through a systematic and organized
specified process for acquiring, organizing, sustaining, applying, sharing and renewing both the tacit
and explicit knowledge of employees to enhance organizational performance and create value".
Beckman (1999) argued that knowledge management concerns the formalization of and access to
experience, knowledge, and expertise that create new capabilities, enable superior performance,
encourage innovation, and enhance customer value. Bhatt (2001), on the other hand, state that KM is
a process of knowledge creation, validation, presentation, distribution, and application. Mishra (2009)
brings comprehensive perspective to the field by describing KM as deliberate and systematic
coordination of people, technology, processes, and organizational structure within an organization in
order to add value through reuse and innovation. Researchers multiple and diverse definitions of
knowledge management have been proposed in the literature. Goswami (2008) explained that the
objective of knowledge management is to capture tacit knowledge of different stakeholders of the
organization as customers, shareholders, employees, suppliers etc. and make it explicit so that other
employees can take advantage of it. Such sharing of information will enable improved and quicker
decision making and benefit the organization. The reason for different and various definitions about
knowledge management is that some definitions focus on knowledge management processes and
some of consider to the aim.
Knowledge can be classified into two types:
Explicit knowledge: It is the knowledge that is collected, stored, distributed and shared
primarily as electronic or paper documents. It is simply the knowledge acquired through
training and education.
Tacit knowledge: This involves special productive knowledge and skills possessed by
individual. It also includes cognitive skills such as belief, images, intuition and mental models
as well as technical skills, processes and some of consider to the aim.
The Knowledge Management Processes
The Method section describes in detail how the study was conducted, including conceptual and
operational definitions of the variables used in the study, Different types of studies will rely on
different methodologies; however, a complete description of the methods used enables the reader to
evaluate the appropriateness of your methods and the reliability and the validity of your results, It also
permits experienced investigators to replicate the study, If your manuscript is an update of an ongoing
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or earlier study and the method has been published in detail elsewhere, you may refer the reader to
that source and simply give a brief synopsis of the method in this section.
Table1. The most significant knowledge management processes
Source / process

Alavi & Leidner
(2001)
Shih et al ( 2001)
Allameh et al (2011)
Davenport (1998)
Ward &Aurum
(2004)
Hackett (2000)
Herder et al. (2003)
Chang &Chuang
(2011)
King et al (2008)
Wiig (2002)
Marr & Spender
(2004)
Jashpara (2004)
Daneshgar et al
(2008)

Creation
&
acquisitio
n
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Identificatio
n&
Selection

Refineme
nt &
processing

*
*

Transf
er &
sharin
g
*

Applicati
on

*
*

*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*

Save
and
organi
ze
*

*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*

*

As shown in Table (1), investigate dimensions of knowledge management reflect various processes to
knowledge management in different periods and references. The knowledge management processes
are in the literature mentioned as the knowledge management practices. KM practices are defined here
as observable organizational activities that are related to knowledge management. It is an interrelated
set of various business processes developed in an organization to create, store, transfer, and apply the
knowledge. Knowledge management practices the first stage is knowledge acquisition, knowledge
creation, knowledge storage, knowledge distribution, knowledge use, and knowledge maintaining
(Patrick & Choi, 2009). Therefore we can infer that this process is mainly and axial processes in
knowledge management that improves the performance and competitive advantage in organizations.
Table2. Knowledge management processes (Kenneth et al., 2007)
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Knowledge Management System
 Corporate repositories
 Online expert systems
 Discovering patterns
 Transactional processing systems
Storage
 Creation of databases using
 Digitizing, tagging, indexing
Dissemination  Portals
 E-mails
 Instant messaging
 Search engines
 Video conferencing
Applications
 FAQ repository
 Expert domains
 ERP (enterprise resource planning)
 CRM (customer relationship
management)
 SCM (supply chain management)
Acquisition

Sources & Type of Knowledge
Internal & external knowledge

Structured knowledge system
Semistructured knowledge
systems

Knowledge network systems

Benefits of Knowledge Management
In an organizational setting, benefits can occur at two levels; individual and organizational (Cong &
Pandya, 2003). At the individual level, knowledge management provides employees opportunities to
enhance skills and experience by working together and sharing other people’s knowledge and learn
from one another, thereby improving personal performance, which leads to better career advancement.
At the organizational level, knowledge management provides two major benefits for an organization:
 Improving the organization’s performance through increased efficiency, productivity, quality and
innovation (CIO Council, 2001).
 Increasing the financial value of the organization by treating people’s knowledge as an asset (U.S
Departement of Navy, 2001)
 Knowledge is the only input that can help in coping the radical changes and take corrective
measures before it is too late. Knowledge alone can accelerate product innovation and boost
revenues.
Knowledge provides effective decision support. Effective knowledge sharing of past successes,
failures, projects, initiatives enables better decisions creating more economic value for the
organization.
Knowledge Management and Information Technology in the Banking Sector
Organizations of the 21st century have no choice, except to invest in new technologies, especially
knowledge management tools to enhance their services and products in order to meet the demands of
today’s information-driven, globally competitive marketplace. Knowledge embedded in systems,
brains and technology has always been the key to economic development. However, knowledge
management is increasingly being viewed as a strategy to leverage a firm’s knowledge and best
practices to serve customers and to be competitive.
On the other hand, the financial sector is always paramount to the development of any economy and
there is need to carefully tap knowledge possessed by employees in order to realise this goal. One of
the key success factors of banking industry is the effective and efficient application and deployment of
information and knowledge systems in the areas of operations, management, accounting and
marketing. However, organizations must compete for their survival through continuous improvement
and innovation to gain competitive advantage. The monetary value of such investments makes it
critical for the banking industry to use the right information system and knowledge management
system. Information system has dramatically changed the core of operations of business especially the
banking institutions. The growth of the knowledge management infrastructure has increased the
competition among the banks which has lead to strategies for customer satisfaction and human
resource management improving organizational performance (Lamb, 2001; Dzinkowski,2001;
Prodromos & Vraimaki, 2009).
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Ramona Dzinkowski (2001), explained that there are two basic categories of knowledge management
initiatives in financial services companies one it is seen as an integral part of the overall corporate
strategy which aims to grow, extract and exploit the company’s knowledge to increase shareholder
value. The second focuses on improving upon the knowledge necessary to carry out specific business
processes and thereby improving efficiency.
The most common fields of knowledge management applications in a bank are risk management,
marketing management, customer relationship management and performance measurement especially
for the benefit of its stakeholders. Usually, in major banks investments in Knowledge Management
systems such as Decision Support Systems, Data Warehouses and Data Mining are rapidly growing
(Jayasundara, 2008)
Nowadays, bank managers use computerized support system as a personal support in decisions
making. Knowledge Management System in banks ensures better and more efficient results in
decision making.
Talking about KM in banks in general started with the World Bank in 1996 and with several
developed countries’ banks such as: UK, USA, Japan, Spain, Portuguese, Canada, and Germany by
the beginning of 21th century, and it is still the major concern of a lot of banks. However, a limited
research on knowledge management in banks to guide the successful development and
implementation of such systems, or to frame expectations of the benefits and costs in developing
countries was identified. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there are just a few studies, including:
the World Bank and by Hubert St (Denning, 2002), the CIBC in the 1990's (Stewart, 1997), Malaysia
banks (Ali and Yusof, 2004; Ali and Ahmed, 2006), Libya (Kridan and Goulding, 2006), Jordan
(Central Bank of Jordan, 2008), Nigirea (Sodiya et al, 2006), Lebanon (Karkoulian et al., 2008),
Banking Sector at the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) Countries (Al-Ammary, 2008),Commercial
Banks of Iran (Rasoulinezhad, 2011) and the last in Egypt (Easa,2012) . These studies were just
exploratory studies to increase awareness among employees and managers of the importance of
adapting KM in their banks. The application of knowledge management in the banking industry does
not really differ from other industries, but the increasing complexity of bank’s environment makes its
implementation more difficult. Banks have realized the crucial role of knowledge management in
gaining an edge in this competitive field, but there have been laggards in the adoption of knowledge
management usually due to wait and see attitude of what will be the true benefits and pitfalls from
early adopters.
From general prospective of knowledge management (KM), applying, creating and managing
knowledge in banking is important to enhance customer loyalty and experience, maximize profit by
risk management and leverage intellectual assets by human capital management: (Ribiere and Chou,
2001; Calabrese and Remshard, 2006; Mizintseva and Gerbina, 2009; Shih and Lin, 2010).
On the other hand, for the past 20 over years, banks have been actively automating their manual
processes. Technology is no longer an enabler, but a business driver. The growth of the internet,
mobiles and communication technology has added a different dimension to banking. The information
technology (IT) available today is being leveraged in customer acquisitions, driving automation and
process efficiency, delivering ease and efficiency to customers. This has resulted in the creation of
many information systems even within one bank. While these information systems were able to help
banks to better manage their processes, resources, supply timely information, increase productivity
and thereby gain a competitive edge, they also have created a number of setbacks. One major setback
of the past information system is that it has resulted in the creation of huge volumes of data and
information, resulting in a phenomenon like information explosion or information overload.
Information systems can directly influence the knowledge management processes. They can also
indirectly influence knowledge management by affecting contextual factors such as the structure,
which, in turn, influence knowledge management (Lopez et al., 2009). The role of information
technology (IT) in KM is a vital consideration for any company wishing to exploit emerging
technologies to manage their knowledge assets (Edbu and Botterill, 2002). IT not only needs to
support access to and update of information, but it must also supply the necessary collaboration,
communication and networking capabilities required for broad-based knowledge capture, structure
and distribution.
What is new in knowledge management in the banking sector? Apart from large volumes of
knowledge, the use of information technology (IT) in managing knowledge has given knowledge
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management a new dimension. The knowledge management progress (KMPs) by the banking sector
focuses more on IT tools in managing knowledge. The KMPs is as shown in Figure 2. It is important
that the use of technology and the “social process of technology use” are harmonized (De Sanctis &
Poole, 1994). With appropriate strategies, IT could help to carry out and maximize the benefits of
many of the management initiatives, including knowledge management.
Therefore, based on KMPs above, it can be fairly said that knowledge management is not a
technology. In contrast, technology is fundamental to the knowledge management progress.
Knowledge management is defined as a process that drives innovation by capitalizing on
organizational intellect and experience (Duffy, 1999). Knowledge management is intended to promote
and support the creation of new knowledge, thus contributing to innovation, an essential ingredient in
banking success.
The Process of Knowledge Management Progress
Global knowledge
Source acquisition.
Internet Access, Commercial Database

Knowledge management in organization.
Direct, Realtime, Continuous learning

Knowledge sharing at banks.
"EDMS', Data collection and knowledge Go
down

Give value to individual Knowledge.
Corporate Register

Integrated communication
network.
E-mail

Multi-function working
group.
Virtual discussion room

Interdepartmental
knowledge sharing.
Internet internal page

Figure 1. Knowledge Management Progress [KMPs] (Bank Negara Malaysia, 2000)
We believe financial system is developing capabilities to utilize and create new business opportunities
at the same time creating sustained competitive advantage through the use of the term knowledge
management and information technology
Process of Initiation of Knowledge Management
 The first step for banks would be to create the required mindset among employees in this regard.
 To identify the areas in respect of which knowledge is required.
 To acquire desired knowledge by induction of desired quality of manpower or outsourcing on
continuous basis.
 To develop, knowledge pool, knowledge bank within the organization and update the same from
time to time.
 To make available the appropriate updated knowledge to employees (the users) anytime,
anywhere and reuse the same.
To define knowledge pools by adding fresh knowledge and getting rid of absolute knowledge (Tanaji,
2012).
The Need for Knowledge Management and Information Technology in the banking System
In the 1990s, the whole society became more information-oriented; skills and knowledge have
become more important. Since then, there are more and more information technology products, such
as automatic teller machines (ATM), computers and the internet are used in banking. As the
interactions between banks and customers are automated through the use of the latest information
technology techniques, banks need to collect and analyze information to obtain the useful knowledge
of customers. The staffs in banks are required to master necessary knowledge to satisfy the needs of
working and the customers. With the knowledge circumstances, banks have to manage knowledge to
control risks, manage marketing, and manage customer relationship to gain benefit for the
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stakeholders and themselves.
Modern banks have two aspects: a financial service and a manufacturer of financial products. As a
financial service, banks provide financial information and consulting to their customers. As a
manufacturer, banks invent and produce financial products. In the process of providing financial
service or products, banks have to develop and maintain an information system and an e-commerce
system because operations in banking are highly dependent on information technology. With the two
aspects, banks are constantly seeking sources of profit and it is well known that there are large
amounts of individual assets that have not been captured by banks. In order to sustain profitability,
banks need to focus on customer relationships and manage them carefully, which we called as
customer relationship management (CRM). If banks wish to offer appropriate products and services to
customers, they need to collect and analyse information and knowledge from customers, which will
enable sales staffs to conduct their business on the basis of the information and relevant analyses. At
the same time, as financial products become more and more complex, it is difficult for each staff in
banking to be completely familiar with every financial product. So banks need to train their sale staffs
to master the knowledge of products to offer the proper products to customers (Ling Ping et al., 2010).
From the above discussion, we can see that banks need knowledgeable staffs to develop innovations
to acquire profits and banks also need to manage knowledge of customers to sustain profits. So there
are needs for banks to manage knowledge.
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Main Reasons to Implement Knowledge Management In Banks
Ten main reasons that could be any Bank Aware of the need to implement knowledge management;
 Growth and development Bank, and combine it with other institutes,
 Risk management process,
 Save time by reusing,
 Removal or relocation experts,
 Value of knowledge,
 Supporting business processes,
 Need for the underlying and create call centres, and improve communication with customers,
 Corporate Banking and strategic customers,
 Requirements for Electronic Banking,
 The cost of banking services,
 Can banks by having effective knowledge management systems:
 Increase in the efficiency and productivity of individuals, departments and branches,
 Dominance to the Knowledge and managers experience and experienced individuals,
 Prevent of micro and macro mistakes and re-work on a wider scale,
In addition to maintaining and enhancing customer relationships based on knowledge associated with
each customer, innovation rates and provide innovative services to be increased.
Impact of Information Technology on Knowledge Management
As information technology is becoming the cornerstone of every organisation, it is bringing great
changes in the organisation's structure and management practices. With the introduction of knowledge
management initiatives in many organisations, new collaborative information technologies of 1990s,
such as Internet, particularly intranet for rapid information access are 'having major positive impact on
knowledge management. For upgrading an organisation to a required standard, it is expected to:
 Maintain and enhance the existing IT environment, establish, maintain appropriate. Standards
and migrate towards a corporate-wide integrated IT architecture.
 Identify new and emerging technologies to be assimilated and integrated into the organisation
to impart competitiveness.
 Manage expenses associated with the existing IT environment and future development
projects.
 Use the power of IT for researching sources, accessing information, connecting to experts,
communicating ideas and results and packaging the knowledge for reuse.
Build up a cohesive environment for just-in-time learning which could be the outcome of influx of IT
in knowledge manages- 2nt process (Gulati, 1999).
10. Benefits from the application IT in Knowledge Management
IT is applied in knowledge management for several important reasons:
 IT is an enabler of improved individual performance among knowledge workers.
 IT is an enabler of improved organizational performance by new business processes.
 IT is an enabler of improved inter organizational performance by effective knowledge
networks.
Knowledge management initiatives applying information technology occur for many different
reasons. A survey in the U.S. produced the following ranking of reasons for IT in knowledge
management (CIO, 2001):
 Improve profitability and income (67%);
 Secure talent and expertise (54%);
 Improve customer service and customer satisfaction (52%);
 Secure company market share against new competitors (44%);
 Shorten time to market of new products (39%);
 Enter new market segments (39%);
 Reduce costs (38%);
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 Develop new goods and services (35%).
According to Duffy (2001):
Infrastructure provides the base or platform upon which KM solutions are built. It consists of
repositories for unstructured data (i.e., document and content management) and structured data (i.e.,
data warehousing, generation, and management). Groupware is also part of the infrastructure as it
supports the collaboration needed for knowledge sharing, as well as email and other forms of
interpersonal communication required for the efficient, time- and location-independent exchange of
information.
Banking Knowledge Management Model (BKMM)
Based on the functioning of the banking system and its environmental components, we have come up
with a model to describe the knowledge management progress. The model is as shown in Figure 2.
The environment forces such as the importance for an organization to maintain its competitive
advantage by managing knowledge well or the requirement of the organization to distribute its
knowledge among its geographically dispersed human resources may compel the organization to
initiate a knowledge management programme. Through a combination of people and technology,
information and energy are transformed into knowledge progress and structures that produce products
and services. There are mainly three components in the knowledge progress. They are knowledge
creation, knowledge retention and knowledge sharing. BKMM contains different sub components are
as follows:
 Internal Environment: Director, CEO, Manager, Supervisor, Clerk, Peon.
 External Environment: Government society, Media, Competitors, Customer.
 Technology: Internet, Intranet, e-mail, Video conferencing, Internet Relay Chat (IRC),
Mobile, Telephone, Discussion and Meeting .
 Explicit Knowledge: Documents, Reports, Letters, etc.
 Implicit Knowledge: Views, Ideas, Thoughts, Plans, Experience, Oral Communication,
Interview, Guest speakers etc.
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Environment
In any work environment most jobs are imprecise: best decisions depend on circumstances and
available knowledge, which drive the need to rethink current approaches to problem solving and
decision-making. It is therefore a learning organization that is skilled at creating, acquiring,
organizing and sharing knowledge that can gain competitive advantage.
People
A challenge for knowledge management is managing and training people to embrace a knowledge
management oriented culture. Communication, reward systems, and leadership are important cultural
factors in implementing knowledge management.
Technology
Knowledge in today’s organizations can be characterized as “fragmented” (Duffy, 1999). There are
extremely large volumes of knowledge dispersed in organizations with ever-increasing size.
Accompanied with mergers, acquisition and alliances, banks are becoming more and more diversified
in the type of businesses they operate. Information technology is only effective if used properly in
data management. To allow knowledge sharing anytime anywhere, several types of technological
tools are available. Mobile technology, portable hardware and software, networks, email,
teleconferencing and intranets are some of the commonly used technologies for knowledge creation
and sharing. Knowledge repositories and data warehouse are some of the technologies used for data
retention.
Knowledge Progress
Three major components are involved in knowledge progress: Knowledge creation, knowledge
retention and knowledge sharing. The essence of knowledge management is to manage those
components for organizational effectiveness.
Knowledge Creation
This is the progress in which knowledge is captured and defined. Explicit knowledge can be easily
captured and put in the form of a manual, booklet, or document. On the other hand, tacit knowledge is
imbedded in social structures, and therefore, it needs to be extracted, codified, and made explicit.
Through this codification process, tacit knowledge is transformed into explicit knowledge.
Knowledge Retention
Another important knowledge progress component is the retention of knowledge. The main purpose
of retention is to allow reuse of knowledge. Knowledge retained can be readily shared. Protection of
knowledge is equally important. Without security measure, the integrity of the knowledge could be at
stake. Erroneous knowledge is just as damaging as inaccessible knowledge if not more.
Knowledge Sharing
When we communicate knowledge, it is the process of sharing. Both explicit and tacit knowledge can
be shared. However, explicit knowledge can be shared more easily and will have little risk of creating
error in the process. Tacit knowledge, which is hard to articulate, is the challenging part of knowledge
sharing. In any case, sharing should be as direct as possible with few intermediaries (Ali, 2006).
Conclusion
In this paper, we highlight the concept of KM and the importance of KM integration in the banking
sector as a strategy for banks to maintain their competitive advantage as well as providing a Banking
Knowledge Management Model (BKMM) based on KM concepts. The knowledge is increasingly
being recognised as a vital organisational resource that provides competitive advantage. The growing
importance of knowledge as a critical business resource has compelled bank's executives to examine
the knowledge underlying their businesses, giving rise to knowledge management initiatives. Also
Knowledge management practices are integrated in the banking sector through people and technology.
Given that advances in information technology have made it easier to acquire, store, or disseminate
knowledge than ever before, many banks are employing information technology to facilitate sharing
and integration of knowledge. The main reasons that the banks utilize knowledge management are is
improve the knowledge and expertise of their employees, to motivate and empower employees at
different levels to use their knowledge, to reorganize and restructure human resources and to improve
the interfaces for knowledge sharing. However, wider application of KM is still very much desired,
especially in bank-customer and customer-customer relationships to flourish greater knowledge
sharing.
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On the other hand, banking is an information-centred activity and it is a vital requirement to make
information and knowledge available at the right time in the right place without delay. Due to the fact
that for banks, information technology plays an important role in informed decision-making by
creating a means to collect and codify experiences and solutions from similar decisions in such areas
as financial management, customer service, or relationship development. Also the role of information
technology in knowledge management is an essential consideration for any bank wishing to exploit
emerging technologies to manage their knowledge assets.
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Abstract
This study theorizes and examines the relationship between perceived consumer power and consumer
complaint behavior. The study also investigates the indirect influence of consumer awareness of their
rights on consumer complaint behavior mediated by perceived consumer power. Finally, this research
assesses the direct effect of consumer awareness of their rights on consumer complaint behavior. A
sample of 236 respondents from Doha, Qatar was utilized to test three hypotheses. Findings supported
the hypotheses. As consumers perceive having power, they are likely to engage in complaint behavior.
Also the more consumers are aware of their rights the more they would feel powerful and the more
they would engage in complaint behaviors. The findings are discussed.
Introduction
Consumer complaint behavior (CCB) has been drawing research attention for several decades (John
and Klein, 2003; Lampman and Douthitt, 1997; Sen, Gurhan-Canli and Morwitz, 2001; Tyran and
Engelmann, 2005; Udell, 1974; Ward and Ostrom, 2006; Yan and Lotz, 2009). Consumer complaint
behavior can manifest in several forms including negative word of mouth communication, complaints
to sellers, complaints to consumer protection agencies, and even boycott of the seller (Cisse-Depardon
and N’Goala, 2009). Research demonstrates consumer complaint behavior can be damaging to
marketing practices (Gregoire, Laufer and Tripp, 2010). Thus scholars have been examining various
factors that possibly can affect consumer complaint behavior. Among the possible predictors of
consumer complaint behavior, perceived consumer power and consumer awareness of their rights
seem prominent (Denegri-Knott, Zwick, and Schroeder, 2006; Dommeyer and Gross, 2003).
Today consumer complaint behavior and its associated issues are not only phenomena of developed
countries, rapidly growing developing economies are increasingly enacting consumer protection laws
to deal with consumer complaint behavior (MBT, 2011). Qatar is a case in point. In 2008, Qatar
established the consumer protection law guaranteeing seven basic rights to consumers. On the one
hand, Qatar is among the fasted growing economies in the world with among the highest per capita
income countries (CIA, 2011), on the other hand, the consumer price index (CPI) has been increasing
very rapidly causing serious consumer grievances (QIE, 2011). Also, customer service quality is
lagging far behind customer expectations, which is further fueling consumer dissatisfaction (MBT,
2011). At the same time, consumer protection department has been intensifying efforts to increase
consumer awareness of their rights. Altogether Qatar is a suitable context for the study of consumer
complaint behavior, perceived consumer power and consumer awareness of their rights. This study
aims to examine the direct relationship between perceived consumer power and consumer complaint
behavior; and the direct and indirect relationships between consumer awareness of their rights and
consumer complaint behavior in Qatar.
Literature Review
The constructs of consumer complaint behavior, perceived consumer power and consumer awareness
of their rights will be discussed. Then the relationships among the constructs will be theorized.
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Literature defines consumer complaint behavior as an emotional reaction of a consumer dissatisfied
with a product (Yan and Lotz, 2009). The consumer complaint behavior can manifest in a number of
ways including boycotting the seller, complaining to the seller, reporting to the consumer protection
agency, and negative word of mouth (Donoghue and Klerk, 2009; Klein, Smith and John, 2004;
Tronvoll, 2011). The definition of perceived consumer power stems from the broader idea of power
that purports power is the ability to produce an effect and/or the possession of control, authority and
influence over others (Denegri-Knott, Zwick, and Schroeder, 2006; Wang and Head, 2007). In the
same vein perceived consumer power is consumer perceived ability to understand, control and
possibly change marketplace practices (Long, Hogg, Hartley and Angold, 1999; Shaw, Newholm and
Dickinson, 2006). Scholars define consumer awareness of their rights as consumer knowledge about
their legal rights and duties regarding their experiences with products (Dommeyer and Gross, 2003;
Suk-Ching, 2001).
Perceived consumer power and consumer complaint behavior. The existing research advances several
possible determinants of consumer complaint behavior (Yan and Lotz, 2009). Specifically, consumer,
product and legal environment related variables are considered major antecedents of consumer
complaint behavior (Donoghue and Klerk, 2009). This study focuses on important consumer related
variables. Consumer related variables include consumer demographics, consumer self-efficacy,
consumer awareness of consumer rights and consumer activism (Donoghue and Klerk, 2009; Tyran
and Engelmann, 2005). The relationship between perceived consumer power and consumer complaint
behavior can be theorized by the concept of means-end chain. When consumers perceive having the
power to change certain unacceptable business practices they are likely to take actions in terms of
complaints (Long et al., 1999; Wang and Head, 2007). Literature suggests perceived consumer power
is on the rise leading to increase in various kinds of consumer complaint behaviors such as boycotts of
businesses engaged in unrealistic price practices, the use of child labor, polluting the environment,
indiscriminate layoffs of workers, and other socially unacceptable practices (John and Klein, 2003;
Klein, Smith and John, 2002; Sen, Gurhan-Canli and Morwitz, 2001). Prasad (2008) contends
consumers and consumer groups are increasingly being empowered and in turn are lodging
progressively more complaints with consumer protection agencies and with concerned businesses.
Elsewhere Ward and Ostrom (2006) asserts perceived consumer power entices disgruntled consumers
spread negative words of mouth through websites, social media, and mobile devices. From our search
we found no research on perceived consumer power and its effect of consumer complaint behavior in
the important Middle-East region. Both theoretically and empirically there is a possible relationship
between perceived consumer power and consumer complaint behavior. Hence,
H1: Perceived consumer power is positively related to consumer complaint behavior.
Consumer awareness of their rights and perceived consumer power. As mentioned earlier consumer
awareness of their rights is consumer knowledge about their legal rights and duties regarding their
experiences with products. On the other hand perceived consumer power is the ability to produce an
effect and/or the possession of control, authority and influence over others. Conceptually the ability,
control, authority and influence are likely to result from being aware of the legal rights (Suk-Ching,
2001). More specifically, the legal rights form the bases of the ability, control, authority and
influence. Studies show empowered consumers are more aware of their legal rights than nonempowered consumers (Dommeyer and Gross, 2003). Suk-Ching (2001) asserts an increase in
consumer awareness of their rights has helped increase consumer power. Also, consumers who are
more aware of their legal rights they feel having the ability to enact change in the marketplace
(Racolta-Paina and Luka (2011). All in all consumer awareness of their rights can lead to perceived
consumer power. Thus,
H2: Consumer awareness of their rights is positively related to perceived consumer power.
Consumer awareness of their rights and consumer complaint behavior. In addition to having an
indirect effect on consumer complaint behavior mediated by perceived consumer power, consumer
awareness of their rights can also have a direct effect on consumer complaint behavior. When a
consumer is aware of his/her legal rights, he/she is likely to emotionally react when any right is
violated causing consumer dissatisfaction (Dommeyer and Gross, 2003; Racolta-Paina and Luka,
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2011). This is aligned with consumer hierarchy of effects model that purports a cognitive response
leads to a behavioral response through an affective response. As a cognitive response, consumer
awareness of their rights can lead to the affective-behavioral response of emotional reactions on the
part of dissatisfied consumers. Racolta-Paina and Luka (2011) show the more the consumers are
aware of their legal rights the more would be consumer complaint behaviors. Udell (1974) finds
consumers who complaints are also aware of their legal rights. In sum, both theoretically and
empirically consumer awareness of their rights is related to consumer complaint behavior. Therefore,
H3: Consumer awareness of their rights is positively related to consumer complaint behavior.
Methodology
Data
The data for this study was collected from consumers living in Doha, Qatar. An online data collection
firm, SurveyMonkey, was utilized. The questionnaire was sent to a cross-section of 306 respondents
representing diverse age groups, education levels, and income levels. It was distributed through emails, blackberry broadcasts, and by posting on a popular consumer protection forum in Qatar. The
number of completed questionnaires was 236 resulting into a response rate of 77.1 percent. Most
studies in the Middle-Eastern countries rely on some sort of judgmental samples because of the nonavailability of valid sample frames (Bhuian, Abdul-Muhmin and Kim, 2002). Among the respondents,
44 percent was males and 56 percent females. Also, 53 percent was within the age group of 20 to 30
years and 24% was in between 31 and 40 years. This is consistent with the young dominant nature of
the population. Most of the respondents were highly educated with 72 percent having at least a
bachelor’s degree. Further most respondents belonged to high income groups with 82 percent having a
monthly income greater than QR11,000. In general, the respondents are young, highly educated and
wealthy. They are likely to have the information pertaining to consumer awareness of their rights,
perceived consumer power and consumer complaint behavior.
Measures.
All constructs were measured with multi-item scales adopted from the literature and modified to make
them suitable for the study with the help of a panel of marketing faculty (Denegri-Knott, Zwick and
Schroeder, 2006; Dommeyer and Gross, 2003; John and Klein, 2003). Consumer awareness of their
rights was measured by a 15-item scale. Among them three questions were on the Likert format
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). A sample question is ‘I know pretty much
about my rights as a consumer in Qatar.’ The other thirteen questions pertained to consumers’
awareness of consumer protection laws in Qatar where the response anchors were unaware (1), just
heard about it (2) and fully aware (3). Sample questions are ‘the right to return, replace or repair the
product free of charge, if a defect is found out or it doesn’t meet standard specifications or its
purpose,’ ‘the right to obtain high quality product,’ ‘the right to find all relevant product information
including its type, nature, components, etc.’ Perceived consumer power was assessed with a five-item
scale on a five-point Likert format. Sample questions are ‘I feel that I can influence retailer on their
offerings or services,’ ‘I feel that I can influence retailer on their pricing,’ and ‘I feel that I have
leverage over retailers.’ Consumer complaint behavior was measured by a five-item scale on Likert
format. Sample items are ‘when I find a shop violating any consumer rights in Qatar, I will do
nothing,’ ‘when I find a shop violating any consumer rights in Qatar, I will spread negative word of
mouth (I’ll tell everyone)’ and ‘when I find a shop violating any consumer rights in Qatar, I will
complain to the seller.’ In addition five demographic questions were asked namely gender,
nationality, age group, education level, and income.
The cronbach alpha scores for consumer awareness of their rights was 0.888. For the first three
questions and the last three questions related to Qatari laws the cronbach alpha scores were 0.689 and
0.890 respectively. The perceived consumer power produced a cronbach alpha score of 0.883. Finally,
the cronbach alpha score for consumer complaint behavior was 0.607 after deleting a bad item. In
general all scales turned out to be fairly reliable.
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Analyses
To test the hypotheses, three regression models were estimated (see Table 1, 2 and 3). In the first
model, five demographics were entered as control variables along with perceived consumer power as
independent variables while consumer complaint behavior was the dependent variable (see Table 1).
In the second model, perceived consumer power was the dependent variable and demographics and
consumer awareness of their rights were the independent variables. Composites of both overall
awareness (all 15 items together) and awareness of Qatari laws (13 items) were entered (see Table 2).
In the third model, consumer complaint behavior was the dependent variable and demographics and
perceived consumer power and consumer awareness of their rights were the independent variables
(see Table 3).
(Put Tables 1, 2 and 3 about here)

Results
Overall regression results support all three hypotheses. The results of the first regression model
indicate the model is significant at a significance level of 0.000 with a R-square of 0.092. The
demographics (gender, nationality, age, education, and income) are all insignificant. Perceived
consumer power is significantly and positively influencing consumer complaint behavior supporting
hypothesis 1, where the corresponding t-value is 4.607 and the significance level is 0.000 (see Table
1). The second regression model is also significant at a level of 0.000 with a R-square of 0.163. Again
no demographic variable is significant. Consumer awareness of their rights appears significantly and
positively related to perceived consumer power in support of hypothesis 2. The corresponding t-value
is 2.913 and significance level is 0.004 (see Table 2). The composite of consumer awareness with
Qatari laws is also significant (t-value=2.838, sig.=0.005). Finally, regression model three is also
significant at a level of 0.000. The R-square is 0.179. None of the demographics was significant.
Consumer awareness of their rights appears a significant predictor of consumer complaint behavior (tvalue=2.353, sig.=0.019) supporting hypothesis 3. Also perceived consumer power is a significant
predictor of consumer complaint behavior (t-value=2.654, sig.=0.009).
Discussion and Conclusion
This paper aims at empirically examining the influence of perceived consumer power on consumer
complaint behavior. Also the direct and indirect effects of consumer awareness of their rights on
consumer complaint behavior and perceived consumer power are assessed. The indirect effect is
mediated by perceived consumer power.
The study context was Doha, Qatar. Qatar is currently among the fastest growing economies in the
world. The per capita income of Qatar is also among the highest in the world. Consumer rights have
become a prominent social and legal issue in Qatar particularly following the recent substantial salary
hikes of Qatari nationals ranging from 60 percent to 120 percent. This salary increase has triggered a
rise in the consumer price index, which resulted into a wide spread consumer grievances in terms of
organizations of boycotts, protests on social media, complains with consumer protection organization,
and word-of-mouth communications. At the same time consumer protection agency has intensified its
efforts to increase consumer awareness of their rights guaranteed by consumer protection laws of
Qatar enacted in 2008. All in all Qatar was suitable for a study of the inter-relationships among
consumer awareness of their rights, perceived consumer power and consumer complaint behavior.
A cross section of 236 consumers in Qatar participated in the study. Results show as expected the
higher is the perceived consumer power the higher is the consumer complaint behavior. This finding
is consistent with existing research (Suk-Ching, 2001). As consumers in Qatar feel they have the
ability to understand, control and change business practices, they will increasingly engage in various
kinds of complaint behaviors. The study also finds the consumer awareness of their rights is
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significantly influencing both perceived consumer power and consumer complaint behavior. These
findings are also consistent with past research (Sen, Gurhan-Canli and Morwitz, 2001; Shaw,
Newholm and Dickinson, 2006). With the increase in the awareness level of consumer rights
consumers will feel more and more powerful and they will increasingly engage in complaint
behaviors. Businesses have lessons to take from these findings. Taking steps to protect consumer
rights would be beneficial for businesses. Businesses should be proactive in responding to consumer
rights to portray a good business image.
This study has a number of limitations that need to be addressed in future research. A study in Qatar
lacks generalizability. Similar studies need to be undertaken in other Middle-Eastern countries and
beyond. The use of a judgmental sample limits the scope of the study. Future researchers should
attempt to utilize some kind of probabilistic sampling technique. In order to explain consumer
complaint behavior, this study chose to include perceived consumer power and consumer awareness
of their rights as the predictors. Future studies can look into other predictors related to product
attributes, environmental factors, legal issues, and other consumer related factors. Finally, there is
scope to further improve the measurement scales of the constructs. In the final note, businesses should
pay attention to consumer rights, consumer power and consumer complaint behavior.
Note: The author acknowledges the contribution of Eman Ali Al-Enazi in providing the data.
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Table 1: DV – Consumer Complaint Behavior and IVs – Demographics and
Perceived Consumer Power
Coefficientsa
Model
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized t
Sig.
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
(Constant) 2.932
.399
7.350
.000
Gender
-.031
.109
-.021
-.286
.775
Nationality -.081
.120
-.050
-.673
.502
1
Age
.042
.053
.060
.796
.427
Education .039
.099
.028
.393
.694
Income
-.029
.035
-.065
-.834
.405
C. Power
.244
.053
.294
4.607
.000
a. Dependent Variable: Consumer Complaint Behavior
Table 2: DV – Perceived Consumer Power and IVs – Demographics and Consumer Awareness
of Their Rights
Coefficientsa
Model
Unstandardized
Standardized t
Sig.
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
(Constant)
2.083
.461
4.521
.000
Gender
-.007
.127
-.004
-.053
.958
Nationality
-.122
.140
-.063
-.877
.381
Age
.007
.061
.008
.116
.908
1
Education
-.153
.115
-.093
-1.335
.183
Income
-.029
.041
-.054
-.711
.478
Overall Awareness
.195
.067
.214
2.913
.004
Awareness of Qatari
.337
.119
.208
2.838
.005
Laws
a. Dependent Variable: Perceived Consumer Power
Table 3: DV – Consumer Complaint Behavior and IVs - Demographics, Perceived Consumer
Power and Consumer Awareness of Their Rights
Coefficientsa
Model
Unstandardized
Standardized t
Sig.
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
(Constant)
2.399
.397
6.043
.000
Gender
-.024
.105
-.016
-.228
.820
Nationality
-.085
.115
-.052
-.735
.463
Age
.033
.051
.048
.663
.508
1
Education
.005
.095
.004
.052
.959
Income
-.013
.033
-.028
-.374
.709
Overall Awareness
.133
.056
.174
2.353
.019
Awareness of Qatari
.252
.100
.187
2.525
.012
Laws
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C. Power
.145
.055
a. Dependent Variable: Consumer Complaint Behavior

.174

2.654

.009
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Abstract
According to resource-based perspective firms form alliances to get access to resources and
capabilities that they don’t possess. Extending this perspective further, I have proposed that whether a
firm wants to simply access a capability or build capability inhouse through internalization influences
the nature of its alliance activity. The decision of access vs. internalization is determined by whether
the organization considers the underlying capabilities as critical or not. This differentiation would
influence the choice between alliance and acquisition as well as the kind of alliance formed by an
organization. Case study methodology has been used to examine the propositions in the Indian
context. Research findings are based on case studies on two of the biggest players in the Indian
infrastructure sector. The paper explores the motivation of Indian companies for forming strategic
alliances and how motives influence their decision of alliance formation.
Key Words: Alliances, India, resource based, case study methodology

Introduction
Traditionally doing business has always been associated with competition. Previous literature in
strategy has focused on suggesting ways in which firms could fight competition such as Porter’s five
forces model (Porter, 1980) gain competitive advantage. However, in the wake of globalization,
business environment is marked with increased complexity, uncertainty and fast pace of change that
has made firms think about the way they do business. There has been a growing realization that to
achieve their strategic objectives, it may no longer be sufficient for firms to compete. They may have
to think of collaborating too. This realization led to the popularity of alliances as a strategic option for
business. A firm may enter into alliances across the value chain as well as with its competitors,
depending upon the motivation for entering into an alliance.
Strategic alliances have received significant research interest in the west. Research in this area picked
up during late 1970s and early 1980s (Geh, 2010). Extensive research has been conducted into various
aspects of alliances including motivation for formation (Gulati, 1998), partner selection (Shah &
Swaminathan, 2008), governance structure (Pangarkar & Klein, 2001), alliance performance
measurement (Anderson, 1990) and factors influencing alliance performance (Goerzen, 2007).
Strategic alliance activity has gained momentum in India, with increasing number of strategic
alliances being formed by Indian companies, particularly post liberalization. The number of strategic
alliances being formed by Indian companies has increased from mere 17 in 1991 to more than 300 in
20121. But there has been lack of research in this area in the Indian context. There has been some
research, which has examined motivation for formation (Sharma, 2008), key success factors for
alliances (Cherian, Flores & Srinivasan, 2008), but such research has been few.
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I seek to address this gap by examining the alliance activity of Indian companies. I would contribute
to the body of literature by examining the motives of alliance formation and how motives influence
the nature of alliance activity. I decided to focus on infrastructure sector, as alliance activity is high in
this sector. It offers an opportunity to examine a variety of alliances being formed by organizations
including public private partnerships (PPP), joint ventures (JV), other equity alliances and non-equity
alliances such as operations and maintenance alliance and technical collaborations.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the first part existing literature in this area is discussed
highlighting research gaps. Research methodology, data collection and details on the organizations
selected for case study are discussed in the second part. In the third part findings from the case studies
are discussed followed by conclusions and directions for future research.
Research Objective
To examine the motivation of Indian companies for forming strategic alliances and how motives
influence the nature of alliance activity.
Theoretical Background
What Are Strategic Alliances
For the purpose of this research, I shall use the following definition of alliances by Dussauge, Garrette
and Mitchell (2004: 702) “strategic alliances are arrangements between two or more independent
companies that carry out a project or operate in a specific business area by coordinating skills and
resources jointly rather than either operating on their own or merging their operations”. This
definition of alliances includes equity alliances including JVs and non-equity alliances. According to
Gulati (1995), equity alliances are arrangements in which a firm buys minority equity stake in its
partner firm. Further, JVs are also equity alliances as they require equity investment but they involve
creation of a separate legal entity. Non-equity alliances neither require equity investment nor result in
creation of a separate legal entity. They include licensing arrangements, joint marketing,
manufacturing or R&D arrangements and technical collaborations.
Motivation for Alliance Formation
There has been extensive research into factors that drive the formation of alliances. Researchers have
looked at both industry level as well as firm level drivers for alliance formation. Table 1 discusses
transaction cost economics perspective, resource based perspective and network perspective, which
are some of the most prominent theoretical perspectives applied to understand the motivation of
alliance formation. The focus of this paper is on extending resource-based perspective to understand
the firm-level motivation of alliance formation in the Indian context.
“Table 1 goes about here”
The following section discusses resource-based perspective on motivation for entering into strategic
alliances as identified by existing research. Some of these motives could also be addressed through
other strategic options such as mergers and acquisitions. Thus, factors that determine the choice
between alliances and mergers and acquisitions have been briefly discussed. However, the focus of
this paper is to examine the influence of a firm’s motives on the nature of its alliance activity. Other
factors that influence the choice between mergers, acquisitions and alliances have not been examined
in this paper.
Resource based perspective. The resource-based perspective looks at firm as an aggregate of
resources. Those resources that are “difficult to trade and imitate, scarce, appropriable and
specialized’ (Amit & Schoemaker, 1993: 36)” are a firm’s strategic assets that provide it competitive
advantage. Amit and Schoemaker (1993) proposed that resources are different from capabilities.
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Resources are inputs while capabilities are intermediate processes to use those resources for
producing desirable outcomes. In the context of alliances, a firm may decide to collaborate to gain
access to resources and capabilities that it doesn’t posses and that are critical for it to compete
effectively (Inkpen, 1998; Prahlad & Hamel, 1990). Critical resources and capabilities are those that
affect the core business of an organization (Hagedoorn & Duysters, 2002). A firm may use those
resources and capabilities to diversify into new product segments or geographies or to compete
effectively in its existing segments (Varadarajan & Cunningham, 1995).
Proposition 1. Indian firms are likely to form alliances for gaining access to resources
and capabilities that they don’t possess.
Access vs. internalization of capabilities. Extending the resource-based perspective further, I would
like to differentiate between the motives of access to capability and capability building through
internalization. To the best of my knowledge existing research doesn’t clearly differentiate between
these motives. However, I believe this differentiation is important, as it influences not just the type of
alliance but the choice between alliances and acquisitions itself. In the context of alliances, this
differentiation would facilitate better understanding of the rationale for different kinds of alliances
entered by organizations, evolution of those alliances and alliance outcomes. Clearly understanding
the actual motive is essential to make the right choice between various strategic options available to
the firm. For instance, when a firm needs certain capabilities, it has an option to build them internally,
acquire them through market transactions or enter into an alliance with another firm. Alliances
provide a middle path to the firm (Koza & Lewin, 1998) by providing an option to gradually
internalize capabilities hitherto possessed by the alliance partner.
Figure 1 summarizes the conceptual framework. The motives of access to capability and capability
building though internalization are proposed to influence alliance formation. Desire to internalize a
capability may be influenced by whether an organization perceives that capability as critical for its
business or not. A firm may want to internalize the capabilities that are critical for its business
(Hagedoorn & Duysters, 2002). For such capabilities, it is likely that a firm may prefer acquisition, as
that would enable complete control over the target firm (Pangarkar & Klein, 2001) facilitating
internalization. Control here means ability to enforce decisions, formulate strategy and influence the
functioning of an entity. Criticality of these capabilities lies at the heart of desire to control the entity
in possession of these capabilities. Researchers have identified control as an important factor
influencing the choice between alliances and acquisitions (Finkelstein, 1997; Hennart, 1991; cited by
Yin & Shanley, 2008). Infact, a significant difference between alliance and acquisition is the degree of
control they provide (Borys & Jemison, 1989). While acquisitions are likely to provide complete
control over the target firm, in case of alliances degree of control is expected to differ with the nature
of an alliance. As one moves from JVs, minor equity alliances towards non-equity alliances, degree of
control reduces (Hagedoorn, 1993). This order of preference is based on the assumption that control is
consequent to the level of equity stake in a firm. Existing research has considered equity as an
effective formal mechanism for exercising control (Das, 1996; Yin & Shanley, 2008).
Proposition 2. A firm is likely to internalize capabilities that are critical for its business.
Proposition 3. Criticality of the capabilities is likely to drive the desire to control.
Proposition 4. Ceteris paribus firms are likely to prefer acquisition for gaining access to
capabilities that they want to internalize.
“Figure 1 goes about here”
However, certain factors such as indigestibility of assets (Hennart & Reddy, 1997; Villalonga &
McGahan, 2005) make acquisitions implausible even when a firm may desire. Researchers using
transaction-cost economics perspective have identified factors such as environment uncertainty
(Dickson & Weaver, 1997), fear of opportunistic behavior of alliance partners (Kale & Singh, 2009;
Williamson, 1985), previous experience in a particular strategy (Hagedoorn & Duysters, 2002; Kayo,
Kimura, Mauricio & Neto, 2010) and market experience of a firm (Hennart & Reddy, 1997)
influencing the choice between alliances and acquisitions. Thus, for accessing capabilities that are
critical for an organization, it may have to opt for alliances in certain circumstances. The organization
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may eventually internalize those capabilities to end its dependence on the alliance partners. I suggest
that firms are more likely to go for equity-based alliances including JVs for gaining access to such
capabilities. Equity alliances are likely to give them greater control over day to day functioning of an
alliance and increase involvement with the alliance partner increasing chances of learning and
internalizing the underlying capability (Das & Teng, 2000; Sampson, 2004). According to Sampson
(2004) equity alliances resemble the hierarchical structure of an organization and thus, facilitate flow
of knowledge between alliance partners.
For instance Indian automobile industry has umpteen examples of JVs between Indian and foreign
players such as Hero Honda. Most of these JVs were formed by Indian players to gain access to
technological capabilities of foreign players. Technology is a critical capability for operating in the
automobile space and thus, it made business sense for the Indian players to internalize that capability.
Joint ventures structure provided opportunity to Indian players to learn and internalize critical skills
from their foreign partners.
Proposition 5. Ceteris Paribus, firms are likely to prefer equity alliances to other form
of alliances for gaining access to capabilities that they want to internalize.
Further, even in cases where they have to form an equity alliance, firms are likely to prefer JVs with a
majority stake rather than equal stakes to have clear control. Researchers have examined the role of
dominant equity stake in JVs in their success (Killing, 1982; cited by Dussauge & Garrette, 1995). It
has been argued that JVs in which one of the partners have clear majority are more likely to be
successful than 50-50 JVs.
Proposition 6. Firms are likely to prefer majority stake in a JV to a 50-50 JV or minor
equity alliance for gaining access to capabilities that they want to internalize.
There are certain capabilities that a firm may require for its operations but may not want to internalize.
These capabilities may be non-critical for its operations (Hagedoorn & Duysters, 2002) and thus, it
may prefer non-equity alliances in such case. For instance Lodha, a real estate developer, has entered
into non-equity alliance with designer Giorgio Armani for interior design of its premium residential
tower and is selling them under that branding. Lodha wanted to access Armani’s unique capability for
interior design but it didn’t want to internalize it. So, it took the route of a non-equity alliance. Nonequity alliances have the advantage of providing limited access to partner’s capabilities, they don’t
require any financial investment and are easy to exit.
Proposition 7. Firms are likely to form non-equity alliances for gaining access to
capabilities that they don’t want to internalize.
Industry Overview
The infrastructure sector in India opened up for investment for private players post economic
liberalization of 1991. Several Indian businessmen were interested in the new opportunity but none of
them had sector specific capabilities. They either had to build those capabilities inhouse, acquire those
capabilities or ally with someone who possessed them. Acquisition was not a feasible option as Indian
players lacked the scale and financial muscle to acquire a foreign player who was already operating in
that sector. Building capability internally through trial and error or by hiring consultants would have
been a gradual process. Further, the competitive bidding process for awarding projects and direct
competition from foreign players would have posed tough challenge for the Indian players. Alliances
presented an opportunity for the Indian players for making a quick foray in the infrastructure space.
Many Indian firms formed alliances with foreign players to access their capabilities and gradually
internalize those capabilities for operating and competing effectively in the sector.
Another form of alliances in this sector has been the in the form of PPP. Infact, most of the projects in
the infrastructure sector are based on PPP model. According to this model, center or state
governments own a minimum equity stake in various infrastructure projects. This is done to ensure
that government has certain degree of control in the operation and management of critical
infrastructure projects. The recent financial budget, announced in July 2014, has reemphasized the
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importance of PPP model for developing infrastructure further. This shall give further impetus to the
alliance activity in this sector. Thus, alliances form the core of infrastructure sector in India and I
believe it is worth examining the alliance activity in this sector in detail.
Research Design and Selection of Cases
Since there is lack of research in the area of strategic alliance in the Indian context, the nature of
research is exploratory. Further, according to Yin (2009), within exploratory research, case-study
methodology may be used if we are trying to understand “how” and “why” of a certain phenomenon.
In this research, the focus is to understand why Indian companies are forming strategic alliances, why
are they choosing a particular type of alliance and how motives influence the nature of alliance
activity. Thus, the use of case study method appears appropriate for this research. Further, researchers
have also advocated the use of case study methodology for examining in-depth the various aspects of
strategic alliances (Beamish & Lupton, 2009; Parkhe, 1993)
The infrastructure as a sector has significant importance for the Indian market. Collaborations have
been at the heart of growth in this sector as the Indian government has employed PPP as a model for
infrastructure development in the country. Besides, the alliance activity in this sector has been high,
making it appropriate for the research.
The research findings are based on case studies on two of the biggest players in this segment in India.
Both the organizations started as entrepreneurial ventures, were opportunity driven and grew through
collaborations. Both made foray into the infrastructure sector through large scale projects in the power
sector and are currently present into multiple infrastructure sectors. Both regard their ability to
execute large-scale projects as their strength. However, both organizations have different work
cultures. For instance decision-making is more decentralized in A Ltd and its top management is more
empowered as compared to B Ltd. In case of A Ltd., heads of individual businesses drive alliance
related decisions with approval from the board while in case of B Ltd., the promoters continue to
drive alliance related decisions.
Following is a brief description about the organizations.
A Ltd.
A Ltd. was initially engaged in the business of agri-based commodities. Its promoter had been a serial
entrepreneur having delved into varied businesses ranging from agri-based commodities, banking,
trading and brewery. The organization made its foray into the infrastructure space in 1988 by bidding
for developing a power plant. Since then, it has divested other businesses while deciding to focus on
the infrastructure sector. It is currently present in highways, power, airports and urban infrastructure
sectors.
B Ltd.
B Ltd. started as a civil engineer contractor and gradually diversified into multiple sectors including
hotels, real estate, cement and infrastructure. Within the infrastructure sector, it has interests in power
sector and expressways. The infrastructure sector is the major focus area of the group and contributed
42% to the total group revenue in FY20133.
Table 2 lists the number of different kinds of alliances formed by both the organizations.
“Table 2 goes about here”
Data Collection and Analysis
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Data was collected through personal interviews with ten top management executives including the
Chairman2, CEO of individual businesses and CFO. An interview guide was developed to focus the
interview towards the research objective; however, exact questions asked in each interview varied
depending on the direction of discussion with the interviewee. Each interview lasted for 60-90
minutes and was recorded and transcribed. Personal interviews were followed up with telephonic
discussions with the executives to seek clarifications or for closing gaps identified during the personal
interviews. The data was triangulated using companies’ internal communication documents and
secondary information available in the public domain including annual reports and press releases.
Discussion and Findings
Motivation for Alliance Formation
Gaining access to resources and capabilities. Access to capability appears to be the most important
motivation for forming alliances in the Indian context. With boundaries between different industries
blurring, businesses need additional capabilities to compete. They may not have sufficient time and
resources to build those capabilities inhouse and the option to acquire those capabilities may not
always be there. Thus, alliances present an opportunity to such businesses by providing quick access
to required capabilities. This has also been the case for both the organizations. They have forged
alliances in areas in which they lacked inhouse expertise. All the executives interviewed unanimously
pointed out to access to resources and capabilities or building capabilities as reasons for their alliance
formation.
Quoting Vice President, A Ltd.:
“One important aspect which needed to be taken care of was in case of highways, we
didn’t know how do highways work or how to maintain them. What we knew was
how to develop them. That being the case, one of the big criteria was that we needed
to have operations and maintenance operator who knew or who had done this type of
activity for the last five years or something. So, that was one natural requirement. We
needed to partner with somebody who had done this type of work overseas.”
This is what CEO of the airport business of A Ltd. had to say about their JV for one of their airport
projects in India:
“The other challenge was how to build up our commercial expertise for airports. So,
for commercial expertise we tied up with Alpha4 as another partner. We had the
construction expertise, what we required was the commercial expertise, so we
brought in Alpha3 as partner.”
CEO, Strategy and Corporate Development, A Ltd. had to say the following regarding their JV with a
foreign player for its airport business:
“We formed a partnership with them because they knew much more about it than we
did. Mostly I think it comes out to when you need something to do a project more
effectively, you may not have the capability for whatever reason; may be it’s a new
area or you don’t have the people, in which case you select a partner.”
Quoting Group CFO, B Ltd regarding their JV for their hotel business:
“We got into out hotel business in 1980s. We had expertise in civil works but no
expertise in operating a hotel. So, we formed a JV with Beta4 for helping us
managing our properties. That happened for few years. Later we thought now we
could take it up on ourselves. So, when you have alliances, it’s a huge learning. In
that case it was a mix of both; they helped us put up a business and at some point in
time we felt that now we could do it on our own.”
This is what CFO, power subsidiary of B Ltd had to say about their partnerships for the power
business
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“These are EPC (engineering, procurement & construction) projects of the
government. For these projects we need to have capabilities for executing the project
in its entirety. A hydropower project has three main components – civil work
component, hydro mechanical component, which includes installation of radial gate
and the electro mechanical component, which includes procurement and installation
of turbines and the power plant. We are not turbine manufacturer or power plant
experts; our expertise is in the civil and hydro mechanical. So, we partner with ABC4
as their expertise is in power machinery and similarly with other partners.”
Indian players have used these capabilities to either expand into related market segments in the Indian
market or diversify into foreign markets. For the foreign markets, Indian players have formed
alliances with local players to not just meet regulatory requirement but also to leverage local
knowledge of players in these markets.
Quoting CEO, Strategy and Corporate Development, A Ltd. on forming JVs with foreign players
abroad:
“We just got this bid abroad as we were the highest bidder. Ofcourse over there it’s
also mandatory that the law required local partner to have atleast 60%, we didn’t
really have an option. But even if it would not have been a requirement, we would
still have gone for a local partner because we didn’t know how things work. Just like
MNCs look for an Indian partner when they come to India, we look for a local partner
when we go outside the country.”
Further, access to resources is an important motivation for forming alliances, particularly in case of
infrastructure sector. Supply of resources in various infrastructure projects, such as land and fuel
supply in case of power projects, is limited and controlled by certain entities. Alliances provide a
viable alternative for accessing these resources.
B Ltd. formed three JVs, two for the cement business and one for the power business where access to
resources was a critical factor. The JV in case of cement business was for accessing slag, which is an
important raw material for the cement business. The JV for power business was with an entity that
had rights for land acquisition and mandate for laying power distribution lines. Thus, the JV was
important for creating distribution lines for its power plants.
Quoting Vice President, A Ltd. on resources and capabilities possessed by a prospective partner
being a major motivation for alliance formation:
“A local player will bring me a complementary strength probably in terms of his
regional understanding; however, most of the projects we undertake are largely
central government based. So, there is very little that a state government will be able
to do, which a regional player has a leverage. So, unless we have lets say certain
resources, certain skill sets, certain strengths, which are cost competitive in that
region, I don’t see any reason why I should tie up.”
Access vs. Internalization of Capabilities
The distinction between whether an organization wants to simply access a capability or eventually
internalize it, influences the nature of its alliance activity.
Quoting CEO, Energy Business, A Ltd. on the manner in which nature of capabilities influence the
kind of alliances being formed:
“Criterion for selecting the kind of alliance is very simple; one is whether we want to develop our
own capability in future. If we don’t want to develop internal capability in future, then we have a nonequity strategic alliance. Second is, we may want to create an internal capability but we may not have
the capability right now so, I would form a short term alliance with somebody and we will have a
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transparent process telling the partner, this is what we want to do. So, it will be an alliance for
learning and once we have achieved that we both will part ways amicably. So, it is basically driven by
our focus of whether we want to build a capability internally or not.”
This is what the CEO of the airport business of A Ltd. had to say about the JVs formed for the
commercial operations of the airport such as duty free shops:
“Alliance formation depends on the kind of capabilities we see are relevant for a
sector… For our airport JVs the compulsion was to have a partner who had expertise
for that business… From a capability perspective over a period of time, if I want to
get into retail business say five or ten years down the line, through the JV, I could
enhance my learning.”
Need to internalize capabilities that are critical for a certain business may arise from the strategic
intent to end dependence on the alliance partner. A firm may want to be self sufficient in case the
alliance ends prematurely or any other event occurs that renders the alliance partner unavailable for
cooperation in future.
Quoting Business Chairman, Highways, A Ltd. on the need for internalizing critical capabilities:
“Learning is by engaging with our partner in that area. Always our focus is structure
the contract is such a manner that we are not dependent on them. We learn and if need
arises we should be able to operate ourselves as an organization.”
This is what CFO, B Ltd. had to say about their motive of internalizing capabilities through their JV in
the hotel business:
“We had no expertise in running hotels. So we formed a JV. That happened for a few
years and then later on we thought we could take it upon ourselves. I think when you
have alliances, there is a huge learning. They helped us put up a business and at some
point in time you realize that you can do it on your own.”
The motive of capability building through internalization creates desire for control to effectively
internalize critical capabilities. Infact, degree of control desired and extent of control available in case
of acquisitions and different kinds of alliances appears to be a major factor influencing the choice
between these strategic alternatives. Thus, the choice between alliances and acquisitions and different
kinds of alliances appears more like a continuum than two separate decisions. Figure 2 depicts how
different strategic options compare in terms of degree of control desired and degree of control
provided by each.
“Figure 2 goes about here”
Alliances vs. acquisitions for capability building: It appears Indian entrepreneurs and businessmen
desire greater degree of control and therefore, they have an inherent preference for acquisitions over
alliances ceteris paribus. This appears particularly true for acquiring capabilities that are critical to
their main business. Preference for acquisitions may stem from the intent to avoid conflict with the
alliance partner(s), to avoid the need for achieving consensus for decision-making, prevent
opportunism (Hennart, 1991) and have exclusive right to exploit the acquired capabilities.
Quoting CFO, B Ltd. for their preference for acquisitions over alliances:
“I still think the preferred thing would be to do it on your own if you can. Inherently
we wouldn’t go for partnerships, we would prefer acquisition as acquisition will give
us more control on the project or on the company whatever be the case.”
Quoting Chairman, B Ltd. for their preference for acquisition over alliances:
“For the core business, we would prefer acquisition, as that will give us more control
on the project and on the company. First preference will be acquisitions, then JVs and
then minor equity alliances in that order.”
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Equity vs. non-equity alliances for capability building: In case acquisition is not plausible as an
option, firms appear to prefer equity alliances to access capabilities they want to learn and internalize.
Equity stake in an alliance reflects greater commitment, enables close interaction with the alliance
partners across different levels, providing greater opportunity for learning. For instance, when A Ltd.
was venturing into the highways business, it had construction expertise but had no expertise for
operations and maintenance of highways. It decided to form an alliance for operations and
maintenance of its highway projects. Since, operations and maintenance is a critical skill for the
highway business, it decided to form a JV to ensure learning and internalization of this skill from its
alliance partner.
Quoting Vice President, A Ltd. regarding preference for equity alliances for building capabilities:
“We knew that we were tying up because we were not having required experience
with respect to operating the project. So, in those cases as a part of learning,
whenever there was an operations and management company that was being set up,
we took a stake in that or a role in that. So, that is the way we learn the processes
when we go into the operations & management.”
This is what Business Chairman, Highways, A Ltd. had to say about how they learnt operations and
maintenance skills from their alliance partner in their JV:
“Our people went to places where these people (alliance partner) had already run the
roads. So, the team members who were there from our end, went there (to alliance
partner’s home country) prior to the start of the project, spent time, understood how
things worked, how did the software work, what did they do, how did the
recalculation happen and what was the design of the toll plaza. All these things they
went and learnt there. And when they came back here, they did a dummy test on the
software and other things, before implementing. So, it was kind of a joint effort so
that both the parties learnt. But at the same time, we also ensured that they learnt how
to deal with the local environment, how to liaise with the government entity, what
needed to be done at various cases; all these things we also taught them. So, it was a
two way process.”
Learning in an alliance is also facilitated by the fact that the size of the market opportunity is huge
enough to accommodate several players. If the market segment was fiercely competitive, alliance
between competing firms would be marred by opportunistic behavior and increased suspicion. It
would be increasingly difficult to learn and internalize critical skills from the alliance partners even
in case of equity alliances as the alliance partners would protect their critical skills from getting
transferred fearing future competition from the alliance partner.
Quoting CEO, Strategy and Corporate Development, A Ltd. on how learning is facilitated in their
alliances because of the nature of business segment they are in:
“The opportunity size is so huge, we know very well that it doesn’t matter if my
partner knows certain things from my side. It doesn’t really deny me of any
opportunity, which otherwise I would have got. It is more so with highways as
airports are very specific opportunities. In case of airports you have chances of
getting denied of opportunities because your partner knows what you do.”
Preference for majority equity stake: In cases where firms have to form an equity alliance for gaining
access to critical capabilities, they prefer having a majority stake in the alliance rather than equal
stakes to have clear control.
According to the Vice President, A Ltd.:
“We prefer to retain 51% in the JVs. Typically what happens is that the moment other
partner has more than 50% partner in place; you have to get into consultation mode.
You have to get their approval and all these things will be time taking measures.
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These are not difficult; it’s only a question of time. I have invested huge amount of
money in a projects any decision, which is delayed beyond 24 hours, will have an
interest implication to the extent of the money that I have put in. So, that is the reason
we firmly believe that there has to be a single leader for a project. So, that’s the
reason, we don’t go below 51% in a project.”
Conclusion
The behavior of the Indian firms in terms of their motivation for alliance formation confirms to the
resource-based perspective. Access to capabilities appears to be a major motivation for Indian
companies to form alliances. Decision for alliance formation, however, is also influenced by the
criticality of the capabilities sought to be accessed. I have argued in the paper that there needs to be a
distinction between motives of access to capability and capability building through internalization.
This distinction influences not just the choice of type of alliance but also the choice between alliances
and acquisitions in first place. Desire for internalization of a capability stems from its criticality for
the organization’s business. When an organization wants to access a capability for eventually
internalizing it, acquisitions are likely to be its most preferred option. It is only when acquisition is not
plausible that the organization would go for an alliance. Joint ventures or equity alliance with a
majority stake are likely to be the next preferred option to internalize and build that capability
inhouse. Equity appears to be a medium for exercising control over the target firm for facilitation
learning and knowledge transfer. When an organization wants to only access a capability but doesn’t
want to internalize it, it is more likely to form a non-equity alliance with the entity possessing that
capability.
The paper contributes to the existing literature by extending the resource-based perspective to the
study of alliance activity of the Indian corporates, which has not been researched in-depth so far. The
proposed distinction between the motives of access to capability and capability building through
internalization shall provide a fresh perspective to researchers for looking at alliance formation,
choice of alliance governance structure and reasons for alliance failure.
Organizations would benefit from acknowledging in first place that alliances and acquisitions are
strategic alternatives. Further, understanding of the exact motivation for alliance formation, whether
its simply to access a capability or for building capability inhouse, shall enable a more informed
choice between alliances and acquisitions. If a firm decides to go for an alliance, having goal clarity
would enable it to choose the right governance structure of alliance enhancing chances of alliance
success.
The proposed framework in the paper provides a platform for future research to further test and
validate the propositions based on a larger sample of Indian firms. Further, I have only looked at
nature of capabilities in terms of their criticality to the organization as a factor influencing the desire
to internalize. Further research may examine other factors that influence the decision to internalize a
capability. The propositions are based on an underlying assumption that equity stake ensures control
in an entity. However, in certain cases, actual control may differ from the level of equity stake in an
alliance. Future research may examine the factors that influence the level of control one can exercise
and their influence on the choice of alliance governance structure. A limitation of my research is that
it examines the decision of alliance formation at a particular point in time. A capability that was
considered as non-critical by a firm at the time of striking of the alliance may eventually appear as
critical for the firm. Hence, as the alliance evolves, the firm may want to internalize the capability.
Future research may examine the impact of change in alliance formation motives over the course of an
alliance on its performance as well as on future alliance activity of the firm.

NOTES

1. Thomson Financial Joint Ventures and Strategic Alliances database
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2. Company Annual Report
3. Chairman of only B Ltd could be interviewed.
4. Name changed
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Table 1: Theoretical Approaches For Examining Motivation For Alliance Formation

Theoretical
focus
Transaction cost Minimization of
economics
transaction costs
perspective

Nature of motives
identified8
Economies of scale
Reducing
competition
Gaining market
power
Market entry

Research Work9

Resource-based
perspective

Learning and
knowledge sharing
Building/Enhancing
capability

Eisenhardt and
Schoonhoven (1996)
Inkpen (1998)
Hamel (1991)

Approaches

8
9

Enhancement of
organizational
resources and
competencies

Hennart, (1988)
Hennart, (1991)
Pisano & Teece, 1989
(cited by Eisenhardt &
Schoonhoven, 1996
Williamson, 1991

The table has been constructed based on inputs from Rinfret, 2011.
The list is only indicative
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Approaches

Network
Perspective

Theoretical
focus

Influence of a
firm’s social
network on its
alliance activity

Nature of motives
identified8
Market entry

Research Work9

Market
complementarity
Resource
compatibility

Gulati (1998)
Goerzen (2005)
Mitsuhashi & Greeve
(2009)

Varadarajan and
Cunningham (1995)

Table No 2: Number of different kinds of alliances formed by A Ltd. and B Ltd.

JV
A Ltd
B Ltd10

19
1

Other Equity
Alliances
2
0

Non-Equity
Alliances
6
6

Source: Documents provided by the company

10

Number represents alliances only for the infrastructure business
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Abstract
Social Media Platforms has changed the way people interact and communicate. On such platforms,
Word of Mouth (WOM) is something that is making these platforms more relevant among the
Marketers as well as Researchers. There have been traditional methods of WOM but the arrival of
Web 2.0 has introduced a new way of WOM and that is electronic Word of Mouth (e-WOM). Here
the communication medium is Internet and the platforms where such communication takes place are
social media platforms and various websites. WOM is an important factor in consumer decision
making process and has become a favourite tool in form of e-WOM to gather information regarding a
particular product or brand in today’s internet era. In light of such growing interest in the use of eWOM by consumers as well as brands this study aims to provide a theoretical analysis of the
effectiveness of e-WOM and its influence on Brand Equity dimensions. We conducted a systematic
review of e-WOM and Brand Equity research to analyse the effectiveness of e-WOM on various
dimensions of Brand Equity. We identified the key factors creating e-WOM and the dimensions
which determine e-WOM adoption. The Paper concludes with various propositions and a conceptual
model of e-WOM and Brand Equity. The study will provide an important foundation for future eWOM and Brand Equity research.
Key Words: Word of Mouth, Electronic Word of Mouth, Brand Equity, Brand Equity dimensions,
Social media.
Introduction
After the introduction of Web 2.0, People have got a new kind of platform to communicate and that is
social media. An increasing number of consumers are embracing the internet and spend more
time searching for product information as well as sharing particular product or brand
experiences. With this change in communication platform, WOM has also got a new picture and
it has overcome the traditional WOM with e-WOM. The rise of new media channels during the last
few years has offered fertile ground for electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) communication. In
today’s internet era, consumers often use websites, blogs and social media networks to get
complete information about products. This information may include review of new product
launched in the market, experiences of the users about a particular product or brand and Quality
or price of a particular product. With the widespread usage of the internet, informal sources also
include people who influence one’s consumption via online social networks and other Web forums
(Schiffman & Kanuk, 2010). This new form of word-of-mouth (WOM) communication can contain
positive or negative statements made by potential, actual, and former customers about a product or a
company via the Internet (Thurau et al, 2004). As online communities increase in size, number, and
character, marketers have come to recognize word of mouth’s growing importance (McKinsey
Quarterly, 2010). Indeed, word of mouth is the primary factor behind 20 to 50 percent of all
purchasing decisions. Its influence is greatest when consumers are buying a product for the first time
or when products are relatively expensive, factors that tend to make people conduct more research,
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seek more opinions, and deliberate longer than they otherwise would (McKinsey Quarterly, 2010).
Consequently, while advertising effectiveness has been decreasing, and people more and more ask for
the advice of a colleague, friends or relatives before buying a product, it is important to understand
whether and how WOM effect impact on marketing productivity (Armelini, 2011). Since the internet
is globally used, marketers may consider the internet as well as viral marketing as sources of
customer-based brand equity. Due to the extensive use of internet in sharing information among
young adults, marketers should focus on viral marketing as one of the new sources of customer-based
brand equity (Yasin and Zahari, 2011). WOM has been shown to influence a variety of conditions:
awareness, expectations, perceptions, attitudes, and behaviour (Richins & Root-Shaffer, 1988; Hogan
et al., 2004). This paper focuses on influence of WOM on Brand Equity dimensions taking the
dimensions namely Brand awareness, Brand association, Perceived Quality and Brand Loyalty as
defined by Aaker. The study firstly defines the various terms like WOM, e-WOM, Brand Equity,
Brand Equity dimensions then it focuses on various constructs and measures used for WOM/e-WOM
in previous related studies. The Paper shows the relationship of e-WOM with Brand Equity with
reference to various latest studies done in some similar context and finally arrives at an integrative
model and some propositions to conclude the relationship.
Word of Mouth (WOM) & Electronic Word of Mouth (e-WOM)
Westbrook (1987) defines Word of Mouth as ‘‘all informal communications directed at other
consumers about the ownership, usage, or characteristics of particular goods and services or their
sellers.’’. Described as WOM communication (WOM), the process allows consumers to share
information and opinions that direct buyers towards and away from specific products, brands, and
services (Hawkins et al., 2004). Litvin et al (2008) define WOM as the communication between
consumers about a product, service, or a company in which the sources are considered independent of
commercial influence. Based on the definition of WOM by Westbrook (1987), electronic word-ofmouth (e-WOM) can be defined as all informal communications directed at consumers through
Internet-based technology related to the usage or characteristics of particular goods and services, or
their sellers. This includes communication between producers and consumers as well as those
between consumers themselves (Goldsmith, 2006). Duana et al (2008) define online word of mouth (e
WOM) as an Internet platform to share the positive or negative reports between the existing users and
future customers. In contrast to traditional WOM, e-WOM is defined as ‘any positive or negative
statements made by potential, actual, or former customers about a product or company, which is made
available to a multitude of people and institutions via the Internet’ (Henning-Thurau et al, 2004). As
such, far different from physical WOM, e-WOM can create virtual relationships and communities,
with influence far beyond the readers and producers of WOM; it actually creates a new type of reality
by influencing readers during their online information searches (Litvin et al, 2008).
Brand Equity
Brand Equity is defined as the difference in consumer choice between the focal branded product and
an unbranded product given the same level of product features (Yoo and Donthu, 2001). Aaker (1991)
defines Brand Equity as a set of brand assets and liabilities linked to a brand, its name and symbol that
add to or subtract from the value provided by a product or service to a firm and/or to that firm’s
customers. Keller (1993) proposes a similar definition of brand equity as the differential effect of
brand knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of the brand. Brand equity is viewed both
from customer and firm based perspectives. The consumer based perspective focuses on “consumer
mind-set” and is explained with such constructs as attitudes, awareness, associations, attachments and
loyalties (Keller and Lehmann, 2001). The firm based perspective, however, uses “Product market
outcomes” such as price premium, market share, relative price, and “financial market outcomes” such
as brand’s purchase price and discounted cash flow of license fees and royalties (Ailawadi, Lehmann,
and Neslin, 2003; Keller and Lehmann, 2001). Consumer based brand equity measures asses the
awareness, attitudes, associations, attachments and loyalties consumers have towards a brand (Keller
and Lehman, 2006). From this perspective, the two main frameworks that conceptualize brand equity
are those of Aaker (1991) and Keller (1993). According to Aaker (1991), brand equity is a
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multidimensional concept whose first four core brand equity dimensions are brand awareness,
perceived quality, brand associations and brand loyalty. Keller’s (1993) conceptualization focuses on
brand knowledge and involves two components: brand awareness and brand image. In this study,
research will focus on the Consumer based brand equity with the dimensions of brand awareness,
brand association, perceived quality, and brand loyalty as defined by Aaker (1991). In the consumer
based brand equity frameworks (Aaker, 1996; Keller, 1993), perceived quality is considered a primary
dimension). The main reason that perceived quality is a primary dimension in brand equity models is
that it has a strategic effect on brand equity, by reducing the perceived risk (Aaker, 1991; Keller,
1993). Brand Awareness relates to the likelihood that a brand name will come to mind and the ease
which it does so (Keller, 1993). It is based on both recognition and recall (Aaker, 1991; Keller, 1993).
Brand associations are defined as anything linked in memory to a brand (Aaker, 1991) such as product
attributes (Yoo et al., 2000), brand name and relative price (Aaker, 1996). The American Marketing
Association defines Brand Loyalty as “the situation in which a Consumer generally buys the same
manufacturer-originated product or service repeatedly over time rather than buying from multiple
suppliers within the category” or “the degree to which a Consumer consistently purchases the same
brand within a product class”. Brand Loyalty can be conceptualized as the final dimension of
consumer brand resonance symbolizing the customer’s ultimate relationship and level of identification
with a Brand (Keller, 2008).
Literature Identification & Theoretical Foundation
Searching the available articles to be used for the review is done by a two stage process i.e. article
identification and article analysis. In order to identify the relevant studies, our study involved
collecting academic and peer reviewed journal articles that propagate influence of e-WOM on Brand
Equity in some way. Firstly, we conducted a systematic electronic search using various Databases like
Emerald, Science Direct, Taylor and Francis, and EBSCO etc. Then, we reviewed Marketing Journals
like International Journal of Business and Management, Journal of Marketing Communications and
MIS Journals like Decision Support Systems, and Journal of Knowledge Management, Economics
and Informational Technology etc. Among the 12 identified WOM/e-WOM papers, a significant
number of studies have shown the influence of e-WOM on Brand Equity dimensions. Apart from this,
many studies have talked about the dimensions, measures or constructs of e-WOM emphasizing
mainly on credibility and usefulness of WOM. Table 1 shows the various dimensions of e-WOM used
in different studies and their influences as concluded by some good researches.

Author
Armelini (2011)

Constructs used
e-WOM: PWOM & NWOM &
Brand Equity : Brand Awareness,
Brand Association, Brand
Loyalty, Perceived Quality

Findings
PWOM positively influences Brand
Equity dimensions.
NWOM has negative impact on
Perceived Quality & Brand Loyalty.

Daugherty (2013)

PWOM, NWOM & Neutral
WOM

Yaseen and Zahiri
(2010)

Viral marketing, Brand
Awareness, Brand Association,
Brand Loyalty and Perceived
Quality

Consumers pay more attention to
NWOM as opposed to positive or
neutral content.
Viral marketing positively influences
Brand Awareness, Brand Association,
Brand Loyalty, and Perceived Quality.

Murtiasih, Sucherly and
Siringoringo (2013)

WOM, Brand Awareness, Brand
Association, Brand Loyalty and
Perceived Quality

Severi, Ling and

e-WOM, Brand Awareness,

Positive information through WOM
increases Brand Awareness, Brand
Association, Brand Loyalty, and
Perceived Quality.
e-WOM influences brand association,
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Author
Nasermoadeli (2014)

Constructs used
Brand Association, Brand Loyalty
and Perceived Quality

Findings
brand loyalty, brand image and
perceived quality.

Rezvani, Hoseini and
Samadzadeh (2012)

Volume, Valence, Brand
Awareness, Brand Association,
Brand Loyalty and Perceived
Quality

Cheung (2014)

Trustworthiness, Timeliness &
Comprehensiveness, Quality and
Relevance

Volume plays a substantial positive
role on creating consumer based brand
equity. Valence has positive impact on
brand association and negative impact
on brand awareness.
Trustworthiness, Timeliness &
Comprehensiveness and Quality
positively influences Information
usefulness which further influences
purchase intention

Table 1: Review of studies
Review of Study Findings
Typology of e-WOM:
Electronic Word of Mouth (e-WOM) has been categorised on different basis in different research
studies. Some have defined its typology on the basis of its forms created by consumers’ and
marketers’ intervention, some have defined on the basis on positivity or negativity of communication,
some on the basis of nature of orientation and some on the basis of channels through which the
message is communicated.
Armelini (2011), Daugherty (2013), Luo (2009) & Hogan et al (2004) have defined e-WOM into two
types namely Positive Word of Mouth (PWOM) and Negative Word of Mouth (NWOM). PWOM
consists of favourable reviews that typically urge consumers to try a product or service. In contrast,
negative word-of-mouth (NWOM) is unfavourable in nature, and typically urges recipients not to use
a product or service (Daugherty, 2013). When there is positive WOM, productivity of marketing is
enhanced because word of mouth often complements and extends the effects of advertising (Hogan et
al., 2004). Positive WOM extends the effects of advertising among actual and future customers, and
increases the likelihood that a prospect wants to try the product, without any additional allocation of
resources (Armelini, 2011). Wang and Rodgers (2010) identify two major types of context for eWOM. The first type is information oriented, and consists of websites such as consumer review
forums and product feedback pages. Reviews in such contexts are focused on product performance. A
second type of context is emotion-oriented and includes non-product focused online communities and
social networks. In this type, consumer reviews are emphasized on broader product experiences and
are more subjective in nature. McKinsey Quarterly (April, 2010) has defined three forms of WOM
that Marketers should understand namely Experiential, Consequential and Intentional. Experiential
WOM results from consumer’s direct experience with a product or service, largely when that
experience deviates from what’s expected. Consequential word of mouth, which occurs when
consumers directly exposed to traditional marketing campaigns pass on messages about them or
brands they publicize. A less common form of word of mouth is Intentional, for example, when
marketers use celebrity endorsements to trigger positive buzz for product launches. Litvin et al (2008)
and Cheung & Thadani (2012) have identified different e-WOM channels/platforms where the
communication takes place or through which the message is communicated. Litvin et al (2008) define
the typology on the basis of communication scope and level of interactivity as shown in Figure 1.
They are Blogs and Virtual Communities, News Groups, Websites & Product Reviews, Emails,
Instant Messaging and Chat rooms. Cheung & Thadani (2012) have identified channels as Online
discussion forums, Online consumer review sites, Blogs, Social networking sites and Online
brand/shopping sites.
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An integrative framework of e-WOM and Brand Equity
There have been many studies showing the relationship between WOM or e-WOM and Brand Equity.
Some of them have shown the direct impact of WOM/e-WOM on Brand Equity dimensions, some
have taken dimensions or measures of WOM and have shown their impact on Brand Equity
dimensions and some have identified the sources, mediating variables and finally the influence of
WOM on Brand Equity dimensions. In our study, we have consulted the Papers for the period of 2008
to 2014 which have identified the dimensions of WOM/e-WOM and the relationship between
WOM/e-WOM and Brand Equity in some way may be in different context like industry, country of
origin, population etc but their objectives and findings are very similar. Cheung (2014) in her study
has identified the key dimensions of e-WOM for information adoption. The dimensions are namely
Trustworthiness, Timeliness & Comprehensiveness and Quality. Cheung et al (2012) identified in
their study that Information usefulness and e-WOM credibility with antecedents as e-WOM Quality,
Valence, Sidedness and Source Credibility (Expertise & Trustworthiness) result in e-WOM adoption
where e-WOM Quality is positively associated with information usefulness, e-WOM valence and
sidedness are positively associated with e-WOM credibility. The e-WOM further positively influences
purchase intention. Yasin and Zahari (2010) have concluded in their study that Viral marketing which
is a synonym of e-WOM has positive and significant influence on Brand Equity dimensions namely
Perceived Quality, Brand Awareness/Association and Brand Loyalty. Similarly, study of Murtiasih et
al (2013) indicates found that positive information through WOM increases brand awareness, brand
association, perceived quality and brand loyalty. They have further investigated that WOM influence
brand equity significantly and indirectly through brand awareness, brand associations, perceived
quality and brand loyalty. Severi, Ling & Nasermoadeli (2014) have found in their study that e-WOM
significantly influences the Brand Equity dimensions. They have concluded that e-WOM influences
brand association, brand loyalty, brand image and perceived quality indirectly through mediators
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brand awareness, brand association, brand loyalty and brand image. Armelini (2011) in his study has
incorporated the effect of WOM in the Brand value chain as explained by Keller & Lehmann (2003).
The researcher has taken the Positive Word of Mouth (PWOM) and Negative Word of Mouth
(NWOM) as independent variables showing their influence on Consumer mindset (Dependent
variable) defined by four dimensions of Brand Equity i.e. brand awareness, brand association,
perceived quality and brand loyalty. Armelini (2011) further concludes that PWOM increments Brand
Equity increasing the level of brand awareness, improving perceived quality and associations and
fostering loyalty whereas NWOM decreases Brand Equity by diminishing the level of perceived
quality and brand loyalty. Litvin et al (2008) identified that consumption experience and mass media
being the sources of WOM creates WOM through mediating variables like customer-employee
relationships, consumer involvements and surprises which finally influences customer loyalty,
product evaluation, consumer empowerment and product acceptance which are somehow similar to
the brand equity dimensions of Aaker (1991). Rezvani, Hoseini & Samadzadeh (2012) have
considered three dimensions of WOM namely Volume, Valence and Source type and have shown
their influence on Brand Equity dimensions i.e. brand awareness, brand association, brand loyalty and
perceived quality. They have concluded that Volume (e-WOM) has significant positive role on
Consumer based brand equity and its dimensions whereas Valence (e-WOM) has positive effect on
brand association and simultaneously negative impact on brand awareness.
Cheung (2014), Cheung at al (2012), Litvin et al (2008) and Rezvani et al (2012) have defined various
dimensions or measures of e-WOM which are majorly responsible for e-WOM adoption. Based on
their studies which have already been explained above, we derive the following propositions;
P1: e-WOM Quality is positively associated with Information usefulness.
P2: Timeliness and Comprehensiveness of e-WOM is positively associated with Information
usefulness.
P3: Trustworthiness is positively associated with e-WOM credibility.
P4: Valence of e-WOM is positively associated with e-WOM credibility.
The above explained dimensions further influences the positivity or negativity of e-WOM after eWOM adoption as described by Murtiasih et al (2013) and Armelini (2011) in their studies. Once the
e-WOM takes the form of PWOM or NWOM then it influences the brand equity dimensions namely
brand awareness, brand association, brand loyalty and perceived quality which in turn give significant
impact on the brand equity as a whole (Severi at al, 2014; Rezvani et al, 2012; Armelini, 2011;
Murtiasih et al, 2013; Litvin et al, 2008; Yasin et al, 2010). Hence, we have the following
propositions;
P5: PWOM positively influences Brand Awareness.
P6: PWOM is positively associated with Brand Association.
P7: PWOM is positively associated with Brand Loyalty.
P8: PWOM is positively associated with Perceived Quality.
P9: NWOM has negative influence on Brand Loyalty.
P10: NWOM has negative influence on Perceived Quality.
Based on our propositions, we have developed an integrative conceptual model showing the
dimensions creating e-WOM adoption, the form (Positive or negative) in which the e-WOM is
adopted and finally their influence on brand equity dimensions. Figure 2 depicts our integrative
conceptual model.
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Figure 2: Conceptual Model of Electronic Word of Mouth and Brand Equity
Conclusion & Discussion
Nowadays, firms are facing many challenges in terms of media and advertising. The introduction of
social media has made this field much broader. In such scenario the companies have to manage
consumers and their brands from all corners. Most importantly, they have to take care of e-WOM
going on in various platforms. Our study concluded that e-WOM is an important aspect for Brand
Equity creation. The positivity or negativity of e-WOM decides the fate of brand equity. We found
that there are mainly two dimensions of e-WOM namely Information usefulness and e-WOM
credibility which influence e-WOM adoption. Information usefulness has Quality, Timeliness &
Comprehensiveness as its antecedents while the antecedents of e-WOM credibility are
Trustworthiness, Valence and Sidedness. Further, Positive Word of Mouth has a positive significant
influence on brand equity dimensions namely brand awareness, brand association, brand loyalty and
perceived quality whereas Negative Word of Mouth has significant negative impact on brand loyalty
and perceived quality. Therefore, the firms should care about the PWOM and NWOM both. They
should try to avoid the creation of NWOM as it further affects the brand equity and can damage it as a
whole. The Managers should focus on the task how they can initiate PWOM about their
products/brands. They should focus on Consequential and Intentional e-WOM as these are the kinds
of WOM they can create or initiate (McKinsey Quarterly, 2010).
Limitations
Our study is a theoretical analysis. The results and conceptual model are based on the studies already
done in the same field. Due to time constraint, we could consult the papers of limited period only.
Impact of e-WOM on Brand Equity is still an emerging area. We could not find much empirical
studies in this topic especially in the Indian context.
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Abstract
Four dimensions impacting innovation adoption are identified and examined in the context of business
intelligence (BI) adoption. Amongst these four dimensions, this paper focuses on the two that are
more of internal dimensions, the organizational and technological dimensions, versus the other two
which are more of external dimensions, the economic and social dimensions. An empirical model is
suggested and tested using quantitative research techniques and 305 responses received from
telecommunication professionals across the Middle East and Africa (MEA) regions. Findings across
organizational factors are reported, including top management support, innovation culture, availability
of champion and size of the company. Factors shaping the characteristics of the organization such as
multinational affiliation, revenue, size of the organization and the use of best practices proved to be
major drivers for BI adoption. Findings from the technological dimensions are reported across
technology prerequisites and awareness, as well as technical capabilities.
Keywords: Business Intelligence; Technology Adoption; Innovation Diffusion; Telecom Industry;
Middle East and Africa (MEA).

Introduction
Business Intelligence (BI) has various definitions in the literature, (Olszak, 2012; Ghazanfari, 2011;
Elbashir, 2008), yet BI definition could be summarized as the collection of processes and technologies
that are deployed across companies to collect, analyze and present data for reporting and decision
support. The evolution of the ICT technologies and IT capabilities have provided BI with the proper
grounds for a wider spread of such technologies globally since their prediction in 1980 by Keen
(1980) that decision support will become a discipline on its own. This definition spans across various
industries and across various functions and processes within the companies that adopt BI.
BI has been an area of interest for companies of various sizes during the past few years to the extent
that some authors viewed it as a Fad of Fashion (Negash, 2004). Despite the efforts, time and cost that
are spent by companies on the front of BI investment, the adoption experience as well as the impact of
the BI adoption on the business of those companies is still an open research topic that is now
becoming more and more focused on the Big Data context (Chen, 2014; Ohlhorst, 2013). Attention to
the peculiarities of BI adoption in specific industries, like the telecom sector versus the general BI
adoption or BI adoption in other industries has not been evident much in literature. The same applies
to the examination of the characteristics of BI Adoption in a specific region of the world or in
developing versus developed countries. These gaps pose a research challenge to look into the BI
Adoption in a specific industry in a particular region. This paper addresses those gaps and investigates
the BI adoption in the telecom sector in Middle East and Africa, with specific focus on internal factors
driving such adoption of BI.
Literature Review
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Decision making dates back to prehistory (Buchanan, 2006). History provides evidence on decision
making dating back to ancient cultures such as the Chinese and the Greek cultures. The importance of
information came across the reviewed literature from the old day of the most ancient Chinese book on
the art of war as Sun Tzu (Krause, 2005) in addition to the contributions of Confucius. In addition, the
Greek and their legendary Oracle of Delphi and the contribution of the Greek philosophers to the
decision making wealth with the likes of Plato, Aristotle and Socrates (Buchanan, 2006).
Knowledge and information seem to be two highly related concepts, but in the literature, there are
various definitions of each that makes them evident to be different, although they could not be thought
of in separation from each other. In brief, information consists of facts, and other data organized to
characterize a particular situations, condition, challenge, or opportunity; while knowledge is the
means of providing the capability, or the understanding, needed to manage such conditions,
challenges or situations (Martensson, 2000; Wiig, 1999).
Knowledge management is defined as a process of connecting those who know with those who do not
know, and thereby converting personal knowledge into organization knowledge (Nevo, 2003). Getting
knowledge from information and building the needed capabilities for such a process is handled
differently by various companies. Some companies get those capabilities from vendors, others from
consultants and others via trainings (Sumner, 2000). Yet, the technology needed and the adoption
process remain a key consideration to companies engaging in such processes in and around
knowledge management, BI, and the associated innovation diffusion process.
As our focus in this paper is more on internal factors, rather than the external economic and social
dimensions, the innovation diffusion process and the external will be mentioned only to shed light on
the innovation diffusion process to help shape the complete understanding of how companies, groups
or even individuals adopt innovations. There are four elements to the innovation diffusion process,
namely, innovations, communication channels, time and social system (Rogers, 2003). All these are
more of external factors influencing adoption than internal ones.
Going back to evolution of decision making, and focusing on the past few decades when the
computing and ICT evolution started to shape the decision making discipline by gradually providing
decision support throughout the years from 1980s. It was soon followed with executive information
systems, then Management Information systems, then Data Warehousing, OLAP & Data mining,
during the 1990s, all the way to the last decade with the introduction of BI and adaptive business
intelligence (Michalewicz, 2007).
The term BI was coined initially by Luhn from IBM in 1958 (Luhn, 1958), but a simple definition of
BI could be in line with (Adirekpullap, 2008), who simply did it via the split of the name into
“Business” and “Intelligence”. In brief, BI more or less describes a set of concepts and methods to
improve business decision making, by using fact-based support systems and technology (Burstein,
2008).
The HDI (Human Development Index), as referenced by (Haq, 1995), was used as the basis of rating
the countries of MEA into developed or developing countries. With the exception of Kuwait, Qatar &
United Arab Emirates from the Arab states, all Arab States and African countries are considered
developing countries (Macmillan, 2009).
BI adoption in the telecom space of the MEA has similar motivations and obstacles to the general BI
adoption, yet the characteristics of the companies, organizational changes that accompanied the BI
adoption and the forms of BI adoption itself, are all peculiar to the telecom space in the MEA and
would shape the BI adoption process along with its anticipated benefits.
Research Model
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Drawing upon the literature review. and after examining more than one approach of how adoption
factors could be structured in studies (Khan, 2009; Ramamurthy, 2008; Hwang, Ku, David & Cheng,
2004), and bearing in mind the focus of this paper on the internal adoption factors, the TechnologyOrganization-Environment (TOE) framework was examined as presented in some studies by Nkhoma
and Dang (2013) and Tornatzky (1990). Although scholars like Wallace (2014), presented the focus
on social related factors, in addition to the economical (or environmental) factors, the fact remains
that the technological factors and the organizational factors are common across the various examined
adoption approaches or studies.
The most insightful reference for the research has been the work of Hwang et al. (2004). They have
examined the factors driving the adoption of data warehousing solutions in the Banking Sector in
Taiwan. In their study the authors presented factors that spread across four dimension; such factors
have been very insightful to our study. The role of the organization, and its associated organizational
factors, in Innovation Diffusion in general or Technology Adoption in specific, are also evident in the
literature (Hwang et al. 2004; Hivner, 2003; Ariyachandra 2003;). With focus on capabilities in
organizations, factors from the organizational dimensions explain variation in ability of telecom firms
in developing countries to build capabilities (Marcelle, 2005). From examining the literature on IT
adoption (Nguyen, 2008), data warehousing adoption (Hwang et al., 2004) or adoption variance
between developing and developed countries (Billon & Lera-Lopez, 2010), all studies alluded to the
fact that technological dimension factors are critical in a study around BI adoption in the MEA.
Consequently hypotheses are derived across these two dimensions presenting internal adoption
factors.
Organizational Dimension Hypotheses
H 1.1: The lack of top management support presented namely by lack of appreciation, has a
negative impact on Adoption of BI (Hwang et al., 2004; Ariyachandra, 2003; Hivner,
2003)
H 1.2: The degree of openness to new ideas, presenting the innovation culture, has a positive
impact on Adoption of BI (Nguyen, 2008; Sundqvist, 2005; Vishwanath, 2005;
Rogers, 2003; Hivner, 2003)
H 1.3: The capability and authority of the potential BI champion has a positive influence on
the Adoption of BI (Hwang et al., 2004; Ariyachandra & Frolick, 2003; Beath, 1991)
H 1.4: The size of the company, presented by the number of employees, company APRU,
Subscriber base and holding group size, has a positive impact on Adoption of BI
(Hwang et al., 2004)
Technological Dimension Hypotheses
H 2.1: The maturity level of the IT and data infrastructure has a positive influence on the
Adoption of BI (Nguyen, 2008; Hwang et al., 2004; Ariyachandra, 2003; Moss,
2003).
H 2.2: The degree in which the BI-related stakeholders are kept aware of the value of BI has a
positive influence on the Adoption of BI (Hwang et al., 2004; Ariyachandra, 2003;
Rogers, 2003; Geroski, 2000).
H 2.3: The level of technical capabilities, presented by the technical and managerial skills
needed for BI Deployments, has positive influence on the Adoption of BI. (Swanson,
2010; Nguyen, 2008; Trishnan, 2007; Thatchenkery, 2005; Marcelle, 2005; Oyebisia,
2004; Hwang et al., 2004; Rogers, 2003; Lall, 1992; Dahlman, 1987; Moss, 2003;
Mark & Maletz, 1999).
Research Methodology
While trying to analyze the empirical question on what is the theoretical framework within which
adoption of Business Intelligence solutions can be analyzed and described, in the mobile telecom
industry of the MEA; the factors driving adoption and shaping the hypothesis presented in the
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previous section could not be examined in separation from the variables that could measure the impact
of BI adoption. The impact is mainly measured by the adoption benefits as presented in the studies of
Fichman (2004) and Stoneman (1996).
The total number of telecom professionals working in telecom companies in the MEA is estimated,
using an assumption-based mathematical model, to be around 7,680 out of which only 2,112 telecom
professionals are a match to the relevance criteria.
Moving on to the sampling strategy, and since the definition of the complete population was not
technically feasible, non-probability sampling was used as per the recommendations of scholars like
Shaon (2009). Convenience sampling and snow ball effect strategies were used in the data collection
phase as defined by Shaon (2009). The GSM Association (GSMA) is used as the source of the contact
information of the initial sample that was later augmented by professional contacts retrieved from the
LinkedIn Network.
An electronic questionnaire is deployed as the research instrument for the collection of data and
structured to collect: 1- General information on BI adoption (adoption decision, BI implementation
duration and cost, motivations, implementation obstacles and benefits), 2- Data on forms of BI
implementation (implementation team, organizational changes, team skills and management
support....), 3- Characteristics of the company (revenue, size of organization, profitability, information
sources, innovation culture, use of leading practices...) and 4- Respondent information (career
background, biasness to fads and fashions, and the snowball effect question that requested nomination
of more respondents). 305 responses where received which corresponds to a response rate of 20%, a
rate that is considered to be acceptable as when sensitive topics like BI are raised, the more likely it is
to have lower response rates (Wright, 2002).
Descriptive And Data Analysis
The BI adoption spread across the organization can be summarized in the below figure, Figure 1.
Relevant descriptive statistics can be summarized in the table 1.
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Findings and Observations
The findings of the study point to the fact that the multinational affiliation, best practices and
subscriber base are the significant variables in the BI implementation start prediction model as
presented in next table, Table 2.
Table 2: Logistic regression to predict BI Implementation Start
As part of the quantitative research, Principal Component Analysis was performed on the
motivations, barriers, organizational changes and benefits of adoption with BI adoption models being
the independent variables as the extracted motivations for adoptions, and control variables from the
forms of implementation and the company characteristics. These extracted motivations are as
follows: “Increasing the commercial value of company”, “Non-Financial Benefits” (Processes,
quality and compliance benefits) and have been referred to in the study as Market_Benefits and
Efficiency_Benefits. Similarly market motivations, efficiency motivations and technology
motivation where extracted as well for the use in the various deployed models.
Hypotheses Testing in the Organizational Dimension
The findings and observations in the organizational dimension have provided evidence that
supported all the four hypotheses. The findings and four hypothesis testing results could be
summarized in the next table, Table 3. It is worth mentioning that originally there were more
variables that did not prove to be significant including: Top Management Support via Reward,
Innovation Culture via Internal R&D and the Size of Company via number of OCPOs in the Group.
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Table 3: Organizational Dimension variable significance across prediction models

Hypotheses Testing in the Technological Dimension
The findings and observations in the technological dimension mentioned provide evidence that
support all the three hypotheses. The findings and three hypothesis testing results are summarized in
the next table, Table 4. It is worth mentioning that originally there were more variables that did not
prove to be significant including: technology awareness via information sources awareness &
training OPEX, technical capabilities via BI effect on employees, BI implementation duration
efficiency and information flow hierarchy.
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Managerial Implications
The managerial implications on the study could be categorized into implications on telecomm
service providers, telecomm vendors as well as telecomm regulators. But since the focus of this
paper is on the internal BI adoption factors (Organizational and Technological) rather than the
external ones (Economical and Social), the implication discussions will be limited to the
implications on telecomm service providers only.
The most significant implication is the ability of providing company managers with the internal
factors that matter to telecomm BI adoption in their part of the world. The study also provides
highlights of the obstacles that managers need to be aware of, the significant organizational changes
that accompany BI adoptions as well as providing a better understanding of the various forms of BI
adoption. Since the models for predicting the market and efficiency benefits have also been part of
the study, these models would help managers and executives of telecomm companies to compare
how those benefits match the BI motivations that initially have driven the decision to adopt BI.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this study has put forward prediction models for BI adoption and BI implementation
start in telecom companies in developing countries like those of the MEA. In addition to that, market
benefit and efficiency benefit models have also been derived and all these models have served to
prove to all the organizational and technological hypotheses that are posed and presented in this
paper.
The limitations and bias in the study could be summarized in few points. The first point is that the
study is limited to a certain geographic area (MEA) and to one industry (Telecom Sector) and cannot
be generalized outside the sector. Second, an unconscious bias where around 36 % of respondents
where from one telecom group (MTN) and around 43 % were from technical background (rather
than commercial, financial or admin backgrounds). The third limitation revolves around not having a
comprehensive coverage of factors across all adoption dimensions but only internal factors
(Organizational & Technological), excluding external factors (economic and social).
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This study has also added a brick to the academic body of knowledge on the front of innovation
adoption in general, all the way in its drill down into the three dimensions of 1- Type of innovation Technology, 2- Industry - Telecom, and 3- Geography - Middle East and Africa (or developing
countries as such).
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Abstract
Over the past two decades, a lot of interest has been given to the notion of emotional intelligence and
its outcome in general, and more specifically, in the academic field. Many studies are linking it to
customer satisfaction which is also becoming a prior concern of marketers. This article highlights
what is emotional intelligence, what are the different models of emotional intelligence, the link
between emotional intelligence and education, and how having high emotional intelligence teachers
will lead to high emotional intelligence students and high customer satisfaction. This paper also
discusses group work activities, and how it enhances the emotional intelligence of students and their
satisfaction. The study is conducted using a very known instrument, the Wong and Law Emotional
Intelligent Scale (WLEIS) to measure emotional intelligence, and to identify changes in the emotional
intelligence of students before group work and after group work.
Keywords: Emotional Intelligence, Customer satisfaction, Group activity

Introduction
This research paper is about exploring the importance of emotional intelligence specifically in the
academic field and how, having high emotional intelligent teachers might lead to higher students’
satisfaction.
Education is in our days a very important issue and the focus of many counties. Many universities are
experiencing a decrease in their enrollment locally and internationally, and are facing high
competition. Worldwide, there is a high increase in violence and aggression. In order to fight
recession and improve our society, we should focus on improving our education level. The level of
education could be increased by employing high emotional intelligent teachers which might lead to
higher emotionally intelligent students and thus high customer satisfaction. The job of the high
emotional intelligent teachers will be accentuated by creating group activities in class. These will
motivate, and stimulate more the students leading eventually to their satisfaction. Therefore, the goal
of this study is to find out if there is a link between high emotional intelligent teachers and customer
(student) satisfaction, and if using work group in classes will reinforce the emotional intelligence of
students, create a group emotional intelligence (GEI) and finally increase their satisfaction.
The significance of the study is to the survival of the universities and the improvement of their image,
improving the behavior of students in class and finally graduating a better quality of students that will
be better future leaders, thereby so improving the personal, academic and work performance of our
citizens.
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The following literature review is organized into four parts. The first one explains what emotional
intelligence is, with its historical roots and different models and measurements. The second part is
about the effect of emotional intelligence on education. The third part is about group and its relation
with emotional intelligence, and the last part is about customer satisfaction and its link to emotional
intelligence.
Literature Review
Emotional intelligence is about how people express, perceive, understand and manage theirs and other
peoples’ emotions (Cherniss, 2004).
The historical roots go back to Binet and Charles Darwin who noticed a second kind of intelligence
and named it the ‘Social Intelligence’ or ‘Practical Intelligence’ (Sternberg, 1985). Gardner (1983)
discussed the presence of multiple intelligence in which he talks about seven distinct forms of
intelligence. In 1990, the first time the term ‘Emotional Intelligence’ was used was with Peter Salovey
and Jack Mayer. For to them, emotional intelligence is a cognitive ability: the ability to understand,
recognize and evaluate the meaning of emotions in order to reason and solve problems (Mayer,
Caruso & Salovey, 1999). The popularity however of emotional intelligence goes to “Daniel
Goleman” and his famous book published in 1995 called: “EI why it can matter more than IQ”. In his
book, he talks about a performance-based model that implies: self-awareness, self-regulation,
motivation, empathy and social skills. Similarly to Goleman (1995), the Bar-On model (1997) called
the non-cognitive or emotional-social intelligence model is one of the most used model, covering five
broad areas of skills or competencies namely the intrapersonal skills, the interpersonal skills, stress
management, adaptability, and general mood. Both Goleman (1995) and the Bar-On models (1997)
are called the mixed model since they include a combination of mental abilities and personality and
character skills. Another major approach to emotional intelligence is the trait approach by Petrides
which is referred to as an emotion related disposition and self-knowledge method (Petrides, Furnham
& Mavroveli, 2007). According to this model, people have a tendency to behave in a certain way at
certain emotional situations. The focus here is on self-perception and self-efficacy.
Why do we need to study emotional intelligence? According to many scholars, there is a need for
people to have high emotional intelligence so they will do better in life. High emotional intelligent
people perform better in life than people with less emotional intelligence (Bar-On, 1997; 2003). They
can better understand themselves and other people, communicate better, and cope with any changing
situation (Bar-on & Parker, 2000). High emotional intelligence leads to improvement in the physical
and psychological health of people so their academic and work performance will be enhanced (Bar-on
& Parker, 2000). Emotional intelligence can be taught and it is better to begin in teaching it at early
age at home, then at schools, universities and finally in the workplace. Emotional intelligence is
taught so people can think differently, lead differently and be more positive (Joyner & Mann, 2011).
Since there are many models, many tests are used to measure emotional intelligence. First, the ability
model is mostly measured by the MSCEIT (Mayer, Salovey and Caruso EI Test). This test is a taskbased test that measures four subscales or areas: perceiving emotions in self and others, assimilating
emotion to facilitate thoughts, understanding emotions and managing and regulating emotions (Daus
& Ashkanasy, 2005). Second, the Goleman model uses two measures: the Emotional Competency
Inventory (ECI) and the emotional appraisal which is a self-report measure. Third, the Bar-On model
is measured by the EQi (Emotional Quotient Inventory) that is also a self-report instrument. Fourth,
the Trait EI model uses many tests one of the major ones is the TEIQue (Trait Emotional Intelligence
Questionnaire) that measures emotional intelligence depending on personality (Petrides & Furnham,
2003). Finally, other well-known tests are the WEIP (Work Group Emotional Intelligence Profile) that
measures group emotional intelligence; the WLEIS (Wong and Law Emotional Intelligence scale test)
which is a very well-known self–report test. A lot of debates are raised about which instrument is the
best. The answer is simple, it depends actually on what we want to measure.
What is the importance of emotional intelligence in education?
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Goleman (1995) talks about the importance of emotional intelligence in education. According to him,
emotional intelligence can predict academic success much more than other traditional measurements
of emotional intelligence. Many researchers also indicated that emotional intelligence predicts
academic success (Abdullah, Elias, Mahyuddin & Uli, 2004) and that it leads to student achievement
and retention. It is therefore important to integrate emotional intelligence in the curriculum of the
universities. What is the most important however is to hire teachers with high emotional intelligence
to increase the emotional intelligence of students. This is expected to increase students’ satisfaction.
Teachers with high emotional intelligence can motivate and engage more the students in class, interest
them more, and what is the most important is decreasing their dysfunctional behavior, so as to become
less absent, more focused on their tasks and surf less on the internet during classes. A high
emotionally intelligent teacher will have more empathy and understand more his students and attend
more to their individual needs. Moreover, he will encourage group work and discussions (Moore &
Mamiseishvili, 2012).
What is a group and how are they formed? Will group work increase the emotional intelligence of
students and their customer satisfaction?
A group is a number of people that are interacting together, cooperating, compromising,
communicating and collaborating (Katzenbach, 1997). They share information and make decisions.
Whenever people interact in a group they create group dynamics where a synergy is developed, in
which the group performance is more than the sum of the contribution of each member of the group
(Elfenbein, 2006). If positive emotion is created, this will lead to a positive group dynamics. When
the teacher is aware about group dynamics, it helps him to improve the emotional and social climate
of the class, motivating the students and getting rid of conflicts and stress. The more the group needs
to interact, the more important is the presence of emotional intelligence. When a number of people
interacts, they create group emotional intelligence. (GEI) (Elfenbein, 2006). Group emotional
intelligence is about how a group recognizes and manages its emotion to improve cooperation
between members and task performance. It is about the ability of a group to be able to interact
efficiently mostly from its social skills. For a group to succeed, it needs cooperation and
collaboration, this is possible if members have high emotional intelligence. To be effective, teams
must create emotional intelligent norms which act as a guide for the development of the groups.
Therefore, having emotional intelligence affects successful teamwork and leads to group cohesion
(Rapisarda, 2002). So if the teacher employs group work, this should increase the emotional
intelligent of students which will lead to their satisfaction.
What is customer satisfaction and what increases the satisfaction of students?
Customer satisfaction is a very important issue and in our days the main concern for companies
thriving to survive. If customers are satisfied, it will lead to their loyalty and their retention, and to an
increase in the profitability of the company (Helgesen, 2006). Therefore, the goal of the universities in
general, and in our days more specifically, since they are facing a low enrollment and a lot of
competition, is how to satisfy their students and retain them (Grace, 2004). If students are satisfied,
they will stay in their university, become loyal and have a good word of mouth about their university
which will attract other students. As a result, the university will make more money and have a better
reputation. What causes student satisfaction is the students’ experience which depends on three
factors: the faculty, the advisory staff and classes (Hameed & Amjad, 2011). It is however the class
experience, which is mostly the relation between teacher and student, that affects mostly students’
satisfaction (Grace, 2004). According to Douglas et al. (2006), what the students want the most is a
good quality of teaching which is linked to classroom. Banwet and Datta (2003) in their research
found that teaching and classes’ interaction are the most important service delivered by universities.
In this study we will stress mostly on the role of the teachers and their interaction in classes by using
mostly group work in increasing student (customer) satisfaction. High emotionally intelligent
teachers play a very important role in this case. It has been proven that high emotional intelligence
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improves retention rate and satisfaction of students (Qualter, Whiteley, Morley & Dudiak, 2009).
Since high emotional intelligence teachers create a better class climate, know better how to deliver the
material, interest more and motivate more the students. This will increase students’ satisfaction
(Talukder ,2012). People with high emotional intelligence deliver a win-win relationship for
themselves and others, have better social skills, more positive feelings (Kunnanatt, 2004) which will
lead to an increase in students’ satisfaction.
Many scholars have criticized emotional intelligence and its use, whether it is an intelligence or not,
whether it affects performance of students and their satisfaction or not are being argued. Landy and
Locke (2005) claimed that emotional intelligence does not add anything to other intelligences. Landau
& Meirovich (2011) argued that emotional intelligence does not affect the performance and GPA of
students. Murphy (2006) found a non-significant relation between emotional intelligence and student
satisfaction. Despite all of these critics, emotional intelligent is an important form of intelligence and
it has positive outcomes on the personal, academic and work performance of people.
Methodology
In this study, we will test the relationship between the emotional intelligence of teachers and student
satisfaction and see if this relationship is mediated by the emotional intelligence of students.
Moreover, we will test if group work moderates this relationship.
A quantitative study will be used in this research since it seems more appropriate for this type of
research. A quantitative study is a social research that employs empirical statements and methods
(Cohen & Manion, 1980). It uses a deductive reasoning method by starting with a general idea and
than going more in details by formulating hypothesis that are to be tested (Hair, Money, Samouel &
Page, 2007). It uses and collect numerical data that employs mathematical based methods (Creswell,
1994). It will be mostly a positivist quantitative research since a model is created, pretested and data is
collected and then the final model will be constructed.
Our research question will be: Do high emotional intelligent teachers increase student’s satisfaction in
the universities?
The model to be tested is the following figure:

The hypotheses are the following:
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Most of the literature review shows that emotional intelligence teachers increase the emotional
intelligence of students. It leads to a decrease in their misconduct in class (Nizielski et al, 2012),and
establish a good relation between teacher and student.
H0: Emotional intelligent teachers will not increase the satisfaction of students
H1: Emotional intelligent teachers increase the emotional intelligence of students
To accentuate the emotional intelligence of students, group work will be done by teachers that will
create group emotional intelligence (Elfenbein, 2006).
H2: Group activity moderates the relationship between emotional intelligence of
teachers and student’s emotional intelligence
Emotional intelligence results in customer satisfaction (Talukder, 2012).Students become less anxious
and depressed (Martinez-Pons, 1997), have better social relationship and positive feelings (Kunnanatt,
2004).
H3: Emotional intelligence of students mediates partially the relation between teacher
EI and student satisfaction
There is a positive correlation between teacher and students’ satisfaction (Hameed & Amjad, 2011).
H4: High emotional intelligent teachers lead to higher students’ satisfaction.
Our sample is made out of teachers and students from the business schools of four universities in
Lebanon. The targeted population is undergraduate business students. A pilot study sample of four
teachers and 15 students will be undertaken to test the data collection tool’s reliability, the wording of
the questions and the process of data collection. The questionnaire used to collect data is made of
three parts: the first part for demographic data used for teachers and students, the second to test
emotional intelligence of teachers and students also, and a third one to test only student’s satisfaction.
In a first step, the researcher will measure the emotional intelligence of teachers than the students and
their initial customer satisfaction. In a second step, the teacher will conduct group activity in class to
analyze if the group activity will increase the emotional intelligence of students or not. Another test
will be done therefore to measure the emotional intelligence of students and their satisfaction to
capture any changes that occur. Finally the researcher will be able to conclude if high emotional
intelligent teachers were able to increase customer satisfaction or not.
The tool used for this type of research is a self-administered questionnaire. The demographic variables
are at the beginning and they cover the nationality, age, gender, education level, teaching and work
experience. The test that will be used to test emotional intelligence is the WLEIS: the Wong and Law
Emotional Intelligence Scale. This particular test is used since it is easily accessible, short, made of
16 scale items only, thus we will have a higher probability that a larger percentage of teachers and
students will respond appropriately, compared for example with the MSCEIT test made of 141
questions. This test measures four important aspects of emotional intelligence and is considered
complete. Moreover, this test was proven to be a reliable, valid and widely accepted measure of
emotional intelligence (Libbrecht, Lievens & Schollaert, 2010) and its scores are related to job
satisfaction (Naseer, Chishti, Rahman & Jumani, 2011). This test is measured by using a 5 point
Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to five (totally agree).
To measure customer satisfaction, the researcher will use the questionnaire created by Christine Gray
Tinnesz in her dissertation written in 2001 named: “American and international students:
Satisfaction within the University Classroom” University of New York at Buffalo. It is made of 19
questions that are simple and clear. In this case also, the researcher did not want to use a long
questionnaire and wanted to use a measurement that test student’s satisfaction related precisely to
teachers and classes interaction. Therefore this questionnaire is used because it is short, simple, clear
and measures specifically student’s satisfaction in class.
As for the results, we expect to have the following:
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We expect first that the students that interact with high emotional intelligence teachers to have higher
emotional intelligence students compared to the group of students that interact with low emotional
intelligence teachers. Since, when teachers do active participation in class, communicate, put
themselves in the place of the students, understand them more and become student centered, they will
improve the behavior of students, motivate then more, enhance their communication skills and
therefore increase their emotional intelligence.
Moreover, we expect that high emotional intelligence students will be therefore more satisfied than
low emotional intelligence students since they will become happier, more motivated more sure about
themselves, enjoy classes more, and have a better performance and grade in class.
Furthermore, we expect that after the teachers involve their students in group work, this will enhance
their emotional intelligence and their satisfaction. Group work as we have seen in the literature
review, can create emotions in a group, enhance them more, pushing team members to participate,
collaborate and create norms that will lead to group emotional intelligence. Students’ emotional
intelligence will increase, and so their satisfaction. Finally we expect to prove that high emotional
intelligent teachers will lead to higher customer satisfaction. This is a new model not tested or proved
in previous studies.
We are hoping by making this type of research and by proving the model, to be able to recommend to
universities in recruiting their teachers and companies in recruiting their managers and employees, to
focus on Emotional Intelligence as a major factor of employability. By doing so, we improve the
education level of our nation and graduate students that will be more ready and qualified for the work
environment.
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Abstract
The beverage consumption has been widely studied as a factor targeting all generations. However,
few studies analyzed the impact of seasonal changes and the climate effect on the relationship
between the marketing of beverages and their consumption. The Lebanese market being a 4 season
environment, is taken as the destination of choice in the MENA region, where the researchers decided
to test their model to see the impact, if it exists, of the seasonal change and the marketing on beverage
consumption. The results of the study clearly reveal similarities as well as some differences with
previous studies. It highlights a number of indications that are of interest to marketers, practitioners
and academicians in Lebanon and also in other emerging communities like China.

Keywords: Beverage, Consumption, Marketing, Environment, Seasonal Change.

Introduction
Today, a successful marketing campaign has a direct impact on the selling and the consumption of
any product in the market. In a world of constant swift changes, creative ideas are a must in the
marketing domain in order to attract new consumers and retain old ones, to boost their market share.
However, these campaigns are not the only factor that affects the choice of a consumer and his/her
behavior toward increasing or decreasing the purchasing volume. Many other factors affect consumer
behavior; the environmental seasonal change is one of these factors observed globally. Recently
global warming has been affecting the climate in general, especially in a Mediterranean country like
Lebanon and in China, South East Asia, where the weather has been shifting toward a warmer climate
and a longer summer season observed. This weather change in both the MENA countries in general,
especially in Lebanon, and in the Chinese sub-continent, has a potentially high impact on the
consumption of beverages, and is the main reason behind this study.
Literature Review
The beverage market has been the focus of many researchers in the past years (Mullin, 2001; Marley,
2009; Weischselbaum, 2010; Talanova, 2011) where both alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages have
been identified to have a strong influence on the community.
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In their study Angulo, Gil and Gracia (2000) reported that the consumption of non-alcoholic
beverages is increasing at an incremental rate, whereas the consumption of alcoholic beverages is
steady and predicted to decrease. Many factors are reported to influence the consumption of
beverages. Advertisement is considered as a main factor having a strong impact on consumers
(Jernigan, 2011) as well as being a main key for any organization competing in either mature or
declining markets. It is allowing marketers to keep preserve their current customer base and resources
and gain additional market share (Kotler 2003). In addition, advertising can be an important
competitive advantage (Srivastava, Fahey, & Christensen, 2001;Vorhies& Morgan, 2005)especially
when the organization’s objective is to build and defend selective demand (Percy & Elliott 2005;
Feldwick 1999; Jones 1989).
Many strategies are used in an advertisement campaign but in the alcoholic beverage market,
especially in markets that are characterized as mature (Calfee & Scheraga 1994) or in decline
(Cherrington, Chamberlain, &Grixti, 2006). The main focus of advertisers is to attract customers who
have already made the decision to drink, to their brands (Blane & Hewitt 1980; Tremblay & Tremblay
2005).
In his research, Lavack (1999) analyzes the content of television commercials that target the alcohol
moderation and drinking/driving effect. He concludes that industry responsibility ads are less likely to
feature negative consequences and that the focus should be on the government/non proﬁt ads to spread
the awareness among alcoholic beverage consumers. Lavack’s (1999) findings are identical to
Fisher’s (1993) who examined the impact of beverage advertisement on a sample of the population.
Fisher concludes that advertising’s positive impact on consumption is very weak, but does not
encourage non-users to experiment with alcohol. While major brewers are accused of using ‘vague
slogans’ and other advertising strategies that fail to deﬁne ‘moderate drinking’ (DeJong, Atkin,
&Wallack, 1992), phrases such as “Know When to Say When,” or “Think When You Drink,” are
identified to be basic phrases in successful campaigns. Moreover,
Johnson (1985), reports that both beer and wine advertisements do have a significant influence on
both beer and wine demand. However, he highlights that liquor advertising has no effect on liquor
demand and concludes that investing in a good advertising campaign can have a high ROI.
Furthermore, Selvanathan (1989) found that beer advertising has significant influence on beer, wine
and liquor demand, and that wine and spirits’ advertising reduces the demand for beer; and Gius
(1996) provides insights into the relationship between distilled spirits’ advertising and their respective
consumption.
For over a century, scholars have debated from a theoretical perspective, the role of advertising on
consumption of various products (Sampson, 1875; Gras, 1922; Presbrey, 1929). However, this file
lacked a comprehensive viewpoint until Borden (1942) put forth a theoretical and empirical work on
the economic effects of advertising, especially in the field of beverage (both alcoholic and nonalcoholic). This led marketers to focus their efforts on the consumer as an end, working on building
brand loyalty by targeting genders and each age-group separately, with the aim of diverting consumer
attention from price and other issues (Bain, 1956; Comanor & Wilson, 1974).
Marketing today comes along, and side by side, with the advertisement campaigns where public
health education is characterized as ‘social marketing’ (Kotler, 2003. One major factor considered to
be a key objective for social marketing efforts is the reduction of psychological, social, and practical
obstacles hindering the adoption of a behavior beneﬁcial to the target consumer and society as a
whole (Lefebvre & Flora, 1988; Maibach, Rothschild, & Novelli, 2002), where “Social marketing
suggests that power over health status evolves from gaining greater control over individual health
behavior. It provides people with accurate information so that they can take steps to improve their
health” (Wallack, 1990, p. 153). Bandura (1986) stressed that consumers learn and form rules of
behavior, and this coded information serves as a guide for the consumer action, irrelevant to weather
or the seasonal changes; while Defra (2007) stressed on the effect of seasonal changes on consumer’s
purchasing identifying the impact of seasonal changes on the amount and nature of products being
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purchased. Moreover, Delajara and Murillo (2012) report in their findings the strong impact of the
seasonal changes on the consumption of beverage. Their work confirms McCluer’s (2000) findings
that weather and seasonal changes affect consumers’ behavior and spending in general and on
beverages more specifically.
After analyzing Fisher (1999it is clear that advertising and marketing beverage products can:(1)
Allows consumer to make more satisfactory choices by providing detailed information;(2) Increases
the price competition among rivals; (3) Generates incentives for the firms to live up to their product
claims; (4) Grants superior brands the ability to expand their market shares; (5) Increases new product
entry count. However, reviewing the literature on the effect of advertisement on beverage
consumption, a shortage of information concerning the seasonal changes’ impact is noticed, where no
quantitative confirmatory study reports findings on the impact of advertisement on the consumption of
beverage and whether seasonal changes moderates this relationship.
Thus after reviewing the literature the researchers developed a model to be tested, generating two
main researcher hypotheses.
Figure 1 – Model to test

:
Hypotheses
H1 H2 -

Does a marketing campaign directly affect the beverage consumption in the Lebanese
market?
Do seasonal changes moderate the relationship between beverage marketing and the
beverage consumption in the Lebanese market?

Methodology
Due to the fact that the scope of the investigation and the research question are framed as a result of
the literature review, quantitative research was chosen because “The nature of the problem will
determine whether the research is (1) exploratory, (2) descriptive, or (3) causal” (Zikmund, 2003, p.
54). Our research question at hand is clear as it tackles a clear sub-set of a defined population, where
the researchers are attempting to define behavioral effects of people, hence the choice of the
researchers for conducting a quantitative field study.
For this purpose and in order to conduct a successful investigation, a number of steps were
undertaken. First, the researchers studied the population and the sample to be analyzed, second they
developed a scale for this purpose, then, validated this scale, and pilot tested it before using it in the
field study for data collection.
Sampling and Population
In order to study the impact of beverage marketing on consumer purchasing, satisfying the
representativeness of the sample criterion and being able to generalize the result, a large sample of the
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population should be considered. For this reason, the researchers decided to target 2000 respondents
from the beverage consumers in Lebanon. The common criterion for all respondentsis being familiar
with the beverages products, although some of them might be unwilling to answer all the questions
accurately, and this should be monitored.
Because the aim of the researchers is a confidence interval (99%), the random sampling technique and
a large sample, as recommended by McClave, Benson and Sincich (2005) are applied to this study
especially that the validity of the results depends on data variability, data spread, the sample size, and
data sampling. As a result, there searchers surveyed 2000 beverage consumers, from which 1764
responses were received, representing a response rate of 88.2%. The sample was selected from all the
6 administrative segments of the Lebanese territory. The data collection process was concluded over
20 weeks, between May 2014 and September 2014. During this process, the researchers visited a total
of 254 hotels, beach resorts, pubs, restaurant and malls.
The questionnaires were distributed by the researchers assisted by colleagues and volunteers who
collected the self-administered questionnaires from the respondents in a process that would allow a
high level of both anonymity and confidentiality. During the data entry process, and while monitoring
both completeness and consistency and accuracy of the collected data, the researchers found a number
of incomplete responses and a few inconsistent ones. As a result, 9 were cancelled and the final
number of usable responses became 1755.
Scale Development
The scale used in the study was derived from the reviewed literature and designed in 4 parts. The first
part of the questionnaire included the demographic variables of gender, age, educational background.
The second part was targeting the marketing of beverage product as an independent variable. The
third part targeted the consumption impact, and the fourth part of the questionnaire was composed of
5 scale items for the purpose of measuring seasonal change. The measure used a 5-Likert scale
ranging from (1) for “Strongly Disagree” to (5) for “Strongly Agree”.
Basic Sample Description
The respondents were 26.9% males and 73.1% females. The age distribution of the respondents
included a minority of young participants (139 or 7.9%) who are below 21 years of age; whereas 1053
(60%) aged between 21 and 30 years; in addition to 29.9%above 30. Moreover, most of the
respondents (1075 or 61.3%) hold a university degree reflecting a highly educated sample.
Furthermore, only 1.2% of the respondents had a low level of education.
Scale Validation
In order to test the collected data and to ascertain a high level of scientific validity, the researchers
conducted the principal components factor analysis (PCA) and an exploratory analysis for the
collected data hence conducting a scale validation for the items developed in the questionnaire. Using
the statistical software SPSS version 21.0 was the choice to conduct the initial exploratory analysis
with all the variables to be tested. Moreover, for every group of scale item a factor analysis was done
relating to each of the hypotheses. The first test done was the data factorability using the KaiserMeyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy where the index ranges from 0 to 1.Tabachnick
and Fidell (2007) consider an index of 0.6 to be an acceptable result. All three KMO tests were
acceptable, marketing (0.837), Consumption (0.892) and seasonal changes (0.826). The second step
used in scale validation is the Bartlett’s Sphericity test for which acceptable results should be higher
than (p < .05). The results were acceptable where marketing, consumption and seasonal changes
showed a significance at p=0.000.The third step in scale validation is the communalities estimation
which allows us to evaluate a scale. This test helps highlight how the creation of the variables is
affected by the different factors, i.e., terms, “how much of the variance in each item is explained. Low
values (e.g.less than .3) could indicate that the item does not fit well with the other items in its
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component” (Pallant, 2007:196). In this context, variables with a commonality rate exceeding 0.50 are
kept. The fifth scale of validation is the evaluation of the Eigenvalues, where a component with a
factor above 1.0, shows that the item scale included in the respective factors’ testing, does explain the
variance to a moderate or high extent. The Eigenvalues of the scales were 1.352 for marketing, 1.418
for consumption and 1.21 for seasonal change; hence accepted. Thus we conclude that as a result of
the above, and as the level of significance is small, we can reject the null hypothesis that variables are
uncorrelated, and say that the data are factorable. Moreover, the results show a Cronbach’s alpha
value 0.801 for marketing, 0.762 for consumption and 0.842 for seasonal change, hence an acceptable
level of reliability. As a conclusion, the researchers were pleased that the object of construct validity,
content validity and criterion validity were satisfactory.
Research Results and Hypotheses Testing
The researchers ran a set of statistical analyses to the hypotheses and model at hand, including
correlations and regressions.
First, the correlation between marketing beverages and age is weak and negative (r = -.211; Sig. =
.000; p<.01), whereas the correlation between gender and marketing beverages is positive and
moderate (r = .561; Sig. = .000; p<.01), while the correlation between gender and beverage
consumption is moderate but negative (r = -.340; Sig. = .000; p<.01).The correlation between
beverage consumption and the respondents’ age reveals a very high negative correlation (r = -.827;
Sig. = .000; p<.01); all two tailed. The seasonal change impact is weakly positively correlated with
the age of the respondents (r = .094; Sig. = .025; p< .05), and highly correlated with the educational
background (r = .810; Sig. = .000; p< .05).
Second, the researchers ran a regression analysis including the independent variable, that is beverage
marketing, and the dependent variable, that is beverage consumption, in addition to the moderator
variable, i.e. the seasonal changes. The results reveal the existence of a moderation impact of seasonal
changes on the relationship between the beverage marketing and the consumption of beverage; where
the two variables, consumption and seasonal change, explain 11% of the variance in consumption, and
the interaction of (Seasonal Change X Beverage Marketing) raised the contribution by 19.6%
(to30.6%). The regression coefficient of the interaction term is significant (p= 0.041). Thus, our
suggested hypothesis stating that the moderation of seasonal change has an effect on the relationship
between the consumption and marketing is supported.
Table 1 – Moderating effect results
Step1
Variables
b
SE
β
8.564 .870
Intercept
.14
.052
.128
Beverage Marketing
.183
.057
.151
Seasonal Change
Seasonal Change X Beverage Marketing
2

Note: R

2
Step1=

.110, R

Sig.
.000
.007
.003

b
9.016
.049
.182
.061

Step2
SE
β
1.069
.134
.045
.058
.159
.016
.090

Sig.
.000
.083
.000
.004

2

Step2=

.306, ∆R =.196

p< .05

Moreover, the researchers ran a regression analysis including all the three variables of the model. The
linear regression analysis of the responses collected results in a straight line with the slope being as
follows: f(Consumption) = 9.016 + (0.49) Marketing + (.05) Seasonal change
Discussion of Results
The results of the study reveal a number of relationships that can affect managerial decision making at
the beverage supplier firms. First, the weak negative correlation between marketing of beverages and
age is not an uncommon finding. Many consumers reveal an increased distrust with marketing and
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advertising effort with increased age, due to two potential reasons, either they consider these ads not
for them, or they think the advertisement has an un-true side. Second, gender and beverage marketing
being negatively moderately correlated refers to the fact that female consumers consider that they are
less targeted therefore less concerned with the advertisement message of these products, this, keeping
in mind that the environment was highly paternalistic, but is currently shifting towards egalitarianism.
Third, gender and beverage consumption are negatively moderately correlated, that is, females tend to
consume less than males, where the latter tend to venture more into challenges, show-off, and
extending their drinking limits. This stands also among males who tend to decrease these venturing
activities as they grow older. Fourth, the impact of seasonal changes is weakly positively correlated
with age, as the young begin to change perspective and attitude toward weather variations as they
grow older and/or mature. Finally, season changes and education are highly positively correlated as
the higher educated take weather changes more seriously and adapt their consumption behavior
accordingly. These results are in line with previous studies conducted by Comanor and Wilson
(1974) who concluded that gender has a strong correlation with the marketing stressing that the
market power is linked with the brand loyalty of both genders toward the product; hence changing
consumer’s tastes and persuading consumer to stress on consuming the beverage product.
Moreover, the impact of seasonal change in this study reveals a high impact on the relationship
between the marketing and the consumption of beverages. This moderator effect increased the
relationship by almost 20%. This however, contradicts with what Comanor and Wilson (1974)
reported, but is in line with Delajara and Murillo (2012) findings and McCluer (2000).This positive
relationship is due to the fact that the consumption of beverages, both alcoholic or non-alcoholic, is
affected by the weather and the period of the year, where in summer the consumption of wines
decreases to the benefit of other beverages such as beer, alcoholic cocktails and non-alcoholic
beverage. It is worth noting that this study was conducted in Lebanon, but the findings came in line
with many other scholars’ conclusions in different countries such as Defra (2007), Percy and Elliott
(2005), Feldwick (1999) and Jones (1989).
Limitations & Future Research
The researchers did their best to control for the impact of bias and errors. However, in this field of
study, there is no study clear from limitations. The main limiting in this study is the sampling tool
and technique. First, the selection of geographic locations to conduct the study does provide a
balanced coverage; however, it does not necessarily result in a homogeneous sample. Second, the
response to the self-assessment questionnaire may vary between respondents from different areas due
to the differences in sub-cultures or education. Third, conducting this study in one country limits the
result of this research to a specific geographical location. Fourth, the sampling technique did not
segregate between the different religions of the country where many of the alcoholic beverage
consumers were from specific religions. Finally, some of the respondents might have answered out of
curiosity or show-off, and may have provided nonrealistic responses.
As for future research, the researchers do recommend the surveying of the population in a census that
try to cover a much wider sample of the population, and try not to limit the research to a single
country. Moreover, future studies should try to differentiate between the different categories of
beverage consumers of hard-alcoholic, soft-alcoholic, and non-alcoholic beverages.
Conclusion
This study targeting the impact of marketing as an independent variable and the seasonal change as a
moderator variable has highlighted a number of facts on the relationship between these two variables
and the consumption of beverages, hence it became clear to us now the strong relationship between
these variables in the Lebanese market helping to shed light to better understand the relationship for
the benefit of both scholars and managers alike.
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The role of seasonal change on the consumption of beverages and the successful marketing for the
beverages whether alcoholic or non-alcoholic show an interrelation. Hence, any successful marketing
campaign should take into consideration the seasonal changes and their impact, for an increased
consumption mainly in a Mediterranean country like Lebanon having four different seasons.
Therefore, business process owners and implementation managers, alike, need to consider the season
and the climate change in any marketing campaign they are planning to launch.
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Abstract
Mintzberg’s managerial roles have been dominating the business behavior for the past decades, even
though an incessant criticism by scholars and management experts who belong to the “Fayolan”
functional school of management. This study delineates the concept and Mintzberg’s managerial
roles, comparing Mintzberg’s observation and studies with other prominent classical managerial
theories. The aim of this paper is to distinguish between distinctive management studies and reflecting
that on business behavior.
Keywords: Mintzberg’s managerial roles, Lebanon, Henry Fayol, Hofstede Cultural Dimensions.
Introduction
During the last decade, many management theories have been formulated in an aim to accurately
define managerial work that would lead to enhancing the manager’s skills and eventually towards
achieving the most efficient and effective performance at work. Most of these theories discussed
management in a traditional context, such as Henry Fayol who states that the manager’s job can be
only described through a predefined number of managerial functions that include planning,
organizing, commanding, coordinating, and controlling. However, the management professor and
expert, Henry Mintzberg has challenged the traditional ideas of management and described the
functional school of management more like a “folklore”.
In order to understand the nature of managerial work, Mintzberg has done observational studies of
five executives at work. At the end of these observations, he argued that the functional school of
management does not accurately describe the manager’s job but rather it can be better explained
through three sets of roles or activities as follows: 1- Interpersonal - the roles in this set deal with
providing information and ideas, 2- Informational - the roles included in this set deal with processing
information, and 3- Decisional - the roles in this set deal with using information.
He further divided these three sets into ten primary roles or behaviors that are or ought to be used in
classifying the different functions of a manager as listed next.
Mintzberg’s Managerial Roles
Interpersonal:
Figurehead: considered to be the symbolic head of the organization. Thus, the manager is expected to
hold social, legal and ceremonial responsibilities, in addition to performing symbolic duties and being
seen as a source of inspiration, where employees look to the manager as a person with authority.
1. Leader: it is where the manager provides leadership for his staff, subordinate teams, the
department, or even the entire organization. As a leader, the manager is ought to motivate and
direct subordinates, as well as train, influence, and advice them. Also, part of being a leader is
to manage the responsibilities and performance of all members in the group.
2. Liaison: managers should communicate with contacts inside and outside the organization.
Hence, managers need to develop and maintain a network of internal and external contacts in
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order to effectively communicate and sustain the information links within and beyond the
organization.
Informational:
3. Monitor: in this role, the manager is responsible for gathering useful and relevant information
for the organization, as well as looking for relevant changes in the environment. The manager
personally studies all gathered information, examines papers and reports, monitors the
productivity and well-being of teams, and maintains interpersonal contacts in order to be able
to understand the organization.
4. Disseminator: this is the role where the manager transmits and communicates any useful data
and information gathered/received from outsiders to the colleagues and teams working inside
the organization. Also, the manager transfer data through memos and phone calls.
5. Spokesperson: managers are considered to be representatives of their organizations and hence
they are expected to represent and speak for their organizations in speeches and reports.
Unlike the previous role, the manager in this role is responsible for transmitting and
communicating the organization’s plans, goals, policies, and actions to the people outside it.
Decisional:
6. Entrepreneur: managers always look for opportunities, basically in creating, exploiting, and
controlling change inside the organization. They initiate new projects, generate new ideas,
solve problems, identify opportunities, and determine areas of business development.
7. Disturbance handler: the manager is the one responsible for dealing with unexpected
disturbances that faces the organization. He is the one in charge for taking corrective actions
throughout crisis, resolving any conflicts among staff, and adapting to external
transformations.
8. Resource allocator: in this role the manager makes decisions related to the allocation of
available resources and where best applied within the organization. This involves deciding
who gets resources, allocating funding, assigning staff, setting schedule, defining budget, and
setting budgets.
9. Negotiator: the manager may take part in representing the organization in important
negotiations. This includes negotiations within his team, department or organization as well as
dealing with negotiations with unions, suppliers, and other organizations.
Hence, according to Henry Mintzberg, a manager is daily exposed to do different tasks that falls under
one or more of the abovementioned roles. In fact, a manager who is leading a team inside his
department or within the organization may find himself representing his department in a board
meeting, negotiating new contracts, resolving a conflict amongst team members, or approving
requests for installation of new software. Thus, Mintzberg believes that managers constantly switch
roles in accordance with the change in situations, tasks, and expectations.
Moreover, in addition to Mintzberg’s ten roles, the manager’s activities more often involve reflection
and action. Mintzberg described reflection as thoughtful thinking since managers “think, ponder, and
contemplate about their decisions”, whereas the action included in their activities referred to practical
doing, i.e. the execution of their decisions every time they act to do something.
Consequently, we find that Mintzberg in his model of management - which is based on actual and real
observations of managers at work - emphasizes on the fact that managers spend less time planning,
organizing, commanding, coordinating, and controlling. Thus, he totally rejects the traditional image
of the manager and indicates that managing should be associated with what managers do.
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For the past 40 years, Mintzberg has attempted to this everlasting question: What do managers really
do? During these years, he has always concentrated on the role of manager as mentioned in his books:
“The Nature of managerial work” published in 1973 and “Managing” published in 2009. In
addition to the ten roles mentioned earlier, in his first book, The nature of managerial work,
Mintzberg suggests six characteristics of management work that apply to all management jobs from a
chief executive officer to a supervisor. The six characteristics are:
1. The manager's job is a combination of regular, programmed jobs and non-programmed tasks.
2. A manager is both a generalist and a specialist.
3. Managers depend on information from all sources but usually they prefer those transmitted
orally.
4. Managerial work involves activities that are described by variety and fragmentation.
5. Management work is considered to be more of an art rather than a science, which depends on
a feeling of what is righteous.
6. Management work is getting much more complex.
Furthermore, in his latest book titled “Management? It's not what you think!” which was published
in 2010, Mintzberg attempts to respond back to all of those who have criticized and doubted the
accuracy of his model of management which has resulted in list of 10 roles that describe what really
managers do. In his study this time, he has thoughtfully observed 29 managers from different
institutions with distinct responsibilities - from a CEO from a major bank to a refugee camp manager and how would each one of them spend a day. Again, the observations have ascertained the same
results he got back in 1973, yet his study and research reveals that managers face a high degree of
interruptions especially with the introduction of technology. Mintzberg states that “management is
largely about interruption”; however, emails and BlackBerries in hand makes it much worse.
Criticism of Mintzberg’s Management Theory
The new findings of Mintzberg on management were opposed and rejected by scholars and
management experts who belong to the “Fayolan” functional school of management.
Henri Fayol was the first to identify the functions of management that attempt to accurately describe
the job of managers. Fayol defined the five functions of management as planning, organizing,
commanding, coordinating, and controlling. According to Fayol, these functions were universal to all
managers despite the nature of their work, whether they operated in business organization, military,
government or other institutions.
According to Fayol, planning deals with setting objectives, developing ways to achieve these
objectives, and forecasting future conditions. He defines organizing as making provisions for
recruiting, training of personnel, and evaluation. As for commanding, Fayol considers it as a
managerial function that deals with the supervision of subordinates and motivates them towards
attaining the planned objectives. Fayol stresses on the importance that managers ought to understand
their work colleagues and treat subordinates in a manner consistent with the firm’s policy. Fayol
regarded the coordination function of great importance that it harmonizes all of the distinctive
activities of the firm. As for the control function, Fayol described it in terms of assuring that all
activities occur within the predefined parameters of the plan and thus identify any possible deviations
from objectives and take corrective actions accordingly.
Consequently, supporters of the functional management theory greatly disagree with Mintzberg and
reject his model of management that describes the role of managers in terms of a list of ten predefined
roles. They argue that Mintzberg’s model which is based on observation does not accurately address
the activities of managers because his observational approach does not analyze the functions of
management. They state that management serves the purpose of attaining the firm’s objectives in a
way that achieves the most effective utilization of resources and efficient use of time. Hence, unlike
what Mintzberg claims, managing is not anything that occurs haphazard, accidently, or wasteful.
Functional management theorists criticize Mintzberg’s belief of role of managers as an abstract,
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chaotic, and random process distantly removed from daily work, but rather they argue that it is an
organized and purposeful way of working.
Furthermore, one more critique on Mintzberg’s model is that his focus on the role of the manager
creates a kind of confusion between the terms managing and doing. For instance, the function of
selling can be viewed in two different perspectives, where Mintzberg considers selling as done when
being made by a sales agent while it is considered managing when it requires the manager’s authority
to be done. Thus, from a functional viewpoint, Mintzberg provides no argument for the identification
of managing with everything managers do, where functional theorists argue that not everything a
manager can just be part of his role as a manager. They disagree with Mintzberg and state that
managers can both do and manage, which is evident enough that management is a function that
managers get engaged in occasionally.
Impact of Minzberg’s Managerial Role in Lebanon
Lebanon, known as country of the cedar, is a small country in the Middle East, which immediately
draws one’s attention by the extreme diversity of the communities that compose it. “Crossroads of
civilizations”, “bridge between the East and the West” (Salibi, 1977), and “Ground of IslamicChristian dialogue” are some of the many expressions that signify the multicultural variety of
Lebanese society. An Arab country located in the Middle East, Lebanon has cultural features that
make it different from all the other Arab countries. It is the only non-Muslim country of the 22 Arab
countries, and can be described as a “bi-religious” reality (Harris, 2012).
Geert Hofstede (1980) disseminated that culture can the best be defined as a “collective programming
of the mind which distinguishes the members of one human group from another”. Continually,
Hofstede through his work with IBM conducted a massive survey for the 117,000 employees of IBM
in 66 conutries. Hofstede categorized culture can be devided into four dimesnions: Power Distance,
Uncertainty Avoidance, Masculinity-Feminity, and Individualism-Collectivism.
Uncertainty Avoidance
The Lebanese social identity been always affiliated with innovation and entrepreneurship. The
Lebanese working force reflects low uncertainty avoidance where they look forward to initiate
innovative and collaborative performance. The conceptualization of Mintzberg’s management roles
play a vital role in the kindling such a business behavior where the manager can reflect his decisional
– entrepreneurial managerial roles and transmit such savvy to his subordinates and colleagues.
Individualism – Collectivism
The Lebanese social and business culture reflects individualistic behavior. Through history the
Lebanese compatriots have been always into emigration and business trading abroad. This can be
observed in today’s organizational operation in Lebanon where the emphasis is the same like the
international pattern focusing on team building and group synergy, but still the management behavior
in Lebanon is into investing in indoctrination of the Lebanese human asset. The aforementioned
management style reflects Mintzberg’s management roles where every employees and cadres has to
pass through specific commensurate with his/her job description.
Power Distance
The Lebanese culture shows high scores in power distance, where it is believed that the manager or
authority power is a fact of life that employees are not equal and every one carry his/her rightful
place. Lebanon depicts high power distance based on long turbulent feudalism history, impact of
religious tutelage, and the current political system the Lebanese abide with. Mintzberg’s managerial
roles is indispensable in the Lebanese scenario due to the fact what it reflects from authority status
such as figurehead, leadership, and monitor.
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Conclusion
It is clear that Mintzberg's contribution to management thinking is based on a broad approach that
involves the study of all activities that managers do and how they do them. Through his books and
writings, it can be noticed that he strongly believes that management is about applying human skills to
systems and not the other way around.
Mintzberg argued that the functional or process school of management was "folklore" and that
functions of management such as planning, organizing, leading, and controlling did not accurately
depict the chaotic nature of managerial work. He felt that the functional approach to the managerial
job falsely conveyed a sense that managers carefully and deliberately evaluated information before
making management decisions.
Mintzberg rejects the classical view of managerial work in terms of a set of functions revolving
around planning, organizing, commanding, coordinating, and controlling. He described the functional
or process school of management as “folklore”, which did not accurately illustrate the chaotic and
random nature of managerial work. Nevertheless, he has introduced a new model of management that
is based on observation of the activities that managers do at work. This model identified 10 roles that
describe the different tasks and activities that a manager really does, where the role of the manager
constantly varies depending on the change in situations, demands, tasks, and expectations.
Consequently, the ten roles can be applied to any managerial situation and it is up to the manager to
act accordingly by switching roles as necessary to achieve the organizational goals.
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Abstract
The paper deals with the concept of skilling people for gaining competitive advantage at the
enterprise and national levels. When we say that people are the most valuable assets of an
organization the emphasis is not on number. It is not the people but right people who can be
counted as assets. The journey from people to right people is very challenging for organizations,
enterprises as also for nations. The second common belief is that imparting skills and
knowledge to people is the time tested approach to convert people to right people. This
approach too is questionable. First because skills and knowledge in the information society have
very short shelf life. Second these are akin to the equipment or weapons with the soldiers.
Efficacy of skills and knowledge depends on the person who uses them. This brings us to the
core of this paper. Developing the person becomes the most important issue. However
developing the person in accordance with the role envisaged for them will be sub optimal.
People need to be developed based on their inherent uniqueness.
Thus there appears to be a paradigm shift in skills development or education. The focus should
be on generating self-awareness. Accepting the unique persona of the individual and then
working on this platform to make her/him fit in to the role where sustained competitiveness is
guaranteed. We need to address the issues related to ethical values in the global context. Build
up psychometric analytical tools to identify the unique signatures of individuals and then
harness these in the right environment. In schools, training centers, institutes of higher learning,
research. There needs to be a shift towards mentoring, apprenticeship, learning by doing and by
internalizing the knowledge.
Key Words: Skills development, psychometric analysis, self -awareness, mentoring, global
competitiveness
Introduction
The past few months (in India) have been unique in many ways. Besides the change of guard at
the political level there have been numerous discussions and shift of focus on very relevant
subjects. These issues include improvements in ease of doing business, sanitation and
cleanliness, kick starting the infrastructure projects, CSR initiatives, developing smart cities,
opening bank accounts for the poor at zero balance and minimal paper work, digital India and
skills development. In our context with large swath of population below the poverty line
(incidentally our poverty line itself is pretty low) skills development appears to be the most
important and critical factor for three reasons. First, all the ambitious projects and plans will
need people with relevant skills. Second, generation of meaningful employment in line with the
national growth too would need multi skills capability. Thirdly, this would be the most
appropriate measure to leverage our demographic dividend. Thus for a country like India we
need to understand the concept- “people count”.
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The famous saying, ‘do not teach people to count teach them people count’ needs reevaluation.
As a natural corollary to this saying organizations must care for their people. Can we
hypothesize then that organizations, which have people friendly policies, are ahead in
competition. The facts are different. Most people friendly practices do not lead to outstanding or
even good performances. Companies, which have shown sustained excellence, do not focus on
people. They focus on the ‘right’ people. Besides they do not allow the ‘wrong ones’ to stay in the
organization. Hence people do not count. Right people count. Jettisoning the unfit employee
quickly helps the organization as well as the employee eased out of the organization.
Is this righteousness - of people, in this context, based on ethics, values, personality, and
techniques to manage the boss, SKA matrix? There is another question. Is this righteousness
time dependent or time independent parameter? Also right people in one organization would
mean that these people are right in all other similar or dissimilar organizations? Are the right
people independent of the organization types and philosophy? We need to look at some
pertinent examples to arrive at reasonable conclusion. There have been two very important
publications on the subject- ‘Built to Last’ (1) and ‘Good to Great’ (2). In both these a very
methodical and scientific analysis has been made of the parameters for enduring excellence by
US companies in business.








Nucor Steel (2 Pp 50). When Nucor Steel was to set up their mini-mill steel plants in
the US they had two geographical choices. First the traditional urban skill -rich areas,
Pittsburgh and Gary and the second choice was for Crawfordsville, Indiana; Norfolk
Nebraska; the traditional real farmers’ areas. Nucor’s choice was for the traditional
farmers’ areas. As per them ‘you can teach steel making skills to those who have
farmers’ work ethics. But farmers’ work ethics cannot be taught to those who do not
have them. Incidentally, Nucor steel pioneered the most advanced technology for minimill steel manufacturing. The company gave the shareholders five times the average
market return over 15 years! (1)
Merck. (1- Pp. 206) Merck- a pharmaceutical company, developed drugs for river
blindness. Fishermen and workers operating along the Amazon and other such rivers in
the thick forests used to suffer from painful river blindness due to germs penetrating
through their skin. Merck conducted research for the decease, invented the drug for
millions of such patients. However the customers were extremely poor. They could not
have paid for the drug. The respective governments did not pay for the research. Merck
decided to bear the entire cost of research, development, production and distribution of
the drug to the patients for free. Their ideology – “medicine is for the patients- profits
follow”. When asked about this episode the CEO – Vagelos, answered “failure to do so
would have demoralized the Merck scientists working in the company “for the business
of preserving and improving human lives”. Incidentally Merck too gave the shareholders
seven times the market average over 15 years!! (2)
Phillips Morris. (1). Phillip Morris is a tobacco company. Besides it makes other not so
healthy products. In 1979 their Vice Chairman Ross Millhiser – a dedicated smoker,
remarked, “I love cigarettes. It is one of the things that makes life worth living” The
Phillip Morris employees viewed themselves as the lone fiercely independent cowboy
depicted in the Marlborough billboards. “We have the right to smoke and we will protect
that right”. This company too gave the shareholders five times the market average for
fifteen years- during a period when very intensive anti-tobacco campaign was on in the
US and the World. What described the core ideology of the company? The right to
personal freedom (to smoke, to buy whatever one wants).Winning: being the best. Hard
work and continuous self-improvement. Encouraging individual initiatives.
HP. (3) David Packard – one of the founders of the legendary company, ’HP’, brings out
the concept of right people very succinctly. In his book ‘The HP Way, he maintains that if
an organization is to maximize its efficiency and success a number of requirements are
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to be met. One of these is that the most capable people available should be selected for
each assignment in the organization….a continuing program of education must be
undertaken and maintained. Techniques that are relevant today will be outdated in the
future, and every person in the organization must be looking for new and better ways to
do her or his work……it is important that people enjoy their work at Hewlett –Packard.
We try to make it possible for our people to feel a real sense of accomplishment in their
work. (3) ‘ The HP Way How Bill Hewlett and I Built Our Company’
What can we gather from the above examples:
 Companies have their own DNAs. Most times these differ from the details given in their
websites. Analysis of performance and behavioral pattern of the companies is important
to identify the DNA
 Company ideologies and visions are not based on values and ethics as we know them.
 Employees are expected to have deep faith in the core ideology of the company. Besides
they should be comfortable with and competent to pursue the core ideology.
 Core ideologies do not change. The approach to achieve these changes.
It is important for us to look deeper in to the concept of right people. The general understanding
of right people in the context of employability is linked with skills, knowledge, degree from
prestigious institutes, high money value etc. Unfortunately this approach is riddled with many
pit falls. Firstly there have been many cases where alumni from some of the most prestigious
institutes led their respective enterprises to bankruptcy and they themselves landed in jails
(Enron, Lehman Brothers, Satyam Computers …the list is long) Secondly skills and knowledge
imparted in most professional colleges are outdated. Thirdly skills which are in high demand
are either not being imparted or not being valued ( Cyber Security, Business Analytics, waste
disposal, renewable sources of energy, rural development, entrepreneurship , plumbing,
mechanized sanitation work , water management, operational management of agriculture and
so on). Fourthly at school level there is hardly any emphasis on skilling. Generally the school
dropouts seek some skills training at basic level (at ITIs). The skills being imparted at such
levels is in adequate and undervalued and more importantly bear negative label. Opportunities
for higher education for those who join the ITI stream are almost negligible. We need to develop
a consistent process of learning-doing-relearning. At some stage we must create new skills,
technology and knowledge.
Reflecting on the earlier discussion on the right people for the right job role, it emerges that we
spend time in preparing the candidate for the job. The job of her/his choice irrespective of
her/his capabilities and more importantly personality parameters. There is also a tendency to
focus on the narrow specialization- core finance job, branding jobs in marketing, training and
development in HR software development and so on. Good organizations are looking for
candidates for the company. The departmental subdivisions in all organizations are made for
operational ease for drawing out channels of communication and evaluation of performance in
different functional areas. However the organization exists as a whole and everyone in the
organization desires synergy. It is here that the employees must match the DNA of the
organization and not the narrow callings of the job role in a given specialization. There is a need
to look at the inherent capability and orientation of the mind (psychology, Emotions and
psychometric parameters). This would reveal the uniqueness of the individual and hence bring
out sustained suitability for roles and organizations.
Relevance of Psychometric Analysis to Find the Right Fit
Where does psychometric analysis fits in here? The word psychometric – psycho (to do with
mind) metrics (measurement), means measurement of mental capabilities. Psychometric tests
are used to measure individual’s mental capabilities and behavioral style. However the full
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spectrum of study of human mind and its capabilities are beyond our scope as also outside our
interest. Because beyond the marvelous capabilities as reasons and emotions, the human brain
has a spiritual force that can only be described and never defined. As regards the potential of
mind “The mind in its own place and in itself can make a heaven of hell and hell of heaven” (John
Milton Paradise Lost). In fact the portion of the brain reachable by talk – our conscious thinking
introspective self is only a little bubble on the froth- beneath which the huge preponderance of
the brain activity proceeds on its own. Thus here we are addressing the tip of the iceberg. The
complete iceberg is infinite almost connected to the immortal Self. (4)
Psychometric tests can facilitate in identifying a number of behavioral, transactional,
personality and leadership traits in the candidates. These help us in identifying the capability
and potential DNA of the candidate. The next step is then to match this DNA with that of the
company or the role the candidate is expected to take on. To be specific the tests include the
following: Transactional analysis. Generally prevalent ego state (5)
 Johari Widow. Awareness of the self and the others.(6)
 Personal Effectiveness Scale. Balance between task and the people.
 Myers Briggs Type Indicators. Identifying the personality type. (7)
 Leadership Effectiveness and Adaptability Description – LEAD (5)
 Thomas Kilman Conflict Management Inventory- TKCMI (problem solving
and negotiation)(5)
 Fundamental Interpersonal Relation Orientation,- Behavior : FIRO-B (8)
 Cattell’s 16 Personality Factors. (6)
(Details of these tests are available in the Organizational Behavior Books quoted below)
Mentoring Perspective: Helping in Self awareness
Mentors need to work on the emotional intelligence of students. First component of emotional
intelligence is self-awareness. This involves deep understanding of one’s emotions, strengths
weaknesses, needs and drives. People with strong self-awareness are neither overly critical nor
unrealistically hopeful. They are honest with themselves and with others. They also recognize
how their feelings affect them and others. Self-awareness extends to person’s understanding of
her/his values and goals. They know where they are headed and why. A person who lacks self awareness is apt to make decision that bring inner turmoil by treading on buried values. Self awareness shows itself in candor and ability to assess itself realistically. Such people are
comfortable with talking of their limitations and strengths. They know when and how to ask for
help. They play to their strengths. (9)
Emotional Intelligence and hence the level of self -awareness is mostly genetic. Generally it
increases with age. Hence at times is dubbed as maturity. But every old person is not mature.
Psychological research suggests that nurture plays a role in enhancing self-Emotional
Intelligence (EI). Clinically the EI is born largely in the neurotransmitters of the brain’s limbic
system, which governs feeling, impulse and drives. Hence the learning can be done through
motivation, extended practice and feedback. It takes time and concerted effort. The other
aspects of EI are self -regulation, motivation, empathy and social skills. Please see table below:
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Essential Guidelines for Mentoring. This is an art of seeing what is generally not visible. It is
listening to what is not said. Teachers- professors, trainers, motivational speakers today are highly
qualified. They are famous, learned and many a time very fast in the uptake and explaining what they
know. They are generally in a hurry to impart the necessary skills and knowledge. Crash courses and
all. But mentoring is an exceptionally slow process. Brilliant teachers need to slow down to a pace
with which they may not be familiar. Mentoring is about seeing a winner in every student and treating
them as such. It is about developing and not training. It is about placing each student in her/his
strength zone. It involves modeling the behavior and finally transferring a vision for life.
If we believe that the right people are the true strength of an organization then the parameter of the
right fit are to be carefully ascertained. Traditionally the focus in the training establishments and
professional institutes is on skills and knowledge (very little on attitude). Even if the most current
skills and knowledge are imparted to the candidate (which is far cry since the skills imparted to even
the employable candidates are outdated) the fast pace of change of skills and knowledge entails rapid
obsolescence. In any case skills and knowledge are like equipment or weapons for the worker or
soldier. The equipment or the weapon can be as effective as their respective users. This brings us to
the core of human qualities, which deserve better investment.
Suggested Model- Conclusion
The skills development model should follow a continuum of developing ethical values, character;
identification of individual uniqueness and converting personal qualities in to meaningful productive
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employment. This should be at school level. At undergraduate level the focus should be on
knowledge, global awareness, and innovation centric skills. The postgraduate and research level
activities must create new knowledge, new skills and develop new technologies. In terms of global
competitiveness the school level skills development need to support factor driven competitiveness
whereas at undergraduate and postgraduate level education activities efficiency and innovation driven
competitiveness must be supported (10). Also the focus must shift from teaching to mentoring at
schools level and at undergraduate level mentoring and apprentice ship should be the preferred
models of transfer of skills and knowledge.

Figure 1: Developmental continuum schools to institutes of higher learning
Matching with the Company DNA. At the basic functional levels the basic Id, ego and transactional
level personality parameters need to be harmonized in consonance with the company vision.
Subsequently the emphasis needs to shift to conflict resolution, problem solving, and interpersonal
orientation. At the top level of company ladder the emphasis should be on level 3 to level 5
leadership. (11). Thus moving up the ladder in the business activity or the enterprise should be in tune
with the individual development as mentioned above.
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Abstract
The research aims to determining the host country’s characteristics prior to the multinational
corporations’ introduction to fight counterfeiting. Data about characteristics of 147 countries was
gathered from the Global Competitiveness Report 2013-2014 issued by the World Economic Forum.
Moreover, the Corruption Perception Index (CPI) was gathered from Transparency International to
measure the size of shadow economy since corruption plays a role of the proxy of the level
counterfeiting. Results have shown that high levels of bribes, burden of government regulations, and
wastefulness of government spending indicate high levels of counterfeiting.
This study develops the literature on counterfeiting in several directions. First, it studies the
phenomenon from the MNCs point of view. Second, it uses the whole country as a unit of analysis.
Finally, it goes beyond recent studies by focusing on the host country rather than on the home
country’s effect on the corporations’ marketing strategies.
Introduction
In the early 1980’s, as the developed countries started extending internationally its national patent
rights, protecting the intellectual property rights (IPR) has become a controversial topic (Qian, 2006).
Western multinational corporations (inventor of global patents, and custodian global brands) are
losing hundreds of billions of dollars every year because of the thefts of their patents, and intellectual
property rights such as IT software, medicine formulas, films, and books etc. Patents’ are found to
prevent others from copying, manufacturing, or distributing the protected product without the
inventors’ permission (Resnik, 2003); however, many nations do not respect patents and produce
illegal counterfeits.
For instance, companies based in major emerging countries such as BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa) with and without the patronage of their respective governments are engaged
in producing and marketing counterfeit products worth hundreds of billions of dollars across the
world. This menace is causing havoc to the health of consumers and the well-being of the MNCs.
Many of these pirated products fail to perform and cause enormous damage to the well-being of
consumers such as medications and food related products cause injury including deaths to hundreds of
consumers across the world. In fact, the sale of counterfeit medicine through legitimate supply
channels has resulted the death and harm of thousands of people around the world (Sekhar et al.,
2011).
Counterfeiting defined in our contemporary literature simply as theft (Green & Smith, 2002).
Counterfeiting is the copying of a product and/or package to deceive others into believing that the
product and/or package are/is genuine-also called a knock off or fakes (Spink, 2009). This
phenomenon has caught interest in many sectors as economics, ethics, marketing, sociology,
psychology, law, management, criminology, and international business. Nonetheless, this subject is
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considered in its early stages of theoretical progress and requires more thorough research in order to
understand fully the counterfeiting phenomenon.
MNCs face difficulties in monitoring counterfeiting in all the countries of operations, however they
have great bargaining power over the governments of the host countries especially the
underdeveloped ones, to set laws and regulations that limit counterfeiting. As a matter of fact, MNCs
employ bargaining power when dealing with China, which is considered to be the largest
manufacturing economy of counterfeits, to influence the Chinese government to issue laws and
regulations that protect genuine products (Yi-Ru, 2004).
This research has provided strategies for the MNCs to combat counterfeiting after considering many
variables to study before setting the optimal strategy and taking decisions.
This research has followed Green & Smith (2002) in studying the right marketing strategy MNCs
should adopt when fighting counterfeiting. The research question is: What are the characteristics
and level of counterfeiting in a country? What are the marketing strategies adopted by MNCs to
combat counterfeiting?
I started by providing definitions for counterfeiting, and then stated the types of piracy in most of the
markets, followed by that I stated the causes and consequences of counterfeiting. Afterwards, I
studied piracy in the global context and reflected the effect of globalization on its spread and the
strategies various firms have took to combat piracy worldwide. The rapid development of technology
and internet have created new business situation and changed the way MNCs execute their strategies
and the way they reason their status (Mohammad, 2002). Furthermore, I hypothesized that the higher
the level of corruption, wastefulness of government spending, tax rates, burden of government
regulations, and the lower the level of protection of intellectual property then all this indicates the
greater the level of counterfeiting.
The Counterfeiting Phenomenon
Definition of Counterfeiting
The definition of counterfeiting has varied from one country to another and even from one company
to another. However, counterfeiting can be simply defined as theft (Green & Smith, 2002).
Counterfeiting is the copying of a product and/or package to deceive others into believing that the
product and/or package are/is genuine-also called a knock off or fakes (Spink, 2009). Counterfeiting
has held many synonyms as piracy, shadow economy, or underground economy.
According to Waziri (2011, p.197), “Piracy is the unauthorized and illegal reproduction or distribution
of materials protected by copyright, patent, or trademark law. The test of piracy is not whether the
identical language, the same words, are used, but whether the substance of the production is
unlawfully appropriated.”
Moreover, counterfeiting is defined as the illegal or unauthorized infringement of the legal intellectual
property rights obtained by the owner of a product. It might be copying, imitating, or duplicating
[unlawfully]. Also, distributing products or materials that are protected by the laws of copyright,
trademark or patents is considered counterfeiting (Waziri, 2011).
According to the Trade-Related Aspect Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement, counterfeit
products or counterfeit trademark products are those products that carry a trademark that is identical
to the original trademark whether it be on the packing only or on the product, without having
authorization to use the trademark. In addition, products that have identical aspects as those of the
registered trademark product are considered counterfeit since they breach the copyrights and
intellectual property rights of the owner. The products include software, CDs, pharmaceuticals,
fashion products, perfumes and books (World Trade Organization website).
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Consequences of Counterfeiting
The higher the levels of shadow economy in a country reflect higher levels of corruption. Breaching
intellectual property rights is theft and thus breaking the laws and ethics even if it were protected by
the government itself in certain cases. Consequences of counterfeiting products can vary on different
aspects.
First, it can impact the sales of the multinational company that holds the copyright or the original
product. Second, it can have negative impacts on the consumer of the product which can reach serious
injury or even death. The illicit products that can cause serious injuries to consumers have become a
serious public health issue. They are mostly products that belong to pharmaceutical or food and
beverages categories. The estimate of 192,000 people killed by counterfeit drugs in China in the year
2001 raises serious concerns and provides a warning of the amount of human suffering (Agbaraji et
al., 2012). An example of social hazard that pirated products caused in Thailand were the death of
three people after the consumption of counterfeit alcoholic beverages (Green & Smith, 2002).
Counterfeiting has caused damage to the reputation of multinational brands, which urged the later to
move fast and set anti-counterfeiting strategies to protect its image and brand name (Agbaraji et al.,
2012). Some MNCs consider their brand name as a vital asset and cannot accept any decline or harm
to its reputation because, in the first place, it affects the brand position in consumer’s mind that it has
spent millions of dollars to reach and eventually its sales and profits will drop dramatically. The brand
image will be affected in 2 main ways: First, a low-quality counterfeit product holding the same brand
name and packaging will be purchased by a consumer that did not know how to differentiate between
the original and the imitated product. After consuming the product, the customer will find a vast
difference between the qualities he/she perceives in his/her mind for the original product and thus the
image of the original product will be damaged and this will influence consumers to switch to another
product. The second way that affects brand image is the introduction of a pirated product that has
different packaging and brand name but however is very close to the original product and priced
lower. When the customers purchase this copy and consume it, they will be able to differentiate it
easily from the original but they will be compensated by the lower price, which will decrease the
MNCs sales significantly.
Furthermore, the greater the shadow economy the less tax revenues will be and thus decline the
quantity and quality of public services and spending, which ultimately will deteriorate the living
standards. Public welfare can be improved when the government supports enforcement to combat
piracy (Tsai & Chiou, 2012).
Counterfeiting in the Global Context
Counterfeiting has been a rising controversial topic in the past years because of the acts of
multinational corporations to face the pirated products in addition to their influence on the
governments to act against it and issue laws to prevent traders from dealing with them and thus
narrow the availability of shadow economy more and more.
The U.S congress approved the first Copyright Act in 1790 (Cowart, 2011). After that the courts have
expanded copyright security over the years especially after the rise of many lawsuits concerning
copyright infringement.
Many acts and groups have occurred to counter piracy worldwide. For instance, the International
Anti-Counterfeiting Coalition (IACC) was founded in 1979
as a group of companies that are
pursuing intellectual property protection and has grown to include 250 companies in addition to
private law firms and government agencies (IACC website). They offer “anti-counterfeiting programs
to increase protection for patents, trademarks, copyrights, service marks, trade dress and trade secrets”
(IACC website).
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“There are three primary international treaties governing copyright law: the Berne Convention for the
Protection of Literary and Artistic Rights, the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPS), and the World Intellectual Property Organization Copyright Treaty of 1996
(WCT)” (Cowart, 2011, p.6).
More and more, the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) was negotiated by the U.S Trade
Representative (USTR) with many developed countries and discussed in the G8 meeting in Japan
2008and reached a final draft in 2010. ACTA discussed three main parts of piracy: “criminal liability,
internet service providers, and technological protection measures” (Cowart, 2011, p.2)
On the level of supranational organizations, the World Health Organization (WHO) has organized a
conference for “Combating Counterfeit Drugs: Building Effective International Collaboration” in
2006 that aimed to establish a “mechanism for concerted international action against counterfeit
medicinal products” (WHO website).In fact, WHO has launched special taskforce to fight pirated
medicine especially in West Africa.
Why the MNCs?
In the past decades, counterfeiting of international brands has become a growing business because of
the high profits it generates. As a matter of fact, globalization has helped shadow economy grow
extensively either through getting the constituents of the original product to imitate or through the
trade and distribution of the counterfeit. The globalization and the freedom of markets, in addition to
the rising technologies as the internet have made brand protection a tough problem for the
multinational corporations to face (Da & Casson, 2012). The massive and rapid globalization
movement in the 1980s and 1990s has got the attention of MNC managers to the magnitude of
counterfeiting and its various effects on the MNC activities (Rodriguez et al., 2006).Since MNCs have
the most creative and finest product that is spread worldwide that is the reason why counterfeiters
target them.
To fight the growing counterfeiting phenomenon, multinational corporations’ managers had to make
counter action to combat the piracy of its products worldwide to save its sales and brand name. Many
strategies have been adopted by MNCs to fight piracy; the first act was towards convincing
government leaders that protection of intellectual property in for the benefit of the country’s longterm welfare. In addition they urged them to exert pressure on other countries that host counterfeiting
to fight it, in addition to passing laws that protect intellectual property rights knowing that countries
are shifting towards international norms in trademark protection (Gillespie et al., 2001).
Another tricky and clever way to diminish the shadow economy is to negotiate the counterfeiters to
integrate them as part of their distribution channels (Green & Smith, 2002). This way they will limit
the shadow economy and gain an experienced distribution channel at the same time. They can also
give licenses to domestic producers and get them to their side (Lybecker, 2000).
Advertisement has been a powerful tool in fighting counterfeit products through creating a desire in
the consumer towards the genuine product (Yang & Fryxell, 2009). MNCs used it to show consumers
the ability to identify a fake, and make them aware that purchasing counterfeits is considered stealing
in addition to revealing the values and qualities of the genuine product and thus creating brand
positioning in consumers’ mind (Green & Smith, 2002). Yang and Fryxell (2009) state that for the
brand positioning to be more effective, it should be acquainted with after-sale services; this will
reduce the effect of counterfeiting.
Additional strategies that involve technology are high-tech labeling and creating a moving target
through continuously changing the design of the product to make it harder for the counterfeiters to
keep pace with MNCs and duplicate its products (Green & Smith, 2002). This strategy is based on the
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assumption that counterfeiters are less sophisticated technologically and are not well-sourced as the
brand-owners (Yang & Fryxell, 2009).
According to Green and Smith (2002), an important and effective strategy will be forming coalitions
between competitors in the same industry to be powerful when fighting counterfeiting. Both
companies can benefit from each other’s experience and data they have gathered through their
previous encounters with counterfeiters. They can exert higher power on politicians because of the
high shares they represent in the market.
Richardson (2011) stresses on the pricing strategy as a beneficial approach to face counterfeits. In
some products that it is very hard to differentiate between the genuine and the fake product, as it is the
case of women’s bags, it would be tricky to price the product at a high price to differentiate it clearly
from fakes. However, this strategy will not be effective only in specific luxurious markets were
customers are able to pay premium prices for a product that is highly positioned with respect to other
competitors. On the other hand, Sundararajan (2004) has set up a model for the pricing of software in
case of digital piracy and reached a conclusion that when the piracy of software products increase the
pricing of the genuine product should decrease.
Shadow Economy and Corruption
Corruption at the level of society gets affected by different factors such as the public sector
corruption, moral principles between trade partners, level of public welfare, income distribution, and
the traditions and values (Robertson et al., 2008). Research has shown a close relationship between
corruption and shadow economy. Reynolds (2011) states that there is a direct correlation between
countries’ high levels of corruption and the existence of counterfeiting. The higher the corruption, the
more easily counterfeiters can perform their jobs and move freely in distributing their products.
Bradford (2004) states that Indonesian officials admit that corruption feeds the existence of piracy. In
fact, they can easily escape punishment through bribing corrupt officials. In fact, countries with high
levels of corruption tend to disregard the protection of intellectual property (Robertson et al., 2008).
Since we have a reliable measure of corruption (CPI) then we will use the term corruption as a proxy
for the shadow economy activities including piracy and counterfeiting. Therefore, CPI will be
reflecting the measure of counterfeiting in every country. Goel and Nelson (2009) and Reynolds
(2011) have reached conclusions about the tight relationship between the presence of corruption and
counterfeiting. We will discuss the hypotheses and the relationship between the independent and
dependent variables in the following paragraphs.
The more corrupt the country is then the more pervasive the shadow economy will be. That means the
higher the CPI in a country then the shadow economy will have higher levels and greater ability to
move freely with negligible anti-counterfeiting measures. For example, bribes are paid to authorities
to pass counterfeit medications without inspections (Newton et al., 2006). This hypothesis will be
tested through the variable Irregular Payments and Bribes to determine the correlation between
corruption and shadow economy and consider this relationship a cornerstone in analyzing the
hypotheses. Bribery is the most common type of corruption, and most scholars use the two terms
interchangeably (Shleifer & Vichny, 1993).
The intensity of governmental regulations especially that of labor market will lead to an increase in
the trade of counterfeit products and increase the shadow economy to avoid the load of these
regulations. Rigidity of the official system generates corruption (Laguerre, 1994). Companies need to
bribe officials to cut off the rigid laws and regulations which lead in turn to higher corruption degrees.
Bribery is considered efficiency enhancing by some companies to confiscate the rigidity of
government regulations (Tanzi, 1998). This hypothesis will be tested through the variable Burden of
Government Regulation to determine the correlation between intensity of governmental regulations
and the shadow economy.
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Whenever taxes are higher, the genuine products will have higher prices which will provoke the
emergence and flourishing of shadow economies that aim to reduce the tax burdens. Actually, high
tax rates on legal imports added cost to the legitimate products and therefore encouraged consumers to
switch to counterfeits because of their diminishing purchasing power (Wechsler, 2003). Nonetheless,
a high tax rate signifies high income or higher negotiated bribes for corrupt officials (Sanyal et al.,
2000). Besides, high charges on imports will demotivate MNCs from investing in that country which
increases the market share of pirated products. This hypothesis will be tested through the variable
Total Tax Rate to determine the correlation between the tax burden and the shadow economy.
Public services can refer to public schools and hospitals, kindergarten, nursing home, and the
municipalities (Langorgen, 2011). Types of government expenditure areas range from healthcare
sector to education and transportation. Local governments uplift the quality of life by providing wide
ranges of social services (Patrick & Trussel, 2011). Thus any inefficient or corrupt spending of
government resources to the public services sector will deteriorate the living standards of the
community. The lower the quality of public services sector implies lower living standards in a
developing country, thus we assume that the more deprived the country is the greater the shadow
economy will be since people won’t be able to afford genuine products so they shift towards
purchasing low-priced counterfeit products. This hypothesis will be tested through the variable
Wastefulness of Government Spending to determine the correlation between the quality of public
services sector and the shadow economy.
Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1: The more corrupt the country is, the more pervasive the shadow economy will
be.
Hypothesis 2: The more intense governmental regulations are, the more widespread the
shadow economy will be.
Hypothesis 3: The higher the tax burden is, the more pervasive the shadow economy.
Hypothesis 4: The lower the quality of public services sector is, the more pervasive the
shadow economy.
Data & Methodology
Data Sources
The two main data sources are Transparency International and the World Economic Forum. The
Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) from Transparency International displayed the world rank of 175
countries around the world for the year 2013. Transparency International is a prestigious independent
organization that has a mission to stop corruption and promote accountability and transparency. They
do a lot of research and publications and finance programs that aims to fight corruption and support
integrity. Since 1995, Transparency International issues every year the Corruption Perception Index
(CPI) that is recognized to be one of the world’s most reliable indexes that reflects every country’s
score on how corrupt their public sector is (Transparency.org).
On another hand, the World Economic Forum that was established in 1971 is “an International
Institution committed to improving the state of the world through public-private cooperation”
(weforum.org). They issue many annual reports covering various topics as infrastructure, trade, and
labor market. One of the most important reports is The Global Competitiveness Report (GCR) 20132014 that displays data for 148 countries on many Key indicators and pillars as health and primary
education to labor market efficiency and market size.
Comparing the 2 reports, CPI and GCR, we have found 147 common countries in which the variables
will be tested.
Variables
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Dependent Variable: Corruption Perception Index (CPI) This index issued by the Transparency
International shows the amount of corruption of 177 countries and territories on a scale from 0 to 100
were 0 being the most corrupt and 100 being a country with high integrity. According to the CPI,
countries are ranked from highest to lowest. CPI is a reliable index that countries take into
consideration and try assessing its world position and work further on elevating its rank through
fighting corruption in the public sector. From this point, corruption in public sector includes many
factors in which manufacturing and trading with counterfeited products is part of. When a country
trades and manufactures counterfeit products and does not protect the intellectual property of
multinational corporations then it is breaching the trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights
(TRIPs) granted by the World Trade Organization (WTO) agreement. The higher the breaching of
intellectual property right (IPR) the higher the corrupt a country is considered. Meanwhile, we took
CPI as the dependent variable that will be tested on other independent variables.
Independent Variables: The source of the independent variables is the Global Competitiveness Report
2013-2014 issued by the World Economic Forum within the framework of The Global
Competitiveness and Benchmarking Network. (Global Competitiveness Report, 2013)
Irregular payments and bribes. This variable was formed by calculating the average score of the
following five elements of the Executive Opinion Survey question: “In your country, how common is
it for firms to make undocumented extra payments or bribes connected with (a) imports and exports;
(b) public utilities; (c) annual tax payments; (d) awarding of public contracts and licenses; (e)
obtaining favorable judicial decisions?” (Global Competitiveness Report, 2013, p. 414). The value of
this variable ranges from 1 to 7: 1 reveals that irregular payments and bribes are very common while 7
reveals that they never occur. Through this variable we will test the corruption in the country and its
effect on the increased shadow economy.
Burden of Government Regulation. This variable relates to the question in the Executive Opinion
Survey that states “how burdensome is it for businesses to comply with governmental administrative
requirements (e.g., permits, regulations, reporting)?”(Global Competitiveness Report, 2013, p. 418).A
score of 1 show that government regulations are extremely burdensome; while a score of 7 shows that
they are not burdensome at all. We will test the intensity of the governmental regulations and its effect
on increasing shadow economy.
Total Tax Rate. Total tax rate for every country is calculated as a combination of the profit tax,
contribution and labor tax (%of profits), and some other taxes that are a percentage of profits as well.
This variable is chosen to reflect the tax burdens in the studied countries and its relationship with the
increased shadow economy.
Wastefulness of Government Spending. Starting from the point of view that argues that the less
wealthy the country is the greater the shadow economy will be or the greater the number of people of
this country will purchase pirated products. We will test this variable to indicate the wealth of the
country and thus its people in respect to the increased shadow economy and use of counterfeit
products. The score of this variable was related to the Executive Opinion Survey question “In your
country, how efficiently does the government spend public revenues?” (Global Competitiveness
Report, 2013, p. 417). A score of 1 indicates that the governmental spending is extremely inefficient
while a score of 7 indicates that it’s extremely efficient in providing goods and services.
Intellectual Property Protection. This is one of the most important variables that can measure the
amount of shadow economy or the breaching of intellectual property rights. The higher the protection
of intellectual property the lower shadow economy can be, and the lower the availability of pirated
products is to be purchased by end users. This variable was related to the following survey question
“In your country, how strong is the protection of intellectual property, including anti-counterfeiting
measures?” (Global Competitiveness Report, 2013, p. 411). A score of 1 indicates that the protection
of intellectual property and the anti-counterfeiting measures are very weak, while a score of 7
indicates that they are extremely strong.
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Analysis & Results
Correlation
As stated earlier, Corruption Perceptions Index score of the year 2013 is the dependent variable that
has been tested on SPSS to the other 5 independent variables (Table 1.2). The CPI will be considered
to be a proxy for the shadow economy in the following analysis.
The Correlation coefficient (r) is the term “that indicates the strength of the association between any
two metric variables. The sign (+ or -) indicates the direction of the relationship. The value can range
from +1 to -1, with +1 indicating a perfect positive relationship, 0 indicating no relationship, and -1
indicating a perfect negative or reverse relationship (as one variable grows larger, the other variable
grows smaller)” (Hair et. al, 2010, p. 156). Correlation was significant for all the independent
variables at 0.01 levels (2-tailed) except for the total tax rate it was significant at a 0.05 level (2tailed).
Starting with the correlation coefficients, the correlation between CPI and Irregular Payments and
Bribes is 0.908, which shows an extremely high positive relationship between those variables which
could be said to be typical since the corruption is always related and associated with bribes and illegal
payments. Thus the shadow economy is highly positively related with bribes. Moreover, the
correlation between CPI and the Burden of Government Regulation is 0.337, which shows good
positive relationship between the shadow economy and the intensity of the government regulation.
The higher the intensity of regulations the more widespread the shadow economy will be.
The correlation between CPI and Total Tax Rate is -0.175, which reflects a slight negative
relationship between the Tax burden and shadow economy. However, the correlation between CPI
and the Wastefulness of Governmental Spending is 0.599 which reflects positive strong relationship
which is a common issue in corrupted countries were the government expenditure would be wasted
and not rightfully spent. Therefore, the higher the wastefulness of government spending the higher the
level of shadow economy will be.
The correlation between CPI and the Intellectual Property Protection is 0.856 which shows a high
positive relationship between the high level of corruption in one country and the decreased degree of
protection to intellectual property, thus encouraging counterfeiting. Not to mention, the less the
degree of protection of intellectual property by governmental agencies the more pervasive the shadow
economy will be.
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Multiple Regression
After determining the multiple regression equation, we will analyze the R Squared (R2) of every
independent variable. The coefficient of determination (R2) is the “measure of the proportion of the
variance of the dependent variable about its mean that is explained by the independent, or predictor,
variables. The coefficient can vary between 0 and 1. The higher the value of R2the greater the
explanatory power of the regression equation, and therefore the better the prediction of the dependent
variable” (Hair et. al, 2010, p.156).
According to the above definition of the coefficient of determination, the value of R2for the multiple
regression equation is 0.857 which indicates a great explanatory power of the regression equation to
predict the dependent variable.
After measuring each variable separately with accordance to shadow economy (CPI) we will study the
coefficient of determination. The R2of Irregular payments and bribes is 0.825 which reflects that
counterfeiting can be explained highly with this independent variable, and the presence of
counterfeiting is associated with occurrence of bribes. People trading, manufacturing or purchasing
pirated products are more likely to pay bribes (Goel & Nelson, 2009). People trading with counterfeits
will have to pay bribes to be able to pass the containers from foreign markets inside the country.
Furthermore, bribes should be paid to corrupt politicians and police to let them ignore the trade and
manufacturing of the pirated products. However, after being caught the counterfeiters will have to pay
bribes to avoid punishment and high penalty rates.
The R2of the burden of government regulation is 0.113 which reflects slight relationship between the
counterfeiting and this independent variable. Though the value is relatively low, but it still shows that
an increase in the burden of governmental regulations will increase counterfeiting.
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The coefficient of determination of the total tax rate is 0.031 which is very low because evading taxes
is very high in the countries with high total tax rates. Though taxes are high but they are not imposed
properly, and a future study should take into consideration an additional variable about imposing
paying taxes.
The coefficient of determination of the wastefulness of government spending is 0.359 which shows
good relationship between this independent variable and counterfeiting. The higher the level of
wastefulness of government spending reveals lower living standards and thus lower purchasing
power. Nevertheless, consumer’s ability to afford some authentic products will be low and then he
will switch towards purchasing pirated products with lower prices he can afford.
The R2of the intellectual property protection is 0.732 which very high because this independent
variable is directly attached to the phenomenon of counterfeiting. The higher the level of intellectual
property protection the lower will be the shadow economy since severe actions and punishments will
be taken against counterfeiters. Moreover, when actions are taken against counterfeiters, the
consumers will directly shift towards MNCs’ products for two main reasons: first because they will be
frightened to be punished as well, and second because the availability of pirated products will be
limited and hard to reach.
According to the results of testing the MNCs should decide on what strategy to adopt after taking into
consideration the size of the shadow economy and the other variables.
Discussion & Conclusion
Implications
Although counterfeiting has been studied extensively in the past decades, it is still an attracting topic
to a lot of scholars and practitioners at the same time. After understanding the counterfeiting
phenomenon from the global context we need to move to the firm-level.
The main purpose of this study is to utilize the results of the data by the multinational corporations to
understand deeper the counterfeiters and the size of the shadow economy and build their counter
strategy based on these results.
We have mentioned the importance of globalization in spreading and expanding counterfeiting. It has
made the way paved for counterfeiters to perform their work. The growing usage of online retailing
has created opportunities
for individuals to breach intellectual property (McCorkle et al.,
2012). They can get the formula or the component of any product over the internet with a detailed
picture. They also can communicate with any customer or distributor around the world to market the
pirated products. Besides, illegal downloading of software and music has formulated new strategic
marketing decisions for companies (McCorkle et al., 2012).
Then we discussed various strategies that can be adopted by MNCs to combat counterfeiting. These
strategies must be selected wisely after analyzing the data and taking into consideration many aspects
on head of them host government feedback, consumer behavior and knowledge, and corruption.
After testing the variables, we had some findings that can help MNCs in forming and deciding their
strategy. A first, high level of corruption in a country is an indicator of more pervasive shadow
economy and thus less protection for intellectual property. A high level of protection of IPR provides
an incentive for MNCs to directly invest in that market (Shultz & Nill, 2002).
Second, the more intense the burden of government regulations and the higher the total tax rate
indicates high levels of counterfeiting. This will drive MNCs to use high sophisticated technologies to
create innovative products that counterfeiters are not capable of reaching or affording (Qian, 2006).
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Furthermore, wastefulness of government spending reflects low living standards and thus consumers
in the host country have lower ability to purchase the genuine product which reduces the niche of
target customers and gives indication to the MNCs whether to enter this market or not. Some poor
nations are forced to purchase or even engage in the production of counterfeits, excluding the fact that
mostly this act is not getting them out of poverty (Simonson, 1998). From this argument, MNCs are
adopting a strategy to lower the price of its goods so that other nations can afford it, acquainted with
decreasing the quality to an acceptable level. This marketing strategy is highly adopt by book
publishers where they publish a global copy of the book that has lower price and lower quality than
the original one, this way they will be able to fight pirated versions of the original book.
Limitations
First of all, limitations of such a study are that we could not do a survey because businesses that trade
or manufacture counterfeits are not willing to discuss this issue rather than the fact that they are hard
to reach. Moreover, consumers purchasing and consuming pirated products are either unaware of the
effects of using these products or they do know the implications but will refuse to give their opinion.
Concerning the data we tested, one limitation of the CPI index is that they can be based on three
surveys from the citizens of each country which can be bias and inaccurate.
Concerning the first independent variable, the irregular payments and bribes, we can test another
variable that discloses the amount of law suits against corruption in every country to measure more
precisely the corruption.
However when testing the second independent variable, burden of government regulations, we can
add another 2 variables; one that measures the burden of trade and tariffs, and another one that
measures the burden of starting a new business in a country to reveal the real burden of governmental
regulations and why manufacturers move towards the counterfeiting.
Concerning the third independent variable, total tax rate, which showed slight relationship with the
shadow economy due to the evasion of taxes by counterfeiters, thus we need to add another variable
about the level of imposing of taxes to reflect if the taxes are being collected justly or not.
The fourth independent variable, wastefulness of government spending, that is measured to reflect the
standards of living of a country, can be improved by measuring Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and
by adding a variable that measures the amount of money spent on leisure products.
The fifth independent variable, intellectual property protection, is a very important variable but can
also be improved if added to it a variable that measures the size of shadow economy to show if
intellectual property protection measures are accurate.
Future Research
In our study we have formed a good understanding about counterfeiting and it constitutes a firm
foundation for an ambitious research program that aims to have further knowledge about this
phenomenon and the way MNCs should respond to it. Concerning future researches to reach
improved results and more accurate data, we recommend that a focus group be done that includes
counterfeiters to discover the reasons behind their activities. Another focus group should include
consumers of counterfeits to understand their notions towards pirated products and have a closer
knowledge of consumer behavior. As mentioned in the limitations section, additional variables should
be tested to arrive to accurate results.
A future study should have a deeper knowledge about the strategies MNCs can take to fight
counterfeiting, in addition to studying the fact that some MNCs are benefiting from corruption
because some MNCs are corrupt themselves and flourish in corrupt societies. This study if performed
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will change the viewpoint towards some MNCs from the standpoint of accusing to being accused and
guilty.
Conclusion
In conclusion, this research has been able to identify the phenomenon of counterfeiting, its various
types, its causes and consequences, and the effect of globalization on the emergence and flourishing
of counterfeiting.
Aligned with the majority of counterfeiting literature that advises different strategies for MNCs to
fight corruption in host countries; this research provides multinational corporations with the tools to
analyze their opportunities and status in host countries before entering it or during their current
operations there. MNCs will be aware that operating in a country with high levels of corruption will
mean high levels of counterfeiting and the ability to face it will need greater insight on the levels of
intellectual property protection and the degree of imposing it, so that it can form the right and most
realistic strategy. Not to mention the fact that IPR protection regulations differ from one country to
another (Bonifield & Tomas, 2009). MNCs will either avoid entry or fight against counterfeiting
without resorting to bribes or any kind of illegal acts.
Government of host countries that is eager on economic growth will use these findings as a tool to
deduce the MNCs perception towards it and manipulate its plan and regulations accordingly. This way
it will attract MNCs that will help in the economic development of the host country. Besides, our data
can be beneficial for supranational organizations as World Health Organization, UNESCO, United
Nations, World Bank, and many other anti-counterfeiting coalitions that are interested in having
greater insight about the shadow economy.
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Abstract
The Indian retail sector has seen a gradual though steady metamorphosis over the last decade. Despite
the myriad advances over the years, the sector continues to remain highly fragmented; it is still
primarily dominated by the unorganised segment, reflected in the quintessential traditional family-run
stores. The entry of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in the retail sector has always been a contentious
issue, courtesy the well-documented proclivity of our policy-makers to dither and delay decisionmaking on key aspects stemming from political risks at large. Retail internationalisation has become
central to the future plans of many retailers, especially during the last decades. It has to be noted,
however, that despite the rapid growth of retail operations across countries, almost every big retailer
has experienced failure abroad. Global retailers in developing markets are confronted with many
challenges, such as the prevalence of complex political structures leading to stringent government
regulations and policies, which do not always favour FDI in this sector, with India being a case in
point. Retailers also have to deal with the lack of skilled manpower, inconsistent agricultural produce,
various cultural and geographical challenges, and last but not the least, coordination problems with
the parent organisation.

Introduction
History of Internationalisation of Retail Business
Retailers are found to be involved in a variety of international activities (Dawson, 1994). The
international sourcing of products is one of the key functions of retailers who bring together
assortments from many sources. However, these phenomena are not new; there has been a history of
international retail operations. In the late nineteenth century Lipton stores operated in the US, Canada,
Australia, Ceylon, South Africa and Germany (Mathias, 1967). Julius Meinl of Vienna was founded
as a grocery retailer in 1862 and by 1939, it had stores in Germany, Poland, the former
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, the former Yugoslavia, Romania, Bulgaria and Italy. During the first half
of the twentieth century, several American retailers moved into South American and European
countries, most notably Sears and Roebuck, which had 53 stores in Latin America by 1957 (Wood
and Keyser, 1953; Fritsch, 1962; Truitt, 1984) and FW Woolworth, which entered Canada in 1907,
the UK in 1909, Germany in 1926, Mexico in 1954, and Spain in 1965. Retail internationalisation has
received significant attention by scholars in recent years (Sparks, 1995).
The key questions asked by Brown and Burt (1992) in a special issue of the European Journal of
Marketing were:
“What exactly is meant by retail internationalization? What do retailers actually
internationalize? Is it management expertise and management systems? Innovative
forms of trading? Or Unique retail brands?”
Retail internationalisation has otherwise been a subject of academic study since the 1960s and can be
studied from the early reviews of European (Knee, 1966) and American activities (Yoshino, 1966),
and later studies by Carson (1967) and Hollander (1970). The experimental moves of European
retailers were considered by Dawson (1978) and Waldman (1978). The attempts by American retailers
to help in the modernisation of retailing in developing countries were considered by Goldman (1974a;
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1974b), while the European adventures of American retailers were considered by Kacker (1985).
However, the research on international retail activity has been dominated by empirical studies and
lacks an adequate conceptual and theoretical framework (Dawson, 1994). In a general consideration
of FDI, irrespective of the sector, Dunning (1981; 1988) suggested that the following thre factors are
important in establishing whether a firm develops direct investment in international operations:
— Ownership-specific advantages, in which the firm has an innovative product, process or
business method, which imparts a competitive advantage to the firm in the market;
— Location-specific advantages, in which the potential host country has particular cost
advantages or market opportunities that are not present in the home country; and
— Internalisation advantages, in which the organisation of the firm or some environmental factor
results in ownership and location advantages that can only be realised through FDI.
Dunning’s three factors approach, and other work (Kojima, 1982), provide a possible framework for
considering the internationalisation of retail operations, but perhaps more importantly, they serve to
highlight the considerable differences between FDI decisions in the retailing and manufacturing
sectors, and even between the organisation and management of firms in the two sectors (Pellegrini,
1992).
Conceptual Model for Retail Internationalisation and Its Impact
The process involving retail internationalisation is complex. Dawson (2003, p. 4) proposes a fourphase model to describe the complex process, including stability, consolidation, control, and
dominance. Initially, there is considerable fluidity, as the firm gains an understanding about the new
market. During the second phase, the firm adjusts to new conditions, while consolidating its position.
After that, it begins to try to exert control over the vertical and horizontal channel relationships. When
the retailer becomes established in the market, he applies mature strategies seeking market
dominance, similar to those used in the home country. Dawson (2003) also points out that few firms
pass through the complete model. Many firms fail to achieve their objectives and, therefore, decide to
withdraw from the market at some stage. Dawson and Mukoyama (2006) and Dawson (2007) argue
that retailing has unique features, which is why one has to study the impact of retail
internationalisation from various perspectives. The theoretical model proposes that retail
internationalisation in a particular country would bring changes in the social cultural values among
customers while also eliciting a reaction from national and international agencies engaged in public
policy. Retail internationalisation would impact the effectiveness of the existing demand chains and
subsequently bring changes in the competitiveness of the sector in the host country. At a firm level,
this phenomenon would impact profitability, bring about changes in the cost functions and generate
new managerial knowledge, while at the consumer level, it would help increase literacy through a
better understanding of marketing, and provide new solutions and wider product knowledge to the
consumers.
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Impact of FDI in Other Developing Countries
FDI is permitted in the retail sector in Brazil, Argentina, Singapore, Indonesia, China and Thailand
without limits on equity participation, while Malaysia has equity caps on FDI in the retail sector.
CHINA
According to a FICCI–ICICI report, FDI in retailing was permitted in China for the first time in 1992.
Foreign retailers were initially permitted to trade only in six provinces and Special Economic Zones
(SEZs). Foreign ownership was initially restricted to 49 per cent. Foreign ownership restrictions have
progressively been lifted and, and following China’s accession to the World Trade Organisation
(WTO), effective December 2004, there are no equity restrictions. ‘Wholesale and retail projects’
form part of the Catalogue for Encouraged Foreign Investment Industries Employment in the retail
and wholesale trade increased from about 4 per cent of the total labour force in 1992 to about 7 per
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cent in 2001. The number of traditional retailers also increased by around 30 per cent between 1996
and 2001. In 2006, the total retail sale in China amounted to US$ 785 billion, of which the share of
organised retail amounted to 20 per cent (ICRIER, 2008). Some of the changes that have occurred in
China, following the liberalisation of its retail sector, include the setting up of over 600 hypermarkets,
which were opened between 1996 and 2001. The number of small outlets (equivalent to ‘kiranas’ in
India) increased from 1.9 million to over 2.5 million during this period. Employment in the retail and
wholesale sectors increased from 28 million people to 54 million people from 1992 to 2001. China is
witnessing robust economic growth, and increasing urban and rural incomes are fuelling consumption
levels in this vast and complex retail environment. China’s promising consumer market has led to a
huge foreign interest. The influx of FDI in the country’s retail and wholesale trade climbed in 2007.
There were 6,338 new foreign retail and wholesale enterprises in 2007, up by 35.9 per cent year-onyear. The actual utilised FDI value amounted to US$ 2.68 billion, up by 49.6 per cent. China’s retail
and wholesale trade sector has thus witnessed impressive growth in FDI, among other things.
RUSSIA
The Russian supermarket revolution occurred only in the 2000s. It is still a fragmented sector in a
country with a population of 140 million. Very high growth rates have, however, been recorded in the
country. In 2002, sales by the top-15 chains totalled US$ 2.7 billion; by 2006, sales by those chains
had soared to US$ 19.2 billion. The share of the top three chains was 40 per cent in 2002, and 54 per
cent in 2006, with the lead domestic chains acquiring many small regional and local chains. The
foreign share of sales was 33 per cent in 2002 and 35 per cent in 2006—only inching up and
spreading over eight foreign chains among the top 15. The two largest companies are Russian, but the
origin of the capital, even in the Russian companies, is usually a mix of domestic and foreign.
CHILE
The Chilean supermarket sector is a case of a take-off driven by domestic capital, followed by nascent
multi-nationalisation, followed by abrupt ‘de-multi-nationalisation’. The supermarket sector in Chile
was launched in the 1990s, with the backing of domestic capital. Late in the 1990s, the global chains
ranked number two and number three respectively, Carrefour and Ahold, entered the country.. By
2002, these two companies accounted for 13 per cent of the total sales of US$ 4.6 billion recorded by
the top eight chains. However, by 2006, their share had plummeted to zero per cent of the total sales
of US$ 12.6 billion of the top eight companies (growing at a pace similar to China’s); the Chilean
subsidiaries of two foreign chains had been bought by the top-two Chilean chains in 2003. Today
those top two chains account for 65 per cent of the market. The three market leaders, all of which are
domestic players, are expanding rapidly into other Latin American countries through mergers and
acquisitions, thus becoming regional multinationals. The domestic capital was based in a combination
of domestic bank credit and real estate, commercial and financial services. These were the tertiary
sector ripple effects of the fundamental boom in copper and wood products, and the fruit and fish
boom.
Cases of Failure of Retail Internationalisation
WAL-MART
According to a study by Ryu and Simpson (2011), the most well-known and researched case of retail
failure deals with the world’s largest retailer, Wal-Mart. Known for its dominance in global sourcing,
which accounts for 10 per cent of the US trade deficit with China (Workman, 2006), the company has
struggled to compete in the global retail market, often in markets with social cultures that conflict
with the success that Wal-Mart has experienced in the domestic market. Their failure and withdrawal
of Wal-Mart from the German market is particularly well-documented (Christopherson, 2007;
Davison and Burt, 2006; Fernie and Arnold, 2002; Gerhard and Hahn, 2005; Workman, 2006;
Zimmerman, et al., 2006; “Heading for the Exit,” 2006). Wal-Mart entered Germany at the end of
1997 with the purchase of 21 existing Westkauf stores and shortly thereafter of 74 Interspar
hypermarkets. With the company known for its preference for acquiring existing companies that can
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be moulded into the existing corporate structure (Fernie and Arnold, 2002), its purchase of two
existing German retailers was not unusual even though it gave Wal-Mart only a 3 per cent share in the
German retail market sector (Davison and Burt, 2006). Many of the stores purchased were also
outside of town centres, and were thus frequented less by German consumers. As the largest retail
market in Europe, and with its central location ideal for future expansion in all directions within
Europe, Germany looked like an ideal starting point for Wal-Mart in Europe (Gerhard and Hahn,
2005). However, Germany is also the most competitive European market with strong and wellestablished hard discounters, heavy government regulations, and strong workers’ unions (Davison and
Burt, 2006). The factors which harmed Wal-Mart in Germany included their inability to compete on
price in the already heavily discounted German market. Known for offering ‘everyday low prices’ in
the United States, Wal-Mart did not hold a price advantage in Germany where companies already
operate on extremely low profit margins and where customers are accustomed to a wide selection of
heavily discounted items. Although wholly owned, Wal-Mart was unable to capitalise on that level of
control to their advantage. It faced negative factors immediately upon entry into the market. Since
most of its German competitors were privately owned and thus less acquirable, Wal-Mart was left to
purchase the smaller, available retailers many of whose stores were in need of renovation. A delay on
Wal-Mart’s part to get their name on new stores, and then to renovate them to represent the Wal-Mart
brand well, resulted in an almost immediate negative association with image for the brand. Wal-Mart
was thus never able to achieve status as a significant brand in Germany (Halepete, et al., 2008). WalMart also erred in misreading the German people’s expectations with regard to customer service. The
company’s friendly sales staff approach was not well received by German consumers, who found the
behaviour of the smiling sales staff disconcerting (Workman, 2006). Due to the long travel distance to
stores that were located outside of local shopping districts, most German customers relied on WalMart for monthly purchases rather than their regular weekly and thus main shopping purchases
(Gerhard and Hahn, 2005). Wal-Mart is generally considered to have two areas of organisational
advantage over its competitors: (a) control over suppliers which affects cost, storage and distribution
time, and (b) the technological ability to move rapidly with market changes, which normally help
Wal-Mart achieve a cost advantage over its competitors across a very wide range of products. Unable
to achieve the same level of control over German suppliers, distribution channels, and employees, as
it experiences in other markets, Wal-Mart was unable to gain significant advantages over its German
competitors (Christopherson, 2007). Wal-Mart was also unable to adjust to the social norms of a
German labour force, including assigning of a director over German labour interests who spoke no
German (“Heading for the Exit,” 2006).In July 2006, Wal-Mart sold its 85 German stores to the
powerful German retailer, Metro AG. As in Germany, Wal-Mart was unable to achieve its successful,
competitive advantage of control over suppliers and technological advantages in terms of distribution
and market adjustment. Price wars were common, as domestic retailers earnestly met Wal-Mart’s
efforts to lower prices (Halepet, et al., 2008).
CARREFOUR
Competing in highly developed markets has also proven to be a challenge for France’s number one
retailer, Carrefour. Entering the Japanese market in 2000 with eight stores, Carrefour was significant
as the first greenfield wholly owned international entrant (Aoyama, 2007). Like Wal-Mart in Japan,
Carrefour experienced aggressive price competition from existing domestic retailers. Japan has one of
the world’s strongest luxury brand markets, with few low-income households, which results in a
smaller market for discounted items. Upon entry to the market, consumers anticipated that Carrefour
would represent luxury French products for which there was a demand. Instead, Carrefour followed
its internationally successful strategy of working with local suppliers for goods that were common to
the local market. Unfortunately, the market for local products was saturated, and thus Carrefour held
no advantage over established retailers. Although the company attempted to adjust by bringing in
French wine and other food products, the initial damage was too great to enable it to overcome its
failure to achieve enough of the market share for remaining viable (Baek, 2004). Carrefour also
miscalculated the desire for service and appearance to the Japanese consumer. By instituting statement
merchandising, Carrefour sacrificed store appearance for shelved product maximisation. Aoyama
(2007) suggests that Japanese consumers are relatively price-insensitive and value a fashionable store
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atmosphere and location, as well as higher customer service, over lower prices. Japanese consumers
tend to be extremely brand conscious, even on everyday products and food. They regularly associate
low price with cheap quality and instead prefer retailers who provide entertaining shopping
experiences and products that enrich their lives (Aoyama, 2007). While Japanese consumers do
monitor pricing, in this highly developed market where domestic retailers are able to establish prices
that are equal to or lower than those of international retailers, Carrefour was unable to achieve any
competitive advantage on pricing. Carrefour also faced challenges relating to distribution and location
within Japan. Without that advantage, and by not meeting consumer’s expectations, Carrefour was
unable to achieve an economy of scale that was large enough to compete in the market. Carrefour split
its store locations between Osaka and Tokyo, which resulted in neither location achieving a strong
market share. The distribution systems in Japan are notably complex to outsiders (Aoyama, 2007),
involving layer upon layer of difficult to track wholesalers, manufacturers, and transportation
companies. Accustomed to direct distribution from manufacturers, and faced with unwillingness on
the part of distributors to adapt to a fairly weak retailer, Carrefour was unable to gain its usual
advantage over competitors in its distribution channels. In March 2005, Carrefour sold its eight brand
new stores to Japan’s number one retailer Aeon.

Overview of the Indian Retail Market
Although substantial work has been done on the internationalisation of retail formats across Europe
and from Europe to USA and vice versa, scholars have paid little enough attention to the developing
countries, particularly the BRIC nations (Brazil, Russia, India and China). During the last ten years,
these economies have outperformed all others in terms of GDP growth and thus attracted the attention
of international retailers for investing in these countries. In China, especially since the turn of the
century, it became increasingly essential to understand the markets and the impacts of FDI. There is a
need to study developing markets through comparative research test models and to put together
theoretical frameworks that are applicable in this wider context. During the last few years, many
European and American retailers have been trying to enter India, hence it becomes all the more
important to learn the peculiarities of the Indian marketplace, the economy, the politics of policymaking and the impact of FDI on various interest groups, including small ‘mom and pop’ stores,
national retailers, and farmers.
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According to the FICCI Industry Report 2011, the Indian retail industry has experienced a high
degree of growth over the last decade with a noticeable shift towards organised retailing formats. The
industry is moving towards a modern concept of retailing. The size of India’s retail market was
estimated at US$ 435 billion in 2010. Of this, US$ 414 billion (that is, 95 per cent of the market)
comprised traditional retail while US$ 21 billion (that is, 5 per cent of the market) comprised
organised retail. India’s retail market is expected to grow at the rate of 7 per cent over the next 10
years, reaching a size of US$ 850 billion by 2020. Traditional retail is expected to grow at the rate of
5 per cent and reach a size of US$ 650 billion (accounting for 76 per cent of the market), while
organised retail is expected to grow at the rate of 25 per cent and reach a size of US$ 200 billion by
2020. The US-based global management consulting firm, A.T. Kearney, in its Global Retail
Development Index (GRDI) 2011, has ranked India as the fourth most attractive nation for retail
investment, among 30 emerging markets. Retail is the largest private sector in the country and in
2009-10, its share in the GDP was around 8.1 per cent. Food and grocery constitutes the largest retail
segment (accounting for a 50 per cent share), followed by healthcare, apparel and home textiles, and
housing. India also has the highest retail outlet density in the world, that is, it has 15 million outlets,
but at the same time only 4 per cent of these are larger than 500 square feet. According to the latest
National Sample Survey (NSS), 44 million people are employed in the retail sector in India.
Presence of MNC Retailers in India and China
A study of the top 250 retailers reveals that 110 of them operate in a single local home country. Of
these, 175 retailers operate in less than five countries, mainly neighbouring ones. Only 50 retailers
operate in more than 10 countries. It has been observed that 36 MNC retailers have entered into China
after the late 1990’s and out of these, 50 per cent (17) are already present in India as detailed in the
following table:
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Existing Regulatory Frameworks and FDI Policy
In India, retail is a state subject and FDI is under the Department of Industrial Promotion and Policy
(DIPP), Ministry of Commerce and Industry; the shop opening timings are governed by the Shops and
Establishment Act (State Act) and the ‘zoning’ is regulated by the local municipal bodies. In 2006,
FDI up to 100 per cent was allowed through automatic route for cash and carry (C&C) wholesale
trading and export trading. In April 2010, the Government announced that sales of a C&C outlet to a
group of business entities should not exceed 25 per cent of a C&C company’s turnover. During the
same year, FDI up to 51 per cent was allowed in single-brand retail, subject to some conditions.
Before 2006, FDI up to 100 per cent with Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) approval was
allowed for trading of items sourced from the small-scale sector, test marketing, trading of items for
the social sector, trading of hi-tech, medical and diagnostic items, and domestic sourcing of products
for exports subject to the provision of the EXIM (Export Import) Policy. However, FDI up to 100 per
cent is permitted for B2B e-commerce activities, direct marketing and in the Franchising and
Commission Agents services, with the approval of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI).
Policy Revisions
With effect from 2012, 100 per cent FDI was allowed in single-brand retail subject to the following
conditions for FIPB approval:
• Only single brand products can be sold (that is, retailing of goods of multi-brand even if
produced by the same manufacturer would will not be allowed).
• Products should be sold under the same brand internationally.
• Single brand product retailing covers only products that are branded during manufacturing.
• Any addition to product categories to be sold under the single brand would require fresh
approval from the Government.
• The foreign investor should be the owner of the brand.
• For FDI beyond 51 per cent, 30 per cent sourcing from small and medium scale enterprises
(SMEs) would be mandatory.
The Cabinet also proposed allowing FDI up to 50 per cent in the multi-brand retail sector, subject to
the following conditions:
• The minimum foreign investment should be US $100 million.
• At least 50 per cent of the total FDI should be invested in ‘backend infrastructure’.
• At least 30 per cent of the goods should be procured from SMEs.
• Foreign retailers can establish their presence only in cities with a population of more than 10
lakh as per the 2011 Census and may also cover an area of 10 km around the municipal/urban
agglomeration limits of such cities.
• The Government would have the first right to procurement of agricultural products.
The Current Debate
The proponents of FDI in MBRT and SBRT point out that opening up of the retail sector is the single
most important second-generation economic reform. It would provide backward and forward linkages
to agricultural/farm products, enable the farmers to obtain better prices for their products, generate
employment opportunities in both rural and urban areas, help control spiralling food inflation, bring in
the much required foreign capital and contribute to the overall growth of the economy.
Those offering counter-arguments to these claims cite the devastating experiences of countries that
had allowed FDI in retail. It is pointed out that opening up of the retail sector would lead to the
concentration and centralisation of supply, resulting in price rise and the destruction of livelihood
opportunities for small retailers, while allowing foreign capital to earn an above-average margin.
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The Necessity of FDI in the Retail Sector
Those in favour of FDI claim that the retail sector could itself have decided to go aggressive two
decades earlier. The hurdles in doing so have chiefly been the dismissive attitude towards this sector
as a career option. People in India nurture a mentality that selling products at shops is the last option
for survival. The basic perception of a marketing person among his neighbours is that he sells soaps
and shampoos. They do not realise that the retail sector is the largest employment provider in the
country, ahead even of the Indian Railways and the Indian Army. And it is a dire need, on behalf of
both the companies and the Government to change this perspective substantially. The brands available
in India have had a lethargic approach towards making branding, marketing and retailing as one of the
most desirable jobs in the subcontinent. They caught up with the euphoria in post-2000, substantiated
by the service and hospitality industry in India. Furthermore, 100 per cent FDI in SBRT has not been
perceived by Indian businesspersons as important or financially attractive. The problem with 51 per
cent FDI in MBRT is not the argument of ‘Foreign vs. Indian’, but rather that of ‘Big vs. Small’; that
is, big organisations/vendors/brands/conglomerates pitted against the small traders. Political parties,
trade unions and traders’ associations have been resisting the opening up of the retail sector to foreign
companies because they believe that it would wipe off the small traders and shopkeepers across the
country. The fight over FDI is more towards ‘Big vs. Small” than “Foreign vs. Indian”. The handling
of unskilled and uneducated labour en masse, in order to keep the operating costs low, has finally
started becoming a major hurdle and experts agree that India is fast running out of capital required for
investment in such sectors and that if foreign investment does not come soon enough, we might end
up draining our financial resources over survival issues rather than ensuring the growth prospects of
the nation. They also agree that market surveys over issues/policies/products did not exist earlier and
that they would only help in leading to false conclusions.
Consequential Changes in Agriculture, Labour and Retail Markets
Others opine that the increased stake of foreign retailers would increase investment, but could drive
kirana shops and local retailers out of business. Jobs may shrink due to the fact that these chains fall
under the organised sector, and would employ skilled labour. The labourers currently employed in
local stores are unskilled. Another drawback is that farmers may be left at the mercy of big chains
after having burnt their bridges with mandis. Increased FDI would lead to a flood of cheap imports as
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retailers hunt for best bargains. Since an important argument is that such big chains would generate
more employment, it becomes obligatory to consider the disparity between jobs lost (small retailers
and workers) and the new jobs generated. According to recent figures, 48 million workers are
employed in the trade sector, out of which 51 per cent are in retail. Most of these workers are
unskilled. India has a high density of retail outlets but these are unorganised. The average production
per worker in the organised sector is about six times the average production per worker in the
unorganised sector. Hence, it is natural for retailers to become organised. Also, the Indian retail
market is characterised by disguised employment, which would end by the development of the
organised supply chains. Displacement and some job loss are inevitable. However, FDI should be
welcome if it leads to an increase in productivity. The downsides may be ignored if the benefits
overshadow the hitches. A suggested solution is to try and achieve faster growth in other sectors like
manufacturing to accommodate the displaced people. Experts emphasise that the impact of increased
FDI on farmers. In his view, the debate should address the larger issue of capital mobility vs. labour
mobility. The investment that is being made differs in scale and not nature. An investment of this
scale, whether Indian or foreign, is bound to have the same impact. To conclude the debate as to
whether more FDI should be allowed in the retail sector, it may be useful to look at the experience of
the FDI phenomenon globally and rely on the evidence from the latter. It is important to consider
what is expected out of this expansion. Is it only limited to better prices or does it contain other
benefits? A common myth that has been propagated is that bigger retail stores, better packaging,
refrigeration and transportation would reduce the wastage of food and other commodities. However,
wastage as such is not that significant even under the present market practices, and it would more or
less remain so. Also, it is important to understand that lower wastage after procurement does not
affect or afflict the farmer in any way. It might be questionable as to whether FDI in retail would
benefit the export sector or will would impose the threat of cheaper imports, that is, a retailer might
not prefer to export local produce, and instead import better or cheaper produce from someone else.
This makes the intentions of MBRT questionable. Would it serve this market or merely use this
market to serve other markets? The policy that has been proposed falls short on a number of accounts.
It has no mechanism to benefit or protect the small farmers.
Political Response to FDI in the Retail Sector
The political parties opposing this move suggest that one needs to go beyond the free market
orthodoxy and look for heterodox view about how the economy actually functions and its impact on
the life of common people. He pointed to the growth process during the last 20 years of economic
reforms. In 1991, the agricultural sector contributed 30 per cent of the GDP while employing 65 per
cent of the workforce. Agriculture in 2011 contributed around 17-18 per cent and employed 58 per
cent of the workforce. This clearly indicates that the locus of growth and output have shifted out to the
service and manufacturing sectors. As a result, we do not have sufficient employment in the service
and industry sectors to pull out the surplus workforce from the agriculture sector. It is mentioned that
the informal sector today accounts for 90 per cent of the workforce and that FDI in retail would lead
to a massive loss of jobs. The unorganised retail sector is the second highest employer after the
agricultural sector. The average number of employees in a hypermarket like Wal-Mart is 200. Thus, at
least 20,000 stores are required to accommodate the displaced labour force. Therefore, it is a myth
that organised retail would create new jobs. FDI in retail would not benefit the farmers and the
Government needs to support them. There is much more scope for the public sector to grow. In the
US, 75 per cent of the cold storage facilities are run by public sector companies, whereas in India, the
corresponding figure is less than 1 per cent. Bose argued that the Government needs to understand
that our domestic growth is not based upon sustained expansion of our domestic market, but is
dependent on a very thin crust or the elite class of the Indian society.
Current Status and Other Perspectives on the Issue
Finally, after a lot of discussion and debate, the erstwhile UPA Government at the Centre mustered
courage in 2012 to open the gates for foreign investment in multi-brand retail. Foreign giants such as
Wal-Mart, Tesco and Carrefour are now allowed to enter the Indian market with a 51 per cent stake in
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Indian joint ventures. The Government also eased sourcing norms for single-brand retail and
permitted them to buy at least 30 per cent of the goods from the Indian market instead of the earlier
stipulation that made purchases mandatory from small and medium units. The decision of
implementing FDI in multi-brand retail has been left totally to the states. The states which do not wish
to implement it would get the freedom to follow their decision without any interference from the
Centre. After protests from all corners, the then UPA government was forced to withdraw the order of
Multi-Brand Retail FDI and send it to review. After May 2014 when the new NDA government came
to power under Mr. Narendra Modi’s leadership the issue has come up again. BJP the central political
party had opposed it in the past. It is now to be seen what decision the new government takes on this
issue. There are indicators are however that it can relax norms for e-commerce/e-retailing sector
which has been growing very fast in India in last 5 years with domestic players like Flipkart/Snapdeal
reaching a sale of 1 billion USD and global players like amazon and e-bay have been registering high
growth too.
Conclusions and way forward
FDI in multi-brand retail has become a contentious issue in India because it has the potential to
change the landscape of India and the way local markets are organised. On the one hand, the
evidences for both the beneficial and adverse impact of FDI in retail are available, and it is quite
unpredictable what kind of impact it will have on the Indian retail scene in the short and long run. On
the other hand, it is also not necessary that the foreign retailers will find it easy to set up and run
successful business ventures in India. Many of the Indian retailers in the organised sector have found
it difficult to make profit due to high operation cost, which includes exorbitant rates of acquiring retail
space and unreliable supply chain. Unlike manufacturing, finance and service sector, retailing is very
much anchored in the local context, and hence, there is a cultural dimension, which pose a challenge
in a contradictory way: people might be ambivalent about the cultural changes which emerges with
the disappearance of familiar shopping experience; whereas the foreign retailers might find it difficult
to adjust and cater to the local tastes. The challenge before the MNCs who want to enter the Indian
market are: achieving the right retail format to meet the demand of various consumer groups, creating
a modern backend operation system, accessing reasonably priced floor space, and adjusting to the
local tastes. The cost of such intervention is extremely high. It is to be seen whether the private sector
alone would invest and develop warehouses, cold storage chains, rural roads and electrification, or
would it invariably depend on the public sector to develop the required infrastructure. It is quite likely
that they will form some alliance with these big retailers, while retaining their share in the supply
chain. However, one significant concern is that FDI in retail will be detrimental to small traders and
many of them will find it difficult to operate and hence, this will lead to a large scale loss of jobs.
Given that FDI in retail is a state subject, the state governments might not be willing to allow MNCs
to operate if the loss of job is substantial and the governments – many of whom are financially under
constrain, might not take the risk. What perhaps we will witness is a gradual entry of MNCs, initially
restricted to the metropolitan cities, and even there, within the well-off areas.
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Abstract
Innovation may be a key towards business success and winning over competition prevailing in the
market. Effective management of innovations may be recognized as requirement to sustain existing
position of an organization and also to attract new customers for gaining competitive advantage over
other players in the market. Product innovativeness, in terms of ‘new’/‘significantly improved’:
features; functions and aesthetics etc, may be valued as an increasingly important research area in
Indian context for domestic and international business sustainability. In this paper, an attempt has
been made to identify and understand important requisites for product innovation management in
Indian organizations. Literature review approach has been used for identifying requisites and benefits
of product innovation management. Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM) methodology has been
used to understand and analyze contextual relations and hierarchical levels of requisites of product
innovation management. This paper may also help practicing innovation managers of various Indian
organizations to identify, understand and analyze ‘strengths and weaknesses’ of their organization in
managing resources and activities involved in ‘product innovation management processes’.
Keywords— Innovation management; Literature review; Product innovativeness; Requisties for
product innovation management, Interpretive Structural Modelling (ISM).

Introduction
Due to globalization and the rapid changes in business environment, organizations have been facing
pressures to provide better products/services for: enhanced customer satisfaction; higher profits; and
gaining competitive advantage. Innovation incorporation in products and services may be one of the
best solutions for winning over the challenge towards improving business processes/activities; and
enhancing values of products and services [1]. Most organizations competing in the global economy
are paying increasing attention to innovation as the key driver of competitiveness [2]. In fact,
innovation remains one of the most elusive dimensions of organizational routines and performance to
quantitatively comprehend [3]. Innovating efforts may involve combining several different types of
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knowledge, capabilities, skills and resources in the search for a competitive advantage, either through
development of new products with enhanced features or changes to existing ones targetting reducion
in production costs [4].
Innovation, as the creation of new knowledge and ideas to facilitate and enhance business outcomes
in terms of increased profits and cost effectiveness, aims at improving internal business processes,
practices and structures towards delivering market driven competitive products and services
encompassing radical and incremental innovations both [5]; and it may be referred to multi-stage
process whereby organizations transform ideas into new/improved: products; service; or processes; to
advance, compete and differentiate themselves successfully in their marketplace [6]. Modern business
conditions may impose need for innovation as main driver of economic growth and competitiveness
of an individual company and whole industry as well [7] and product innovation has been identified
as an increasingly important and emerging research area in India perspective for business
sustainability. Organizations in less developed countries, in past few years, were operating within a
relatively protected environment; they must now face the global forces/challenge of open competition.
The globalization of the markets requires fast and smart adaptation of organizations in order to
survive [8].
In this paper, it has been emphasized to explore the area of ‘Product Innovation Management’.
Innovation may be highly helpful in achieving competitive advantage as well as business
sustainability in developing countries such as India; and therefore, an attempt has also made to
identify, understand and analyze important requisites for Product Innovation Management in Indian
industries.
Product innovation and its present status in India have been discussed in Section 2. Important
requisites and benefits of product innovation management have been identified in Section 3. ISM
based model of requisites and benefits of product innovation management has been presented for
better understanding of the requisites and benefits of product innovation management in Section 4.
Discussions and concluding remarks have been given in Section 5. In the last section, limitations and
future research directions have been provided.
Product Innovation
Product innovativeness is most often referred to as perceived newness, novelty, originality or
uniqueness of products or development of new products [9]. Product innovation is introduction of
tangible or intangible products or services which is new/significantly improved with respect to their
properties, functions, aesthetics and usage [10]; and it is a continuous and cross-functional process
involving growing number of different competencies inside and outside the organisation to transform
business opportunities into tangible products and services [11]. Product innovation may be: totally
new or totally changed product; modestly improved product; new or improved accessory of an
existing product; and product differentiation etc. [12] and a good product innovation management
may provide various benefits to organizations such as: improving market position; improving brand
name; fighting competition; and attracting new customers [13-15].
Innovation status in India
The thrust areas for increasing the competitiveness of micro, small and medium enterprises may
include technology quality, procurement, skills development and finance. Innovation may manifest in
several forms from ‘operational efficiencies and business model optimizations’ to ‘product and
service related novelties’; and it is as much about execution as it is about creativity. The Indian
innovation ecosystem is acquiring greater granularity and innovation in India is increasingly
becoming local, with end-use conditions; and this increase in local emphasis is reflected in the
availability of an increasing array of products and services [16].
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Most innovation researchers have been focusing on developed countries in their research [17]. China
and India now have been recognized as countries that not only produce economical products but also
develop and implement successful innovation practices in the global market [18]. In fact, according
to UNIDO, India (with the exception of China) is currently the largest producer of textiles, chemical
products, pharmaceuticals, basic metals, general machinery and equipment, and electrical machinery;
and over the coming years, the sector’s importance to the domestic and global economy is set to
increase even further as a combination of supply-side advantages, policy initiatives, and private sector
efforts set India on the path to a global manufacturing hub. Thus, innovation may play a key role in
any manufacturing activity, as it brings value added success in the short term, and a requisite for
sustainability in the long term [19].
Indian economy is growing at 6-8% per year, while exports are growing at 30% CAGR, and many
Indian organizations are successfully competing against international forces of competition, it may
further inferred that this has been made possible by combination of factors, including enabling
environment, rising capital and labor productivity as well as improved quality of goods and services at
lower costs and the efforts of Indian organizations to improve business performance supplemented by
foreign investments in diverse areas. [20].
Requisites and Benefits of Product Innovation Management
Literature has been searched and reviewed using Google and Google scholar search engines by
providing various keywords like product innovation management, innovation in India, requirement or
requisites and benefits of product innovation management etc. Eight important requisites for product
innovation management in Indian organizations have been identified: availability of funds; training
and development; research and development facilities; organization culture; collaborations;
management encouragement, human resources and customer involvement. Three identified benefits of
product innovation management are: improved/new innovative products; goodwill and brand image;
and higher profits. These identified requisites and benefits of product innovation management are
explained as follows:
Availability of funds
The most critical input for the success of innovation projects is availability of funds. The availability
of funds to the organization, and the attitude of financial institutions to providing funds are the major
requirement to innovate new product [21]. It is important to consider both the production of new ideas
and the resources that a region is able to mobilize to support these ideas. In fact, financial
metrics/indices may measure the amount of financial resources allocated to an innovative project,
which may be shown as an absolute amount or a percentage of sales/annual budget [22].
Training and development
The training of technical personnel is prime requirement for enhancing R & D activities towards
discovery of new products and usage [23-24]. Transformational leadership and change management
have been suggested to be area of management training and development in developed as well as
developing countries [25].
R&D facilities
R&D facilities have been identified as an important basis for some innovations, particularly in the
field of engineering, medicine, and the natural sciences etc. R&D activities resulting in radical
innovations have traditionally been an activity partly financed and carried out by public organizations
[26]. In the current scientific debate, the term ‘‘innovation’’ is predominantly linked to the research
and development (R&D) associated with creating new products. Many studies on innovation revealed
that increased R&D activities lead to innovative products which enable organizations to achieve
competitive advantages as well as to gain market shares [27].
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Organization culture
Organizations that are innovative always go for radical change to improve their performance; hence
they tend to use strategic leadership to achieve both innovative direction and innovative potential [2831]. A culture susceptible to innovation is a prerequisite for the firm to acknowledge the necessity to
innovate [32]. Employee involvement is to improve motivation and commitment of employees.
Leveraging the knowledge and initiatives of employees (taking up suggestions, exempting them to
implement ideas, or creating autonomous teams to realize innovations) is important to adopt
innovation in the organization [33].
Collaborations
For innovations to be successful in organizations, ideas need to be incubated to allow for greater
collaboration among organizational members to make arrangements to avoid losses associated with
the premature release of services or products onto the market [31].
Management encouragement
Top management support has been identified as the most important stakeholder in encouraging
innovation. If the top management does not encourage creativity on behalf of the organization's
employees there is little chance that new ideas will be adopted. Senior management support for
innovative ideas and new product development is crucial for the performance of the innovative
process [34]. Management and leadership are crucial to ensuing firm-level innovativeness is
successfully achieved [35]. Frambach and Schillewaert (2002) examined the various management
strategies, policies, practices, and actions that facilitate firm innovativeness [36].
Human resources
Human capital has been considered to be crucial for engaging in interactive learning which, in turn, is
conducive to innovation [37]. Qualified human capital has been considered as central part for building
the absorptive capacity of the firm [38] and thus is determinant of the ability of the firm to locate,
acquire and use information and knowledge from other organizations, such as other firms, users or
knowledge providers [37]. Innovation champions are needed in the innovation policy and procedures
area. Otherwise, innovations will fall flat or will not reach full potential [39].
Customer involvement
Directly involving customers in your innovation processes, for example by active market research to
check their needs, or by developing products based on customers’ specifications or modifications of
products similar like yours [33]. Customers are often the ones who draw the attention of the
organization to a need to improve existing products or to address specific customer needs that are not
yet addressed [34]. Developing and delivering new products that are differentiated, solve major
customer problems, and offer a compelling value proposition to the customers is key to new product
development success and profitability [40].
Improved/new innovative products
Product innovativeness enhances product advantage; a high level of innovativeness reduces customer
familiarity, indicating that product innovativeness can be detrimental to new product success [41].
Goodwill and brand image
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Organizations must innovate in order to keep ahead of their competitors and to achieve brand image
[42]. Firms are increasingly seeking to leverage that goodwill by extending their brands through
innovativeness [43].
Higher profits
The demonstrated capability of innovation may drive profitable growth in both mature and emerging
markets [44].
Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM) Based Modeling of Requisites and Benefits of Product
Innovation Management
ISM was first proposed by J. Warfield [45] in 1974 to analyze the complex socioeconomic systems.
Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM) is a methodology used for indentifying contextual
relationships among specific items, which define a problem or issue and first developed in the 1970’s
[46]. ISM generally has the following steps [46-49]:
1. Variable affecting the system is listed: In our research work, requisites and benefits of product
innovation management have been identified as variables.
2. From the variables identified in step 1, contextual relationships among the variables are
found.
3. A Structural Self-Interaction Matrix (SSIM) is developed for variables, which indicated pair
wise relationships among variables of the system.
4. A reachability matrix is developed from the SSIM and the matrix is checked for transitivity.
The transitivity of the contextual relation is a basic assumption made in ISM. It states that if a
variable A is related to variable B and variable B is related to variable C, then variable A is
necessarily related to variable C.
5. The reachability matrix obtained in Step 4 is partitioned into different levels.
6. Based on the contextual relationships given above in the reachability matrix, a directed graph
is drawn and the transitive links are removed. The resultant diagraph is converted into an
ISM, by replacing variable nodes with statements.
7. The ISM model developed in step 6 is reviewed to check for conceptual inconsistency and
necessary modifications are made.
Structural Self-Interaction Matrix (SSIM) Formation
We conducted a workshop, in which different experts (three were from industry and three were from
academia) were invited. Experts were consulted during the workshop conducted to identify the nature
of contextual relationships among variables (requisites and benefits) of product innovation
management in developing SSIM. Following symbols have been used to denote the direction of
relationship between two practices (i and j).
V- Variable i will help to achieve Variable j; A- Variable j will help to achieve Variable i; XVariables i and j will help achieve each other; and O- Variables i and j are unrelated. Based on the
contextual relationships the SSIM has been developed (Table 1).
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Final Reachability Matrix Formation
The SSIM has been converted in to a binary matrix, named as Initial Reachability Matrix, by
substituting V, A, X, O by 1 or 0 as per following rules:
If (i, j) value in the SSIM is V, (i, j) value in the reachability matrix will be 1 and (j, i) value will be 0;
If (i, j) value in the SSIM is A, (i, j) value in the reachability matrix will be 0 and (j, i) value will be 1;
If (i, j) value in the SSIM is X, (i, j) value in the reachability matrix will be 1 and (j, i) value will be 1
and If (i, j) value in the SSIM is O, (i, j) value in the reachability matrix will be 0 and (j, i) value will
be 0. By applying these rules, initial reachability matrices have been obtained for variables of product
innovation management. The final reachabilty matrix may be obtained by adding transitivity. The
final reachability matrix for variables of product innovation management has been shown in Table 2.

Level partioning
The reachability set and antecedent set [45] for each variable have been found out from final
reachability matrix. Subsequently, the intersection set of these sets has been derived for all variables.
The variable, for which the reachability and the intersection sets are same, has been given the toplevel variable in the ISM hierarchy. The iteration is continued till the level of each variable is found
out. The identified levels aids in building the diagraph and the final model of the ISM.
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ISM Based Model Formation
From the final reachability matrix (Table 2) and final levels for variables of product innovation
management (Table 3), the structural model has been generated after removing the transitivity’s links.
This ISM model for among variables (requisites and benefits) of Product Innovation Management has
been shown in Figure 1. “Higher profits” and “Goodwill and brand image” have been found
dependent top level variables and “Management Encouragement” has been found independent bottom
level variable of product innovation management in Figure 1.

Higher Profits

Goodwill and Brand Image

Improved/New Innovative Products

Customer Involvement

R&D

Training and

Human

Organization

Facilities

Development

Resources

Culture

Collaborations

Availability of Funds

Management
Encouragement
Figure 1: ISM based Model for Requisites
and Benefits
of Product Innovation
1. Discussions and Concluding Remarks
In today’s dynamic environment, every year numerous new products are launched in the marketplace
to attract new customers. Nowadays, Organizations use a variety of measures to achieve better
understanding of the value of the products they produce, such as profitability, market capitalization,
new product introduction and patents [3]. India is one of the fastest growing economies in the world;
and the role and significance of India in the global economy is continuously increasing towards
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‘powerful player position’ acquisition. India offers enormous opportunities to both individuals and
organizations. Nowadays, product innovation management has become a significant weapon to
sustain market competitive advantage and a means of organizations’ survival.
In this paper, an attempt has been made to explore the area of product innovation management and its
current status in India. Important eight requisites (Availability of funds; Training and development;
Research and development facilities; Organization culture; Collaborations; Management
encouragement, Human resources and Customer involvement) and three benefits (Improved/new
innovative products; Goodwill and brand image; and Higher profits) of product innovation
management in Indian organizations have been identified through extensive literature review. The
objective of the research is to understand contextual relationships between various variables and
develop a hierarchy of variables of product innovation management. “Higher profits” and “Goodwill
and brand image” have been found dependent top level variables and “Management Encouragement”
has been found independent bottom level variable of product innovation management. This model
suggests how these identified requisites of product innovation management are interrelated and their
hierarchy levels will help to organizations to understand in analyzing which requisite they have to
improve upon to implement effective product innovation management to achieve benefits in terms of
performances like improved/new innovative products; goodwill and brand image; and higher profits
in Indian perspective.
This paper may facilitate academicians and researchers in carrying out their research work towards
strengthening relatively less explored research area of product innovation management. Our research
has implications for scholars/practitioners to carry out new theoretical as well as empirical analysis
towards managing product innovation in India.
Limitations and Future Research Directions
Although, literature was not sufficient in Indian context, we have taken literatures from
developed/developing countries; and we have assumed similar situation for Indian context. Though
the model has been developed on basis of opinion of experts from selected automobile companies, as
it is natural, opinions of experts may be different.
In future research work, MICMAC analysis may be carried out to further analyze variables of product
innovation management based upon their driving and dependence power. Structural equation
modeling (SEM) may be used to test the validity of the suggested model. Total Interpretive Structural
Modeling (TISM) and Interpretive Ranking Process (IRP) may be used to rank requisites of product
innovation management with respect to expected performance outcomes.
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Abstract
India’s progress towards newer economic and political paradigms, specifically post liberalization, has
affected all facets of business, compelling contemporaneity on organizations. Aligning organizational
culture to suit the new internationalized and market oriented business environment is one of the major
activities that organizations are expected to indulge in to remain competitive and sometimes even to
survive. The paper provides a diagnostic analysis of culture change requirement in a nonprofit
organization in India. The organizational development exercise was based on engagement with the
organization over a two month period involving in depth interviews and participant observations. The
Organizational Culture Assessment Inventory (OCAI) developed by Cameron and Quinn (1999) was
used to diagnose current and preferred culture profiles as reported by employees of the organization.
Significant difference was observed between current and preferred culture of the organization and
results indicate a need for culture change. Surprisingly while the Indian nonprofit sector advocates the
philosophy of equitable distribution and ‘benefits to all’, there was an evident call for a shift in the
organizational culture from hierarchical and clan to market form. The paper offers a comprehensive
view of organizational diagnostic processes involving culture assessment and highlights an
unprecedented and reasonably less desirable culture shift in the nonprofit sector. It contributes to the
somewhat limited application of organizational development in nonprofit and developmental
organizations.
Keywords: Nonprofit organization, organizational intervention, culture assessment.

Introduction
Continuous internationalization and dynamic business environment triggered by economic reforms,
specifically in developing nations like India (World Bank Report, 2013), compel organizations to
adapt and change frequently in order to remain competitive and survive (Zahra, Ireland, Gutierrez, &
Hitt, 2000). Alignment of organizational culture to such business environment is one of the most
popular strategies adapted by organizations in such situations (Zahra, et al., 2000).
While economic reforms are inevitable for development of the nations, economists (e.g. Estrin,
Hanousek, Kocenda, & Svejnar, 2009; Galiani, Gertler, & Schargrodsky, 2009; Perotti, 2001) have
criticized them for non-inclusive growth. However it is suggested that presence of strong network of
developmental and nonprofit organizations helps in establishing, maintaining and stabilizing the
societal and economic balance (Kamat, 2004; Kohl, 2002; Roberts, Jones, & Frohling, 2005).
Social scientists (Kamat, 2004; Lindenberg, 2001; Roberts, et al., 2005; Wearing, McDonald, &
Ponting, 2005) have further attributed success of a nonprofit organization to strong and stable
organizational culture. The strong and stable culture is one that remains uninfluenced by external
forces (Heuer, Cummings, & Hutabarat, 1999) and stays unaltered because of continuous and
recurring information transmission (Sperber & Hirschfeld, 2004). Factors such as intrinsically
motivated employees, psychological glue (Ramos, 2007), more focus of safety than productivity
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(Bargal & Schmid, 1992), and strong ideology and values (Brown & Covey, 1987; Edwards & Sen,
2000) contribute to cultural stability in nonprofit organizations.
While environmental forces compel organizations to adapt and continuously align their organization
culture, the success of nonprofit organizations largely depends upon strong and stable culture. The
present study attempts to engage from a culture diagnostic perspective, in a prominent and large
nonprofit and non-governmental organization (NGO) in a mid-western state in India. While the
organization confronts extremely tough decisional choices, the present study through engagement in
the organization and discussion with relevant stakeholders, attempts to understand effect of the two
opposite and strong forces on the employees’ culture perceptions in the NGO. A survey on
organizational culture assessment was administered to identify gaps in present and aspirational culture
of the organization.
About the Organization
Indian National Trust11 (INT) was established in 1945 as a result of the national endeavor led by one
of India’s well known and renowned freedom fighters and political leader, Jai Shankar. The unique
history of INT is set against the backdrop of the history of India's freedom struggle. Postindependence, eminent people from all walks of life mobilized their resources to set up this Trust with
its headquarters in mid-western India with 22 state branches all over the country- making it one of the
oldest and biggest NGOs in India. Well known for its developmental work, INT has carved a name for
itself and commands a high degree of respect from the community stakeholders.
The Trust was set up to address the issues of women in rural India. It focuses on constructive work
among women and children as a primary and essential requirement for the process of nation building.
True to its ideals, the Trust spearheads work among women and children in rural India - in the fields
of healthcare, education, literacy, vocational training, relief work, and employment generation. The
main activities of INT are training and education, khadi12 weaving, agriculture and dairy. Each
activity is managed by separate departments. The organizational chart for the headquarters of INT is
shown in Figure 1.
------------------------------Insert Figure 1 about here
------------------------------The organization suited for the study for the following reason. The NGO thrives on its values such
that it constantly tries to practice same rituals and traditions set since inception. However, because of
its presence in multiple and diverse business sectors the organization becomes vulnerable to
environmental forces and it remains under constant pressure to change (Hannan & Freeman, 1984;
Tuckman & Chang, 1991). Therefore it is interesting to explore the effect of opposite forces on
employees' perception of the organizational culture. Following is the detail of functions performed by
various organizational business units.
Shivani Arogya Sadan is a hospital and nursing home where inhabitants of INT and outsiders are
treated at subsidized rates. The Self Reliance Centre is for cloth weaving which is done on a need
basis for inhabitants. Krishi Kala Bhawan is INT’s agriculture development centre where in-house
scientists and experts conduct various training programs for nearby farmers. Mahila Ashram is a short
stay home for needy women, catering particularly to women whose marriages are in trouble. Women’s
Help Centre is an inbound call centre helping women to share their problems and seek help from the
services provided by INT for women rehabilitation. The Trust also has a large farm land housed under

The names and identity of the Trust and its members have been changed to maintain
confidentiality.
12 Khadi is Indian handspun and hand-woven cloth
11
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Krishi Kshetrawith a dairy house attached to it. There is also an exhibition centre of INT where its
history and evolution is demonstrated. Apart from these centers, INT focuses on education through its
various units. Balwadi, Kanya Vidya Mandir, and Rural Institute are educational institutes associated
with INT catering to kindergarten, middle and higher secondary, and college education respectively.
There is also a nursing college that trains health workers. The library and music department functions
in tandem with various educational institutes, and students are engaged in various extra-curricular
activities through these two departments. The various units put together form the genesis of a model
village, Bharatgram, as envisaged by its founder.
The Trust at its headquarters located at Bharatgram, has around hundred permanent, deputed, as well
as temporary employees. Each department has an informal, yet simple, hierarchy and functioning
style with separate heads of departments. INT is presently headed by Dr. Mehto Bhatt in the capacity
of Secretary to the Trust. He is regarded with great respect in the organization, commands authority
and is entrusted with decision making power by the Trust and its employees. He is also a renowned
medical surgeon and practitioner.
Engaging with the Organization
Organization development (OD) is a deliberately planned, organization-wide effort to increase an
organization's effectiveness and/or efficiency. The OD exercise and the potential engagement was first
discussed in an informal meeting of the author with two former employees of the trust, Neha Rawat
and her husband Yogi Rawat, a former Secretary of INT and a Padma Shri13 awardee for social
service. In this meeting they shared information about the organization, their work in the Trust and
challenges faced by them during their tenure. They also shared their perceptions about the culture and
values of the organization. The Rawat’s were instrumental in connecting us to the present Secretary,
Bhatt, for taking the engagement forward. Later, author met Bhatt at the head office of INT for
formalizing the OD engagement plan.
In the first meeting with the Secretary, author was taken around the premises of the organization and
introduced to the working patterns of the various departments. This also served to introduce the author
for the purpose of the OD exercise to follow. Subsequently the author was engaged in the actual
diagnosis process. The OD exercise was planned to understand the working of the organization and its
culture, and based on the organizational diagnosis, author recommended suggestions for
improvement.
Organizational culture operates at three different levels in an organization- artifacts, values, and basic
assumptions. Therefore organizational culture as a study variable is measured through observations,
employees’ surveys and in depth interviews respectively for the three levels (Schein 1989). In the
current work an attempt has been made to study organizational culture at all three levels.
Plan for Intervention
The engagement with INT was spread over two months. It was planned in the following four phases:
Phase I
In phase I, annual reports, budget analysis reports, literature on the history of INT, including
newspaper clippings, manuals, brochures, and other documents relating to the organization were
studied, which familiarized the author with the organization and its activities. Many of the relevant
literature were available in the library of INT. Phase I also consisted of introduction to all department
heads where the purpose of the intervention was described in detail. The author spent a significant
time of the intervention in phase I. During phase I author could establish authenticity and develop
relationship with department heads which helped in subsequent interviews and data collection.
Phase II
13

One of the highest civilian honors of the country
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This phase comprised of detailed interviews and participant observation. All interviews and
observations were either manually or electronically recorded as per the convenience of respondents
and department heads. These were unstructured interviews of department heads and their
subordinates. Each interview lasted for about one to two hours. Interviews began with detailed
description of the purpose of the intervention and assurance of confidentiality of shared information.
This helped the author gain the confidence of the respondents and resulted in many of them
subsequently opening up and discussing issues freely. Respondents also shared their areas of concern
and gave suggestions for improvements. The author also spent time in all departments at the head
office of INT. This helped in understanding working patterns, processes, and informal social
networks. Observations also helped in limiting interview biases regarding perceptions of power,
politics and interpersonal workings, providing an opportunity to examine the non-verbal cues and
work relationships. They proved valuable for developing insights into the culture of the organization.
Phase III
In Phase III, the author engaged in field visits, data collection and analysis. In order to understand the
demands and expectations of customers of the Trust (e.g. dairy products, farm products, etc.) the
author visited the shops of vendors who work as mediators between INT and consumers, and also met
end consumers who are supplied diary and farm products directly. This gave insight into the
stakeholders’ perspective about the Trust. Subjective and objective data in the form of survey data on
organizational culture was then collected from employees across various departments and analyzed.
Phase IV
A report was prepared to be presented to the heads of departments and the Secretary. The report
summarized the intervention and key insights and findings. It also had employees, consumers, and
vendors’ views about the Trust, depicted anonymously in a collated form. The report indicated
potential areas for improvements in the organization and reflected expectations of various
stakeholders. Since the report offered a cultural analysis, it also highlighted shifting values of the
Trust. The intent was to initiate dialog among various stakeholders.
Early Impressions
In the first meeting with the head of the organization for establishing entry, Bhatt briefed us about the
structure and functioning of the Trust. In this meeting expectations about the OD exercise were
discussed and clarified. Bhatt offered to facilitate the organizational diagnosis exercise. He
highlighted some features and practices followed by employees that contributed to the unique
organizational culture. These activities included a ritualistic cleaning and sweeping of the inner
campus by all employees on Friday mornings, the wearing of Khadi as a dress code, conduct of
evening prayers, and a daily half an hour manual spinning on the Charkha14. These activities, he
shared, were attended by nearly all employees although they were not mandatory. He noted, however,
that the attrition rate at INT was a matter of concern. Within a year, the Trust had lost 34% of its
employees and was finding it difficult to fill the positions.
In the first meeting author was also introduced to the head office coordinator, Sheela, who in turn
introduced the author to other members of the head office subsequently. After author met all the
members of the head office who were present on that day, they met Bhatt once again for a letter of
introduction for the author, which was circulated to all departments by Sheela. The letter carried
information regarding the purpose of the intervention and request for cooperation, which facilitated
the intervention.
In the subsequent visits to the Trust, the author interviewed various department heads and other
employees. Based on the interviews and observations some insights into the working culture surfaced.
Organizational culture is a perceptual outcome of how individual interpret various organizational
practices (O’Reilly, Chatman &Caldwell, 1989; Ven Der Berg & Wilderom, 2004) and represents the
common and shared perceptions held by members (Bagraim, 2001; Lund, 2003; Tsosa, 2004). These
14
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perceptions are built during enculturation processes that are propelled by various dynamic
organizational ingredients like artifacts, values, assumptions, and symbols (Hatch, 1993; Schien,
1983).
A common theme in the discussions with the organizational members at INT was the resounding high
level of dissatisfaction with the current working culture of the organization. Paradoxically there was
an equally high level of respect for the purpose and mission of the organization. In other words, while
employees were able to identify with the organization and its lofty ideals, there was a sense of unease
about the prevailing organizational culture. Some examples of the reservations around organizational
norms and practices are discussed below.
The head of the department and Principal of the college, Sharma, shared her dissatisfaction with the
lengthy and centralized decision making process and inappropriate use of natural resources. Sharma
had spent nearly thirty years with the Trust, first as a student of the college and then head of the
department and currently as Principal. She noted that the Trust owned a lot of unused land, which she
believed could be given on lease rent to small hawkers/vendors for selling farm produce. The
centralized decision making process was seen as causing delays in taking decisions on critical issues
pertaining to her department.
A teacher in the computer section of the college, who had spent more than seven years in the Trust,
observed that the Trust has not paid any attention to her professional development, even though that
was important for her job. She also spoke of the lack of structured employee promotion or incentive
scheme and noted that performance was randomly rewarded. Owing to these, she was even
contemplating changing her job.
The author also interviewed two students; one student representative from the college and another
class representative of the senior school. These two interviews were insightful for revealing
perceptions of another set of stakeholders; the current beneficiaries of the Trust and its future pall
bearers. The Trust desires that some students should, as a natural progression, consider joining the
Trust as employees after completion of their education in order to continue serving their cause. The
interviews revealed that the students, for the most part, were unaware of the values that drive
nonprofit and developmental organizations like INT. For example, on being asked why they thought
spinning for half an hour or community sweeping activities were important, the students were found
unaware of the underlying values driving these activities. This was also true of a few other employees
of the Trust. It thus appears, that unplanned, misdirected, and improper acculturation of students in the
Trust’s ideologies, have fallout in the unwillingness among students to continue to be associated with
INT.
The agriculture centre was another venue for the interviews and discussions. Similar issues pertaining
to slow decision making process were raised there as well. The author observed a cultural and value
deviance in this centre. For example, none of the employees followed any of the norms including
wearing khadi or attending evening prayers. Even the head of the department showed reluctance to
abide by these norms. Employees of this department enjoyed higher remuneration than those in other
departments, a matter of envy and concern for some. Given their more privileged status in the
organization, their deviance or a departure from norms of behavior, appeared surprising. On further
enquiry, the following facts were revealed that may be attributed to the cause of the deviance. The
department hires qualified agriculture experts who work as a guide to nearby village farmers. Farmers
appreciate and await training conducted by teams from the center. The head of the department shared
that many of their well tested and successful experiments, that could increase productivity of farms
and dairies15 at INT, were either denied or kept pending for long. The employees perceived their
advice to INT to be of little use. Their perceived neglect within the organization contrasted with the
high status they enjoyed in the eyes of the outside stakeholders, may thus have contributed to their
15

INT own nearly 500 acre of farm land and 50 cows
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frustration and ensuing weakened association with the organization, manifesting in tacit forms of
resistance such as non-adherence to norms of behavior.
The author also interviewed people from head office and spent significant time in observing their
activities. Most of the employees from head office were veterans to INT and were concerned about
value erosion in the organization. The accountant, who has spent nearly 25 years in the organization,
recalled the days when the prayer hall used to be full with people standing outside the prayer hall for
lack of space. He also recalled that khadi was their sole dress code. Other employees from the
dispatch department also aired similar views. The author observed that employees at the head office
appeared more compliant towards organizational norms and values. The author also observed the
working style of head office employees given the concerns about the slow pace of work at the head
office. It was observed that work in the head office was mostly done manually. Even the accounts
department was not computerized and data entries were done manually. The author sensed a lot of
resistance to change among employees at the head office.
Organizational members from the short stay home for women and children had some other interesting
things to share. Women facing problems in their married life seek refuge in this facility. Some cases
are referred by the national tribunal as well. Since there are limited seats available at the shelter,
selection of refugees is done judiciously, something the counselor appeared exceptionally good at.
Interestingly, the counselor was not a trained professional, but had assumed the role owing to her
practical experience. She had complete autonomy to offer refuge to seekers and had no interference
from management, however she opined that autonomy should be bestowed along with resources. She
shared that over a period of time she has become an expert in denying accommodation rather than
providing it. Her repeated requests for increase in resources had been ignored or denied without
proper justification. It was observed that on an average two to three accommodation seekers visit the
shelter every day, with employees remaining unoccupied for the rest of the time. The author sensed a
lack of motivation and enthusiasm to promote the services of the shelter by those employed there,
possibly due to the lack of perceived interest shown by management to the centre. The counselor also
stated that this may be due to changing priorities of the Trust.
Interviews were also conducted with members from other departments like library, cloth store, and
hospital. The issues emerging appeared similar in nature. There appeared to be a lack of buy in among
employees for the organizational values and culture. Owing to these findings and in consultation the
head of the Trust, a culture survey to indicate value discrepancies, by means of the organizational
culture assessment inventory, was planned.
Culture Diagnosis using Inventory
The Organizational Culture Assessment Inventory (OCAI) was executed for gauging discrepancy
between employees’ expectations from the Trust and prevailing culture of the Trust. Cameron and
Quinn (1999) developed the OCAI, which is a widely accepted tool to understand organization culture
and employees’ expectations around it. Cameron and Quinn (1999) have proposed a classification
comprising four organizational cultural forms, Clan, Hierarchy, Market and Adhocracy. Subsequent
research (Deshpande, Farley, & Webster, 1993; Moll & Wlach, 2003) has elaborated on the four
culture types.
A Clan culture is typical for an organization that concentrates on internal maintenance, and
exemplifies values of flexibility and concern for people. It emphasizes human relations and adopts
flexible operation procedures focusing on internal relationships. Core values include co-operation,
consideration, agreement, fairness and social equality. Such an organization is generally a very
friendly place to work where people share a lot of themselves. It is like an extended family where
leaders are viewed as mentors, and loyalty and tradition hold the organization together.
A Hierarchical culture is one which focuses on internal maintenance and strives for stability and
control through clear task setting and enforcement of strict rules. Accordingly, such a culture tends to
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adopt a formal approach to relationships where leaders need to be good coordinators and organizers,
and toe the party line. It places a high value on economy, formality, rationality, order and obedience.
An Adhocracy culture is where the organization concentrates on external positioning with a high
degree of flexibility and individuality that is supported by an open systems approach emphasizing the
willingness to act. Generally such organizations are dynamic, entrepreneurial and creative places to
work where people stick their necks out and take risks. Leaders are visionary and innovative and
success means producing unique and original products and services. The organization values
creativity, experimentation, risk, autonomy, and responsiveness.
A Market culture is characterized by a high degree of external focus, where working towards clear
and rational goals achieved through high productivity and economical operation, take priority. Such
cultures tend to be result orientated and concentrate on getting the job done. Members value
competitiveness, diligence, perfectionism, aggressiveness, and personal initiative. Its leaders are
inclined to be hard-driving producers, intent on outperforming competitors and being at the forefront
of their field of endeavor by maintaining stability and control.
The OCAI is used to estimate the current and preferred organizational culture (Cameron and Quinn,
1999). It consists of six parts (i.e., Dominant Characteristics, Organizational Leadership, Management
of Employees, Organizational Glue, Strategic Emphases, and Criteria of Success). Each part has four
alternatives (A=Clan, B=Adhocracy, C=Market, D=Hierarchy). OCAI is ipsative rating scale where
respondents are asked to divide 100 points among the four alternatives, depending on the extent to
which each alternative describes the organization being assessed. A higher number of points are to be
given to the alternative that describes the organization the most. Results of the OCAI survey are
obtained by computing the average of the response scores for each alternative. Once scores are
determined for all alternatives in both the current and preferred columns, they can be plotted to draw a
picture. The plot serves as an organizational culture profile (Cameron & Quinn, 1999).
OCAI has become the dominant model in quantitative research on organizational culture (Yu & Wu
2009) and has been used in various contexts such as universities (Berrio 2003; Fralinger & Olson
2007), construction (Igo & Skitmore 2006; Oney- Oney-Yazici, Giritli, Topcu-Oraz, & Acar. 2007;
Zhang & Liu 2006), banking (Vijayalakshmi, Awasthy, & Gupta 2009) and libraries (Kaarst-Brown,
Scott, von Dran, Stanton 2004; Shepstone & Currie, 2007). Since the OCAI assesses both current and
preferred organizational culture, it makes it possible to examine, through the comparison of current
and preferred profiles, the impact on culture caused by organizational change. It essentially holds up a
mirror of the culture of the organization as perceived by its members, and helps in diagnosing which
direction the organization should move for a culture transformation as perceived by organizational
stakeholders.
The OCAI inventory was administered to 53 employees of INT, which is representative of the sample
population, as the organization has a total of 112 employees at its head branch. The sample size was
found adequate as proposed by Hinkin (1995). The average age of respondents was 43.6 years and
average tenure with the Trust was 8 years. 43 percent of the respondents were male. Respondents
were mostly graduates; however it varied depending on the department concerned. For example, the
farm science centre and college employed post graduates, while the farm centre and cloth self-reliance
centre was staffed with high school pass outs.
Results for the OCAI
The data was analyzed to determine the dominant culture type of INT among the four cultural forms
of the OCAI. In order to analyze the significance of differences between current and preferred
profiles (in one subgroup), a nonparametric alternative to the dependent t-test, the Wilcoxon Signed
Rank Test (Field, 2005) was used. Non-parametric analyses are favored because the study was
conducted with smaller sample in comparison to studies conducted at the industry (Hodge & Piccolo,
2005). A sample size of 53 is insufficient for parametric testing, but more than sufficient for inferring
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differences using non-parametric tests (Agresti, 2002; Siegel & Castellan, 1988). Also, as the
questions of OCAI focus on the evaluation of experiences and opinions where differences in data may
not represent true intervals (Sparrow, 2001) parametric tests for data analysis may not be appropriate
(Agresti, 2002; Siegel & Castellan, 1988).
The summary of the collated culture profile scores for existing and preferred culture types is shown in
Table 1. As presented in Table 1, the overall cultural profile differences between current and preferred
profiles are statistically significant in all four profiles with ρ<0.05. From the culture profile, it appears
that the Hierarchy form is most dominant in INT, followed by the Clan form.
------------------------------Insert Table 1 about here
------------------------------Investigation of dynamics in cultural profiles (by comparing current and preferred scores) across
dimensions reveals that a significant increase in Market culture is anticipated. This indicates that from
employees’ point of view personal initiative, productivity and competitiveness should be enhanced.
Similarly it also indicates significant decrease preference for Hierarchy and Clan form. The graphical
representation of the OCAI results is shown in Figure 2.
------------------------------Insert Figure 2 about here
------------------------------As can be seen by the enclosed area of the quadrant shown by fixed lines, the present culture is more
entrenched in the Hierarchy and Clan culture forms, while the desired culture type (shown in dashed
lines) is one of Market and Adhocracy culture. There appears to be a clear preference for more
external focus and greater flexibility in the organization.
Discussion
Culture defines behavior of people in an organization (Hoogervorst, Flier, & Koopman, 2004) and by
influencing employee attitudes and behavior, organizational culture has been shown to impact
individual performance and organizational goal attainment (Odom, Boxx, & Dunn, 1990). The match
between perceptions of current and desired organizational culture also serves as a resource (Hobfall,
1989) that motivates employees to help organization achieve its mission. It has been observed that
culturally unfit people tend to conserve personal resources more intensely than fit persons (Hobfall,
1989; Hobfall, 2001). Culture mismatch often results in frustration, loss of morale, and lack of work
effectiveness (Wallach, 1983). Hence non-alignment between expected culture and existent culture in
an organization has a cost not only for the individual but also for the organization.
The existing culture of the trust is stranded on the pillars of clan and hierarchy which are in line with
the vision and mission of the trust, and generic philosophy behind any nonprofit organization (Brown,
et al., 2004). The reforms and the liberalization are bringing in a paradigm shift in the desired culture
of the trust by changing the focus to market and adhocracy. This kind of mismatch between the
existing and the desired culture is in fact against social orientation of nonprofit organizations which
may not only detriment the sole purpose of existence of nonprofit sector but also contaminate the
society in the long term.
The OD engagement in the nonprofit organization of INT revealed interesting cultural insights. From
the organizational documents and pronouncements of its leaders, it appeared that INT strives on its
socially oriented clan cultural values. The leaders’ insistence on clan culture is mostly due to INT’s
history. It was incorporated on the philosophy of self dependence and community development.
However data revealed contrasting results. In INT hierarchy and clan culture types are dominantly
coexistent and employees desire a shift from them to market culture. This could be because of
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following reasons. Decision making in INT is centralized at the level of the Secretary. The Secretary,
Bhatt, while being a dedicated and experienced resource, is not engaged full time in INT and is a
working medical practitioner as well. This dual responsibility sometimes causes extra time on issues
at hand. This surely adds to frustration of efficient employees who fail to take crucial decisions.
Additionally it indicates influence of market forces on desired value system of the trust’s employees.
While the trust expects employees to be satisfied by the noble societal cause it’s engaged in,
employees expects rewards and higher remuneration atypical of clan cultures.
Employees desire reduction in level of the Clan culture. The Clan culture offers flexibilities and
hence work patterns are loosely defined. In such cultures work progress is slower in comparison to
market cultures (Cameron & Quinn, 1999; Deshpande et al, 1993; Moll & Wallach, 2003).
Coexistence of clan and hierarchy culture signifies that although decision making is centralized,
employees still have freedom to choose their working styles and patterns. Individual personality
differences in such working cultures may lead to a stressful work environment. For example, people
who are high in achievement motivation (who possess the zeal to achieve professional success) may
desire a culture with faster decision making and work outcomes, and such employees may find the
working style of those high in affiliation motivation (who are motivated by personal relationships in
work place) slow and hence frustrating (McClelland, 1973; Wallach, 1983). Additionally market
culture focuses on efficiency more than clan culture. And as revealed during interviews there is
growing perception among employees that INT has many underutilized resources that can be put to
use for their betterment and status improvement.
In a developmental organization such as INT where average employee tenure is around eight years,
existence of clan culture is natural. Since there is hardly any structured employee promotion or reward
schemes, employees may not be motivated to perform through external inducers. Members of
nonprofit organizations are known to work on intrinsic motivation (Tippet & Kluver, 2009), but
where the intrinsic motivation is lacking, owing also due to the changing demographics and socioeconomic context of work, where nonprofit organizations are also increasingly getting
professionalized (Nagar & Raju, 2003; Tippet & Kluver, 2009), lack of extrinsic rewards may be
frustrating and serve as a hindrance to performance. This could be a reason for the echoing desire to
shift to a market culture.
Another interesting finding about high attrition rate and average tenure of employees needs
elaboration. As revealed during survey and interviews, INT is not only losing confidence of old
employees but also facing a very high attrition rate of new employees. While old employees, who also
form larger portion of employee strength, are highly committed and prefer development and change
within the organization, new employees look for immediate growth and high salaries. This leads to
frequent movement of new employees and neglect of leadership towards desire for change induces
dissatisfaction among the old and committed ones.
While INT has traditionally been seen as an exemplary developmental organization with its rich
history and legacy, the rapidly changing nonprofit scene with increasing market focus and
professionalization, casts doubts on the traditional ways of operation and relevance of some of its
ideals. Whether ideology alone would be enough to sustain the work of the organization, still remains
to be seen.
Conclusion
The OD intervention at INT served as a mirror to the culture of the organization and highlights some
of the issues that nonprofit and developmental organizations face in India today. Although nonprofit
organizations are characterized by human and relationship orientation (Korten, 1980; Ramos, 2007),
in INT the employees, albeit driven by the purpose, appear to be seeking change to a more market
driven professional work culture. Being one of the oldest developmental organizations in India, INT
has been identified by its unique and strong social orientation that employees are proud of. It has seen
India changing from pro-socialism to liberalization and subsequent corporatization. Employees are
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generally loyal and take pride in their association with the Trust and are committed to its purpose.
However with the changing environment, there is a call for work to be done more scientifically and
efficiently. The traditions and customs of INT may be perceived by some as redundant and there is
certainly a call for change. Therefore the current work raises an important issue confronting NGOshow can they maintain clan culture and thereby value to selflessly serve the society, while satisfying
the need for efficiency and growth of futuristic and aggressive new work force.
The study has certain acknowledgeable limitations. The present study is based on a limited sample
from a single nonprofit organization. However being one of the oldest and biggest nonprofit
organization, it represent the cultural shift observed in the study. The findings suggest need for
cultural intervention and change but does not touch upon individual differences among employees. It
will be interesting to explore effect of individual differences in the level of culture fit.
Despite the limitations, the study has several implications for nonprofit and development
organizations. Organizations like INT are driven by their values and ideologies. Therefore hiring
employees on the basis of expected cultural fit and trying to address individual needs, is especially
critical in such set ups. The demand for culture change posed by employees, questions the sufficiency
of purpose to motivate employees; there should thus be visible organizational efforts to strike a
balance between purpose and professionalism. Although our study is limited to one organization, it is
representative of the scenario of nonprofit and developmental organizations where finding new and
loyal employees and volunteers is a major challenge. Culture becomes an important variable
influencing behavior and performance for these organizations as they are run successfully only if
employees have the buy in for the espoused values and purpose of the organization. Such results
indicate need for extending the study from only diagnostic to holistic action research in future.
The engagement also underscores the importance of value internalization for shaping a culture, and
starkly highlights that symbolism without meaning or where the meaning has got lost, does little as an
artifact of culture. If artifacts and symbols like ritualistic sweeping and khadi wearing exist devoid of
meaning, the organization needs to work upon reinforcing the values or bring about a change in them.
In addition to the ability to understand external market developments, leaders of NGOs should be able
to read the organization’s emotional condition. The leaders as strategists should acknowledge the
personal concerns of people at different levels and be aware of the extent to which their own
perceptions and values of the organization differ from that of other organizational members. The
present study suggests Organizations such as INT are better off revisiting their artifactual definers of
culture from time to time, to ensure continuity, contextuality and currency of intended meanings and
associations.
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Abstract
Salesforce characteristics is extremely important for the organization as it affects the behaviour of
salespeople which in turn affects their performance and their performance ultimately affects the
effectiveness of the organization. This study provides an important link between salesperson
characteristics two different philosophies of behaviour-based and outcome-based control. These
philosophies have different features. So salespeople are supposed to have different characteristics
based on the kind of control system being used. The research paper systematically reviews studies on
salesforce characteristics with reference to Anderson and Oliver framework and propose a new model
along with certain propositions based on a review of the findings.
Keywords: Behaviour based control system, Outcome based control system, Salesforce characteristics

Introduction
Salesforce characteristics are specific characteristics of salespeople. Salesforce characteristics is
important for the organization as it shapes the behaviour of salespeople which impacts their
performance and which ultimately impacts the effectiveness of the organization. The competition has
also increased to a great extent. Almost all companies are producing same kind of products. In such a
scenario importance of salesforce increases considerably. A lot of studies proved that salesforce
control systems can have important implications for salesforce characteristics.
A control system is "an organization's set of procedures for monitoring, directing, evaluating, and
compensating its employees" (Anderson and Oliver (A&O). Anderson and Oliver suggested two
different types of control philosophies. They outlined a set of propositions regarding specific
cognitions and capabilities, affects and attitudes, motivation and behavioral strategies of salespeople
working under behaviour based and outcome based salesforce control system. Anderson and Oliver
propositions have served as a guideline for several researches focusing on salesperson characteristics
and its impact on organization effectiveness. The purpose of this research paper is to systematically
review studies on salesforce characteristics with reference to Anderson and Oliver (1987) framework
and propose a model along with certain propositions based on the review of findings. This research
paper first defines the two broad types of salesforce control system as proposed by A&O. Second, it
gives a description of A&O framework. Third, it illustrates the findings of various studies concerning
stating relationship between salesforce characteristics and salesforce control system. Fourth, it
proposes a model along with certain propositions. Lastly, paper concludes with its imitations and
implication.
Behaviour and Outcome based Salesforce Control System
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Outcome-based Salesforce control system is characterized by following: Less monitoring of
salespeople by management, less managerial direction or effort to direct salespeople and objective
measures of outcomes are used to evaluate and compensate the salesforce. In outcome-based control
system, salespeople are left alone to achieve results in their own way using their own strategies.
Salespeople are held accountable for their results and not how they achieve the results. Under such
system, the invisible hand of the marketplace pressures salespeople to perform and guide their actions.
While behavior-based salesforce control system is characterized by following: Considerable
monitoring of salespeople by management, more managerial direction or effort to direct salespeople,
subjective and more complex methods based on salesperson’s aptitude and product knowledge,
number of calls, their sales strategies are used to evaluate and compensate the salesforce. In behaviorbased control system, active managers vigorously monitor and direct the operations of the salesforce.
Managers have a well-defined idea of what they want salespeople to do and work to ensure the
salesforce behaves accordingly. To ensure cooperation, the firm pays salespeople a fixed amount of
salary.
Various studies have investigated the relationship between salesforce control system and salesperson
characteristics. Cravens, Ingram, LaForge and Young (1993) translated the A&0 propositions into
specific hypothesis. They tested the propositions empirically. Oliver and Anderson (1994) conducted
research on sales managers’ control activities and managers’ perceptions of salespeople’s attitudes,
motivations, and behaviors. They empirically tested the propositions of A&O (1987)
Salesperson cognitions and capabilities
Anderson and Oliver (1987) proposed that in a behaviour based control system, salespeople will have
more product knowledge, company knowledge and integrated sales expertise and will be more
professionally competent.
Oliver and Anderson (1994) suggest that when the control system used is behaviour based,
salespeople are thought to be better informed about their company and products and they are supposed
to have better training. The reason for this may that the salespeople have the security of a fixed salary
base, encouragement from management to take the time to train, learn, and experiment with selling
the product line. While salespeople in outcome based control system don’t want to spend time on
training and learning and are relatively unwilling to experiment with new products and approaches
because their only concern is to maximize their commission by gaining quick results. (Oliver and
Anderson, 1994).
Anderson and Oliver (1987) propose that salespeople operating under behavior-based management
control will display higher cognitions and capabilities because of the reduced entrepreneurial risk and
the opportunity offered by the firm to draw attentions to substantive issues. According to Baldauf,
Cravens and Grant (2002), cognitions and capabilities appear logically to be the consequences of
behavior-based control.
Salesperson affects and attitudes
Anderson and Oliver (1987) proposed that in a behaviour based control system, salesperson identifies
with and feels committed to the sales organization, is willing to accept direction and cooperate as part
of a sales team, accepts the authority of sales management and welcomes management performance
reviews. Further they stated that behavior-based control systems are more likely than outcome-based
systems to attract, nurture and retain risk-averse salespeople.
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The more a system approaches behavior control, the more salespeople are thought to feel committed
to the employer who assumes risk for them and gives them a nurturant climate (Eisenberger et al.
1986). They are also considered more accepting of management's power, which is manifested as
greater acceptance of authority, performance reviews, and the mandate to work in teams (Oliver and
Anderson, 1994). Salespeople also are thought to be more risk averse in a behavior-control setting
because they prefer the security of a salary system coupled with heavy direction.
Salesperson motivation
Salespeople working under behavior-based sales management control are expected to possess higher
levels of intrinsic motivation, be motivated by peer recognition and be motivated to serve the sales
organization (Anderson & Oliver, 1987).
In a behaviour based system salespeople have a fixed salary, encouragement of management to focus
on behavior and less concern for results. All these factors are thought to permit and encourage
salespeople to pursue intrinsic goals and consider their employer's well-being. While in outcome
based system, salespeople are compensated for the risk they assume and have relatively low level of
day-to-day contact with and support from management. So they become more self oriented and less
employer oriented (Oliver and Anderson, 1994). Baldauf et al (2002) focused on directional
motivational aspects and considered intrinsic and recognition motivation in their study.
Baldauf et al (2002) stated that the greater the extent of the behavior based sales management control
strategy, the higher will be the extent of salespeople’s job related characteristics (attitudes,
motivation, and cognitions and capabilities.) The findings of their study emphasize that salespeople’s
attitudes and orientations heavily direct their behaviors, but can be influenced by appropriate
management processes.
Salesperson behavioural strategies
Anderson and Oliver (1987) proposed that in a behaviour based controls system, salesperson is
expected to plan for each call, make fewer calls, operate at a lower ratio of selling to non-selling time,
and spend time on sales support activities. They also stated that salespeople are more likely to use an
expertise sell and ‘’open’’ rather than ‘’closed’’ techniques in behavior-based systems and use
customer oriented strategies.
Salespeople are thought to behave differently depending on the control system they face (Piercy, Low
and Cravens, 2004). In outcome based control system, salespeople are left to their own and are forced
to book orders quickly. In such a scenario, they may neglect activities with a long-term payoff such as
planning and spending time on nonselling activities. While in behaviour based control system,
salespeople are encouraged, trained, and permitted to take more of a problem-solving approach; work
smarter; rely on expertise appeals; and spend a greater proportion of time on planning and other
nonselling activities (Piercy et al 2004).
Review of findings
Further studies based on the propositions of A&O are discussed below to enhance the understanding
of the relationships between salesforce characteristics and control system. The approach of analysis is
based on the identified factors and the research studies therein.
Cognitions and capabilities
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Baldauf et al (2002) found positive relationship between the use of behaviour based control and
cognitions and capabilities (selling skills and product knowledge) of salespeople.
Knowledge of company operations and its products: Oliver and Anderson (1994) Cravens et al.
(1993) found significant relationship between product knowledge and selling skills and behaviorbased control system. Cravens et al. (1993) found significant positive relationship between product
knowledge and selling skills, and both behavior-based management control and compensation control.
Professionally competent: Oliver and Anderson (1994) reported a significant correlation between
sales expertise/competence and behavior-control but not for product/company knowledge. Cravens et
al (1993) did not find strong support for competence in their study.
Cravens, Piercy and Low (2006) reported clear evidence concerning the positive effects of behavior
control. In their study they found out positive relationship between success characteristics and
behavior based control. They defined success charcteristics as ‘’Success characteristics are
salespeople’s attitudes and behavior that are expected to have a favorable impact on performance.’’
These include capabilities, motivation, and attitudes.
Theodosiou and Katsikea (2007) examined six job-related characteristics that are considered relevant
and important for the export sales context: team orientation, intrinsic motivation, recognition
motivation, professional competence, sales support orientation, and customer orientation. They found
out that behavior-based sales management control has a positive effect on export sales manager's
motivation and attitudes. The findings also suggested that export sales manager's motivation and
attitudes are associated with export sales manager's capabilities and behavioral strategies. Further,
export sales manager's capabilities and behavioral strategies were found to have a positive impact on
export sales manager's behavioral performance.
Affects and Attitudes
Baldauf et al (2002) found positive relationship between the use of behaviour based control and
attitudes (e.g. willing to accept direction and cooperate) of salespeople.
Team work: Oliver and Anderson (1994) in their study found that salespeople in a behaviour based
control system like to work as a team. Cravens et al (1993) found a positive relationship between
behavior-based control system and team orientation of salespeople.
Commitment: Anderson and Oliver (1987) argue that commitment decreases in outcome-control
systems. Oliver and Anderson (1994) found that in a behaviour based control, salespeople are thought
to feel committed to the company which assumes risk for them. . Joshi and Randall (2001) state that
organizations using behaviour based control enjoy more organizational commitment from their
salespeople. Affective commitment refers to the development of identification by the salesperson with
the organization (Joshi and Randall, 2001).
Piercy, Low and Cravens (2011) investigated the antecedents of sales organization effectiveness in
seven countries. They stated that salespeople who are highly committed to an organization are likely
to be motivated to use their skills and efforts to achieve the performance expected by the organization.
They found that the manager’s assessment of salesperson organizational commitment is positively
related to sales unit effectiveness. Mallin, Asree, Koh and Hu (2010) found that sales manager’s
knowledge of the salesperson is positively related to the manager’s use of behavior based control.
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Joshi and Randall (2001) found that organizational controls have a significant effect on salesperson’s
affective commitment to the organization, which in turn has significant effects on both performance
and customer orientation.
Risk Averse: Oliver and Anderson (1994) found that in a behaviour based control system, salespeople
are thought to be more risk averse as they prefer the security of salary. Cravens et al (1993) found a
positive relationship between behavior based control system and risk aversion of salespeople.
Acceptance of authority and direction and performance reviews: Oliver and Anderson (1994) found
that in a behaviour based control system, salespeople show greater acceptance of authority and
performance reviews.
Oliver and Anderson (1994) found weak relationship among sales competence, job satisfaction, less
risk-seeking propensity, selling smarter, expense control, presentation planning, and a self-ranking of
performance and the use of behaviour based control system.
Motivation
Intrinsic Motivation and Recognition Motivation: Salespeople working under behavior-based sales
management control are expected to possess higher levels of intrinsic motivation, be motivated by
peer recognition and be motivated to serve the sales organization (Anderson & Oliver, 1987). Oliver
and Anderson (1994) found that in a behaviour based system, salespeople are motivated more by
intrinsic than by extrinsic motivation. Baldauf et al (2002) in their study reported that the use of
behaviour based control strategy will lead to intrinsic motivation of the salespeople in the sales unit.
They also found positive relationship between the use of behaviour based control and recognition
motivation of salespeople. Theodosiou and Katsikea (2007) found that the behavior-based sales
management control has a positive effect on export sales manager's motivation and attitudes. Their
findings also indicate that export sales manager's motivation and attitudes are associated with export
sales manager's capabilities and behavioral strategies. Cravens et al. (1993) indicate support for
intrinsic motivation and recognition motivation for one of two dimensions of sales management
control (compensation control was not significant).
Miao and Evans (2014) in their study examined the interactive effects of outcome control, activity
control, and capability control on industrial salespeople's intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. The
findings point that outcome control and capability control have a positive interactive effects on task
enjoyment and recognition seeking. Further they found that activity control and capability control
have a negative interactive effect on recognition seeking.
Oliver and Anderson (1995) found that a hybrid control strategy, compared to straight outcome or
behavior control, is more effective in enhancing salespersons’ intrinsic motivation. Mallin and Pullins
(2009) also found differential sales control interactive effects on salesperson's intrinsic motivation.
Kuster and Canales (2011) also suggest that behavior–outcome hybrid control can make salespeople
more effective because of their enhanced motivation. Findings of the study by Miao and Evans (2012)
indicated that capability and outcome control styles have positive combinatory effects that enhance
salesperson knowledge and intrinsic motivation. Miao and Evans (2012) found that outcome control
and capability control have a positive interactive effect on selling effort.
Greater Interest in serving the agency: Salespeople in behaviour based control work smarter, follow a
problem solving approach and they spend great amount of their time on planning and other nonselling activities which has long term advantages for the company. On the other hand salespeople in
outcome based control neglect these activities and focus more on short term gains. Oliver and
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Anderson (1994) report significant correlations serving the sales organization (agency) and extrinsic
motivation, but intrinsic motivation was not significant.
Tansu Barker (1999) conducted a study to investigate the activities of salespeople that enhance their
performance in more successful versus less successful firms. They found that higher-performing
salesforces possess characteristics that are associated with behaviour orientation rather than outcome
orientation. The findings of his study indicate that high performing firms have salespeople who are
more effective in planning their sales calls, providing sales support to their customers and adaptive in
their sales approach. The findings further indicate that high performing salespeople have high intrinsic
motivation, are more innovative and creative, are stimulated and fulfilled by their jobs, more loyal to
the firm, get a greater sense of accomplishment from their work, and are more willing to take risks.
Further, salespeople associated with high-performing firms are more satisfied with their jobs and are
more motivated.
Salesperson behavioural strategies
Sales Supportiveness: A salesperson may perceive a pressure to focus on short term objectives as
defined by the output-related control system (Anderson and Oliver 1987). Output control engenders
the perceptions that the organization is more concerned with meeting sales objectives than looking out
for the best interests of its clientele (Evans, Landry, Li and Zou, 2007). These controls have been
shown to encourage salesperson beliefs that the firm considers effort expenditure, rather than problem
solving as the means to achieve sales success (Fang et al. 2005a). Thus, output controls are proposed
to negatively affect customer orientation of salespeople.
Output controls are proposed to have a negative effect on sales supportiveness of salespeople because
these controls do not help salespeople focus on skill improvements or changes in selling behaviors
(Fang et al. 2005a). Outcome goals are perceived as goals that stress productivity and increased effort.
This may result in salespeople perceiving their relationship with the firm as utilitarian rather than
supportive (Anderson and Oliver 1987). Apart from this output-based controls are often characterized
by highly quantitative measures of outputs, some of which may be beyond the salesperson’s control
(Jaworski 1988). Salespeople may perceive such an orientation as focusing too heavily on outputs
rather than support (Churchill et al. 1985). Piercy and Vorhies (2006) found that behavioural control
is positively correlated with perceived organizational support.
Customer Orientation: Customer-oriented selling refers to ‘‘the degree to which salespeople practice
the marketing concept by trying to help their customers make purchase decisions that will satisfy
customer needs’’ (Saxe and Weitz, 1982, p. 344). The key principles of customer-oriented selling are
to enhance long-term customer satisfaction and to avoid actions which sacrifice customer interest to
increase the probability of making an immediate sale (Saxe and Weitz, 1982, p. 344).
Evans, Landry, Li and Zou (2007) found that process controls have a positive and significant effect on
organizational customer orientation. Further they found that capability controls had positive and
significant effects on organizational customer orientation, sales supportiveness, and sales
innovativeness. Cravens et al (1993) found positive relationship between planning orientation, sales
support orientation and customer orientation and both dimensions of control (Field sales manager
control and compensation control)
Table 1 lists various studies that have studied the relationship between salesperson characteristics and
salesforce control system.
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Additional factors
The factors which have not been studied by A&O but by other researchers which enhances the basic
understanding of salesforce characteristics and salesforce control system.
Ethical Behaviour: Organizational literature has suggested that ethical climate can be influenced by
the control system (Victor and Cullen, 1988; Laczniak and Murphy, 1991). In an outcome based
system, salespeople have no fixed salary. Their income depends on the amount of results that they
generate. So such type of system transfers risk to salespeople. Outcome control systems may suggest
to salespeople that the benefits of unethical behavior are more (Robertson and Anderson, 1993). The
risk of detection is also low because the salesperson is not heavily monitored or directed. Apart from
this in outcome control system, salespeople work independently. So they may not develop a sense of
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loyalty and commitment to the organization. Unless the organization makes a direct effort at
socializing employees to its goals (e.g., Buchanan 1974, Kanter 1968), employees may feel that they
are working for themselves, not for their employer, so that they will capitalize upon opportunities to
cheat.
In behaviour based control system, managers specify desired behavior. Salespeople are closely
monitored and supervised, so the risk of detection of unethical behavior is much higher in such
system. As the employer assumes much risk, salespeople develop more cooperative attitudes toward
management (John and Weitz 1989). Organizational commitment is higher, restraining the impulse to
engage in unethical behaviour. Apart from this, benefits of unethical behavior are also less because
the salesperson's rewards are less dependent on the outcomes achieved.
Management can influence salespeople in a behavior-based control system to choose and interiorize
behaviors which are both ethical and profitably in terms of sales goals (Verbeke, Ouwerkerk and
Peelen, 1996). In an organization with intense internal communication and with behavior-based
control systems, Machiavellian salespeople will be discouraged from staying in the organization or
from displaying Machiavellian behaviors.
Robertson and Anderson (1993) found that salespeople subject to a control system that is very
structured, i.e., characterized by intense monitoring and supervision and subjective evaluation, are less
likely to recommend a decision that involves violating societal norms than are salespeople operating
in a more independent, outcome-driven system. However they found that managers' ethical
recommendations were unaffected by the control system.
Verbeke et al (1996) found that in a behavior-control oriented organization the decision making will
be more ethical than in an outcome-based oriented organization. Ethical climate was found to be
positively related with ethical decision making. The findings also suggested that the impact of ethical
climate on the presence of Machiavellists in the company and the impact of machiavellian personality
traits on ethical decision making. Their study made it clear that control systems affect ethical decision
making directly as well as indirectly because of their effects on the climate.
Participative decision making: Oliver and Anderson (1994) stated that behavior based control is more
likely to involve the salesperson in goal setting, particularly for nonsales goals. This participative
decision making should further distinguish the behavior based control and outcome based
environments. While in outcome based control, sales representative may believe that the only
"guidance" provided by management is channeled through the pay system. Salespeople operating
under behavior control will see greater participative decision making and put less emphasis on
compensation to guide salesperson behaviors. Oliver and Anderson (1994) found that salespeople in
behaviour based organizations view their organizations as more participative.
Job satisfaction: Oliver and Anderson (1994) found that salespeople under behavior-control systems
are more satisfied with their jobs. Extensive findings on the correlates of organizational commitment
(Mathieu and Zajac 1990; Johnston et al. 1990) and the discussion of the nurturant environment of a
behavior-control philosophy suggest that job satisfaction should be higher in settings closer to
behavior control. The reason behind this would be the more extensive supervisory feedback (Jaworski
and Kohli 1991) and the reduced uncertainty facing the salespeople in behaviour based control (Basu
et al. 1985).
Churchill et al. (1976) suggested supervision may reduce salesperson role ambiguity and conflict,
which in turn enhances job satisfaction. Jaworski et al. (1993) in his study proposed that an extensive
amount of control over task procedures is positively related to satisfaction. While rigid guidelines and
close monitoring may be seen as an imposition of excessive controls, resulting in reduced job
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satisfaction. Researchers tend to agree that controls emphasizing the attainment of skills should
positively affect job satisfaction by improving salesperson competency (Jones et al. 1996). Moreover,
capability controls are likely to enhance a salesperson’s feelings of professional growth through the
acquisition of new sales skills.
Challagalla and Shervani (1996) also posit that their job satisfaction increases as a result of improved
opportunities to succeed in their careers. Evans, Landry, Li and Zou (2007) found no significant effect
of capability control on job satisfaction.
Sales Innovativeness: Evans et al (2007) states that high end-result performance expectations may
engender perceptions of low organizational innovativeness. Anderson and Oliver (1987) rationalize
that perceptions of organizational innovativeness are less likely under results-oriented controls
because they focus sales efforts on short-range goals rather than long range problem solving, which
would be characteristic of innovative climates.
According to Oliver and Anderson (1994), the three dimensions of managerial culture-namely,
innovativeness, supportiveness, and bureaucracy effectively tap important elements of control system
philosophy. Salesforce control system closer to behavior control can display greater innovativeness
over both management style and specification of behavioral strategy. Further they stated that
behaviour based system is naturally more supportive and more bureaucratic in its implementation.
Oliver and Anderson (1994) found that the behavior control managerial styles are perceived by
salespeople as more innovative and supportive.
Evans et al (2007) found that output controls had a positive and significant effect on sales
supportiveness and sales innovativeness of salespeople.
Conclusion
The findings reveal importance links between salesperson characteristics and salesforce control
system. Most of the studies have found a positive relation among cognitions and capabilities, affects
and attitudes of salespeople and behaviour based control system (Baldauf, Cravens and Grant, 2002;
Oliver and Anderson 1994; Joshi and Randall 2001). This analysis of the findings indicated the
presence of certain salesperson characteristics other than those mentioned in the A&O framework. In
order to understand the essence of relationship between these characteristics and salesforce control
system, a model is presented and propositions are illustrated.
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Research Propositions
Proposition 1: Behaviour based control system will be positively related to ethical behaviour
of salespeople.
Proposition 2: Behaviour based control systems will be more likely to have participative
decision making than outcome based control system.
Proposition 3: Behaviour based control system will be positively related to job satisfaction of
salespeople.
Proposition 4: Organizations employing behaviour based control system will show higher
levels of sales innovativeness.
Limitations
This study has taken into account only those studies which have showed important relationships
between salesforce characteristic and salesforce control system. Future researches can relate
salesforce control systems with other variables like salesforce performance.
Implications
This paper has proposed a new framework that might help salesforce control researchers to investigate
various aspects of salesforce performance. The paper has also proposed a series of research
propositions. These propositions need to be validated empirically. This study holds a lot of
implications for sales organizations. Organizations can understand as to how a particular system
shapes characteristics of salespeople which in turn influences their performance and effectiveness of
the organization.
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Abstract
Steel consumption is considered as a key indicator to the development of a nation. India is the fourth
largest steel producer in the world and is poised to be in the second position in a few years. Steel is a
cyclic industry and with envisaged production increasing manifold it is necessary for companies to be
competitive and be the first choice by providing value to their customers. Steel requirement from the
customers is based on the end use. Specifically in B2B markets the end use requirement is determined
by physical and chemical properties defined by steel specifications. Manufacturers need to produce
steel which adhere to specifications and little that can be done on the product characteristics which
can differentiate the produce of different manufacturers. Purchase enquiry from the customers, big or
small is in the form of specific dimensions and quality specifications. As such steel is sold as a
commodity and in any adverse market condition there is huge pressure on producers for price
reduction. Price reduction does not confirm sales from a particular producer as in a competing market
which plays only on price the first mover does not always get the advantage. To cope with these
challenges steel manufacturers are increasingly seeking to brand their products with value
propositions to differentiate themselves from competition. The general strategy has been to brand
product categories. One product category has a number of different products with various physical
and chemical properties. In a mature market it is seen that only four product categories have been
branded out of nineteen main product categories. There is also a dearth in literature and research on
steel branding, branding architecture and its effectiveness. Steel being such a complex product and
with increasing production it is necessary to analyze critically the issues related to steel branding (as it
relates to added value) and its measurement, especially from the customers point of view. This will
help managers to strategize their marketing efforts and focus on specific value propositions for
customers for attaining a competitive edge.

Introduction
Steel buying process in B2B is complex and the purchase usually involves inputs from many different
departments in the organization from different disciplines at many levels as per their expertise.
Decisions of purchase are based on various factors besides product, quality and price. The individuals
engaged in the buying decision process is different from one another and reacts to situations according
to his or her own belief system which can have tremendous effect on the buying decision. The
organizational buying process is complex and each organization has different buying processes. Many
a times the materials have to be supplied with individual solutions like technical delivery conditions,
tolerances and sizes. Steel consumers are also committed to their product quality, delivery schedule,
price and urgent orders which influence their choice of purchase from a producer or intermediaries.
This is where a brand helps in decision making as it conveys a set of values to buyers which may be
considered at various stages of the decision making process including determination of the
characteristics of the product or service associated, the search for potential suppliers and evaluation of
proposals (Leek, 2011). Increasing amount of research has shown that branding of industrial products
plays an important role in industrial decision making (Mudambi, 2002). The influence of brands on
organizational buying decisions has been researched by Brown, Zablah, Bellenger, and Donthu (2011)
and confirms that group decision making is governed by informational flows in which objective and
subjective factors exert measurable influences. Branding has a positive impact on perceived quality of
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product or service (Cretu, Anca, & Bordie, 2007). Industrial buying research has found brands convey
a number of largely intangible benefits - it increases the buyers confidence in their choice and level of
satisfaction (Michell et al., 2001; Low et al., 2002); provides comfort, reduces the level of perceived
risk and uncertainty (Mudambi, 2002; Bengtsson et al., 2005; Ohnemus, 2009).
The central role of branding in defining the firm's identity and value propositions means that it is
critical to develop explicit brand architecture or strategy. This implies identifying the different levels
of branding within the firm, the number of brands at each level and product market scope. The most
critical element in this structure is the number of levels, i.e. corporate, product line and product and
how these are used in conjunction with each other. Coherent brand architecture can lead to impact,
clarity, synergy and leverage rather than market weakness, confusion, waste and missed opportunities
(Aaker et al., 2000). Branding strategy is a focal issue for firms operating in today’s marketplace so as
to allocate scarce resource for proper utilization to the end for which branding is done.
Steel is purchased in B2B markets (domestic and international) through mention of dimensions and
product quality. The product quality i.e. the physical and mechanical properties are standardized by
various bodies e.g. Bureau of Indian Standards, British Standards Institution, etc. or it is manufactured
through mutual consent of the producer and the purchaser depending on individual requirements. Any
deviations from these specifications are not accepted or the materials are reclassified into another
quality confirming to the deviated specifications. Apart from the product the other important aspect is
the price. Since the product is non-differentiated small fluctuations in price impact the purchase
decisions. However important these two factors might be there are other intangible dimensions which
impact the purchase decisions like service, delivery, commercial terms, risk reduction, long time
associations, urgent delivery, strength of association etc. These are not product value dimensions but
vales provided by the company or manufacturer. Also as branding means added value to a product it
is necessary to identify and measure the values from the customer’s point of view.
Literature Overview
In this review we look into value and brands with respect to the customer interface of a business to
business company, rather than other stake holders as the aim is to understand the value drivers from
the customers view point.
The value concept
Business to Business (B2B) marketers are increasingly using brand building strategies for
communicating value propositions to enable prospective customers to differentiate confidently and
efficiently among the offering in a competitive set (Brown et al., 2011). Literature suggests five
recurring characteristics of value (Ulaga & Eggert, 2003; Keränen et al., 2011):(1) Customer value is a subjective concept (Kortege & Okonkwo, 1993)
(2) It is conceptualized as a trade-off between benefits and sacrifices (Zeithaml, 1988)
(3) Benefits and sacrifices can be multifaceted (Grisaffe & Kumar, 1998)
(4) Value perception is relative to competition (Ulaga & Chacour, 2001), and
(5) Value is determined by customer, not by supplier (Vargo & Lusch, 2008).
Perceived value has always been “the fundamental basis of all marketing activities” (Holbrook, 1994).
The value concept is closely linked to the exchange theory of marketing. As voluntary market
exchange takes place where all parties involved expects to be better off after the exchange, perceived
value is the core of marketing (Ulaga et al., 2001). Value creation is the core for a company’s
survival, Kotler and Keller (2008), especially when technological and communication advances are
leading to product commoditization and globalization leading to dramatic changes in marketplace.
Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005) and Lindgreen, Hingley, Grant, and Morgan (2012) have done
extensive literature survey on value and have outlined research on value on two distinct research
streams (i) Value of goods and services and (ii) Value of relationships. However in both the research
streams there has been no consensus on the definition of value.
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Value refers to different concepts in various fields of research such as economics, finance, strategy,
marketing and psychology (Flint et al., 2002). Definitions of value rely on various other terms such as
utility, worth, benefits, quality etc. which are themselves not well defined (Woodruff, 1997). Ravald
and Grönroos (1996) posited that value is “situation specific” and is created in the process of
exchange. Value to a producer is different from value to a customer or user and the value of the same
product can be very different for different customers or users. Value can be conceived differently as
use value (the properties and qualities which accomplish a use, work or service), esteem value (the
properties, features or attractiveness which cause a want to own it), cost value (the sum of labour,
material and various other cost to produce it) and exchange value (its properties or qualities which
enable exchanging it for something else that is wanted) (Lindgreen, 2005). Zeithaml (1998) gives four
different definitions of value from the customer’s point of view: “(1) value is low price, (2) value is
whatever I want in a product, (3) value if the quality I get for the price I pay, and (4) value is what I
get for what I give.” It is defined as a trade-off between all the relevant benefits and costs delivered
by an offering through its lifetime (Ulaga & Eggert, 2006).
Since value has multiple dimensions it can be said that a customer buys a product when the
“perceived value” of the product is higher than the rest. Perceived value has been conceptualized as
having three parts (Lindgreen et al., 2005): perceived benefits offered by the chosen product minus
the products price minus the cost of owning it. There are many subjective elements in this definition
as cost of owning and perceived benefits can have various dimensions. The price that customers pay
extends beyond money to include investments of time and effort (Zeithamal, 1988). There has been
various value assessment practice based on various concepts and some of them as mentioned by
Keränen and Jalkala (2011) are as follows:-
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One of the more versatile and usable marketing-based methods is the Brand Asset Valuator (BAV)
model. This is a dynamic marketing-based evaluation technique developed by Young & Rubicam
(2000) for measuring brand equity. The model dynamically conceptualizes brand equity as driven by
two components: customer perceived brand stature and customer perceived brand strength. The
aspects that precede brand stature and strength are the level of differentiation of the brand, relevance
of this differentiation to the consumer and the resulting esteem, residing in the mind of the consumer
as knowledge. The marketing-oriented and behavioral models include some weaknesses besides the
evident benefits of what goes on in the ‘‘hearts and minds’’ of consumers. They do not produce
objective indicators and completely ignore important financial aspects and strategy perspectives of the
business. These methodologies involve considerable degree of subjectivity in the choice of factors
used to explain brand strength or the generation of brand value (Zimmerman et al., 2001). Also, the
existing methods do not evaluate the impact of brand intangible assets on the enterprise value creation
process.
Many researchers have tried to develop a conceptual framework for value creation business (VCB)
model. Ngo and OÇass (2010) developed a VCB model by integrating three perspectives of value
namely creating value for customers, value-in-offering and value-in-use. The model enlightens how
value creation architecture (the strategic space of value creation processes) and value creation
engineering (the capability space of value creation processes) engage in creating value outcomes for
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both the firm and the customer and concluded that “value” should be understood in a broader fashion,
and in the context of the dyad between the firm and the customer.
The value concept, its creation and measurement is still a hot topic for discussion both in academics
and industry.
Branding
Brand information facilitates the identification of product, communicates the belief and value and
reduces the risk and complexity of the buying decision (Kotler & Pfoertsch, 2006). Brand sensitivity
has been defined as the degree to which brand information and/or corporate associations get actively
considered in organizational buying deliberations which also depends on the purchase situation i.e.
whether the purchase is a straight rebuy, modified rebuy or new buy (Brown et al., 2011). Researchers
and practitioners have tried to model the value propositions of the brand into various value
proposition dimensions so as to effectively monitor and control the drivers for branding affectivity.
Manufacturers need to effectively strategize at to what level (corporate or product line or product) the
communication of the value propositions to the customer should be. This is done through its branding
architecture.
Brand architecture has been defined as an integrated process of brand building through established
brand relationships among branding options in the competitive environment (Rajagopal et al., 2003).
Enterprises need to understand the strategic objective before planning brand strategy so as to utilize
the advantage of the enterprise itself, to utilize the weakness of competitors and not to expose the
advantages of the competitors so as to create consonance between an enterprise and the consumer
(Aaker, 2009). A brand strategy is preceded by consumer analysis, competitor analysis and selfanalysis (Bei, 2009). Four branding spectrums have been proposed by Keller (1998):1. A house of brands - set of independent and not mutually subordinate brands by which the
positioning can be done exclusively to focus on a specific segment.
2. Endorsed brands - a brand being endorsed by another brand (normally organizational brand).
Here the endorsed brands are independent i.e. endorsed brands are the major driver on
purchase decisions and use experiences, while endorsing brands plays the minor role.
3. Sub-brands - the brand name connecting with the major brand or the parent brand which can
enhance or enlarge the brand association, attributes, applications, innovation, brand
characteristics and users.
4. A branded house -a single brand extended to all products, where the role of the master brand
turned from a driver into a dominant driver, and the sub-brand turned from a moderate driver
into a weak driver or the one without any drive.
The branding strategy is based on the characteristics of the product market. Brand architecture is
based on the efficacy of the attributes, derived advantages and brand system emerging in relation to
the buying power of the customer. If customer preferences and the desired product attributes are
relatively homogeneous worldwide and products share common functions the corporate brand or
product division level architecture is preferred (Rajagopal et al., 2003).
The strategic approach to brand architecture is to first take stock of the brand portfolio and its
individual brands as seen from the perspective of the customers (Petromilli et al., 2002) because it is
the customer who ultimately determines a brand’s success. Also the customers view of the brands
change over time. Brand managers also need to define brand relevance and credibility to address
various customer needs.
Lawer and Knox (2006) analyzed the value and vulnerabilities of brands and branding in order to
understand why customer advocacy is becoming an attractive strategic option for many firms and
developed a model on consumer value drivers to show how they are becoming an important source of
brand value.
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Gabbot and Chernatony (2005) developed a conceptual paper on customer and brand manager’s
perspectives on brand relationships and developed a conceptual framework in 2 x 2 matrix to describe
four categories of customer value. He suggested a strategic approach to branding architecture needs to
be seen from the customer perspective.
Commodity Branding
Though there exists substantial literature on value it is in consumer products in B2C domain and very
less for industrial products in B2B domain. Far less research has been there on value constructs for
commodity branding specifically steel. An understanding of the multidimensional nature of value in a
commodity product and the delivery of it is at the heart of successful commodity branding
(Punniyamoorthy et al.,2011).
Studies on commodity products argue the need to create brands in commodities to establish a
competitive advantage. Saunders and Watt (1979) studied the use of brand names in industrial fibers
and concluded that commodity brand names tend to be confusing and not effective. Shipley and
Howard (1993) found that companies in the United Kingdom used brand names widely and brand
naming was important to the manufacturers of commodity products to establishing their marketing
position. Gordon et al., (1993) conducted the research on electrical products and found that brand
equity was highly prevalent in commodity markets. Sinclair and Seward (1988), studied the paper
board industry and found that the primary reason for branding was to differentiate, emphasize the
product as a specialty product and to develop a loyal customer base. McQuiston (2004) conducted a
study at Rautaruuki Steel, a Finland-based company, and successfully developed an effective
marketing strategy through commodity branding with the help of a case study of RAEX LASER Steel
brand and concluded that commodity branding will be successful only if the brand is perceived as
providing a total solution to the customer. Stanton and Herbst (2005) conducted a study in the
agricultural commodity industry and concluded that consumers want to place their trust in branded
companies to give an official endorsement that the product is indeed good and worthy of purchase.
Prendergast and Marr (1997) conducted a nationwide mail survey in New Zealand for the grocery
shoppers for identifying general perceptions of the consumers on generic products and analyzed how
consumers assess a range of individual generic products in terms of quality, value and packaging, and
the importance that consumers attach to these attributes. Morrison and Eastburn (2006), examined the
factors that influence brand equity in a commodity market in the Australian branded beef market and
found significant evidence to suggest that segments of population are willing to pay price premium for
the branded beef. Pennington and Ball (2009) proposed an evolution of commodity brands from a
customer-branded product to strong corporate brands. They concluded that, understanding how the
customers differentiated between commodities will allow the companies to meet the consumer needs
better. Mudambi (2002) found that buyers of the commodities consider three bundles of attributes
during their purchasing process namely the commodity, the augmented services and the branding.
Brands and Intangible assets
Intangible assets are the ultimate strategic sources of a firm competitive advantage (Costa et al.,
2008). Business performance depends in greater measure on an efficient management of intangibles
and evaluation of the return on investments in intangibles is a critical performance indicator leading to
sources of competitive advantage. Most firms have only a limited notion of what they spend on
intangible assets, let alone what they receive from those investments, and, as a result, many of them
either under-invest or make ineffective investments (Zambon, 2003; Campisi and Costa, 2006).
Intangibles in the business is more difficult ‘‘to manage’’ because of the difficulty to correctly report
in a financial statement their economic value and to identify their effect on the enterprise performance
(Costa et al., 2008). In this scenario, a company’s brand, which is an intangible activity of recognized
value, must be carefully managed.
Corporate branding v/s product branding in B2B markets
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Corporate brand - The corporate brand defines the firm that will deliver and stand behind the
customer for what it will buy and use. The brand has access to organization as well as product
associations and the flexibility to play several roles within the brand portfolio A corporate brand will
potentially have a heritage, assets and capabilities, people, values and priorities, a local or a global
frame of reference, citizenship programs and a performance record (Aaker, 2004). He also emphasizes
that it not only defines the organization but also the product, it differentiates, creates brand energizers,
provides credibility, facilitate brand management, support internal brand building, provide a basis for
relationship to augment the product, support communications to broad company constituents and
provide the ultimate branded house. The organizations are unique and stay in that way unlike products
and services which tend to be commoditized over time. The perceptions related to a company brand
are depicted in figure 1 (Aspara & Tikkanen, 2008).
From the above it is clear that a business customer assesses value through multiple drivers and makes
purchase decisions based on perceptions specifically related to supplier companies in addition to or
even instead of those related to individual products.
Product brand - Product branding builds separate brand identities for different products. The imagery
varies from one brand to another in product branding despite the fact that the same company may own
all the brands. A firm using a product branding strategy will experience less damage to corporate
image if one brand fails. Firms can position an appeal to different segments and uses in different
markets on individual product brands.
Figure 1.

Brand equity
The phenomenon of value additions to a product or service and the benefit accrued out of it has been
conceptualized as Brand Equity. Brand equity is the added value endowed on the products and
services which may be reflected in the way consumers think, feel, and act with respect to the brand
(Kotler, 2008). As a concept brand equity was born in 1980s but as of now there is no common view
point on the context of measurement of brand equity and it continues to be important areas of research
in both academia and industry (Kartono et al., 2005).
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In literature, brand equity is defined in many different ways, which can cause conceptual
misunderstanding (Rajh, 2002). There are also many different methods to measure brand equity.
Sattler (1994) analyzed 49 studies related to brand equity and identified 26 different methods of brand
equity measurement (Rajh, 2000). In spite of having so many different methods, a simple paper and
pencil measurement instrument based on a theoretical framework of brand equity suitable both for
diagnostic use and for directing of marketing activities is absent. However managerial usefulness of a
specific brand equity measurement method is connected with the method’s ability to provide
understanding of the sources of brand equity and to provide a direction for enhancing it (Park and
Srinivasan, 1994).
The broad purposes for measuring brand equity are to: (1) guide marketing strategy and tactical
decisions (2) to assess the extendibility of a brand (3) to evaluate the effectiveness of marketing
decisions (4) to track the brand’s health compared with that of competitors and over time and (5) to
assign a financial value to the brand in balance sheets and financial transactions (Ailawadi et al.,
2003). The four dominant frameworks for understanding and measuring brand equity are:1. Aaker’s (1991) framework which is a managerial view of brand equity
2. Keller’s (1993) psychological and memory based view of brand equity
3. Erdem and Swait’s (1998) framework based on information economics and signaling theory;
and
4. Rajagopal (2008) framework based on balanced score card.
All the above frameworks look in to brand equity either from the perspective of the firm or the
customer. From a customer perspective the measurement usually involves collecting data on
consumer mindset measures on value drivers of brand equity. From the firms perspective the measure
involves the use of observed market data to assess the brand’s financial value to the firm. Keller and
Lehman (2003) defines customers mindset to include “everything that exists in the minds of
customers with respect to a brand (e.g. thought, feelings, experiences, images, perceptions, beliefs and
attitudes)”.
Brand equity from the firm’s perspective considers product market outcomes and financial outcome
measures categorized by Keller and Lehmann (2003). Product outcome measures consist of
marketplace performance indicators such as revenue profit or price premium and are usually
calculated from observed market data (Aliawadi et al., 2003). Financial outcome measures consider
the value of the shareholders and firms place on the brand as a financial asset (Simon et al., 1993;
Mahajan et al., 1994).
Customer level brand equity has been measured as a relative value of brand equity by Russel (1993);
as a difference between a consumers overall utility from a brand and his or her utility based on
objective product attributes by Park et al., (1994); as an equalization price by comparing a branded
and a non-branded product by Swait et al., (1993); as a customer’s willingness to pay for a branded
and a non-branded product by Ferjani et al., (2009).
There have been attempts to measure the brand equity as an integrated approach combining both the
firm and customer concepts by (1) Kartono and Rao (2005) using econometric model of demand and
supply that incorporates the firm’s equity maximizing behavior as well as the consumer’s utility
maximizing behavior in a logit choice model (2) Shamma and Hassan (2011) using the concept of
total brand equity.
Research Gap
Steel branding is in a nascent stage though the market is mature and there has been no systematic
study on the subject. Actual buying process in the B2B segment does not mention existing brands but
specifications and/or name of manufacturer. Existing branding practices is following the consumer
product branding approach. The question is does steel branding have any effect on B2B buying
process and if so in what dimensions and how to measure them. The objective of this research is to
conceptualize and measure the value drivers for steel branding from customers point of view. From
the literature survey, it is seen that substantial research has been carried out in the field of branding,
customer and firm value, brand equity and its measurement in the field of consumer goods and
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services. The same cannot be generalized for industrial products in the B2B segment and research is
far too insignificant for a commodity product like steel. In fact there has been very little empirical
research on commodity product branding like steel.
Much of the research in B2B branding is conceptual in nature and this necessitates research which can
be practically applicable in the industry for decision making. Intangible value drivers have been
researched subjectively and gap exists in identification of intangible value drivers in B2B branding
and its effective measurement, particularly for steel. There is a significant research gap in
measurement of value drivers from customer point of view to assess the choice made by a customer
for a brand in a steel market. To address these research gaps, an attempt will be made in this research
to derive the value drivers for steel from the customers’ point of view and to arrive at a measure for
the value drivers which can be defined as brand equity. The research will try to focus on: To find out the value drivers influencing steel purchase from customer point of view.
 To conceptualize the steel branding strategy based on the value drivers.
 To measure the value drivers so that organizations can benefit from knowledge of the measure
so that they can frame their marketing strategies.
Significance of the study
The study is aimed to provide a direction to steel companies about their branding strategy and a
practical measurement tool for the practicing manager for identifying the strengths and weaknesses in
their value offerings and develop strategies to improve the perceived value by the customers so as to
have a competitive edge. The findings will also bridge a gap in understanding steel purchase
dynamics which can be used for pricing strategy and segmentation.
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Abstract:
The purpose of this paper is to depict why an enabler performance measurement system (PMS) can be
useful, processed food supply chain management (PFSCM) requires a holistic and balanced PMS for
PFSCM and to test the hypothesis that all five perspectives of a holistic and balanced PMS such as
quality, cost, flexibility, dependability and innovation are equally important for the success of
PFSCM. The questionnaire was used as research tool to collect the data.
Paper type: Research paper
Key Words: Performance Measurement System, Processed Food Supply Chain Management
(PFSCM), Holistic and Balanced PMS for PFSCM.

Introduction
A performance measurement system (PMS) is a systematic method of setting business goals together
with periodic feedback reports that indicate progress against set objectives (Simons, 2000). The
success of supply chains can be achieved by ensuring an adequate PMS in place. The measuring of
the performance of processed food supply chains is rather difficult because they have multiple
features that set processed food supply chain management (PFSCM) apart from general kinds of
supply chains. The most of processed food (PF) is manufactured from agri-raw material. It can be
effected by seasonality. The agri-raw material used for manufacturing processed food is available at
few geographical locations. The processed food is demanded throughout the year. The food quality
and food safety related aspects are unique to PFS. Further, PFS uniqueness is compounded by short
shelf life. It may deteriorate with time and requires temperature control conditions for keeping
produce quality intact. Aramyan(2007), listed shelf life constraints for raw materials and perishability
of products, long production throughput time, seasonality in production, sensitive properties like taste,
odor, appearance, color, size and image, geographical distances, temperature sensitive processed food
products etc. as important considerations in managing performance of PFSCM. The generic features
of the agriculture based processed food are furnished here. This information was gathered from
literature review and extensive discussions with the processed food experts from corporate, academia
and food researchers: Seasonality of raw materials
 Agriculture produce available at specific geographical places
 Fresh produce quality consistency
 Demand throughout the year
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Demand in all geographies
Requirement of availability in local markets
Quality and safety issues as products related to human health
Temperature sensitive produce
Product quality changes with time
Hygiene maintenance from production to retail
Organizations responsibility even for product deteriorate at customers place
Conscious use of nutrition in products
Long and cost intensive product development
Maintaining varieties according to consumers taste, preferences and pack size
Small, bulky, delicate products
Shorter shelf life
Merchandizing
Packaging
Ability to identify the sources of supplies
Broken, damaged and expired products at distributors and retailers
High creation of packaging waste and it ought to act as ease of logistics
Intense competition from retail giants

Performance Measure for PFSCM
Tung et al. (2011), Malina and Selto (2001) and Whorter (2003) assessed the effectiveness of PMSs
based on organizational processes (e.g. communicating strategic objectives, creating strategic
alignment, motivating employees and serving as a management control device) as opposed to
financial performance. The current techniques by Tiwari et al. (2010) for attaining a better
understanding of internal business processes and knowledge intensive operations is also suggested by
Baxter et al. (2009).
The questionnaire development and its administration have been explained in detail here. The
responses were received on various parameters of performance measurement system, presented in
table 2. The performance measures are divided into five categories namely quality, cost, flexibility,
dependability and innovations.
The questionnaire was designed keeping in view the available literature and experts’ opinion. Such as
corporate managers, researchers and academicians working on supply chain and food research. The
pilot testing of questionnaire was performed on 30 respondents. The final questionnaire was
developed through incorporating suggestion from pilot testing such as few changes in the use of
terminology, in the sequencing and presentation of questions. The questionnaire was administered by
sending emails with a cover letter to the relevant and identified respondents. The appointments were
fixed through emails and phone for getting the positive response. The personal interviews were
scheduled and conducted to collected data. During personal interview the respondents were asked to
rate the intensity of each factor on a five-point likert scale (1-strongly disagree, 5-strongly agree for
example). The respondents from corporate were selected from the directories of All India Food
Processors Association (AIFPA), Confederation of Indian Industries (CII), Associated Chambers of
Commerce and Industry of India (ASSOCHAM) etc. In order to collect data, 1000 supply chain
professionals were contacted to seek their response to the questionnaire and 252 responses were
collected from Delhi and neighboring areas. The response rate emerged out to be 25.2%. The survey
was conducted from March 2011 to April 2012. The respondents profile is shown in table1 and part of
the results related to advantages, constraints and counter measures for the growth of PFS are
presented in next sections.
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Table 2 Significance and Ease of Implementation Score of the PMS for PFSCM
The purpose of this paper is to depict why an enabler performance measurement system (PMS) can be
useful, processed food supply chain management (PFSCM) requires such a holistic and balanced PMS
for PFSCM and to test the hypothesis that all five perspectives of a holistic and balanced PMS such as
quality, cost, flexibility, dependability and innovation are equally important for the success of
PFSCM. The authors used a primary research design to carry out research.
Quality
Quality related measures are the most important measures in food sector. It is critical to maintain
safety and quality standards. The food quality is one of the important features for promoting food
consumption. Grunert (2005), it normally refers not only to the physical properties of food products
but also to the way the product is perceived by the final consumer. It can include not only microbial
aspects but also texture or flavour. Trienekens and Zuurbier (2008) expect that quality assurance will
dominated by production, distribution and that the costs for certification, auditing. The quality
assurance may evoke responses like technological innovation to create higher efficiency and reduce
costs. In food quality, contamination is a big challenge. This is further classified by FSSAI (2012),
Zach et al. (2012) had seen the issue of contamination from two perspectives (a) accidental
contamination (where education, standards development and certification and infrastructure
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investment would help with prevention efforts) and (b) intentional contamination (fraud and economic
adulteration), for which monitoring, traceability, and information sharing might discourage
opportunism.
Cost
In the competitive market place, it is important to provide products at a competitive price which can
be possible only through proper cost control at all stages of the supply chain. Gunasekaran et al.
(2001) have provided an overview of the various performance metrics across the supply chain and
have described sources using these performance metrics. Researchers have associated the supply
chain performance with measures in the following diverse ways: qualitative or quantitative, cost and
non-cost, resource utilization, flexibility, visibility, trust and innovativeness resources, outputs and
flexibility, supply chain collaboration efficiency; coordination efficiency and configuration, input,
output and composite measures, strategic, operational or tactical focus, supply chain operations
reference (SCOR) model (plan, source, make, deliver and return or customer satisfaction); whether
they measure cost, time, quality, flexibility, innovativeness, key performance measures and metrics in
supply chain scorecard approach, sustainability/green and financial/non-financial. However, there are
a limited number of articles that deal with performance measures and metrics in a supply chain
environment (Gunasekaran and Kobu, 2007). According to
Gopal et al. (2012), the
majority of supply chain measures are economic and quantitative (cost, customer, responsiveness, and
productivity) rather than qualitative.
Flexibility
Flexibility in the system is required to adopt changes in the external and internal environment.
Flexibility helps to produce different volume sizes economically, change product mix, introduce new
products and changes in the existing products etc. There are various types of flexibilities in the supply
chain. It is important to incorporate the appropriate type of flexibility in the system. The role of
flexibility is crucial for better performance. Neely et al.(1995), Shepherd and Gunter (2006) divide the
measures into quality, time, flexibility and cost. All the supply chain performance measurement
systems do realize the role if flexibility for better performance of supply chain.
Dependability
Dependability of supplies is another important dimension in customer service. The need of the market
is minimum lead time, no stock outs and minimum service response time. The growing relevance of
trust is linked to the growing relevance of uncertainty. In other words, uncertainty is actually a core
aspect of trust. According to Vollan (2011), trust consists of expectation having a positive influence
on the social actor and is formulated under conditions of uncertainty. Tejapal et al. (2013) furnished
30 odd definitions of trust where as the most suitable definition for current research is definition given
by Grandison and Sloman (2000), introduces context and is unique in referring to the competence to
act (instead of actions, themselves): trust is the firm belief in the competence of an entity to act
dependably, securely and reliably within a specified context.
Innovations
Technological changes and the competition are the main drivers of innovations. No organization can
survive without bringing new products and new formats of services which are more efficient, effective
and customer centric. Investment in R&D is a good indicator of the focus of the organization towards
innovations. But to monitors the results and outcome of R&D efforts, it is important to see the new
products and services launched, improvement in processes through automations and through process
innovations by reducing the steps to reduce the manufacturing lead time. New technological
developments in the field of food supply chain such as time-temperature integrators can be used to
improve temperature monitoring throughout the distribution system (Giannakourou and Taoukis
2003). This supports to improve shelf life estimation with a chain perspective. Raab et al. (2008) and
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Dalgaard et al. (2002) had discussed the role of temperature control supply chain for pork and poultry
chains for fish chains. Innovation is increasingly considered as a process of co-production (Hartwich
and Negro, 2010; Jasanoff, 2004) where-by actors along a value chain or working in a particular
domain of interest interact, co-operate and co-ordinate their activities to generate new knowledge,
technologies and practices for desired change (Klerkx et al., 2013)
Results and Discussion
The respondents were asked to rate the performance measure divide into five major categories:
quality, cost, flexibility, dependability and innovation with respect to PFSCM on two way continuum,
first on its significance and then on its ease of implementation. The rating had been done on five point
likert scale, in the first continuum of significance 1 stands for not at all significant, 5 implies highly
significant and second continuum of implementation, 1 stands for difficult to be implemented, 5
implies for easy to implement or already implemented.
With respect to the significance of the performance measures, the important measures are the number
of defects per unit produced with a mean score of 4.74 on scale of 5, number of products returned per
unit sold (4.72), setting quality global standards (4.68). The maximum variations was shown by
number of process step required per product (SD = 0.94).
With respect to implementation, the second continuum, the maximum mean scored was obtained by
annual investment in R&D (3.75), followed by labour skill set (3.49), down time due to machine
breakdown (3.46). The highest variation was depicted by Annual investment in R&D (SD = 1.04). An
important observation can be made from the table 3, that for most of the performance measures, the
score on the significance is more than 4, whereas the respondents have apprehensions regarding their
implementation as their the maximum score is 3.75. Respondents feel the importance but at the same
time they are finding it difficult to implement.
Significance and Ease of Implementation Matrix
Further analysis is carried out to identify the performance measurement system (PMS) which are
significant but difficult to measures. For this purpose, the PMS are divided into four categories as
shown in figure 1. Significance of the PMS is taken on the X-axis. Median value of the significance of
the PMS is calculated. The PMS with significance value higher than median value are taken as highly
significant, whereas PMS with significance value less than median are taken as low significant.
Similarly, the importance of PMS is taken on Y-axis and on the basis of median value, PMS are
divided into easy to implement and difficult to implement categories. In this way, the four categories
are listed:
a) Highly Significant and Easy to Implement
The performance measures which are important and which have been implemented by the
organizations are falling in this category. Nine performance measures like defects/unit, annual
investment in R&D, numbers of orders not delivered on time, etc. are taken as significant by the
respondents and they have been implemented. Since a large number, nine, performance measures are
falling in this category implies that a good PMS is in place having a good number of significant PMs
in the system for monitoring and controlling the supply chain.
b) Highly Significant but Difficult to Implement
This category is the most important from the improvements in the PMS view point and also for
improving the PFSCM. This category has those performance measures which are significant, yet the
organizations are not able to implement. On close observation, the performance measures in this
category are related to quality and are required for the purpose of compliance to International
Standards and export to Western and European countries. The three performance measures falling in
this category are number of products returned per unit sold, identity of suppliers used and lead time
from defected to correction.
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Number and type of product returned is an important performance measure for the purpose of process
control. At present, the field staff is empowered to settle the claims of the defective products at
distributor and retailer place, but data is not maintained for the type of item, size of packing, its
packing date etc. and thus it is not possible to identify the batches and the processes creating more
defectives in the supply chain.
Identification of supplier used is an important requirement for traceability purpose. It is required that
for every end product reaching in the hands of consumer, the company must have the complete
information regarding sources of raw materials. One of the important objectives of any food
traceability system is to ensure product safety and quality. The most important elements of traceability
have been identified as unique identification, lot integrity, product transformations and data collection
and retrieval (Bechini et al., 2008). Thus organization must implement the necessary technologies and
information systems to maintain the records for the identification of suppliers.
In addition, governments are imposing legislations that enforce traceability of food products during all
stages of production, processing and distribution. Despite the importance of traceability, the reality is
that in complex, interconnected food supply chains, complete traceability is more the exception than
the rule (Miller, 2009). Schwägele (2005) argues that traceability has to be in food companies’ interest
and not just seen as legislation that has to be followed. Some recent literature follows this by
discussing how the introduction of traceability might actually be used to add value to the operations of
a company (Wang et al. 2009a). Several factors relevant in relation to food safety risks relate directly
to distribution management. In an extensive list of critical safety factors, Van Asselt et al. (2010)
found for instance the number of chain participants and the distribution of products to be of
particularly strong impact.
In the process, defects do occur and organizations should have good quality control system in place to
immediately detect the defects and to take a corrective action. It is also required to maintain the
records of such situations and the time taken to bring back the process. This type of performance
measure is useful to decide the replacement of machine, change of technology, process improvement
as strategic interventions and better maintenance, better quality control, more close monitoring as
operational interventions. These interventions are possible only if such events are monitored through
the PMS.
c) Less Significant and Easy to Implement
The performance measures in this category are those which the organizations are maintaining
presentably but simultaneously feel that they are not very important. Where ever possible a relook can
be given regarding the continuation of these performance measures in the PMS. This category of
undesired performance measures is unnecessarily consuming resources and sometimes misleads the
management in measuring overall performance.
d) Less Significant and Difficult to Implement
A good number of performance measures are falling in this category, which are not significant and the
organizations have not implemented them. No action is required as this is a good situation that less
important parameters are not monitored.
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Holistic and Balanced PMS for PFSCM
SCM regards the holistic, process-oriented, cross company management, coordination of processes
regarding material, product flows as well as complementary, initiating and accompanying information
flows (Fritz and Hausen, 2006). To manage such systems, a holistic and balanced approach is
required. Balance Score card (BSC) is an approach in the context of business organization as a whole
in which performance measurement system contains several strategic and operational; financial and
non-financial, internal process oriented as well as external customer oriented matrices that tell the
organisation how it is performing against set targets. In general, a typical balance score card (BSC)
has four perspectives: finance, customer, internal business process and learning and growth.
In the present research, quality, cost, flexibility, dependability and innovations are taken as five
perspectives to measure the performance of the PFSCM. These perspectives represent an aggregation
of the most common approach used in the study of performance management. The quality aspect is
important parameter in measuring performance of processed food because a good quality food is an
indicator of safer food. Therefore, manufacturers should give maximum focus through the process of
PFSCM. Flexibility is the second parameter considered in present research for performance
measurement system for PFSCM. It is concerned with number of labour skill set, average production
size and number of customized services offered.
Therefore, PFS should regularly impart training, try to enhance capacity utilization and offer
customized services to their elite customers. Dependability is another parameter used for designing
performance system. It comprises of average service time, percentage of delivery promises kept,
number of delays and stock-outs. It is really challenging for PFS to simultaneously reduce the service
time, reduce the delays and keep most of delivery commitments in time. It requires excellent
coordination among the entire PFSCM member to achieve the said target. Cost is another crucial
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parameter in design of PMS for PFSCM as all the said actions can only be possible with judicial use
of all the resources that incur cost.
Cost incurs during scrap losses, average inventory turnover, employment turnover, number of orders
not delivered in time and machine break down time. It is one of the challenging task to achieve target
performance within given budget and cost. Innovation is the fifth parameter in the development of
PMS and is required in cut throat competition faced by food firms. It includes annual investment in
R&D, percentage of automated processes, number of NPDs etc. PFS is required to continually
innovate to survive. This tact can be useful in managing not only the cost of all the operations but all
save time and money. The Radar diagram of the significance of the broad categories of PMS is given
in figure 2 and the ease of implementation show in figure 3. The figure 4, illustrates the proposed
conceptual research model for holistic and balanced PMS.The figure 2 is depicting the Rader graph
for the processed food supply chain performance measures for its significance level.
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Hypothesis Testing:
Relative importance of Quality = Relative importance of Cost= Relative importance of Flexibility=
Relative importance of Dependability= Relative importance of Innovations
The model is used to test the hypothesis that all five perspectives are equally important for the success
of PFSCM.
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One way ANOVA test is applied on the mean value of the five broad areas performance measures and
the results are given in table 3. The table shows the p value of the test as 0.33, which is more than
0.05. This indicates that at ninety five percent level of significance, there is no evidence to reject the
hypothesis that there is a difference in the significance of the five broad areas of performance
measures. This is a good conclusion that the PFS in India, all the parameters of a holistic and balanced
PMS has same importance for PFS.

Discussions and Conclusion
In the present paper the purpose was well achieved to depict preparation of a holistic and balanced
PMS for PFSCM. The hypothesis was tested that all five perspectives of holistic and balanced PMS
such as quality, cost, flexibility, dependability and innovation are equally important for the success of
PFSCM. This indicated that at ninety five percent level of significance, there is no evidence to reject
the hypothesis, therefore, there is a difference in the importance as well as significance of the five
broad areas of performance measures.
Research Limitation and Future Scope of Research
The present research is not free from limitations. First limitation, the research is carried out in Indian
context. It is the main limitation of present research. Second, it was based on sample of 252 responses
and survey technique. The sample may not be true representative of population. The future scope of
research may be to verify further using a system dynamics technique whether same PMS can be
utilize for small and medium enterprises (SMEs).
Practical implication
PFSCM firms may be benefit from the approach described in present research paper to develop a
holistic and balanced PMS for PFSCM. The managers should test the holistic and balanced PMS for
PFSCM in context of different nations. India has altogether different cultural aspects. This is the first
paper about an embryonic holistic and balanced PMS for PFSCM-firms’.
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Abstract
Purpose: - The purpose of this paper is to measure and re-assess the effect of ethics to new
technological concept such as Cloud Computing and then to propose an appropriate managerial
steps/roadmap towards constructing secure and protective environment.
Design/Methodology- A survey was conducted related to the acceptability of the cloud services with
three main sections. These are: security, data protection and ethics in cloud computing environment.
The sample size was 441 where all participants were students in Information Systems classes
educated about cloud computing.
Findings – The survey resulted in highly significant relationship between ethics and security as well
as ethics and data protection which are the main two motivations for any business to join the cloud.
Hence, Ethics, data protection and security are the main ingredients for acceptable use of cloud
computing and as such the roadmap was structured according to these three main issues.
Research limitations/implications – The statistical sample were limited from the same geographical
area from a single University campus, but the trend of the results indicates the possible acceptability
to information systems students whom are educated about Cloud computing.
Originality/Value – After conducting a survey about cloud computing services acceptability.
Although the sample size was chosen from a local small geographical area, the results shows an
indication only about possible acceptance based on three main issues like security, data protection and
ethics. Hence, a roadmap detailing managerial steps to maintain security, protection and ethics in such
environment were proposed.
Keywords: IT Ethics, Peopleware problems, Cloud ethics, BYOD mobility policy, Business
protection, Business security.
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Extended Abstract
This study discusses the contributions of eye-tracking data to test measures for first-time viewers of
identified professional salespeople. Participants viewed the professional portraits of two different
individuals, one male and one female. Results showed that eye-movement data supplemented what
users verbally reported in their reactions to an individual. In particular, the eye-tracking data revealed
which aspects of the person received more visual attention and in what order they were viewed.
Keywords: “Eye-tracking” “Personal Selling” “First Impressions”
Introduction
As eye-tracking systems have become both more sophisticated and more affordable, there has been an
increasing interest in the use of eye-tracking within the first impression domain (see Byrne, Anderson,
Douglass, & Matessa, 1999; Kotval & Goldberg, 1998; and Hornof & Halverson, 2003). Eye-tracking
studies that have focused on web-based stimuli have gathered eye-movement data while participants
were engaged in typical information search tasks on web pages (Cowen, Ball, & Delin, 2002;
Goldberg, Stimson, Lewenstein, Scott, & Wichansky, 2002; Josephson & Holmes, 2002). Despite an
increased amount of research in this area, it is still not entirely clear exactly how much eye-movement
data contributes to the viewer’s evaluation of another individual. As a part of a comparative test
between two individual’s images that were denoted as professionals, participant eye movements were
recorded during the users’ initial introduction to image. The eye-tracking data was examined to gain
additional insight into how users initially viewed that individual and what elements attracted their
visual attention. In addition, respondents were then asked to provide their perceptions of five
personality dimensions of the two individual’s images.
Method
Twenty-two undergraduate students (11 female, 11 male) at Utah Valley University participated in
this study. All of the participants were between the ages of 18 and 26 years. A 24” monitor was
integrated with the Tobii X2-60 eye-tracking system, which was used to detect and collect participant
eye-gaze data during testing. The Tobii eye-tracker samples the position of the user’s eyes on an
average of every 16.67 milliseconds (or 60 Hz) and is characterized by both a dark-pupil and infrared
retina measurement device.
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Participants were seated approximately 24 inches away from the computer monitor. After calibration,
participants were presented with the portrait of one of the two individuals used in the study and were
given tens seconds look over the image and verbally report their impressions as to their opinion of the
individual in the image.
Results
During this experiment, the participants’ were provided time to create both System 1 and System 2
inferences about the portraits. Post-impression interviews were held to measure all “Big Five”
personality component scales: extraversion, neuroticism, agreeableness, conscientiousness, and
openness to experience. Responses were often detailed including such comments as: “this individual
is trustworthy/untrustworthy,” “I feel comfortable with this individual,” and “I do not perceive this
individual to be a threat.” The addition of the eye-tracking data allows sales professionals to better
understand exactly what potential buyers are viewing in order to make sense of the seller and form an
impression that has direct influence on further interaction.
Studio eye-gaze and eye-plotting software was used with the Tobii device to examine the users’ eyemovements by means of a post-hoc analysis of visual fixations falling within different areas of interest
(AOI) within the provided stimulus. Specifically, the captured images naturally divided into segments
of human facial features. The eye-tracking data was then examined in terms of fixations recorded
within these AOI segments. The fixation data for these AOI’s can be compared in a number of ways,
including: (1) the order in which each AOI received its first fixation; (2) the number of fixations
recorded in each AOI; and (3) the cumulative dwell time of fixations recorded in each AOI. This
provides a way to determine what physical characteristics potential buyers generally look at first, for
how many times, and for how long when they first encounter an individual.
Further, the eye-tracking data was parsed based on extreme scores of the judgment scales. This
produced findings indicating an individual respondent’s gaze pattern may be directly related to their
judgment processes. Gender response differences were also detected.
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Abstract
Purpose – Considering the complexity of decision making in industrial markets, it had become
imperative for marketers to understand the various attributes that are considered by a purchaser for
decision making. It is also important for a marketer to appreciate the weightages considered for the
attributes by the purchaser. After reviewing the literature, the study aims to report the initial findings
of an ongoing doctoral work. The study’s overall conclusion is that branding, equipment installation
references and resale value play an important role in purchase decision of high value capital
equipment. This study was conducted for aggregate crushing & screening equipment in India.
Design/ Methodology/Approach – Various attributes were identified from the literature and through
In-depth Interviews with industry experts. A questionnaire was conducted on 48 respondents
(Decision Makers-16 no’s, Influencers- 16 no’s, End users-16 no’s) for understanding the
applicability of the attributes arrived through literature review and in-depth interviews.
Findings – Attributes like equipment Installation references and resale value were identified as
important attributes (in addition to the attributes identified in literature review) for decision making in
high value capital equipment purchases.
Research Limitations/ Implications – The study focuses on crushing equipment purchases and is
limited to particular segment of customers (Having turnover more than 100 Crores During 20112012). This study cannot be generalized and extended to all high value capital equipments unless and
until it is tested on specific products.
Practical Implications – After the study, it is evident that companies have to allocate resources for
developing and highlighting the equipment installation references and understanding the resale value
Proposition of the Equipment.
Originality/Value - Research concerning attributes in a high value capital equipment purchase
context is limited, dated, or contradictory. This article contributes with empirical findings on
attributes in an important and relevant Indian context.
Keywords: Brand management, Marketing, Purchasing, Crushing Equipment, Attributes, Reference
Installations, Resale Value.
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During 2009-2011 conventional banks faced serious problems and challenges from the U.S. subprime
lending crisis and recession. The U.S. housing market collapsed, unemployment exceeded over 10
percent, and the growth rate of the economy was negative. The most devastating effect was seen in the
financial sector. One hundred forty banks went bust in 2009 and 157 banks were wiped out in 2010
(Time, January 2012). Such a large scale bank failure has never occurred in the financial history of the
United States since the Great Depression (Samad 2013).
During the same period i.e. 2009-2013, there was a phenomenal growth of Islamic banking. The
deposits and assets of Islamic banks grew globally. According to Ernest & Young firm’s estimates
“Islamic banking asset grew at an annual rate of 17.6% tween 2009 and 2013 and will grow by an
average of 19.7% to 2018” (Economist: September 13th -19th, 2014). Paul Koster, Chief Executive of
DFSA Inc. said the Islamic finance industry is set to grow from $700bn (Dh 2,571 bn) to $4trn by
2013, and despite the global financial crisis (GFC), Islamic banking is still projected to grow by 15-20
percent annually (Koster, 2009). Given the recent global credit crisis and fears of economic recession,
Apps (2008) claimed that many investors reportedly consider Islamic banks to be more reliable to
conventional financing.
Given Ernest & Young’s claim that “Islamic banking assets grew at an annual rate of 17.6% between
2009 and 2013” (Economist: 2013) when there were a large bank failures in the U.S. and around the
world, a natural hypothesis is that the nonbank deposits of Islamic banks are insulated from financial
shocks. In other words, Islamic banks’ nonbank deposits are shock resistant from the effects of the
global financial crisis (GFC).
This paper empirically explores Bahrain’s Islamic banks total nonbank deposits to investigate the
hypothesis that the global financial crisis has no impact on Islamic bank’s investments. If the null
hypothesis, H0 : NBKDpre = NBKDpost, is not rejected, it can be concluded that the GFC has had no
impact on Islamic bank nonbank deposits. Islamic banks ‘deposits are stabilized and insulated from
the global financial shocks. Where NBKDpre = Pre Global Crisis nonbank deposits and BKDpost =
Post global financial Crisis nonbank depossits.
Bahrain is chosen for an important reason, among others. Bahrain is the world’s largest Islamic
financial hub (Qorchi 2005, Samad (2005). Bahrain has rapidly become a global leader in Islamic
finance in recent years. Currently, there are 7 Islamic insurance companies (Takaful) and 2 ReTakaful companies operating in the Kingdom. In addition, Bahrain is at the forefront in the market for
Islamic securities (sukuk), including short-term government sukuk as well as leasing securities.
Whether the nonbank deposits of Islamic banks were global shock resistance was not empirically
explored in the literature. Finding empirical support for the hypothesis that Islamic banks’ nonbank
deposits remain unhurt and stabilized against the global financial shock is an important contribution
of this paper in the banking literature as well as a lesson for Islamic bank patrons.
This paper is organized as: Section II outlines a short survey of literature. Section III outlines the
unique characteristics of Islamic bank products that differentiate conventional bank products and
underlie shock resistance. Section IV describes data, methodology, and model. Empirical results and
conclusions follow in Section V.
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Abstract
In a competitive and brand conscious market like India, building brand equity of mobile phones is a
challenging task. The companies need to assess the prior experiences and future aspirations of
consumers to possess these brands. In this context, present study examines the relationship between
brand equity dimensions, overall brand equity and customer satisfaction. Data was collected from 210
university students in New Delhi and adjoining cities of India through self-administered
questionnaires using convenience sampling technique. Out of these, 188 were used for the purpose of
study, which provided a response rate of 89.5%. Multiple regressions confirmed a significant
relationship between the dimensions of brand equity and overall brand equity; and also between
overall brand equity and customer satisfaction. Marketing managers often have limited resources in
terms of money, time, and manpower to implement branding strategies, so these findings can help
them to prioritize and allocate resources across important dimensions.
Keywords: Perceived Quality, Brand Loyalty, Brand Association, Brand Awareness, Brand Equity,
Customer Satisfaction, Mobile Phones
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Extended Abstract
The paper focuses upon the impact of the dollar against other currencies within the international
market. The paper highlights upon the effects of the dollar especially in the event of devaluation
against other hard currencies. The research tries to establish the linkages of the dollar exchange rate to
the prosperity of the global financial markets. It establishes the unique relationship of the dollar
exchange rate and the global Gross Domestic Product. With the help of the research one shall be able
to analyze the various trends in the money and capital markets and how the parity of the dollar has a
unique effect upon the overall financial market. Finally, the paper shall highlight upon the
macroeconomic indicators of the economy and the dollar effects.
Introduction
The US has always maintained its hegemony in the global market. The US medium of exchange that
is the United States Dollar has been the medium of exchange, and has been the international standard
for the unit against other hard currencies in the international financial market. There have been
instances when the US has gone through rough times as well, such as the Great Depression during the
Second World War. This was a time when the US faced much difficulty, and in turn the green back
was under tremendous pressure.
However, with time, US policies have remained quite consistent for the welfare of the middle class
American. In such a scenario, the dollar has depreciated, giving way to exports.
US Financial markets have always remained a safe haven for investors. Multinationals, institutional,
and individual investors have considered investing in the US especially during periods when interest
rates are low and the dollar is weak. The weak dollar has induced investors to take advantage of the
sluggish economy, which has enabled to spark growth.
Hypothesis
Null: The devaluation of the dollar does not have an effect on the global economy
Alternative: The devaluation of the dollar does have an effect on the global economy
Research Methodology
The research has been carried out using the resources available on the internet. Interviews have also
been carried out. The print media such as newspapers have also been used, along with text books
available in International Finance.
Findings
The following results have been produced from the research:
(i) The weakening of the dollar does have a direct impact on the exports of the country. Higher the
exports, higher the GDP, and in turn higher the global GDP.
(ii) The weak dollar should give rise to inflation. This should increase the money supply, and in turn
result in higher interest rates.
(iii) The growth of the economy is dependent upon the stability of the currency. The dollar has
remained quite stable over a period of years. Hence, the US has remained a safe haven of institutional
and individual investment.
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(iv) The import bill and debt servicing bill shall become more expensive with a weaker dollar. This
would result in a negative balance of payment.
Recommendations
The following recommendations can be drawn from the research conducted:
(i) The weakening of the dollar means more investment in the US, which in turn is a very positive
step for the macroeconomic stability of the country. However, the true output of the economy is
judged not just by alternating the money supply but by its GDP. It s therefore recommended that such
policies are implemented whereby the Gross Domestic Product is targeted, and in turn enhanced.
(ii) The impact of the weakening of the dollar should be analyzed by comparing it to gold. This would
allow us to determine the true effects of its depreciation in the financial market.
(iii) The weakening of the dollar should be understood visa vis oil prices. One should be able to
determine how the value of the dollar is affected in the international market due to oil prices.
(iv) Forecasting of investments should be taken into consideration by the effect of the foreign
currency risks. This should require forex risk analysis, in order to hedge against any price mismatches
and uncertainties inherent within our estimations.
Conclusion
From the research and the findings we accept the alternative hypothesis and reject the null hypothesis.
It is therefore concluded that the devaluation of the dollar does have an impact on the global market.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between marketing practices, capabilities,
orientation and performance of the service sector small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Pakistan.
The data was collected from 240 randomly selected samples of SMEs in Karachi, Lahore and
Faisalabad. These three cities were selected because they contributed the highest revenue to Pakistan’s
Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The data collected was analyzed using descriptive and inferential
statistics. The results showed that marketing practices, marketing capabilities and marketing
orientation together explained 41.4 percent of the variance in the firms’ performance. Results of the
study illustrated that marketing is weakly correlated to service sector SMEs of Pakistan, as marketing
decision makers are not fully well versed in marketing’s different dimensions, aspects and variations
due to their financial limitations. Therefore, it can be concluded that the study provides the
perspective that marketing practices, marketing capabilities and marketing orientation can jointly
improve the firms’ performance by effective use of marketing resources, information and trends. The
implication of the study is that marketing managers should exploit the opportunities regarding
customers, competitors and transform the information to apply marketing practices and build
marketing capabilities.
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Abstract

Microfinance Institutions (MFIs) offer banking services to poor customers who have no access to the
traditional financial sector. Recently, developments in the microfinance industry such as increasing
competition among MFIs, commercialization of microfinance, technological advances, and financial
regulation policies of the government have increased focus on financial sustainability and efficiency
of MFIs therefore shifting focus from their social mission (outreach). Previous studies examine the
factors affecting both financial sustainability and outreach of MFIs in separate models without taking
into account the possible link between them. On this basis we propose a comprehensive model which
includes both ‘outreach’ and ‘financial sustainability’ as endogenous variables and allows for possible
link between them. To estimate ‘outreach’ and ‘financial sustainability’ equations as a system we
introduced the average salary as an instrument that affects financial sustainability– but not outreach.
Our results show that focusing on financial sustainability does not necessarily hurt the depth and
breadth of outreach.
Keywords: Microfinance, Outreach, Financial Sustainability
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Abstract
Ethics at the core, supported by conducive policies leading towards achieving sustainability in green
energy in India are the focus point of this study. Ethical energy is clean, green and renewable for
homes and businesses, cars and transportation, and is abundant and responsible energy for agriculture
and people to consume food, and use green processes and products. Government policies supporting
increasing use of green energy in all walks of life, and decreasing use of fossil fuel yet maintaining a
fine balance between demand and supply, and maintaining competitiveness and desired growth rate
would result into achieving sustainability in green energy and also contributing towards reducing
global carbon footprints and climate change mitigation. Indian and various state governments’
policies towards boosting generation and use of green energy- solar, wind, hydro, mini-hydro etc.
during the last one decade are testimony to our impressive march towards green energy with
associated ethical and moral values. It’s just the beginning, a long march is yet ahead to reach the
optimum level in attaining sustainability. This study will also cover the gaps, assessing the quantum
of work to be done by various quarters– technology and innovations, long term policy framework,
setting ethical and moral values, and proper implementation to achieve the desired goal, and
simultaneously contributing towards India’s share in global context. This paper also presents a
‘system dynamics model’ to this effect.
Keywords: Ethics, Energy Sustainability, Green Energy, Renewable Energy, Climate Change,
System Dynamics.
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Why to Internationalize???
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Abstract
Government policies in emerging markets promote the internationalization of their service and
product companies. Annually, universities bring to the market a significant number of professionals
from undergraduate and graduate programs able to potentiate these opportunities. Encouraged by this
support and attracted by the potential economic benefits, hundreds of companies debut in international
markets every day. However many of these companies, although satisfied with the results, decide to
close some foreign markets or even abandon the idea of internationalization after a while. In this
paper I argue that foreign market entry is a tool that facilitates and accelerates the development of the
corporate strategy, but it is not a strategy in itself. Asking "why internationalize?" should be the
starting point for the international expansion plan.
Author’s Biopic:
Andres Molina (M.Sc. Universitat Oberta de Catalunya) is Professor of International Business, MBA
Program, Esumer University and Forum Universidad de la Sabana, Professor of Market Entry
Strategy, Global Markets Management Program, Escuela de Ingeniería de Antioquia. He has worked
for leading multinational companies like Siemens, Danone and SCA on new market entry and
development. He is Founder and Managing Director of Global Manager Consulting and specializes in
foreign market entry strategies for medium to large-sized companies in Europe, North America, Latin
America and Asia.
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Abstract
Brand equity has been an important area of research for over last two decades since Aaker seminal
work on managing brand equity. The antecedents of brand equity have long been of central interest to
international marketing and consumer behavior researchers as well as to international business
managers. However brand equity from consumer and marketing perspective remains a complex
phenomenon in the international context. Marketers need to know what drive brand equity in the
international context. The literature doesn’t provide enough evidence of the factors that drive brand
equity in the international context.
The Country-of-Origin (COO) effect has been a key theoretical and empirical construct related to
brand equity in the international marketing and consumer behavior fields. However there have been
very few studies in the past to determine the impact of country of origin on consumer based brand
equity. Most of the studies in the area of brand equity follow a psycho cognitive perspective, which is
characterized by a linear thinking process. The ‘hierarchy of effect ‘model demonstrates this
perspective. The consumer can follow a high or a low involvement hierarchy depending on the
product, situational and personal factors. The perceived relevance determine the level of consumer
involvement. Product involvement is an important concept in consumer behavior.
There is a tremendous amount of work done in the area of country of origin, brand equity and product
involvement .However there is lack of clarity regarding the factors that drive brand equity in the
international context. The purpose of this literature review is to combine three well developed
streams of research viz., consumer based brand equity, country of origin and product involvement in
an effort to identify the factors that drive brand equity in the international context.
Key Words: Consumer Based Brand Equity, Country –of – Origin, Product Involvement
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Abstract
The India faced big challenges after indepence in order to achieve the economic growth. The mixed
economic model based on socialist pattern of society was adopted. The industrial policy based on
above models were framed and adopted for economic growth. The year 1991 a major shift in
economic policy was seen, India opened the door to external world and economy was moved on the
lines capitalism. Post 1991 reforms India become one of the leading economies in the world; the
service sector had played a key and vital role in India’s GDP contribution, which had increased over
the years. The manufacturing factor contribution to GDP has fairly stagnated since 1998 whereas in
other leading nations such as China, South Korea and Japan the manufacturing contribution is much
higher over the years.
The research article uses a technique of cause and effect diagram for analyzing the low contribution of
electronics manufacturing sector and proposes a framework based on Fair Economic Model. The
framework can be used for the policy impact evaluation of national policies to select sector.
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Abstract
Network Marketing (NM) is promoting a buyer into becoming a distributor to create a chain of direct
selling associates and extending the network. Selling products to end users, customers get opportunity
to develop as entrepreneurs. NM can be a ‘growth engine’ for entrepreneurism.
Purpose – It focuses on identifying the critical success factors (CSFs) for developing NM distributors.
Design / Methodology / Approach – Survey using ‘Snowball’ sampling technique.
Sample Size - 600 Network distributors in Hyderabad with structured questionnaire and data was
analyzed using PASW (SPSS) 21.0.
Results - Identified that ‘regular usage of products’, ‘continuous customer contact’, ‘guiding down the
line’, ‘recruiting of new members’, ‘contact with distributors of other networks’, ‘contribution to
network development activities’ and ‘referring products to acquaintances’ are the CSFs for
development.
Originality / Value – Study of the factors for promoting entrepreneurship of distributors adds value.
Limitations - NM in Indian context has very few studies.
Keywords: Network Marketing, CSF, Distributors, Amway India and Hindustan Unilever Network.
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Abstract
The practice of employer branding, which is being increasingly endorsed by organisations, lacks a
sound theoretical base. This study examines the employer branding concept in relation to a set of
hypotheses designed to test the relevance of a conceptual model which links the elements, their
interrelationships and the outcomes of the branding process. The employer branding model upon
which the study is based contains three core elements: the employer value proposition as the precursor
of the brand image; the employer brand itself which has two interrelated images, internal and external;
and finally, the productivity outcomes resulting from the implementation of the employer branding
process.
The research is both quantitative and qualitative in nature with data gathered from companies located
in the Western Province of Sri Lanka. Data obtained indicates a significant advantage in terms of all
the productivity related outcomes for those with a well-developed employer branding strategy in
comparison to those with a partially developed strategy or with no strategy at all. This similarly
applies to the strength of the employer value proposition and the employer brand.
Through a comparison between organisations with differing levels of employer branding strategy
implementation the study further undertakes an analysis of how the employer branding process
develops. Particular focus is given to the role of organizational communication and the employer
branding management mechanism in relation to the translation of the employer value proposition into
the internal and external employer brand, thereby providing practical managerial implications for
organisations seeking to develop their employer brand.
Three organizational factors, leadership, communication and profitability, are shown to moderate the
influence of the employer brand on productivity outcomes of an organization.
Although the hypotheses upon which the original concept of employer branding are largely supported
by the results obtained, it is found that the model requires additional input, particularly in the
relationship between the employer value proposition and the employer brand with other
organizational identities, as well as a modification of the linkages between the employer value
proposition and the internal and external brands.
The study concludes that, depending on the degree to which it is implemented, employer branding can
be a reality with tangible advantages (a fact), a fashionable management trend (a fad), or a reflection
of other organizational identities, particularly the product brand (a fallacy).
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Abstract
Introduction The research paper investigates the impacts of Network marketers’ Quality of work life
(QWL) on distributor’s job performance.
Purpose – To understand the importance of QWL among Network marketers in India.
Design / Methodology / Approach – Survey using ‘Snowball’ sampling technique on Network
distributors in Hyderabad with the help of structured questionnaire. A test based upon a sample of 600
Network marketers in Hyderabad City, India.
Statistical Tool: The data was analyzed using Predictive Analytics software (formerly SPSS) 20.0
version. Sample size is 600.
Hypotheses:
HO1: There is no significant relationship between “QWL” and Network marketing distributor’s
performance.
Originality/Value– Studies on Attrition and its reasons in NM in Indian has few studies.

Type of paper: Working Paper

Keywords: QWL, Work Life Balance, Attrition and Network Marketing.
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Identification of Elements of Organizational Flexibility, Controllability and
Risk Parameters
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Abstract
Today’s business environment can be best described by using the connotation Hostile. The
organizations have understood the importance of imbibing flexibility in their way of operations. They
have started taking initiatives towards becoming more flexible. Business academicians and scholars
like Volberda, Sushil have contributed a lot towards analyzing different aspects of flexibility. Lot of
work has gone in to understand the parameters of flexibility. It is imperative that understanding
flexibility would call for understanding the nuances of controllability and risk parameters as well.
Every flexibility, controllability and Risk parameter is the assimilation of one or more process
elements; which individually and as a group impacts organizations. Every element plays a major role
in dynamic interplay between two opposites; which is the key essence of Flexibility. This paper is an
attempt to understand Flexibility, Controllability and Risk parameters from the perspective of their
elements.
Key words: Flexibility, Controllability, Risk, Parameters, Elements, dynamic Interplay
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CASES

The cases in this section differ from the case studies in the Competitive Papers Section. The
competitive papers at a scientific conference (such as AGBA) are mainly focused on generating new
theory, extending theory into new domains, delimiting existing theory, or even disproving theories.
The recommendations by authors of such scientific papers are mainly focused on the needs of
scientists trying to discover how to understand the “truth” about a phenomena in a generalizable way.
The case studies in this section, while using scientific concepts, theories, and measurement methods
and reflecting some data, are not actually scientific papers. These case studies are more focused on
applying generalized knowledge to the specific domains of firms or of industry members. As such
their recommendations are aimed at industry members or for government actors to take action on. The
authors of these cases have applied theory to understand firm, industry, or national data and generate
recommendations for the entity they are focused on to generate “truth” for specific actors or firms.
These cases following are to the competitive papers at a scientific conference as the work of engineers
is to the work of scientists.
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Abstract
Genting Malaysia Berhad was founded by Tan Sri Lim Kok Thay in 1980, under his leadership the
company had gone through phenomenal transformation process including internationalization
initiative to expand its empire internationally, especially in US and UK markets. Genting’s winning
concept of integrated resort has been proven to be a successful formula in Malaysia, using similar
concept to establish its present in US and UK markets. However, the company faced many challenges
in these markets and forced the company to change its direction back to emerging markets. In 2013,
the company announced its new concept called Fox Century Theme Park located on its homeland and
many believed this is a positive move to position Genting’s brand especially in Asian markets. The
paper recommends a few strategic moves to align Genting’s direction to a wonderland.
Keywords: strategy management, internationalization, business level strategy
Paper type: Case Study
INTRODUCTION
On May 2006, Tan Sri Lim Kok Thay, the CEO of Resorts World Berhad (which was later renamed
as Genting Malaysia Berhad), announced its ground breaking record of exceeding its first one billion
mark. The Group’s profit before tax grew by 57% from the previous year to RM1.30 billion coupled
with a 27% increase in revenue (RM3.50 billion) in 2005 despite operating in a challenging
environment (Resorts World Berhad, 2005). The chairman also announced a 20% hike on its dividend
payout of 24 cents gross dividend per share.
Notwithstanding its strong financial income, the Group’s revenue growth is on a declining trend due
to increasing operating costs. Poor yield management caused fluctuation of earnings before tax
growth (refer to Figure 1).
“Figure 1 goes about here”
Knowing that the Group cannot be overly dependent on its domestic operations, Tan Sri Lim Kok
Thay set out to expandits core business beyond the hills of Genting Highlands.
This article will highlight the Group’s internationalisation efforts in the UK and US and analyse the
effectiveness of its acquisition and global strategy. Some recommendations are given in the last
section to improve the Group’s performance.
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Company History
The group had a humble start in 1980 upon its incorporation as a private limited company under
Company’s Act 1965. Following a restructuring exercise in 1989, the Group’s name was changed to
Resorts World Berhad and subsequently, Genting Malaysia Berhad in 2009. The Malaysian subsidiary
acquired its entire gaming and leisure operations inclusive of its assets and goodwill from its parent;
Genting Berhad during its separation. On 22 December 1989, the company was made public on the
Kuala Lumpur stock exchange where its shares are traded in the main market until today.
In line with its vision to be the world’s leading integrated resort, the group has embarked on a series
of upgrades to deliver high quality services to its clients through provision of delightful and
memorable experience (Genting Malaysia Berhad, 2014). As per its mission statement, the
management of the Group continuously seek avenues for sustainable profit and growth that enhances
its shareholders’ value.With that in mind, Genting Malaysia Berhad has expanded its presence
internationally in 2006.
To date, Genting Malaysia Berhad has three international wholly-owned subsidiaries below its
purview – Resorts World Casino New York City, Genting Casinos United Kingdom and Resorts
World Bimini (refer to Figure 2). At its home base, Genting Malaysia own Resorts World Genting; a
premier integrated family leisure and entertainment resort located in Genting Highlands and two
seaside properties; Resorts World Kijal in Terengganu and Resorts World Langkawi in Kedah.The
Group also has 17.80% stake in Genting Hong Kong, focusing mainly on land and sea-based
businesses such as Star Cruises, Norwegian Cruise Lines and Resorts World Manila (Genting Hong
Kong , 2014).
“Figure 2 goes about here”
External Analysis
External analysis is used to identify potential opportunities and threats as a result of changes of the
environment in which an organisation operates in. The changes in three factors of a general
environment have been identified to affect Genting Malaysia Berhad’s international strategy in the
UK and USA – economic, legal and social-cultural change.
The large market of gamblers in UK and USA poses great opportunities for Genting Malaysia Berhad
to expand their market in the international realm. Unlike in Malaysia, where gambling is restricted to
non-Muslims, it is a major source of entertainment for residents in these countries. It is estimated that
an average of 6 casino visits per year are made by Americans, mainly from the high income
bracket.The US national participation rate stood at 25% on average since 2002; this is concentrated
mainly in New York, Nevada and Illinois (Harrah Entertainment, 2006). In the case of UK, the
participation rate is equally favourable. According to National Centre of Social Research UK (2010)
about 73% of the UK population is involved in the gambling industry, with 35.50 million adults above
the legal age. Furthermore, the casino segment contributes the second highest yield after the betting
segment in the gaming sector (refer to Figure 3).
“Figure 3 goes about here”
Favourable gambler demographics also motivated Genting Malaysia Berhad’s advancement into the
international market. Due to strict gambling regulations, only high income groups are able to access
the casino market in UK through exclusive memberships (Reith, 2006).This is beneficial to Genting
Malaysia who sought highly for premium customers. The UK market became more attractive when its
government introduced the Gambling Act 2005. The new Act liberalised casino regulations, enabling
casino operators to make available more slot machines and outlets besides lifting the exclusive
membership bank (The Register UK , 2007). This helped to enlarge Genting Malaysia’s potential
customer base to a much broader one.
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Similarly in the USA, premium betters made up the majority of casino patrons. According to Harrah
Entertainment (2006), 31% of players who visited US casinos are in the over USD95,000 income
bracket. This report also indicated New York City to be the largest feeder market for gamblers
followed by Los Angeles and Chicago. These supportive evidence gave the Group comfort to expand
their business in USA.
Despite having these opportunities, there were still some looming threats. The global economy was
still filled with uncertainty as it slowly recovered from the 2008 economic crisis. This cast negative
effects on the gaming industry, causing a reduction of 2.80% in global casino spending. The markets
that were most adversely affected were Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) (-12.20%) followed
by US (-3.40%) in 2009 (refer to Figure 4).
“Figure 4 goes about here”
Besides that, restrictive local policies affected Genting Malaysia’s business. Being a gambling centric
group, it is only natural that it faced local opposition in entering the foreign market. Historically,
gambling has been closely associated with negative social issues such as addiction, domestic violence
and bankruptcy. According to the National Council on Problem Gambling (2013), 4 to 6 million
Americans are faced with gambling problems. The severity of this matter has made USA local
legislators to tighten their regulations on gambling. Similarly in the UK, casino operators have to
follow strict procedures outlined in the Gambling Act 2005, despite having certain rules relaxed. For
instance, casino advertisements are subjected to tight scrutiny and have limited air time (The Register
UK, 2007). Although these obligations were made to protect vulnerable groups from irresponsible
gambling, these caused Genting to incur additional costs for compliance. These challenges will be
further discussed seperately in the Strategic Acquisition section.
Internal Analysis
By understanding an organisation’s internal environment, firms are able to measure what they are
good at and build its capabilities to create value that differentiates them from their competitors.
Genting Malaysia’s key resource stemmed from its strong financial resource. The group’smarket
capitalisation stood at RM21.1 billion while its shareholders’ equity is RM13.20 billion as at
December 2012 (Genting Malaysia Berhad, 2012). It also possessed the strongest balance sheet in the
gaming sector with more than USD2 billion in cash generated from its operations (Business Times,
2009). This enabled Genting Malaysia to fund its projects using internal generated funds, reducing
interest rate risks from debt financing. Having financial strength enables the Group to easily acquire
entities thatpotentially add value to its services.
Genting Malaysia also possessed technology resourcesthrough the acquisition of 10% equity stakes in
Walker Digital Gaming LLC in 2008. This US based company enabled the Group to tap into the latest
cutting edge technology in the gaming sector through developing, protecting and commercialising
patents related to the gaming industry. A year later, the company successfully beta-tested the world’s
first Radio-frequency identification (RFID) baccarat table in Genting Highlands casino that could
cater to more than two million individual betters (Walker Digital , 2011). Genting Malaysia benefited
greatly from the income once the machine was commercialised.
The group also has valuable intangible assets. Being in the gaming industry since 1971, the
management of Genting Malaysia has accumulated immense knowledge and skill in this area. Human
resource possessed by strategic leaders helped them to build their organisation’s capacity.
Reputational resource was also an important key success factor for Genting Malaysia. The Resort
World brand was Genting’s product after 35 years of superior service delivery and aggressive
marketing. All stakeholders acknowledged its positioning as the region’s largest casino operator and
this has added indispensible value to their reputation.
On top of that, Genting possessed an extensiveglobal network that servedas the organisation’s
management information system. To date, the Group’s has international offices in eleven major
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countries, including four casino networks (Genting Malaysia Berhad, 2014). This enabled the
management to have first hand information on its external environment and its customers with the aid
of multiple boundary spanning positions (e.g. geographical facility operators and customer service
managers).
Marketing capabilities also enforce Genting’s valuable capability. Leveraging on its extensive global
coverage network, the organisation is able to effectively execute its promotional effort. To enhance its
customer’s service, the management created a loyalty programme called the Genting Rewards Card
(GRC) Loyalty Programme. Customers who participate in this programme are able to redeem points
earned from their casino visits to free F&B vouchers, theme park entrance tickets and free rooms. Its
membership grew tremendously since its inception eight years ago to 3.6 million members with more
than 112 participating merchants and over 13,000 merchant outlets in Malaysia, Singapore and Hong
Kong (Genting Malaysia Berhad, 2012).
Genting is the only licensed casino operator in Malaysia. This rare and valuable resource allows it to
be the monopolist in the market and deter any potential competitors. Since it is the sole casino
operator in domestic market, Genting’s casino business has no substitute. Its prowess in marketing
strategy and extensive global coverage remains the Group’s significant core competency. Due to its
lengthy establishment in Malaysia, the entity also possesses a valuable brand name and reputation.
Since these core competencies make it difficult for competitors to imitate, Genting Malaysia retains a
competitive advantage against its competitors.
However, this is not the case for its leisure business. The group faces competition in the leisure
segment; mainly in the theme park market. Genting Malaysia’s closest competitors are mainly the
Sunway Group and Berjaya Group. Sunway Group operates the seventh largest water theme park in
the world and has consistently remained as a top tourist attraction spot. On the other hand, Berjaya
Group owns several parks in the location: Bukit Gambang Water Park in Pahang and an indoor theme
park in Berjaya Times Square in Kuala Lumpur. Unlike its later moving competitors, Genting
Highlands is encumbered with old rides which need heavy maintenance. This results in high operation
costs that reduce the company’s profitability, thus being Genting’s weak spot.
Business Strategy
An effective business strategy allows an organisation to position effectively against its competitors.
Genting Malaysia adopted a differentiation strategy in both its leisure and gaming business. As coded
in its mission, the company seeks to offer the best services and a variety of offerings to its customers.
Currently, there are two distinctive customer segments in gaming sector, mainly the premium market
and the mass market. The mass market consists of daily trippers from KL and seasonal public visitors.
The premium market is made up of big betters who frequent the casino.
To effectively executive this strategy, the Group has leveraged on its strength derived from its core
competencies. The Group has spent millions in its refurbishment programme since 2009 to bring a
fresh look to its existing facilities. To assist travellers to Genting Highlands, the group has established
a one stop information and service centre called World Reservations Centre to meet the growing
needs of its diverse customer base in 2012. This platform has successfully enhanced Genting’s reach
to its customers and has increased its sales by 60% (Genting Malaysia Berhad, 2012). Coupled with
intelligence received from its global network and MIS system, the Group is able to chart out value
added offerings thus ensuring high quality service to its customers.
The group also used its marketing capabilities to satisfy needs of its customers. For example, through
its Genting Reward card programme, premium card holders are able to enjoy more benefits than nonmembers. They are entitled to priority bookings for shows, access to VIP invites and complimentary
private banking service from Maybank at Genting Highlands Resort. These perks are deemed by
premium customers as precious added value, leading to customer loyalty and frequent visits.
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In short, the Group greatly emphasised its support functions (finance and MIS) and its primary
activities (marketing and after sales service) in the value chain to effectively execute its business level
strategy.
The move to globalise their service offerings were sparked by its second mission – seeking
sustainable profit and growth. By internationalising their operations, Genting Malaysia was able to
diversify its incomesource away from its slow growth domestic market, hence reducing geography
concentration risk (Genting Malaysia Berhad, 2014). Secondly, the corporate also gained access to
high premium players in highly regulated markets to expand its earnings and revenue base. Thirdly,
the group benefited from the economics of learning. Resource and knowledge shared between global
units played an important role in developing high quality services at lower costs, thus creating
synergy to its integrated operations. Having international presences at strategic locations allowed
Genting Malaysia to tap into potential clientele in the Middle East, Europe and Latin America.
Genting Malaysia embarked on global international strategy, where global integration is emphasised
to gain economics of scale. The group applied its successful home business model in these countries
with minimal variations between the geographical regions. Since customers seek similar needs in
visiting casinos, Genting Malaysia standardised its gaming offerings such as virtual slot machines and
table games. The management also engaged in continuous rebranding exercises to enhance the
similarities. Similar to its domestic operations, Genting international entities carry the Resorts World
brand for its hospitality and gaming business (Genting Malaysia Berhad, 2014). To enhance
coordination between the business units, the Group also relied on their global network to tailor
promotions and sales according to the needs of each unit.
Genting Malaysia has chosen acquisition and establishing a new wholly owned subsidiary as modes
of entry to the international market. The preference for mode of entry was strongly driven by
Genting’s formidable financial resources and desire to maintain maximum control of its operations
besides having quick access to new markets.
UK’s Strategic Acquisition – Amazing Feat amongst Economic Uncertainty
Acquired by Genting Malaysia in October 2010, Genting UK is one of the leading casino operators in
the United Kingdom and a leading innovator in the provision of high quality, customer focused
gaming (Genting Casinos UK , 2014). On July 2010, the group announced its plans to acquire four
casinos from its sister company, Genting Singapore plc - Nedby Ltd, Polamino Star Ltd, Polamino
World Ltd and Genting International Enterprises (Singapore) Pte Ltd for RM1.67 billion (The Edge
Malaysia, 2010). Collectively known as Genting UK, the horizontal acquisition of the largest casino
operators allowed Genting Malaysia to have direct access to six London casinos and 35 regional
casinos. Since both the acquirer and acquired company originated from the same parent company, it
enabled positive synergy to be built between them (Genting Malaysia Berhad, 2014). In this venture,
Genting Malaysia leveraged on Genting UK’s leadership position in UK and existing infrastructure to
successfully penetrate into the market besides reducing the risk of acquisition. At the same time,
Genting UK capitalised on Genting Malaysia’s marketing expertise and database to tap into the Asian
clientele base to increase and expand its business.
There was a mixture of responses towards the corporate scheme. Wary of the success rate of the
group’s acquisition, Genting Malaysia shares dropped 12 cent to RM2.62 on the day of the
announcement. The negative reaction from the market was not a surprise given slow economy
recovery from the 2008 global economic crisis and the tightening of the operating environment in UK
due to a change in legislation (Say, 2010). Despite this, Datuk Lee Choong Yan, the former CEO of
Genting Malaysia was bullish on its prospects. Besides having a bigger footprint in UK, the leader
looked for further growth by integrating its capabilities within its acquired assets. At the same time,
the corporate took advantage of thefavourable foreign currency exchange to acquire overseas assets to
grow their business.
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In order to combat the unfavourable environment, the Group injected a large sum of capital inproperty
investment programmes to refurbish the casino to have a more contemporary look. Similar to its
domestics operations, Genting UK underwent a rebranding programme in 2011. Casino brands such
as Circus, Maxims and Mint were replaced with the Genting Club brand to reposition Genting in the
UK market post acquisition. The management also extended its membership marketing programme;
the Genting Rewards Membership to existing casino clients and leveraged existing databases to drive
Asian clienteles to London casinos. Against all odds, the acquisition provedto be successful when the
UK casino properties generated a revenue of RM1.15 billion and an adjusted EBITDA of RM154.10
million (Genting Malaysia Berhad, 2011).
Building a Gaming Empire in the States – Ups and Downs
Resorts World Casino New York City (RWCNY) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Genting Malaysia
Berhad which has a 20-year track record of investing in the United States (Resorts World Casino New
York City, 2013). Genting Malaysia’s expansion in the United States started off in 2009 when its US
subsidiary successfully acquired its license from the New York state Division of Lottery to operate a
video lottery facility (the Star Online , 2010). This 30-year license permitted Genting New York to
access Aqueduct’s lucrative market of gamblers in the city as well as enter the highly restricted
gambling market. The regional casino debuted on October 2011 with 5,000 electronic gaming
machines, over 4,100 slot machines and 900 state-of-the-art electronic table games.
Within eight months of operation, RWNYC achieved amazing results. The facility posted highest
grossing gaming revenues of USD57.50 million, beating its domestic rivals and exceeded the industry
average. In addition, the resort continued to gain visibility and patronage in the competitive northeast
US gaming market with more than 10 million visits in 2012 (Genting Malaysia Berhad, 2012). To
date, Genting's US assets have nearly doubled to RM4.80 billion although US operations only yield
5.40 percent of the company's RM4.60 billion third-quarter total in 2013 (Reuters News, 2013). It is
likely to enjoy a period without direct competition as no more casino licenses will be issued for the
area for at least seven years.
Besides that, Genting Malaysia made a bold attempt to enter the Las Vegas market by acquiring the
unfinished Echelon resort from Boyd Gaming to build its planned Resorts World Las Vegas.
According to Tan Sri Lim, the acquisition will be financed internally using cash generated from its
operations. As at September 2013, Genting Malaysia’s cash position stood at USD 5.90 billion leaving
ample space for US investment (Chong, 2013). The company is in the midst of getting approval from
the Nevada Gaming board, the watchdog of gambling regulations of the state. If approved, Genting
Malaysia will be able to gain a share of the gambling market dominated by Las Vegas Sands.
While all was well for New York and Las Vegas, the group encountered some challenges when trying
to penetrate the Florida market.On September 2011, Genting Malaysia has obtained 13.90 acre of land
at the Miami Herald site to develop a city-within-a-city mixed-use residential and resort project for
USD 236 million (Geritty, 2011). However, its dreams of building the world’s largest casino did not
realise when it failed to obtain an operating license for the state authority due to resistance from the
local hotel operators. In response to this, the management down-scaled its construction plan to exclude
casino operations. The group proposed to have a five-star luxury hotel, luxury condominiums,
waterfront restaurants, some limited retail and an 800-foot long promenade along Biscayne Bay as a
replacement for the failed project (Walker, 2014). The project has been resumed after being postponed
and is expected to be completed in 2016.
Although losing an opportunity to imprint its presence in Miami, Genting Malaysia did not give up. In
2012, the Group found a way to offer South Florida residents a place to gamble when it announced a
new casino at the Bimini Bay Resort on the small Bahamian island 50 miles off the coast. Genting
eventually renamed the entire property Resorts World Bimini, purchased a 1,500-passenger cruise
ferry to take people there, and signed a ten year deal for a terminal at PortMiami, guaranteeing MiamiDade County $7 million in rent per year (Hanks & Sampson, 2014).
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The Bimini Super Fast ship launched in July 2013 partly to help Genting establish itself as a player in
South Florida’s gambling scene. This USD200 million venture housed 40 live table games and 250
slot machines on board. However, this proved to be a wrong move when it faced fierce
oppositionfromthe local authority and environmentalists. A bitter political battle ensued over the pier
construction in downtown Miami that supposed to harbour Super Fast cruises. Without a pier, Genting
was forced to use a smaller boat to ferry their passengers to land, causing safety concerns during rough
seasons (Sortal, 2014). As a result, Genting has scaled back its sailing schedule to overcome this
matter following a ban on overnight gambling activities since November last year.
The casino operator also came under fire when it was involved in a federal lawsuit in an attempt to use
foreign labour on its cruises. By using foreign workers, Genting and other cruise companies could
avoid federal workplace laws that require U.S. minimum wages, payroll taxes and compliance with
other labour laws (Hanks & Sampson, 2014). The group defended that it was abiding by Miami’s
maritime law by disallowing foreign workers to operate the mobile casino. However, Florida
immigration officials contended that provision does not apply to Superfast because the foreign workers
never set foot on foreign soil. To Genting’s dismay, the federal court ruled that Genting should relook
into its hiring policy and recruit US workers. The group expressed that this action would raise
complications as it severs contract of current workers, causing an estimated loss of USD 11 million.
Given the magnitude of obstacles faced, the group decided to pursue an alternative strategy. The
international casino operator partnered with a local Gulfstream race track operator in an attempt to
open casino in Miami using its partners’ state pari-mutuel permit. A part of the casino proceeds earned
will be channelled to the Thoroughbred Aftercare Retirement programme run by the non-profit
organisation. Though the deal was good-willed, the race track operator was accused of misusing its
permit given it is only applicable in Broward County and not Miami. In the eyes of the law, Genting
was trying the “back-door” by leveraging on Gulfstream’s multi-permit and was not approved by the
Florida state legislator.
Change of Heart: Twentieth Century Fox Theme Park
Back home, Genting Malaysia has announced its RM5 billion Genting Intergrated Tourism Plan, a ten
year master plan for the development of home champion, Resorts World Genting. The announcement
came as a surprise for many when the corporate announced the establishment of the world’s first
Twentieth Century Fox theme park (refer to Figure 5). The proposed amusement park sees a variety
of rides based on Fox films such as "Ice Age," "Rio," "Alien vs. Predator," "Planet of the Apes" and
"Night at the Museum." (Cripps, 2013). The world attraction is expected to rejuvenate the local theme
park industry after 35 years of operation. The announcement was also well accepted by investors.
Analysts from Hong Leong Investment and RHB Investment gave Genting Malaysia a thumbs up for
the decision made, stating that the Outdoor Theme Park closure would not affect its financial
performance (theStar Online, 2013).
“Figure 5 goes about here”
Recommendations
Given the challenges faced by Genting Malaysia Berhad, the group should attempt to relook at the
viability of its growth strategies, both in the domestic and international front. This can be illustrated by
Ansoff Matrix (refer to Figure 6).
“Figure 6 goes about here”
From the figure above, the authors suggest that Genting Malaysia pursue a market development
strategy by exploring new emerging markets especially countries that have relaxed their gambling
regulations. For instance, the group can consider entering into the Japanese market given its recent
legalisation of the gaming sector. Given that the country is chosen to host the 2020 Olympics, the
government is looking forward to any foreign direct investments to beef up its existing infrastructure,
which leads to the possibility of casino bids (Seth, 2014). Once legalisation is completed, the Japanese
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market expected to be world’s second largest casino market after Macau. With relaxed regulations,
Genting Malaysia should consider establishing its presence in the land of the rising sun to expand its
income base and also acquire access to the Korea market.
The authors also suggestthat Genting Malaysia tap into the Chinese market. Since the fall of Western
economy, the Asian market has received the limelight as the driver of global tourism. Driven by the
increasing standard of living and disposable income, Chinese nationals made up the majority visitors
in Macau, generating revenue that outstrips Las Vegas in 2007 (International Business Publications,
2013). Given that,a similar pattern is observed in Malaysia. As at September 2013, the country has
attracted 1.45 million visitors from the world’s second largest economy, representing a double digit
growth in comparison with the previous year (The Star Malaysia, 2013). Genting Malaysia can try to
lure Chinese visitors to its local establishment by leveraging on its global Asian network clientele.
The group can adopt a product development strategy in its domestic market. This would include
offering new products to meet the needs of existing clientele. Similar to its recent initiative of
introducing a global theme park in its own backyard, the Group can leverage on its technology and
marketing capabilities to constantly innovate its service offering. For example, Genting can take
advantage of the change of international travel patterns that are trans-generation in nature by
introducing thematic mass entertainment. This differentiation strategy is not foreign to Genting given
that they have prior experience in setting up the First World Plaza and the Arena of Stars which offer
multiple sources of entertainment – thrill rides, luxurious dinning and contemporary stage shows.
The authors also support Genting’s scale back plan in dealing with existing international operations
especially in the USA. The group seemed to have overlooked some external factors in implementing
its strategy. For the last three years, it has faced local regulatory challenge in securing a gambling
license for its planned Resort World in Las Vegas and Miami. The slow growth of recovery was not
helpful either. Genting’s competitors, MGM resorts and Caesars Entertainment also felt the pinch of
the suppressed demand when both reported quarter losses in their recent financial statement (Reuters
News , 2013).
To compensate for an unfavourable external environment, Genting Malaysia should shift its resources
to its leisure segment. According to Themed Entertainment Association (2012) the most successful
business model in operating global theme park is its integrated resort model. Since Genting Malaysia
is the pioneer of this business model, the corporate should continue to champion this segment by
channelling more resources to improve its existing operational model as advocated by its corporate
vision.
To create more significant value, it is also recommended for Genting Malaysia to restructure its
assets. Integrating all non-gaming assets under one roof to include its cruise operations and separating
its gaming portfolio can reduce disjointed ownership and improve its valuations. This allows the
Group to better focus on its core business without any unbiased allocation of resources.
Conclusion
In conclusion, Genting Malaysia has successful built its brand from a Malaysian based company to an
international casino operator. Despite having resources and capabilities, the company is not spared by
changes in the external environment. Therefore, it is of upmost importance that the company revaluate
its strategies on s regular basis to reduce obstacles that could compromise its returns.
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Figure 1: Genting Malaysia Berhad’s domestic operations (2001-2012)

Figure 2: Corporate structure of Genting Berhad
Source: [http://www.genting.com/groupprofile/index.htm]
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Figure 3: Gross gambling yield of gambling industry sectors (2009-2011)
Source: [http://www.statista.com/statistics/203370/market-share-of-gambling-industry-sector-in-theuk-since-2009]

Figure 3: Growth of global casino market
Source:
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Figure 4: Graphic rending of Twentieth Century Fox World due to open in 2016.
Source: http://edition.cnn.com/2013/12/17/travel/twentieth-century-fox-theme-park/

Figure 5: Ansoff Matrix
Source: http://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTMC_90.htm
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Using Social Media to Create and Sustain Organically Created Short-Term
Travel Communities: A Case Study of the JetBlue All-You-Can-Jet (AYCJ)
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Abstract
The cross-pollination of hypermobility, technology, and tourism is an emerging area in tourism
sciences and provides the platform on which this case study of the 2010 JetBlue All-You-Can-Jet
(AYCJ) promotion resides. The purpose of this case study is to provide insight into the use of social
media in creating and sustaining organically created communities in the tourism milieu. This study
provides context through a descriptive analysis of JetBlue, its brand, and the internal/external forces
that have influenced the expansion of JetBlue leading up to the 2010 AYCJ promotion.
Key Words: social media, hypermobility, subculture, airlines, AYCJ
Introduction
Incorporated in 1998, David Neeleman founded JetBlue Airlines which has become the sixth largest
air passenger carrier in the United States when measured by revenue passenger miles (JetBlue Annual
Report, 2011). Based in Queens, New York, JetBlue has positioned itself as New York City's
hometown airline. According to the U.S. Census Bureaus' 2009 American Community Survey, the
New York City metropolitan area had an estimated 22,232,494 residents thus JetBlue has centralized
itself in one of the world's largest travel markets. Furthermore, Neeleman saw the per capita income
of the area population coupled with the inbound/outbound demand as factors solidifying his decision
to locate JetBlue’s hub there (Peterson, 2004). John F. Kennedy (JFK) airport in New York City was
established as the primary hub for the airline becoming the top carrier at JFK airport in terms of the
annual number of passengers carried (Hunneycut, 2009).
By December 31, 2010, JetBlue was servicing 63 destinations in 21 states, Puerto Rico, and 11
countries throughout the Caribbean and Latin America (JetBlue Airways Reports December Traffic,
2011). While JetBlue has made in-roads into the U.S. airline industry, the creation and expansion has
not been absent of problems. Problems, internally and externally, have plagued JetBlue airlines albeit
their resiliency and resolve to overcome and/or accommodate them is arguably one of the key reasons
for JetBlue's success. The first major event to impact JetBlue was the terrorist attacks on the United
States in 2001. Anomalous events impacting the airline since include the 2002 Homeland Security
Act, the 2003 Privacy scandal, the 2007 "Valentine's Day Massacre", the flight attendant incident of
2010, and oil prices. JetBlue has weathered many storms and will likely face more in the future but
for its current standing in the airline industry, it has become a major player in an industry difficult to
penetrate and even more difficult to sustain.
In 2009 JetBlue introduced the limited-run All-You-Can-Jet (AYCJ) promotion allowing participants
unlimited travel from September 8 through October 8, 2009 for 599.00 U.S. The passes were valid for
any flight operated by JetBlue within the 31 day period as long as seats were available and reserved a
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minimum of three days prior to travel. While domestic taxes and fees were included in the ticket
price, international taxes and fees were additional if participants flew to foreign destinations.
Due to the popularity of the promotion, JetBlue offered the pass in 2010 albeit utilizing a two-tier
pricing system in lieu of the single pass offered in 2009. The first tier, the AYCJ-7 pass, allowed
participants, for 699.00 U.S., to travel on any route, anytime, from September 7 through October 6,
2010, to any destination directly serviced by JetBlue as long as any seat was available. The more
popular pass, AYCJ-5 pass, at 499.00 U.S., contained the same benefits as the AYCJ-7 with the
exception of an added restriction that flights could not be taken on Friday's or Sunday's. Restrictions
for both passes included: charges for international taxes/fees for international flights, changes to
itineraries without fees needed to be made a minimum of three days prior to the date ticketed, and if
seats were reserved but not used, a no-show financial penalty was charged to the pass holder.
Furthermore participants were required to be enrolled, or enroll in, in JetBlue's frequent flyer
program, TrueBlue, and flights could not include those on partner airlines which included Cape Air.
Prohibited destinations not included in the promotion were Nantucket (ACK), Martha's Vineyard
(MVY), Provincetown (PVC), Hyannis (HYA) and Rutland, Vermont (RUT).
According to the JetBlue 2009 Annual Report, the promotion was the most successful promotion in
the history of the organization albeit information concerning how success was measured is absent.
Number of passes sold, data on participants, profit-margins, impacts on load factors, and other
relevant information are considered proprietary information according to a JetBlue spokesperson
(Personal communication, October 2010). As a secondary indicator of the program success, in 2010
the promotion created demand resulting in passes selling out within 60 hours (JetBlue Press Release,
August 23, 2010), quicker than the eight days it took to sell out in 2009 (Fitzgerald, 2011). The
JetBlue 2010 Annual Report indicated in September 2009 the airline garnered a load factor of 77.6%
with September 2010 realizing a load factor of 80.6%. Simultaneously it must be noted that the
number of departures between September 2009 and September 2010 increased by 8.8% with 16,321
departures in September 2009 and 17,750 departures in September 2010 (JetBlue Airways
Corporation, 2010).
The AYCJ promotion enabled JetBlue to fill seats during a month traditionally considered the slowest
of the year for air travel. Aside from increasing load factors, the promotion was a medium through
which to increase its customer base while advancing the brand reach. The corporate sanctioned AYCJ
promotion marketing mix was augmented through the AYCJ participant’s use of social media. This
study found the the majority of participants utilized some form of social media for communication
while traveling on the pass. Use of Twitter, Facebook, Meetup, and other social media platforms
enabled non-participants to follow the journeys of the participants thus being exposed to the JetBlue
experience as well as the destinations JetBlue services.
JetBlue has not disclosed whether a profit was made on the promotion nor to what extent it impacted
their brand reach (Personal Communication, October 21, 2010). Just as minimal public information
exists concerning the internal logistics and outcomes of the promotion, there is no publicly available
empirical information concerning the promotion participants. Utilizing social media, a survey was
disseminated to 2010 AYCJ participants focused on identifying participant characteristics and
empirically documenting their AYCJ experience. The following sections present the methodology,
survey results, followed by a discussion, and commencing with recommendations for further research.
Methodology
The survey instrument was constructed and refined throughout the month-long 2010 AYCJ promotion
thus identifying the variables needed to successfully create, revise, and implement the survey.
Surveys were completed solely online with many of the participants completing the survey during
layovers in Terminal 5, the JFK hub terminal for JetBlue. The convenience sample drew from
members of Facebook and Meetup who were members of the AYCJ sub-groups and who were
actively receiving updates via either site. From October 5 until October 13, 2010, Survey Monkey was
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utilized to disseminate surveys and capture responses. Three separate requests for participation were
placed on Facebook and three on Meetup throughout the month.
One-hundred and seven participants (n=107) voluntarily completed the survey. This was a
convenience sample thus generalizing outside the sample is not possible. A convenience sample was
chosen due to several variables. First, JetBlue has not publicly disclosed, nor will, according to their
public relations department, the number of AYCJ 2010 passes sold. This policy was also followed
regarding the 2009 promotion. The reason given is that this is proprietary information. Second, only
two websites were utilized to recruit participants, Facebook and Meetup, requiring participants to be
members of the sub-groups for AYCJ participants. As of October 12, 2010, there were 507 members
on AYCJ Meetup and 6,826 members on the AYCJ Facebook site.
Results
On August 17, 2010 the JetBlue All-You-Can-Jet promotion was announced indicating the passes
would be on sale from August 17-20 or until the limited supply was exhausted; passes sold out within
sixty hours. A confirmation email was sent to those successful in purchasing the pass stating that
flights would be available for booking starting August 23. The 96-hour window allowed for planning
of flights/destinations/dates requiring participants to independently design their individualized
itineraries through amalgamating individual flight legs into a 30-day itinerary. Starting on August 23,
seats could be reserved for flights from September 7 through October 6, 2010. Changes to
dates/destinations during the month were allowed given a 3-day advance notice of the change.
Itineraries for some participants were complex requiring coordination of 25+ flights throughout the
month. Variations in the use of the pass were vast with some taking a couple of flights over weekends
to others who were constantly flying throughout the duration of the promotion. For some, there was
the need to coordinate flights outside of the JetBlue system in order to reach a destination JetBlue
does not service. One participant utilized the pass to fly to the west coast to catch a cheaper flight to
Hawaii while some Canadian participants flew to the United States to connect into the JetBlue system.
The top 10 destinations participants visited were: New York City (71.7%), Boston (49.1%), Las
Vegas (47.2%), Long Beach (47.2%), San Francisco (47.2%), Austin (41.5%), Chicago (37.7%),
Seattle (34%), San Jose, Costa Rica (32.1%), and San Juan, Puerto Rico (32.1%). Additionally
named destinations by participants visited during the promotion not directly serviced by JetBlue were:
1.) Key West, Florida 2.) Dallas, Texas 3.) Toronto, Ontario 4.) Lake Tahoe, Nevada 5.) Montreal,
Quebec 6.) Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 7.) Panama City, Panama 8.) Park City, Utah 9.) Vancouver,
British Columbia, and 10.) Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Flights were only one component needing
coordination.
Accommodation, ground transport, budgeting, travel partners, and activities were some of the other
areas participants were required to logistically coordinate when reserving seats on flights. Participants
were asked to indicate the degree of planning put into each indicated travel component. The choices
were: none, a little, some, or a lot. The following were planned for followed by the percentage of
participants who indicated some or a lot of planning went into designing the itineraries:
accommodation (77.6%), budgeting (64.6%), ground transport (53.1%), and activities (51%).
Accommodation required the most planning into, outside of flight reservations. Participants utilizing
the internet for reviews of accommodations consulted tripadvisor.com, wikitravels.com, and other
travel review sites. TripAdvisor, operated by Expedia, was the most identified accommodation review
site. Regarding reviews for overall destination planning, participant utilized the Lonely Planet Thorn
Tree, prior AYCJ blogs, and Google Maps. Bookings were made through Priceline (52.1%), Expedia
(22.9%), Hotels.com (20.8%), Hostels.com (20.8%), and Kayak (14.6%). Outside of the survey
choices, the following were additionally named sites from which purchases were made:
Travelocity.com, Travelzoo.com, Hotwire.com, Hostelworld.com, Lastminutetravel.com,
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Hostelbookers.com, Booking.com, Airbnb.com, and direct booking through hotel/hostel/airline
websites.
Throughout the planning stage social media became instrumental for many participants collocating
strangers into a virtual community eventually metamorphosing into a corporeal hypermobile
community. The All-You-Can-Jet promotion was not designed to create a hypermobile community
yet through virtual communication between participants a temporary pseudo-community was
organically created and sustained. For many 2010 AYCJ participants, traveling alone was the only
option if they were going to participate in the promotion. Many study participants (46.2%) indicated
they prefer traveling solo and when asked why, the top three reasons given were: 1.)
freedom/independence, 2.) meeting others is easier, and 3.) flexibility. Many AYCJ participants
utilized social media as a primary medium for connecting with other participants while
simultaneously utilizing it for planning. Room shares, travel partners, group parties/events, destination
information/suggestions, and other unique situations surfaced prior to, and during, the promotion.
Participants were asked which social media platforms were utilized and to what extent during the
different phases of the AYCJ experience. The most often used social media platforms prior to the
promotion commencement were Facebook (39.6%) and MeetUp (31.3%). During the month-long
promotion, 77% of participants utilized Facebook daily or often for planning while 58% used Meetup
daily or often. Simultaneously, 26.7% of participants rarely used Meetup with 15.6% never utilizing
it. Skype, Foursquare, and Twitter were minimal in their usage compared to Facebook and Meetup
during the planning stage as well as during the month-long promotion.
One group in particular that was monitored and participated in by JetBlue on Facebook had a
membership totaling 6,826 members by the conclusion of the 2010 promotion. Facebook, as well as
other social media platforms, became the nucleus of this hypermobile community. According to the
homepage of Meetup, a social networking site designed to create self-organized groups, there have
been more than 7 million members since its inception, over 75,000 groups, and is the world's largest
network of local groups.
Founded in 2002 the mission of Meetup is to empower the world's people to self-organize into local
groups (Conners, 2005). The AYCJ Meetup group was created on August 18, 2010, maturing into
506 members who posted over 185 events and 226 postings overall throughout the 2010 AYCJ
promotion. On October 18, 2010, the group ceased to exist. From October 6-8, 2010, a content
analysis of the Meetup postings was conducted focusing specifically on the posts from August 18
through October 6, 2010. The themes were amalgamated into 11 categories with each AYCJ Meetup
posting falling into one or more categories. This content analysis indicated the themes and the number
thereof of posts: accommodation shares (34), activities (34), drinks/nightclubs/parties (28), general
meetups (24), rental car/taxi shares (20), pre-kick off meetups (17), festivals (14), sporting events
(12), breakfast/lunch/dinner (11), layover/terminal meetups (8), and misc. (24).
The majority of participants (71.7%) purchased the pass for leisure/vacation. Asked about the
activities they participated in while utilizing the AYCJ pass, the top activities were: touring museums
(78.6%), relaxing on the beach (71.4%), nightclubbing (71.4%), attending cultural events (57.1%),
casino gambling (50%), attending concerts (42.9%), and attending sporting events (35.7%). Other
activities listed included snorkeling, hiking, taking group tours, sailing, scuba diving, and zip-lining.
Seventy-seven percent of the participants began the month travelling solo.
The majority of 2010 AYCJ participants (89.3%), 2010 was their first year participating in the
promotion. Most participants (32.1%) became aware of the promotion through means other than those
listed in the survey options. The majority of respondents choosing the 'other' option on the survey
indicated they learned of the promotion through social media including Facebook and Twitter as well
as websites including slickdeals.net, the most commonly named website. The second largest response
category was learning of the pass through friends (24.5%) followed by learning of the promotion
through a news website (17%).
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Over ninety-six percent of the respondents were living in the United States at the time of the
promotion with the majority residing in California (28.6%), New York (18.4%), and Illinois (8.2%).
These three states are home to major populace areas serviced by JetBlue: Los Angeles, San Francisco,
New York City, and Chicago. The majority of survey participants were male (78.6%) with the largest
age cohorts being 23-30 years old (50%) followed by 41-50 years old (35.7%). Participants were
asked their highest level of completed educational attainment. Fifty-seven percent held a bachelor's
degree, 20% Masters degree, and 4% held a Doctoral degree A total of 81% of participants were
college graduates with a further 8% indicating they were attending college at the time of the study.
Under half of the participants were employed full-time (40.9%), defined as 32+hours per week of
continuous employment, and 2.3% worked part-time. Forty-three percent of participants were
unemployed either by choice or due to layoff. The national unemployment rate in September 2010
was 10.1% with underemployment sitting at 18.8% according to Gallup (Jacobe, 2010). Nearly 30%
of participants considered themselves freelance consultants while 38.8% of fully-employed
participants indicated they were able to conduct all of their work via the internet. Of the 38.8% able to
conduct all of their work via the internet, 35% of them did so. Survey participants were able to choose
more than one category (e.g. full-time freelance consultant conducting their work via the internet).
Several participants indicated other situations including financial independence and waiting for a job
they were hired for to commence.
Conclusions
The purpose of this case study was to summarize the historical trajectory of JetBlue, provide an
overview of the All-You-Can-Jet promotion, and to promulgate empirical data regarding the 2010
All-You-Can-Jet promotion and its participants. Since the inaugural flight of JetBlue in 2000, JetBlue
has proceeded through the bureaucratic and competitive industry that few upstart airlines can
maneuver through and survive. After over a decade JetBlue has not only survived, it has thrived
proving many of its naysayers wrong in its wake.
The JetBlue business model is considered the antithesis of the model the legend airlines operate from.
JetBlue’s model focuses on customer service at consumer friendly prices. JetBlue is considered a
value airline albeit the services and amenities are anything but belying perceptions of what constitutes
a low-cost travel experience. For six straight years JetBlue was named the top low-cost airline for
customer service in the annual J.D. Power and Associates Survey (Glab, 2011).
JetBlue has successfully managed its brand reputation through external and internal calamitous events
solitary in nature or reoccurring. Terrorist attacks on the United States in 2001, volatile fuel prices, an
economic recession, air transportation security issues, governmental regulation, and competition were
external variables JetBlue has had to contend with in an uncontrollable global milieu since its
inception. Internally, JetBlue has dealt with passenger privacy issues, customer rights, empowerment
of employees, lack of cross training, and various employee issues.
Marketing and public relations departments are primal to reputation and trust equity management.
Promoting a brand, sustaining brand reputation, and increasing the brand reach require proactive and
reactive approaches. In 2009 JetBlue offered its first All-You-Can-Jet (AYCJ) promotion and
renewed the promotion in 2010 albeit with a few changes. JetBlue exalted this to be their best
promotion ever. The promotion galvanized fliers to purchase passes allowing them to travel anytime
to anywhere within the JetBlue system sans a few restrictions. The pass was valid for September into
the early part of October, considered the slowest period of the year for the travel and tourism industry.
In 2010 the pass sold out within 60 hours and while JetBlue did not make public the number of passes
sold, they consistently promoted its effectiveness in propagating the JetBlue brand.
Media coverage was an integral component of the promotion marketing mix while social media
became a primary conduit for increasing the brand reach. In the case of the AYCJ promotion, it was a
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mix of participants and JetBlue employees utilizing social media to escalate the transparency of
JetBlue and the JetBlue experience. As found in this study, Facebook and Meetup were the two most
popular social media sites used during the promotion. JetBlue had a presence, including its own AYCJ
page, allowing for constant dialogue between JetBlue, promotion participants, and those vicariously
following promotion participants. For many participants, of whom many traveled solo, social media
provided a platform for coalescing participants into an organic hypermobile traveler subculture.
Within this temporary subculture there was no one type of traveler as the participants ranged widely
in age, place of residence, destinations visited, budgets, use of social media, and employment. While
many participants were unemployed, a number of those employed had the ability to take advantage of
the promotion while simultaneously working. There is substantial discourse regarding post-modern
society and the "workplace" as a variable thereof. The changes in the workplace in terms of the
environment, hours, responsibilities, loyalty, independence, and the shift to a knowledge-based
economy are all common themes that are progressively recruiting research interest amongst varying
academic disciplines.
Increasingly mobile lifestyles are generally reliant upon the internet. The internet has become an
integral part of post-modern society and is prevalent throughout the travel and tourism milieu.
Travelers utilizing the internet for trip planning and purchasing has increased exponentially over the
years. Substantial inroads have been crossed in bringing the traveling public to make trustworthy
internet transactions. Early adopters have given way to the masses as it is not only convenient, but for
many services and transactions, becoming a necessity for the procurement of goods and services.
Travelers utilize travel sites in various ways including to comparison shop, to read reviews of
properties and experiences, and to make purchasing decisions. It is argued that these sites are utilized
at different points in the travel experience. The travel experience is not considered, here, once the
traveler has departed from their place of normal residence. Instead, the travel experience encompasses
the entire continuum from the conception of traveling to a destination, or to travel in general, to the
post-travel experience as a review is made and the memories are framed.
One of the primary areas of needed improvement in the AYCJ promotion, according to 2010 pass
holders, is in the availability of resources to support their independent itinerary planning. The
participants as a whole did not seem to want help with the planning by JetBlue employees but instead
wanted the technological tools so they could make informed decisions regarding the development of
their itineraries. The primary suggestions included releasing a timetable of all available flights for the
month-long promotion prior to the day flights open up for booking and more JetBlue involvement in
social media, especially during the planning stages. Many of the difficulties experienced were not
isolated to the AYCJ promotion thus JetBlue should consider re-evaluating the user-friendliness of
their entire website.
The AYCJ promotion was considered a success by JetBlue as well as the participants. Participants
were part of a unique subculture that organically surfaced and was sustained throughout the duration
of the promotion, and for some, well after. The cruise industry, along with the tour industry, has been
able to bring generally disparate persons together for a space in time to enjoy travel experiences
together. JetBlue has now laid the foundation for the possibilities that airlines can become involved
with, and profit from, the creation of opportunities to bring strangers together into temporary
hypermobile communities.
Recommendations
While there is a call for more varied types of passes, the fact that this was a relatively small
percentage of JetBlue fliers lent itself to creating an organic community of fliers sharing a unique
experience. To create an expanded program of this nature may place the uniqueness of its AYCJ
promotion format in jeopardy. JetBlue may want to consider offering an AYCJ pass throughout the
year just as some airlines offer Round-The-World (RTW) passes allowing passengers, for one fare, to
travel for an extended period of time albeit with a limited number of stops to a limited number of
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destinations. These passes are traditionally sold in tiers with higher the price correlating to the number
of stops and visited destinations.
A likely result of breaking the pass into two tiers in 2010 was the dispersion of demand on certain
days of the week. It required those with the restrictive passes to travel on days other than high demand
days (Fridays and Sundays) thus filling more seats on days when there is generally less demand. The
second outcome of the two-tier system was those purchasing the unrestricted pass were potentially
restricted to weekend travel due to employment or other responsibilities thus giving those without
flexibility during the week the opportunity to take advantage of the promotion on weekends. Research
is beginning to appear regarding travel and the workplace. Itinerant workers, contract workers, home
workers, and virtual workplaces are all increasingly transparent as companies move from the
traditional workplace models to those that accept, and for many, embrace, the use and efficiency of
technology. A number of participants indicated that their ability to travel on the AYCJ pass was due
to their flexible work milieu. Responding to this new workplace reality by the airlines creates
potential markets that could benefit from a pass catering to their unique, albeit growing, mobile
lifestyles.
There are a myriad of pass offerings JetBlue could offer in the future such as travel on days of low
demand only, travel once a month for a limited number of days over the course of a year, and/or
passes sold for different city pairs which would be attractive to those who live in one city and work in
another or who regularly take flights between the two cities. JetBlue has sparked a flame that with
further fuel can be a potential panacea for depressed load factors. JetBlue has kept the mechanics of
the promotion to itself due to proprietary reasons hence the inability to ascertain the true impacts of
the promotion on the load factors for September 2010.
While it is suggested that providers of accommodations, events, ground transport, and activities
consider offering discounts or information concerning their products/services to AYCJ participants,
the potential to amalgamate most of these areas lies in one or more of the sites travel sites. Priceline is
a primary example. Priceline was utilized by 53.1% of participants. If Priceline created a dedicated
website portal for this unique group, or partnered with JetBlue to be included on their website, the
potential for relieving access inventory reciprocally benefits the suppliers of travel goods/services as
well as the program participants. Priceline is only one of the sites and is used here as an example of
the potential benefits of partnering with JetBlue and its AYCJ participants.
Social media is a relatively new medium albeit the intensity of its arrival via the internet cannot be
undervalued or underestimated. Research from academics and industry is beginning to surface with
extraordinary vigor providing empirical data concerning the logistics and facts surrounding social
media. Furthermore, research regarding on-line communities has become an area of inquiry which is a
corollary of social media. Group formation via the internet is empowering people with similar
interests and experiences to amalgamate into sub-cultures, such as that of the AYCJ participants.
Results of this study supports the notion that many travelers are solo travelers, some by choice others
by circumstances. Through social media solo travelers are able to coagulate into temporary, or in
some cases, long term communities. Through tapping into the solo traveler communities JetBlue has a
viable market. Solo travelers have been a market relegated to the margins of the commercial travel
milieu yet with their growing prevalence, they, along with other marginalized non-traditional travel
markets should be pursued (Kanning, 2008).
JetBlue which is known for its service and product could potentially offer discounted passes in
exchange for reviewing/evaluating the flights they take. Somewhat like the mystery shoppers, those
holding the discounted passes would evaluate, through a regulated system, the entire travel process
starting with reserving a seat to collecting their baggage at their final destination. This would allow
JetBlue, at minimal costs to ascertain the level of service being offered. Throughout the 2010 AYCJ
promotion, it was indicated by study participants that nobody was asked to critique their experiences
or the components thereof. This would be a cost-effective and reliable means through which to
consistently evaluate the JetBlue travel experience.
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Overall, participants positively responded to the 2010 AYCJ promotion. The foundation for creating a
growing cadre of loyal customers through high trust equity and providing positive travel experiences
was constructed and reinforced throughout this promotion. It is recommended that JetBlue not stop
the availability of the passes even if it requires reformulating the pass logistics. The self-proclamation
by JetBlue that this was their best promotion ever should be testament to reconsider its decision to
discontinue the promotion in its 2010 format.
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International Marketing for Artist, success or failure?
Roger de Tanios
[No affiliation given]
roger@rogerdetanios.com
Abstract

Roger de Tanios is a living proof that international legal advisors do not lack any talent for creativity
and cultural innovation. Tutored by the French famous Artist, H. Torossian, and having lived and
worked across more than 25 countries, de Tanios portrays in his paintings, sculptures and installations
a vivid and colorful incarnation of the human nature in its worldwide dimension.
With a special interest in Contemporary Art, Roger De Tanios is known as creative artist from the
post modernism movement with a sense of incomparable art.
Throughout his artistic journey, Roger de Tanios has created the “AYACHAK MAN”; a symbolic
representation of the Middle Eastern “Macho Man” and the way he views women in general. This
Aychak Man is strong, showing off, with an exaggerated pride in masculinity, while he claims himself
as hip and modern.
While pursuing his Executive -- MBA program at the Lebanese American University (LAU) Roger de
Tanios met a very talented marketing professor, Prof Zafar U. Ahmed, who inspired, coached and
mentored him in 2013 to prepare a Branding Project for his art. Roger de Tanios developed this
project into an International Marketing Plan to launch his art and the Aychak Man character on the
International scene. In fact, he started in 2014 an international tour that will end up by end of 2015
where he will be showcasing a special collection about this character in international exhibitions
(around 24 exhibitions across 18 countries). His tour is collecting lot of interest, success and
achievement in addition to winning awards (Vienna Museum of Young Art Award conferred on
Roger de Tanios ).
Roger de Tanios holds the Lebanese and French nationalities; in addition he is an international legal
advisor and an artist, this dual nationality shaped his personality, a sort of “cultural schizophrenia “
allowing him to understand multicultural environment and to have a global approach to peoples’
Needs and Wants. This facilitated a marketing approach to brand himself as an international artist
allowing him to promote and build a brand around his character “Aychak Man” that can be used for
Fashionable Designs Based on Tradition. Therefore, he is developing a long term branding strategy to
reach this goal.
Can he succeed? Can he build this brand globally using the international marketing approach? Is
possible to promote an Artist as brand to be an umbrella brand for other brands? How? These are the
challenges that Roger de Tanios is encountering right now.
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Management & Impact of Social Security Scheme -RSBY- A case study of
Madhya Pradesh
Asif Hasan
Veer Kunwar Singh University, India
asifhasanfarabi@gmail.com

Abstract
Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana (RSBY) is a cashless national health insurance welfare scheme
introduced by the Government of India with the objective of providing protection to BPL households
from financial liabilities arising out of health setbacks involving hospitalization. Moreover, it also
empowers them to choose their health service provider, either private or public, thus creating an
incentive mechanism for providers to improve the quality of their services. This paper is an effort to
understand that how the RSBY is implemented in Madhya Pradesh and its impact on the life of
common public that belongs to BPL.
Keywords: RSBY, MGNRGA, implementing institutions, management, Team

Introduction
In November 2012, Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana (RSBY) was started implementing in Madhya
Pradesh. In such a short span of time i.e in one and half year about Six lakhs [579727 families]
beneficiaries were enrolled. This remarkable work is really commendable for the state government as
well as the private insurance agency.
Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana [RSBY] started rolling from 1st April 2008 by the government of
India. Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojna is an appropriate and suitable scheme for Below Poverty Line
people. The RSBY implementing strategy has focused from April 2008 on large-scale outreach,
aiming to enroll as many BPL persons as possible. RSBY benefits are enabling people to get hospital
care. Access to health care is improving for the poor and deprived section. The existing infrastructure
of both private and public hospitals has considerably improved. Using of Smart Cards and Biometric
technology are successful for a social sector scheme at this large scale and thereby helps in Reducing
Frauds/ errors, Improving targeting and Stopping leakages, Giving Unique ID to each RSBY
beneficiary and empanelled hospital, improving the BPL data-base.
Profile of Madhya Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh is known as the "heart of the nation" and is centrally located in the country. It is the
second largest state in the country with an area of 308 lakh hectares. The state is rich in natural
resources and Panna is famous for its diamond mines.
The state has a population of around seven million. It majorly comprises Hindus while other religions
are in the minority. The main occupation of the 75 per cent population is farming and lives in villages.
It also has a large tribal population. Hindi is the official language of the state. Other regional
languages include Malwi, Bundeli, Bagheli and Nimri.
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Historically it is known as Malwa. After India attained independence, Madhya Pradesh was formed in
1950 with Nagpur as its capital. The state was created by including the princely states of Makrai and
Chhattisgarh. In 1956, Madhya Bharat, Vindhya Pradesh and Bhopal were joined together to form
Madhya Pradesh. Bhopal was made the new capital of the state. In 2000, the south-eastern part of the
state was separated to form Chhattisgarh state.
Madhya Pradesh is centrally located and is called as the "heart of the nation". It borders GangaYamuna plains in the north, Aravalli in the west, Chhattisgarh in the east and Maharashtra in the
south. The Narmada-Son valley stretches from the eastern to the western part of the state.
Madhya Pradesh is rich in cultural history and boasts of several monuments, temples, stupas, forts and
palaces. UNESCO has declared three sites in the state as the World Heritage Sites. These are
Khajuraho Group of Monuments, Buddhist Monuments at Sanchi and the Rock Shelters at
Bhimbetka.
The Buddhist Monuments at Sanchi date back to 2nd and 1st century BC. It has monolithic pillars,
palaces, temples and monasteries. It is the oldest Buddhist sanctuary and is one of most the important
places for Buddhist pilgrimage. The Rock Shelters of Bhimbetka reveals the earliest signs of human
existence in the country. It displays paintings dating from Mesolithic period to historical period.
Around 9.38 percent of the land area in the state is populated. It is also the second richest state in
terms of mineral resources. Bhilai and Chhindwara districts produce large amounts of manganese.
Around 45 per cent of the nation's bauxite production takes place in areas like Jabalpur, Mandala,
Shahdol, Satna and Reeva. It also has one of the largest reserves of diamonds. The forest cover
comprises 30 per cent of the state and includes teak, sal and bamboo species.
Broad Objectives of the Study

1.

The study was conducted for the following objectives:
a. To study the impact of RSBY scheme in Madhya Pradesh
b. To study the RSBY implementation methodology adopted in Madhya Pradesh
c. What are the best practices adopted by Madhya Pradesh for RSBY
d. How the best practices can be replicable in the other regions.
e. To understand the role of MGNREGA in RSBY scheme
Methodology
This study strives for absolute scientific objectivity to understand the impact Social Security SchemeRSBY in Madhya Pradesh. In this regard, I used both primary and secondary sources.
The study is based on primary as well as secondary sources. For the primary data collection I have
used two methodologies that include focused group discussions and individual interviews. All the data
and information then from different sources qualitative and quantitatively analyzed.
I have interviewed almost all the stakeholders of the RSBY through interview schedules as one of the
study tool. Focussed Group discussion is a very familiar tool now a day with other participatory
learning tools (commonly known as PLA tools) is used in my study extensively. I have also tried to
take one to one interviews of all the stakeholders. It is never advisable to ignore the earlier studies on
the subjects and I didn’t dare to do it. I extensively gone through all the literature available, that
includes books, journals, web articles, news articles etc, on the topic and discussed in length wherever
required in my paper. I would like to point out that these interviews were carried out during my
research.
In combination to the above qualitative research, secondary data collection was another method. This
method entails the collection of written materials from those who have written on similar topics.
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Sources obtained here cover a broad background within the domain of development, international
relations, economics, politics, culture, social, civil society and research methods. Sources obtained are
in the form of textbooks (published materials), articles and journals alongside other source findings
such as electronic materials of similar categories.
With respect to source criticisms, primary sources are sometimes misleading in circumstances where
the interview was not conducted in the interviewee native language. There could be translation
misinterpretation leading to wrong data collection.
This problem was easily dealt with as the interviews were carried out in the interviewee’s native
languages in random sampling. In addition to primary sources, secondary sources were another form
of data collection.
By obtaining materials from both primary and secondary sources, gives room for objectivity and in
analyzing the various techniques used in view of the research questions.
Management and Frame work of Social Security Scheme – RSBY in Madhya Pradesh
In Madhya Pradesh, RSBY has started rolling in November 2012. The State Health Department has
taken initiative to start the scheme in March 2012 by inviting tenders for the Insurance scheme.
IFFCO Tokyo agreed in premium of Rs. 309.
“In initial stage we have really struggled for collecting BPL data. We have collected
from Public Distribution System, then in the later stage it was denied. We cannot rely
with the 2001 census data. MGNREGA job card was also could not be considered.
Finally 2011 Census record were taken from District administration and were
uploaded. On 17th August 2012, a MoU were signed between state government and
IFFCO Tokyo Insurance Company. And On 7th November 2012 a Pilot project was
launched in Bhopal.”
Dr. Hematn Sinha, Additional CEO RSBY,MP.
The design of RSBY were adopted on the basis of central government design with some
customization according to the state as shown in Figure: 01
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IFFCO Tokyo: IFFCO Tokyo succeeded in bidding invited by the State Health department. Seven
national levels Insurance company participated in bidding. And the lowest financial bid was Rs. 309
quoted by IFFCO Tokyo. IFFCO Tokyo agreed to cover the benefit package prescribed by GOI
through a cashless facility that in turn requires the use of smart cards which conform to certain
specifications and must be issued to all members.
IFFCO Tokyo is operating in the following ways:

Liasonning with state government

Liasonning with Anganwadi and other NGO/SHG for promotion and enrollment in scheme

Providing RSBY smart card to the beneficiaries

Imparting training for awareness at all levels

Claim settlement
Premium: According to Memorandum of Understanding [MoU] A premium of Rs. 309 was agreed
upon by the Government of India and IFFCO Tokyo.
“After MoU with Government we have imparted in collaboration with state
government, several training programs for implementing institutions at all level for
awareness and methodology for enrollment even MGNREGA implementing agencies
was also given training.”
Mr Ashish, Sr. Manager Marketing, IFFCO Tokyo
RAKSHA TPA: The services of RAKSHA TPA is taken by IFFCO TOKYO for the third party
adjustment. Raksha TPA does followings.
 Hospital empanelment : A total 167 government and private hospitals were empanelled in the
entire Madhya Pradesh. Some of the private hospitals are super specialty hospital having state-ofthe-art facilities such as People Hospital Bhopal.
“We have started separate window for RSBY card holders. On an average 20 patients
benefitted every day with RSBY.”
Mr. Anup Thakur, Executive Officer Peoples
Hospital
 Claim settlement: Raksha TPA is having system for Claim settlement. And it settle a claim in
within 30 days of generation of claim. The amount for each treatment is fixed.
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Monitoring the hospital: It has own mechanism for monitoring the hospital. It has team of doctors
and board who looks assesses the treatment.
“I use to visit each hospital alternate day and puts initial on the reports of every
patient.”
Raksha TPA Doctor

Beneficiaries:
“I am suffering from throat tumor, I know I can avail upto Rs. 30000. But I am
satisfied that I got a chance to get treated in Private hospital” Mr Karan Singh, Patient
Beneficiaries are basically comes from BPL background. They can avail the treatment in both private
as well as government hospitals.
There are several other schemes rolled by state government such as “Deen Dayal Scheme” and Sardar
Vallabh Bhai Patel Nishulk Dawa avam Jaanch Yojna”
“Deen Dayal and Vallabh Patel scheme is for Government hospital and this scheme is
for Private hospital. In Government hospital I never show my RSBY Card because
there I am getting free with the other schemes”
Md. Hayat, Father
“I didn’t about the use of card my Aangan wadi worker said that government is
making card for BPL people so I also asked for me. When I came in Choudhary
hospital I have seen some people using this card then I enquired and then used.”
Mother of Ms. Naziya
The awareness of the card was not evident. People even if they have card they do not know how to
use the card. Out of 579727 enrolled BPL families only 4900 families claimed.
Impact of MGNREGA in RSBY
“We are consistently trying to link Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act [MGNREGA] with RSBY, and in future I Hope that it will be added.
Central government also instructed for this. May be due to two departments it is still
pending”
Mr. PC Sharma, CEO Zila Panchayat, Bhopal
RSBY is still in the cradle. It is dependent on BPL families. It could not reach to rural area in true
sense.
“We have Pt. Deen Dayal Health Card and we are using that card. RSBY smart card
were made but we have not received yet and also we do not know where to use. Govt.
Hospital is easily accessible to us and we go there only. Free ambulance use to come
at our door step.” Sunder Bai, wage seeker leaves in Traibal area of Raisen District,
MP.
Some of the wageseeker said that my card were not made. Wage seeker also do not showed interest in
making RSBY card.
“I have already sent a list of MGNREGA job card holders name to IFFCO Tokyo and
a copy to Health department but I am not sure that they have used that list. We have
also received training for RSBY in March 2012.” Mr. Amit Saxena , Project Officer
MGNREGA Bhopal.
A wall painted advertisement of RSBY were found in the Obaidullah Janpad [Block] of Raisen
district were found but when I asked with the employee they said till now no patient came with RSBY
card. This is not the case of one hospital but it is happening in almost all the rural government
hospital. Rural people are not using the card or they are not getting the chance to use the card because
they have already other schemes rolled by state government.
“I live in Bhopal and I am suffering from Appendicitis. I don’t want to get operated
in Government hospital so I came here”
Mandeep
“If would not have RSBY Card, I would not prefer for treatment. I am daily wage
worker, I could not manage my daily food, and how I could manage treatment in such
a big hospital?”
Peer Mohammad
RSBY card is really helping poor and deprived section of the society, who cannot get treated in good
hospitals.
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“We are from tribal area comes under Ratapani sanctuary. Here we do not have any
hospital. For any treatment we have to travel 35 km and that is our Janpad hospital.
We cannot even think to go big cities for treatment.” Kunwar Singh, mate
Findings
Following are the finding IN Mahdya Pradesh
 RSBY is impacting the life of poor and weaker section people.
 Some good and super specialty hospitals were empanelled.
 In cities people are getting benefitted with the scheme.
 BPL lists are not enough for the success of scheme
 Private hospitals are getting benefitted
 The other scheme of state government is not allowing the scheme to run in government hospital
 RSBY card holder are not well aware about the use of card.
Recommendations
 Linking RSBY with Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) and National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act (NREGA) to reach out to the grass root level;
 Organizing camps at remote areas for identifying the beneficiaries;
 Tying up with mobile companies for reaching out to large number of population;
 Establishing an effective 24x7 call centre where beneficiaries can get information;
 Facilitating and hand holding of beneficiaries to access of healthcare within the hospital;
 Using the enrolment fee as a source to fund the Information, Education and Communication
activities;
 Regular review by State Governments on service utilization;
 Involvement of District Health administration for planning and implementation of enrollment
process; and
 Empanelment of government (Community Health Centre (CHC) and district Hospital) as well as
private facilities.
Conclusions
Conclusions are as follows:
 BPL data is not sufficient for the success of RSBY. MGNREGA job Card holder should also be
included
 The scheme should be promoted in Rural areas
 Use of card should be demonstrated at the time of distribution of the card.
 Panchayti Raj institutions should be involved in RSBY implementation.
 IFFCO Tokyo is doing good in terms of enrollment but government should ensure that card
holder are availing the scheme.
 The scheme should not be only for promoting Private hospitals it should also be implemented in
Government hospitals.
 Using the NGO network to publicize the scheme and organize demonstrations and workshops to
create awareness on the scheme;
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Abstract
The growth of electronics manufacturing industries (EMI) is very crucial for the country, and the
government policies influencing the sector needs proper interrogation for economic growth. The study
explores the EMI and applies the Political, Economic, Social and Technological (PEST) and Strength,
Weakness, Opportunities and Threat (SWOT) analysis, which tries to identify the position of EMI in
perspective of its growth and investment. The better objective of this article is to explore the
opportunity of “Make in India” initiatives. The analysis of PEST and SWOT of EMI explores the
internal and external factors necessary for the growth. The analysis finds that the environmental is
suitability for FDI in the country in view of economic growth and market potential. This approach
helped to develop a profound understanding of the EMI in Indian context and has proved to be a
valuable decision-making tool when selecting an EMI. It resulted in producing useful, meaningful and
generalisable findings.
Introduction
The electronics manufacturing sector is also linked to the manufacturing sector, by policy variables
and other initiatives taken for the manufacturing growth, such as subsidy, FDI policy, land issues,
incentives, etc. The manufacturing sector is briefly explored here. Most of Indian manufacturing
firms are still far away from world class practices (Dangayach & Deshmukh, 2003). In last two
decades manufacturing sector has globally grown with latest technologies, which have affected the
manufacturing sector. Global competitors have paced with new technology and are improving
manufacturing, bringing in new products and making manufacturing more proactive and responsive
(Chandra & Pankaj, 1998). As a result of this, Indian manufacturing industries are facing tough
competition from both imports and from multinational companies in the domestic markets. The
technology revolution is forcing to raise the productivity and lower the product cost. Therefore, the
challenges are to be faced and necessary adjustments in policies are to be made to raise the
competitiveness of Indian manufacturing industries, particularly for potential sectors, such as EMS.
The electronics hardware manufacturing was primarily dominated by Government-owned companies’
upto 1984. India opened the door to external world in 1990s, by reducing duties and thereby the
economy started moving on the capitalism lines (Thakur, Gupta, & Singh, 2012), easing the foreign
investment norms, allowing of 100% foreign equity, reduction in customs tariffs, and delicensing of
several consumer electronic products attracted remarkable amount of foreign collaboration and
investment into the sector. The domestic industry also responded favorably to government policies.
The opening of the electronics industry to the private sector enabled entrepreneurs to establish
businesses to meet domestic demand, which raised the flexibility into the system after foreign
investors and collaborations. The flexibility issues are need of hour for the growth and sustainability
(Sushil, 2000).
In the changed scenario, electronic goods are acting as ‘enabler’ for improving the productivity and
efficiency of other manufacturing sectors like automobile, strategic electronics, consumer segment. At
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the same time the electronic industry has the potential of creating enormous employment
opportunities including skilled and semiskilled manpower. The growth of electronics manufacturing
sector has direct impact on the socio-economic development of a country and determining its
competitiveness by having its influence on the spread of education and healthcare through ICT (elearning) and tele-health services to both rural and urban areas as well as implementation of eGovernance (Gupta, et al., 2004).
India, has not only withstood the adverse environment, but also has been witnessing recovery. The
EMI ranks high among the various segments that have contributed to creating this bulwark by
contributing significantly to GDP. The EMS has shown achievement and has continued to chart its
journey northwards, in spite of the slow progress of the Indian economy.
During the last decade of 20th century, countries such as China, Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and
Malaysia have emerged as global leaders in electronics manufacture and its export. The growth of
electronics sector has significantly contributed to the growth of these economies. India has not only
failed to keep pace with the economic development of these countries but its IT hardware and
electronics industry is still in a nascent stage of development, though the country’s software industry
is well developed and highly competitive in the global market. The discussion in this article is made
to use basic tools of management such as PEST and SWOT analysis to conduct environment
scanning, specifically for EMI.
Electronics Manufacturing Sector in India
The field of “electronics” is changing at a very fast pace. The electronics manufacturing sector is
considered as one of the leading and sunrise sector in India, because of fastest growing demand of
electronics hardware in the country. The government had announced National Policy for Electronics
in 2012, with an objective to achieve a turnover of about $400 billion by 2020. The domestic
consumption in India is expected to grow to $9.66 billion by 2015. The government have taken
various initiatives such as 100% FDI through automatic route, capital subsidy of 25% under Modified
Special Incentive Package Scheme (20% for Special Economic Zones) for ten years from the date of
approval of the project, 2-5% benefits for export under Focused Product Scheme (FPS), 75-100% skill
development assistance for sector on total cost of the project, Preference to domestic manufacturing in
government procurements, availability of land for Electronics Manufacturing Clusters, setting up
semiconductors wafers fabrication manufacturing facilities etc.
The Electronics sector has emerged as a key player in the economy and is one of the most globalised
industries around the world. The electronics industry can be broadly categorised into six segments.
They are consumer electronics (the largest chunk of the market), industrial electronics, strategic
electronics, computers, communication and broadcasting equipment and electronic components. The
National Electronic Policy (NPE) 2012 is thought to boost a comprehensive set of schemes with
special focus on promotion of Electronics System Design and Manufacturing (ESDM) in the country.
Performance of Electronics Manufacturing in India
The electronics hardware production increased from Rs. 56,600 crore in 2005-06 to Rs.1,21,760 crore
in 2010-11, registering a CAGR of 16.5% and electronics hardware exports is reached to Rs. 25,900
crore in 2010-11. This sector contributes total employment of around 4.4 million. To stimulate growth
of electronics hardware manufacturing sectors, a task force was set up by the government in August
2009, which projected the demand for electronics hardware in the country to grow from US $ 45
Billion in 2009 to US $ 400 billion by 2020. The main growth drivers of electronics hardware demand
in India are:
(i) Growth in per capita income and corporate spend on electronics;
(ii) Government focuses on infrastructure;
(iii) Increasing spend on IT equipment;
(iv) Growing penetration of internet including broadband and mobile phones and
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(v) Need for innovative products at low cost.
The value addition in electronics products manufacturing in the country is also meager and shortfall in
demand is met by imports and hence there is a strong need to promote electronics and IT hardware
manufacturing in the country and simultaneously strategically rise as compared to other nations. Apart
from this other like supply chains and reverse supply chain are bigger issues need to be addressed
(Madaan & Wadhwa, 2007).
Indian electronics hardware production constitutes around 1.31% of the global production. On the
other hand China’s share of global electronic equipment production has increased from 17% in 2004
to 33% in 2009. At the current rate of growth, the domestic production can cater to a demand of USD
104 Billion in 2020 and the remaining would have to be met by imports. This aggregates to a demand
supply gap of nearly USD 1200 Billion by 2020.

Figure-1: Electronics Hardware Production (Source: Annual reports 2005, 2008, 2012; Department of
Electronics and IT)
Most of the demand for electronics hardware is met by the imports (The import duty on most of the
electronics hardware related to telecommunication is zero by 2005, as per the WTO agreements).
India lags behind in hardware manufacturing because of various reasons, such as high power cost,
poor availability of finance, high transaction cost, poor supply chain issues, etc. The cutting edge
technology in the country is need of the hour as newer technologies are becoming a part of a system,
and the organizations might have to migrate to that new technology platform (Gupta & Jana, 2003).
This may raise the serious concern if initiatives for domestic electronics manufacturing are not taken;
simultaneously there is huge opportunity for Electronics System Design and Manufacturing (ESDM)
to look towards India (Deloitte, 2013).
Some of the key observations from the literature include:





65 percent of the current demand for electronics products is met by imports. Imports are likely to
grow from $28 billion in 2011to $42 billion in 2015 in the absence of intervention
High value added manufacturing is likely to be restricted to less than 7 percent in 2015. This
represents a cumulative opportunity loss of $200 billion between 2011 and 2015 in the absence of
intervention
Increasing total domestic manufacturing to 50 per cent by 2015 will create additional direct
employment for nearly 2 lakhs people
There is a very pertinent need to recognize the EMI as a priority sector and provide a favorable
environment for its growth

The government recognized the importance of electronics industries long back. The government
created the Department of Electronics in 1970, later in 1971 a Electronics Commission was formed to
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lay the policies and guide to boost the electronics manufacturing in the country. The policy time line
for electronics manufacturing is highlighted in figure 2. In the beginning of the liberlisation era in
early 1980’s government announced the policy for electronics components in 1981. The policy
focused on economical viability, internationally competitive prices and need for free import of
technology. In 1983, government gave push to electronics industry by reducing the tariffs and
honoring the tax concession. Further in 1984, a policy to manufacture the telecommunications
equipment for the private sector started. By 1986, companies oriented to software export were
allowed to bring hardware without any duties. Thereafter, the domestic market was opened to the
foreign players with a condition to share equity with the domestic firms. This brought the reputed
market players like HP, DEC, Olivetti and Honeywell-Bull in the market. But more emphasis by this
time was given to software companies by providing subsidies in export processing zones (Khan,
1998).
Methodology
Strategic planning is not a precise science and no tool is compulsory, it’s a matter of choice and
depends on the prevailing conditions and underlying issues. Generally the PEST is useful analysis and
done before SWOT analysis. A PEST factor generally helps to identify SWOT factors. PEST assesses
external factors such as a market, including competitors, from the standpoint of a particular
proposition or a business, where as the SWOT is an assessment of a internal factors for business or a
proposition (Ha & Coghill, 2006). PEST is emphasized on larger and more complex business or
proposition, but even for a very small local businesses a PEST analysis can throw up light on
important issues, which might have otherwise missed (Peng & Nunes, 2007).
PEST analysis helps in organizing the problem in clear format using four perspectives, which makes
understanding, presentation, discussion and decision-making easier. Apart from this it is used for
marketing and business development assessment, simultaneously encourages proactive thinking,
rather than relying on habitual or instinctive reactions. Here the PEST analysis template is presented
in figure 3
Political Factors
The political analysis comprises of government regulations and legal issues including formal rules in
which the firm operates. This may include the political environment, tax policy, environmental laws,
trade policies, labour laws, etc.
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Economic Factors
The economic factors affect the sell and purchase ratio in the country, in terms influence the
purchasing power of the customer and firms capital cost. These factors can be economic growth rate,
interest rate, currency exchange, inflation rate, etc.
Social Factors
The social parameters include the demographic and cultural aspects of the external microenvironment.
The potential and demand in the market are addressed by these factors. Factors lying in this category
are health, population growth, age, happiness, safety, fooding, education, etc.
Technological Factors
Technological factors are not only crucial for developed nation but also to the developing nations as
well. These factors can influence the barriers to entry, production level, outsourcing decision. These
factors includes R&D, level of industrial automation, technology incentives, rate of change of
technology, sustainability, flexible technology. Analyzing the environment for the EMI for general
forces allows the managers and other stake holders to identify the opportunities, threats, strengths and
weaknesses. Therefore, EMI environment analysis actually EMI SWOT
analysis that addresses the following basic questions:
 To what extent does an EMI have the strength in the prevailing atmosphere?
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 To what extent in EMI does the investors and entrepreneurs have opportunity of doing
business in India?
 To what extent does an EMI have ‘weaknesses in the prevailing atmosphere?
 To what extent does EMI and investors or the entrepreneurs have threats and risks in
doing business in India?

Post PEST analysis the SWOT analysis gives the insight for the understanding and decision-making
in business and organizations. SWOT is an acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats (Piercy & Giles, 1989; Kearns, 1992). The analysis provides a framework for business
proposition, position and direction, reviewing strategy, of a company or, or any other idea (Lee, et al.,
2000),
The SWOT analysis for the EMI is done which explores the various factors business
opportunity. The figure 4 highlights the factors for EMI.
Conclusions
The EMI sector is in infant stage in India as compared to leading nations like China, Taiwan, South
Korea etc. The PEST analyses the in-depth understanding of India current position in terms of
political, economic, social and technological dimensions. From the PEST analysis it has been
identifies that it is better opportunity for investors and entrepreneurs, because of government baking
on “Make in India” campaign. The investors and foreign direct investment in country is being
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encouraged by giving the benefits in terms of tax and other beneficiary incentives like discounts in
infrastructure and machinery expenditure.
A second important conclusion is that India stands on third position in terms of GDP and raising
income as well as living standards which makes the India a huge market, so there is win-win situation
for both the investors and consumers.
Third conclusion drawn from the PEST analysis is the after a long gap of around 25 years a majority
government of a single government is being formed which is headed by a committed leader. This
makes the decision making faster in short span of time.
Fourth conclusion realized through the PEST analysis “Make in India” campaign will drive latest
technology in the country, which will any way influence the technological capability of the country.
Fifth a new industrial policy is announced by the government is backed by creating a talent pool in the
electronics field from design phase testing and manufacturing. Government will boost research in
electronics by admitting PhD for about 25000 students per year.
Finally a SWOT analysis was conducted for EMI after PEST for analysis of Strengths, Weakness,
Opportunities and Threats. From the SWOT analysis various factor pertinent to EMI were identifies
and the conclusion drawn from the analysis is that the growing number of foreign investment, raising
income and cheaper availability of labor are the driving factors for EMI. Simultaneously, the factors
associate with threat and weakness needs to handle in proper manner, then only the motive of
government, “Make in India”, would be possible.
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